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Foreword

This volume anii its companion (volume I) offer an update and elaboration of informa-
tion presehted in the 1972 Report of the Surgeon Oeneral's Advisory Committee on
Television and Behavior. That report was based, hi large part, on the.findings of research
projects commissioned and funded by the Federal Government to assess the effects of
teibvised viotn9e on children and youth. The 'Committee's repcirt confirmed the per-
vasiveness ortgevision within the United States but noted the conspicuous paucity of
information about the relationship,of television viewing to the psychological growtIkand
development of children. In a strongly worded statement, the Committee called, for the
conduct of such' research.

The past decade beaft witness to the response of the scientific community to that call.
Approximately 90 percent of all research publications on television's influentes on behav-
ior have appeared within the past 10 yearsmore than 2,500 titles. While a large number
of the studies continued to focus on effects of the medium on aggression, many more dealt
witIrtelevisioil viewing and its influences on other aspects of development and behavior.
This massive research effort, undertaken in this country and abroad, under the spon-
sorship of a wide variety of research and funding organizations, yielded an enormous

ount of new and needed information, the significance of which was to an extent
hi ered by lack of synthesis and assessment.

In ly 1979, a group of researchers in the field suggesteil to then Surgeon General
Julius B. Richmond the growing need for collection, review, synthesis, and assessment of
the new literature on,television and behavior. The Surgeon General agreed that such an
effort would provide opportunity to be more definitive regardi4 television's causal.
influences on violent and aggressive behaviors of viewers as .welf as to address an in-
creasing nuinber of questions about the medium's impact on viewers' functioning.

Because the National Institute of Mental Health had exercised lead respensibility
within.the Public Health Service for more than a decade for research in tEis area, the
Institute was encouraged by the Surgeon General to undertake the project, and work
began in late 1979. Dr. David Pearl, Chief, Beha,vioral Sciences Research Branch,
Division of Extramural Research Programs, was assigned lead responsibility within
NIMH for the review project. The reader is directed to the Preface of this volume for a
detailed description of the process through which the review was managed and, conducted.

Several decisions were made early that significantly influenced the nature of the present
report. First, in recognition of the large body of existing research literature, it was decided
that new studies would not be funded and conducted specifically for the reportrrather,
comprehensive and integrative reviews of the existing literature would belemmissioned
to present the state-of-the-art in coherent and unified.form. Second, a decisiorrws made
to focus on a much broader spectrum of television and behavior than did thp earlier repoft
winchhad been restricted to the effects of televised violence on aggressive behavior among
chil ren and youth. Thus, the new report addresses such issues as cognitive afid emotional
aspctsvtelevision viewing; television as it relates to socialization and viewers' concep-
tion social reality; television's influences on physical and mental health; and television
as -In American institution. Also, though much of the research has been conducted with
child and adolescent subjects, the new report is not limited to influences of the medium on
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Ns age group. Within this broadened c4.text, the orientation of the report overall is to

resea,rch and public health issues.
While the coverage of the report has been 'brOadened ;ubstantially, certain topics,.

generally not included,, should be noted. Television news and news reporting, political
socializatibn, public affairs broadcasting, and television advertising either have been

considered in detail elsewhere in recent years or were judged inappropriate for this Project.

Thus the programmatic focus of this review is on entertainment televisionthe kinds of
programs watched by most 0 the audience, most of the time.

Television and Behavior: Ten Years of Scientific Progress and 'Implications for the
Eighties (Volumes I 'und II) intends primarily to elucidate research findings and their

implications for public health and future research. 'though the subject is relevant to public

policy iisues, the present work makes no recommendations and does not issue specific
prescriptions. We would anticipate, however, that persons bearing responsibility for policy -

and for television industry practices would be interested in the finding(for use in decision-,
making. Also the report should be of substantial help to parents and others who.seek to
know ofboth the positive and adverse effects of flie medium and of the ways in which they

can' influence them.

iv

Herbert Pardes, M.D.
Director
National Institute of Mental .Health
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Preface

This isJ a companion volume to the National Institute of Mental, Health (NIMH)
update of the well-known report of the $urgeon General's Scientific Advisory Committee
on Television and Social Behavior. This volunfe largely incorporates edited versions of
commissionedintigrative reviews of the scientific literature of the past decade which were
used in the formulation of the update.

Seven consultants provided continuing advice and worked together with the staff as an
update group on the development of the new report and this volume. They included child
development researdetrs, behavioral scientists, mental health experts, and communication
media specialists. The following advisors made a major,contributio.n to the update project:

Steven H. Chaffee
Director, Institute for Communication Research
Stanford University

George Geibner
Dean, Annenberg School of Communications
University of Pennsylvania

Beatrix A. Hamburg
Professor of Psychiatry
Harvard Medical School, and
Children's Hospital Medical Center, Bosuin

Chester M. Pierce
Professor of Psychiatry
Harvard Medical School

Eli A. Rubinstein
Adjunct Research Professor in Mass

Communications
University of North Carolina

Alberta E. Siegel
Professor of Psychology
Stanford Unisersity School of Mecricine

Jerome L. Singer
Professor of Psychology
Yale University

The above advisory group played a key part in the entire process. An early ileasion'had
been that- the goals of the project could best be accomplished by largely relying on reviews
which would integrate the research literature of the past decade on television's effects or
influences on behavior. becisions on areas to be covered and on s'eientists to prepare
reviews in these areas were based on recommendationi of the consultant group. The
consultants also attended meetings to discuss issues and to consider draft papers that had
been submitted. They commented on and prepared, critiques of early versions of the
N1MH summary report (Volume I). And they wrote introductory comments for the,
various sections of this volume which' incorporate related scierific literature review
papers.
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Overall, comprehensive and critical syntheses of the.scientific literature were obtained
Or specific topics from 24 of the most knowledgeable researchers in this area. The NIMH
staff arid consultants provided comments mid suggestions to the authors for revisions,
especially reductions in length. Although the update group assumed an editorial function
in regard to the clarity and soundneskof the reviews, it did not impose its'opinions, vilues,
or views on the' authors. The reviews thus are a product of the authors and represent their
own surveys of the scientific literature aOvell as their own thoughts and evaluations.
Moreover, no effort was made to rewrite these separate reviews into a similar style of
writing and presentation, aside from editing for consistency of reference pations, etc.

These reviews are organized in this volume into a number of sections. Both these papers
and the sectional introductory comments written by the update consultant group give a
strategic appraisal of what is known as well as the gaps in our knowledge. They provide

sophisticated discussions of conceptual frameworks employed or needed in mat research
.and also attend to methodological problems and issues. This volume furnishes the detailed
backup for the integrated update (Volume I) and therefore may be of interest to readers
of that report. It especially should be useful to those engaged in research on human
development.and behavior, to educators, to communicition media'experts, and to members
of professions concerned with a range of human problems.

Lorraine Bouthilet, Ph.D., fo,rmerly on the staff of the N1MH, assisted in the editing
and Joyce B. Lazar, Acting Director of the NIMH Research Advisory Grotqi, assisted in
the planninE and in the staff-consultant assessments of the commissioned syntheses of the
scientific literature.

Jq

vi

David Pearl, Ph.D.
Project Director

a'
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Introductory Comments

Jerome L. Singer
Yale University

Growing UP in a Television
Environment

A major advanti in the research approaches to tele-
vision in the 1970s has been reflected in the increasing
recognitior that, this medium must be understood more
broadly in relation to the natural cognitive and affective
development of the growing child. In view of the evidence
that children are already attentive to the television me-
dium by the age of 6 to 9 months (Hollenbeck & Slaby
1979), it is np longer useful to talk of the television set as
an extraneous and occasional intruder ,into the life of a
child. Rather, we must recognize that children are grow-
ing up in an environment in which they must learn to
organize experiences and emotional responses not only in
relationship to the physical and social environment of the
home but also in relation to the omnipresent 21-inch
screen that talks, sings, dances, and encourages the desire
for toys, candies, and breakfast foods.

It is increasingly clear that children as they grow up
must leavn n9t only to decode The verbal utterances of
parents and (*fiends or to establish schema for the mean-
ingkof the sir
must learn a
dium, its sm

iles and frowns of adults around them, but
so the ipecial codes of the television me-
Iler than life frame, its appearances and

disappearances of characters, intrusions of irrelevant
commercials to otherwise engrossing story material,
meanings of zooms, fade-outs, miraculous superhero
leaps, and flashbacks. As children are clearly spending
more time watching television than, in most cases, engag-

. ing in conversation with adults orsiblings, and certainly
more time than they will spend in school, what happens
to their cognitive growth? To what extent are ihe struc-
tural properties of the television medium likely 'to be
influencing the way new infnrmation from other environ-
ments is proCessed? Is perhaps the very nature of think-
ing itself modified by the much heavier component of

visual stimulation that characterizes regular television
viewing in comparison with reading?

Implications of New Developments
in Cognitive and Affective
Research

The literature reviews in the following section demon-
strate that psychologists and Qther behavioral scientists
are beginning to address some of these inevitable ques-
tions about the medium. Before considering some of the
specific implications of their comments, it may be useful
to look at the television medium from the standpoibt of
the major paradigm shift in psychology that has charac-
terized the decades since 196Q when the stimulus-
response models of learning and memory began to give
way to the broader gauged cognitive orientatiOn.

Today, psychology regards the human being as play-
ing an active and selective role in how he or she ap-
proaches.each new environment. There is much greater
emphasis on the fact that individuals brinito each envi-
ronment preestablished schema or what might'be called
"preparatory plans," based, .t)f course, on' previous ex-
perience as well as fantasized anticipations about what
may be expected in a situation. These schema have been
built up over dozens pre ious interactions with the
environment, on the asis of other kinds of learning ex-
perience. Some our schema are more complex, more
integrated or organized and differentiated than others.

The various schema we have stored and organizedjn
'our brain also are in part' dependent on the devel-
opmental stage we are at in life. Children in general have
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been exposed to far less information than adults. In addi-
tion, they lack certain kinds Of organizing and inter-
pretive skills. When they are very young, it takes themr*
longer to grasp certain kinds of concepts. Indeed, there
are some types of notions that they cannot make sense of
at all before they have reached certain age kvels. Much
of the impressive career of Jean Piaget was devoted to
explicating the developmental stages of the cognitive ca-
pacities of children and to showing how certain notions
of time, space, or morality are bey6nd their grasp before
certain levels of development. Research on reading or on
television viewing, as we shall see, makes it clear that it
is not only limitations in voiebulary that impede children
of preschool age from grAping materials that may be
presented. They simply lack the fundamental integrative
capacity to put together certain kinds of information into
meaningful groupings that are obvious to older children
or adua

Another major contribution of cognitive psychology
has been the recognition that each person' brings to a new'
situation a complex set of plans, private images, and
anticipations. And indeed this is one of the major ways in
which we manage to avoid being completely bombarded
by the tremendous range of-stimulationvailable. These
plans or images are not only specific to situations but
involve strategies of search and sekction related to the
kind of liformation or the kind of emotional setting one
anticipates being in.

Here is where we see a close tie between emotional
development and information processing. When our stra-
tegies for processing and more specific anticipations work
otit well in a.new setting, we generally experience posi-
tive affect, joy, and a smiling respOnse or a general sense
of Vell-being (Tomkins 1962, 1963; Izard ,1977).
howeyer, our anticipatory images or plans for processing
information are inadequate, y.may experience negative
emotions. At probably a very/early age, the average chikl
learns tilat a major difference between the adults on the
television set and his parents or other "grownups" is that
the television set doesn't a er back to questions. It also
deals with material generally unrelated to the child's`
immediate environment. Imagine the terror of a child if
indeed one of the characters on television were suddenly
to call out ones name or address the viewer directly!

In American television, the attempt is made to build up
the viewers' anticipation& through excitement, violence,
and chases so that the viewer will be looking forward to
the next event or outcome of some action or comedy
sequence. At this point, one is generally it4errupted with
the presentation of a commercial. Presuniably, since an-
ticipation has led one to be glued to the set, the attention
will be maintained for whatever commercial then ap-
pears; and the message of the commercial.should cOme
acrosseffectively to at least some segment of the audience.

3

The producers' approach presupposes that viewers
will not have developed an alternative private strategy for
television viewing, based on their years of experience of
being interrupted. Actually, many peoplcsimply get up
and go to the bathroom or get some fciod or look down at
some reading material they have in their laps Whenever
the commercials cOMe an. Adults have often learned sim-
ply to tune out the commercials mentally. The adver-
tisers, of 'course, count on the fact that not everyone will
have developed such strategies, and therefore they will
get at least some fraction of the vast apdience who will
carefully, attend to the .commerciti4nessage presented.
Children, especially in the preschOol arid eatly elemen-
tary school ages, often go not have such discriminating
strategies; they respond with equal or even greater atten-
tion to commercial interruptions.

Another characteristic of the ongoing cognitive process
is the significance of reflection. It is very likely that we
experience rdatively few really "blank" periods in on-
going thought. Even as`ive process new information from
the environment, we tend to reverberate it briefly in
various kinds of short-term memory, and we also begin in
the course of such "instant replay" to start a process of
labeling events for later recall or assigning events to
particular verbal or ,imagery categories. Our ongoing
thought and even our daydreams may play an important
role in how we organize information and how we begin"
to set up new plans and anticipAtions for our future
behaviors. .In the- course of such continuous, mental
activity, we are clearly also laying the groundwork for
carrying out our major motives and values. We are cre-
ating intentions that have decisionmaking and action
implications.

Some Problems Posed by the
Structural Characteristics
of Television

To what extent does the sheer proliferation of infor-
mation provided on the television set interfere with some
of this reflective thought which is necessary for the devel-
opment of longer term intentions and action sequences?
This &sue needs to be more extensively addresstd than it
has been as yet, even in the literature to be presented
here. It may well be that the very rapid form of
presentation characterizing American television, in
which novelty piles upon novelty in short sequences, may
be counterproductive to organized and effective learning
sequences. The younger child who has not yet.developed
strategies Tor "tuning out" irrelevancies may be espe-
cially vulnerable in this respect, and even programs that
seek to be,informative as well as entertaining may often
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miss the mark because ihey allow, little time for
reflection. The data brought together by Collins, by Rice,
Huston, and Wright, and by Singer, all provide some

°indications that the pacing of television piograming
geared for children may require more serious attention
than has hitherto been recognized.

The question of pacing and of structural properties of
the medium goes beyond information processing. As sug-
gested above, the close tie between cognition and emotion
has been increasingly recognized by research invest-
igators. Extremely rapid-paced material that presents
much hovelty .along with higher levers of sound, fas.t
movement, intercutiing, etc. may generate surprise and
confusion in a vie4cr whose anticipatory strategies or
well-established schema are not yet prepared for coping
with this mater'al. Indeed, foreigners, used t,o a much
slower pace of television, report that they become almost
physically pained when- they first observe American com-
mercial television. In the case of children, there are indi-
cations in the studies cited by Rice et al., by Zillmann,
and by Dorr that hyperactivi and aggressive behavior by
children may be a reflection not only of imitation of
specific aggressive responses but also of the sheer arousal
produced by certain types of programing or commercial
presentation. Naturalistic field studies carried out by
Singer and Singer (1986a,b; 1981) yielded indications
that children who were heavy viewers of the more
frenetic types of programing, such as the Gong Show and
(for young children) even the rapid-paced Sevame Street,
showedunore tendencies toward aggressive behavior in a
daycare setting.

It is also increasingly clear that there are- highly
differentiated emotions that characterize the human be-
ing; these range from startle and surprise, fear-terror,
through anger, sadness, distress, and shame as well as joy
and excitement. To what extent are children being so-

ti
cialized by constant viewing of-television toward experi-
encing a full range of emotions and toward identifying
appropriate settings for the experience of emotions? Or,
can it be argued that, in a sense, such extensive exposure,
especially to event's such as violence, may be neutralizing
the appropriateness of emotion at an early age? We have
as yet unsatisfactory answers to some of these questions,
but it is clear that research is increasingly addressing it.

So far, emphasis has beeh placed on the most basic
aspects of the cognitive and affective devplopment of the
childquestions of attentum, sequenung, arousal, and
reflection. There may be, at a more molar level, other
important issues to be addressed with respect to the me-
dium. To what extent Cs more general consciousness and
imaginative capacity influenced by the fact thaVelevision
is predominantly a visual medium? For young children,trecognizable words and phrases or mus. and sound
effects cues may servt to direct their at ention to the
screen (see the papers by Anderson anti collaborators

4
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cited in the Collins,review). Television, in contrast to
railio and reading As forms of coMmunication, empha-
sizes our most significant modality, the visual. We also
know that there are at least two major kinds of coding
systems through which the brain operates3 a ve'rbal-
linguistic and perhaps more action-oriented processing
system linked especially to the left hemisphere of the
brain, and.a more receptive, globalspatially orientql or
imagery-focused system linked to the right half of the
brain. Is television maximizing reliance on one as gainst
the other as a habitual form Of tliinkine

So far no adequate eyidence has bee,n adduced to sup-
port this view, despite much passionate belief in popular
literature. Nevertheless, it remains possible that, by pro-
viding extensively prepackaged vistial "fantasy" materi-
al, the television medium is precluding sufficient oppor-
tunities for practicing of iMaginative skills by young chil-
dren and may make it more difficult for them to make the
shift from s'uch a medium to filling in the gaps within
purely verbal presentations such as teachers' lectures or
in helping with more complicated decoding and encoding
processes involved in reading. At the very least it is clear
that children watching 3 to 4 hours a night of television
are simply less likely to be practicing the significant skills
of reading in their early school years: On the other hand,
it might be argued that, for a significant segment of the
population representing the socially and educationally
disadvantaged groups, travel and reading experience pri-
or to the era of television might have been so lit)fed that
the availability of world knowledge throlytelevision
enhances general information capacities. Perhaps it may
even stimulate interest in reading and education. As we
shall see, some of these issues are only beginning to be
addressed in the available literature, as the review by
Morgan and Gross suggests.

Finally, in recognition of the importance of the tele-
vision medium as part of a child's growing-up experi-
ence, it is finally accepted that children need to learn
something about how to watch television and how to
understand the medium. Much as we teach them to ap-
preciate literature, to read the newspapers carefully, and
so on, we need to prepare them to understand the tele-
vision in their homes. The emergence of the field Of
critkartelevision-vieWing skills is essentially in its in-,
fancy but reflects the general trend of this overall move-
ment toward setting the medium in place as part of an
overall system of cognitive and emotional development.

Some Specific Implications of
Recent Research

The examination by Collins of cognitive character-
istics of television viewing by children makes, the ex-
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tremely important step beyond programmatic calls for
attention to the cognitive processes (Singer 1980) toward
a systematic review of the available information. It moves
from predominantly experimental studies on the factors
of attention, segment comprehensibility, broader com-
prehension of programs, attention to relevant material ..,

through deeper grasp of causality and inference. Some of
the ingenious work of Anderson and his group cited here
confirms the fact that at early ages children already dem-
onstrate dome attentional strategies. Inereasingly so-
phisticated methodological procedures are available for
studying sequences of viewing by children in relation to
developing emphasis on visual versus auditors cues,
different degrees of familiarity, and potential compre-,
hensibility. What is perhaps not addressed yet in this

alresearch is the question r ed earlier concerning the
more general reflectiveness the child, even when not
directly engaged in viewing the screen. What is the like-,,
lihood that material attended to *ill be well retained if it
is not supported by either further reflection or by com-
prehensible auditory material?

Collins calls special attention to the important issue of
whether children are beginning to learn "scripts," that is,
details derived from experience on how to fill in the
missing "terms" in rnaterialswhi,di are rendered picto-
rially With many gaps in sequence and which involve
certain conventions or codes in the sort of storytelling that
goes on on television. Indeed, developmental differences
are especially seriking here, and even further research is
urgent, particularly if one hopes eventually to see tele-
vision not just as entertainment but also as a potential
source of significant learning for children. ,

Collins also raises some serious questions for the in-
dustry, not only by pointing out the necessity for atten-
tion to age-specific capacities of the "child but also in
noticing that the pattern of American commercial tele-
vision, characterized by interruption, often leads younger
television viewers, to focus only on acts of aggression
without being able to be aware of possible cause-effect
sequences. -Young children mi'ss the implications of the
aggression Within the storyline, recalling only the acts
themselves. Collins' own research and the other work he
summarizes emphasize that programing io r children
should pay special attention to the cognitive limitations of
children in grasping catae-effect relationships.

The review by Rice, Huston,-and Wright moves a step
further by focusing even more specifically on the special
structure of properties of the medium, particular facets of
pacing, zooming, cluttering; loudness, and some of the
conventions of the medium which the child must learn to
decode, e.g., the meaning of fades from one locale to
another, of closeups versus long shots, of 'flashbacks pre-
sumed to represent memories and thinking. An in-
creasing area of research in child development has been
on what is called "metacognition." We are ihcreasingly
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aware that children have to learn that people think and
to identify their own thoughts, much as they learn abdtit
the external enVironment. In this sense, children at ear-
lier ages have a problerh in following and decoding in-
tended suggestions that chafacters on television are "lost"
in thought or memory.

These authors propose interesting and suggestive
models for studying the relationship between famil-
iarization, novelty, and complexity of material. These

.*

models can serve as a basis for examining the likelihood
that children at various ages will be capable of decoding

N.television conventions, maintainihg interest in a plot, and
ultimately showing adequate comprehension of in-
creasingly inferential material. The authors' work also
calls attention to the specific effect that television may
have on children when it provides material that is com-
prehensible only M certain of its elements, e.g., the ag-
gression, or liveliness of activity, and not in some of its,
other broad features. The possible arousal effect of rapid
and loud material and the possible implications of this
arousal for the child's subsequent behavior are identified.
Children may overfocus on violent content which is rela-

-tively easily comprehended. They can become sufficiently
aroused by loud noise and music to translate such arousal
into one of the few obvious responses available to a
childan aggressive act. Thus, some of the attention-
setti devices widely used OirfElevision put children at
risiti f increased hyperactivity or aggression, even when
spec` ific violent content is not shown.

In general, the review of Rice et al. again suggests that
producers of television shows, whether for educational or
entertainment purposes, are going to have to pay more
careful attention to the decoding capacity of the children
and to the paces of messages. For example, the review
brings out rather clearly the fact that certain of the' pro-
grams on public television, Mister Rogers' Neighborhood
and Electric Company, for exainple, are characterized by
more moderate pacing, more mutual reinforcement of
verbal and auditory material presented at a pace allow-
ing for some degree of reflective attention by the child.

The implications of these studies are carried a step
further by Singer who details, first of all, the importance
of reflective thought and imaginative play as part of the
growth process of a child. The issues of the possible
enhancement as well as interference of the child's imag-
inative capacities are addressed here along with ques-
tions of the ways in which, inevitably, television is likely
to distort awareness of reality through its heavy emphasis
on fictional treatment, magical effects for children? etc.
Finally, an approach to intervention or niediatioh by
a'dults is described on the basis of research and inter-
vention efforts underway at rious places in the country.
On the whole, the evidence c e here argues against any
general positive impact of t vision on the.imaginative
'capacities of children. The data reViewed suggest instead
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thai children more heavily oriented toward television
viewing are also less likely to be imaginative.

On. the other hand, there are suggestions from the
studies that haldren already predisposed to imagination
may be somewhat less susceptible to direct imitative be-
havior of violence on television and may in genial be less
"hobket on the medium. Results cited here, as well as
the findings reported by Huesmann in the,large project
carried out at the University of Illinois/at Chicago Circle,
point up the importance of parental infit.z.nces through
storytelling and encouragement of imaginative play.
Such mediation by adults may be mitigating factors lead-
ing to reduced likelihood of aggressive behavior by those
children exposed to heavy television viewing and es-
pecially to viewing of action-adventure programing.

Singer's review also calls attention to some evidence of
an increasing.confusion of reality and fantasy created by
the pervasiveness of the television medium in the home.
A nufnber of examples of so-called critical skills-training
procedures for addressing this question'of helping chil-
dren recognize the reality and fantasy components of the
television medium are identified. Specific research ap-
proaches to dealing with the implementation of school
programs which include lessons and videotape, materials

are deicribed.
There remain many unanswerea questions. While

there are suggestions that realistic aggressive material is
more easily imitated, the data from the studies by Singer
and Singer (1980a,b; 1981) indicate that violent cartoons
'may also stimulate aggressive behavior or that childlen
watching, fantasy heroes, such as Bionic Woman or In-
credible Hulk, are likely to show either overt aggressive
behavibi (at eairlier ages) or are likely to show dissatis-
faction, unhaifpiness, and distress in the school setting
(Zuckerman et al. 1980). The persisting belief by .in-
dustry representatives that fantasy violence does not in-
fluence negative emotions or produce imitation seems
increasingly to be an erroneous position.

With the Zillmann-review we move. further into the
discussion of the emotional implications of the medium.
Zillmann provides a thorough examination of the as yet
sparse but growing bOdy of research on the emotional
impai of the mediumond its relation tO general arousal
processes of the brain. Zillmann's review calls attention
to the 'desirability of more precise study of the optimal
levl of arousal suitable for maintaining attention with-
obt interfering with effective information processes. Some
oitkhe data cited in this review call attention to the cot=
rectness of many television producers' judgment that a
someWhat rapid pace is best designed to hold children's
interest and to produce experiences of enjoyment. Less
certain are the long-term effects of continuous exposure
to high levels of.arousal (with the possible consequence of

impoverishment of appropriate affect).
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Does the lively pace of television generate expectations
in children of high levels of arousal as part of all new
presentations of material? Nurdery school and elemen-
tary school teachers complain increasingly that children
in thet levision generation expe,q a level of humor and
entert 'nment,and rapid-paced Ivesentation as part of
teaching that is quite different frt,\im expectations of ear-
lier generations. As Zillmann notes, the longitudinal re-
search evidence to support this view is clearly lacking.
There are suggestions in at least some studies that chil-
dren exposed to heavy doses of television and particularly
to arousing programs are less likelyt to show persistence
'during the course of spontaneous play (Singer and Singer
1981). Although evidence from research is still sparse, we
should not overlook the widespread reports of the teach-
ers who are, after all, closest to children on a daily basis.

Zillmann's review also raises questions that merit
much more extensive study. To what extent are sheer en-
tertainment and effective education somewhat incompat-
ible? Is there a fundamental limitation occasioned by the
very nature of the arousal response of the organism to the

'kind of presentations available on television, that makes
the medium unsuitable for presentation of orderly, se-
quential, and complex material? Surely much incidental
learning can occtir from cntertaining programing, but
such learning is less likely to be characterized by those
reasonably orderly, causal, or analytic frameworks that
characterize the most efficient knowledge we acquire.

Dorr's presentation elaborates upon Zalmann's Mire
general emphasis on arousal further by stressing the
specific patterns of emotion increasingly recognized in
psychological research. The fact that emotions, while
largely inborn, are differentially related to particular
kinds ot information-processing sittiStions. and patterns
of communication raises the possibility that television can
play a significant role in helping children identify emo-
tions and learn their appropriate use within our society.
Such a possibility is pointed out by Dorr's references to
the data derkied from studies of the Mister Rogers'
Neighborhood program which makes a conscious and
specific effort in this direction for preschoolers. It is in-
creasingly dear, hoWever, that discussions' guided bi
teachers and parents with older children about more
complex material on television can lead to useful
improvements in children's awareness of their own emo-
tions, heightened empathy, and increased moral sensi-
tivity (Singer and Singer 1980a,b).

Dorr points to an issue that merits further exploration
in future research. In discussing-the "uses and gratifica-
tions hypothesis" which suggesti that lonely youth might
match more television for "company," she also notes the
possibility that such heavy viewing may further preclude
'the young person's acquisition of appropriate social
skills. There are data that third, fourth, and fifth graders
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who were heavy viewers and who watched a gokd deal of
fantaSy-aggressne program content also were eported
by their teachers as more unhappy ana troubled in be-
havior at school (ltickerman et'al. 1980). The possibility

of .a complex interaction, a mutually reinforcing system
in which viewing preferences may further reinforce styles

of emotionality and social experience, beckons for more-
sophisticated research than is currently available.

If we turn next to the cumulative effects of the.special
properties of television formats, do we fintl evidence of

relationships to educational attitudes and schoql learn-

ing ? Morgan and Gross systematically examihe these
issues and contribute much new information not avacl-

able before the late 1970s. It seems likely that heawy

, viewing, while somewhat more characteristic of lower IQ
children, may also limit intellectual growth in a number
of ways by reinforcing poor habits of reading and home-

aY work so necessary for effective learning. The possible
displacement effects in which the introduction of tele-
vision to comniunities that have had minimalexposure. ..--
before leads to lowered reading or other general school

performance scores are supported in studies outside the

United States. What is less clear is whether growing up
in a television-oriented society may not lead to as much'

displacement or to other types of adjustment, e.g., vari-

ations in educationM aspirations.

Morgan and Gross point up the necessity for much

more careful anafysis of possible curvilinearity in the
IQ-television or reading and school leaving and tele-
vision correlations. On the whole, most 'studies report
that heavy viewing is inversely related to reading or
school achievement, but this effect may mask an influence

of the medium toward a middle-range performance.
Heavy television viewers from low IQ groups may actu-

, ally be stimulated aild improve in world knowledge and

readiness for school achievement. Brighter children,
however:who Watch a great deal of television may indeed

,- be reading less, generating less differentiated vocab-

ularies, andanay move to lower levels of school achieve-

ment than might be expected from their initial capacities.
_Television may be producing a homogenization effect

around a lower central tendently, a result certainly in

keeping with reductions in SAT scores over the last de-

cades. The Morgan and Uross review cautiously avoids

strong statements but indicates that statistical analyses of

large samples: taking into account IQ groupings, sOcial
class, selkdifferences,.and differential educational aspi-

.
rations, niay be able to yield some more precist couclu-
siohs soon. It should be noted, however, that almost all
these studies reflect total television viewing. It remains to
be seen whether specialized programing may have
differential influences on later reading or educational
aspirations.

The accumulating evidence from these reviews sug-
gests that the'special properties of television require more
serious attention by parents, industry, and educators
than was recognized before the mid-1970s. It is clear that
children at different age levels process content differently
and react with great variations not only in comprehen-
sion but in affect to the special format of-U.S. television.
This awareness has led to a call for the development of

programs for teaching children "critical skills." As
Corder-Bolz' review indicates, for childrentof various age
level's new programs are now being designed to prepare
them to deal more effectively with the pervasive television
medium. For the youngest segment of the societyl kinder-

.garten tnrough the elementary grades, program's de-

signed for school use put emphasis on explaining how
television works, on reality-fantasy distinctions, on alert-
ing children to the nature of commercials or pointing up
the 'necessity of avoiding cliFect imitation of violent seg-
ments. For older children and adolescents, increasing
emphasis is being placed upon critical analysis and es-
thetic awareness of the medium, in addition to reinfOrce-

ment of the earlier emphasis on comprehension of the

medium...
As yet there have been few careful evaluations of the

new curricula. Control and experimental group designs
have been employed in only alew studies (e.g., Singer et
al. 1980), but extension of programs around the Nation

may permit more extensive examination of their
effectiveness. The Yale third to fifth grade curriculum
with its associated videotapes is currently being tested in

10 cities using pre-post designs, but programs for other
age grvps (e.g., junior high br kindergarten) need more
thorough stydy. ft is also simpler to test whether children
master the lessons and generalize somewhat to new mate-
rial. Whether such programs in the schools can change

.viewing habits or produce a truly more discriminating-
and critical-viewing child or young adult is a challenge
for'research in the 1980s.
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Cogriitive ProCessing in Television Viewing

W. Andrew Collins
Institute of Child Development, University of Minnesota, and Boys Town

Center for the Study of Youth Development

The histm of mass media research has been dom-
inated by a dual (ocus.on content and -audiences. The
major themes have been whether, in what ways, and for
what parts of the mass audience mass media effects occur
(Comstock et al. 1978; Stein and Friedrich 075). Little
attention has been given to what audiences do with tele-
vision. In recent years, two levels of audience activity
have emerged as research foci. One, the uses and
gratifications approach (e.g., Blumler and Katz 1974),
emphasizes the orientations that guide viewing prefer-
ences and patterns of consumption. The other, the topir
of this review, concerns viewers' activities relevant to
perceiving, remembering, and evaluating the content of
particular programs. A major theme in this research is
the possibility that viewers of varying ages, abilities, and
social backgrounds may respond ififferently to the con-
lent of television programs because of the different ways
in which they process the content of the medium.

This view of both the audience and the viewing prooets
has been inspired by several related trends in behavioral
science. Under the influence of experimental psychol-
ogists, a concept has emerged in which individuals' roles
in mental events are seen as active and constructive, rath-
er than passive and associative (e.g., Bransford and
Franks 1972). The theme ha*emerged strongly in devel-
opmental and social-psychological research in the past
decade.

A The implications of these views for the study of re-
sponses to television have recently caused many research-
ers to shift their attention from a focus on program
content and outcomes of viewing to an analysis of the
cognitive tasks involved in viewing particular programs
and the ways in which viewers of different ages, with
different cognitive capabilities, might accomplish those
tasks. In part, thii cognitive-processing perspective
recognizes that individual viewers bring to viewing

varild skills and predispositions that result in different
representations of the same television content and,
further, that these different perceptions may carry im-
portant implications for the social impact of programs.

In this review,' I attempt to characterize the questions
raised and the evidence amassed as a result of this rela-
tively recent vantage point on the process and effects of
televisiori viewing. The focus is on studies of cognitive
prOcesseswhat viewers do, overtly and covertly, in re-
iponse to what they are Watching and the representetions
of the content that result from their activity. The amount
of research is not largeperhaps fewer than 75 pub-
lished articles and books since 1970. Furthermore, virtu-
ally all of the studies involve variations in children's
processing of television content; in only a few instances
have other segments of the audience, including adults,
been addressed. AlthoUgh 'the literature appears tit be

.groWing in size and scope, the research reviewed here
pertains almost exclusjvely to processing of television

- content by children of different ages.
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The Television Stimulus
.

Several comments should be made about the nature of
the television stimuli that constirute the processing task
for viewers, young and old. Television presentations con-
sist of a series of sequential visual and auditory signals, '
organized in particular ways in different types of pro-
grams. In children's programs like Sesame Street, the
organieation consists of a series of disconnected bits, ot

Preparation'of this paper yes facilitated by Grant No. 24197 from*
the National Institute of Mental Health to W. Andrew Collins. The
paper was completed while the author was a Visiting Fellow at the
BoysTown Center for the Study of Youth Development, Omaha, Neb.



scenes; in dramatic programs, the sequence of scenes is
subordinated to a plot or narrative. Other type!' of con-
tent differ from both of these- in one or several ways.
Whether within short bits or iicross an hour:long plot,
television programs commonly share two general charac-
teristics: (1) They (..ontain information that is both rele-
z.ant rnd irrek.ant to the theme of the program; and, in
most cases. (2) important program information is explic-
itly presented. and sometimes implied. For example, in
dramatic programs, two scenes showing contrasting cir- ,

cumstances may occur, with the implication that some-,
thing has occurred to cause or enable a change from the
firSt to the second; often, these linkages are important to
understanding the plotas in the case of the inference
that events portrayed early in a program caused a later
event;The linkages must be inferred by the viewer, since
they ,iire only implicit in the program itself. Thus, repre-
sentation of progams is considered in recent research as
fitndarnentally depending on abilities for (1) attending to
and retaining relevant content that is portrayed amid
attenfion-getting but extraneous information and (2) in-
ferring implicit program events.

Two questions have'dorninated the research: (1) What
are the nature and the determinants of children's atten-
tion to television? (2) How much and what kind of
content is retained from viewing typical fare? Recently,
interest has turned toward the particular processing re-
quirements posed by unique features of television pro-
graining and, -thus. differences between media in the
nature and outcomes of processing.

Attention to Television

, Television is both a pervasive presence in children's
environments (cf. Medrich 1979; Parke 1978) and a pur-
veyor of complex information that varies in its attrac-
tiveness and comprehensibility. It is also considered to

-- hatoft substantial control over children's attention, clic-
iting their regard through visual and auditory displays
that are highly salient for viewers and, thus, making
them passive receivers of, the content of programs and
commercials. Thus, one fundamental question about
young viewers' processing is how their attention to the
televisioirt.reen is regulated,' A. focal question has been
the extent to which young viewers' attention is controlled
by what is presented to them, rather than by their own
active processing of program content.

The question is different from the issue of selective expoikure, which
refers to putting oneself in proximity to an instance of content or
deliberately failing to do so (cf. Sears and Freedman 196'7); in research
on attention the iluestion has been whether a viewer looks at the -
television screen, given that the set is operating.
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In typical studies of this problem, investigators have
sought to identify correlates of children's attention to the
screen under nattralistic, diktracting circumstances; un-
seen observers monitor children's visuali regard to the
television screen in a playroom containing toys and
games and/or other individuals. Under most research
conditions, of course, it is difficult to assess reliably where
a child is looking and to record gaze duration with
sufficient precisicn to permit meaningful interpretation
of changes in visual attention. Recent technological ad-
vances in laboratory-recording, equipmeni and meth-
odological and statistical innovations have made it possi-
ble to-record precisely and to analyze many data points
over the course of viewing. For example, in one laborato-
ry (Alwitt et al. 1980), children's looking at the teleyision.
screen is recorded by observers' pressing a key to activate
an auditory signal. The signals, recorded in real time, are
subsequently played back through an analog-to-digital
converter and transformed by computer into times of
onset and offset of each "look" at television. These real-
time sequential data can then be examined in connection
with momentary characteristics of television content atd
other events. The result has been- highly informative
chartings of children's attention to television as a function
of attributes of television presentations, age, and in-
dividual differences.

Attentional Inertia

The a tilty of even quite young viewers during tele-
vision viewing becomes apparent in the context of one
general characteristic of children's attention. They tend
to continue attending .to a circumstance or activity, like
the television screen, once.looking has begun. Anderson,
who with his colleagues discovered this characteristic in
studies of young. children's viewing, labeled the principle
"attentional inertia." The conceptual opposite of habitu-
ation, inertia refers to the pattern of Attention in which
the longer children have been looking at the television
screen, the greater the probability that they will continue
to look. Inertia alkp characterizes not looking: The longer
children have directed their attention elsewhere, the less
likely tlie'y are to begin looking at television. These paral-
lel patterns of children's attention appear in the data of
individual children, as well as in group averages hey are
ot an artifact of averaging across individual ttentional
styles, They also hold across an age period o 1-5 years
and have been replicated on varipus samples hildren
and college-age adults (A#rson et al. 1979). Co nant
findings come from Krull and Husson's (1978) re
that 4-5-year-old children's attention to Sesame Sti-eet is
best accounted for by the.focus of their attention in adja-
cent scoring periods (in this case, 30-second intervals).
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Thus, young children. show attentional tendencies that
may well be characteristic of television viewing generally.

FactOrs in Attention

Viewers' inertial ten enc es do not, however, override.
either individual diffepénces i1n viewing styles or the con-
tent and presentation char&steristics of programs. Even
preschool children's atteqtion varies in response to di-
verse content. Indeed, in the first 2 years of life, capabil-
ities exist for discriminations among televised events,
such as recognizing that the direction of action has
changed in a videotaped conversation between two adults
(e.g., Golinkoff and Kerr 1975). At the same time, sever-
al dimensions of individual and developmental variation
are apparent.

Viewer Characteristics. Most research on atten-
tion has been vonducted with children of age 5 or youn-
ger, andnot surprisinglywithin this restricted age
range, there are notable changes in typicaj attention pat-
terns. Six-month-old infants attend to an operating ,tele-
vision set only sporadically (Hollenbeck and Slaby 1979),

1 but the sheer amount of time spent looking at an oper-
ating television set increases dramatically during the
years from I to 5. Among 1-4-year-olds watching Ses-
ame Street in Anderson's laboratory, proportions of time

t spent looking at the screen increased from 12 percent to
1 55 percent, with the largest increase (25 percent to 45

percent) coming between ages 2 and 3. After this major
increase, amount of visual attention increases more grad-
ually up to age 5 (Levin 197.6). Linear age trends are also
reported for attention to commercials over the preschool
and early grade school years (Wartella and Ettema
1974).

The increase in attention to programs was largely due
to the greater frequency of older children's looking to-
ward the television, even when they were playing with
other toys; as they grew older, children gave longer loliks
and gave them more frequently (Anderson and Levin
1976; Anderson et al. 1979). Anderson concluded that
"children begin purposive, systematic TV viewing be-
tween 2 tnd 3 years of age" (Levin and Anderson 1976),
an appraisal buttressed by parents' reports of sharp M-
creases in their young children's television viewing
around age 21/2 (Anderson et at 1979). Stable and re-
liable individual differences among children have been
reported, even when age is controlled statistically as well,
but their significance is not yet known. For example,
reported patterns of viewing differences did not correlate
with standard measures of intelligence and personality
(Levin 1976).
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Content Attributes. Attributes of particular pro-
grams also attract (or inhibit) children's attention to the
screen when they are looking elsewhere ancl .help to
maintain or interrupt attention when children are al-
ready viewing. Despite the powerful general effects of
distractors, age and individual viewing patterns, and at-
tention`al inertia, children are responsive to the content
and presentational characteristics of shows.

The most detailed evidence on this point comes from
Anderson and his colleagues (Alwitt et al. 1980; Levin
and Anderson 1976), who correlated children's visual
regard to the screen with the presence of 44 visual and
auditory attributes in segments of children's programing
kranging from Sesdme Street and Mister Rogers' Neigh-
borhood to The Flintstones) and,general-audience shows
heavily viewed by children (e.g., Gilligan's _Island).
Their results showed that attention was recruited and
maintained by attributes like women characters, wom-
en's and children's voices, auditory changes, peculiar
voices, activity or movement, camera cuts, sound effects,
laughing, and applause. Negative attributesthose that
terminate looks at television and inhibit further looks
included male voices, extended zooms and pans, animals,
and still pictures.

Anderson notes with some surprise the strong effects of
auditory cues on visual attention and, in fact, stiggests
that the attracting and inhibiting force of many visual
attributes occurs largely because of their association with
sound attributes (Anderson et al. 1979). Undoubtedly,
fluctuations in attention as a function of auditory attri-
butes partlyperhaps largelyreflect children's learn-
ing tfiat certain types of auditory and visual cues are
usually associated with significant on-screen content.
Even young children have probably acquired ex-
pectations about such associations through their previous
exposure to television. It seems likely that, while engag-
ing in other activities, children monitor an operating
television set at some level and shift their attention to the
screen in response to certain auditory or peripheral-
vision cues.

Comprehensibility'and Attention. At what' level
are program attributes being monitored by children so
.that their attention varies in consonance with them?
While Anderson and his colleagues found that, attention
fluctuates corresponding to specific standard attributes of
characters, settings, and presentations, Krull and his as-
sociates (Krull and Husson 1978; Krull et al. 1978; Krull
et al. 1977), using an information-theory Ingasure of the
characieristics of programs, failed to find a relationship
between general program complexity arid 4-5-year-oldst
attention to Sesame Street. Possibly, even these young
children are processing program characteristics seman-
tically, i.e., in terms of the meaning of the content. Spe-
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cific categories of program attributes may elicit children's
expectations about the importance of what is oh the
screen at an!, given time the more gtneral and formal
characteristics assessed by the information-theory Meas-
ure, which simultaneously incorporrates multiple features
of the presentation, may mask trie particular cues of
significanfe to young viewers.

Some further findings of Krull et al. (1978) with re-
spect to older children are consonant with this inter=
pretation. Among 712-812-year-old .viewers of The

Electric Company, these researchers report 200-
.300-second cycles of attention that anticipate cycles in the
complexity of the pi-ograrn. They hypottAize that the
accumulated viewing experiences of these somewhat
older viewers have equipped them to anticipate 'cycles in
typical presentations and to regulate their attention
accordingFy. Perhaps more general and abstract knowl-
edge about the fdrn of the medium is acquired by this
later age and is added to knowledge *of specific, immedi-
ate content-attribute assoCiations that affect the attention
of .the younger viewers studied by Anderson.

The Comprehensibility-Attention Hypothesis.
he apparent reliance of even quite young children on
predktable _associations among visual and auditpry cues
led Anderson to question popular conceptions of tele-
vision's power to capture children's attention. Anderson
argued tile converse: Children actually attend selectively
on the basis of perceive1 comprehensibility of content.
He hypcithesized that children respond to auditory and
peripheral-vision cues that ordinarily have been asso-
ciated in their viewing experience with salient and
informative action. Thus, young viewers attend to the
television screen when they encounter these cues; and

' when the cues are absent, they are likely not to attend or
to turn their attention away from television.

This hypolittesis was tcsted in two ingenidus experi-
ntnts (Ander§on et al. 1981), in which the effects of
auditory ClIeS on visual attention were more closely ex-,
amined. The authors found that concrete dialog (i.e.,
dialog concerned with immediately present objects and
persons) elicited visual attention more effectively than
abstract dialog or no dialog :tt all, indicating that young
viewers shifted attention in accord ivith the content-
relevance of tvhe auditory cues. The researchers sub-
sequently maniPulated the sound And visual tracks of a
Sesame Streft program. In some segments of the hour-
long tape, the content was presented normally; in others,
the visual track was scrambled by random editing, but
the dialog was not; in another, the audio track was played
backward, but the scenes were left in their proper se-
quential order; and, in a fourth, a.Greek-langua' ge audi-
tory vark was substituted for the English track. In a
'second version of the tape, the scenes that.had been per-

verted in the first tape were presented normally, and the
normal ones were edited 'to distort eithec visual or audi-
tory cues. When the auditory track was perverted, there
was much less attention to the screen than when the
visual channel was distorted or when the segment was
presented normally. The authors conclude that the poor

mprehensibility of the auditory-track distortions dis-
couraged attention to segments that, in their normal
form, attracted children's attention. Thus, children were
not captured, nor held captive, by perceptually salient
cues when content was incomprehensible; rather, their
patterns of attention "reflect the development, with TV
viewing experience, of sophisticated strategies for opti-
mally distributing visual attention to the most informa:
tive parts of the TV program" (Anderson et al. 1981).

To date, few extensive content atalyses have' been
reported to chart the relationship between formal attri-
butes and the occurrence of significant and informative
program events. Such a hypothesis is intuitively reason-
able, however, given the stock ways in which cbaracters
and devices are employed in much programing (cf.*eifer/0
let al, 1974; Sternglanz and Aerbin 1974). Moreover;k a
recent content analysis of Sesame Street, Bryant et aN
.(1978) noted that ",apparently the producers . . .

reserved . . . electronic embellishments of the basic mes-
sages for times when critical material was present"
(p. 55). Thus, at this point, Anderson's explanation and
evidence are compelling. They are particularly note-
worthy because of the indication that even very young
viewers, who have generally been thought jo be con-
tr led by the stimulation of salient perceptual features of
pr grams, in fact allocate their attention 'in terms of the
sense, not merely the form, of television content.

Activity versus Passivity in Viewing. The re-
sponsiveness of even,very young children to cues about
the comprehensibility and informativeness of television
content has led Anderson (1979) and others to argue that,
far from being a pasSve experience, television viewing
elicits active proce*4g of content early in life. During
typical viewing, children shift from low-level monitoring
to more focused ,attention in a manner that parallels
specific and general characteristics of the on-screen con-
tent of shows. Their responsiveness to the perceptually
salient features of programs results at least partly'from
the high probability that these noncontent features of
shows will be correlated with contenc that is important to
the sense of the show. Both Anderson and Wright
(Wright et al. 1979) hypothesize that the significance of
these formal features is derived from viewing experi-
ences. Wright also proposes that experienee .leads to
babituation to perceptually salient formal features, re-
sulting in an age-related decline in attention to such
features-far their own sake; as a result, there is a general
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shift with age awav frinn attentien commanded by highly
salient perceptu,illeaiures of programs to attention mar-
shAed in the service o,.1 logical search for meaningful
aspects of programs.

The evideA4 to date on children's attention tt? tele-
vision, then, supports the notion that children are activ'e
in allocating their attention to- various parts of a
presentation. We turn now to the cnrollary question of
children's capainlities, once tiley have turned their atten-
tion to television, for comprehending the content of typi-
cal fare.

4

Comprehension of Programs

In the past decade, a ?Umber of studies have been'
addressed to comprehensionthe encoding, retention,
and retrieval of infohation frtim a variety of tfpes of
shows, includin(children's shows, general-audience dra-
matic and news programing, and commercials. Two
qoestionsin particular have guided research: (1) How
much and ,what kind of infprmakion is retained from the
content of typical Kograms, and (2) what N the nature of
common comp'rehension difficulties, particularly those
experienced by young viewers? Research on thisproblem
has been almok exclusively developmental; thus, our
perspective is the age-related course of comprehension.
Of course ,. as we shall see, a number of age-related fac-
tors in addition to chronological age or maturation per se
contribute to the patterns that have emerged.

The question of what; is acquired cognitively from
television programs is not 'a new topic fbr research, of
course. Clasiic early studies of television (e.g., Him-
melweit et al. 1958; Schramm et al. 1961) and film (e.g.,
Holaday and Stoddard 1933) addressed the issue of
media impact on children's knowledge levels; and a few
later studi of m presentations (e.g., Maccoby and
Wi 57) repor d acquisition of specific information'0
fri programs and v iations among children in atten

1

-

t n characters an memory for their ions. The
i pli ation that vie ers might represent elevision por-
trayal in varying wa with potential! ifftrent social

sou mes, was,.not yener ly apprpoiated atJie.4ine of
ese studies, howiver.

of the latter is the inMutation ora causal relationship
between two scenes, although the causal connection is not
explicitly depicted. The task of, inferring cvntent" re-
lations across the span of a typical dramatic prograin has
been referred to as "temporal integration" (Collins
197R).

The findintzs of the past decade essentially confirm that
substaitariations in coinprehehsipn occur with age,
general experience, and knowledge of the television me-
dium. Althdugh many questions remain, several general
conclusions have now been well documented.

RetentiOn

In general, children a`s ok as 8 years liave been found
to retain a relatively small proportion of depicted actions,
events, and settings in typical programs;, memory for
information particularly important to plots and other
primary messages (e.g., commercial. appeals) improves
dramatically across the grade school- to high school-age
range, however (Collins 1970; Collins et al. 1978; Flap-
an 1968; Leifer and Roberts 1972; NewComb and Collins
1979; Purdie et al. 1980). These age-related trends ap:
pear in studies of a range of typel and instances of
contentchildren's programs, general audience dra-
matic programs, public affairs programs, and commer-

cials.

The age-related course ofi retention has beenseen in
Votil types of explicit content that charactikze programs:
central content, or material essential to the sense of the
presentations and peripheral, or. incidehtal, nonessential,
content. In studies, of memory for explicitly presented
events in general audience tntertainment drama (Collins
1970; Collins et al. 1978; Newcomb'and Collins 1979;
Purdie et al. 1980), young grade school children (second
and third graders)* have consistently been lound to re-
member only about 65 percent of the content identified by '

panels of adult judges as essential toc,understanding the I
narrative. Recognition memory improves linearly with/
age in these studies, however; by eighth grade, viewers
are typically found to recall 90 percent or better of the
explicitly prese ted'centra1 information. Preschool and,
kindergarte c ildren's retention of the central content of
Sesame Stri 't vignettes. has also been reported to_be quite

w (Friedl der et al. 1974; Calvert and Watkins 1979;
'eh 1977)1 despite the presumably age-appropriate

acilitative production techniques character-
rogram. Pronounced age,differences have

in retention of commercials (Wackman
al. 1979) an news stories (Drew and Reeves 1980).

i'hus within the sizable chitd audience, children vary
considerably in the completeness with which they retain
the content of typical fare.

Variations in viewers' processing of programs are par-
ticularly pertinent in the case of 'dramatic presentatio
where a coherent story is presented through a sequenti
series of scenes ever relatively long time spans. At least
three cognitive tasks are involved in comprehending such
materials: (1) selective attention to central program
events; (2) orderly organization of the program events;
and (3) inference of information about implicit relatiqns
among explicit scenes.(Collins et al. 1978). An exampfe
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Factors in Retention. The reasons (or poor reten-

, tion of central content by preschool and grade schoOl

children are undoubtedly complex. Studies of retention
have, however; revealed some important aspects of age
'differences in processing. One line of evidence indicates
that younger Children's difficulties in retention may stem
frenn poor selection and encodink of relevant content. For
example, while both central and peripheral, or non-
.essential, content are increasingly better recalled with
age; plot-relevant information accounts for an in-
creasingly larger proPortion of what is remembered
(Collins 1970; Collins et al. 1978; Calvert et al. 1979).
Indeed, in one study (Collins-1970), peripheral-content
memory actually bore a curvilinear relationship to age:
Recognition measure scores increased until early adoles-
cence and declined thereafter. Whether peripheral reten-
tion declines imOng more mature individuals obviously

&Ends on the interest value and difficulty of the
pigkntation (Calvert et al. 1979; Collins 1970; Hale et
al. 1968; Hawkins 1973), but diverging-eentral and pe-
ripheral content curves have been fotInd for different

instances of typical content, including situation comedies,

action-adventure dramas, arid a cartoon produced for

school-age children.. .

Poor memory for central content among younger chil-

dren cannot be attributed simply to greater likelihood of
forgetting relevant content or the interference of other
program events. Collins and his colleagues (Collins and
Westby 1981; Purdie et al. 1980) recently adopted a
procedure that involves the interruption of viewing at
different points for different subgroups of children and
the testing of them on knowledge of explicit content and
inference& up to that poO. One group of children sees

the eritire program without interruption and is then
tested on thefull ittoiery Of recognition items to provide

a check on possible contamination of post-interruption
answers in the other three conditions. The authors report
that children tested on content they had seen only
minutes before performed no better than children who

were asked the same questions at a much later time;
throughout the program, second graders' performance
was poorer than fifth ' and eighth graders'. Similar
findings were reported in a- study of retention of Sesame

Street Content by -Friedlander et al. (1974). Thus, pre-
ichool and young grade school viewers prpbably retain
essential content poorly partly because they select and

encode it inadequately. In fact, the diverging relationship
between central and peripheral content has been inter- ,

kpreted as reflecting children's increasingly greater ability

) to recognize and encode essential content while filtering

out extraneous details.
A somewhat different but consonant perspective

(Wright and Vlietstra 1975; Wright et al. 1979) is that

age differences in. dominance of central content reflect a
developmental shift from ati early tendency for attention
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to b4 com nded by highly salient perceptual features of
shoivs '(1(41 her essential or peripheral to the plot) to a
more niatur pattern in which attention is intuitively
marshaledjji the service of logical search. Wright attrib-
utedThiIift both to general cognitive development and
to the increasing amount of _experience with television
accbmulated, as children grow older. According to his
formulation, viewing experience results in habituation to
salient perceptual features of presentations and also in an
induction of the "grammar" of the medium, including
the structure of programs generally; in addition, wail
age, there I; likely to be greater knowledge of how indi-
vidual programs and their segments are ordinarily
constructed."

Experience with television is.clearly an imporiant
source of knuwledge apd skills relevant to processing of
subsequent content. Nevertheless, currently available ev-
idence indicates that retention of even thc most impOrtant
features of shows is relatively poor for young grade
school children, despite the many hours of viewing in
which a child mgages between toddlerhood.and the edrly

.grade school years. It seems likely that age differen -s in
cognitive processing may be based on some more gei
determinants of cognitive performance, perhaps of the
sort outlined by Piaget in his theory of the development
of cognitive structures and operations (which no doubt
reflects the effects of a broader range of experiences than
television' viewing per se). Both the skills acquired
through viewing experiences and the cognitive capabili-
ties that enable viewers to find the logic and meaning in
presentations contribute to older viewers' more complete
representations of frograms.

The Role of Segmentation Skills in Proc-
essing. One such skill is children's ability to "chunk"
the information included in televisicin gontent. Television
programs may be viewed as streams of events of many
kinds; and, while some segmentation is imposed by
changes of setting and camera changes, an elemental task
of processing is segmentation of the stream of program
events into discrete units. The 'information to date is
limited, but suggestive. For example, Wartella. (1978),
following Dickinan (1963) and Newtson (1973), found
that older children demarcated-larger units, often encom-
passing all or parts of several scenes, while younger chil-
dren typically chunked program information into smaller
pnits, ofien less than the duration of a scene. Correspond-
ingly, as in other research, younger children remembered
individual scenes better than the relations among them.
Mature perception may, however, involve flexibility in,
segmentation of event streams; adults appear to use small
units when necessary to comprehend fine details of action
but ordinarily adapt toirthe need for grosser perceptions
of action (Newtson 1973). It may be that in television
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viewing)ounger viewers lack sufficient knowledge of the
geurfai flow of events and thus search for meaning by
attendi to details iit portrayals. One priority for future
resear d' be further investigation of the devel-

itopm t rid fun tion of segmentation.processes in tele-
* .vision v'ewilag.

i
t.- -

intitrences

The second major aspect of television comprehension
is the coherence with which programs are encoded. Since

much of the socially relevant content of programs is only
implied by on-screen events, viewers must infer impli-
cations and liiikages that "go beyond the information
given" (Bruner 1957). Typical programs, in which rele-
vant content is portrayed over relatively long. timespans,

require temporal integration of discrete scenes in order

for the plot to be coherently perceived.
In the most extensive series of studies of inferential ,

processes (Collgil et al. 1978; Collins et al..1981; New-

comb and Collins 1979; Purdie et al. 1980), age
differences in inferences.about implicit events and their
relation to retention of explicitly presented content have
been examined. The research is conducted by under-

. taking detailed content analyses of the strtture an'd in-

terrelationships of scenes in programs; Wit the help of
panels of adult judges,The significance of explicit content
and implicit relationships are then assessed. Recognition

memory instruments are then constructed to test chil-
dren's inferences as well as their knowledge of the explic-
it events from which the inferences must 14 drawn.
Additional procedures, both.vethal and nonverbal, have
been used as checks on the validity of the recognition
instrument.

Children tested on recognition meMory items derived
from this approach show linear improvethentn 'sponta
neous inference making about essential program content
across ages; however, at etch age, the proportion of cor-
rect inference answers is lower than the proportion of
correct explicit content answers (Collins et al. 1978). The
possibility that younger children's poor inferences are
only an artifact of inadequate memoky for explicitevents
is ruled out by conditional probability analyses, in which

the likelihood Of an inference is calculated, given that a
viewer knows either all, some, dr none of t
events on which the inferences are based. These

(Collins et al. 1978; Newcomb and Collins 19791 urdie

et al. 1980) indicate that secoad-grade viewers 'are
significantly less likely than fifth and eighth graders to
infer, implicit content, even when they know the,expliCitly
presented information from which the inferences are to
be drawn. Indeed, younger grade 'school children have
only performed at, or slightly better than, chancre level in

these studies.
4

V.
Apparently, Older children sp ntaneopsly attempt to

make discrete scenes coherent by inferring implicit
relationshipsa change to mnre Abstrac't, ical proc-
essing that is conSoriant with ale qualitative
scribed by Piaget (1954). This shift is undoubtedly partly
a functiOn of more sophistication abo' ut television plots
(Wright and Vlietstra 197; Nright et al. 1.979); but the
more coherent, objective quality -of the processing re-
quiied t6 accomplish this task alsb refitcts increases in
general knowledge and skills for abstract inference that
parallel other development'al Thanges in performiance
during the same age period (e.g., Brown 1975; Flavell
1977).

.Methodological Issues. It is ofteh diffitult to de-
termine the validity of theinclications researchers extract
fro childrenpartictilarly young childrenabout

m tal state-;.''F-ge.,,difficulty is especially great
when the on )7/source of data is the chilcaen's own state=
ments, which may be constrained by the child's language
abilityand other referential and expressive skills kr re-
porting the complexities of what they know, While sensi-
tive analysts t an often make worthwhile use, of such data
(e.g., rlapan 1968), results are often compr.mised by
inappropriate procedures for establishing coding catego-
ries and assigning chil ren's responses to them.

In one of the few diect comparisons of verbal repOrts
to other methods, W knian et al. (1979) reqently cbm-

pared recall and reco nition item assessment's of
dren's knowledge of cothercials ; Their results indicate
that recall procedures cons' ably underestimate the re-
tention levels revealed by. recognition memory pro-
cedures. Most recent studies of television comprehension
have involved procedures that are less dependent on chil-
dren's productive-langu tge capabilities or have includ.-
both open-ended inttlvieW studies Lad elicitatA pro-
cedures. In most iastances, the verbal procedures are
carefully pretested to avoid confounding comptetiension
of programs with verbal difficulties in responding to coth-
prehension questions (e.g., Calvert et 'al. 1979;. Collins
1978; Friedlander et al. 1974); in addition, these pre-
tested procedures acesupplemenfrd by both'verbal and
nonverbal procedures that permit internal checks on the
indicators of a subject's understanding. Indeed, if there is.
a bias in the recognition procedures usedin most of these

studies, it is probably toward an overestimate of what the
child understands about the show. Given the very poor
comprehension assessments that have uniformly emerged

across studies for younger viewers, children's under-
standing of much typical television content-may actually
be poorer than the attailable evitence suggests.

Interventions to Improve Comprehension. The
analysis that has guided studies -Of comprehension of
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complex teltvision presentations has also been the basis
or several attempts to improve understanding of pro-,
grams. Two general types of strategies have been at-
tempted: (1) pre-viewing instruction toicreate a set for
certain program inform4ion, and (2) provision of addi-
tional information during viewing by an adult co-viewer.
For example, Huston-Stein and her colleagues (Fried-
rich and Stein 1975; Watkins et al. 1980) conducted'
several tests of interventions in' which adult co-viewers'
provide cues for young viewers. In one study, Friedrich
and Stein -(1 975) found that stating verbal labels for
nonverbal cues improved kindergarten children's reten-
tion of visually presented information. Adult co-viewers'
statements about the nattire of progrl'am events and their
relationship to other parts of the plot led to imprOved
comprehension of explicitly presented content for both
kindergarteners and third and fourth graders (Watkins

.(t-t al. 1980). Similarly, aollins et al. (1981) reported that
second graders. understanding of' implicit recations

`4among important instances of explicit content mproved
when an adult co-vieWec stated three fu amental
relations at critical points in the plot, 'although the
improvement did not generalize to plot comprehension4
merall. A rondition in which adults merely restated -the
action of the program did not affect comprehension, how-
ever; apparently, it was the implicit content specified by
the co-viewers and hot the attention-directing function of
the statements per se that affected comprehension scores.

le
There has been less effort to improve children's under-

standing by providing pre-viewing instructions or train-,
ing, and results have been mixed. The primary example
is the effort of Wackman et al. (1979) to train children hie
the categories olinformation about products commonly
included in commercials (e.g., what the product looks
like, how it works, what it tastes like, etc.), The training
sessions lasted about 31/2hours oYer a period of about 2
weeks. When subsequently tested for their memory of
specific commercials, the training groups of both kinder-
garteners and third and fourth graders showed
significantly better retention of concretely presented
product information (e.g., how many items of a product
are in a package) than the no-training control group;
however, the training program did not affect retention of
more abstract kinds of product information (e.g., "re-
quires experience and skill"). In contrast, telling children
to "try hard to remember as much a, possible" from a
dramatic program did not lead to improvement of reten-
tion by second graders, even when a material incentive
was provided (Collins et aL 1978). The authors speculate
that the second graders lacked adequate cognitive strate-
gies for improving their comprehension of the program
and, thus, could not retain significantly better, even
though they had incentives for better performance. Pro-
viding labels or_statements of implicit information, on the
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other hand, appears, to facilita'te children's comprehen-
sion by instantiating parts of the comprehension task that
children do not or cannot accomplish spontaneously.
Once these critical aspects of processing are made avail-
able, young viewers may be able to achieve on their own
the other activities necessary for accurate representation
of content.

'Children's Representations of Content

Thus Far, the emphasis has b-e.en on what children fail
to understand from typical programs. A different -and
equally important perspective on the problem is what
young viewers do understand from the programs they
typically see, grantedthatcompared to older viewers
they comprehend less of the narrative-essential explicit
and implicit content of programs.

Most attempts to characterize children's represent-
ation of shows have emphasized characteristics of the
information that is especially frequ'ently remembered or
is relevant to children's own prior knocvledge. For exam-
ple,. Holaday'and Stoddard (1933, ) in an early study of
retention from films, found that scenes with particularly
salient auditory cues and a,ction features were likely to be
retained, a result consonant with recent findings (Calvert
et al. 1979) that young children remember plot-essential
content associated with salient formal features, better
thatrplot-essential content presented in less salient ways.
In view of therelation between attention and comprehen-
sibility of content (Anderson et al. 1980), the§e relations
are not surprising. There is, however, little satisfactory
direct evidence on the effects of attention on comprehen-
sion, largely because most measures of attention.rely on
visual regard as an index and thus do not take account of
the important rote of auditory monitoring in children's
comprehen-sion of content.'

Holaday and Stodda'rd also reported that portrayals of
generally familiar settings or.events were especially well
remembered by school:age viewers. Recent analyses of
children's understanding of programs have focused fur-
ther on retention in relion to children's general knowl-
edge about Persons and events. For example, Collins
recently suggested that age differences in comprehension
are partly attributable to the way in which children de-
pby their common knowledge in understanding /ele-
vision programs. Analyzing interview protocols in which
children described, a television program they had seen,
Collins and Wellman (1980) found that both older and
younger children mentioned events that were common
knowledge for most viewers, bin only older children took
account of aspects of the portrayal that were idiosyncratic
to the program. Furthermore, in recognition memory
measures, younger children were more likely than older
to choose wrong answers that represent stereotypical out-



comes of, event sequences, rather than errors involving
incorrect linkages :liming explicitly portrayed elements of

omb and ( ollinsl 979). It ,seems like-
.

lv that .both younger and older viewers readily recognize
common knowledge sequqnces in proirams. In addition,
however, older viewers also recognizeand, perhaps,
note the potential importance ofevents that deviate
from common expectations, while younger viewers ap-
pear less likely to notice such deviations or to appreciate
their unique signiiicance within the portrayal.

Prior social knmtledge appears to underlie individual,
as well as developmental, differences iechildren's com-
prehension. Individual differences may be especially
pronounced within the younger age groups, for whom
comprehension Of the explicit content of Programs is
often poor. NeWcomb .and Collins (1979) recently re-
ported research in which black and white ch-ildren of
lower and middle socioeconomic status in the second,
fiftheand eighib grades saw either program with white
middle-class characters or one with black lower-class
characters. Comprehension of explicit and implicit
events differed tor 's'econd-grade youngsters in terls of
the match between ,their own previous experience back-
grounds and the chairters an(J. settings portrayed in the
.program. Both, whitefind black lower-class children un-
derstood the lowei-tifa.ss'family portrayal better than the
middle-class second graders, while middle-class children
of both,races understood the middle-class portrayal better
than*Feir lower-classivunterparts. Apparently, the gen-
eral knowledge availa/Sle to the two groups was some-
what different and, for second-grade viewers, permitted
differential understanaing of the programs. At the two
older ages, however, viewers from all groups understood
both programs equally wLL, perhaps because their more
extensive and varied social knowledge made it possible
for them to understand 4 range of types of portrayals.
Thts, yvithin the younger age group, in which under-
standing is generally utireliablei there appeared to be
individual differences that are accounted for significantly
by variables that summarize viewers' previous social
learning experiences.

Although we currently know.thost about the ways in
which young viewers are likely to4fail.in understanding
tvpkal television fare, an imporiant direction for future
research is the nature of what they are iikely to retain and
how common asiumptions about tekvision effects might
lie altered by their typical perceptions.

'

Three Factor,s in Processing
Television Content

Although the moSt pronounced effects throughout the
research on processing of television conient concern age-
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related skills of viewers, a focus on age may mask issues
of what viewers of all ages are required to do in compre-
hending television portrayalsa question that neces-
sarily involves both the nature of the medium and the
viewers' knowledge 2ind skills.

In this section, three requisites for the comprehension
of typical media programs that have emerged from recent
research are discussed: (1) knowledge of common for7
mats for exposition (e.g., narratives, commercial appeals,
etc.); (2) general knowledge and expectations about situ-
ations and event sequences (i.e., how events and inter-
actions ordinarily proceed), commonly referred to as
"world knowledge"; and (3) knowledge of .the form and
conventions of the television medium. :nese' three types
of knowledge are pertinent to most typical television con-
tent, although most of the specific references will be to the
popular entertainment programing that has been f in-
terest with regard to the social impact of the medium.

Knowledge of Eiposition Forms

To understand most television content, viewers must
have an operating concept of certain fundamental for-
mats in which information is presented. Most of these
formats are taken for granted, but recent research in
cognitive psychology and in studies of television indicates
that-knowledge of one fundamental format, story forms,
is at least partly a function of age and experience. For
example, in.recent research on prose stories (e.g., Man-
dler and Johnson 1977; Poulsen et al. 1979; Stein and
Glenn 1979), preschool and young grade school chil-
dren's relatively poor recall of story details has appeared
to be related to inadequate general.structures acceirding
to which stpry details might be parsed. Stein and Glenn
reported marked differences between first and third
graders in their recall of simple nastettives; third graders
elaborated significantly mor'e in retelling story details
than first graders did, particularly when there was miss-
ing information that fit basic categories of story structure
that the older children had more adequately mastered. A
somewhat different factor has been emphasized by
Sedlak (1979) and others (Bower r978; Schank and
Abelson 1977; Schmidt 1976; Wilensky 1978; Worth and
Gross 1974). They assume thlt inferences about con-s
nections among an actor's behaviors require that the ob-
server recognize a plan or a point of view behind the
action. Sedlak (1977) suggests that young children fail to
comprehend the actions and events in an adult-like way
because they begin with different interpretations of the
various actors' intentions and points of view.

Collins' research (Collins et al. 1978; Newcomb and
Collins 1979; Purdie et al. 1980) generally confirms that
children's comprehension of programs is affected fn-
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creasingly with age by the structure of the narrative,
although the particulars of processing are also affected by
a confounding oi -structural features of content with com-
plexity of content and the formal-presentational features
characteristic of the medium. Other common exposition
formats, like news stories and commercialk have not been
studied. Recent, however, theimcp. Ortance of fortnat in
comtnercials was underscortd by Wackrnan et al. (1979),
who found that training childt en on types of information
ordinarily included in commercial messages leads to itn-
provement in their retention of those details. Thus; the
importance of knowledge of exposition format appar-
ently extends to processing of this pervasive type of
content. Recent analytic models and enipirical studies
(Baggett 1979; Berndt and Berndt 1975; Grueneich
1978; Omanson 1979) illustrate methods for considering
the structure of expositions in studying the responses of
both children and adults to media presentations.

"World Knowledge"

Much of television comprehensioninvolving as it
' does a wide range of common and uncommon portrayals,
including many implicit featuresdraws on knowledge
derived from general experience of perceptual, cognitive,
linguistic, and social phenomena. It has been noted, for
example, -that children differboth across age and
individuallyin their capability for understanding lan-
guage constructions, which also characteristically vary
across typical television content (Reich 1977). Similarly,
viewers vary in their expectations and bases for under-
standing mental events (e.g., psychological causation, cf.
Berndt and Berndt 1975) and social events and actions
that are often pertinent to comprehension of tht circum-
stances and events of typical programs. The research by
Collins and Wellman (1980) and by Newcomb and Col-
lins (1979) indicates some implications of prior knowl-
edge and xpectations for comprehension of programs.

At this time, it is not clear how social knowledge is
represented and how it enters into comprehension of
television portrayals. The most extensive evidence comes
from theory and research on prose narratives (Bower
1978; BoWer et al. 1979; Mandler and Johnson 1977;
Warren et al. 1979; Schank and Abelson 1977; Stein and
Glenn 1979), but few details are known, and several
contending perspectives at present guide research efforts
(Omanson 1979). The most detailed account of the role
of prior knoilledge in understanding stories is the scripts
approach' (Schank and Abelson 1977), in which prior
knowledge, in the form of stereotypes of event sequences,
enables inferences about gaps in the linkages between the
actions or states of the story characters. Like other views
ofthe role of schemata in processing of social information
(e.g., Cantor and Mischel 1977; Hastie in press; Judd

nd Kulik 1980; Taylor and Crocker in press), the script
formulation implies hierarchical information structures
in which the highest most abstract levels are supported by
a rich store of specific experiences or bits of information
at lower levels. Such structures affect both encoding
(Bower 1976; Markus 1977; Rogers et al. 1977) and
retrieval (Cantor and Mischel 1977; Hastie in press;
Zadny and Gerard 1974) of information about newly
encountered persons and events. Neisser's (1976) charac-
terization applies generally to current vievis of the effects
of structures in social information processing from tele-.
vision:

A schema is like a format in a computer programming lan-
guage. Formats specify that information must be of a certain
sort if it is to be interpreted coherently. . . . Information can be
picked up only if there is developmental format ready to accept
it. Information that does not fit such a format goes unused.
Perception is inherently.selective (p. 55).

Little attention has 'lien given to the asse-ssment of
relevant schemata in studies of comprehension of tele-

'se
vision programs. In most social psychology research,
manipulations havr,,fren introduced to activate certain
commonly available schemata, which have then been ob-
served to affect memory for A stimulus (e.g., Cantor and
Mischel 1977; Taylor and Crocker in press). Recently,
however, Bower and his colleagues (Bower et al. 1979)
and Nelson (1978), the latter working with children,
have attempted to specify knowledge of scripts in task
materials for meinory and linguage experiments; and
social psychologists (e.g. N/Arkus _1977; Rogers et al.
1977) have .also examined the nature of certain social
schemata and their role in the processing of new social
stimuli. Their strategies are potentially applicable to
comprehensiow of important aspects of social portrayals
in television narratives. One focus of future research
should be further specification of the nature and repre-
sentation of social knowledge and its role in the proc-
essing of newly encountered social stimuli such as those
occurring in television programs.
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Knowledge of Media Conventions and
Formal Features

Afhird kind of knowledge that affects processing of
audiovisually presented narratives is familiarity with
certain presentation conventions. Baggett (1979) recently
found that an audiovisually presented narrative had
identifiable structure and meaningful breakpoints that
corresponded semantically to the breakpoints in a prose
version of the same narrative; nevertheless, the way in
which information was conveyed in the two media dif-
fered markedly. Formal features of programs, such as
camera angles and the use of background music, and



visual techniques for compressing time and signaling
breaks in action carry considerable information for those
viewers whose experience perrnits their meaning to be
recognized. Gardner (1980) reports preliminary experi-
mental results that, compared to a picture-book story, a
televised version constrained reasoning about the nar-
rative. Book-version children not only remembered more
about the story than those who saw a televised version but
also drew on their own experiences and knowledge to go
beyond the explicit details, while television viewers relied
more on details of the presentation itself. Thus, relia'nce

On the conventional media formats may obviate mental
activity of certain types in viewinga hypothesis exten-
sively discussed by Salomon (e.g., 1979). Although little
is known about the interaction of social knowledge and-
knowledge of the presentation conventiops that are com-
mon to television social portrayals, this dimension of tele-
vised information is integral to analyses of, cbildren's
understanding of programs.

Formal features often confound structurafanalyses of
program content (e.g., story grammars) for explaining
the variation in children's understanding of programs. In
studies of prose narratives, the explicitness with which
story elements are stated can be relatively easily Con-

trolled, but control is less feasible in audiovisual
narratives because .of certain dramatic and cinematic
techniques that sometimes result in ambiguous portrayal
of important cues. For example, the Japanese psychol-
ogist Tada (1969) found that children of all ages had
difficulty comprehending a portrayal in which symbol-
ism and filmic devices compressed time and content in the
narrative. The clarity with which inform4tion is

presented audiovisually is also related to formal features,
such as pacing, activity level, music, and so forth
(Huston-Stein 1977; 'Krull et al. 1977; Watt and Krull.
1974), which often cannot be controlled in audiovisual
presentations. This becomes clear in the instance.of com-
paring comprehension of the portrayal of an aggressive
resolution of conflict and a negotiated resolution of the
same situation (e.g., Cpllins and Getz 1976). The ag-
gressive portrayal would obviously contrast markedly
with the negotiation model in formal features like activity
level and pacing and probably cannot realistically be
constructed to be more comparable to it in these respects.
Prose descriptions of the two events could be more closely
matched at a formal level, but CoMparison between chil-
dren's comprehension of the two different types of tele-
vised content would be confounded by the concomitant
variation in presentation characteristics.

Thus, with the naturalistic stimuli of concern to tele-
vision researchers, it is often difficult to observe the oper-
ation of impohant 'structural elements and functional
categories of content in affecting children's comprehen-
sion. Indeed, in analyses of items of content that are

e

particularly easy or particularly difficult for yoing. sub-
jects in ,Collins' research, the best correlate of llompre
hension difficulty was the number and abstractness of
steps required to infer the relation between-scenes in a
portrayal, rather than the runctional or structural cate-
gory of the informatidn (Collins 1978). In short, because
of -the nature of the Medium, the goal sOf research on
processing qnt television content has been to characterize
the typical performance of children of different ages in
cOmprehending certain formal categories of content,
which have been sampled from across a range'of typical
programs. The findings thus speak more directly to the
issue of how children are likely to represent, typical por-
trayals of social content in dramatic narratives than' to
the fundamental nature of understanding narratives
generally.

Implications for Effects of
Television

The emergence, of these three factors underscores
again the active nature of the viewing process. Typical
programs consist of series of discrete scenes, the inter-
relationships of which imply coherence that must be
inferred. Nevertheless, within a vast audience of
childrenan audience that has been 'treated mono-
lithically in much research on the effects of television--

, representations of programs vary considerably. Children
a.s old as 7 and 8 retain the content of typical programs
less completely and less coherently than do older children
and adults. Although young viewers attend to informa-
tion that is obviously salient and potentially informative,
they apparently lack the strategic cognitive skills neces-
sary for recognizing and retaining lesi salient plot-
essential information and for integrating central events
across time in the course of a program, Thus, while
viewing is more active and discriminating among even
young children than is generally recognized, the strategic
skills necessary,for mature viewing of complex programs
develop markedly over the grade school and early adoles-
cent years.

A Implicalions for Evaluation of Characters.
Research on children's discrimination among, and rela-
tive liking for, established characters in progradis (e.g.,
Reeves 1978; Reeves and Greenbeig 1977; Reeves and
Miller 1978) indicates that viewers rely on few simple
dimensions in their responses, with little variation across
age. UnderstandiN of characters' actions in the context
of the plot, however, requires complex processing, partic-
ularly when characters are unfamiliar and elements of
the portwals are abstract or indirect and the relations
between stherri implicit. Variations in young viewers'
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processi,L programs are potentially important for the
soci impact of the medium. For example, Collins and
his colleagues reported that the context for violent phys-
ical aggression is often not recognized by younger tele-
vision viewers, despite the ct that the context for ag-
gression is a major basis on hich more mature viewers
evaluate the action and the character who pefforms it
(Collins et al. 1974; Jones et I. 1971; Purdie et al. 1980).
Indeed, when. young grade s ool iewers comprehend
the relation between an aggressive portrayal and the
antisocial motives and consequences associated with it,
their evaluation of the aggressor is notably more negative
than when the contextual cues are not grasped (Purdie et
al. 1980). Thus, inferences about a..character in connec-
tion with his actions affect evaluative judgmenis that
potentially may be pertinent to adoption of observed
behaviors.

,Besides the apparently age-related difficulties in infer-
ring implied connections, there is also ample evidence
that, for ounger Thildren, the impact of motives and
consences also depends heavily on the ways in which
the cues are portrayed separately. For example, young
children's ability to eniploy motive information in mak-
ing evaluations have been found to be affected by in-
tensity (Gutkin 1972) and valence of the codequences
(Costanzo ee al. 1973);. perceptual salience and explicit-
ness of motives and conseque es (Chandler et al. 1973);
and order effects and temp al separation (Austin et al.
1976; Feldman et al. . Similar presentation charac-
teristics have been found to Wect the extent to which
young children.Jm successfully perffirm other types of
social inference tasks (e.g., Kun et al. 1976; Shultz and
Butkowsky 1977). Where television comprehension is
concerned, effectg of presentation 'characteristics are rele-
vant to what is required when a viewer, particularly a
cognitively or socially immature one, atttmpts to under-
stand varing Ortrafals of social cues.

Implications for Behavioral Effects. Implications
of variations in comprehension of television portrayals
for behavioral effects on children and adolescents hatte
been addressed in relatively few studies, and those in
which direct measures of both comprehension and of
behavior have been taken (e.g., Leifer and Roberts 1972)
have yielded null findings. In this regard, the literature
parallels discouraging empirical efforts in the areas of

attitude-behavior relationships (e.g., Ajzen and Fishbein
1977) and social cognition-behavi& correspondences
(e.g., Shantz 1975). Nevertheless, in several studies,
behavioral differences have been found thaty while they,
do not provide direct ties to measures of comprehension,
are suggestive of links between children's representations
of programs and subsequent behavior that should be
further examined. For example, Collins et al. (1974)
found that kindergarted and second-grade children who
had watched an action-adventure program had difficulty
remembering the relations of the motive and conse-
quences cues in connection with the aggressive action.
Although such cues appear to moderate the behavior#I
effects of observed aggression (Bandura 1965; Berkowitz
and Geen 1967; Berkowitz and Rawlings 1963), kinder-
gartners and second graders remembered the aggressive
scene but only infrequently knew its links with the mo-
tives and consequences. Collins (1973) fuither reported
behavioral differrnces that ostensibly reflect cognitive-
processing differences, This earlier research involved in-,
serting,commercials between scenes of negative motives
and negative consequences for aggression and the violent
scene itself. Under these conditions, third graders' post-
viewing tendencies to choose' aggressive responses in-
creased, in comparison to children of the same age who'
saw the three scenes close together in time. The task of
inferring relations between aggression and the pertinent
rftotive,- and consequences cues may have been more
difficult for the first group than for .the second, pre-
sumably because of the temporal separation imposed by
the commercials. There was no evidence of behavioral
differences among the sixth and tenth graders who saw
both types of programs.

It is impossible to estim ate what partof the variance in
the social impact of television is due to incomplete or
diitorted comprehension of what children see. Certainly,
comprehension is only one factor in a complex equation
for television effects. Marked variability, however, has
been found in children's comprehenIion of socially perti-
nent content during the middle childhood and adolescent
years; and there is also suggestive evidence of concomi-
tant effects on social evaltiations and on behavior in the
labora'tory. These two empirical thrusts suggest that
cognitive-processing aspects of television viewing should
become a term in the e'quation that guides future research
on television effects.
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The Forms of Television: Effects on Children's Attention,
Comprehension, and Social Behavior

Mabel L. Rice, Aletha C. Huston, and John C. Wright ,

Center for Research on the Influences of TeleVision ori Children (CRITC)
University of Kansas'

When television swept the United States and other
industrialized countries in the 1950s, much of the re-
search was concerned with the effects of this new medium
on the lives and minds of the citizenry, especially chil-
dren. By the 1960s, research about television had turned
to studies of the content rather than the medium itself.
Yet the content of television is not unique to the medium.
Violence, prosocial actions, stereotypes, and the like can
be presented in priot, still pictures, or oral descriptions.
What is unique about television is the form in which
information is presented. Television is a visual medium
in which a stream of constantly chahging images can.be
generated by techniques that are not replicated in real-
world experience. Camera cuts, pans across scenes,
zooms -in and out, slow and fast motion, and special
effects of all kinds are used in unique waysmusical
accompaniments, sound effects, unusual cries and noises,
canned laughter, and faceless narrators. Finally, of
course, television is a verbal medium. The verbal and
linguistic conventions of television are not unique. They
are the language conventions of the real world, but the
ways in which language is used to convey content (rather
than the content it conveys) is an important formal prop-
erty of the television medrum.

In the past few years, the attention of researchers
studying television's influence on children has returned
to the forms of the medium itself as distinct from the
content presented with those forms. The purpose of thik.
review' is to present the recenvesearch on television
forms and child viewing and to suggest some isshes in
need of resolution. Because most of the research is in the
early stages of exploring neyf terrain, the unresolved
issues outnumber the solid conclusions, and many of the
findings must be regarded as tentative.

Both theoretical and practical concerns have led to the
study of television form. McLuhan's (1964) early sug-
gestion that television contained representational codes
fundamentally different from those of print remained a
vague formulation, until Salomon (1979) and Huston-
Stein and Wright (1977) began to elaborate the impli-
cations of that notion for developmental theory. Salomon
focused particularly on the iofluence of visual media
codes on children's mental processing and mental skills.
Huston-Stein and Wright attempted to place television
forms (both visual and :auditory) in the context of a

I broader theory of developmental change in patterns of
attention and information processing.

The practical concerns of producing effective edu-
cational programing have been a seconli impetus for re-
search on television form. Much of this work has been
carrieclout in conjunction with the Children's Television
Workshop productions, Sesame Street and The Electric
Company. The goal is to identify the program attributes
or production techniques that are maximally effective in
gaining and holding children's attention and in commu-
nicating information to them in ways they will Sunder-

-
stand and remember.

.

A third reason for studying form has been increasing
suspicion that many effects httributed to television con-
tent may be partially due to the 5 orms in which- thel
content is presented. We have ar ed, for example, that .

some of the aggression-arousing effects of violent tele-
vision may he a .result of the high levels of "hype"
typically accompanying violence as well as the violent
content. Similarly, most of the research on the effects of

-
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prosocial television on vermoung children has used Alzs-
ter Rogers' Nezghhorhood, a program notable for its slow
pace, gentk styk, and unusual language forms. It is

possible that some of the positive effects of that program
m'ay be a function of its verbal and nonverbal formal
properties.

One may question whether it is possible to distinguish
crisply between content and.form. Although they can be
defined independently, we acknowledge that in practice
the forms of television and content messages co-occur in
systematic wes. The relationship is probably analogous
to that between grammar and meaning in verbal lan-
guage.. Among linguists there is a growing belief that the
grammar of verbal language cannot be isolated from se-
mantic meanings (e.g., Fillmore's- case grammar 1968).
To the degree that form and content are confounded in
the real world, all studies of television cdntent are subject
to the criticism that .their results may be partially a
function of the forms in which that content was
presented. Theory and research focusing on form inde-
pendent of content may redress the imbalance so that
their interactive effects can be better understood.

Representational Codes of
Television

, Verbal and nonverbal fdrms are the representational
codes of television. Because children view television at a
very early age, it is tempting to assume that these repre-
sentational codes are simple and of little interest. How-
ever, television is a medium that can be proressed at
differing levels of complexity. There is a difference be-
tween superficial consumption uf interesting audiovisual
events apd mental extraction of information from coded
messages, a distinction formulated by Salomo'n (1979).
He used the term "literate viewing" to refer to "a process
of information extraction by the active negotiation of the
coding elements of the message" (p. 189). The notion of
"literate viewing" is closely related to the more informal
term "media literacy." With age and viewing experience,
children's attcntion to, and comprehension of, television
program changes (e.g., Collins 1979; Krull and Husson
1979; Wright et al. 1980). It is presumed that these
developmental changes reflect increasing facility with
television's conyentions and content, e., the beginning
television viewer is not "media literate" but instead grad-
ually acquires such competence as a function of experi-
ence with the medium and the attainment of certain
thinimal cognitive abilities.

Just because one can become a literate viewer at an
early age and without conscious effort does not demon-
strate that the task is simple. The representational codes
of television range in complexity from literal visual de-

piction to the most abstract and arbitrary symbols, in-
cluding verbal language and audiovisual metaphor. The
child's task is not an easy one. The change from infants'
sensory-motor awareness of alternations in patterns of
visual and verbal stimuli (Hollenbeck and Slaby 1979) to
the literate viewing skills of elementary school-age chil-
dren involves a majoi qualitative advance, accompanied
by developmental growth in related perceptual and cog-

.-
nitive skills.

Levels of Representation

The simplest.level of representation is literal visual
and/or auditory portrayal of, real-world information,
e.g., a sitot of a car moving on the highway. A child's
ability to process this level is presumably dependent pri-
marily on perceptual and cognitive skills used in inter-
preting real-wor14 stimuli. But even at this literal level,
object recognidon at unusual angles of viewing, lighting,
and distance requires perceptual generalization and con-
stancies not yet fully developed in the youngest viewers.

On the secnnd level of representation are media forms
and conventions that do not have an exact real-world,
counterpart., some of these, such as cuts and zooms, are
analogs of perceptual experience. For example, a z
in is a perceptual analog of moving close to an obj
Other media conventions are more distinct from rea
world experience. Dissolves, slow motion, musical
accompaniments, sound effects, and electronically gener-
ated visual special effects are relatively specific to film
and television. These features provide a structure for the

4presentation of content in a manner analogous to syntax
in language:A literate viewer must be able to decode the
structural meanings of formal features. For example,
fades and dissolves often indicate major transitions in
time, place, or content; cuts are more often used for minor
shifts from one character or viewing angle to another
(Huston-Stein et al. 1979). In children's programs, dis-
tinctive visual "markers" art used to separate programs
from commercials; the literate viewer must understand
their function.This understanding is not automatic. For
example, 5- and 6-yew -olds did not understand the
meaning of separators between peograms and commer-
cials in one recent study (Palmer and McDowell 1979).

Media codes can also serve as models for mental repre-
,

sentation or mental skills. That is, the child can adopt the
media forms as modes of epresentations in her owne
thinking. Salomon (1979) as demonstrated, for exam-
ple, that children can learn to analyze a complex stiitmlus
into small parts by observing camera zooms in and out.
Apparently, the camera provided a model of the mental
process of focusing on specific parts of the stimulus.
Media codes can be internalized as forms of mental
representation, as suggested by McLuhan (1964), so that
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people can think in moving pictures with flashbacks, fast
and slow motion, changes from color to black and white,
and other media conventions (Salomon 1979).

The forms of television can also take"on connotative
meaning, either because of their repeated association
with certain content themes or because of their meta-
phorical similarity to real-world objects and symbols. For
example, rapid action, loud music, and sound effects are
often associated with violenc M children's programs
(Huston et al. 1981). Commercials for masculine sex-
typed toys are made with high action, rapid cuts. and
loud noise , whereas feminine sex-typed toys are adver-
tised with des, dissolves, and soft music (Welch et al.
1979). The forms themselves may come to signal violence
or sex typing to children, even when the content cues are
minimal or nonexistent.

The third level of representation consists of symbolic
forms not unique to the medium. Such forms may be
nonlinguistic (e.g., a red stoplight) or linguistic. It is also
possible for verbal language to encode forms at the other
two levels. For example, dialog can encode the literal
representation of reality (the first level), as when a speak-
er describes on-screen objects or event,:, or dialog can
encode the conventional significance of a production fea-
ture (the second level), as when a fade is accompanied by
the line "Once upon a time, long, long ago. . . ." In this
sense of double encoding, it is possible for the first two
levels to be nested in the iinguistic codes. Stith piggy-
backing of representational means could aid children in
understanding the message and also, by 'association, facil-
itate their mantery of the codes themselves (cf. Rice and
Wartella 1981).

It is apparent that the second and third levels of repre-
sentational codes found in children's television programs
not only have different surface characteristics but also are
derived from different sources or experiences. The sec-
ond level of representation, specific knowledge, is proba-
bly acquired largely as a function of experience with the
medium. That is not the case with the third level, where
symbols are shared by the wider culture. By definition,
these codes Wave currency outside the medium of tele-
vision and can be learned without viewing television.
They also have a different utility in the world, leading to
slightly different reasons for investigating them. The
media-specific cncles are important insofar as they reveal
what is involved in a child's processing of televised infor-
mation. The verbal language of television is of special
interest insofar as it contributes to a child's processing of
televised messages and other media codes and also, per-
haps more importantly, as it serves to facilitate a child's
mastery of the general linguistic code (cf. Rice in press).

While the representational functions of the linguistic
system have been described by linguists in a long research
tradition, thea production conventions, or codes, of tele-
vision have only recently come to the attention of behav-
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local scientists. The first step in understanding' these
codes and their functions' is to develop descriptive tax-
onomies for formal features and to describe the ways in
which they are used in television productions.

Most descriptions of formal features have been devel-
oped for the purpose of studying television's influence on
children. This is not to imply that formal feattMes are
without relevance for adults or that studies con4ucted
with adult subjects are without implications for Under-
standing children's television viewing experiences. A
general discussion of how formal features may influence
adult viewers is, however, beyond the scope of this re-
view; only those studies immediately pertinent to child-
directed issues and investigations are presented. Readers
interested in the effects of television forms on adult audi-
ences may wish to refer to television and film broad-
casting and production publications, where issues of form
are often discussed in regard to editing techniques. For
example. Messaris et al. (1979) argue that editing tech-
niques (the sequence and composition of visual shots)
influenced how adult audiences perceived the nature of
the interchanges between Carter and Ford during the
televised 1976 presidential debates.

Descriptive Analyses of Television
Forms

Two groups have attempted descriptions of the occur-
rence and co-occurrence of formal features in existing
television programs. One such analysis of adult programs
was eased on the information theory construct, "entro-
py" (Watt and Krull 1974). Entropy or form complexity
was defined by the "variability" of sets, characters, and
speakers and by the "unpredictability" with which each
set, character, or speaker might appear next. Oper-
ationally, the entropy measure included the number of
different sets, characters, and speakees, and the amount
of time during which each of these appeared in the
program. These investigators coded a sample of adult
programs and demonstrated by factoranalysis that the
formal features of the programs could be clustered in two
major groupings: "dynamism" (roughly the rate of
change in scenes and characters) and "unfamiliarity"
(roughly the variability or number of different scenes and
chairacters). In a later study, these investigators found
that form complexity was correlated with violent content
in prime time programs (Watt and Krull 1977). War-
tella and Ettema (1974) used the same coding system on
a set of commercials designed for children and adults but
found that the two faciors emerging were visual and
auditory features.

Formal features of children's television programs have
been analyzed in our work (Huston et al. 1981) to deter-
mine what features co-occur, what features characterize



animated and live programs, and how formal features
differ as a fundion of target audience or production
goals. In two samples of children's programs selected
from Saturday morning, prime time, and daytime edu-
cationarprograming (primarily PBS), action (physical
activity of characters), variability of scenes (number of
different scenes), and tempo (rate of scene and character
change) were grouped with visual special effects, tapid

, cuts, loud music, and sound effects. This package of
features was labeled "perceptually salient" because it
was characterized by high intensity, rapid change, and
rapid motioh.

Commercial programs for young children are packed
with these perceptually salient forms. Although such f -

mal features are more frequent in animated than inli
shows, Saturday morning live programs *lave hi
rates of perceptually salient features than prime time or
educational programs. This pattern of heavy reliance on
perceptual salience suggests an image of the child in the
minds of producers as a being whose attention must be
captured and held by constant action, change, nol.le. and
visual onslaught. Although much of what children wan*
is family adult programing, these children's programs
may beeparticularly important developmentally because
they constitute the child's earliest experience with the
medium. They may set the standard for what the child
expects from television. In addition, they are less likely
than adult programs to be mediated or buffered by par-
ents' or adults' viewing with the child. We do not know
what effects early experience with heavily saturated tele-
yision "hype" and violence has on later development,
later viewing patterns,nr on tastes and preferences in the
medium, but these questions are critically important for
future research.

Educational programs for young children use some
perceptually salient visual features that characterize
Saturday morning programs, though at more moderate
levels. They combine these features, howevet, with other
forms that have considerable potential for, helping chil-
dren to understand, rehearse, and remember a message.
These include child dialogprobably the beit form of
speech to gain and hold children's attentionas well as
songs, long zooms, and moderate levels of physical ictiv-
ity. All of these features provide opportunities for
reflection, rehearsal, and review of content. Songs are
frequently used to repeat themes and as a device for
helping children to rehearse. Long zodms involve slow
presentation and/or emphasis of important cdntent. Be-
cause young children often understand content that is
demonstrated in action, the moderate levels of action may
be a particularly important means of conveying informa-
tion in a form that is interesting and- comprehensible to
a young child. Educational programs package their con-
tent in a set of forms that is quite different from commer-
cial programing for children, and they appear to be

designing programs that have good potential to hold
attention and to ommunicate a message effectively/

The filyings concerning forms irithildren's programs
can also be seen from the perspective-of media literacy
and itspntecedents (Wright and Huston in press): Recall
that Saturday morning cartoons were characterized by
high levels of action, variahility, and tempo. These clus-
ters consist of perceptually salient events, such as phys-
ical activity, music,- sound effects, scene changes, and
visual special effects. Thar conspicuous nature of these
features may allow the forms themselves to become the
message. That is, the child may pay more attention to
how the information is conveyed than to what the mes-
sage is, especially when thc plot lines aresthin to begin
with. Unnoticed in the entertainment value of the fea-
tures is the tutorial nature of the experience. The child is
receiving explica cues about how messages are commu-
nicated on television. In this case, the relationship
between form and content is the opposite of the usual
assumption. That is, the forms overpower the content
(from tke young viewer's perspective), whereas the prob-
lem is usually regarded as a matter of the content control-
ling the form (from the producer's'perspective).

Linguistic Codes

The.coding systems inhcrent in verbal language con-
stitute another component of the forms of televisio9. In
television, programs, verbal language is a code within a
code. Descriptive studies of the language of children's
television can provide information for two purposes:
(1) Knowing the nature of television's linguistic con-
ventions or codes and, how they interact with other forms
of communication in children's programs is a critical part
of any attempt to understand how children process tele-
vised information; and (2) analysisof television's linguis-
'tic codes may show how they are adjusted in different
programs to different levels of linguistic competence in
the viewer and therefore how they may, under certain
conditions, play an important role in furthering language
acquisition itself.

In a pilot study of the linguistic structure of children's
programing in relation to formal feature use, Rice (1979)
analyzed 25 categories of linguistic coding in six pro-
grams. The programs represented animatedestories with
high, low, and no dialog (respectively, Fat Albert, Bugs
Bunny, and Road Runner); a lk;e program representing
situation cofnedy (Gilligan's Island); .and educational
programs differing in age of intended audience and for-
mat (Mister Rogers' Neighborhood and The Electric .

Company). Three sets of linguistic descriptors were
sco*: (1) "Communication flow" consisted of Measures
of length, variability, rate, and repetition of utterances;
(2) "language structure" contained measures of gram--.
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matical completeness, descriptive qualifiers, andstressed
single words; (3) "meaning/ content" variables included
focusing (i.e., giving selective prominence to a particular
linguistic constituent), nonliteril meanings, explicit in-

Atructions, novel words, mil immediacy of reference.
Distinctive patterns of language usage were evident in

' the two educational programs: Mister Rogers' Neigh-
borhood, the iedueational program for preschoolers,
presented a moderate pattern of verbal communication: a
moderate amount of dialog, without the use' of nonliteral
meanings or novel words, combined with moderate
amounts of focusing and some use of stressed single

_words. The Electric: Company, an educatiopal program
designed for early school-age children, used the most
dialog of all the shows sampled and incorporatg tech-
niques for drawing attention and interest to dialog (e.g.,
focusing, stressed .single words, nover words; nonliteral
meanings) while at' the same time adjusting for easier
comprehension of grammatical forms (e.g.,.short com-
ments, partiak grammatical units, low variability in
length) and content (e.g., reference to immediately
present events). While it is widely recognized that the
purpose of The Electric Company is to enhance chil-
dren's reading skills, the fact that it does so by means of
intensive kerbal presentation is generally overlooked.
Both Mister Rogers' Neighborhood and The Electric
Company used techniques that are likely to facilitate
children's comprehension of language (stressed single
words, focusing), but the latter also used a more complex
pattern of verbal presentation designed to challenge the
more linguistically competent school-age viewer.

Unlike the educational programs, the commercial pro-
grams containing dialog shoived little evidence that lan-
gUage codes were adjusted to the level of the child viewer.
Bugs Bunny and Fat Albert contained frequent non-
literal meanings and little focusing. Gilligan's Island,was
particularly high in descriptive qualifiers and non-
referential content. Although Fat Albert and The Electric
Company both presented complex linguistic patterns,
they differed in the amount of adjustment to facilitate the
viewer's ease of processing. Gilligan's Island was unique,
i.e., it did* not share any distinctive language features
with the other shows.

Comparison of the linguistic features with the formal
production feattires of the six programs revealed that the
shows with low amounts of dialog (Bugs Bunny and
Road Runner) were high in action, pace, cuts, fades,
zooms, visual special effects, vocalizations, sound effects,
and music. All of these production features are percep-
tually salient ones that attract and hold visual attention
in young viewers. The two verbally complex shows, The
Electric Company and Fat Albert, each contained some
distinctive uses of salient formal features: Fat Albert had
very high pace, frequent cuts, pans, and background
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music; The Electric Company had high number of
vocalizations. Mister Rogers' Neighborhood and Gil-
ligan's Island demonstrated lower rates of nonlinguistic
formal features.

Such findings suegest a continuum of difficulty of rep-
resentational coding in this range of children's programs.
We would expect linguistic coding to be more difficult for
young- viewers than.the perceptually ialient visual and
auditory nonverbal codes..The packaging '6f cartoons,
such as Bugs Bunny and Road Runner, seems well suited
to young .children of Whited media or linguistic com-
petence. Similarly, the simple, comprehensible speech in
Mister Rogers' Neighborhood is well suited to a pre-
school audience. More complex packaging in shows
aimed at an older audience requires oonsiderable linguis-
tic sophistication and comprehension of distinctive uses of
formal features. In some cases, the codes are.judiciously
mixed in packages of inforniation presentation well suit-
ed to the communicative competencies of the interided
audience. A moderate level of complexity may be im-
portant to maintain interest among older relatively so-
phisticated viewers. ,

Just as the conventional meanings of production fea-
tures can be suggested by exaggerated, perceptually sa-
lient presentations used to convey redundant content, so
there is evidence of adjustments of the linguistic an1
productiOn cOcles that are .designed to draw attentIon to
and clarify language forms themselves. For example, the
frequent focusing operations and stressed single words on
Mister Rogers' Neighborhood 'and The Electric Com-
pq4 serve tO draw attention to the language codes. Fur-
thermore, in these two programs, the meanings bf the
linguistic forms areoften explicitly depicted. Frequently,
the content is a visual representation of the verbal mean-
ing, sometimes highlighted by, attention-maintaining vi-
sual production ted?niques, such as cuts to a closer focus
or different Perspective. At least some children's pro-
gramr appear to combine language adjustments with
selective and supportive use of nonlinguistic salient fea-
tures, at first to supplement and later to challenge the
emerging cognitive competencies of the child viewer.

The language of commercials aimed at children war-
rants explicit attention from researchtrs insofar as the
intent goes beyond the comtnunication of messages to the
selling of products. Presumably, the effectiveness of com-
mercials is dependent upon the nature of the linguistic
codes presented (i.e., their basic understandability), their
referential accuracy, and their use within the social con-
text. Bloome arid Ripich (1979) analyzed the social mes-
sage. units of commercials and how the messages related
to plot or.social context and/or the product. They found
that many of the prodttct-tied references were ambiguous
in regard to certain features of products, such as the use
of flavorings. Also, there was a subtle shift within com-
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mercials from using language in a social context to using
language to promote products. Language served to estab-
lish the social occasion iand then to lead the child to a
product and its role in.enhancing the social occasion.

The Influence of Television Forms
on Children's Mental Processes,

When children watch television, they can just sit pas-
sively and stare at the set if they choose, but 'a growing
body of empirical evidence suggests that this i§ not the
usual level of response. Instead, children are more likely
to become' involved in the viewing experience, tci work at
extracting information from coded messages, to respond
cognitively, affectively, and socially to program content.
They are mentally and'socially active viewers (Wright et
al. 1978; Singer 1980). At least some (if not most).of their
mental responses are influenced by how the information
is packaged, i.e., the media-specific and general repre-
sentational codes emploied (Rice and Wartella in press)..
The ones for which there is empirical evidence are dis-
cussed here: children's visual attention while viewing,
and their understanding of television forms program
events, and relationships among characters.

Formal Features and Attention

Visual Attention to Television #orms. Studies. ,
using different types of programs found that certain
production features or program attributes attract and
hold children's visual attention while viewing teliVision
(Anderson et al. 1979; Anderson.and Levin 1976; An-
derson et al. 1977; Waitella and Ettema 1974; Wright et
al. 1980; Rubinstein et al. 1974). Even though different
systems of scoring production features have been used,
there is consistency in the findings. First, auditory fea-
tures, such as lively music, sound effects,5bildren's voices
(but not adult dialog), peculiar voices, nonspeech vocal-
izations, and frequent clonges of speaker attract and
hold children's attention. Second, conventional visual
features, such as cuts, zooms, and pans have less
influence, but visual special effects do attract children's
attention. Third, in morieidies, high levels of physical
activity or action elicit an44aintain children's attention.
Fourth, changes in scene characters, themes, or auditory
events are especially ffective in eliciting attention,
though they are less important for maintaining it onc,e
tif child is lOoking. Features that lose children's atten-
tion include long complex speeches, long zooms, song and
dance, men's voices, and live animals (Anderson and
Levin 1976; Anderson et al. 1979; Susman 1978; Ru-
binstein et al. 1974; Bernstein 1978).

-eAuditbry Attention

The finding that auditory events, action, and change
elicit and hold children's visual attention, while visual

t features have less influence, serves to remind us that
audition and yision interact in a complex manner during
information processing. While there is considerable evi-
dence describing visual attention, little infprmation is
available describing auditory attention (or th'e interiction
of the two modalities) while viewing television. Any gen-,
eral conceptual model of how children attend to television
(including:the factors that are proposed As controlling
attention) must take into a'ecount both visual and audi-
tory attendon. The measurement- of auditory attention
while Maintaining a naturalistic viewing situation has
been a challenging experimental problem. Loolcing be-
havior can be recorded directly .in a reliable and un-
obstrusive manner; listening i a private mental event
that is not amenable to direct unolgrusive easurement.
A number of techniques for directly measuring auditory

.0*

attention are being explored in several labOratories.
Pending satisfactory measures, auditory attention can

be inferred .by testing comprehension of material
presented in the auditory modality or material presented
when the child is not looking at television. Repeated
findings that children receive and understand fairly corn-
plex messages from exposure to Mister Rogers' Neigh-,
borhood, despite low rates of visual attention, have led to
speculation that children wcate often listening even when
they were not looking (ToWer et al. 1979). Obviously ?
auditory attention can facilitate comprehension only for
material that is presented in an auditory modality,
usually speech. Studies in Our laboratory, involving mi-
croanalysis of short time intervals within a program,
indicate close connections among visual presentation' of 4
content, visual attending, and recall (Calvedet al. 1981).
Similar precision in specifying the mode through which
content is presented would be required to infer that audi-
tory attention mediated comprehension.

Auditory attention can also be inferred by observing
visual attention to the seteen (or lack thereof) and by
observing what children talk about while viewing. If they
are talking about things unrelated to the television con-
tent, they are probably.not listening.:Aven if tley ire
looking at the set, theiiattention may be only at the level
of monitoring instead of active processing. On the other
hand, auditory features, such as foreground music and
cliildren's speech, recruit visual attention for children
tvlho are looking away from the screenevidence that
some formff auditor'y processing is taking place.

1,

Form and Contentinteractions. One of the origi-
nal reasons for our interest in television form was the
hypothesis that formal' features in. children's television



were more important determinants of attention than
violent content. The relative contributions of form and
violent content are difficult to disentangle because con-
'yentions of production lead to correlations of certain
forms with violence. Violence in children's programs is
usually portrayed with high levels of action and salient
auditory and visual features (Huston-Stein et al. 1979).
Yet, formal features can be separated conceptually and
operationally from violent content. In one study of pre-
schoolers, we selected programs that were high in both
action and violence, or high in action and low in violence,
or low in both action and violence. (We were unable to
find a low action, high violence program.) Children's
total attention differed as a function of action, not vio-
lence. That is, they were as attentive to high actibn with-
out violence as they were when it accompanied violence,
and less attentive to low action (Huston-Stein et al.
1981).

A more molecular analysis was performed for these
A three programs-and for four other cartoons by dividing

each program into 15-second intervals and correlating
attention with formal features and violent content. Mul-
tiple regressions were performed% to determine which
features were the best predictors of attention in each
program. Violence did not enter any,of the seven multiple
regrtssions as a predictor that contributed significant
variance independently of formal features, but consid:
erably more data on different programeand different age
groups are needed to establish the generality of this null
conclusion (Huston-Stein 1977).

Form, Content, and Viewership Ratings. The re-
lation of form and content to children's interest in
television programs has also been studied by analyzing
feature occurrence rates in nationally bioadcast tele-
vision programs in relation to national audience ratings
for different ages, sexes, and regions of the country.. For
a sample of 34 Saturday morning programs, high action
and violent content were predictors of viewership for
preschool children. Each made an independent con-
tribution. Among children from age 6 to 11, variability
and tempo were the best predictors of viewership
(Wright et al. 1980). In a similar analysis of general
Ault audience ratings in relation to violent content of
prime time adventure programs, violence accounted for a
minuscule and nonsignificant portion of the variance in
viewership (Diener and DeFour 1978).

How Formal Features Influence
Attention

Salience and Informativeness. Basic research on
young children's attention indicates that perceptual sa-

lience of the stimulus environment is one determinant of
attention. The attributes of a stimulus that make it sa-
HOU include intensity, movement, contrast, change, nov-
elty, unexpectedness, and incongruity (Berlyne. 1960).
Many of the production features that attract and hold
young children's attention fit these criteria defining. per-
ceptual salience. We have proposed a develojAental
model hypothesizing that perceptual salience is a partic-
ularly important determinViror attention for very young
viewers and/or for viewers with little media experience

, (Huston-Stein and Wright 1977; 1979).

The theory guiding our work was derived from the
more general theoretical work of Wright and Vlietstra
(1975) concerning developmental change from "ex-
ploration" to "search" in children's modes of information
getting. Exploration as a mode of response is governed by
the most salient features of the stimulus environment. It
involves short duration, discontinuous, and impulsive re-
sponding to whatever features of the environment are
perceptually dciminant froni moment to moment. Habit-
uation to the salient features of a particular stimulus
environment occurs as one becomes more familiar with it.
Application of tis model to television experience leads to
the hypothesis that, among the youngest and least experi-
enced viewers, the viewing experience consists of the
consumption of perceptually salient eventi as entertain-
ment in their own right. The child's attention' is con-
trolled primarily by feature salience. Until the powerful
effects of salience have partially habituated, the child is
essentially a passive consumer of audiovisual thrills and
does not engage in deeper levels of processing (Wright et
al. 1981).

Consummatory stimulus-controlled explKation gives
way in familiar contexts to perceptual search, a kind of
information getting in which the activity is instrumental,
rather than consummatory, active rather than passive,
and guided by the child's desire to abstract information,
rather than by just entertainment, from perceived events.
The/hild's progress from perceptual exploration to
perceptual search is believed to be as much or.more a
function of familiarization through experience and habit-
uation as it is a consequence of cognitive maturation,
though, of course, the two are usually confounded. Thus,
the older and more experienced viewers are more inter-
ested in the content of a program and its meaning andless
responsive to salient formal features. When Older chil-
dren do attend to formal features, they may use them as
syntactic markers to develop a structural framework in
which to organize and integrate their comprehension of
content meaning (Wright et al. 1980).

Singer (1980) also proposed that high rates of salient
audiovisual events on television absorb children's atten-
tion, not only because they are perceptually interesting,
but because they are affectively involving. His theory
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does not, however, contain the proposition that develij
opmental shiftr will occur as consequences of cognitive
development and familiarity with the medium. Instead,
he seems to imply that extensive exposure to salient fea-
tures in the medium will inhibit other forms of interest
(e g., books and verbal media) and will leave the child
focused on the absorbing stimulus features of the moving
picture 'on the screen.

Studies comparing attention patterns of preschool chil-
dren (age 4-6,) with those of chitdren in middle childhood
(age 8-10) Lye supported the hypothesis that younger/
children are more attentive to salient formal features
than are older children (Wartella and Ettema 1974;,
Wright et al. 1980). In our studies, preschool children
attended to high levels of action and audiovisual "tricks,"
(visual special effects, sound effects; and unfamiliar
scenes), but el entary' school chil ren were not
differentially atte ive to these features .ontrary to pre-
dictitin, however, oilier children were mbre attentive than
younger ones to programs with rapid pace (i.e, frequent
scene and character changes). These studies supp*t the
hypothesis that young children's attention is affected by
the perceptual salience of television's formal features.

There is less support for the complementry hypothe-
sis that older children's attention is guided more by the
informativeness of features, perhaps because'informa-
tiveness depends on the program eontext and the child's
level of processing. When children try to follow a plot or
engage in a logical search for meaning, they probably
attend to features that provide cues about time sequences,
locations, characters, and events in the pmgram. Studies
by Krull and Husson (1979), in fact, suggest ?hat older
children may attend to form cues that signal content and
form changes during the upconiing 1 or 2 minutes. Pre-
school children did not show these anticipatory patterns
of attention to formal cues. Media literate children may
learn temporal associations so they can anticipate what
will occur in a program. Olderihildren also attend
differentially to informative action and signals associated
with scene changes, bit changes, and changes to and from
commercials. 0

Comprehensibility. A somewhat different per-
spective on the relationship between attention and formal
features is proposed by Anderson and his associates, who
link attention i'vith the comprehensibility of program
content (e.g., Anderson 1979). They suggest that features
such os animation or children's voices may serve as sig-
nals that the content is designed for children and is there-
fore likely to be comprehensible. Children may atynd to
such *tures, not because of the inherent qualities of the
features, but because their media experience leads them
td expect meaningful and understandableprogrlm con-
tent. The fundamental determinant of attention, ac-
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cording to this formulation, is the comprehensibility of
the content. Two sets of data are used to support this
hypothesis. In one study (Lorch et al. 1979), children's
attention to Sesame Street was manipulated experi-
mentally by varying the availability of toys and
distractions during viewing. Despite the fact that the
nondistraction treatment produced very high levels of
attention, it did not produce improved comprehension.
Within the distracted group, however, the children who
attended more comprehended..more of the content. This
finding was interpreted as demonstrating that compre-

. hensibility guided attention rather than attention deter-
mining comprehension. In a subsequent study (Anderson
1979), children attended less to a television program in
which the speed', was incomprehensible because it was

'backwards or in a foreign language than to a program
with understan-dable speech. Although tlie influence of
comprehensibility on attention has been tested thus far
only by varying language feattires of programs, the hy-
pothesis suggests that the comprehensibility of non-
linguistic formal features should affect attention through
a similhr mechanism.

This lined research provides important evidence that
very young children are actively processing cohtent when
they watch television rather than merely passively con-
suming audiovideo thrills. It does riot, however, establish
that featuhe salience and other noncontent aspects of tele-
vision programs are unimportant influences on chitdren's
attention. In the studies varying comprehensibility, fea-
ture salience has been held constant (and fairly high). If
salience were low, would comprehensibility alone hold
children's attention? Again, the relatively low rates. of
attention usually found for Mister Rogers' Neighborhood
suggest not, despite its outstanding comprehensibility.
Second, the full range of comprehensibility has not been
systematically explored. It is clear that complex, incom-
prehensible material loses children's attention .in com-
parison to moderately easy, comprehensible material, but
one cannot extrapolate that finding to conclude that very
easy material would produce more attention than mod-
erately difficult but still comprehensible content. In fact,
the model to be proposed here suggests that both ex-
tremes of comprehensibility will be less liicely to maintain
attention than material in the middle range. Moreover,
the model explicitly cautions against trying to define
moderate comprehensibility as a stimulus feature with-
out taking into account both the cognitive level and the
viewing experience of the child.

An Integrative Model of Attention and Devel-
opmed These seemingly divergent explanations of the
determinants of attention can be integrated in the frame-
work of one established model for attention and interest
as a function of familiarity and complexity (Hunt 1961).



That model is illustrated in figure 1. The abscissa is a
compound of familiarity and complexity of both form and
content. On the left end are highly familiar and oft-
repeated bits, like the standard introductions and closings
of familiar program series, whose informative content is
minimal, and whose formal features have become habitu--
ated and no longer elicit attention among habitual view-
ers. The joint processes of habituation and famil-
iarization (Wright 1977) serve continually to depress
attention on the left side of the inverted U-shaped func-
tion. By contrast, the forms and content at the high end
of the abscissa are unfamiliar, complex, and incompre-
hensible to the child viewer. They, too, elicit little interest
and attention becaute the child is incapable of under-
standing their meaning and their relation to other parts
of the program. Their decoding requires comprehension
of standards the child has not yet acquired and logical
integration for which the child is not yet cognitively
ready. They also often make reference to outside infor-
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Arousal
of Interest
and Attention

Low
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mation and contextual knowledge that only adult viewers
possess. Thus, attention on the right side of the curve is
also low,, owing to incomprehensibility. But cognitive
development and the child's growing store of background
information will, over time, tend to raise attention on the
right, just as familiarization and habiwtion tend to re-
duce it on the left. The result is a developmental mi-
gration of the curve describing a child's attention from
left to right as a function of cognitive development and
viewing experience. What was interesting for its percep-
tual salience or simple content ,becomes boring by its
redundancy, and what was incomprehensible or formally
complex, and therefore ignored, gradually becomes
meaningful and informative in the decoding process and,
therefore, of greater interest. If the abscissa is defined in
terms of the form and content of a televised stimulus, the
location, of the curve for a particular child .along that
gradient is a function of cognitive level (on the right) and
viewing history (on the left).

'A

Resultant Effects
of Increasing Age
and Viewing Experience
on Location of Curve .

Ilm..

Stimulus Perceived as:

Familiar Moderately Novel Novel
Simple of intermediate Complexity .Complex
Wholistic Integratable Incongruous
Redundant Somewhat Regular. Inconsistent.
Repetitive Partially Ordered Unpredictable
Expected Recognizable . Surprising

Figure 1. Theoretical model.
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How Formai Features Influence
Comprehension

As children attend to television, their immediate task is
how to interpret the information they receive, what to
make of the messages. The medium's representational
codes influence this process of comprehension in a num-
ber of ways. The media-specific codes themselves require
some interpretation, as do the general representational
codes, such as language. The coding systems also interact
with cpntent in ways that can enhance or interfere with
how easily the content can be understood.

Media-Specific Codes knd Mental Skills. Recall
our openihg remarks about how television does not lit-
erally present events as we lierceive them in the real
world. Instead, the repressntational codes package mes-
sages in a manner that requires mental transformaticins
in order to interpret them. The linkage between forms
and mental processes can be quite specific and intimate.
Salomon (1979) proposed that some production features'
may be viewed as representing certain mental skills or
mental operations, For example, zooming in and out
literally portrays the mental operation of relating parts to
a whole. Camera cuts that make the image jump from
one part of a physical.space to another, or from one view
of an object to another, correspond to the mental oper-
ations of coordinating spaces and taking different
perspectives.

Salomon (1979) distinguishes two different ways in
which production features can function in relationship to
mental processes, at two different levels of interpretative
difficulty: One is the function of "supplanting" the skill.
That is, the camera essentially performs the operation for
the viewer; presumably, the viewer can learn the skill
from watching through the eye of the camera. A zoom-in
is an example of a camera operation *that supplants the
skill of analyzing a complex array into subparts or iso-'
lacing one small part at a time. The second function of
media codes is to "call upon" an already existing skill in
the viewer. For example, a cut to close-up shot presumes
that the viewer can already relate small parts to a larger
whole:. It does not perform the operation as a zoom does.

Data on th Isr eli and American children support
the hypothesis the understanding of and ability to
use common media codes increase with age and, in some

cases, with media experience. Younger and less experi-
enced viewers benefit more from media formats or formal
features that supplant the intellectual skills to which they
relate. Older and more experienced viewers understand
recurring formats that call upon related mental skills
'better than do younger and less experienced yiewers (Sal-
omon 1979; Palmer 1978). For example, children who

were skilled at visual analysip performed better when

f

shown a "cut to close up" format than when shown
zooms (Salomon 1974). ,

Salomon (1979) argues that the relationship between
media codes and children's mental processing is not just
a one-way process of using mental skills to interpret
media codes. Instead, the influence is reciprocal
experience with media codes actually cultivates the exist-
ing Mental skills to which they relate; the media codes
can become part of children's mental schemata, resulting
in their ability to think in terms of such codes as zooms
and camera cuts! Salomon cautions, however, that .the
media-specific codes are not the only messages to affect
cognition, and not all of.television's codes function in this
capacity. He suggests that those codes that arr unique to
television and have a wide potential field of reference are
those most likely to contribute to viewers' mental
schemata..

The supplanting function of media form was tested in
our laboratory in two studies designed to teach conser-
vation of number by showing children animated, tele-
vision sequences demonstrating that the number orof
objects was independent of their spatial configuratioh.
Pairs of white and' black squares separated into designs,
danced around one another, and played games; then they
returned to their original arrangement with a narrator's
reminder that there were still the same namber ofblacks
and whites. Training improved conservation on a tele-
vised posttest of number conservation; but did not gener-
alae to a live test, in the first study. In the second,
training influenced performance on both televised and
live post-tests (Butt and Wright. 1979).

Language Ccides. There are several aspects of ver-
bal language that have relevanCe for how children
comprehend the messages of television. The first is how
children comprehend the verbal dialog itself. This ques-
tion has yet to be the subject of explicit empirical in-

. .
vestigation (beyond a few observations of how children
interpret disclaimer phrases in commercials). We can
presume however, that children interpret televised verbal
information according to the same linguistic processing
strategies and constraints that ,they draw upon in the
presence of live speakers. In other words, insofar as the
general reprtsentational codes of television are like their
real-world counterparts, children probably interpret
them in much the, same. Way as they do in other social
contexts. The second aspect of verbal language with rel-
evance for comprehension is the fact that, unlike the
media-specific representational codes, viewers can pro-
duce the general codes themselves to communicate their
reactions to and understandings of television. Viewers
can process the messages of television and then respond
in some of the same Gndes; indeed, they can literally
imitate.and rehearse the verbal messages, if they choose
to do so.
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In one study, we explored what children talk about
when they witch television as a function of the amount
of dialog present in the programs. Preschool and third-
grade children watched four shows that differed in the
amount of dialog (one show with none, two with mod-
erate amounts, and one with' a high frequency of dialog).
The children watched in pairs, and -they were free to
pursue other play activities. Their comments while view-
ing were transcribed and coded for content categories.
The children made the most comments about the tele-
vision program when viewing the program with no
dialog. This trend Was more pronounced among the
third-graders than the preschoolers. Furthermor , the
television-related comments fell in a distinctive p :

more descriptions of actions and events, more emotional
and self-referenced comments (e.g., "I like this part"),
more questions about program content, and more state-
ments of knowledge of recurrerrt program themes for the
no-dialog program than fOr any of the other three. There
were very few directly imitative responses (Rice 1980):

The most obvious interpretation .of these findings
that children listen when there is dialog and talk when
there is no dialogdoes not completely account for the
results. The total amount of talking was highest in the
no-dialog show, but second highest in the high-dialog
show. Children talked to one another extensively during
a program with frequent. dialog, but they more often
talked-about topics that were irrelevant to the program.
In the program without dialog, the absence of dialog, as
well as the fact that the program was familiar and re-
petitive, appeared to stimulate children to talk about the
program. Whether or not similar effects would occur for
programs that were less repetitive or familiar is not yet
clear, but in a program that is interesting, familiar, and
simple to understand, it appears that the absence of
dialog may elicit comments about aspects of a program
that are of interest to children.

Verbal Mediation of Content. Another aspect of
verbal language with relevance for television viewing is
that it can be used to mediate and idirect more general
mental processes, such as,attention, comprehension, and
recall. Verbal labels and explanations have been used in
a number of experiments to clarify children's under-
standing of program content. In one study, preschool
chiaren imitated sharing from a televisibn program
more when the program included verbal labeling of the
characters' behavior than when the behavior was not
labeled (Susman 1976). In another 'investigation, verbal
explanations of program themes inserted in a cartoon ,
with a moderately complex plot were relatively in-
effective in improving comprehension, but the same ex-
planations provided by a; adult viewing with the child
aided comprehension considerably. In particular, chil-

dren who received the adult explanations recalled the
temporal order of events in the program and were able to
make inferences about implicit content better than con-
trols. They also attended mare to the program. Temporal
integration and inferential processing of televised infor-
mation are skills that are difficult for third graders, yet
even 4- to 6-year-olds were able to do them better than
chance after the adult explanations (Watkins et al.
1980). Other studies have demonstrated similar benefits
for kindergarten-age children from verbal labeling uf
central program themes (Friedrich and Stein 1975).

Television Form and Piot-Relevant Content.
Many television programs are narratives; that is, they tell
a story consisting of interrelated events. The content of
such stories can be distinguished as plot-relevant (central
content) or irrelevant to the plot (incidental content):
Developmental changes in coniprehension of such con-
tent have been explored in some detail' (Collins 1979).
Through second grade, children have limited and frag-
mented comprehension of story material, fifth graders
do better, and eighth graders comprehend most of
the story. In particular, younger children tend to recall
material that is incidental and irrelevant to the plot,
whereas older children appear better able to select cen-
tral content messages. younger children also have
difficulty in integrating facets of the story that are sepa-
rated in time (e.g., connecting an action with its motives
and consequences), and they have difficulty inferring
content that is implicit in the story but is not explicitly
shown. All of these findings are based on children's re-
.sponses to adult prime time dramas (Collins 1979). The
specific ages at which changes in comprehension occur
may be slightly different for other types of programs,
such as those made for children,. hut the direction of
developmental trends is, probably the same.

While developmintal differences in children's under-
standing of television content undoubtedly relic& cog-
nitive developmental 'changes, they may also vary,
depending mi the form in which content is commu-
nicated. In general, children understand information
presented visually, so that character actions can be ob-
served, better than they understand information
presented in verbal form.without accompanying visual
cues. In iddition, high action and other perceptually
salient featurTs maintain children's attention better than
dialog and narration, so children may retain the content
presented with salient features better than content con-
veyed primarily through dialog. Obviously, the combina-
tionpf visual and verbal cues is likely to bkmost effective
(Friedlander et al. 1974).

In one study (Calvert et al. 1979), children's recall ol
a televised story was measured for four types of content:
Central or incidental content was presented with formal
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features that werr either high or low in pertepttlal sa-
r Hence. filgh salience feattires included visual fdatures
and moderately high action; low salience features includ-
edldult and child dialog. Central content questions often
involved inference's; incidental content usually 'consisted
of isolatea factual events. Children remembered central,
theme-televant content better when it was presented with
highly salient formal features than when it was presented
With low salience techniques. Yo ling children (kinder-
garten age) benefited from attention to such salient
features more than older. children (third and fourth
graders).

Some parallels appear in a study of commercials in
which visual cues and words in the form of slogans or
labels actually conflicted with the more abstract verbal
mesiage, Visual cues and word slogans suggested that the
advertised products contained fruit, although the "higher
level",abstract verbal message indicated no fruit content.
Children front kindergarten thrbugh sixth grade accept-
ed the false message conveyed by the visual and associa-
tive word cues. Apparently they did not understand the
abstract implied message tharthrre was no real fruit in
the products (Ross ct al. 1981).

Salomon's work (1979) also indicates that children
understand content messages better 'when they under-
stand the formats used ic present the content. For in-
stance, children who were good at relating parts to a
whole, and who could, therefore, understand a close-up
format, learned more content from a film using cuts to
close-ups than did children who were less skilled in un-
derstanding that format.

These findings suggest that associating content with
certain media codes mar increase comprehension of the
coment, if the production feature is familiar and under-
stood by the child and if it focuses attention on central
rather than incidental content. If the child does not un-
derstand the code represented by the feature or if the
featum focuses attention away from the central content,
it may interfere with comprehension. These conclusions
may apply to the verbal codes of television as well as to'
media-specific production features.

To conclude this section on how children's comprehen-
sion of television is influenced by, the representational
codes, we can offer some general observations: The child
viewer has the job of making sense of the medium at
seyeral different levels: the codes themselves, the immedi-
ate content, and more abstract interrelationships relevant
to story lines. The representational codes are implicated
at 'each of these levels. Children learn tn interpret the
media-specific codes as a function oi age and viewing
experience. Furthermore, certain media codes may comfy
to be incorporated in children's general mental schemata/.
The general representational code of verbal language has
a twofold relevance for increasing our understanding of

how children comprehend television: (1) We need to
be aware of the particular 'interpretative demands
presented by the verbal dialog as a linguistic code; and
(2) children's own verbal comments while viewing can
provide further clues about how they comprehend tele-
vision's messages (cf. Rice and Wartella 1981). The, psy-
chological dimensions of television codes can be used 'to
enhance children's comprehension of plot-relevant con-
tent: The association of attention-getting features or
codes that are readily understood with content central to
the story should contribute positi; ely to children's ability
to understand the plot.

I.

The Influence of TeleVision Forms
on Social Behavior

The initial questions we raised about the effects of
formal features on social and task-related behavior im-
plied that form and conted might have sepatable effects
on children's behavior. Because certain formal features

- are correlated with content in existing television fare
(e.g., action and noise with violence or slow pace with
prosocial behavior), previous findings concerning the
effects of violent or prosocial television content could
have been partially due to the form rather`than the con-
tent of those programs (Huston-Stein and Wright 1977).

If form and content have somewhat different effects,
some important practical implications for commercial
and educational .television could results If salient formal
features are primarily respOnsible for drawidg child
viewers to cartoons and other commercial programs, but
violent content is the main cause of aggressive behavior,
then commercial producers might reduce violence in chil-
dren's programs and substitute nonviolent content
presented with salient features. Conversely, prosocial
and educational programs might increase their audiences
by the use of certain salient formal features without com-
promising their content.

The theoretical issues examined in our research
derived from a comparison of two basic models: obser-
vational learning and' arousal. Specific and separate
effects of form and content can be predicted from obser-
vational. learning theory. According to that model,
viewers should imitate particular types of television
content-l'Laggressive content should lead to aggressive be- '

havior and prosocial content to prosocial behavior. Chil-
dren might also imitate formal featureshigh action
might lead to increased motoric activity; high pace might
lead to rapid shifting from one activity to another.
Arousal theory leads to contrasting predictions (Zill-
mann et al. 1974). That model suggests that either salient
formal keatures or "exciting" content can lead to a state
of generalized arousal; the specific behayiors manifested.
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as a result will depend on the immediate environmental
cues and the predispositions of the child. Increases in
either 'aggressive or prosocial behavior could occur if
there were appropriate environmental cues. The prin-
cipal difference between observational learning theory
and arousal theory is that the latter leads to a prediction
that both form and might of television can stirmilate
behavior that is quite different from what has been ob-
served in the program, whereas the former predicts that
viewers will imitate whatever was presented. Arousal
theory has received some support in studies of adults.
B3th nonaggressive content designed to induce arousal
(e.g., erotic content) and formai feature complexiiy or
salience have been demonstrated to induce physiological
arousal and aggressive behavior when the stimulus situ-
ation provides cues for aggression (Bryant and Zillmann
1979; Watt and Krull 1976; Zillmann et al. 1974).

Two studies in our laboratory provide support for the
notion that salient formal features can instigate
aggressive behavior in children, even in the absence of
violent content. In the first study, animated children's
programs containing different levels of action and vio-
lence constituted the treatment conditions. There were
three programs: high action/high violence, high
action/low violence, and low action/low violence. A con-
trol group saw no television (Huston-Stein et al. 1981).
In the second study, advertisements with different levels
of salient formal featuresaction, pace, visual special
effectswere shown in the commercial breaks of a non-
aggressive program. There was virtually no aggressiOn in
the program or any of the commercials (Greer et al.
1980). Pairs of preschool children were observed in a
1)14 situation containing a variety of toys before and
after viewing the experimental programs.

In both studies, high levels of salient formal features
stimulated aggressive behavior, despite the diverse con-
tent and formats of the programs and commercials.
When cartoons were shown, children tended to be more
aggressive after high action programs 'than after low ac-
tion or no television at all. Violent content did not add to
the level of aggression found after high action alone.
Whin advertisements were shown, highly salient formal
features without violent content led to higher levels of
aggression than low salience features. These findings
provide support .for the notion that arousing form can
lead to increased aggression even without the modeling of
violent content, just as it aroused more attention with or
without violence. An alternative interpretation is that
children have learned to associate salient formal features
with violent content through experience with the me-
dium, so that they respond to salience as though it con-
tained violence even without explicit content cues. In
either case, the results fail to provide prodKers of chil-
dren's television with a way of attracting viewers that
avoids the adverse effects of violent programing.
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The hypothesis that children will jinitate formal
featureshigh action or rapid shifts from one.thing to
anotherhas received little support. In the two studies
described above, there were no differences idmotor activ-
ity level as a function of program form or content, though
the measure may have been restricted by the fact that
children were observed in a small room. Negative
findings also appeared in an experiment,comparing Ses-

. -
ame Street programs with rapid versus slow pace (i.e.,
short, frequently changing hits versus long, infreuently
changing bits). There were no differences in impulsivity
or task persistence as a function of.program pace (An-
derson et al. 1977). However, in a field study of Israeli
children who were less experienced with television than
are American children, those who watched Sesame Street
regularly did shbw less perseverance on a routine task
than a control group of nonviewers (Salomon 1972).

It appears that no simple causal segregation has yet
been, or will be, easily achieved between the effects of
television form and content on young children's social
behavior. Both form and content can influence arousal.
Arousal bqth enhances attention to the program and en-
hances the likelihood that its form, its content, and other
situational cues present at the time of viewing will be
responded to by the child viewer. Separating arousal
attributable to formal complexiit from arousal attrib-
utable to exciting content is another difficult research
task that lies ahead.

Concluding Remarks

The empirical study- of the forms of television, its rep-
resentational codes, is in the early stages of investigation.
The ultimate goal is to determine how children perceive,
interpret, and assimilate the forms of television as an
integral part of their viewing experience, how they come
to acquire this knowledge, and what impact it has upon
their general mental processing. Among the immediate
issuesis ale nature of the relationships among children's
viewing history, general cognitive development and the
manner in which they respond to television's represen-
tational codes.

Another important question is how children may in- '
corporate or generalize television forms to their own
mental itr social development. To the extent that the
forms can be imitated or are similar to possible per-
formance modes, children could, in effect, learn to use the
forms themselves. We have already touched on several
possibilities: Salomon claims that visual media formats
(e.g., cuts, zooms) acquire representational status in chil-
dren's thought processes; the verbal language of tele-
vision may, in some circumstances, serve to introduce
children to certain linguistic knowledge; action of charac-



ters or shifts of activities may elicit similar responses in
the social/motoric behaviors of child viewers.

More specifically, 'though there is fairly strong evi-
dence that certain media-specific codes attract and hold
visual attention, we need to know more about auditory
attention, how linguistic features influence attention, and
the nature of the interaction among forms, content, atten-
tion, and developmental change (including both Ittel-
lectual change and accumulated viewing experiacc).
Still another set of questions revolves around the ways in
hich formal features of television affect children's com-
prehension of content. To the extent that such effects
occur, are they a functim of attention-eliciting and main-
taining functions of formal features, or do they reflect the
fact that certain formal features are themselves repre-
sentational codes that children can readily understand? A
related issue is taised by critics who suggest that salient,
high-paced formats may, in, fact, detract from compre-
hension. It seems overly simple to argue that particular
television forms are either "good" or "bad" for compre-
hensioNInstead, the research task is to analyze under
what circumstances, in what combinations, and for what
types of children particular features enhance or detract
from comprehension.

The investigation of television form promises to con-
tribute inforthation that will allow greater specificity in
our conceptions of how children process the medium of
television. In particular, it will be possible to separate
effects attributable to form from those associated with
content and to clarify the interaction of the two aspects of
television. Closely related to"this possibility is another:
The study of television codes leads directly to inferences
about particular processing abilities of children; the
match'between televised information and children's men-
tal processes is very close in certain television forms.
Furthermore, as vie learn more about the represen-
tational codes of television, how children come to under-
stand them and uselhem to dmprehend content, we also
learn about the general principles of syMbol formation, a
knowledge with relevance for many aSpects of child de-
velopment. Finally, if, as seems entirely possible, future,
generatiAs of AMericans will do, much of their informa,
tion processing via interactive electronic audiovisual dis-
plays and will receive most of their entertainment agcl'
much of their education via television, then the devel-
opment. of "media literacy" May become almost as im-
portant as that of basic reading skills, whether or not we
are ready to acknowledge it.
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Television and the Developing Imagination of the Child

.
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Dorothy G. Singer

Imaginalion in Early Childhood

Considering the degree of input an American child
receives from, television, we might expect it to have a
relatiodlo the development of a child's imagination.
Does television With its vast array of information and its
complexity of sound plus visual material enhance or in-
hibit a child's capacity for symbolic behaVior? According
to Piaget (1962), children preexercise their imaginations
through varying degrees of imitation and thrbugh assim-
ilation of sucti material into oa limited range of pre-
established schema. When a child engagq in imaginative
play, it is "the symbolic Aransposition which subjects
things to a child's activities, without rules or limitations.
It is therefore almost pure assimilation" (Piaget 1962). A
child reproduces the events or "fleeting experiences" he
or she encounters in daily life throughosymbolic play.
Fein (1975) describes an 18-month-old who pretends to
serve her baby teddy bear some tea, using an empty
seashell for a cup. Piaget's'daughter Jacqueline used a
long stone to represent a jug of milk and enacted a little
scene offering her imaginary companions Julie, Clau-
dine, Augustine, and Philomene their supper. Her games
were "copies.ok reality," using substitute objects to sym-

\) bolize the actual ones. Any adult who observes a pre-
schooler for even a brief time is apt to see him or her
playing a make-believe game that may have bits or pieces
of an actual event that occurred days or even months
before in the child's life. ,

Young children talk out their adventures and games.
Their inner representational iystem is expressed through
their conversations or utterances as they play. Studying
young children through observations of their .make-
believe play affords opportunities to understand how
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these images develop and how they are used. Blumenthal
(1977) suggests that "image formation is actually the
basis for all higher mental processes. It 'enables the
human being not o ly to recall what is not present, but
to retain an aff e disposition for the absent object."

Functions and Origins of
imaginative Play.

The possible adaptive benefits of make-believe play
have been discussed elsewhere ( J. Singer 1973; J. Singer
1977; Singer and Singer 1977) and aro briefly listed here.
Make-believe play cap help children to develop a larger
vocabulary; it may play a role in development of se-
quencing or ordering of events; it may assist them to
delay impulsys and may foster concentration; it enables
them to develop empathy by role taking; it lets them
rehearse occupations and roles in society; and it aids in
imagery skill development. Research (Singer and Singer,
1976a ,b) suggetts, too, that noke-believe play leads to a
feeling of well-being as indicated by smiles, laughter, and
singing of those children rated "high" in positive affect
by trained dbservers blind to experimental hypotheses.

Children get their ideas and material for play from
their immediate environmentrthe stories they hear, the
incidents of everyday lifethe imitation of situations
they observe, and increasingly from the television. Al-
though Schrapm et al. (1961) suggest that a primary
function of television is its contribution to fantasy behav-
ior of children, work by Dembo (1973), Dembo and
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Mc Cron (1976, 1 Greenberg (1974), and von Feilitzen
(1976) suggests that children use television for more than
escapism and fantasy material. They learn About ways of
behaving, dressing, and they get general information
about the world. Whit-Children actually understand is
dependent, of course, upon age and intelligence. The
focus of this review is on the preschool and early elemen-
tary grade school childmainly because these ate the
children who are alost likely to be engaged in make-
believe or pretend play.

Research Questions

Three research issues bear on the relationship between
television and imagination.

1. Does television content enrich a child's imaginative
capacities by offering materials and ideas for make-
believe play?

2. Does television lead to distortions of reality for chil-
dren?

3. Can intervention or mediation Orl the part of an
adult while a child views a program, or immedi-
ately after, evoke changes in make7believe play or
stimulate make-believe play ?

Television Viewing and Enrichment

Are childreln who watch television actively rehearsing
the scenes they see? One would speculate that highly
imaginative children need to withdraw from the set peri-
odically to play out the material they see. The stimulus
may actually he interfering with their own config-
urations. Some children do watch television with intense
concentration. We need to compare viewing styles and
see whether or not the highly imaginative child views

television with the same degree of intensity as the child
who is low irt imagination. Intensity of viewing may...not
have any effect on a child's ability to extract from tele-
vision, and the imagination variable may be more critical
than degree of concentration. For example, during a
viewing of the Mister Rogers' Neighborhood show
(Tower et al. 1979), most of the chil&en did not stay
glued to the television screen, but wandered off or turned
away from the set. Yet when compared to' children who
were intent upon the screen when Sesame Street tapes
were shown, the children who sporadically watched Mis-
ter Rogers' Neighborhood, for the most part, did as well
in tests . pertaining to material remembered from the
show. It may be that Mister Rogers' careful repetition of
phrases enabled the children to process the material, even
when they were not looking at the set.

General Evidence Relating ,to Creative
Enrichment

In a longitudinal study with a sample of 141 pre-
schoolers, Singer and Singer (1980) attempted to see
which combination of variables (background and tele-
vision) best predicts the average imaginativeness of play
shown by the children across th,e year. The six variablet
that yielded a multiple correlation of .45 in estimating
imaginativeness of play with an F (6;99) = 4.21,
(p <.01) include sex (male), age, imaginative play pre-
disposition interview, situation comedy vieWing, the
proportion of action-adventure television shows watched-
relative to total television viewing (negative loading), and
IQ. In effect, brighter older boys who score higher on an
imaginative predisposition interview, who watch a high-
er proportion of situation comedies but relatively fewer
action-adventure shows, are more likely to be the mit
imaginative children in observed play. Is it possible that
these children are being socialized away from the more
grossly active programing and perhaps towar i a more
androgynous viewing pattern rather thliitiard the tra-
ditional male sex role? These data do not lend themselves
to a clear determination of causality but are suggestive in
this regard.

If a child is watching considerable amounts of tele-
vision, will he or she generate imaginary companions? Is
it conceivable that the development of an inner fantasy
life and a fantasy companion may play a counteracting
role to the direct imitation of violent material observed
either in the home or on television? In a study, (Caldeira
et al. 1978), using questionnaires with 111 middle-class
parents and using an imaginative play interview (Singer
1973), results indicate that 65 percent of the preschool
children reported they had some form of ,make-believe
friend. In general, the evidence that a child haS an imag-
inary playmate seems to be a powerful predietor Of .tlie
likelihood that h child will 'play happily in nursery
school, be cooperative with friends and aduhs, nse some-
what more extensive language, and be less likel* to watch
a good deal of television (Singer and Singer 1980).

Boys who have imaginary playmates at home and who
watch few action-adventure shows are much less likely to

" be aggressive in 'bvert behavior in the nursery school.
Girls included the Bionic Woman or Wonder Woman
among their fantasy friends and such characters as Su-liperman or Batman. Boys, on the other hand, owed no
such tendency to use female characters bbt lim ted them-
selves-to male superheroes when they chose Characters
from television as imaginary playmates.

Does watching television affect a child's eativity?
Although cartoons have an appeal for childr n as tele-
vision fare, watching them does seem to affecr their cre-
ativity, as measured by scores on Guilford't creativity
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tests. Stern (1973) divided 250 mentally gifted' fourth,
fifth, and sixth graders into seven groups-;-six of which
were to watch specific categOries of television exclusively.
The control group had no instructions. After 3 Weeks of
viewing, subjeCts were posmested on an alternate form of
duilford's test of creativity. Resulti indicated that chil-
dren who witched cartoons had the greatest decrease in
creativity scores. The decrease was not significant, but
Stern views this trend as important in terms of the long-
range effects of indiscriminate viewing by children. Sur-
prisingly, he found that educational television also
depressed creativity scores. The study, though ambitious,
has some methodological flaws ahd needs replication.

Focusing on two variables, facilitation of fantasy and
provision for useful information, Parker (1960) studied
900 children in Canadian towns with and without tele-
vision. First graders with access to television scored high-
er on vocabulary tests than those 'without television.
Parker also stated that televisionfacilitated fantasy moie
than comic books, pulp magazines, movies, and radio.
Television provided an informational advantage to those
students lacking reading skills, but differences in cultural
patterns in the comMunities to begin with. might have
accounted for these results.

More recently Harrison and Williams (1977)- ana-
lyzed data on 137 subjects in three Canadian toWns:
Notel(no television), Unite! (one channel), and Multitel
(four channels). The stay incorporated fairly careful -
controls to insure comparability of culture. They admin-
istered the vocabulary subtest of the Wechsler Intel-
ligence Scale for Children (WISC), a measure of spatial
ability (the Block Deiign subtest of the WISC) and ide-
ational fluency tasks from Wallach and Kogari's work on
creativity. Children were tested in grades four and seven
in all three towns; following introduction of television,
testi were given to children in grades six ancknine wha
had been tested earlier in grades four and seven. When
Notel children were divided at the median according to
verbal associative fluency scores obtained before Notel
was introduced to television, the authors found no
difference in the mean hours of viewing reported after 2
years exposure to televisjon. This would argue against a
differential viewing preference for high and low creative-
children. The Notel children's verbal fluency scores de- ,

creased significantly from tht first to second phase of the
study. Evidence was strong that television, exposure is
negatively related to children's performance on verbal

fluency-tasks. There were no town differences for the
figural fluency scores in either phase of the project in the
croli-sectional comOirisons, but Unitel scores increased
significantly from the first to second phases. No town
differences were found in the longitudinal analysis in
either phase and no change for iny of the towns. Tele-
vision apparently did not affect the vocabulary or the
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performance on Block Design but did seem to have an
impact on the creativity scores. Rarrison and Williams'
observations suggested that diOlacement effects could
explain these results; they noted that creative behavidrs
often refletted self.generated play activities that did not
include television content.

If television appears to be dirtinishing creativity, it
would bo worthwhile to examine the effects of television
upon school achievement of children in the early grades.,,
Burton et al. (1979) used five first-grade classrooms from
two schools in the New Orleans metropolitan area. Data
were collected on 128 children in terms of parents' esti-
mated amount of school watching, through interviews

kwith children and'Parents or guardians, and rades of
academic performance in three subject areas, nguage,
mathematics, and reading. Sociability of children was
measured by assess'ng choice of playmates. Results indi-
cate that preschoo television viewing was,inversely re-
lated to sociability <.001) in the ftrst grade. Mothers'
education, altho h it was the most important control
variable, showed little impact on the ,relationship be:
tween television viewing and grides. The relationship
between television viewing and grades remained
significant beyond ..001 level with any of the control vari-
ables such as time spent with peers, with adults or family,
alone, or in school, and yeah Of school. When ar stepwise
multiple regression was computed with grades, as the
dependent variable, and television, peer time, mothers'
education, alone time, sex, school time, adult-family
time, waking time, total siblings, and fathers' education,

the ten independent variables explain 41.1 percent of the
variation (r = .64). The relationship between preschool
television Watching and grades did hold.

Examining the correlation of television with the read-
ing habits and imagination of 185 third, fourth, and Ofth
graders, Zuckerman et al. (1980) found that imaginitive
behavior was predicted by highelr IQ and viewing fewer
fantasy,-violent television programs. The amount of time
children spent reading was inversely related to the
amount of time they spent watching fantasy-vioknt pro-
grams. One explanation rriay be that fantasy-violent pro-
grams offer the same kinds of excitement as adventure
books, fairytales, or other popular children's books and
therefore satisfy the need for escapism and fantasy. This
study also found that those children who were heavy.'
viewers of cartoons were rated as low in enthusiasm by
classroom teachers. These data, for a somewhat older
pmple, do argue also for a displacement. effect
watching television may replace self-generated activines
such as reading, which are known to stimulate i,mag-
ination and "world knowledge."

In a study using 120 sixth and seventh grade children
randomly assigned to print, audiotape, or videotape con-
ditions, Meline (1976) found thatthere were differences-



' in the capacities of each medidm to stimulate or inhibit
creative thinking. Children in the video condition gave
felker solutions which departed from given facts and con-
cepts. Children in the apdiotape or print conditions gave
more stimulus-free and transformational ideas. This
finding does indeed suggest a potential iinagination-
inhibiting effect of televisio9.

In a similar stddy, comparing children's apprehension
of an unfamiliar.story, either read to them from an illus-
trated book or presaged as a comparable television film,
Meringoff -(1980) found that. 'children exposed to the
televised version remembered more story actions, offered
estimates of shorter elapsed time and distance traveled
for carrying out a repeated story event, and relied more
on visual content as a basyor their statements. Children
who were read to recalled more stoLmcicabulary and
based. then- inferences more upon textual content, general
knowledge, and self-generated use of expe,rience. They
also asked more questions and made more comments
about the stories. Meiringoff used 48 children, 24 youn-
ger (mean age 7.6) and 24 older (mean age 9.6) who were
.randomly assigned to each condition. She did not carry
out analyses to determine sex differences, nor did she use

a third cOhditiori wherein children would redd the story

to themselves. One further desirable step Fould be includ-
ing a condition exposing a group of chilclien to both story
and television to determine the advantages of combining
them for future classroom instruction.

Dillon (1977) examined the effects of Sesame Street
and Mister Rogers' Neighborhood on -.17 3-year-olds'

ability t exhibit the same creativity components in the

classrodm. The author did a content analysis of 10
1-hour segments of Sesame Street and 10 1/2-hour seg-

ments of Mister Rogers' Neighborhood, finding similar
patterns for divergent thinking, evaluation (catego-
rization)+, and transformations. She then measured
whether children exposed to four tasks taken from Ses-

ame Street would show signs of creativity. Mothers
reported estiMates of televhdon.viewing time for their
children. Results indicated that girls did better than boys
on verbal tasks, while boys did better on manipulative
tasks. No relationship was found between child's uiewing
and flexibility.ratings. Unfortunately, the study depends
on parents' estimates of viewing frequency of the two
shows, and indications of the reliability or veridicality of
these estimates are not satisfactory.

Using fantasy scales based on Singer and Antrobus'
(1972) Imaginal Processes Inventory, Rosenfeld et at.
(1978) examined the major styles Of fantasizing among
748 children. Three styles of fantasiiing were found:
fanciful, in which childrendaydream about fairytales and
implausible events; active, in which youngsters dream
about heroes, intellectual pursuits, and achievement; and
aggressive negative, in which daydreams concern killing,

fighting, being hurt. Results suggest 'that for both boys
and girls television-violence viewing, fantasy behavior,

gr ,sian sex-role preferenceare independently related to ag-
on. Girls rarely engage in negative aggressive fan-

tasy. Those girls who tend to fantasize about action
**
wherein heroes and heroines win games or achieveare
the most aggressive children. On the other hand, the most
aggressive boys are those who fantasize about

aggression --harmful acts to other' persons. Aggression in
this study is defined as an act which injures another
person. Scores for aggression were obtained on a peer-
nomirtion measure of 10 items of aggressive behavior,
when subjects Were in first and third grade. Children
who watch a great deal of action or aggressive television
seem likely to reflect it in their fantasies and to carry it
out, in overt behavielk In data, reported by Singer and
Singer (1980), there also are indications that children
whose play therhes reflect specific television references to
cartoons, superheroes, and action-detective shows als
more likely to be aggressive.

A striking example of the interrelations of imag-
ination, television viewing, and overt aggression emerges
from a multipie-regression analysis carried out during a
year's study by Singer and Singer (1980). They looked at
combinations of variables which best predicted the like-
lihood of overt aggression by the children in nursery
schools. A skowise analysis indicates that frequencies of
viewing of action-detective shows and viewing of tele-
vision news emerge tarly in the group of variables. Sex
(boys) is, of course, another predictor that immediately
follows. Next in order was a negadve relationship be-
tween aggression and the children's human movement

,
response to inkblots, a well-established measure of imag-

' ination and motor control (Singer and Brown 1977).

Finally, a summary score based on reports by parents
that children are playing at home with imaginary com-
panions is added to the list. These variables,together yield
a multiple correlation of .73, F(7 & 118) = 19.51,
p <.001 and account for 54 percent of the variance. In

' other. words, boys who show the least inner imagination
as measured by inkblot responses or parsntal obser-
vations and who also watch programing in which there is
considerable depiction of violence are the most likely to
be overtly aggressive at school.

Results of a study with 2013 lower-class preschoolers
indicate a persisting linitbetween aggressive behavior or
expression of anger at school and the viewing of Se.rame

Street and specificallK action-adventure programing or
news broadcasts (Singer and Singer 1980). In general,
this linkage of action shows to overt aggression confirms
reiults obtained earlier in the work with middle-class
preschoolers (Singer and Singer 1980). In the lower-class
saMple, these findings are especially characteristic of
lower IQ nonwhite boys. Nevertheless, by the third
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probe period, at the end of the year, a factor emerges
which clearly links aggressioneis school, lack of persis-
tence, a high level of motor activity, -and the viewing
specifically of action-adventure programs: IQ and race
do not load appreciably on this factOr.

Results indicate that these 'preschoolers were watching
television 3-4 hours daily, with a sizable minority watch-
ing 5-6 hours daily. The factor analyses confirm the
earlier studies with middle-class children, indicating the
presen'ce of a factor of playfulness in which positive
affect, imagination, cooperation, and leadership at:e
linked together. The data indicate that by 3 and 4 years
of age children show considerable consistency over the
year in their play patterns and in their tele-vision-viewing
styles, suggesting that personality and social interaction
tendencies are already fairly well established by these
ages. -

I

Of special interest is the evidence that imaginative or
make-believe play is not a characteristic of the more
isolated or lonely child but is actually strongly linked
with po'sitive emotionality ind cooperative or leadership
behavior in the school setting. The playfulness pattern
observed is not itself related to the children's patterns of
home television viewing. The data did suggest that chil-
dren who get into more difficulties at school and show
less mature group behavior are among the heavier
viewers; they watch more action-adventure (violent) Pro-
graming and are less likely to be watching specially de-
signed prosocial programs on public television such as.
Mister Rogers' Neighborhood (Singer and Singer 1980).

Cartoons, imagination, and
Aggression

Because television cartoons are often regarded as
"harmless" by adults, one important issue that needs
further research is the effect of cartoons on children's
behavior. Belson (1978) found that the viewing of violent
cartoons by adolescent boys did not promote violence, but
it is important tcf note that his subjects were age 12 to 17.
Singer and Sin r (1'980) found that preschoolers who
watched considerable amounts of Woody Woodpecker,
The Roadrunner, and Tom & Jerry were the most
aggressive children in daycare centers. This research car;
ried oul on 200 -lower-class subjects using cross-lag
analysis partialing olit IQ, socioeconomic status, and
other b-ackground factors found that the amount of tele-
vision viewing was a more significant predictor of future
aggressive acts among the children than was aggressive
behavior predicting heavy viewing of television at a fu-

' ture time.
Steuer et al. (1971) also found that exposure ib ag-

gressive cartoons increased the aggressive behavior of
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children. rnterestingly, sex differences were found by
Hapkiewicz and Roaen (1971) concerning the effects of
aggressive cartoons:on children's play. Boys who viewed
aggressive cartoons showed a 'reduction in sharing as
compared to girls; the authors suggest that cartoons with
aggressive content may actually affect behaviors other
than aggression. Ellis and Sekyra (1972) .randomly as-
signed 51 first graaers tO three groups viewing either a. .

footbalikcontest, an aggressive cartoon, or a neutral film.
Behaviors were classified as 13hysical and verbal, with
categories further delineated und2r each. Subjects were
observed imMediately after treatment conditions. Results
indicate that subjects who viewed the aggressive cartoon
emitted signiffcafitly more hoitile acts than subjects in the
other conditions.

An interesting aspect of the cartoon-violence issue Was
explored by Haynes (1978). To what extent do cltildren
perceive cartoons as violent or as comic and nonviolent?
Classifying cartoons-as "true to life" violence with no
comic effect or "comic" wherein the violent act 'is por-
trayed in a comical manner, Haynes used a r.indomly
selected sample of- fifth and sixth grade children. A total
of 120 children, 58 males and 62 femalcs, were randomly
assigned to either a Dick Tracy cartoonthe authentic
stimulusor to a Pink Panther cartoonthe comic stim-
ulus,' Results indicate that comic violence was perceived
as more violent than the more realistic Dick Tracy vio-
lence. The children who viewed comic violenc-e perceived
it as not being acceptable, while those who viewed au-
thentic violence perceived that violent action was more
acceptable or the right thing to do.

Finally, Hart (1972);stiggests, based dn a study of 8-
ond 9-year-old boys, exposed to different amounts of car-
toon ,violence, high excitement cartoons-, or 'a no-ftlm
group, that there was no difference in numbers of hostile,
anxious, of aggressive responses to two fantasy measures,
Holtzmann Inkblots and the Thematic Apperception
Test. Hart did find m'arginal support for a decrease kn
fantasy aggression in the group with continuous ag-
gression exposure (the cartoon-violence group). Tice au-
thor attributesItis failure to obtain more definitive results
to the shortened versions of the measures he- adminis-
tered, thereby reduciiig their reliability. One can at least
assert that heavy viewing did not enhance the child's
fantasy tendency as measured -by the projective tests.

Implications

The available studies on possible enrichment effects of
television.viewing do not seem to be sufficiently compara-
ble, nor do they reflect sufficient attention to the specific
programs viewed, to the genaral (requeky of viewing, to
the nature of the content, or to age-specific trends. De-
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spite the commonsense expectation that watching a lot of
television should provide considerable play content and
foster imagination, the data.generally contradict this ex-
pectation. If anything, heavy viewing and especially the
viewing of more violent shows (including cartoons) seem
tied to overt aggressive behavior and less imaginative
play, especially for very young children. Children who
reflect a, good deal of cartoon content in their play are
often more aggressive and less cooperative. There is little
evidence of any constructive impact of the cartoon mate-
rial on the very young and at least some evidence of a
negative impact, including reduced associational fluency
and creativity.

In general, considering the attraction cartoons hold for
children, we know surprisingly little about the impact of
specific types of cartoons or of their effect on the child's
construction of a reality-irreality dimension. We need
more work that looks at predisposing tendencies and
specific program diets and their effect on spontaneous
behavior in children.

Distinctions Between Reality and
Fantasy and Distortions of Reality
on Television

Piaget and Inhelder (1971) state that, by age 7 a child
begins to think logically and Moves into the stage of
concrete, operations. One would expect children in this
stage to be able to differentiate between reality and fan-
tasy and to understand those camera effects that enhance
the fantasy dimension on the screen. Feshbach (1976)
attempted-to assess whether the effects of a "fantasy"
versus a "newsreel" portrayal of violence could produce
a diminution in aggression. Using 60 subjects ranging in
age from 9 to 11 years, half from middle-income and half
from lower-income groups, he randomly assigned them
to one of three experimental conditions: reality, fantasy,
or control (no television). Different instructions were
given in each condition. The chibiren were shown a
newsreel portraying a riot. One group was told that it
was a real riot and the other that it was a fictional riot.
Subjects were given an opportunity to aggress against an
experimenter at the conclusion of the film and after ex-

- posure to a brief questionnaire. Feshbach concluded that
behavioral effects of "witnessing the depiction of ag-
gressive, violent acts on television are dependent upon
program, contextual, and personality variables." He be-
lieves that drama in general may erchance self-awareness
and that media-depicted violence ending in punishment
"may increase one's understanding of the aversive con-
sequences of violence and thereby' tend to reduce .,ag-
gressive behavior." The "fantasy" condition in his

experiment reduced aggression. Feshbach suggested that
the "fantasy" label acted as a discriminative stimulus.
Unfortunately, we have no further studies indicating the
extent to which clear labeling will have positive effects in
reduOing aggression after viewing aggressive content. For
younger children, fictional stories may well be perceived
as real. ,

Noble has carried out numerous studies examining
effects of television on children (1970a,, 1970h, 1973,,
1975). He found that children played significantly less
constructively after seeing realistic violence rather than
stylistically filmed aggression. They played more con-
structively after seeing stylistic aggression filmed at a
distance from the victim. Noble Nso suggested that
5-year-olds have more difficulty in determining what is
true or real than do 6-, 7-, and 8-year-olds. He found too
that, in retelling stories they had seen on films, the
5-year-olds added people and objects that were not in the

.film. Five-year-olds were also unable to comprehend
when a story ended. They embellished stories with their
own imaginative people or ideas.

Noble (1975) reported that in a study of 3,0,children
exposed to either Thu Is Your Life or Sports Day, 14

thought a person had spoken directly to them, and 6 of
the children answered back. The reality of the set for
these children involved them in "conversation" with the
television characters.

Snow (1974) asked 50 preadolescent children .to tell
what their favorits, program was and if they thought the
program was "real" or "make-believe." All of the chil-
dren could identify cartoons as make4elieve and news as
real, but there was a split of opinion about shows like ihe
Brady Bunch. Children were also asked if they recom
nized a difference between Their own make-believe play
and real situations. All were able to do this. It was found
that the children preferred make-believe television and
related it to their own play. These children also did not
describe a cartoon, Roadrunner, as violent because they
classified it as make-believe. When violence is inter-
preted as play or make-believe, it does not seem to affect
the child according to this author. The children could
make the distkriction between "funny" and "serious" vio-
lence in television.

In contrast to Snow's subjects who could, for the most
part, differentiate between what is real and what is
make-believe on television, Garry (1967) reported that
preschool and primary gradtchildren accepted what they
saw on television as real but considered it part of their
play life. NA/sterns were less disturbing to them than
crime and detective stories which were closer to real life.
Garry also stated that expressing aggressive behavior in
play would not mean that this behavior would carry over
into real life. This depends on the similarity between
observation or learning situation and the situation in
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which learning could be applied. Events on television
that involve children, according to Garry, haVe a greater
impact on them, espec ially if they are of the same age and
sex. .

One interesting research by Sawin (1977) looked at
the fantasy-reality distincion in televised violence. Using
120 fifth gfiaders and 120 kindergarten children, all mid-
dle dains, he assigned them to view a violent, incident by
treatment combinations: reality instructional set, fantasy
instructional set, no instructional set, and no television
exposure (subjects looked at nature booklets). Subjects
operated a control Tanel with "Help" and "Hurt" re-

onse buttobs, that wds connected to a space-maze games

ayed by a "nonexiStent" same-sex child not seen by the
subjects. Results indicated that in general boys were
significantly more aggressive than girls. The lowest levels
were inthe fantasy condition and the highest in the
reality and the no television condition. For girls, the
lowest level of aggressive responding was in the reality

.. and no television condition? and the highest was in the
fantasy and no instructional set. Age level did not,affect
results. The author explained the sex differences by, a
socializing hypothesis. He offered no explanation for the
high level of aggression it the no television condition, and
this leaves one wondering about these subjects' predis-.
position to violence. Sawin suggested that, for boys, real
aggressive outbursts are more tolerated by parents and by
peers, While fantasy play with dolls in an aggressive

. manner would be labeled "sissy stuff."
Work with older children (Chaney 1970) suggests that

a television program has stronger effects on 12-year-olds,
if the viewer fails to maintain a balance and, blurs the
distinction between different characteristics or content
such.as realism and aggression..Some boys in the sample
who were highly invotv the aggressive aspects of
plogram content m re likely to believe that
the programs with ost violence were also the most

realistic.

Morison et al. (in preparation) attempted to assess
how well children could distinguish real from pretend on
television. The authors hypothesized that the "develop-

,
ment of competence with discriminations of reality status
would be related to a child's understanding of television
and its camera techniques." They also hypothesized that
the technology of television might confuse a child "bent
on discovering the boundaries between the world of fan-
tasy and reality." Interviews were carried out with six
girls and six boys in each of the first, third, and sixth
grades in a working-class community. Sophistication
with reality-fantasy and children's understanding of tele-
vision concepts increased with age. 'irst graders showed
the greatest variability in their ability to remember and
recognize television programs. Amount of television
viewing did not seem to play a significant role in a child's
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ability to differentiate between reality and fantasy. The
most important ingredient may be knowledge of the tele-
vision medium rather than amount of viewing time. The
authors suggest that teaching the child about the medium
would facilitate his or her ability to make realiTfantasy
distinctions on television.

Using Piaget's theory of animism "in light of the tele-
vision viewing experience;" Quarfoth (1979) presented
fair tasks ranging from concrete picture sorting to ab-
stract interview questions to 34 kindergartners, 23 first
graders, 20 second graders, 21 third graders, and 20
fourth graders. Subjects were predominately white mid-
die class. Children were asked to sort a set of television
characters intd human, animated, and puppet categories.
They were also asked to explain hoW each differed from
the other. Questionnaires were designed to determine the

..child's knowledge of the nature of canals and puppets.
Results indicate that ydergartners had difficulty in dis-
criminating apiong the three types, of characters. They

,atso seemed uncertain about the mechanics of television,
and this affected their perceptions about the reality of
television. These children did not seem to understand
how characters "got inside of TV," believing that "peo-
ple are made sgieler than us; they're lowered down by a
rope." Older &Men, about one-fourth of the second
and third gryirtrs, were misinformed about how cartoon
characters were made. Although these children had
difficulty understanding animation, they could discrimi-
nate among three groups. Hirshman (1977) also found in
her thesis with 10 5-6-7year-olds that many of them
were having difficulty understanding how "Aaracters
got into the television set." Some thotight they entered

through the plug in the wall.
For reasons cited in the above studies, a curriculum

designed to teach elementary school children about tele-
vision was developed by Singg et al. (1980). Part of the
curriculum deals with the camera.effects, process of ani-
mation, and special effects used to create fantasy on tele-
vision. Results indicate that elementary school children
who were taught how to understand the mechanics of
television as well as how to become 'critical thinkers per-
formed significantly better on measures of their television
knowledge than a control aoup. It seems important to
teach children about television, especially since research
suggests that confusions about realiq-fantasy exists in
the earLy elementary school-age group.

Reeves and Greenberg (1977), studying third, fifth,
and-seventh graders, attempted to understand how chil-
dren differentiate between pairs of popular television
characters. In their sample of 14 popular television char-
acters, only 2 cartoon or puppet characters were used.
Children in the study stressed such characteristics as
humor, strength of characters, attractiveness, and activity
level. They were asked to rate "how much like a real



person" each character was, but this dimension, "real-
unreal," was infrequently used by the subjects to identify
the differences between the characters. In another study,
Greenberg and Reeves (1976) found that third, faurth,
fifth, and sixth graders were more likely to name specific
characters as real but had more difficulty perceiving the
general category of "people on TV" .a reali§tic. Simi:
larly, Singer et al. (1980) found third, fourth, and fifth
grade children had difficulty with the notion of "real-
istic" characters such as "Fonz" and "Mary Richards,"

otconfusing their real names with th e of the character
they portrayed. Work by Lyle and H ffman (1972) and
by Leifer et al. (1974) also suggests that younger children
hRe difficulty discriminating what is real on television.

Research indicates that there is also some difficulty in
interpretations of commepcial messages. The exaggerated
claims of specific product use have been studied by Ward
et al. (1972), Ward and Wacktnan (1973), Ward et al.
(1976), Robertson and Rossiter .(1974), and Lewis and
'Lewis (1974), among many others. The findings support
the notion that children about 7 years old in the concrete

,
operations stage are better able to interpret the commer-
cials than preschoolers. They generally do not accept all
the presented information as factual except in areas of
health-related messages (Lewis and Lewis 1974). Blatt
et al. (1972) found that fourth and sixth grade children
untrstand the realiiy or nonreality of characters and

*situations on commercials, but kindergartners and
.second-graders had difficulty with the reality-nonreality
distinction. The fantasy elements in commercials and
their effect on the imagination of children, however, are
areas that have been scarcely studied.

Camera effects, such as zooms, split screen, wipes, use
of chroma-key, and special effects, such as slow motion,
fast motion, and ripple effects, may confuse children and
interfere with their understanding of reality versus fan-
tasy. Susman (1978) investigated the effects of camera

%ooms and verbal labels on children's visual attention to
a television program of a prosocial nature. Preschool
children, 40 boys and 40 girls (median age 4.3), were
randomly assigned to watch one of five versions of a
videotape using 4- to -7-year.blds as actor contestants,
while an adolescent played the role of master of ceremo-
nies. Results indicate that noncontent aspects such as the
zoom influenced selective attention. Program preference
or content was less influential. The zoom shots interfered
with processing part-whole relationships in these pre-
schoolers. Auditory features distracted children from
competing stimuli and focused their attention on visual
images. Thus, attention was higher whencamera zooms
were absent, and attention was lower in .the camera-
zoom-alone condition than in other groups.

Similarly, Salomon (1977) suggests that the television
medium addresses itself to particular mental skills and

t2,

benefits learners of different aptitudes. Depending on the
nature of the dominant format used (concreteness of mes-

',..sage, level of shot, level of sequence, and variability of
correlated messages), knowledge acquisition is mediated
by different skills.

Intrigue; l'-:, the effects of the formal features of tele-
vision on a child's behavior, Huston-Stein and Wright
(in press) have been systematically studying which ff.-...,-
tures gain and hold a child's attention and what effects
these features l ave on a child's developmental changes
relating to a ntioa. These researchers suggest that form
and content can influence arousal as well as serve as
models for behavior. Of particular importance is the
strong support they found for the notion that "'arousing
forms stich as high levels of action and pace led to in-
creases of aggression. It would be interesting tOsee which
formal features lead to gains in imagination. for exam,
ple, wohld mi.tic, sound effdts, peculiar...voices, non-
speech vocalizattons, visual effects,such as zoorns, pans,
and split screens enhance imaginative play? What effects
Would scenery, costumes, themes, or auditory events have
on a child's imagination? The work on attention would
be fruitful if carried a step further, then, to examine the
effects of these formal properties on a child's capacity to
engage in symbck play. -

,

Work by Stein and Friedrich (1975) 'and Singer and
Singer (1976) suggests that the slow-pacing; gentle qual-
ity of Mister Rogers' Neighborhood resulted in changes
in children's cooperation: In addition, Tower et al,
(1979) found gains in children's imagination as a result
of viewing Mister Rogers' program. The emphasis on
careful camera work, especially the intelligent use of the

oislovzoom shot t lowly focus in on an object, helps a child to
understand h the enlarged object fits into its con-
textual setting. The, clear distinction Mister Rogers
makes between reality arid fantasy through the device of
the "trolley" entering a Magical kingdom also helps chil-
dren understand the notion of "make-believe."

If television appears in a town Where previouily there
had been no television, would this medium-have an effect
on a child's imagination, and would distortions of reality
ensue? Rdearch by Williams (1978) and her colleagues
implies that television has produced "massive disruption
in the life-styles of parents and children" (p. 5). Children
declined in reading of comic books; it may be that some
of the fantasy enjoyment of comic books was found on
television, perhaps ,through Cartoons and superhero
shows. Many of the children believed that television
"makes, life more interesting and fun." One of the com-
munity activities that showed a marked decrease after the'
introduction of television was sports. Williams dOes. not
report data on whether or not children's view of reality
has changed because of television.
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Gerbner et al. (1976, 1977), using a questionnaire
with school children, report that heavy viewers of tele-

. vision distort the numbers, of people they believe are
involved in violence and the numbers of people who com-
mit serious crimes.

When 208 children, ranging in age from 7 to 17, in
Alaska were iWterviewed, "spooky" and "scary" shows
were named as least liked (Forbes and Lonner 1980),
while lop choices were Charlie's Angels snd Happy
Days. 'When the children were asked to identify the
theme of either Charlie's Angels or Hawaii Fwe-O (an-
other frequently watched program), only 40 percent
could identify the theme. Ability to identify a theme,
rather than isolated actions, improved with age. The
authors found that even older children (age 14 years and
older) had difficulty with naming themes, and only about
50 percent could do so. Discrete scenes were recalled, but
the children had trouble 'understanding the causal events
or sequences. This has serious implications in terms of
children's understanding of motives and the con-
sequences of violent action. Forbes and Lonner state that
"isolated and/or culturally different children will be ,
more vulnerable to the effects of viewing violence than
are urban, majority children" (p. 13).

In a task requiring them to differentiate real pro-
grams, such as news or sports cvents, from fictionalized
specials, such as Roots or Backstairs at the White House,

4. or fictional or fantasy programs, such as Charlie's Angels
or All in the Family, 30 percent of all the children could
name "real" programs. When Eskimo children were
compared with children in southeastern Alaskan villages,
Eskimo children were less likely to name fictionalized
specials as real and more likely to name fantasy or fiction.
One probleni with Forbes and Lonner's categories seems
to be the grouping of All in the Family as fantasy when
it may be more appropriate to label it as realistic. Fan-
tasy might better be reserved for Wondei Woman or The
Incredible Hulk category.

Collins et al. (1978) examined second, fifth, and eighth
graders' comprehension of edited versions of an action-
adventure television program. Second graders recalled
substantially less than fifth and eighth graders. They also
made more incorrect inferences about ielations among
explicitly portrayed events than did older viewers. This
comprehension difficulty among younger children may
be in part attributed to their unfainiliarity with types of
chargcters and settings that are generally used in adult,
prime time programs.

The distortions that children make concerning plotline
and naming the genre of program (realistic, fantasy, re11)
suggest again the need for television literacy courses in

.the schools. Certainly as more nations increase their tele-
vision usage and continue to import more American tele-
vision, the confusion and distortinns will only increase

among children'. For example, Faulkner (1975) found
that Asian adollscent girls, living in a protected environ-
ment in England which prevented their contact with
English girls, tended to believe that English families
were like those portrayed on television rather than to use
more objective criteria. Pbviously, television influences
one's perceptions of reality. At what age, then, will a
child learn the conventions such as "voice over," the cues
that lighting and music add for suspense, the camera
shots that create illusions, or the subtle cues that convey
time has passed? It seems important for adults to play an
active role in helping children understand the limitations
of television. The next section describes some inter-
vention sttidies,including our studies at the Family Tele-
vision Research and Consultation Center of Yale

. University.

Adult Intervention and Mediation

Can television as a modeling device lead to imitation of
events that could be deferred and later brought into a
child's make-believe anie? Can mediation produce
changes in a child's behavior? Adults can explain pro:
gram content during or after teleyision viewing. They
can also use material drawn from television programs in
the form of games or stories to reinforce ideas presented
on a program. Would mediation counteract any negative
effects derived from television?

Using techniques which emphasize play and fantasy
with children has proved to be effective in terms of in-
creasing chilfren's cognitive skills (Dansky 1976; Frank-

, lin 1975; Smilansky 1978; Freyberg 1973; Fink 1976).
Saltz et al. (1977) also have irained preschoolers in fan-
tasy aCtivities. Results indicate that fantasy play facili-
tates cognitive development. The general design of these
experiments was to expose children to a model who
taught the children to play games or presented strategies
that they could incorporate into their own play repertoire
and then generalize to learning situations. One complaint
about Sesame Street is dim the child may be learning by
rote and not learning strategies to solve tasks (Reeves
1970). Reeves feels that television should model strate-
gies or ways of approaching a problem and ways to
sustain an image. Television producers migfit explore
techniques such as those proposed by Reeves (1970). To
help children understand the process of conceptual think-
ing, split-screen techniques might be eraployed. While a
character is scilving a matching problem such as. sorting

' colors, the reasoning process could be concretely depicted
overhead. This imaging could then help children develop
their own iwernal strategies.

Meichen&aum and Turk (1972) have suggested using
models on children's programs such as Sesame Street to
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train children to self-generate strategies and produce 'tie-
diators to control nonVerbal and interpersonal behaviors,
such as "a) self-instructions, self-reinforcement, scan-
ning strategies; b) cognitive styles of reflectivity, cre-
ativity, ways of coping with failure and delays of
gratification; c) interpersonal behaviors such as altruism
and cooperation, and d) patent-child interaction." Re-
search by Meichenbaum and Goodman (1971) used self-
instructional procedures to teach impul;ive children to
develop self-control by teaching them to talk to the
selves, aloud at first and covertly later.

Smilansky's pioneer study (1978) demonstrated that
children of lower socioeconomic status could impi-ove
vocabulary, cooperation, and imagination through play
training. Hitchings'(1976) demonstrated that an increase
in children's ability to write more imaginative stories
could be made through their participation in
imagination:training sessions. The experimental group
of third gradcrs reeeived4training in exercises involving
self-expression, role playing, fantasy stories, plays, and
skits. Although the gains made by the experimental
group were ndt significant as compared to the control

_group, there was a trend toward significance (t = 1.33,
p< .10). In another study, in only nine teaching sessions,
Feitelgon (1972) was able to significantly increase the
imaginative play behavior of nursery school children.

Using some of the modeling teshniques that were tried
out in experimental studies that did not involve tele-
vision, Singer and Singer (1976a ) designed an experi-
'ment to determine if television cduld enhance a child's
imagination. Children were randomly assigned to one of
four conditions: exposure to 'a model who taught make-
believe games; exposure to Mister Rogers' program with
a mediator interpreting events and directing children to
focus on elements in the film; exposure to Mister Rogers
but with no mediaiing influences; and a control group
who received no treatment. Ratings were made on the
children's imagination as well as on 13 other variables
during free play before the experiment began; and scores
were also derived from two tests of imagination. After 2

weeks of the experimem and 10 sessions of training, data
again were collected on imagination and on the othtr
vatiables through direct observation in the nursery school
by trained independent raters for two free-pli9 periods
per child. Results indicated that children exposed to the
model made significant increases an imagination, fol-
lowed by childreri who were in the mediator television
condition. Slight gains were made in -the "television
alone" condition, while a decrease in imagination was
found forchildren receiving no treatment.

Friedrich and Stein (1975) also found gains in 3- to
5-year-old children's imagination after exposure to Mis-
ter Rogers' program. The experimental condition in-
volving prosocial television (Mister Rogers), related play

materials, teacher training and involvement produced the
most consistent effects on both positive social interaction
with pfers and imaginative play.

At the Yale University Family Television Researcb
and Consultation Center, several projects were devoted to
assess intervention techniques used by teachers and by

arents to enhance imagination. In one study (Singer and
inger 1989); parents of.141 middle-cla'ss preschool chil-

ren were randomly assigned to one of four conditions,
imaginative training, cognitive training, television infor-
mation, and no treatment. They attended four sessions
and received supplementary materialstwer 1-yeat's time
pertaining to their specific training method. Each pirent
received a complete manual at the end of the year con-
taining all materials relating to the three intervention
techniques. Parents kept records of their children's tele-
vision viewing for 2-week periods four times throughout
the mfr. Children were observed during free play 8 times
over the year and rated- on 14 variables. Results of the
intervention sulgest that imaginativeand cognitive train-
ing yielded increases in the spontaneous imaginative play
of the children.

The following year, a similar study was Dcarried out
with 200 lower-class preschoolers to (1) study the effects
of television on these preschoolers and (2) see if lesson
plans derivedirom television programs could increase a
child's ,cognitive, social, and imaginative functioning.
Only 2-..Rr 3-minute preselected segments were used in
the classroom over 1-year's time in varying conditions to
determine the efficacy of such a curricalum. .

Children were randomly assigned to one of the follow-
ing: television exposure and teacher reinforcement of the
television concept; teacher reinforcement of the concept
but no television; and ordinary school curriculum. Thirty
lessons were used; they dealt with imaginative, cognitive,
and prosocial material, such as sharing and taking turns,
and emotions, such as empathy, feelings of fAilUre, and
need for love. Teachers" were trained before the experi-
ment in the use of the lesson plans and had ongoing
inservice training and feedback sessions during the ex-
periment. Half of the parents in each of the three condi-
tions also attendea workshops where the ntterialin the
lessons was discussed and where they Were given many
idea; and suggestions for imaginative play.

Parents were also informed about television research
and given guidelines for their children's viewir4 It was
hoped that this intervention with parents would lead to
changes iniichildren's television-viewing habits and that
parents would learn to generalize from the materials to
other facets of their children's lives. Parents werc encour-
aged to contribute to a newsletter, to make TV Toy Kits
for their children's use when they watched television, and
to share their experiences at each meeting. Workshops
were .held twice a month during the first phase of the
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experidient and then Monthly thereafter, resulting in 10
sessions over the year. The following points emerge from
the experience of conducting this elaborate intervention
effort:

1. The rexperimental design, however elegant, was
perhaps excessively cumbersome for application to
so many children from a variety of nursery schools,
in many cases under difficult conditions because of
inadequate physical settings and the problems of
transportation of television recorders and monitors
to so many settings around the city.

2.Teachers welcomed the lesson plans. Inservice
training of teachers Was well received and reason-
ably effective. Further analyses of teacher effec-
tiveness in presenting the .materials are currently
underway.

3. Parent meetings were poorly attended despite mas-
sive general publicity, personal phone calls, etc.
The persisting difficulties (reported in many stud-
ies of disadvantaged urban families) in obtaining
regular parental attendance severely limited the
userulness of this phase of intervention.The small
minority of parents who did attend were eager and
enthusiastic about the training, but their numbers
are too few to allow more than qualitative evalu-
ation of this phase of the research.

,An examination of directionality patterns susgests
that, when television and lessons, were combined and
especially when parents came to meetings, the inter-
vention groups showed gains in imaginatiOn, interaction
with peers, cooperation with peers, leadership, and a
reduction in aggression in the classroom. More refined
analyses are *cling, but it can be concluded that a
coinplex intervention of the type we carried out under
very controlled conditions is not suitable for this age
group or population.

In another study, we attempted to assess a new tele-
vision program to see if a format involving educational
aspects as well as entertainment could lead to some cog-
nitive gains in 60 nursery school children. We used two
different schools for this project, both middle class, in
different sections of Conneeicut. Children_ were pre-
tested on general information and on ideas presented in
the television series. Parents kept records of the chil-
dren's viewing habits and filled out a television informa-

(lion form regarding tekvision habits. favorite programs,
whether or not they controlled their child's viewing time,
their buying preferences with respect to books, records,
toys. One group of children, the control group; watched
videotapes of children's stories which weie neutral in
prosocial content. Another group watched the special
program, and a third group watched the special program
but had a followup discussion with activities directed by
the ieacher.

It

Result's indicate that the children who watched the
special program and had a followup lesson with the
leacher made significant increases in their concept
knowledge at the post-testing. This suggests that good
programing is more effective when there is adult inter-
action or .mediaiion in conjunction With the program.
The adult serves to explain, expand, or clarify informa-
tion for preschoolers (Singer et al. 1979).

Finally, we developed a curriculum tb teach third,
fourth, and fifth grade children, information about tele-
vision. Approximately 230 children were involved in this
study representing 82 percent of children enrolled in
these gades in two Connecticut schools. The children
were middle class, with an average IQ of 110 and a
reading-grade' level of 5.6. These children, although
atypical in the amount of television viewing time each
week (15 hours compared to'the nafienal riorm of 20-30
hours for this age group), had program choices that fol-
lowed the national trend.

Lessons were designed to teach the children the
different types of programs; to understand the difference
between reality arid fantasy on television; to understand
special effects; to learn about commercials; to learn how
television works; to understand how television influences
our ideas and feelings; to understand how television
presents violerke; and to encourage children to control
theii viewing habits. Teachers were given training in the
use of the written materials. In addition, television tapes
were produced which highlighted points made in each
lesson. The lessons were designed to use language arts
skills, such as reading, punctuation, analogies, critical
thinking, and summary skills. Parents attended four
workshops where we explained.the lessons to them and
gave them material related to television (Singer et al.
1980).

Teachers in both the experimental and control schools
attended workshops just prior to each school's intro-
duction of the lessons. In ihis experiment, we had two
opportunities to fieldtest the curriculum. After we taught
the lessons to the experimental school and posttest data
were collected, ,we taught the lessons about 2 months
later to the control school after pretesting these children
again. We were also able to test the children's knowledge
2 months after. te experiment ended in each school to
determine any lasting effects of the curriculum.

Briefly, results indicated that children in the experi-
mental sChool showed a greater increase in knowledge
than children in the control school before the control

° school received the curriculum. Differences were most
impressive in the measures of knowledge and under-
standing of special effects, commercials, and advertising.
They understood how television characters could "dis,ap-
pear," what advertising techniques were used to enhance
products, who pays for tellivision programs, where to
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write letters regarding programs or commercials. They
also learned vocabulary words related to television and
could identify camera techniques and effects, such as
dissolve, edit, zoom, cuts, (Singer et al. 1980).

Children learned how to distinguish between real peo-
ple, realistic people, and fantasy figures. The lessons
were successful, too, in helping.children understand that
violence on televisionoprograms is not real. Samples of
written work .demonstrated that children could write
imaginative scripts for programs and tor commercials.

The use of television for positive cognitive, social, and
emOtional effects is still in the pioneering stage. The
reaction of millions of people to Roots or to The Holo-
caust suggests the positive potential of creative television
programing. Too much emphasis has been placed on the
negative effects of television.

Conclusions and Implications

Television by its very nature is a med'um that empha-
sizes those elements that are found in i 3ciagination, visual

.;,
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fluidity, time and space flexibility, and make-believe.
One might exnect it to stimulate children's imaginations
and also to serve a constructive role in socialization. Very
little systematic attention has been paid to the construc-
tive potential of the medium in contrast to the extensive
work on aggression or sex roles and stereotyping. What
data emerge for very young children suggest that tele-
vision viewing seems to preempt self-play time and may
impede creativity. 'Yet there are indications that, with
adult intervention, television can be used to stimgrate
spontaneous imaginative play in children as well as other
prosocial behavior. There has been little effort by pro-
ducer's or educators to develop age-specific programing
designed carefully to enhance an interactive, self-
generating playfulness in children. The Mister Rogers'
Neighborhood show is one of the few that strives for such
an effect with preschoolers. Available data suggest that
special materials designed to complement adult inter-
vention at home or school can help children develop
imaginative and language skills and can also be useful in
clarifying reality-fantasy distinctions with relation to
television.
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Television Viewing and Arousal

Do If Zigmann
Indiana University

American television has often been characterized as
the Nation's favorite unwinder. Indeed, surveys probing
viewers' motives for watching television (e.g., Bower. -
1973) tend to confirm that consumption of television en-
tertainment is primarily ascribed to a need for relaxation.
A many Viewers feel that television's entertain-

meprare can help them to calm down after the stressful,

oft aggravating activities of daily life. Television, then,
is often viewed as an antidote to the rousing "fight for

survival" in society. The surveys also reveal that viewers
attribute their consumption of entertainment fare to an
urge for excitement. Many apparently seek to overcome
an uneventful, dull, and boring state of affairs by expos-
ing themselves to television's diversionary stimulation in

hopes of being aroused.
There is, of course, no contradiction in the claim that

the kitility of televisiontelevision entertainment, in
partku1armay be twofold as far as states of excitement
are concerned. Some people may use television predom-
inantly to educe unpleasant states of excitement; others
may use to generate or increase pleasant states of ex-

citeme . Moreover, the same people, though at different
times, may use television in either one of the two prin-
cipal ways, depending upon prevailing experiential con-
ditions of excitedness. Regardless of the particular effect
on a state of excitement, however, it is apparently held,
by viewers and media analysts alike, that television can
profoundly influence the viewer's arousal state and,
hence, affective and emotional behavior.

But, despite ample speculation on *the function of
arousal by media analysts and despite the study of view-
ers' pertinent introspective accounts (insightful .and
suggestive as both approaches may be), research on the
actual effects of expbsure to television fare on arousal and
on the consequences of these effects on subsequent behav-
ior has only recently been conducted and is scarce by any
standard. Only recently have new conceptualizations of
arousal and theories based on these conceptualizations
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become available. And only recently have the techniques
of measuring bodily arousal states been simplified ttto the
point where they can be widely used with sufficient re-
liability. As a result of these developments, research on
the function of arousal, especially in tilt context of ex-
posure to communication, has been greatly stimulated
and has taken new directions. Little by little, the effects

of exposure to television fare on arousal and the
consequences of these effects are being empirically ascer-

tained; and principal arousal processes are being
theoretically integrated and understoodsometimes
confirming earlier speculationrometimes contradicting
them.

Since the new theoretical apRroaches to arousal, affect,
and emotion are critical in understanding the prdgress in

research on the role of excitatory phenomena in tele-

vision's effects, we will briefly introduce the concep-
tualization and measurement of arousal. Thereafter, we
will discuss theoretical models of the function of arousal
in the context of television and discuss the research evi-
dence pertaining to them.

Arousal Conceptualized

In behavior theory (e.g., Hull 1943, 1952; Spence
1956; Brown 1961), in activation theory (e.g., Duffy
1962; Lindsley 1951, 1957), and in emotion theory (e.g.,
Schachter 1964; Zillmann 1978), arousal has been con-
ceived of as a unitary force that energizes or intensifies
behavior that receives direction by independent means..
Hebb (1955) succinctly expressed this conceptualization:
Arousal (or drive) "is an energizer, but not a guide; an
engine but not a steering sear" (p. 249). Behavior theory,
in particular, has been mbit influential in promoting the

view that arousal directly energizes the behavior that, is
prepotent in the habit structure or, expressed in more
practical terms, that it energizes any and every behavior
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a person comes to perform for whatever reason (Tan-
nenbaum 1972). More recently, however; the view of a
universal one-to-one correspondence between arousal
and behavior intensity had to be abandoned (e.g., Zill-
mann and .Bryant 1974; Cantoret al. 1975; Bryant and
Zillmann 1979), and limiting conditions had to the
specified (Zillmann 1978, 1979). Nonetheless, within
certain confines, arousal has continued to be viewed as a
unitary force that intensifies motivated-behavior under
most circumstances.

But while there has been little disagreement on the
energizing function of arousal, arousal as such has been
conceived of differently in the various theoretical ap-
proaches. In behavior theory, arousal was synonymous
with drive (e.g., Brown 1961), and drive, as a universal
energizer, was a hypothetical construct and an inter-
vening variable (e.g., Hull 1952). Activation theory fo-
cused on activities in the brainstem reticular formation;
and states ranging from coma through deep sleep, light
sleep, drowsiness, relaxed wakefulness, and alert atten-
tiveness to strong, excited emotions becanie measurable
in characteristic wave patterns and rhythms in the en-
cephalogram (e.g., Lindsley 1951). The so-called periph-
eral theories of emotion (e.g., James 1884; Lange 1887)
promoted an interest in the assessment of all conceivable
bodily manifestations of arousal, especially visceral
changes (cf. Dunbar 1939). Oddly enough, the criticism
of these theories by Cannon (1927, 1929) brought much
clarity to the conceptualization of arousalin both pe-
ripheral and central theories (e.g., Bard 1934;' Papez
1937; MacLean 1949). In his well-known fight-or-flight
paradigm, Cannon implicated sympathetic dominance in
the autonomic nervous system with the function of pro-
viding the organism with the energy for the vigorous
action of attack or escape. This energization is a critical
concomitant of most emotional behaviors and is'readily
me,asurable in numerous peripheral manifestations.
Recent theories of affect and emotion (Schachter 1964;
Leventhal 1974; Izard 1977; Zillmann 1978) follow
Cannon in conceiving of arousal mainly in terms of sym-
pathetic activity in the organism.

It should be clear, then, that in the' different ap-
proaches to arousal in which arousal is actually meas-
ured, arousal had been operationalized in substantially
different ways. Activation theory concentrated on assess-
ing the excitatory consequences of the diffuse projection
from the reticular formation to the cortex (Moruzzi and
Magoun 1949), whereas theories of emotion focused on
activity in the autonomic nervoussystem throughout the
body, selecting a great many manifestations of excitatory
processes for assessment (cf. Grings and Dawson 1978).

Usually; there is a high degree of correlation in the
activity in the reticular formation and the autonomic
nervous system. The function of arou;al in these struc-

i
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tures, however, can be viewed as markedly different. In
fact, in recent theory, the two systems have been treated
is being relatively autonomous; this is majnly because of
funuional differences and despite many acknowledged
interdependencies. Routtenberg (1968, 1971), for in-
stance, distinguished between two arousal systems: Sys-
tem I is the reticular activating system; this structure is
viewed as the primary apparatus for producing cortical
arousal and for controlling sensory gating and response
organization. System II, in contrast,subsumes aetivity in
various limbic structures and is held responsible for basic
vegetative processes, i.e., all emotions, regardless of he-
donic considerations.

Routtenberg's distinction between "cortical" and
"limbic" arousalwhich, because of the high degree of
correspondence between "limbic" and "autonomic"
arousal, we shall cefer to as a distinction between "corti-
cal" and "autonomic" arousalappears to be' a useful
one, especially with regord to research on the effects of
television. It separates arousal processes that serve atten-
tion, perception, and response preparation frbm those
associated with affective and emotional reactions, and it
thereby helps prevent much confusion. Although certain
critical interdependencies must be recognized at all times,
it appears to be advantageous to explore the implications
of cortical and autonomic arousal independently in
stUdying television behavior. Clearly, the realm of the
former type of arousal is research on attention, alertness,
and vigilance on the one hand, and information pro-
cessing, acquisition, and retrieval on the other; the,realm
of the second type is anything pertaining to emotional
behavior that is stirred up or altered during or following
ex posure.

Measurement of Arousal

Cortical arousal usually is measured in alpha wave
blocking as recorded in the electroencephalogram. In re-
search on television effects, however, this measurement
technique does not have a tradition; and for all practicar
purposes, cortical arousal is treated as a hypothetical
construct.

In contrast, autonomic arousal has been measured in
numerous peripheral manifestations. Commonly used
indices are systolic and diastolic blood pressure, heart

rate, vasoconstriction (usually measured in skin tem-
perature decrease), and, skin conductance (cf. Buck
1976). Of these measureit, heart rate has produced the
least reliable results (cf. Zillmann 1979), presumably
because of its "paradoxical" involvement in the orienting
reponse (cf. Grings and Dawsim 1978).
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Television as .the ,Unwinder

It is well documented (e.g.. Se lye 1956; Appley and
Trumbull 1967; Levi 1967)in fact, it can be considered
a clichethat everyday life, especially the competitive
work in most job situations, is highly stresskrli: A' large

- portion of society's adult population should' consequently
be motivated to seek relief from labor-associated stress as

J
the typical workday draws to a close. As workers return
to their homes, the need for diversionary stimulation that
could bring relief should be at a maximum; and, as the
peak consumption in this "prime time" indiCates (e.g.,
Bower 1913). televisioncit.ccrtainly a mWeisure activ-
ity to which people turn a this critical time. But is it
because television offcef1ief from stress?

In. terms of arousal,considerations, the prediction of
relief that can .be obtained from exposure to television
fare is straightforward. The person who returns from a
day of rAbor uptight, if not upset maintains an ittap-
propriately high 4evel of arousal. Endocrinological Ife-
search (e.g.. Levi 1964, 1967) leaves no. doubt about that.

--Also, it appears to be clear that the condition rpOst condu-
cive to maintainkg arousal at a high level is a psycho-
logical one: It is the continued cognitive preoccupation
with the events responsible, for the experience of stress.
Any disruption of this rumination. (cf. Bandura 1965,
1973) or rehearsal process (cf. Zillmann 1979), poten-
tially through.aaty form of distracting stimulation, should
have the beneficial/effect of reducing arousal, thereby
providing the. experience of relief (cf. Novaco 1979).

Watching television is not the only means of disrupti g
stress-maintaining rehearsal processes. oardening, nee
dlepoint, or puzzles (cf. Konerni 1975) can also reduce
feelings of tension and annoyance. Watching television
appears to be an effective means of providing relief from
stress, however. Watching televisism, because of the
wealth of diversionary stimuli offered, is likely to involve
and absorb the ruminating person more effectively than
many alternative activities.

Lacking- acceptable research evidence, a meaningful
comparison between the stress-alleviating effect of

watching television and that of alternative leisure activ-
ities cannOt be made. The vidence at hand allows, how-
ever, an assessment of the potential for stress alleviation
of various types of television contents and programs
entertainment fare, in.particular. In fact, the available
evidence unambiguously support's a simple theoretical
model. This model applies to alternative activities as
well.

The model originated in rnAia violence research.(Zill-
mann and Johnson 1973) and it presents, the effect of an
annoyed individual's eXposure to communication on level
of arousal, the experience of annoyance, and hostile be-
havior as a function of the communication's interventum
potential. This intervention potential is, of course, the
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communication s capacity to involve a person and
thereby disrupt the Maintenance of arousal through the
rehearsal of grievances artd related thoughts of coping
and retaliating. As a point of. departure from earlier
positions, which simply concentrated on a commu-
nicatio 's interest value, the capacity to intervene in on-
goiqlgnitive processes is vidved as deriVing from two
factors: (1) the communication's potential to absorb the
respondent regardless of particular experiential states,
and (2) the commtinication's rejationship to s'alient as-
pects of the respondent's stateOf stress or distrm. It is
suggested that "contents that relate to the,,indiadual's
acute emotional state potentially reiterate artiusal-
maintaining. cognitions," (Zillmann 197.9, p. 321) and
that, therefore, suck 'messages, which May under
different circumstances peove.lrighly absorbing, will do
little to calm the individual. Applid 'to provocation and
retaliaAen, thisereasoning.leads 10 the prediction that the
acutely annoyed person's exposure to communications
that feature the, provocation and torment of others is
unlikely to take that person's mind off, the circumstances
of his or her own annoyance, making it unlikely, in turn;
'that levels of arousal associated with the annoyance will
be effectively reduced. Material's that do not relate
to provocation and/or retaliation, in contrast, ishould
readily cut into the rehearsal process, initiate the decay of
arousal, and bring on the experience of relief.

The initial ttst of thip rpasonnag (Zillmann and John-
son 1973) produced supiDiortive data: Annoyed aclidts'
expoSure tO' violent fge failed to reduce level of arousal
and, hence, aggressive behavior, whereas exposure to
nonviolent, neutral fare effectively lowered bolh level of
arousal and aggressiveness. These findings, which have
been fully replicated in a more recent investigation by
Donnerstein et al. (1976), show that, compared with a
no-exposure control treatment, exposure to media vio-
lence tends to perpetuatebut not to heightenan exist-
ing propensity for aggression. They also show that,
compared with this control, it is the so-called "neutral"
treatment that, becaUse it accomplishes the diminution of
arousal, reduces motivated aggressive behavior. The
findings, then, show it to be. inappropriate to interpret
the finding of relatively higher aggressiveness after ex-
posureto violent fare than after exposure to neutral fare
as the result of aggression-facilitating powers of media
violence (cf. Berkowitz 1965; Goranson 1970; Geen
1976). Rather, exposure to alisorbing fare, unrelated to
the viewer's affective state, proves to have the beneficial
effect of soothing the irritated person, thereby helping to
control antisocial reactions.

Bryant and Zillmann (1977) carried further the search
for communication conditions with such beneficial ef-
fects. Specifically, these investigators tested the proposal
that, among stimuli that are ecrually unrelated to the
individuaKs affective state, diminution of preexposure



arousal should be proporional to the communication's
capaettrinluvolve, absorb, and intervene in arousal-
maintaining cognitive pnwesses. In their investigation,
numerous stimuli, some of which were specially created,
were pretested for intervention potential. This potential
was behaviorally measured (1) in the frequency of errors
made on a simple tactile task during exposure (with the
greater number of errors indicating greater involvement
with the message) and (2) in the recall performance on
materials presented prior to exposure (with the poorer
performance indicating greater involvement with the
-message). One violence-laden program was included.
The pretest showed that the communications' .inter-
vention potential varied substantially from extremely,low
to very high. In the main'experiment, adult subjects were
provoked, exposed, to one of the communicationss and
then provided with an opportunity to retaliate against
their annoyer. Arousal was measured at various times,
including immediately prior to and immediately after
exposure to the communication.

The findings, displayed in figure), leave no doubt
about the fact that, as has been proposed, the dissipation
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Figure 1. Level of excitation anh retalVory behavior eve
function of the intervention potential of communications.
The greater the capacity of nonhostile contents to ab-
sorb the respondent (points connected by gradients),
the greater the recovery from annoyance-produced ex-
Citation (circles) and the less severe the. postexposure
retahation against the annoyer (triangles) . Contents fea-
turing hostilities were absorbing to the nonannoyed sub-
jects but failed to induce efficient recovery from
excitation and failed to lower the level of retaliatory be-
havior in annoyed subjects (isolated points on coor-
dinate f) . The commupeatiqgs were: (a) a monotonous
etimulus,, (b) a nature film, (c) a comedy show; (d) a
program featuring nonaggressive sport, ,(e) a quiz show,
and (f) a program featuring contact sport entailing ag-
gressive actions beyond the legitimate sports activify.
Excitation and retaliation are expressed in z scores for
ease of comparison. (From Zillmann 1979; copyright
1979 by Lawrence Erlbaum Assoc.)
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of annoyance-associated arousaland along with it, the
diminution of the propensity for antisocial behavioris
proportional to the intervention potential of commu-
nications; as long as these communications are unrelated
to annoyance. But the findings show just as convincingly
that this relationship does not hold true when the con-
tents ,of a communication relate to the individual's
affective state. The violence-laden program, although
highly absorbing to.unpcovoked persons, clearly failed to
effect a reduction in arousal and, hence, a reduction in',
aggressiveness. Its effect on arousal and aggressiveness
was comparable to that of an entirely uninvolving, mo-
notonous stimulus.

Concentrating on the consequences of communication
exposure on arousal, and treating the experience of an--
noyance produced by provocation as representative of,
annoyance generally, even of relatively unfocused feel-
ings of tension, the available.research evidence permits
thefollowing generalizations:

1. Exposure toommunication, especially to entertain-
ment fare, is likely to disrupt rehearsal processes
that would perpetuate states of elevated arousal
associated with negative affective experiences. Ex-
posure is ,thus likely to produce feelings of relief.

2. A communication's capacity to effect a diminution
of arousal associated with negative affect and to
bring on the experience of relief is proportional to
its capacity to involve and absorb the individual, as
long as the affinity between the individual's af-
fective state and the events featured is minimal.

3. Contents likely to reinstate a negative affective ex-
pe'rience tend to prevent' the dissipation of arousal,
thus perpetuating an aversive experience.

It should be added that, for reasons yet to be detailed,
exposure to highly arousing materials (e.g., erotica,
thrillers, athletic contests, distur6ing news reports) is
also unlikely to initiate the decay of arousal and bring
feelings of yelief. On the other hand, there is growing
evidence that particularly pleasint stimuli, relativey in-
dependent of how absorbing theimay or may not be, can
effectively redtice initially eleyated arous4l (e.g., Donner-
stei'n et al. 1975; Baron 1977; Zillmann and Sapolsky
1977).

It can be argued, of course, that the function of tele-
vision as an unwinder i's largely compromised by the fact
that television offers many highly exciting materials, as
well as programs capable of soothing a person in a state
of acuti stress. It seems that the person in need of
unwinding is as likely, to be exposed to arousing as to
calming fare. Recent research on selective exposure (Zill-
mann et al. 1980; Medoff 1979) suggests, however, that
acutely athioyed persons avoid exposure to materials
likely to perpetuate their state of annoyance. It has hven
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found. for exaMple, that frustrated and insulted adults,
both males and females, avoid comedythat features the
insult and belittlement of others; these adults expbse
themselves, instead, to game shows and nonhostile com-
edy devoid of stimuli capable of reinstating their annoy-
ance. Aroused persons, then, appear to select television,
fareseemingly "intuitively" but more likely because of
past experiences of relieli.that holds promise of reduc-
ing level of arousal and, thereby, the intensity of aSsoci-
ated tive affective experiences.

Television for Excitenient

There can be no doubt that e`xposure tdItelevision can
be highly arousing (i..e., create a sympathetic dominance
in the autonoinic nervous system, in particular) and that
this arousal.can foster affective reactions of considerable
intensity. Numerous investigations have shown that
entertaimhent fare can greatly elevate the level of sym-
pathetic excitation in the viewer. It has been demon-
strated, for example, that suspenseful, drama produces
intenst excitatory reactions in adults arid children alike
(cf. Zillmann 1980). Although, generally speaking, com-
edy neqd not be arousing and ma'y actually be sedative
under certain circumstances, the kind of comedy that
creates true.hilarity infadult audiences has been found to
be highly arousing (e.g., Tannenbaum 1971). Endo-
crinological research by Levi (1965) and Carruthers and
Taggart (1973) leads, in fact, ta the conclusion that the
excitatoryAreactions produced by exposure to highly
amusing films are very Similar to those produced by.ex-
posure to s'uspenseful, aggression-laden films. Televised
athletic coritesti have also been shown to be capable of
'elevating level of arousal substantially (e.g., Bryant and
Zillmann 1977). If there is a stimulus category that
seems utterly devoid of the capability to effect appre-
ciable increases in arousal, it is the typical nature film.
This tyl* of *film has with great consistency been shown
not 'only not to arpuse viewers but to lower their level of
arousal markedly (e.g., Wadeson et al. 1963; Levi 1965).

"on the other hand, the stimulus category that has the
distinction of consistently producing the strongest ex-
citatory reactions, at least in adult males, is that of ex-
plicit erotica. In addition to evok-ing genital reactions
(e.g., Reifler et al. 197,1), erotica that graphically feature
precoital and coital behavior have been found to produce
extreme elevation's in sympathetic arousal in both males
(e.g.: Levi 1969; Zillmann 1971;.Donnerstein and Hal-
lam 1978) and females (e.g.,, Levi 1969; Cantor .et al.
1978).

Outside the 'area of entertainment, tittle is known
about the excitatory impact of television presentations.
News reports on wars, natural disasters, tragic events
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such as plane crashes, or "bad news" about political
happenings and the state of the economy may be assumed

to foster feactions associated with substantial increases in

arousal. But sUch assumptions, no matter how."consei -
vative" they may seem, are without direct empirical
support. There is, however, some research on the teality-
fiction dichotomy that pertains to the issue. Investigations
by Jeen and Rakosky (1973) and"Geen (1975) have,
shown that harm-inflicting actions believed to have actu-..
ally happened are far more arousing (or perpetuai "! ini-
tially elevated levels of arousal for much longer periods
of time) than the same actions believed to be fiction,
suggesting tbat many newi items may prove to ge highly

arousing indeed'
Granted that explicit erotica are not a part of the daily

diet of contemporary televisiim (at least, not yet), the
researchevitenceleavemycloubt th
standaid fare (from sitcoms and action drama to sports
and the late-night hetror show) is capable of inducing
excitatory reactions of considerableintensityat, least
occasionally. In.accord with the so-called law of initial
values, which proclaims that the magnitude of an &-
citatory reaction decreases as the level of initial arousal
increases (cf. Wilder 1957;"Sternbach 1966), it must, of
course, be exPected .that arousal reactions are particu-
larly strong in viewers who are initially relaxed or who
are experiencing arousal near normal levels. Viewers
who are already experiencing:elevated Wets of arousal
are likely to experience a weaker excitatory reaction iri
response to the same stimuli (and obviously, viewers
whose initial arousal is at a maximum cannot be further
aroused).

Television's capacity to generate notable increm ts in

autonomic arousal thus favors the relatively unar4hed
person. Viewers who are exhausted from repetitive da y
work or who are simply bored with whatever they liar
been doingnot those Who are tense and inclined to
relaxare likely to find the di.ersionary stimulation that
television offers particularly exciting;tand, because of this
(i.e., the past experience of excitement), they should be
motivted to seek out exposure to such stimulating fare.
This, at least, is what numerous theories lead, us to ex-
pect.

The view that moderate increases in arosusal (and tele-
vision usually ,provides just those) are pleasurable,
Whereas extreme increases are at;ersive, has been enter-
tained in one farm or another for some time. Bain
(1875/1859) and Wundt (1893) were among/he first to
promote it. More recently, Berlyne (1971) wag its chief
promoter. Avariation of this view, whose main Idvocate
has been McClelland (e.g., McClelland, et 'al,. 1953),
posits that both increases and decreases in arousal are
pleasurable when their magnitude is moderate:and bode
are aversive when it is extreme. Common to all these



views is the asstimption that either the level of arousal or
a change in arousal can, by itself, determine the hedonic
quality of a reaction (cf. Tannenbaum 1980). Up to a
point, an experience, of which a certain level of arousal
or a certain change in arousal is a concomitant, is said to
be one of pleasure; and beyond this point (which usually
is entirely hypothetical), the experience, regardless of
other circumstances, converts into one of aversion.

The-usefulness of this approach appears to be quite
limited, essentially because of the neglect if those other
circumstances. Obviotisly, it is not the proposition that
extreme excitatory conditions can be aversive that needs
to be challenged. Any truly extreme bodily condition
consfitutes an emergency which, presumably, constitutes
a noxious experience. Rather, it is the fact that moderate
changes in excitation that occur at intermediate levels of
arousal can as readily be associated with noxious as with
pleasant experiences (cf. Schachter 1964; Buck 1976;
Zillrnann 1978) that destroys the utility of the sole con-
sideration of arousal levels and arousal changes. Al-
though it may be useful to propose that persons.strive for
an optimal level.of arousal (e.g., Duffy 1957) or seek to
'vary their experience (e.g., Fiske and Maddi 1961), it
remains to be explained why some nonextreme excita-
tory reactions are concomitants of pleasure and others of
aversion.

.The pioneering work of Schachter (1964) made it
abundantly clear that, in order to explain the diversity of
affective and ,emotidnal behaviors with any degree of
precision, it is imperative to consider cognitive processes
along with excitatory reactions. Assuming that auto-
nomic arousal is largely nonspecific, he pro-posed in his
two-factor theory of emotionessentiallythat people
attribute their excitatory reaction to the stimuli immedi-
atdy present in their environment and use the interocep-
rive feedback from this excitatory reaction as-an index of
the intensity of their emotional response to the situation.
Thus, the kind of affect, then, is considered cognitively
getermined; the it:tens-ay of affect, on the other hand, is
consider d determined by the magnitude of the exoztatory
reaction.

In the initial research on this two-factor model of
affect and emotion,, Schachter and Singer (1962) demon-
strated that the artificial c'reation of arousal (injection of
epinephrine believed to be a placebo) intensified both
feelings of euphoria and dysphoria. The same arousal
changes, then, were capable of producing hedonically
opposite effefts, depending on situational conditions and
their interpretation. A simultaneously conducted study
by Schachter and Wheeler (1962), which pertains to
television more directly, showed that enjoyMent of com-
edy could readily be manipulated by altering arousal
considered to be evoked by it. Injection of an arousal-
facilitator (epinephrine) intensified enjoyment; injection

of an autonomic blocking agent (chlorpromazine) damp-
ened it.

The two-factor approach appears to have gceat utility
in explaining affective and emotional reactions- to tele-
vision's offerings. It readily accommodates any hedonic
experience, and it covers all conceivable nuances of affect.
Depending upon the viewer's cognitive appraisal of the
events on the screen, he or she will be annoyed, angry,
furious, sad, apprehensive, fearful, scared, terrified,
satisfied, jubilant, joyous, repulsed, disgusted, amused,
etc. Whatever the result of this appraisal, that is, what-
ever affect the viewer arrived at cognitively, the intensity
of any feeling state is determined hy the viewer's feed-
back from his or her concomitant excitatory reaction.
Equally intense excitatory reactions can thus fuel, for
example, sadness or joy', amusement or disgust. And,
barring intolerably intense excitatory reactions, the in-
tensity of affective reactions should increase with the
magnitude of associated arousal reactions. The function
of autonomic arousal, then, is not the determination of

ci specific affective experiences but their intensification.
Considering both the law of initial values and two-

facto} theory, the following suggestions are possible:

1 Persons who experience low lvels of arousal
because of monotonous environmental conditions,
repetitive nonstrenuous tasks, or similarly un-
stimulating circumstancesare likely to respond
more intensely than others to affect-inducing
stimuli. To the extent that exposure to television
fare fosters enjoyment and the magnitude of any
evoked arousal fuels this enjoyment, persons who
are initially rather unaroused can be expected to
obtain comparatively great pleasure from watching
television.

2. As the experience of comparatively great pleasure
is repeated, a tendency to seek out this excitement
should manifest itself through operant learning.
Ultimately, initially rather unaroused persons
should be drawn to watching television "for the
excitement of it."
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Nonspecificity of Arousal and Its
Consequences

Although the cognitive determination of affect, as
stressed in two-factor theory, is crucial to understanding
the diversity of affective reactions that exposure to tele-
vision is 'capable of evoking, two-factor theory is not
without deficiencies. For one thing, it is an incomplete
theory because it fails to account for the origination of the
excitatory reaction that, once it has occurred, is said to
foster a search for an explanation that results in the



Libeling of the "affective- reaction t'f. Zillmann 1978).
Recent throwing on affect and emotion is more complete
in this regard (e.g.. Zillmann 1978; Leventhal 1979); it

also relies less on a presumed need to explain any ex-
citatory reaction to oneself, which is. a central part of the
two-factor model. However, in looking at reactions to
teleyisthn fare specifically, the issne that alust concern us
most is that of "confusions- that may arise in the arousal-
affect linkage because of the assumption :if nonspecificity
of autonomic arousal made in two-factor the5ry.

Although there is evidence that some emotions may be
associated with somewhat specific excitatory reactions
(cf. Sternbach 1966; Grings and Dawson .1976), the bulk
of the evidence shows that more or less all emotions are
fed by elevated sympathetic activity in the autonomic
nervous system (cf. Schachter 1964; Kety 1970; Mandler
1975). Granted that the excitatory reactions associated
with the various, conceivable affective states may vary
slightly, a tremendous degree of overlap in excitatory

patterns cannot be denied. Additionally, minor
differences in excitatory reactivity may be lost in the
comparatively insensitive interoceptive structures, so that
for all practical purposes any feedback of an arousal state
is nonspecific and only indexes its intensity.

Transfer of Excitation

The fact that autonomic arousal in the various emo-
tions is largely nonspecific has significant behavioral con-
sequences,'especially when the time course of excitatory
processes is considered and compared to that of cognitive
adaptation to stimulus changes. A theoretical model in

which this is done is the excitation-transfer paradigm
(Zigmann 1971, 1978, 1979). In this paradigm, which is
presented in figwe 2, it is proposed that, because of the
comparatively slow decay of a.utonomic arousal (owing to

humoral processes involved) and the*ndividual's ca-
pacity to re-cognize stimulus changes and to select an

appropriate response quasi-instantaneously (owing to
speedy neural transmission), residues of excitation from

a preceding affective reaction will combine with ex-
citation produced by subsey.ient affective stimulation
and thereby cause an overty intense affective reaction to
the subsequent stimulus. In simple terms, a person who

is still aroused from something that happened a while
ago, whatever it may have *been, and who is now con-
fronted with a situation that causes him or her to respond

emotionally, should experience this emotion more in-

tensely and also behave-more intensely than he or she

would without the presence of residual arousal from the

earlier, possibly entirely unrelated arousing experience.

Residual arousal from anger, then, may intensify fear;
residues' from, fear may intensify sexual behaviors; re-
sidual sexual arousal may intensify aggressive responses;
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etc. The only condition that need be met is that a person
not be cognizant of the fact that he or she is still aroused
from an earlier experience (cf. Cantor et al. 1975).

The validity of the transfer paradigm has been demon-
strated for a wide range of emotional experiences. It has
been shown, for example, that residues of excitation from
physical exertion can intensify feelings of anger and ag-
gressive behavior (Zillmann et al. 1972; Zillmann and
Bryant 1974) or the experience of sexual excitement
(Cantor et al. 1975). It also has been shown that residues
of sexual arousal rah potentiate aggression (e.g., Zill-
mann 1971; Meyer 1972) and thai residues from either
sexual arousal or from dlisgust can facilitate such diverse
experiences as the enjoyment of music (Cantor and Zill-
mann 1973), appreciation of humor (Cantor et al. 1974),
and dysphoric empathy (Zillmann et al. 1974).

Transfer Effects After Exposure to
Communication

Most experimental research on the consequences of
exposure to television fare has concentrated on effects

immediately after exposure. Effects of exposure to
violence-laden programs on aggressive behaviors, for ex-
ample, have characteristically beedassessed during the
immediate postexposure period (cf. Goranson 1970;
Geen 1976). Effects of exposure on prosocial behavior

2 3 4

Time of Activity

Figure 2. A model of excitation transfer in which residual

excitation from a preceding excitatory reaction com-
bines additively with the excitatory reaction to current

stimulation. An antecedent stimulus condition (A) , per-

sisting from time 1 to time 2, is assumed to produce

excitatory activity that has entirely decayed only at time

4. Similarly, a subsequent stimulus condition (S) , per-
sisting from time 2 to time 3, is assumed to broduce
eiicitatory activity that has entirely decayed only at time

5. Residual excitation from condition A and excitation
specific to condition S combine from time 2 to time 4.

The extent to which the transfer of residues from condi-

tion A increases the excitatory activity associated with

condition S is shown in the shaded area. (From Zillmann

1979; copyright 1979 by Lawrence Erlbaum Assoc.)



(cf. Rushton 1979) and modeling effects generally (cf.
Bandura 1065; Baron 1977) have been ascertained anal-
ogously. Aho, in most of the research, any effects ob-
served have been attributed to particular characteristics
of the content of messages, such as specific aggressive cues
(cf. Berkowitz 1965) or, more generally, the behavior of
models (cf. Bandura 1965) The excitation-transfer pa-
radigm makes it appear likely, however, that some of
the effects reported in this type of research, especially in
the work on media violence, are at least in part due to the

I, excitatory effect of the messagesregardless of their par-
ticular contents.

In a first investigation designed to test this possibility
(Zillmann 1971), male adults were provoked, exposed to
a neutral, an aggressive, or an erotic film and then pro-
vided with an opportunity to retaliate against their an-
noyer. It had been determined in a pre-test that the
neutral. film was neither arousing nor aggressive, that
the aggressive film was somewhat arousing, and that the
erotic film was highly arousing yet entirely non-
aggressive. Clearly, if aggressive cues are the critical
mediators of exposure effects on motivated aggressive
behavior, aggressiveness after exposure to the aggressive
stimulus should be higher than after exposure to either
one of the other Stimuli. lf, on the other hand, residual
excitation from exposure to cOmmunication critically
influences postexposure ...behavior, the intensity of ag-
gressive reactions should be a simple function of the
excitatory potential of the communications. the erotic
film, consequently, should produce more aggressiveness
than the aggressive film, which in turn should produce
more than the neutral one. The findings, displayed in
figure 3, confirmed the expectations Lased on the transfer
model.

These findings have been corroborated and .expanded
in subsequent research (cf. Tannenbaum and Zillmann
1975). More recent research has extended the earlier
work on males to females (e.g., Cantor et al. 1978; Baron
1979) and to mixed-sex situations (e.g., Donnerstein and
Barrett 1978; Donnerstein and Hallam 1978), has ex-
plored the effects on aggressii,eness of less common forms
of pornography (e.g., White 1979; Zillmann et al. 1981),
has confirmed arousal-effects of humor (e.g., Mueller
and Donnerstein 1977), and has sought to further impli-
cate residual arousal as a promoter of help-giving (cf.
Mueller et al. 1977; Mueller and Donnerstein 1978,
1981). An investigation by Donnerstein et al. (1976) is
noteworthy because it altered the typical sequence of
events in the experimental procedure. Initead of inter-
polating exposure to cominunication between the mo-
tivation 'of a behavitir and the opportunity to execute it,
these investigators recorded transfer effects for ag-
gression that was instigated after exposure to arousing
materials (rather than beforehand).'

AlthiSugh the research on postexposure transfer is vo-
luminous, it can readily be summarized:

1. It is Well established that residual sympathetic ex-
citation from exposure to communication can facil-
itate motivated affective behaviors..

2. Residual arousal potentially increases the like-
lihood an'd intensity of affective reactions. These
reactions may be antisocial or..sprosocial (or
nonsocial), depending upon prevailing sociA
circurttances. *4.

3. Stimuli capable rof inducing excitatory reactions
that are likely to exert some degree of 'Influence on
postexposure behavior come from numerous do-
mains of com unication content. Domains range
from violenc laden programs to titillating sexual
fare and hilarious comedy.

4. Since residual arousal is likely to dissipate within
several minutes after exposure, transfer effects on'
postexposure behavior are comparatively short

'lived (cf. Zillmann et al..197 ; Day'1976).

Although it is conceivable that excitation transfer from
exposure to television is involved in many impulsive anti-
social actions (e.g., aroused by the events on the screen,
a parent might strike his or her child on minimal provo-.

, cation or be overly punitive when some corrective meas-
ure is indicated), it should be clear that transfer does not

1
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Figure 3. Retaliatory aggression as a function of the.ex-
citatory potential of communications. Exposure to com-
munication was interpblated 'between provocation and
retaliatiora. Excitation, measured in peripheral man-
ifestations, was at a higher level after exposure to the
erotic comrhunication than after exposure to the ag-
gressive communication and, in turn, at a higher level
after exposure to the aggressive communication than
after exposure to the neutral communication. (From Zill-,
mann 1979; copyright 1979 by Lawrence Erlbaum
Assoc.)
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generally favor hostile or aggressive reactions. The re-
search evidence suggests that antisocial behaviors must
be motivated in order to be enhanced (e.g., Zillmann et
al. 1972). Residual arclusal is impartial to the kind of
response it will ihtensify. If prosocial responses are mo-
tivated, it is likely to energize those responses (e.g.,
Mueller and Donnerstein 1981). Considerations of
commuinicationLinduced arousal and of its effect on post-
exposure behavior, then, do not lead to the prediction of

any unique ill effects.

Transfer Effects During Exposure to
Communication

, .Although most of the communication research on ex-
citation transfer has explored effects on behavior after
exposure, several investigations ha,'e .been,conducted to
establish that residuararousal from preexposure experi-
ences likewise can influence affective reactions to com-
munications. Enjoyment of rock Music, for example, has
been reated as an affective reaction, and it has been
shown (Cantor and Zillmann 1973) that, under the ap-
propriate circumstances for transfer, residual excitation
from prior 'hedonically positive or negative experiences
intensifies such enjoyment. Similarly, both enjoyment of
humor (Cantor et al. 1974) and empathetic distress occa-
sioned by witnessing a liked protagonist suffer an un-
fortunate fate (Zillmann et al. 1974) have been found to
be intensified by residual arousal, regardless of the
hedonic valence of the prior experience from which it
derived.

More recently, the transfer paradigm has been applied
to interdependencies among affective reactions that are
elicited during exposure to entertaining communications.
The phenomenon of suspense, in particular, has been
investigated both in fiction (Zillmann 1980) and in ath-
letic contests (Zillmann et al. 1979). Much attention has
itergiven to the dispositional conditions responsible for

viewer's experience of empathetic distress during pe-
riods of acute suspense (i.e., the affective disturbance
suffered while a liked protagonist is in peril or a favored

competitor or team seems headed for defeat). However,
of greater significance' here is the "winning formula" for

suspenseful drama that has emerged (cf. Zillmann 1980):
If enjoyment of oi ama is to be more than a "cerebral"
reaction, that is, if it is to be an intensely pleasant, emo-
tional affair, it has to rely heavily on residual excitation
from distress that precedes any satisfying resolution. The
more intense the negative affective reaction during sus-
pense, the more residual arousal will there be to intensify
the experience of relief and enjoyment as the suspense is

being resolved. In other words, the price of intense enjoy-
ment is great initial distress. This theoretical position is

kzell supported by the reseanch evidence (Zillmann et al.
1975; Zillmann 1980).

Enjoyment, then, often is more than the excitationally
appropriate affective respon'se to immediately present
stimuli (i.e., a response whose intensity is entirely deter-
mined by the excitatory reaction to these very stimuli); it
may be greatly enhanced by residual arousal from pre-
ceding stimulation. The recognition Of sah a dependency
in the appreciation of dramatic fare has interesting con-
sequences for tejevision:
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'1. Television drama capable of moving the audience
emotionally and of producing enjoyment at the
affective level relies on and benefits from the in-
volvement of stimuli that induce strong arousal
reactions. It benefits from these arousal reactions,
even- if they derive from experiences of decidedly
negative hedonic valence.

2. "Sex and violence" are proven arousal inducers (cf.

Tannenbaum and Zillmann 1975). For violence,
arousal reactions appear to increase with the degree
of reality in its portrayal (Geen 1975, 1976), a
relationship that semis to hold for children (Osborn
and Endsley 1971) as well as for adults. Without
"sex and' violence" as arousal inducers, television
drama is likely to become unexciting and flat.

3. To the extent that the frequent employment of "sex
and violence" as arousal inducers fosters exciting
drama, and to the extent that only such drama
,attracts the large audiences upon which television
commercially depends, it appears likely that any
curtailment of the use of violent materials will re-
sult in an increased use of sexual materials, and
vice versa.

The Habituation Issue

It is common knowledge that in the seventies the de-
piction of both aggressive and sexual behavior became
increasingly explicit and "graphic." It appears that
stronger and stronger stimuli were called upon to provide
the audience with excitement and, more important here,
that the use of more and more powerful material became
necessary to get the job done. At the heart of this impres-
sion is the suspicion that audiences have become callous,
mainly because their arousal reactions have become ha-
bituated. In other words, initially strong excitatory reac-
tions have become weak or have vanished entirely with
repeated exposure to stimuli of a certain kind; and corre-
spondingly, initially strong 'affective reactions have bn
blunted.

The possibility that excitatory reactions to aggressive
and sexual fare readily habituate has significant con-
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sequences. For one thing, it makes the karch for in-
creasingly stninger arousal inducers for greater and
greater excitement seem pointleSs. But more signi-
ficantly, it projects socially undeSirable side effects. lf, for
example, heavy expoStire to violent behavior§ causes cal-
lousness as far as aggression is coneerned, persons might
become ICMS disturbed when witnessing real violence and,
hence, be less inclined to intervene and to render help.
.Similarly, it can be speculated that heavy exposure to
sexual materials might foster insensitivity, even boredom,
regarding sex in real life.

There is. in fact, some research evidence that suggests
that exposure tok violent fare creates callousness in the
sense of increased tolerance for violence. Drabman and
Thomas (1()"4) and rhomas and Drabman (1975), for
example, have shown convincingly that children (boys
and girk, grades one through four) were more tolerant of
hostile and aggressive behaviors among 'peprs .after ex-
posure to a violent film than after seeing no film or after
exposure to a nOnaggressive film. However, these in-
vestigations did not involve any direct assessment of
arousal reactiOns, and cOnsequently, habituation of
arousal cannot be considered implicated as a mediating
mechanism. In a later study by ThOmas et al. (1977),
arousal was assessed; but this study failed to yield un-
equivocal results. Both children (8- to 10-year old boys
and girls) and male and female adults were exposed to
either violent fiction or nonaggressive sports; thereafter
they watched a film clip of real violence. It was found
that. with the exception of female adults, subjects who
had initially seen the aggressive film were less aroused by
the scenes of real violence tha ubjects who had initially
seen the control film. Bu hi e the findings on boyse
girls and male adults n be rea ly accepted as evidence
that exposure to fi lonal violence creates a set that re-
duces the impact o exposure to actual violerke (i.e., real
vi ce may be iyialized by such preparatory treat-
ment). i is diffi ult to see how one-tithe exposure to

can simulate the presumed habituation
of excitatory reactions as the result of seemingly con-
tinual. repeated exposure.

.,,kn investigation by Cline et al. (1973) avOided the
problems associated with one-time exposure. Boys (5- to
14-year-olds) with histories of comparatively little versus
extensive .exposure to violence-laden television drama
were exposed to a violent movie. Heavy television view-
ers were found to be less rosponsive autonotically Chan
light viewers, a finding which the investigaihrs consid-
ered to support their proposal that heavy exposure to
violent fare desensitizes. Thomas et al. (1977) employed
a similar techniqUe in a secondary analysis of their ex-
perimental data and found a corroborating negative
relationship ,between the amount of television drama
regularly consumed and the intensity of arousal reactions
to violent contents.

These findings may well reflect a causal connection
between consumption of violent fare and decreased reac-
tivity, but they certainly do not establish such a con-
nection. The correlational nature of the data does not
permit causal inferences, and the findinp are open to
alternative causal explanations. For example, the
findings are equally consistent with the proposal that
autonomically subdued respondents seek out exposure to
violent fare more than do others. This interpretational
dilemma, it appears, can only be resolved by longitudinal
ex perimental investigations.

Regarding sex, la! arousal, the habituation of ex-
citatory reactions to erotica has been demonstrated in at
least two longitudinal investigations: Reifler et al. (1971)
(see also Howard et al. 1971) manipulated access to
Pornography over a period of 5 weeks and found that
male adults with heavy exposure to erotica were less
respo- nsive autonomically (and sexually) to novel ,erotic
materials than were control subjects. Similarly, Zillmann
and Bryant (1980) created conditions of, massive ex-
posure to explicit erotica over a 6-week period and ob-
served that the excitatory reaction to such stimuli had
undergone strong habituation. The investigation in:
volved a condition in which exposure to erotica was at an
intermediate level, as well as a no-erotitca control. Across
all conditions, adult males' arousal reactions to erotica
were indeed inversely proportional to the extent of prior
exposure. The evidence on erotica, then, seems to support
the desensitization contention. However, such an assess-
ment is tempered by the findings of "spontaneous recov-
ery." Howard et al. (1971) observed that 8 weeks after
considerable excitatory habituation to erotica had been
achieved, recovery of responsiveness to pretreatment lev-
els was nearly complete. And perhaps more importantly,
the demonstration of excitatory habituation to erotica
should not be confused with a demonstration of desensi-
tization in the sense that decreased responsiveness to
erotic communications carries with it a decreased sexual
responsiveness in real life. At present, there is no accept-
able evidence that would suggest such a generalization
(cf. Byrne and Byrne 1977; Luria and Rose,1979).
- Gerbner and Gross (1976a , 19766) have recently pro-
posed that heavy exposure to crime-laden television
dralia may cause concerns about personal safety in the
viewer. If such possible apprehensions about becoming a

ffective reactions,
that the affect-

victim of violent criine are treate
this proposal entails the sugg
intensifying excitatory responses to ear:inducing stimuli
become stronger with repeated exposure. It has been
pointed out (Zillmann 1980) that this projection is
counter to a wealth of evidence generated in 'behavior-
modification research (cf. Bandura 1969). Repeated ex-
posure to the iconic representation of those agents and
events that induce fear (e.g., their depiction on the
screen)this confrontation being entirely safe to the
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fearful personhas been shown to reduce fear with im-
pressive consistent. y (e g , Bandura and Menlove 1968;
Hill et al. 1968; Bandura et al. 1971; Bandura and Barab
1973; Weissbrod and Bryan 1973). In fact, repeated ex-
posure to safe representations of the initially fear-
inducing stimuli is the key element in the therapeutic
treatment of phobias (cf. Bandura 1971). It appears
likely, then, that repeated exposure to portrayals of vio-
lent crime reduces rather than increases affective reac-
tions such as fear. Although frequent exposure may make
crime salient and seemingly ever present, it also should
trivialize it and diminish its emotional impact. The posi-
tive relationship between consumption of television and
apprehensions about person0 safety thus does not neces-
sarily reflect an effect of consumption, as Gerbner and
Gross (1976a , 19766 ) have alleged; it is conceivable that,
instead, apprehensive persons are drawn to television
to crime drama, in particularbecause repeated ex.-
posure is capable of alleviating their worries (cf. Zill-
mann 1980). Such selgctive exposure could, in fact, be
consrrued as a self-administered behavior modification
program.

However, despite the evidence on fear reduction as the
result of repeated exposure to communication-mediated
fear inducers, it remains unclear to what extent the ha-
bituation of excitatory reactions iSitwolved. The research
on behavior modification has concentrated on achieving
behavioral ends. As a consequence, the treatment effects
were measured in behavioral terms; arousal reactions,
although usually presumed to mediate behavioral effects,
generally were not assessed.

The available evidence on excitatory habituation can
be summed up as follows:

1. There are indications that massive exposure to
arousing stimuli can substantially diminish excit-
atory reactions to such stimuli.

2. There are also indications of spontaneous recovery
from reduced responsiveness after the discon-
tinuation of massive exposure.

3. The proposal that excitayy habituation to telek
vision stimuli generalizes to the respective stimuli
in real life is at present without empirical support.

4. The research ewidence on television's effect on ex-
citatory habituation is scarce and rudimentary; all
conclusions are consequently tentative.

In the projection of television's impact on society, ex-
citatory habituation appears to be a highly significant
mechanism. Since both ill effects (i.e., impoverishment of
adaptive social affect, callousness) and beneficial con-
sequences (i.e., superior coping with maladaptive emo-
tions) can be anticipated on the basis of this mechanism,
any projections are likely to be controversial as iong as
they remain associated with scarce and noncompelling
data,The role of excitatory habituation in television's

-
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impact is in need of further exploration, with longi-
tudinal experimental investigations holding the greatest
promise of resolving the issue definitively.

Television and Cortical Arousal
,

As has been stated earlier; cortical arousal has not been
directly assessed in research on television effects. Essen-
tially, Then, there are no investigations that can be dis-
cussed. However, the concept of cortical arousal has been
involved as a hypothetical construct; and, becausethis
construct is central to a recent controversy over edu-
cational television for children, we will dilscuss briefly the
principal theoretical contentions aitil some investigations
that bear directly on cortical arousal and vigilance.

Singer and Singer (1979) (see also Singer 1980) have
taken issue with the fast pace of most educatipnal
programs for children, arguing that such rapid-fire ex-
positions are likely to stunt the development of creative
imagination. Indeed, children's television seems a.con-
tinual bombardnient of attention-controlling stimuli. Not
only is there little time for the rehearsal of insights and
for independent reflection on the information gained (cir-
cumstances which the Singers believe are detrimental to

. .

a desirable cognitive-affective development), but the con-
trn1 of attention seems to take the most primitive form
possible: the continual exploitation of the orienting reflex
(cf. Sokolov 1960; Lynn 1966; Kinctnel et al. 1979) and,
to a lesser degtee, of the defensive response (cf. Kiihmel
et al. 1979). Children are confronted with constant
actionwhich translates into extreme stimulus changes
in the visual field, extreme acoustical stimulus changes,
and much unexpected vivid motion. Since the television
set is stationary, orienting reactions are not particularly
adaptive (i.e., a spatial adjustment for superior stimulus
control is not necessary). But this lack of adapt valueh
does not prevent the execution of the response. An' even

if it is assumed that the skeletal muscular component of
the orienting reflex greatly habituates under these condi-
tions, its arousal component should remain operative. In
this connection, the defensive response in perception (the
reaction to stimuli such as objects rapidly moving in on
the viewer) must be considered especially resistant to
habituation (cf. Kimmel et al. 1979). The important
consequence here is that both the orienting reflex and the
defensive response are kaown to produce cortical arousal
that serves attention. They are also capable of producing
autonomic arousal. Autonomic arousal, in turn, can serve
the maintenance of cortical arousal (cf. Lynn 1966; Grin-
gs-and Dawson 1978).

Although, as Lesser (1979) pointed out, there is little
or no acceOtable evidence of lasting ill effects of fast-
paced programs, e.g., in' terms of unfocused hyperactivity
or antisocial actions (cf.Anderson et al. 1977), there is
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some evidence that tends to corroborate the Singers'
(1979) contention that arousing, action-packed materials
are detrimental to imaginative pLiy. Wright and Huston-

IStein (1979), for example, observed that preschool chil-
dren's imaginative, play after exposure to an action-
packed program compared to a slow-moving program
was greatly inhibited. What remains unclear is whether
fasi-paced programs disrupt individual and social
creative play only temporarily, producing a transitory,
trivial effect, or whethir the effect c4, the disruption of
such play by fast-paced Programs acc mulates and ulti-
mately results in the loss of a critical skill.

The allegation that rapid-fire expositions shorten the
attention span oi children and interfereuith the reten-
tion of new information (Singer and Singer 1979) is

unsubstantiated. Longitudinal Studies that
denumstrate such effects have not been conducted. And.,
in contrast to the contention that information acquisition
suffeN from the fast pace of programs, recent
yestiOtnins suggest that fast-paced programs foster su-
perior attentiOn kind potentially -superior learning. For
example. Zillmann et al. (1980) observed that the fast,-
paced interspersion of humor in educational programs,
compared to the slow-paced interspersion of the same
materials, resulted in superior information acquisition
S- and (-Year-old boys and girls). These investigators

spetnlated that this effect on information acquisition may
have been mediated by the fastliaced version's greater.,

. impact on (ortical arousal and iigilance. Put simply,
semi-attentiye children in the .audience may have been
made alert by the inserted . humorous tidbits, and this
alertness may have carried over into exposure to the
immediately subsequent educational material, with the

fast-paced version producing this transitory learning-
facilitating alertneSs more often. To rule out the possi-
bility that the observed effects were specific to humor and
the result of any reward value, in a subsequent in-
vestigation (Zillmann and Bryant 1980), the humorous
inserts were run against the purest form of "fireworks"
on educational television: color bursts and electronic
sounds, exploding stars and swithing noises. These "syn-
thetic" attention getters proved to facilitate information
acquisition just as much as equally appealing and
'equally involving humor. It thus appears that the "rapid
fire" in educational television may actually aid the edu-
cational process, presumably because it produces cortical
arousal and thereby creates attentiveness at least for short
periods of tiine, 'especially in children with little mo-
tivation to pay close attention and learn from exposition.

The following tentative conclusions seem indicated:

1. The creation of transient alertness, even by Vim-
itive means" such as the exploitation of the
orienting reflex, tench to facilitate information' ---'
acquisition in audiences for which a high level of
attentiveness cannot be expected.
The long-term consequences of exposure to fast-
paced, informatiorf-rich programs, especially ad-
verse consequences for the development of
cognitive-affective and creative skills, remain to be .

demonstrated.

Needless to svy, in light of the enormity of the pro-
posed long-term\consequences for society, every effcirt.

should be made to determine whether or not such/ill
effects exist. Longitudinal investigations into these con-
ceivable effects are imperative.
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Television and Affective Development and Functioning

imée Dorr)
The Annenberg School of Corimunications

University of Southern California

Research on television and youth has blossomed in the
decade since the inception of the Surgeon General's study
of television and socW behavior. Not so for the research
covered by this review. Television's relationship to
affective development and functioning has not been a
hotbed of theoretical and empirical activity.

Lest the paucity of work in this.area be attributed to
some deficit peculiar to those interested in television's
role in development, it should be noted that others have
also given short shrift to affective development and
functioningeven without including television in the
mix. In June 1980, the Social Science Research Couricil
Committee (SSRC) on Social and Affective Development
During Childhcxxf discussed this point, noting it has
conk to view "emotions as perhaps the weakest link in
our understanding of child development" (Read 1980).
This was asserted despite the publication in 1977 and
1978 of notable bopits in the area by two members of the
SSRC committee (i.e., Izard 1977; Lewis and Rosen-
blum 1978). The committee went on to say that in-
creasing attention had been given to measurement and
the physical expression of affect (especially in infancy)
but that little had been given to emotions as they are
represented in verbalizations, cognitions, and social be-
havior, to more enduring personal states such as moods,
temperaments, motivations and traits, and to the in-
creasingly complex affective configurations found over
the course of human development.

The paucity Df work on affective development and
functioning was also commented on in an issue of the
Amencan Psychologist celebrating the International
Year of the Child (October 1979). Hoffman (1979), also'
a member of the SSRC committee, noted that "the
affective side of morality . . . has long been neglected"
and cited only nine references in the past decade, iftclud-
ing two yet to be published and two general reviews of
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moral deVelopment. In that same issue another psycho-
logist, Yafrrow (1979), praised the "resurgence of interest
in emotiOns" but found little recent work to report except
some with il4ants.

Withr,so little research altogether, it is not surprising
that the am unt which includes television is minuscule.
What iS ere? Recognition of emotions, empathy, emo-
tional k sponses, habituation, activity levçl, erAotional
reactions to characters, and personal states a television
use. Tihese topics will be discussed in succeedin sections
of this chapter. The review will rnd with a b kf sum-
Mary Df major points and implications will bediVyn for
policy and- research.

Rebognition of Emotions

The ability to understand the emotions felt by others
contributes to the possibility of understanding television
program content (as well as everyday social life). Such
understanding of emotions may be based on proper inter-
pretation of verbal and nonverbal cues, on proper infer-
ence from situational cues (and perhaps knowledge of the
character's goals and personality), or on proper, coordi-
nated interpretation of both sets of cues., The nonverbal
means by which emotions may be conveyed and the inter-
pretation of such nonverbal displays have received exten-
sive study, although mostly with adults (e.g., Ekman and
Friesen 1975; Ekman et al. 1972; Izard 1977). It has
been asserted that there are 10 primary emotions:
interest-exeitement, joy, surprik, distress, anger, disgust,
contempt, fear, shame, and guilt (e.g., Izard 1977).
Moirover, the nonverbal displays for .these emotions
have been considered by some to-be pancultural (e.g.,
Ekman et al. 1972). Others, however, have taken a more
relativistic position (e.g., Birdwhistell 1970).



-Sidestepping issues of panculturalism, we will focus
solely on Americ an hildren's interpretations of emotions
displayed by other Americans. StudieS of television or
television-like materials indicate that there is devel-
opment over the preschool and early elementary school
years in children's abilities to recognize the emotions
portrayed and that young children recognize a very
limited number of emotions. Younger children are likely
to recognize happiness, anger, sadness, and fear (or only
happy and sad), but "more complicated" emotions are
not correctly recognized until later (Deutsch 1974; Fesh-
bach and Roe 1968; Shapiro 1975). Similar findings have
been reported in studies which do not use television or
television-like materials (e.g., Harter et al. 1979; Honka-
vaara 1961; Odom and Lernond 1972). In all these
studies, the situational, non4rbal, and verbal cues were
apparently coordinated to convey a single Message about
the character's emotion.

Nowhere is there a study of children's understanding
of emotions when the cues are not congruent, although
such situations do arise in the television programMg (and
real life). Studies with adults suggest that, when incon-
gruity is encountered, situational cues are given
precedence over behavioral Cues (Frijda 1969). That
children may not do this (in real life or televised situ-
ations) is suggested in work b.Laan (1968) and Saarni
(1979). In Saarni's study.6-, 8-, and)10-year-olds viewed
photographs telling four different stories. In each, the
protagonists ought probably to avoid displaying the nega-
tive emotion aroused by the situation. Only the
10-year-olds suggested such a display rule when queried
and then only for an average of about one and a half of
the four situations. This finding suggest that child view-
ers 'would in general accept a displayed emotion (as-
suming they recognized it) as the one actually felt.

Some tekvision programs have sought to teach chil-
dren to recognize their 6wn and others' emotions, but
their suc cess has generally not been evaluated. For exam-
ple, Mister Rogers' Neighborhood often considers chil-
dren's ,feelings, even very complex ones. Fred Rogers
describes the sitluations in which they arise, labels the
emotions, accepts them as legitimate, and then discusses
what to do with them. The impact of this on child viewers
has not been directly assessed, although other impacts of
the series have been examined. At the elementary level,
Inside/Out has adopted some similar strategies. Informal
evaluation of this series indicated that it provoked excel-
lent discussions among students, but other effects were
not assessed. Evaluation of the second year of Sesame.
Street indicated that television could teach preschoolers
to recognize emotions better (Bogatz and Ball 1971). The
effect was, however, relatively weak either because the
series devoted relatively little time to the topic (Bogatz

and Ball 19,71) or because the recognition of emotions is
difficult to teach.

Proper recognition of emotions is often important to
proper understanding of program content. It would be
useful for producers, parents, and others to understand
that preschoolers are unlikely to recognize any emotions
other than happiness, sadness, anger, and fear and that
even 10-year-olds only sometimes understand that a
character may choose to display an emotion different
from that felt. Producer's and child caretakers also have
the opportunity to use television to teach children to
recognize emotions and to understand display rules. The
medium is visually and auditorally rich, as close to real
life as we can get without being there. It may be
significantly enhancing the child's experiences with
affect. If not, it certainly could do so.
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Empathy
a

Empathy has been demonstrated to be an important
influence on emotional responses to the empathy object's
experiences and feelings (sometimes it is even identified
by such responsivity) and on subsequent altruistic and
helping behavior (Hoffman 1977; Krebs 1975). A logical
analysis of the elements necessary in order to experien
empathyand some risearchTvidencesuggest tha a
child needs to be able to recognize the object's emotion, o
recognize the other and self as separate (although usually
having some similarity increases the probability of empa-
thic,responses), and to feel an emotion similar to that of
the empathy object.

Empathy, defined as feeling the same emotion a char-
acter feels, has been virtually unstudied. Given that
young children correctly recognize few emotions likely to
be portrayed on television, they have little opportunity to
experience empatkiy. But even when such opportunities
exist, empathy for television characters has not been
studied. The closest work we have is an older study by
Feshbach and Roe (1968) in which children in the tarly
grades of "dementary school felt some emPathy for char-
atters depicted in slides, more for the "simpler" emo-
tions, and more for a same-sex character. There seems to
be no work on the empathic reactions of older chil-
dren and adolescents to the experiences of television
characters.

A provocative study by Chandkr (1973) suggested that
some elements of the empathy process (recognizing an-
other's emotion and feeling a similar one) inay be culti-
vated, through the use of dt:ama and videotape. In this
study, adolescent boys with arrest records participated in
"little theater" groups in which they successively played
each role in a drama and viewed a videotape of each
performance. The re-arrest record for these boys was less



than that of a control group. This was attributed to an
(unmeasured) increase in role-taking skills,. i.e., recog-
nizing and properly identifying anothei-'s feding?,
wishes, etc. The obvious differences between this study
and youths' normal patterns 'of television use make it
impossible to suggest that normal viewing might lead to
similar results. At the same time, it' is a provoctlive piece
of ivork which leads to speculations about what might be
done with tel&ision and some elements of the empathy
processri, , 4

Television presents numerous impatic opportunities
and _could present more. Given the important influAInce
tmpathy may have on social behavior (anctOecause it can
produce arousal, perhaps on learning), it istan important
area for future study.

4

Arousal of Emotions

As any good television producer will admit, successful
programing ordinarily depends on the drousal of emo-.

tions (and for "negative" emotions their later. resolution).
Among the purported 10 p.in emotjons, interest-
excitement, joy, surprise, distress, and fear are those most
often traded upon in American programing. A number of
,studies indicate that television programing.succeeds in
arousing emotions in children. In a 1933 study of Mier-
lean entertainment films, children were found to be emot
tionally responsive (as measured physiologically) to film
content (Dysinger and Ruckmick 1933). Responsivity
varied by co etht and age, with younger children more
respOnsive.mto action and danger themes, and less re-
sponsive to lo4e and' romance themes. Qlder children
were,. more reponsive to love and romance themes. A
modern study by Cline et al. (1973) indicated that chil-
dren's physiological responses varied according to the
aggressive content amtdanger portrayed. .

Maing from physiological to self-report measures of
emotional responses, we find a number of studies of chil-
dren's perceptions of itheir emotional responses to tele-
viSion content. These studies were done by researchers
associated with production and broadcaSt groups sucfr as
the Children's Television Workshop and Sveriges Radio.
They were usually motivated b'y concern that the pro-
gram content would evoke "negative" emotional re-
sponses in child viewers. In one,,preschoolers were found
to be.frightened by monsters who appeared to familiar
mutipet characters at night. The segment was never
broadcast (!?sser personal communication). In another,
Swedish 5- and 6-year-olds were found to have been
frightened at least once or twice by High Chaparrel, but
the frequency of l'ear reactions was not related to the
frequency of viewing the series (Linne 1971). In" a third
study, first through third graders in Sweden were found

to have,some negative reactions (disgust, fear, and the
like) to 'certain portions of the program, Why Must We
Die? Overall, howv1,pr reactions were rather posi-
tive, particularly because the title,had led them to expect
a more horrific program than the)" gaw (Filipson et al.
1974).

While viewing a program may provoke emotional re-
sponses right at that time, it ig-afso possible that frequent
viewing of any particular type of content may lead to a
more generalized- evocation of relevant emo)ions:`This,
possibility has been assessed for affective displays arising
as a consequence of viewing Mister Rogds Neig,h-
borhood or Sesarde Street pndlor feelings of fear arisihg
as a consequence of viewing aggressive programing.

A recent study cothpared the effects of Mister Roger's'
NezghborhoodCesaMe Street, and neutral films on pre-
schoolers' displays of positive (as opposed to negative)
affect in the nursery schoOl setting(rower et al. 1979).
No significant group differences Avere 'round, nor were
they found in interaction with age, IQ, sex, or baseline
level of imagination of tile children. It was found that
those initially high in imaginati6n decreased tlieir dis-
plays of positive affect, while those initially low increased
them from pre- to post-viewing (significant difference in
change scores). Although there was nci sigficant
action between programs, and baseline imagination, the
authèrs performed tests of changes within each series. It
was found that poSitive affect displays inCreased
significantly for low imagination children viewing Mister
Rogers' Neighborhood or Sesame Street but not for low
imagination children- viewing neutral films.

Two earlier studies examined similar issues, although
displays of positive affect were not singled out for anal-
ysis. In one (Coates et al. 1976), preschoolers who viewed
Mister Rogers' Neighborhood significantly increased
their giving of positive reinforcement, while those who
viewed Sesame Street did not change significantly. Posi-
tive reinforcement was defined as "giving positive atten-
tion such 4s praise and approval; sympathy, reassurance,
and smiling And laughing; giving affectionate physical
contact such as hugging, kissing, and holding hands; giv-

, ing tangible reinforcement such as tokens, prizes, and
other objects." What contribution the displays of posi-
tive affect made to a child's composite score cannot be
ascertained.

The failure of .5esame Street to stimulate significant
increases in positive reinforcement is difficult to evaluate
in light of the authors' selection of program segmehts.
Sesame Street segments were selected so as to be "higher
in punishment than in positive reinforcement" (total in-
stances viewed of positive reinforcement equaled 56 and
total punishment equaled 91). In contrast, Mistec Rog-
ers' Neighborhood segments were selected so as to reflect
"the emphasis of that program on social and emotional
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devdopment such as cooperation, verbalizing one's feel-
ingsind coping withfrustralion" (total instances of pos-
itive reinforcement cqualtd .200 and total punishment
equaled 0). In light of these seri& differences it is no-
table that there were no effects for either series in the
incidence of punishment behaviors by the children._ '

An nen earlier Tidy pne which apneared in the
original. Surgeon General's report found some

differential effects of Mister Bogen' Neighborhood, Bat-,
man and Superman, and neutral, film§ on preschoolers'
yeatalfzation of feeliegs (Stein and Friedr(ch 1972): This

(category inclUded ^verbal statements of poshive and nega-
tive affect and of the reasons for one's own behavior. As
with the Coates et al. study (1976), the contribution of
the affective statements to a child's final score cannot he
ascertained. For the more general behavior, it was, found
that preschoolers.of lower socioeconomic statns increased
their verbalization of feelings with exposure to Mister.
Rogers' and decreased them with exposure to Batman
and Superman The opposite effects were obtained for
higher socioeconomic.preschoolers. Although not statisti-
,cally strong, thiese results ilre suffibently consistent' with
others in the studyNo suggest that they ,are actual pro-
gram effects.

Switching. from studies of 'positive affect among pre-
schoolers toNstodies of the negative affect of fear among
elementary and secondary school students, one nins ipto
Gerbner and his colleagues (Gerbner and Gross 1680)
who bdieve they have demonstrated that cshildren, ado-

lescents, and adults who are heavier viewers of telei;ision
are more likely to ste the world as a dangerous.place than
are lighter viewers (assuming such beliefs are assOCiated

with feelings of fear). Important elaborations and re-
visions of this cultivation hypothesis (Doob and Mac-
donald 1979; (;erbner et al. 1980; Hawkinsand Filigree
1980) and significant threats to its validity (Hirsch 1980,
1981; Wober 1978) have recentlybeen appearing in the
literature; Moreover, thehypothesis ndw extends well
beyond a "simple" effect on adjudged dangers in one's
environment. These are important, .but it is sufficient
here to note !hat "fear" is the one (traditional) affective
outcome of tdevisthn viewing which has received much
attention this past decade.

When the phenomenon of observational learning was
first being investigated, there were a few studies which
demonstrated that affective responses could be vicari-
ously conditioned to particular stimuli (Bandura and
Rosenthal 1966; Berger 1962). It is evident that tele-
vision programing has the potential for providing such
conditioning. The rural child may develop negative emo-
tional responses to the big city in which all crime drama
takes place. The isolated white preschooler may develop
positive emotional responses to blacks if they are tSnly
viewed on Sesame Street and Muster &kers' Neigh-
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. ,
borhood. Th;t such conditioning is possible is generally
accepted by those who study television and youth, yet
little direct testing.has been done for it.

Although there is not much of it, the evidence we have
reviewed is fairly clear about television's ability to arouse
emotions iii children. It can do so. It can affect the feel-
ings of the youngest, least sOphisticated preschooler and
of the more sophisticated, even jaded, adolescent. It can
provoke feelings which may be measured during viewing,
right after viewing, and in Are generalized, long-term
situationi. Undoubtedly, such effects v)ry according, to J
the developmental issnes which are mast sali nt for the
viewer and the ability of the viewer to under taud pro-
gram content. What these variations are and whether
they are important, indeed whether the short-term
arousal of any emotion ig important, are yeeto be deter-

, mined. Surely the longer, more generalized emotional
arousal effects and the possible vicarious classical condi-
tioning effects are important. But we have much to do
before Ive understand how these effects occur and "
whether they are of sufficient magnitude to be
interesting.

,

a

.

Habituation

In the preceding section we examined television's suc-
cess in provoking emotional arousaW Here we examine
the obverse: its contribution to the diminution or disap-
Pearance of etbotional arousal when one is exposed to
selected stiniuli. In all cases, the stimuli are ones which
are demonstrated br presumed to provoke fear, distress,
anxiety, alarm, and the like. They are dogs, snakes, vio-
lence, dentists, hospital procedures, and so on. In all
Cases, what is demonstrated is that repeated expogureto
the itimulus, particularly under condition§ Which dimin-.
ish its threatening qualities, leads tO decreases in the
emotional arousal it provokes.

The great majority of studies in this area have been
clinical. As such, they remain a far cry from ordinary
television programs and viewing Circumstances. They
involvesingly or in combinationljye models, gradu-
ated series of vicarious interactions with the stimulus,
intTpersed practice, concomitant training in relaxation,
speciany made amateur film and video productions, un-
usual viewing situations,,and highly specifically mo-
tivated audiences. A recent revierrof much of this work
may be found in Rushton (1979). It will not be included
here because the particular cnnditions of the studies are
too far removed from the 'Usual television experience.
Nonetheless, the findings fcom 'these studies are congru-
eit With thwe which explore the more'common television
ex perience.

Most of the speculation about habituation effects of
television viewing haS focused on habituations resulting



from exposure to televised violence. It is postulated that
repeated exposure to. televised violence may decrease
"nonnUl" sensitivity to aggression and violence
sometimes known as the "kitty Genovese effect." Two
studies have found that youths who were high viewers of
televised violence or were experimentally exposed to high
televised violence were leis responsive in subsequent ex-
posures to televised violence than were natural or experi-
mentally produced low viewers (Cline et al, 1973;

Thomas et al. 1977). The Swedish study of High Chap-
, arrel reported that high viewers were more likely not to

he frightened by the series, although the differences by
i,iewing were not significant (Filipson et al. 1974). There
is even some indication that differences in exposure (and
therefore presumably reactivity) may carry over into be-
havioral responsiveness to aggression (Drabman and
Thomas 1974). These few studies have tested interesting
and important ideas, but they have only begun to provide
findings which may be generalized or used.

Activity Level

Activity level is not precisely an affective variable, but
it might reasonably fall within the "personal states, such
as moods, temptraments . . . and traits" which the
SSRC Committee on Affective and Social Development
included in its purview. For this reason, and because it
has been an area of significant debate among those con-:
cerned about programing for preschoolers, it is included'
in this review, although there is little research on it. 1

The debate was provoked by Sesame Street. Critic's

saw its fast pace, frequent content changes, and general
"hype" as contributing to hyperactivity and restlessness
in preschool viewers. Sometimes this criticism was pail ed

with an endorsement of ,he contrasting siyle of Misier
Rogers' Neighborhood. Little research is available to illu-
minate the deb4e.. Of the three studies which cleqrly
pertain, one found none of the feared effects for Sesame
Street (Anderson et al.. 1977); another found no
diffei ences in concentration among viewers of Sesanie
Street, Mister Rogers' Neighborhood, and neutral films
(Tower et al. 1979); and a third did not test Sesame
Street but found increased ability to tolerate delay among
preschool viewers of Mister Rogers' Neighborhood as
compared to "viewers of r)-'marz and Superman or of
neutral films (Stein and Friedrich 1972). If these three
studies are enough for drawing conclusions (which is
doubtfu1) there seem little grounds to the criticisms of
Sesame Street aud some grounds for the praises of Micter
Rogers' eighborhood.
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Emotional Responses to
Characters

Two previous sections of this review considered empa-
thy and children's emotional responses to television pro-
graming. Both empathy and emotional responses may be
p7-Yoked by and directed toward specific characters in a
program. Why, then, is a separate section being devoted
to emotional responses to characters? It is certainly not
because there is an abundance of research on the topic;
rather it is because there are a few such studies, because
emotional responses to programing are not necessarily
provoked specifically by characters, and because emo-
tional responses to characters may not be empathy.

Two .interesting studies of people's emotional re-
sponses to characters have been conducted by the Ger-
man ,-esearcher Sturm (1975; 1978). One with college
students and a second with 14- and 13-year-olds demon-
strated that viewers dev eloped strong affective reactions
to main char eters and that these reactions were likely to
persist over a 3-week period. This persistence was in
marked con ast tt: the degradation in cognitive effects
over the same'perod. Emotional reactions to the program
as a whole were Isted with the college students only.
These, too,_wer-e/marked and persistent. Mbreover, the
specific emotional responses differed, depending on
whether the program was presented via radio or tele-
vision. Such emotional responsivity and its persistence,
should these be replicated in other work, would have
iinplications for our catalog of television. effects. They
ought also to be influential in production decisions about
changing characters' personalities or even eliminating
them from 'a series.

A different area which one might consider here is that
of identification with characters. Although the ways of
conceptualizing-identification are many (cf., Bandura
1969; Ko'nlberg 1969; Misthel 1970; v. Feilitzen 1974),
4 good proportion of them involve some affective response
to the person with whom one is said to identify. This
response might include liking, sympathy, involvement, or
empathy. A small proportion of conceptualizations focus
on whether identification arises from perceived similarity
with the identificatiori object or from the Wish to become
like him or her.

There is a reh.ljve wealth of work which indicates that
children do indeed have preferences among characters
and that greater liking is felt for characters who are more
similar to viewers (cf., Dorr in press; v. Feilitzen 1974).
Similarity may be defined on the basis of age, sex, eth-
nicity, or interests. For each of these dimensions, children
are likely to report liking the character who is similar to
them more than they like the dissimilar character. Natu-
rally, liking is tempered by how likable the character is,
the character's importance to the story, and his or her



achievements in it Children are not blind in their prefer-
ence !or hai acter s similar to t fiemselves, but, when given
a reasonable c hoice, they will like better the one who is
more similar

Ss mpathy. involvement, and empathy have less often
been measured as responses to television characters. An
older study 1.4 college students indicated hat those who
reported greater emotional reactions at the crisis point of
a film also reported being more identified with the pro-
tagonist (Tannenbaum.and Gaer 1965). Also, the older
work of Nlaccoby and her associates indicated that col-
lege students looked relatively longer at (were more in-
volved with?) same-sex characters (Maccoby et al. 1958)
and that seventh graders remembered more actions by
same-sex characters or characters who held social class
positions to which they aspired (MaccobY and Wilson
19"--,7). Finally, in the study reported earlier (Feshbach
and Roe 1968), children were more likely to report
empathic reactions (emotion matching) for same-sex
characters

Most of the work reviewed in this section is old, having
completed well before the Surgeon General's study

of television and social behavior. Yet the topic isan im-
portant one. Continuing series are most of what Ameri-
can youths view. Even the Saturday morning cartoons
are that. Youth, therefoi.e, have an extended 'period, of
time to get to know characters will and to relate to them
emotionally. Such relationships may be important in fa-
cilitating learning from (or simply being influenced by)
prctram content. The mechanisms for such facilitation
could be either increased arousal while viewing or inr
creased desires to be like the character. Either way,
knowledge of such mechanisms would,help us to produce
responsibly and effectively for 'children, to guide their
viewing appropriately, and to understand better how
television operates to produce effects.

Work conducted fOr the Surgeon General's study was
heavily influenced by .observational learning theory. It
generally eschewed concepts of liking, identification, se-
lection, and the like as moderators of exposure e*ts. If
television often enough presented to youth something to
be learned and or imitated, then they were likely to learn
or imitate it. Only occasionally did it explore how view-
er& made choices among all the content to which they
were exposed. Such an interest in selectivity and limited
effects is becoming more prominent in the study of tele-
vision and youth (as well as the study of observational
learning). Emotional reactions to characters is one area
which might further our thinking along these lines.

Personal States and Television Use

Most American television researchers, particularly
those whose primary affiliitions have been disciplines

other than communications, have been most interested in
the content the medium presents, viewers' under-
standings of it, and its effects on them. The work re-
viewed thus far clearly fits these orientations. An entirely
different perspective is provided by a functional ap-
proach most often termed "uses and gratifications"
(Blumler and Katz 1974; Katz 1980). This approach
assumes that people have needs which are sufficiently
conscious that they can choose media or even content
within a medium so as to provide gratificatiqn for tbese
needs. Some of these needs' must be accompanied by or
even identified by an affective state.

The uses and gratifications approach has been subjec-
ted to numerous criticisms (131umler 1978; Blumler and
Katz 1974; Salomon and Cohen 1978; Swanson 1977;
Weiss 1976). Among theoretical criticisrns of this ap-
proach is its reliance on a functionalist perspective, a
search for the consequences of choices about media con-
sumption, an assumption that media consumption serves
to maintain normalized social roles, and a reliance on the
belief that "everything we do is useful." Additionally, it
is pointed out that the approach ignores the popular
culture aspects of media use and the possibility that
media content may help sustain the position of the advan-
taged of society. Methodologically, serious threats to
acceptance of the work are posed by the reliance on
correlational rather than experimental design ("charting
and profiling," as Katz et al. (1974) called it), the lack of
specificity about the nature of needs and gratifications
and the links between them, and the paucity of validation
studies. Despite these problems, the approach is still a
notable development of the 1970s which has implications
for theory,and practice in the 1980s.
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Audience Uses of Different Media

Most of the work in the uses and gratifications mold
has sought to chart the reasons audiences turn to

different media or different content within a medium.
Individuals are given a list, developed a priori or through
pilot testing, of needs which media or content might
fulfill. They are then asked to indicate the extent to
which each medium or content fulfills each need through
rating, ranking, or simply nominating. Scores are calcu-
lated, factor analyses are sometimes run to determine the
main types of needs media or content may fulfill, and
media or content are described in terms of the functions
they most fulfill. Obviously, the approach has been heav-
ily descriptive. More powerful tests of validity are clearly
in order. "

A number of such studies have been conducted with
children and adolescents (Brown et al. 1974; 'Greenberg
1974; Johnstone 1974; Kline et at 1974; Rubin 1977,
1979). Altogether they provide rough evidence Plat cer-



tain kinds of gratifications are likely to be soUght from
media or content ( including arousal, companionship, so-
cial integration, escape, relaxation, and so on) and that
media or content may be somewhat differentiated in
terms of the gratifications they are most 'often perceived
to provide. Television 4`. perceived to be a medium which
is used for learning, -elaxation, escape, socral interaction,
arousal, passing time, and habit.

Additional work should be conducted with children
and adolescents to determine the extent to which there is
a set of needs that general television viewing satisfieS and
to understand the ways in which program choices:may be
motivated by felt needs and anticipated gratifications.
Should such phenomena be demonstrated in reasonably
compelling studies (rather than what we have so far), the
pattern of uses and gratifications for viewing televi'Sion
and for viewing programs 'might be used in some prac-
tical wliys. It would identify why' youth turn to television
viewing as an activity of choice or to the viewing of
particular program types and allow one to substitute
other activities or program types which provide similar
gratifications but are more desirable for youth. It would
open up the possibility of increasing appeal by increasing
those prOgram attributeS whieh one infers prodUce its
major gratifications or of broadening appeal by adding
program attributes which would provide additional
gratifications.

Social Interaction and Television Use

Work on the relationship between a child's social inte-
grafion and his her amount of television viewing may be
interpreted as providing some support for the Uses and
gratifications perspective,' although the bulk of this work
was conducted before the perspective became popular (its
third birth according to Blumler and Katz). At least three
separate studies of children (Bailyn 1959; Murray 1972;
Schramm et al. 1961) found that those with poorer or
more unsatisfactory social relationships -watched more
television, and a more recent review of Work with adoles-
cents (Chaffee arwl Tims 1976) concluded that the evi-
dence generally supported a similar pattern for them.
While some contradictory findings have been reported,
for both children and adolescents, the evidence seems to
be more supportive thlin not for the existence of such a
relationship. It may be argued that this result demon-
strates the use of television to fulfill a need for social
interaction or perhaps assuage the emotional experience
of loneliness (e.g.. Johnstone 1974).

It may, of course, be contrarily argued that youth
become social isolates or socially unskilled because they
watch television rather than interacting with peers. In-
deed, time use studies with children and adolescents
(Baxter 1960; Lyle and Hoffman 1972; Maccoby 1951;
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Schramm et al. 1961) and with adults (Robinson 1972)
suggest that television viewing is apt to co-occur with
decrements in informal play activities, usually with
peers, in conversing, and in social visiting outside the
home. The decrements in these social interchanges are
small, being about 5 minutes less conversation and 12
minutes less social visiting per day for adults (Robinson
1972) and not much different in magnitude for youth.

,Nonetheless, it is clear that children, adolescents, and
adults who have television or who watch it more sacrifice
some informal time with their peers which might, if it
cumulated over long periods of time or occurred prior to
the development of good social skills, lead to decreased
ability to function well in social interchanges. That this
is possible does not mean that this Is the explanation for
what is strictly a correlational relationship between
amount of viewing and social isolation. A uses and
gratifications explanationthat lonelier youth Use tele-
vision to satisfy (partially) a need for social interaction
is every bit as possible and every bit as unproven.

The reported relationships,between high amounts of
viewing and troubled peer relationshipswhatever the
causal explanationought to concern parents and those
professionals who deal with children and adolescents.
Devoting unusually many hours to watching television
almost necessarily leads to spending less time with peers,
and for some children at least it is associated with un-
satisfactory peer relationships. It is clearly a signal that
the youth's social skills and integration into a peer group
ought to be examined. Should they be found wanting, one
might take a uses and gratifications perspective and be
grateful that telemision is available to provide some of the
(para)social interaction which the youth otherwise lacks.
One ought also, however, to explore ways to help the
youth achieve more gratification through direct social
interaction.

Television Uses and Viewing Effects

A third strain of research within the uses and
gratifications perspective h 3 either assumed or tested the
assumption that the reasons for one's use of television
predict something about its effects. In the first case,
differences in uses on the basis of ethnkity, age, or the
like are explored with the implicit assumption that such
differences might predict differences in impact. Most
often such work has examined ethnic differences among
teenagers (e.g., Greenberg and Atkin 1978). Findings,
such as black youth reporting more use of television to
learn about the social order and to reinforce their social
behavior, serve a§ the basis for extrapVions to concerns
about the nature of the television social order black youth
will believe in. While such extrapolations have logical



appeal, /a(tual testing of the assumed relationship is
needed

:There are few examples 01 testing the presumed re-
lationship between uses and effects. Those available have
studied adults, employing a correlational design. Neu-
man I 976) found a significant but small relationship
between mon% anon for watching television news and re-
'call of its content. McLeod and Becker (1974) looked at
'.he political effects correlates of five motivations for using
television and found some relationships which they inter-
pret Ss providing evidence of validity for a transactional
model in which audience orientations to media use and
media content combine to produce effects.

We n'ow.have more than 20 years of work on television
effects which repeat the refrain "some of the people sbme
of the time.- It is time to begin to ferret out "which
people when.- There is no guarantee that the uses and
gratifi( ations approach would provide part of the an-
swer, but the logical appeal of the proposed relationship
and the bits of supporting evidence with adults provide
some motivation for investigation along these lines.

Summary and Implications

The Surgeon General's study of television and social
behavior provided a wealth of hew work about television
and youth and served as the impetus for much of the
work which has appeared in, the decade since then. We
now have research which serves as a good basis for advis-
ing parents, educatod, and producers and as a stimulus
to further work, but we still have little which provides a
firtr base from which to suggest policy. These statements
apply to the entire field of television research and to the
area of television and affective developMent and func-
tioning. This area is certainly not one of those which has
blossomed or borne fruit this past decade, but it has
provided some work from which implications for practice
and research may be drawn.

The work on the recognition of emotions and on empa-
thy has clear implications for those parents, educators,
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and producers who are concerned with youths' under-
standing of programing and content effects on them.
Children younger than about 7 are unlikely to recognize
more than the "siinplest emotions or to feel much empa-
thy. Thus, content which would require such abilities or
actions ought either to be avoided or to be handled with
special Attention to successful communication. Moreover,
those who guide children's viewing and/or, under-
standing may choose to select programs with ther lim-
itations in mind and/or to be especially careful td assist
children in understanding the content.

One may argut)hat actions which promote yiouths'
understanding orielevision programing are desirable,
even if understanding has not been demonstrated to be
relatcl to impact. An accurate understanding of what we
experience is a desirable goal for all of us. At the least,
one is off to the right start should one choose to react to
or use what has been experienced. But research into the
relationship between understanding and impact is sorely
needed in the 1980s. Stich work ,has been done sporadic-
ally for sometime, but it is difficult and has not yet been
very rewarding.

Also, the possibility of habituation to particular con-
tent needs to be explored further so that we might under-
stand the circumstancei under and extent to which it

)lloccurs. People's involvement with television charai rs,
particularly those in continuing series, needs to b ex-
plored further so that we might understand how and
when it occurs and what contribution it makes to effects
of exposure. Finally, the uses and gratifications perspec-
tive could profit from further development, particularly
as it might lead to an understanding of the relationship
between uses and effects and to an ability to provide
alternative activities or programing w,hich still satisfy
needs.

This review has ended with numerous suggestions for
research and few for practice anti policy. Television's role
in affective development and functioning is one of the
areas which has not received much attention in ttr past
decade. Perhaps its time will come with this decade.
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Television and Educational Achievement and Aspiration

Michael Morgan and Larry Grosé
The Annenberg School of Communications

University of Pennsylvania

Mediamass or otherwiseare traditionally the
destroyers/saviors of education, learning, and truth. His-
torically, each new development in communications tech-
nology has generated rejoicing and dismay, as the means
for imparting information, skills, instructions, and values
have become amplified and extended. Of course, literacy
its& has always had "divisive and unifying potentials"
(Wick 1980, p. 108). Eisenstein (1980) recounts how the
emergence of priming divided Western Christendom
even before the appearance of Luther's 95 Theses.

At some points, both media and "education" were seen
as related ills. In 1671, 'Governor William Berkeley of
Virginia proclaimed:

I thank God that there are no free schools and no printing
presses in the Province; and I hope there will be none for a
hundred years. Learning has brought disobedience and heresy,
and sects Into the world, and printing has divulged them, and
libels against the best government. God keep us from both
(Stinnett 1968, p. 6).

Two hundred years later; the ideals of universal edu-
cation 'were firmly entrenched in American culture; like
all noble aims, the threats to the ideal were pervasive and
insidious. At a conference in Boston in 1879, Miss M. A.
Bean delivered a paper entitled, "The Evil of Unlimited
Freedom in the Use of Juvenile Fiction," in which she
asked,

What other result can be expected when three-fourths of our
pupils average a library book per day, which they claim to read
through? What wonder that we have yet to.learn of the boy or
girl who can devour half a dozen books per week and yet retain
tank number one on the school record. . . . It is easy to see that
this mental process, repeated day after day, is not going to
produce a generation of thinkers or workers but rather of
thoughtless dreamers.

Since then, exposure to fiction via whatever medium
has increasingly become viewed as a deleterious factor in

intellectual development, particularly for reading skills.
In the 1930s (and beyonsl) movies were the target; in the
1950s, Wertham's influential writings (1954) charged
comic books with almost singlehandedly causing per- .

manent reading impairment.
More recently, the villain/redeemer has,become tele-

vision. At one extreme, we hear that television has cre-
ated a brighter, more aware generation, with greater

vIcnowledge of the people and the cultures of the world (cf.
Stein 1979). Another version, in a middle stanCe, holds
that television could be used to stimulate reading, expand
perspectives, and develop critical faculties (Eco 1979;
Herz 1979). The other extremeo however, is often more
vocal, blaming television for problems ranging from a
stifling of creativiiy to declining scholastic aptitude scores
to illiteracy. According to a Gallup poll of October 1976,
49 percent of the public holds "excessive TV viewing"
accountable for a decline in the quality of education. The
reasons behind this view Ovary; some suggest that the act
of viewing itself and the simplicity of content produce
intellectual passivity (Graves 1978; Morris 1971), and
some atfribute improper brain development to excessive
viewing (Winn 1977). Still others have stressed larger
social processes, 'claiming that educational institutions
"are weakened by the tendency of media to present the
whole process of education in a belittling or unfavorable
light" (Seldes 1957, p. 95).

In this review' we shall look at the etdence concerning
television's implications for schoOling and education.
Many past studies have been extensively reviewed by
Hornik (4979, 1978), and we shall borrow from. his
discussions. We also will summarize and elaborate upon
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' The data reported in .cletail were gathered and analyzed under a
grant from the National Institute of Mental Health to George Gerbner
and Larry Gross. The authors are particularly thankful for thp in-
;taluable advice of Robert Hornik.
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some of our findings in the areas of television, IQ,
achievemeq, and reading (Morgan and Gro s 1980;
Morgan 1980) and discuss new results conc ning the
longitudinal relationship of television viejIg to edu-

, cational aspirations among adolescents.'
Among adults, educational attainment is an enor-

mously powerful predictor of television exposure, in
terms of both quantity and quality (see e.g., Comstock et
al. 1978); heavier viewers generally have spent fewer
years in school. According to our analyses of NORC.
General Social Surveys for 1975, 1977, and 1978, most
demographic groups show the same pattern: the prtipor-
tion of heavy viewers (over 4 hours a day) among those
who did not attend college is generally twice the propor-
tion of heavy viewers among, the college educated.

Of course, the better part of this pattern probably
results from preexisting differences, along economic, in-
tellectual. psychological, and social dimensions. To the
extent, however, that this recurrent finding represents an
actual social phenomenon, ii has generally been con-.
sidered to be one of educational level causing imount of

'daily television exposuee.
But could it go the other way around as well? Is it

possible that how much television one watches in youth
contributes in some way to (ubsequent educational
auainment, perhaps through complex interactions and
reinforcement effects of ability, achievement, and as-
pirations? To begin to answer that question, we must
look at television's relationships to each of these factors:

Television and IQ

A number of early studies reported negative relation-
ships between amount of viewing and measures of IQ,
ability, or aptkude. Schramm et al. (1961) found that
students with "high mental ability" (IQ over 115)

watched more television than those with low ability (IQ
under 100) until ages 10-13; at this point, the lqw IQ
students become heavy viewers, and the high IQ students
begin watching less and less. Consistent negative 'asso-
ciations between viewing and IQ were also found by
Scott (1956), Bailyn (1959), Himmel weit ei al. (1958),
La Blonde (1966), and Thompson (1964). There is some
variation in results from younger children (Lyle and
Hoffman 1972) and some variation by culture /see e.g.,
Smith 1971), but the negative association between tele-
vision eiposure levels and various measure of studenti'

2 The data base for these analyses is derived from a 3-year strd; of
adolescents attending 'a public School in sOurban/rufal New jerseY-.

Cross-sectional data are from the second year of the study (N=. 625).
Longitudinal analyses are based on the 216 students who participated

all 3, years.
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"aptitude'" is as firmly replicated as the relationship be-
tween adults' educational attainment and viewing.

Our analyses (Morgan and Gross 1980), based on a
sample of 625 sixth through tenth graders, reveal a sim-
ple correlation of .27 (p <.001) between reported
hours of daily viewing and IQ test scores. Examination
of the relationShip's form reveals a monotonic associ-
ation. Unlike previous studies, however, we investigated
the possibility that this correlation is spurious because of
social class (which is strongly related to both variables
negatively with television, positively with IQ). Partialing
for socioeconomic status (SES) though, only reauces the
correlation to .24; and it remains at about that level
when other controls (sex, grade, family size )-are added.
Further, the forrelation beiween viewiifg and SES
( .18, p <MI) drops only slightly (to .14) when
controllifig for IQ scores. So, while aniounj of viewing is
related to both IQ and SES, its associat. n with one is
largely independent of the other.

There is more to the correspondence between students'
viewing patterns and their IQ scores than a simple nega-
tive correlation. For one thing, the association is sig-
nificantly stronger for boys than for girls. For another,
heavy viewing seems to "preclude" having a high IQ
more than light viewing "allows" it. That is, light
viewers manifest a wide range of IQ scores, while heavy
viewers' low IQ scores show significantly less variance.

Jhis suggests that heavy viewing may help sustain lower
levels of ability. Finally, television's power to predict IQ

is either as Strong or stronger than that of a broad variety
of social, personal, demographic, and family factors. In
sum, it is extremely unlikely that the association between
viewing and IQ scores is spurious. While IQ is most
likely-to be temporally prior, there are indications that it
interacts with viewing and that both may be mutually
reinforcing.

Television and Achievement

The issues involved in research on televisionr4d
school' achievement are more complex theoretically, con-
ceptually, and methodologically than those pertaining to
television and IQ. The literature is also more conflicting
in terms of methods, findings, and interpretations.

An early strategy called for the comparison of children
from homes or communities without television to those
where television was available. Sometimes the com-
parison involved the same subjects, before and after the
availability or ownership/of television, and sometimes a
control group was thrown in as well. These various
quasi-expeqimental studies also employed a range of
achievement variables of problematic comparability.

Greenstein (1954), using a very small sample of 67



sixth graders, found a nonsignificant tendency for those
whose families -bet ante set owners to receive higher
school grades in every subject except penmanship. At
about the same time, however, Dunham (1952) found no
difference in the school grades of "television" and "non-
television" pupils of the same age. But, he notes, "poor
television habits, lower IQs, lower parental control, and
poorer school achievement tend to be found in the same
child." Schramm et al. (1961) found that younger stu-
dents "with television" have a vocabulary advantage over
those -without.television," until about the sixth grade.
Finally, Himmelweit et aL (.1958) matched viewing and
nonviewing 10- to 14-year-olds, finding slightly but not
significantly better marks among nonviewers.

Pre- and postownership or reception studies have con-
tinued during the past 20 years in a nuinber of different
countles. In japan, the availability Uf television accom-
panied a decline in both time spent on homework and
rzading skills, particularly for fifth- to seventh-grade
boy';; (Furu 19(2). In Finland, Lahtinen and Taipale
(1971) found that 223 second, fourth, and sixth graders
in areas with television showed hub difference in general
vocabulary from 90 similar children in non-television
areas. Although the authors do not interpret their
findings as such, there appears to be a slight curvilinear
relationship with amount of viewing within the television
.areas; we will return to this notion. In Venezuela, Garcia
et al. (1974) reported a positive association between tele-
vision ownership and both language arts and mathe-
matics among 10,000 high .school students.

Hornik (1978) analyzed 3 years of data for three co-
horts of El Salvadoran seventh to ninth graders (with
about 600 in each cohort): finding "a striking negative
association" between the recent acquisition of a television
and long-term reading skills growth. Specifically, stu-
dents whose families acquired television during the
course of the study advanced in reading ability at
significantly lower rates than those who either never got
sets or had them all along. New access to television fore-
shadowed a slowing in growth of reading ability in all
three cohorts but a similar negative effect on general
ability emerged in only one.

Finall, Williams et al. (1977) reported preliminary
'results" from a fortuitous natural experiment involving
three Canadian towns: Notel which did not have tele-
vision reception but was to get it soon; Unite!, which had
one channel; and Multitel, which had several. All three
towns were studied before and after television came to
Notel. This investigation benefited from the fact that
most Notel residents already owned sets, anticipating
imminent reception. In the first phase of data collection,
Notel second and third graders had better reading scores
than Unitel children, who in turn scored higher than
Multitel children. More inaportantly, 2 years later (i.e.,
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after Notel received television), the advantage of Notel
children in reading ability had disappeared. No
differences were found for eighth graders. Among fourth
and seventh graders, similar results were obtained for
verbal ideational fluency, but there were no effects on
vocabulary or figural ideational fluency.

Hornik (1978, 1979) pointed out a number of design
and execution flaws in many of these "access" studies,
ranging from problematic matching procedures td lack of
appropriate controls. In addition, they contain an even
more critical theoretical drawback: It is difficult to see
how the results of such studies can elucidate the con-
sequences of television in societies where it has been
ubiquitous for the entire lifetime of half the population.
Before-and-after community studies. surely provide use-
ful data about responses to technological novelty; but
television is certainly no novelty to our children.

Of course, correlational studies of amount of television
exposure and achievement variables do not provide
equally firm foundations for causal inferences even
though they tend to begin with universal saturation as a
given. What is more, many of these studies report
conflicting results; they range from no association to
weak association,' to inconsistent association arnong
younger Children (Quisenberry and Klasek 1976; Zuc-
kerman et al. 1980; Perney et al. 1978; Long and Hen-
derson 1973; Lu and Tweeten 1913; Ridder 1963).

Two notable exceptions are Burton et al. (1979) and
Medrich (1979), both of whom found'relatively strong
negative associations among younger children. Medrich
compared sixth graders from "constant television"
households (i.e., those in which the set is usually on in the
afternoon, during dinner, and most of the evening) to
those from "nonconstant television" households, in a
largely (59.8 percent) black California sample
(N 764). Two-thirds of those in the constant television
homes read below the fifth grade level; two-thirds of
those in nonconstant television homes read above that
level. Finally, Burton et al. (1979) reported a substantial
negative correlation ( .56) between preschool amount
of viewing (measured by mothers' retrospective report)
and academic achievement iti the first grade, among 128
children in New Orleans. Unfortunately, they did not
report results for separate areas of achievement; the
scores are an average of reading, arithmetic, and lan-
guage tests.

.0n the other hand; studies of children beyond the
fourth grade are far more uniform, with almost all
finding at least a small negative relationship between
amount of viewing and achievement levels, and with
reading ability in particifiar (Starkey and Swinfrom
1974; Nelson 1963; Gadberry 1977; Childers and Ross
1973; Furu 1971; Witty 1967; National Assessmen or



Educational Progress 1978; Slater 1%5; and several of
the television-IQ studies fisted above).

There are at least three possible reasons for the cor-
4yrelations to be so small. First, they mig accurately

reflect a relatively small effect. Secondhey might be
mask\ ng a nonlinear association. Third, small overall
correlations may be obscuring larger effects in highly
susceptible subgroups. Clearly, these are not mutually
exclusive explanations; in fact, there are 'strong indi-
cations that all three may be going on. Various studies
provide substantial evidence for a "gentle" curvilinear
relationship,and wide subgroup differences.

Vmassive DREW study conducted in 1964 of 650,000
students in 4,000 schools (Mayeske et al. 1969) found
such a curvilinear pattern between amount of viewing
and achievement scores. (Unfortunately, they only report
results for a composite achievement measure.) More re-
cently, four statewide assessment programs have pro-
duced data that support the same conclusion in terms of
reading skills. In Rhode Island (zubenstein and Perkins
1976), Texas (Texas Assessment Project 1978), Pennsyl-
vania (Kohr. 1979), and Connecticut (Connecticut State
Department of Education 1980), large-scale, statewide
testing projects have come up with remarkably similar
_results. For younger students (up to about eighth grade),
those who watch an hour or two a day score higher in
reading achievement than those who watch less; reading
scores steadily decline at the next higher vieWing levels,

and drop substantially among the heaviest viewers.
The upward trend in the scores of "medium-light"

(over extremely light) vimers is quite strong for fourth
and fifth graders in Connecticut, Rhode Island, and
Pennsylvania, moderate for sixth graders in Texas, and
weak for eighth graders in all three Eastern Statcs. In all
cases where data for older students (eleventh and twelfth
graders) are reported, however, the relationship is nega-
tive and monotonic.

Curvilinear patterns were also found by Haertel and
Wiley (1978) in a nationally representative sample of
about 3,000 first through sixth graders. Viewing data
came from in-home, parental interviews. Two different
tests (one at the appropriate grade level, one below it)
were administered in each of four different achievement
areas (vocabulary, reading comprehension, mathematical
concepts, and mathematical computation). Thus, chil-
dren in each of six grades completed eight tests, providing
48 comparisons (24 for vocabulary and reading, and 24
for mathematics). In 20 of the vocabulary and reading
comparisons, children who watch from 1 to 2 hours a day
score higher than the (few) children who watch less than

an hour, and scores decline monotonically at each higher
viewing level. This pattern holds for 13 of the mathe-
matics comparisons. In air other cases, the relationship is
negative and monotonic.
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Thus, we can reach at least one conclusion about the
simple patterns of association between amount of view-
ing and reading achievement with considerable confi-
dence. A small amount of viewing seems better than
none, and a lot is worst of all; but this trend disappears
with age, and older students show negative monotonic
associations. It should be stressed that the extre'mely light
or nonviewing groups are very small, rarely lore than
5 percent of any sample. The lower scores in this group
may merely reflect generalized lack of interest. In any
case, this pattern appears with dramatic consistency
across large samples from different parts of the country.

Still, as Hornik (1979)' notes, a large percentage of
these studies do not implement necessary controls. The
lack of controls raises two serious potential problems.
First and foremost is the threat that the generally nega-
tive simple associations between viewing and achieve-
mentore spurious; as we have seen, heavy viewers tend
to have lower IQs and are likely to be of lower social
status, and IQ or SES (or both) may be the true source
of the observed relationship. High IQ and high SES
students watch less ,television and get better achievement
scores, and the apparent relationship between television
viewing and achievement may be a spurious result of
covariation with these (or other) factors.

But, secondly, even if an overall association disappears
under controls, significant, meaningful, and nonspurious
relationships can occur for specific subgroups. The asso-
ciation may only hold under certain conditions, or sub-
group-relationships+ may even go in opposite directions,
suppressing or obscuring the overall, aggregate pattern.
Unfortunately, few studies have gone about it either way,
i.e., either partialing for other factors or looking within
specific groups.

One encouraging exception is the Pennsylvania assess-
ment project (Kohr 1979), based on 90,000 students from
750 schools, in grades five, eight, and eleven. Unlike
some other statewide projects, the Pennsylvania re-
searchers implemented a few controls, albeit one at a
time. The general patterns described above remained
remarkably intact within subgroups defined by residence
(rural, suburban, urban) or parental educational vel.

There is, however, no apparent reason why resi ence
should mediate this relationship, and our.studies of ew
Jersey students (Morgan and Gross 1980) show that
SES has relatively little effect either.

It seems far more likely that, if the overall negative
correlations are to be explained by anything, the most
likely source of spuriousness is IQ. The few studies that
do control for IQ find that the zero-order correlations
between viewing and achievement do become nonsig-
nificant under this control (Childers and Ross 1973;
Thompson 1964), but they are each based on only about



100 cases. In the case of Childers and Ross, the small
sample size meant that a relatively large beta coefficient:
( .178) between television viewi and grade-point
average (with IQ and Iowa Bas skills held constant)
was nonsignificant; a I er sample would have de-
manded the opposite c clusion.

Our crbss-sectional a ilyses o over 600 sixth through
ninth graders also point consistent negative and
significant simple correlations between amount of view-
ing and deven areas of achievement in three clusters of
reading, mathematics, and language (Morgan and Gross
1980). We also found gentle curvilinearity in many cases,

4,particularly for t h and seventh graders. These sirtPle
correlations are c nsistently in the .20 range, with the
highest, for reading comprehension, at .23 (p <.001).
These correlations remain intact when controlling for
social class, sex, grade in school, and other relevant vari-
ables, but controlling for IQ leads to a vastly differedt
picture.

When IQ is held cOnstant, most of these correlations
become quite small, although all do remain negative. The
simple correlations of viewing with mathematics scores,
in particular, drop to almost zero when IQ is taken into
account. On thi Other hand, associations between view-
ing and some achievement clusters do remain negative
and significant (although reduced) when controlling for
IQ. Foremost arnong the resilient correlations are lan-
guage usage and structure (r = .12, p <.01) and
reading comprehension (r = .14, p <.01). While the
magnitude of these coefficients is not overwhelrning, it,
doesindicate some residual independent relationship be-
tween television and these achievement variables, above
and beyond the effects of IQ.

One implication of this finding is that television view-
ing does not have a uniform relationship with alli areas of
achievement. Despite similar simple correlations across
achievement areas and despite similarities under various
other controls, controlling for IQ does greatly reduce
many of the associations. (The -correlation between
viewing and the entire test battery remains mall but
significant when controlling for .IQ: r ----- .08, p <.05.)

These two correlations withstand controls for a num-
ber of other plausible sources of spuriousness./They per-
sist at the same overall level when' controlling kr amount
of nonschool reading, hours spent doing hot4work, and
parents' reports of their own reading habits (4., number
of magazines read regularly, time spent reading news-
papers, etc.). They also hold up under some controls
suggested by Hornik (1979), such as parental control
over viewing and educational aspirations.

Beyond spuriousness, however, the more important
question is that Of specification: For which types of stu-
dents (i.e., under what conditions) are we-most likely to
find these relationships? Examining tbese patterns

within subgroups leads to some striking differencesand'
some surprises.

The most dramatic conditional relationships between
viewing and achievement scores become evident within
the low, medium, and high IQ groups. We saw that
controlling for IQ through partial correlations tends to
reduce or eliminate most of the coefficients; but it would
be a mistake to infer from this result that the re-
lationship§ are equaland zerofor those in each IQ
group. Rather, the resulting pattern is one of enormous
variability between IQ groups, as shown in table 1. (The
table also shows within-IQ group correlations further
partialed for residual covariation with IQ scores.)

Strong negative associations between viewing and
achievement persist among ,the high IQ group, for a
number of achievement tests:These include reading com-
prehension, language usage and structure, and the entire
test battery score, for both boys and girls; and vocabulary
and mathematical concepts and problems for girls only.
(The significant negative simple correlations for high IQ
boys on mathemtical computation, spelling, and lan-
guage mechanics are reduced by the second IQ control.)
Tills parallels Kohr's (1979) finding that the relationship
between viewing and achievement is stronger, negative,
and monotonic for students whose parents are better
educated.

Yet, not all of the other correlations are zero. l'here
are siinificant positive associations between viewing and
'both reading comprehension and vocabulary for girls
with lower IQs. The interaction between viewing and IQ
on these scores is significanq in contrAt, Furu (1971)
found no such interaction in Japan. Low IQ girls who
are relatively heavy viewers actually score higher on
reading comprehension and vocabulary (by about seven
national percentile points) than low IQ girls who watch
little.

So far, we,have seen that sometimes the correlation
between viewing and achievement is negative, and rine-
times it is positive; we are still left with many coefficients
of virtually zerd. Yet, these zero correlations are often
masking a significant nonlinear relationship. For exam-
ple, for low IQ boys, the correlation betweenviewing and
language usage and structure scores is .03, while eta is
.19 (p .06). For low IQ boys on vocabulary, the cor-
relation is .05, and eta is .18 (p =.05); and for medium
IQ girls on spelling, the correlation is .02, zeta is .18
(p .06). There are other significantly nonlinear associ-
ations (e.g., high IQ boys on mathematical concepts and
probleMs), but most are found atnong low and medium
IQ students.

In all these casesand othersthe curvilinearity
matches that of the statewide assessment projects; as
viewing increases, so do scores,:up to 'a point At the
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Table 1

Tele Vision Viewing and Achievement: Correlations by,Sex Within 10 Groups, and Partial Correlations
Controlling for Residual Vafiation in la (N=625)

Correlation of TV Viewing and:

Males Females

Low IQ Med. IQ High IQ Low iQ Med. IQ High IQ

Reading Comprehension -.13 -.12 -.25* .16' -.08 -.27'
Language Usage & Structure -.07 -.26* .04 -.12 -.15

Vocabulary .03 .02 .23* .03 -.31*

Math Concepts & Problems -.15 .04 -.08 , -.00 -.13 1-.20"

Math Computation -.03 .10 -.19' .02 -.09 -.05

Spelling .08 -.07 -.02 .01 -.10

Language Mechanics 7 .15 .07 -.01 -.09 -.05

Battery Total Score -.19* .02 -.22' .08 -.11 -.21'

Controlling for Residual 10

Reading Comprehension .01 -.07 -.18' .13' -.06 -.25*

Language Usage & Structure -.03 -.02 -.19' .00

Vocabulary -.05 ' .06 .12 .20* .05

Math Concepts & Problems -.05 .07 .01 -.05 -.12 -.17'
Math Computation .05 .16' -.14 -.01 -.08 -.02 .

Spelling -.03 -.11 -.11 .02 -.07 -

Language Mechanics .151 .15 -.15 -.13 -.09 -.02

Battetry Total Score -.03 .09 -.14 -.01 -.10

p<.05.

higher levels of viewing, scores are markedly lower than
they are at medium viewing levels.

Looking within IQ groups allows us to frame the
finding of nonlinearity somewhat differently. To a cer-
tain extent, there is a tendency for viewing to be associ-

ated with the center of achievement; for instance, in terms
of reading comprehension, heavy viewers within each IQ
group have the score that is closest to the 50 national
percentile rank of grade equivalents-the midpoint.

In sum, there is no one effect or televiSion on achieve-

ment, nor is there even one relationship. Above all, the
patterns vary tremendously by sex;by IQ group, and by
the specific area of achievement. It seems likely at this

,point that younger students and those with lower IQ
scores may perform better if they watch at least some
television; oldet . udents and those with higher IQ scores
show stronger, negative, and monotonic associations be-

tween amount of viewing and achievement. While there

are a substantial number of replicated results, there are
many exceptions as well, and that in itself may be the
primary finding.

Adults

The 1978 KORC General Social Survey contains an

adaptation of the Thorndike-Lorge Test of Verbal Intel-
ligence. Respondents were given 10 "difficult" words and

asked to choose the one closest synonym of 5 multiple
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choices. Table 2 shows the relationship between amount
of viewing and adults' scores on this test.

Across all sybgroups, the association between viewing .

and the numtier of words correctly defined is negative
and monotonic. Thç mean scores of light, medium, and
heavy viewers are gnificantly different within every
group, except for non ites; still, even they show a nega-
tive and pionotonic p ttern. The relationship is also
weaker for those with less education, perhaps owing to a
"floor effect." Just as adolescents with higher IQs show

stronger negative associations with achievement, college-
educated respondents have a more powerful relationship.

These data suggest that certain aspects of the associ-
ation between television and adolescents' reading and
verbal skills apply to adults as well. Together, all the
demographic variables and television viewing explain
about 35 percent of the variance in word scores. Yet, even

with all these powerful, factors held constant simulta-
neously, amount of viewing makes a small but significant
independent contribution to predictions of word-test
scores.

Television and Reading

The findings concerning television and reading com-
prehension led us to a detailed examination of the re-
lationship between amount of viewing and reported time

.9



Table 2

Mein NUmber of Words (out of 10) Correctly Defined' for Light, Medium,
and Heavy Adult Television Viewers"' (NORC data 1978)

Total Light TV Med. TV Heavy TV

p fin.'(tin (/1,) (N) (N)

Overall 6.0 (1483) 6.5, (391) 5.9 (691) 5.4 . (401) . .000 .000
Controlling for:
Age:

18-29 ...... 5.6, (401) 6.2 / (88) 5.7 (181) 5.1. 4132) .000 .000
30-54 6.3 (649) 6.8 (198) (319) 5.8 (135) .000 .000
Over 55 5.8 (427) 6.2 (103) 6.0 (189) 5.4 (.135) ..020 .010

Sex:
Male 5.9 (624) 6.3 (185) 5.9 (303) 5.3 (136) !OW .000
Female 6.0 (859)' 6.7 (206) 60 (388) 5.5 (265) .000 .000

Race:
White 6.1 (1321) 6.7 (357) 6.1 (632) 5.6 (332) .000 .060

Nonwhite 4.7 1162) 5.1 (34) 4.7 (b9.) 4.5 (69) .360., .160
Education:-

No College 5.3 (986) 5.5 (208) 5.4 (459) 5.2 4319) .090 .030
Some CoAege 7.2 'T (495) 7.7 (182Y 7.1 (232) 6.5 (81) .000 .000

Newspaper Reading:
Everyday 6.3 (144) 6.9, (223) 6.3 (411) 5.7 (220) .000, .000
Sometimes or

Less 5.5 (626) 6.0 (168) 5.5 (2543) (180j Ooi .000
-Incorne:

Low 5.3 (497) 5.8 .4(117) r. 5.2 (215) 5:1 (165) .050
Medium 6.1 (684) 6.7 (177) 6.1 (323) 5,6 (184) .000 .0150'
High 7.1 (212) 7.5 , (77) 7.2 (108)' r (27) .010 .011)

Adapted from a ThorndikeLLorge Test of Verbal Intelligencei.reliability = .80-.85. ,
Ught viewers = up to 2 hours a day
Medium viewers -- 2 to 4 hours a day
Heavy viewers - over 4 hours a day
Significance of linearity. Deviations from linearity do hot Approach significance in any subgroup.

spent reading over a 3-year period (Morgan 1980). This
analysis is based on the 216 students who participated in.
all 3 years of the study. While this clarifies some proc-
esses underlying the intricate relationship between
viewing and reading comprehension, the examination of
time spent reading adds its own perplexities.

In the first year of the study, we were not surprised to
find that heavy viewers read less than light viewers
(r .18, p = .01). Yet, in the second year, the cor-
relation became moderately positive (r =-- .17, p .02)
and cqntinued to rise in the third (r = .22, p =.003).

Even more striking is that we found a substantial
posztwe correlation from first-year viewing to third-year
reading time (r =-- .30, p < .001). This is barely altered by
controls for IQ, SES, sex, and first-year reading. While
there is a small but significant negative simple cor-
relation from first-year reading to third-year viewing,
this association is eliminated under controls.

Those who remain relatively hea'vy viewers through-
out the 3 years of the study end up reporting more time
spent reading, while consistently light viewers report
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reading less. As noted, in the first year heavy viewers
read less than did light viewers (.75 hours a day to .96
hours a day, respectively)..1n..the third year, these same
heavy viewers increase to 123. hours a day, while the
light viewers drop to .70. This pattern holds within every
subgroup-T-including low, medium, and high IQ stu-
dents examined separately, and the difference between
the means and/or change scores is significant more often
than not, A variety of techniques for longitudinal anal-
ysis point to the sa`me conclusion: Television viewing
exerts a sign1ficant,, positive, longitudinal influence on
time spent reading, and no causal .influence from early
reading time to later viewing is apparent.

This leads to the question of what this greater reading
represents, and here our data cannot fully 'answer the
question. We do, however, have information on the read-
ing preferences of the students, collected in the third y6r;
students were asked to indicate the kinds of things they
like to read-adventure, family stories, poetry, etc.-in
all, eleven categories of fiction and nonfiction.

.9,1)
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There is little overall relationship between amount of
v lewing and the number of categories selected. When
low medium. and high IQ students are examined sepa-
rately. li)wever. a more complicated finding emerges.
The more television low IQ students watch, the more
"types of things- they like to re;r1. This, relationship is

partii ularlv ev ident for loW-IQ females.vTbus. low-IQ
females score higher on reading wmprehension and also

like to r,te..ad more kinds of things as viewing increases.

The specific prefetence expressed by heavy Viewers
and by light viewers tend to differ as well.-Light viewers

hoost-:Science fiction. mysterieg, and general nonfiction.
Heavy ,yiewers are significantly more likely to select sto-

rsibout love-and families, teenage stories, and_true
sttfri.eStbout stars. Unfowunately, we, eannOt specify
-;.Vhethirs'fletiv are, reaaing books, magazines, comics, or
something Else; hut the profile is suggestive of a similarity
between the rrported reading preferences of heavy view-

'ers and common television content.
.Nmong ,adults. MIT:voy'and Vincent (1980) report

that there i no differerice in amount of viewing between

those who read periodicals and books and those who read

periodicals only. Vet, those who do not read at all watch
markedly more television than the other two groups. No

information.is presented about subgro9ps; the findings
. could -result from.spitiousness (stemming, for example,
-from education) or titt re could- be specification effects,

with positive associations between viewing and reading
in some groups.

'-Regardless. it is Surprising that thoSe who are heavy
v'iewers in- early adolescence read more in later'adoles-

cence. This may tie clarified by Robinson's (1 -9.-80)

finding that- there has been a slight increase in the time

adults spend -reading books and magazines. He notes

that, ii people .spend more time reading, it may mean

widened horizons and expanded information, "but, they

may also be processing print content more superficially

or less efficiently, as suggested by any shifts of reading
from a primary activity to reading as a 'secondary activ-

ity" ( p. 1;2). It seenis reasonable to speculate that tele-

vision may- contribute to this -shift"; although adolescent

'heay-V viewers may spend -more hours reading, they cer-

tainly seem to be compeehending less.

-.Television and Educational
Aspirations

o, Considerable sociological rk has been done on the
factors that influence the de elopment and maintenance

of educational aspirations well as on the implications
of those aspirations on subsequent attainment (see, e.g.,

Haller et al. 1974; Sewell and Shah 1967, 1968; Wilson

and Fortes 1975). Vet, in this extensive literature,

Kerchpff (1977} provides one oithe sole mentions of the

possible role of mass media as r information source for

educational and occupational goals and planst
While there is considerable debate over the relative

contribution of various factors in determining aspi-

rations, aspirations themselves may have direct behav-

ioral consequence's for ultimat,e Sttainment (Sewell et al.

1970; Sewell.and Portes 1969). Therefore,,if television

viewing has an imgact on aspirations, 4. is not simply a

"mere" attiftude being affected but an outlook system
with explicit behavioral implications.

We are mainly concerned here with the role television

plays in the,development of educational aspirations and

expectations, but perspectives for future caeers are
clearly relevant. For one thing, aspirations for schooling

AI projected job prestige are h'ighly correlated (gener-

allj7 .50 to .70). For another, as we shall ses...television's

relationship with school plans takes on aniMer dimen-
sion of meaning and interpretation when job plans are

also considered. '

Most previous work that could relate to television and

future orientations deals only with occupation-related,
issues. Many contentdnalyses, conducted over a number

of years, have shown that television programing greatly

overrepresents skilled and professiodal 'Workers (e.g.,
Head 1954; Smythe 1954; Gentile 1961;' Smar' and

Wheeler 1973; Tedesco 1974; Jeffries-Ft)); and Signo-

rielli 1979).
Beyond content analyses;,..some studies have focused on

the extent to which television acts,as a source of informa-

tidri about jobs (e.g., DeFleur,and DeFleur 196:7; Chris-
Jiansen 1979; Jeffries-Fox 1978)', or on the similar0
between television portrayals and students' images of
Occupations lcjeffries-Fox and Signorielliy 1979).

television.overrepresents professiona'ls, it treat-

ment of education is somewhat aMbiguous. Television

may idealize the process of education yet denigrate the

pursuit of scholarlyi activities (Gerbner' 19,73). The con-

tradiction in die image may lead to opposing and incom-

patible expe-tations. The emphasis on professionals

might cultivate forcer projections of relatively higher:
prestige amOng heavy viewers, yet the symbolic functions

of the portrayals of schoolsz teachers, and educAtion may

be to generatt lower educational desires. Indeed, a small

study of second to fifth graders (Morgan and kolhschild

1978) found that, while heavy viewers thought it less

important to do well in sctiool, they also tended to aspire

to higher status jobs.
At the same time, adolescents manifest strong negative

relationships between Viewing aspirations cross section-

Occupational Aspirations are coded according to the Duncail scak

of occupational prestige. Educational Aspirations are coded on a

7-point scale, iron) "don't want to finish high school" to "want to go to

graduate school after college."
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ally. (lross and .leff ries-Fox (1978) present data from the
second year of our 1-year study showing that heavy view
ers (male and female) both want and expect to Spend
fewer years in school. "Ihis negative relationship is found
for each cl the 3 years of the study. The association with
educational aspirations in particular remains strong and
significant under controls for IQ, SES, sex, and age.

While this cross-sectional relationship does not appear
to be sphrious, it would be difficult to argue that lowered
aspirations are a likely consequence of television content.,..
It may be that excessive yiewingin and of itself generates
a sort of displacement of inierest and reinforces a lack of
ambition. But if television content has an effect on stu-
dents' aspirations, it would seem far more reasonable to
expect that the image of a world filled with professionals
should be reflected in the selection of high prestige jobs
and the desire for more schooling.

Longitudinal analysk of these relationships provides a
powerful means to assess the independent contribution of
television to students' aspirations over time. Such anal-
ysis correspobds more closely to an intuitive notion of
"causality.- It approximates the establishment of tempo-
ral order and hdps reduce the threat that a causal infer-
ence is spurious. According to table 3, amount of viewing
in the first Year of the study has. strong, negative, and
significant correlations with second-year occupational
and educational aspirations, for both males and females.
This finding shows up with dramatic consistency with a
wide variety of- statistical techniques, including longi-
tudinal hierarchical regression with ah interaction term,
analysis of civiance, and struCturar equation models
based on disattenuated correlations. These associations
are not explained by controls for first-year aspirations,
IQ,. and S ES.

Thus, those who watch more television in early adoles-
cence tend to aspire to lower status jobs and want to
spend less time in school a year !atm

But over 2 vearsT the patterns become strikingly
different. The outstanding feature is that girls show pos-
itive associations from first-year viewing to third-year
aspirations, particularly for occupations. These positive
coefficients only emerge when earlier level of aspiration,
IQ, and SES are held constant. In contrast, boys' sig-
nifivantly negative simple asociations disappear under
controls:

Statistically, this meani that a signcant portion of
-new information" or "change" in aspirations (i.e.,
above and beyond what early aspirations and de-
mographics would.predict) is explained by earlier view-
ing behavior. In short, heavy viewing has a short-term
(1-year) negative effect on the aspirations of both boys
and girls, but over 2 years, girls who watch more tele-'
vision have higher goals for both schooling and. career.

Beyond this sex difference, different types of students
'might be expected to show di#erent relationships be-

tween viewing and educational -ospirations. Given an
ambiguous message, different students might attend to
different components of the overall image of education.
For example, there is an almost sighificant interaction
between amount of viewing and IQ in predicting School
goals over time (partial =.14, F =3.40, p <AO): As IQ
increases, so does the 2-year positive effect of viewing on
educational aspirations.

As IQ increases, viewing may perform some "reih-
forcement" function. High-IQ:students, in alllikelihood,
receive numerous messages about how far they shpuld go
in school. They may be mor,e likely to absorb the impli-
cation that sufficient education is necessary to enter those

Table'3

Correlations Between Early Viewing'and Liter AspiratiOns (N=216)
.

Occupational. Aspirations Educational Aspirations

Overall Males Females Overall

Correlation of First-Year 4.
Viewing With Second-Year
Aspirations:

Simple r .26* .2p .27 .26***
Controlling for First-Year
Aspirations, SES, and IQ .17** .18* .21*","

Correlation of First-Year
Viewing WitFi Third-Year
Aspirations:

Simple r 07 .05 .13*
Controlling for First-Year
Aspirations, SES, and IQ .11 .26 .04

*p- 05 p< 01 p- 001
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Males Females

A ,

.28*** .214**

.24** .18'

128"' .10
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prestigious jobs they see on television. More generally,
wiirn other factors in their environment are urging them
toward more schobling, any messages on television which
point in that direction may be (somewhat selectively)
perceived, and the positive effect on school goals. may be
amplified. In any case, the fiuding that heavy viewing is
more likely to lead to the desire for more education
among high-IQ student% is particularly intriguing, given
the fact that high-IQ stucl.ents show theotrongest nega-
tive associations between viewing and achievement
scores.

The longitudinal, assnciations between viewing and
aspirations take on a variety:6f forms within other sub-
groups. For example, the rElatiOnship with school goals
is positive tv hen parents do not take an active role in their
children's viewing; when they do participate (by either
being restrictive aud protective about viewing habits or
explicitly using television as a way to impart informa(ion
to their children), the relationship over time is zero. If
lack of parental.involvement in viewing enhances culti-
vation (see Gross and Morgan in press), then this is
another example of that, phenomenon. Moreover, a low
degree of peer interaction can also artiplify this associ-
ation. 'Rothschild (1979) found that third and fifth
graders who are less integrated into cohesive peer groups
also show a positive association between amount of
viewing and projected job status.

Similarly, the students' own "involvement with tele-
vision" (measured by a variety of dimensions of im-
mersion; identification, and habituation beyond hours of
exposure) mediates the relationship. The longitudinal

,relationship between amount of viewing and projected
job status is positive for those Who score high on the
involvement index, and negative for less involved stu-
dents. Yet, the connettjons with school plans are negative
onlY among the highly involved. In other words, greater
"invOlvement" with teleVision seems to-help cultivate
conflicting goals, i.e., the desires for higher job status but
fewer years in school.

Thus, the effects of television vinVing on educational
aspirations are mediatedsby demographic factors (like seX/

and IQ) as well as by family or "personal" factors (like'
parental participation, peer .interaction, or "involve-
ment" with television). But the most critical con-

sequences of the impact of television on aspirations
become evident in the larger-context of other plans,
expectations, and outlooks. Specifically, when these pat-
terns are examined in light of students' sex-role stereo-

, types and family-life exp ctafions, we see that television
may contribute to incctgruent and opposing role
projectionsfor girls. Out.of complex multidimensional
triangulations and mutually .conditioning influences
emerge serious conflicts and logiCally opposing aims in
girls' outlooks and aspirations.
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For example, television seerns to exert a considerable
influence on the development and maintenance of sex-
role stereotypes among girls,:particularly the notion that
women are happiest at home caring for children (Gross
and Morgan in press). Also, television cultivates both the
desire to get married and Kaye children soon and the
expectpion of haing a large number of children (Mor-
gan and Harr-Mazer 1980). Clearly, for girls, the notion
that women should stay home with children, theAesire to
get married and have children early, and the wish for
large families are,generally incompatible with high,
ambitions Inr school and career.,

Despite the incOmpatibility between these behavioral
expectations, the cultivation of the desire for higher sta-
tus occupations and more education cuts across these
potentially mediating influences. Even more sexist girls
show positive longitudinal connections between viewing
and aspiration% Television also cultivates higher aspi-
rations among girls who desire early marriage, early
childbirth, and large families.

But there may not be any perceived conflict between
these notions and goals. "Sexism" represents conceptions
of social reality; aspirations are a personal concern.
Heavy-viewing girls may well want to go on in school
and work at high-status jobs themselves, yet they easily
believe that women achieve ultimate fulfillment through
homemaking and motherhood. The cultivation of a given
behavioral expectation does not preclude the cultivation
of an incongruent image of social reality. Girls' personal
aspirations may not be affected by the undercutting
image of women on television because Os a number of
studies have shown) they may be more likely to emulate
and identify with male models 'anyway.

The conflict between aspirations and family plans may
be more problematic. Few females will be able to hanale
the responsibilities and demands of early marriage and
large families and at the same time spend more years in
school and become high-level professionals. One of these
opposing expectations may ultimately have to give.

These arrays of role projections are generally congru-
ent for boys. Heavy viewing among boys can predict a
syndrome of early marriage, large families, and lower
aspirations, although all relationships are somewhat
weaker for boys. But few girls may be able to meet these
opposing expectations. Heavy viewing among girls may
lead to a variety of problematic situations, with no easy
solution. Given our present social situation, it is ex-
tremely difficult for women to mix family responsibilities
with spending more years in school.

It should be streSsed that one of the key features of
these patterns is that television seems to contribute to the
conditioning as well as the dependent variable. In terms
of these triangulations, television may have an impact on
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both the conditioning influence and the belief 'system
which it helps maintain and by which it is reinforced.

Discussion

The data presented in this review focus mainly on
what Hornik (1979) calls ''input-output relations"; that
is, they are interided to establish empirical relationships,
and they bypas1 the problem pf understanding the proc-
essei ard mechanisms underlying the associations. This
is partially due to the fact that research on these pi.ocesses
is just beginning; even the best of it does not provide
unambiguous evidence about dominant causal mech-
anisms. Still, it is unlikely that any one explanation is the
primary phenomenon; Hornik notes that "specification is
the order of the day," which we see in terms of. mutual
interactiOn and reinforcement.

Let us begin with the negative relationships between
viewing and achievement. The data suggest that these
relationships are not spurious. But they pr6vide no evi-
dence to support the propositibn that television viewing
leads to loVier scores in certain cases, or other
alternativesthat students with reading problems sim-
ply watch more television, or that both happen. ,

Even if viewing does contribute to weaker bomprehen-
sion and diminishes competence in related verbal skills,
it could happen in a number of ways. For one, television
could simply reinforce reading problems by displacing
time spent reading.4- As with any other skill, reading
requires constant practice, and one does not generally get
much practice reading while watching television. Fur-
ther, heavy viewers often say they read or do homework
while they are watching. The acquisition and mainte-
nance of these skills could suffer in the presence of such
a strong distraction.

The .1anguage" of the medium may also contribute;
that is, there may be cognitive effects of the symbolic
structure of television, as Salomon (19719) suggested.
Since islevision viewing is "easier" than reading, in that
it does not require the same'clegree of sustained concen-
tration for comprehension, heavy viewing could reinforce
impatience with reading, and skills would remain under-
developed. This is ilightly related to what Hornik calls
"intolerance for the pace,of schooling" hyNtheses. These
hold that the conventionaraction and format structure of
television and/or the ,intellectual "simplieity" of Most
'Lelevision programs can hold back imagination, lead chil-
dren to demand continuous action, and generate frus-
tration with the rigors of learning and plot developments

flornik (1979) discusses the possibility of displaCement more in the
sense of before-after television comparisons and concludes that ,the'
evidence for such displacement is weak, because "there was not much
reading before television and there is not much now."
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that take time. (Hornik finds the aqual evidence,for this
position and several others sorely. -lacking and
unconvincing.)

Yet, we alel must deal with the positive longitudinal
link between viewing and rea g time. It,is possible that
for some students heavy viewin during early adolescence
is symptomatic of a certain intellectual curiosity,' and'
television viewing thereby may be stimulating and en-
couraging subsequent reading. In addition, the longi-
tudinal relationship between viewing and reading could
be explained by some hypothetical media use syndrome.
During early adolescence, students may be either heavy
viewers or readers, but not both (hence the negative
first-year correlation); 2 years later, students might be
heavy or light users of both media at the same time
(hence, the positive third-year correlation).

This possibility is plausible and does fit the data, but
it fails to clarify why the lagged relationship from view-
ing to reading should be positive. Perhaps, given IQ and
achievement general trenas, heavy viewers must spend
more time in order to accomplish -the same amount of
reading. Again, much of the reading done by heavy view-
ers may accompany viewing. Further, this would fit with
our finding Qf a modest positive relationship between
amount of viewing and reported time spent doing
homework.

We also find some positive associations between view-
ing and achievement among those with.lower IQs. It may
well be that low-IQ students are actually helped by tele-
vision viewing; at the least, low-IQ students who do not
watch much may be particularly uninterested and un-
motivated. The tendency for heavy viewing to have very
different implications for students of different IQ levels
emerges for certain school-related attitudes as well as for
achievement: For example, high-IQ studentswho watch
more television are more likely to cite "being a good
student" as one of four least desirable qualities. Yet,
heavy viewers in the low:IQ group show the opposite
pattern; they are less likely to derogate the idea of being
a good student.

,

In terms of aspirations, the patterns are highly corn- ,

plex. We see strong hegative cross-sectional and short-
term associations that become positive over 2 years.6 For
boys, heavy viewing in early adolescence has no impact
on job or school goals 2 years later. For girls, viewing

Zuckerman et al. (1980) found amount of viewing to be positively
related to "enthusiasm in school" among third to fifth graders.

e
Bayer (1970) found that marriage plans have a substantial inde-

pendent effect Upon edlicational aspirations, above and beyond IQ and
SES: Those who seek early marriage tend to express lower aspirations,

and those who exp;!ct to delay marriage and age, of childl)irth plan on
spending more years in sthool. This may help explain the negative
cross-sectional relationships between viewing and aspirations.

d



cultivates the desire for mor.e?schooling as well as tradi-
tional sex-role stereotypes arid the desires to get married
and have childpn early.

But the primary finding is that not only the intensity
but even the direction of television's consequences for
educationboth achievement and aspirationsseem to
depend on a wide variety ot;other factors whichmediate,
condition, enhance,.diminish, or reverse the associations.
Televisiem viewing may be seen as a "quasi-
demographic" variable which has one set of implications

or some, and another set of implications for others. It
con&tently makes a difference, although that difference
is clearly not the same for all students. Television view-

ing may lead to conflicts in behavior, attitudes, and be-
havioral expectations. We can be fairly sure that at any
given time, adolescents ',co watch more television will
score lower in achievement, particularly for reading, and
that they will express lower ambitions for both schooling
and career. But heavy viewers may also ultimately spend
more time reading,' and, if they have lower IQs, their
reading scores will be higher; and, if female, they will
express higher educational aspirations than do light'
viewers 2 years later. The questions of how the under-
lying processes of interaction with other social, personal,
and family-related factors actually work are still wide
open.
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Television Literacy
and

Critical Television Viewing Skills

Charles R. Corder-Bolz
Southwest Educational Development Laboratory

/
Television often exposes children to adult, actions and re-
lationships for which they are unpr4ared. They are thrown
into an adult world long before they have the information and

maturity to cope with it.. . . How telbvision affects a child will
depend on how the child ihterprets what is viewed and the use

the child makes of that inform4tion. Parents and other adults

can be the determining factor in Making television a positive
learning experience (Southwest Educational Development

Laboratory 1979, p. 1).
-

Several commentators have suggested that research on

the impact of television may be more revealing of our-

selves and our culture than of the effects of television

itself (e.g., Newcomb 1976). As suggested by the above

paragraph from a set of educational materials for par-

ents, our concern regarding the possible effects of tele-

vision reveals our shared concerns for the vulnerability of

young children, the use of which television is put, and the

ultimate responsibility of the parent in structuring a

child's life. The concern for critical television .viewing

skills is further revealing. Because there is no visible

product or benefit produced, maby people feel guilty

about "wasting" gb many hours watching television. 01-

ten adults will not admit to regularly viewing television.

The ethic of having something to show for one's efforts

and of not wasting time is traceable at least back to

Puritanism of three centuries ago. Similarly, our ap-
proach to coping with ..the problem is revealing of our-

selves. Purposeful viewing and critical analysis are a

heritage that can be traced to classical Greek thought
(Dondis 1979). Rather than fall victim to a persuasive

commentator, we should analyze, evaluate, and compare

the message offered by television. As Plato wrote in the

Republic (Book VII):

If simple unity could be adequately perceived by aight or by any

other sense, then there would be nothing to attract towards
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being; but 'when there is some contradiction always present, and

one is the reverse of one and involves the conception of plurality,
then thought begins to be aroused within us, and the soul
perpleked and wanting to arrive at a decision asks, What is

absolute unity?

The analysis of the perceived world around us h'as

been expanded and formalized by many. Aristotle, for

example, distinguished among three levels of thought in

his account of how the mied operates to produce knowl-

edge. From the raw materials of sensory experience, the

mind forms ideas. Idea's in turn are the basis from which .

the mind forms judgments:When one judgment then

becomes the basis for assenting or denying another state-

ment, the mini is using a third level of thought
inference. At this level, thinking involves generating

reasons for what we think. What we think may not be

eitHer true or false; it may also be either logical or
illogical. 'I'hus, Aristotle's ideas on the law of con-

tradiction and the rules of the syllogism have helped form

our curre'nt concept of critical thinking (Ari,stotle, On
Interpretation, Prior Analytics, Posterior Analytic's).

The work of John Dewey is a more contemporary

reflection of our shared ethic regarding critical thinking:

The first distinguishing characteristic of thinking then is facing

the factsinquiry, minute and exte9five scrutinizing, obser-'

vation (Dewey 1948, p. 140).

Thinking which is a method of reconstructingreicperience treats

observation of facts, on the other hand, as the Indispensable step

of defining the problem, 'of locating the trouble, of forcing homy

a definite, Instead of a merely vague emotional, sense of what

the difficulty is and where it lies (Dewey 1948, p..141),

Although critical thinking does indeed have Jeep roots

in our culture, few people realize that the application of
critical thinking to the context of television viewing also



has important antecedents. Literary criticism is the ap-
plication of critical thinking to the analysis of creative. communication Certainly, there are numerous parallels
between literary criticism and critical television viewing.
Cairns (1961, p. 1) wrote:

From the beginning criticism has Pxhibited two aspects. In one
it has compared and judged; it has Attempted to isolate the
values of hterature and to determine whether the specimens it
appraises are good or bad.

Literary criticism, however, goes beyond the mere
analysis of the verity of facts. Art .attempts.to commu-
nicate a sense of life, whether it be the inescapable limits
and mortality of life or its beauty and inspiration. Thus,
literary criticism. attempts to appreciate insights commu-
nicated through art.

Television is i relatively new and still developing com-
munications technology and industry. In less than three
decades, television has been so al;sorbed into the fabric of
our society and culture that it is now difficult to imagine
life without it. Television has become an indispensable
member of inir families. Adults watch many hpurs of
television each week, and children spend an ever-
increasing number of hours"Mesmerized by television.
Many parents are apprehensive about the effects of tele-
vision or tlieir children's social attitUdes and behavior
and the impact of television viewing habits upon the
family's lifestyle. One response has been to lobby for
greater citizen control of the television industry. This,
however, threatens a basic value of our countrythe
individual right of people to communicate freely and to
receive ideas and information, The alternative approach
of developing greater sophistication among television
consumers is being widely accepted. Adults and children
are encouraged to be more literate with the televised
medium and to use critical viewing skills.

Much of the momentum for television literacy and
viewing skills has come from the large literature fif tele-
vision research. Surprisingly though, little research has
been conducted specifically on viewing skills. With the
growing public interest in critical viewing skills, there is
a need to carefully examine the current state of
knowledge.

Televislon Literacy

Television literacy is the understanding and appre-
ciation of television programing. This inclUdes an aware-
ness of how programing is produced and broadcast, a
familiarity with the various formats used in television,
and abil;ty to recognize the overt and covert themes of
telexision programs and commercials, and an appre-
ciatidn of television as an art form (the ability to recog-
nize excellent versus poor television programing in a

number of dimensions). Zettl's (1973) writings in es-
thetic pragmatics demonstrates the importance of tele-
vision literacy and the necessity for critical viewing skills:

There are, of course, subtle aesthetic variables that we can use
to produce a specific aesthetic response in the recipient, even if
he is not, consciously aware of these variables. In short, we can
manipulate a person's perception, and ultir&tely his behavior,

,by a precise, calculated application of aesthetic variables'and
ariable complexes (Zettl 1973, p. 8).
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The ability to accurately percirive and interpret tele-
vised presentations appears to be a function of experience
and cognitive development. There is some, though ad-
mittedly thin, evidence" that the ability to "read" re-
lationships in pictures is experientially based. Kennedy
(1974) and Pick (1976), in reviewing cross-cultural re-
search on picture perception, found that uneducated
primitive people. are usually able to identify objects in
pictures' but do norunderstand depicted relationships
between objects. However, primitive people who shad
participated in some form of organized education could
interpret pictorially presented information. Pick (1976)
concluded that some experience with pictures is required
to learn the "rules" of visual communication. Similarly,
there is some evidence within the American culture that
educational experience with pictures increases children1
ability to benefit from pictorial presentations. Reese
(1974) in a quasi-experimental study found that, after
the introduction of Sessame Street, children appeared to
perform better in 'learning tasks using visual elabo-
rations. Pressley (1977) noted that "there can be no
doubt that Sesame Street alumni have plenty of experi-
ence reading pictures.".

The ability to interpret visual presentations increases
with age. Clearly, the most important factor leading to
people's ability to interpret visual prestntations is cog-
nitive maturity. The ability to understand and appreciate
television programing increases with age. Young chil-
dren have great difficulty in realistically interpreting
most elements of television programs and commercials.
For example, many y oung children believe that the pro-
gram Mork and Mindy takes place,in the house where
the actress who plays the role of Mincirlives. A study by
Meyer (1976) found that children as old as 12 failed to
understand even basic elements of the plot of an episode
from All in the Family.

In laboratory learning tasks'guch as paired-associated
learning, the usefulness of pictorial presentations is
found to increase with children's agc from nursery school
through the third grade (Rohwer et al. 1975). In terms
of learning facilitation, however, most studies have found
pictorial presentations quickly reach a maximum effect,
approximately the first through the thircrgrade (Holyoak
et al. 1972; Odom and Nesbitt 1974). With more com-
plex visual presentations, such as general television fare,



Collins (1970) found comprehension, retention, and
draw' ing inferences to increase steadily with age. across
the grade school to high school age range. Indeed, the
wide range of learning and comprehension of televised
portrayals aptiears to increase with age (Collins et al.,
1978; Wartella 1979). ,

The sophistication that television viewers acquire with
experience and maturity involves a number of critical
viewing skills. It is these skills, as well as the analogous
critical thinking skills that develop as a child matures,
which are .essential in enabling people to respond to

to.,televised portrayals and productively integr te television
into their lives.

Critical Television Viewing Skills

In the past 2 years, there has been a nationaltsurge of

interest in critical television viewing skills. Many div-
,

.ergent groups, including parent-teachers associations,'

schoot distr ts, and youth groups, have expressed a con-
cern that _levision viewing be a positive beneficial
experience, especially for childr.en and youth. Several
organizations have developed educational materials,
family guides, and workshop manuals to encourage selec-.
tive planned viewing, to encourage awareness of the
differences between cartoons and realistic poqrayals,
commercials and programs, news and docu-dramas, and
to encourage parental involvement in children's viewing
(e.g., National PTA, Prime Time, Media Action Re-'
search Center). There, however, has been little empirical
research on critical television viewing skills. yirtually all

of the efforts to develop materials frir children, parents,
and teachers have, been based upon editorial evaluations
of the need. Nonetheless, it is importAt to be knowledge-
able about how these various organizations and individ-
uals have conceptualized the nature of critical viewing
skills.

Anderson (1980) suggests that, while there are many
skills and facts which need to be laught in a critical
television viewing curriculum, there are four underliing
constructs: intervention, goal attainment, cultural under-
standfng, and literacy. Curricula using the intervention
'construct, in Anderson's conceptualization, emphasize
that television does things to the viewer, and intervention
vis-a-vis instruction will lead to different consequgnces.
Students are taught about .production techniques, pro-
gram formats, the purpose of commercials, etc. The hope
is that the information and understanding acquired will
be applied to students' everyday viewing. Curricula
based upon the goal-attainment 'construct first ask stu-

. dents to consider their reasons for viewing television."fhe
curriculum materials then encourage students to develop
more productive objectives for viewing television.

WNET, under a contract with he U.S. Office of Edu-
Ncatism, exemplifies this approach, "This curriculum will

pro%;ide your _stu ents with the inner resources for mak-
ing their own ecisions about the television programs
they watch." WNET 1979, p. ii). The cultural-
understanding c struct portrays television as product
and purveyor of c temporary (and popular) culture.
From this perspective, curricula encourage the use and
appreciation of television as.one of many forums bf es-
thetic expression. The visual-literacy construct, as
presented by Anderson, is focused on the need to under-
stand the many messages embedded in television prb-
graming and how television is used to communicate
messages. In such a curriculum, students not only learn
about television but may also learn to do television (e.g.,
Media Literacy. Project, Unified School District 497,
Lawrence, Kans.). Despite the appeal of this taxonomy,
the four constructs do not appear to be separate or Sepa-

rable issues, but to te facets of a single, though complex,
issue. In helping studeits understand the distOrtions of -
the televised medium, a teacher would concurrently need
to help students understartd how the medium can be used
to communicate. Similarly, to help a sari:lent formulate
his or her viewing preferences, a teacher would want to
encourage the student to see television as an art form in
which there is not only good and bad art but there are
also ailistic alternatives to television. A curriculum could ,
not pursue any single construct without simultaneously
pursuing all four.

There have' been several attempts to articulate the
specific critical television skills. Singer et al. (1980) have
outlined 10 objectives of their critical
curriculum:

viewing

Understand the types of programs.
Understand that programs are created.
Understand the electronics of television.
Learn what aspects of a program are real and how fantasy

elements are created.
Learn the purpose and types 0-1 commercials.
Understand how television influences a person's feelings and

e ideas.
Become aware of television as a source of information, and

the use of stereotypes on television. ,

Understand the differences between violence portrayal on
television and violence in life.

Become more aware of personal viewing habits.
Use television in a ,language arts framework.

Anderson and Ploghoft 11978), in their receivership
skills curriculum, identified six objectives:

Ability to describe own television viewing habits.
Ability to describe why a program is selected.
Ability to identify the_role Of television in personal life, amid

the activities it competes with.
Ability to describe the consequences of viewing and the other

actjvities with which tekvision competes.
Ability to identify program content characteristics,
Ability to identify uses of different programs,.
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The. U.S. Offiee of Education sponsored four major
pr9jects, beginning in 1978, to develop materials for stu-
dents and their pareins and teachers, to assist and en-
courage them in using critical television viewing skills.
Probably 'the most comprehensive statement regarding
critical viewing skills was prepared by Withrow (19$0)
the t'SOE project frionitor:

1 A knowledge of the special effects of television production.
TV is both more and less than real life. Time and space
are significantly compressed in television prOductions.
A knowledge of the social trade-offs involved in television
viewing. Excessive television viewing can affect mental
health.Things are left undone as a result of habitual view-
ing. TV_ viewing ie essentially passive as opposed to other
activities that often require participation.

3. A knowledge of commercial influences on television and
the motivating factor; involved in commercial support of
television. The value systems portrayed on television may
not be acceptable to all people because production is di-
rected to the largest possible audience.

4. A knowiedge of individual and group patterns-of viewing..
A knowledge of on5's own individual viewing habits is
necessary. A knowledge of the patterns of individual age
groups and their importance in the television marketplace
will also enhance understanding.
An ability to recognize information and to differentiate
between information and propaganda. Commercial ad-
vertisenients frequently carry information, but they are
also designed to project the information in the most attrac-
tive and subtle manner. Viewers need to recognize the role
of hunuir, sex, and the bizarre in the advertisement's
seduction of the consumer.

6. An ability to understand and evaluate oppdiing views on
news and documentary programs. An understanding that
time constraints of television newi programs limit indepth
reporting is important. Usually there is ,an effort to pro-
vide editorial balance, therefore different commentators
may have strongly different ideas and perceptions.

7. An ability to understand the differences between written
and television drama. How does a bodk differ from a
drama on television? What are the underlying principles
in building a good story on television? How does a tele-
vision presentation differ from the stage and film story?
Television is a little window on the world; whereas the
stage and film provide a large landscape for vicarious
experiences.

8. An ability to understand one's own uses of televisidn.
Why do you watch television? What do you get out of it?
Is it a diversion from the busy schedule? Do you use it as
a source or a sampler to stimulate you to a deeper study
of a specific issue? Is it your main source of information
outside your own experience?

9. An ability to understand the consumer's role in television.
Ho Iv can you influence what's on television? What is your
place in community based television ?

At the elementary level, young elementary-age children can
and should learn that television distorts the real world. They
can at early ages test the television world against the real world.
With parental guidance, they can use television wisely. The
family, the schooLand youth-serving agencies can make tele-
vision viewing more responsive to the needs of a growing child.

At the. middle-school level, eftich encompasses the upper
elementary levels and junior high school, children catt.be self-
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motivated in establishing priorities on the quality and quantity
of their television. watching. They are inttrested in how tele-
vision is put together. how do the producers make the Six
Million Dollar man jump tall buildings? They want to know
how an idea is formed for a show and how it gets put into the
dramatization that is shown ir their home. They are interested
in some of the major issues in television. Should children's
advertisements be limited? What are ratings, and how do they
affect the program satedule? They like to critique programs.

At the secondary level, the high school-age youngster is sen-
sitive to alteraatives to television watching. This age range is
the least likeri group to .watch television. They are involved
with social and sports activities as well as the demands of their
school and work lives. They are in a position to begin to analyze
television and to make judgments that will affect their habitual
use of television. They can understand and explore in more
detail the wide range of potential dramatic programs. They are
capable of analyzing different opinions and viewpoints inhews
and special events programs. In effect, they ean be sophisticated
users of television. They can understand the ratings systems
and the commercial impetus behind the television industry.
They are aware of (and can be taught to understand) the
political-social aspects of television.

At the post secondary [leyel, materials can be] directed to-
wards an understanding of one's own use of television and the
importance adults play in monitoring children's use of tele-
vision. EmPliasis is placed on the societal-family interplay with
television. What does it mean as a social event when more than
10p,000,000 people watch ROOTS? Does it lead to a further
study by the viewers of the issues involi ed? There are inter-
esting indicators such as an increased sale of the books, in-
creased interest in tracing one's own roots, and a spin-off of
reading in related areas which reskilted from the showing of
ROOTS. The post secondary materials [can] deal with some of
the liqiitations of news programs, propaganda, psychological
impact of television programs and the prosodal effecis of dra-
matic series, soap operas and talk shows (Withrow 1980,
pp. 4-6).

,
Only one research study has attempted to identify the

-knumber and nature of critical te vision viewing skills.
Dorr and her colleagues conducte a 2-year study in-
volving 80 black, Puerto Rican, and anglo adolescents
and adults in the first phase, and 99 black and anglo boys
and girls in kindergarten, second; third, and sixth grades
in the second phase (Graves 1976a , 1976b; Leifer 1976;
Lemon 1976)..Five critical viewing skills were identified:

Explicit and spontaneous reasoning.
Readiness to compare television content to outside sources of

information. ,
eadiness to refer to knowledge of the TV industry.
Tendency to find television content fabricated and inaccu-.

rate.
Less positive evaluations of television content:

Thee live viewing skills represent a distillation of exten-
sive interviews with the children, adolescents, and adults
wilt) participated in the study. An attempt was Made to
verify these results. Dorr et al. (1980) reported that kin-
dergarten, second, and third grade students who used a
curriculum which taught eight facts about the production
of enteriainment programs and the television industry's
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economic system were significantly, more likely fo make
tbe judgment that the elements of a television program
viewed by the children were "pretend."

The information generated by this research is an im-
portant beginning. It would also be useful to consider
some of its limitations. In general, the five "critical eval-
uation skills" identified by Dorr et al. do not appear to
be skills per44:Explicit and 'spontaneous re2nninu._"
appears to be a skill, probably analogous to a critical
ihinking skill. However, the wording "explicit and spon-

-
taneous" suggests an interpretation that this critical ele-
ment is a personal disposon rather than a skill; i.e.,
some people are more inclined than other.; to use
reasoning-process skills while watching television: Mine-
theless, the observation that the use of reasoning skills
leads to better comprehension of television programing is
significant. The other four identified "skills" do indeed
appear to be personal dispositions, personality traits, or
attitudes rather than skills. People's tendencies to find
television content to be fabricated and inaccurate is
probably more accurately characterized as a personal
disposition or personality trait to rlislike or distrust tele-
vision. This in turn enables people to interpret televised
presentations more accurately. Similarly, the tendency to
have less positive evaluations of television content is an
individual difference variable that disposes people to be
more skeptical and thus less vulnerable to the persuasive
messages imbedded in television programing. The
identified "skill" of readiness to compare television con-
tent to outside sources of information is also an
individual-differences variable in that some pople are
quicker to compare than others. Nonetheless, it does sug-
gest that the process of comparing televised information
with that from other sources enables people to develop a
more accurate assessment of the television programing.
The skill of readiness to refer to knowledge of the tele-
Osion industry in reasoning about television content is
also a personal diiposition, thOugh it also suggests that
knowledge about the industry enables a person to Mier-
pret televised presentations more accurately. However,
neither knowledge nor the readiness to use knowledge
wotild traditionally be considered a skill.

To summarize the current state of knowledge, little is
yet known about critical television viewing skills. The
work of Dorr and her colleapes provides some empirical
information on the nature of critical viewing skills. The
use of reasoning skills while viewing a program helps
people to comprehend more of thc program content. The
orientation of being sleeptical of television content ap-
pears to help people to be more perceptive of the many
elements of television programing. Finally, general
knowledge of the television industry appears.to enable a
person to be a more sophisticated viewer. These results
appear to support the nonempirical approaches to

.1
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defining critical viewing skills. While there is a high
degree df\,commonality among these attempts to define
critical viewiiig skills, Withrow's definitions are the most
comprehensive. In contrast, the definitions proposed by
the Singers and by Anderson and Ploghoft appear to be
incomplete. However,.much of the work 1m critical tele-
vision viewing skills has close parallels with an extensive
literature on critical thinking and literary criticism. Both
the resevch and the efforts to develop curriculum mate-
rials could greatly benefit from use of these two well-
developed, literaturei. Withrow (1980) probably is the
best integration to date of the scientific information and
the principles of liter4y criticism.

Teaching Viewing Skills

A conference on television and learning was conducted
the National Institute of Education (NIE) to consider

the question of critical viewing skills. The conference
(NIE 1978)-sciggested that students should be taught to -

select, understand, and retain useful television content;
critically evaluate "information" presentd in television'
programs; and appreciate the craft and construction of
television programs. "If courses were successful, this
would increase the frequency with which students derive
useful information from their viewing, increase their se-
lectivity in accepting and rejecting television's 'informa-
tion,' and increase their appreciation for an inclination to
view 'good' entertainment" (NIE 1978, p. 11);

Several curricula on critical television viewing skills
have been recently evaluated. The importance of such
evaluations is that the extent to which curriculum mate-
rials can help students develop such skills partially vali-
dates the conceptualization of critical viewing skills. As
with the stuAy of Dorr et al. (1980), these evaluations
have provided positive support for critical television
viewing skills. The curriculum developed by the Singers,
for example, with the support of the American Broad-
casting Company, proved to be effective. Singer et al.
(1980) rePorted that in a study involving 232 third,
fourth, and fifth grade students, who worked with- the
critical Viewing skills curriculum, demonstrated a

significantly greater increase in knowledge about tele-
vision. The curriculum was composed of eigiu 40-minute
lessons: Introduction to Televisio'n, Reality and Fantasy
on Television, Camera Effects and Special Effects, Com-
mercials and the Television Business, Identification with
Television Characters, Stereotypes on Television, Vio-
lence and Aggression, and How Viewers Can Influence
Television*. Tiie students who used the curriculum also
learned more television-related vocabulary words. Im-
portantly, the critical viewing skills appeared to gener-
alize to other televised programing.
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Anderson and Ploghoft (1980), in an ev.iluation of the
critical receivership skills curriculum, developed a test
called the Television Information Game. Students in the
third, fourth, fifth, "and sixth grades demonstrated
significant post-tesi gains. The third-grade students per-
formed at sixth-grade levels, following use of the curric-
ulum materials. However, while students in other grades
also had significantly higher performance levels after
completing the curriculum, many of the post-test:scores
were not higher than the pre-test scores of the next
higher grade--a result that could be simply accounted for
by maturation. This prompted Anderson (1980) to com-
ment that neither the provision of information nor the
mastery of the information is sufficient to promote critical
viewing skills; instruction should be keyed to the stu-
dents' developmental needs.

Parentsnd Significant Others

The role of parents, teachers, and older siblings is
probably the most important factor determining how
children use television, how. 'the television .programing
affects children, and how children use critic& viewing
skills (Gorder-Bolz 1980a ). Singer et al. (1980) reported
that the parents wgre very influential models for the
amowt of viewing and attitudes toWards television that
children displayed. , . the parents apparently in-

. fluenced their children's perceptions of the iniportance of
television."

Possibly the earliest evidence of the significance of
family interaction during television viewing is found in
Ball and Bogatz's (1970) first-year evaluation of Sesame
Street. Students who learned more came from homes

:where the program was watched by both mother and
child and where the mother talked with the child about
the show. Later, Salomon (1974) found that, when moth-
ers were encouraged to watch Sesame Street with their
childrerefor 2 hours a week, these children (particularly
the lower-class group) developed more of the specific
cognitive skills the programs were designed to teach.

In additinn to family interaction during television
viewing, parental control of children's television viewing
is important. Fifteen years ago Hess 4nd Goldman
(1962) observed that mothers were relatively apathetic
about what effects television might have on their chil-
dren. These researchers reported that only a small pro-
portion of mothers were enthusiastic about childrett's
programing or were significantly worried about the po-
tenfial effects of types of programing upon their small
children. However, recent evidence suggests a great in-
crease in parehtal Concern, e.g., the hearings on violence
sponsored by the National Congress of Parents and
Teachers.
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Barcus (1969) reports that parents controlled their
child's television viewing for the following reasons: (1)
The child may be prematurely exposed to the adult
world; (2) television is less important than 'other activities
(such as schoolwork and outdoor play); and (3) they are
fearful that their children might ithitate behavior in pro-
grams with themes of vioknce. However, in three studies
(Albert and Meline 1958; Greenberg et al. 1971; Ros-
siter and Robertson 1975), there is a considerable lack of
correspondence between parents' and children's esti-
mates of parental control of television viewing.

Rossiter and Robertson (1975) posit there are four
possible areas in which a parent can intervene and con-
trol the child's viewing: (1) the amount or number .of
hours of television- exposure; (2) the amount of viewing
supervision (i.e., parental control,of content); (3) paren-
tal co-vieWing of the child's television viewing; arj (4)
parent-child intoraction, i.e., the frequenr; of %p.a.
family activities other than watching.

Several studies appear to support th the 's that par-
ental involvement is essential. Perhaps the earliest Study
is one by Hicks (1965), in which an adult's *commenis
(either positive or negative) about a program had an
effect on the degree of aggression exhibited by children in
a post-test situation. Those children viewing the program
with -an, adult who made positive comments about the
aggressive action showed more aggression than those
children who: heard the adult making a negatk;e evaht-
ation of the aggressive action. The least empirical, but
one of the most provocative, studies is one by Safran
(1976) and is the only study in the literature where there
was a joint effort by both parents to control the number
of hours each day that their child could view television.
For a 4-week period, the parents of 4' group ,of 15'
preschool-age children limited their' child's viewing to
just 1 hour a day. The parents kept diaries on what
happened as they curtailed their child's,viewing. Positive
effects were reported by almost. all the Families in the
study, and some dramatic effects occurred in several: A
once passive small girl became less shy and more out-
going; an overactive ahd aggressive boy became cAlmer
and less hurtful to his pets; and, for one school-age child
in the study, grades improved appreciably once home-
work was no longer done in front of the television set.
Most importantly, the families had an increase in intra-
family. activities and found that communication between
all members of the family Was increased and improved.

Apparently, not only parents but also other adults can
affect what a child .leirns and retains from television
'content. Singer and Sihger 41974) included in one of their
treatment groups an adult who involved herself with the,
ongoing program and who called tbe children's attentions,
to specific points. The 3- arid 4-year-olds in that group



gained significantly more knowledge from the episodes of
,th,ter Roger ,VerOhorhooil than did other groups.

In 1976, Walling reported the results of a ,study in
which the effects upon first-grade students whose moth-
ers interacted with their chijd during routine television
viewing were contrasted with the effects upon children in
a "noninteraction"sgroup (the mothers were present but
not interacting during vieiving) and with the effects'upon
students in a "control" group who did not view teleyision
during the experimental period. After the 1-week experi-
mental perioa,, the, students in both the,interaction and
noninteraction groups had acquired a greater ability to
complete social problem-solving tasks. This was inter-
vreted by Walling as indicating an important positive
social learning aspect of television programing. In addi-
tion, the gain for the interaction group ws substantially
greater, thus indicating -that the mother could success-
fully assist her child in acquiring critical viewing skills.

As important as the Walling study is, it suffers from
'some methodological weaknesSes, including a small sam-
ple size, (i.e., from seven to nine students in each group).
A larger study ur explore the role of 'adults' mediation
was 'completer/I 'by Corder-Bolz and O'Bryant (1978).
Thirty-two preschool studehts, who were 4 to 5 years old,
were randomly assigned in same-sex pairs to one of two
experimental groups. The students watched an episode
from the Adam12 series and the commercials used at the
time the show was aired in the early spring of 1976. The
Adam-12 series is considered to be a faniily-hour pro-
gram and is notable for its lack of violence and its orienta-
tion toward children. The particular sbow used was one
which dealt with students being truant from school and
subsequently getting into trouble. In the first group, the
pairs of students watched the 30-minute episode with a
well-liked preschool teacher who made neutral corn-
ments about the program (e.g., "Let's sit here and watch
a TV show."). In the second group, the pairs of students
watched the same Adam- 12 episode with the same pre-
school teacher who made general explanatory comments
(e.g., ':0h, no! That boy is in trouble. He did not go to
school when he ,was supposed to'. He was playing hookey
and that is bad."). The children who 4;atched the pro-

* gram with the preschool teacher who talked about the
program content showed a highly significant increase in
their knavledge of specific details of the program, an in-
crease in their knowledge of truancy, a decrease in the
erroneous knowledge of truancy, and an increase in posi-
tive attitudes. These increases and decreases were still
evident on a 1-week post-test. These and other results are
evidence that a parent or another significant adult can
greatly influence what a student learns from television
programs in terms of the amount of information, accu-
racy of information, and the direction of the student's
attitudes.
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A.similar study by Corder-Bolz and Primeaux (1978)
indicated that significant adults could modify the effects
of televised violence by talking abrut tlie program to a
student while iie dr she viewed the program.,In other
studies, it was found that parental an' d adult discussion of
a prcigram with students and children could significantly
increase the positive benefits and decrease the negative
effects of watching a variety of telefision programs such
as Bareta and All in the Faniily (Corder-Bolz, 1980a ).

The positive effects of intervention while students are
watching television programs have also been found in the
classroom. Studies by Corder-Bolz (1978) and Primeaux
and Corder-Bolz (1978) found that teachers could
significantly increase the instructional effects of. edu-
cation programs such as The Electric Company by help-
ing the students understand the program. By explaining
partsof the programs ihe students were not under-
standing and by asking questions to focus Iheir attention,'
teachers are able. to "customize" a television progrant to
meet the specific needs of the particular students viewing
the program.

Recently, research has shown that television itself can
be used to assist and encourage students to view television
more carefully and critically. Tin parental and teacher-
mediation studies have indicated that, by asking ques-
tions, making explanatory comments, and directing
stu(dents' attention to various aspects of a televi'Sion pro-
gram, students can be assisted in being more critical
viewers. Similarly, Corder-Bolz (1980a ) found that "in-
serts" in television programs could assist and encourage
students to be critical viewers. Sixty-second "inserts in a

Batman program explained that the program Batman is.
fun to watch but the ('haracter Batman is not real and
that in real life it is not legal to hit and hurt people.
Students, after viewing the prOgram, were less likely to
endorse aggressive and violent behaviors to resolve

conflicts. In contrast, students who viewed the same Bat-
Man episode without the inse,rts were more likely to
endorse aggressive ,and violent behaviors to resolve.
conflicts.

Lemons(1976) presentedseveral parenting approaches
to teaching critical viewing skills. One major approach is 4
discussion of the many issues related to television content
and television viewing. The dimplex concept reality as
it applies to television content should be discussed with
students. "The different patttrns of stereotyping should be
discussed with students. Lemon indicates that "Parent
child co-viewing and Mutual discussion is important . . .

because parents are.themselves a primary outside souye
of information" (p, 3). Exposure to magazines and news-
papers and practice in discussing information from them
can further help a student determine the extent of, the
realism of televisiomprograms. Lefrion also suggkts that
parents and children need to learn "more about how and
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why television.programs are produced and broadcast and
then discuss what this suggests about the reality of pro-
gram content" (p. 3).

O'Bryant and Corder-Bolz (1978) outlined six meth-
ods parents could use to help their children acquire and
use critical viewing skills. ,

Limited Viewing. Parents can help their children become
aware of the role and place of television in their lives by
limiting the amount of time they view TV. While tele-
vision viewing is a legitimate activity, there are also a
variety of other activities for all members of the family.

Gmtent Control. Many parental values cah be cornmu-
nicated by limiting the kinds of programs children arc
permitted tii view. In some cases, parents may wish to-
encourage their children to watch a program; in other
cases, parents may wish to discourage )ar not allow the
viewing of a program.

Purposeful Viewing. Probably the most difficult viewing
skill to learn is purposeful viewineBecause of easy access
to TV programing and, in many cases, its constant pres-
ence in the home, miny children find it "easier" to simply
watch television, regardless of what is on, rather than
engage in another activity. Since this viewing skill involves
the reformulation of personal habits, it is often the slowest
to be acquired.

Direct Mediation. Parents can directly help children in the
use of specific viewing skills. By providing explanatory or
editorial comments, a parent causes a child to naturally
perceive the programing in a larger context.

.

Indirect Mediation. Parents can model critical viewing skills
by discussing and evaluating the program with a spouse or
older child in the presence of their children. This unin-
trusively teaches children not only how to critically view
television but more important thy teleVision should be
viewed critically.

Springboard Technique. There are many applications and
implications of television relevant to contemporary and

, personal situations. Television programing presents a
wide range of human situations such as cheating, stealing,
drug abuse, and premarital sex. A TV program can be
used as a neutral setting for a parent to discuss a sensitive
issue. As a consequence, the child or adolescent not only
sees television al a source of information and cultural
value, but also sees those ideas and values in a larger and
more pature context.

Care r+eds to be exercised, however, in the devel-
opment o a program to help students become more crit-,
ical view rs of television. Many of the identified critical
viewing skills are analogous to thinking and reaso'ning
skills (e.g., Leifer 1976). Some schools in the late 1960s
tried to accelerate the educational process by attempting
to teach thinking skills directly. However, thinking skills

have proven to be difficultto teach. Thinking and reason-
ing skills appear to develop as a result of a maturation
process. This process occurs through a variety of experi-
ences by which students over an extended period of time
acquire abilities to perceive, reason, evaluate, and under-
stand. Similarly, projects which have attempted to teach
the more:complex critical television viewing skills have
had limited success. For example, a study funded by the

Office of Child Development found unexpected
difficulties in teaching critical viewing skills (Leifer et al.
1976). Critical viewing skills appear to be a combination
of reasoning skills and television viewing habits. There-
fore, the acquisition and,regular usecof critical viewing
skills can be expected to require several months, maybe
several years, of "training." The most fruitful approach
appears to be the involvement of parents and teachers.
Parents and teacherg, with appropriate materials and
training, can assist and entourage students to acquire
and use critical viewing skills. Because the parents' and
teachers' involvement could occur over many months, the
likelihood of success is substantially increased.

Therefore, one of the important issues is whether or
not parents do attempt to explain and discuss television
programing with their children. Several researchers (e.g.,
Corder-Bolz 1980b; Mohr 1978) have found that par-
ents generally do not talk to their children about tele-
vision programing. According to self-report data, less
than half and probably less than a third Of Americv
families comment on television content during or imme-
diately following the viewing of a television program.
Recent observational studies by Corder-Bolz and Mar-
shall (1980a) suggest that the self-report data may be
high in estimates of parent verbal interaction with their
children about television content. Furthermore, the avail-
able' data suggest that parental commentary is mostly
limited to program content with which parents agree or
believe to be positive. This is disturbing because parental
commentary is apparently most needed with television
programing which is negative and which may cause
children to acquire negative attitudes and behaviors.
Television portrayals, for example, of violence, sexual
behaviors, and drug use are often unrealistic and are
misleading to children and adolescents.

Policy Implications

The state of the knowledge of television literacy and
critical TV viewini skills is disappointinglY limited.
Only one major study has attempted empirically to iden-
tify the critical viewing skills. Very limited research has
focused on how visual literacy skills are acquired and
how they should be taught. Even in the absence of trust-
worthy empirical information, many organizations have
attempted to develop materials that teach critical tele-
vision viewing skills. Unfortunately, both researchers,
and practitioners appear to have ignored important liter-
atures on critical thinking skills.

Recent research has provided important insights into
the role of parents as a critical element in children's
literate viewing of television and in children's leAriling of
critical viewing skills. Unfortunately, many parents ap-
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pear not to be involved in their children's viewing.
There are at least eight ,implications for future -re-

search, child development, and social poliey.

1. Television literacy and critical television viewing
skills are urgently needed. In a society and culture
that is immersed in mass media, especially televised
mass media, adults and children are surprisingly
limited in the ability to be objective and critical of
televised commnunication. The primary purpose of a
liberal arts education has beenf and continues to be,
to liberate people from the constraints of their im-
mediate environmenttosnable people to perceive
and appreciate other perspectives, other ways of
thinking, and other styles of life. American tele-
vision viewers have become entrapped by the video
environment. This fact has profound implications
for education and parenting, in particular, and for
sociNy in general. Children and adults need to be
critical thinkers when using television.
There is a need to incorporate television literacy
into the curricula of elementary, secondary, and
postsecondary schools in a manner equivalent to the
incorporation of print literacy. Students need to
learn how to comprehend televised communication
and how to use the vast resources prelvided through
televised communication.

3. There is a need to incorporate television-related
issues, problems, and idea into parenting and
childrearing programs. Currently, no major pub-
licly or privately supported parenting program
provides information on the various childrearing
problems of family use of television, or approaches
to coping with these television-related problems.
Children and families spend the majority of their
hours at hotne watching television. Television
viewing 'is the major home,activity. Children's use
of television appears to significantly affect their .
pcwonal and social development, their academic
'development, their social beh.aviors, their percep-
tion of social relationships, and theit nutritional
and safety attitudes and habits. Parents need to
learn to make television a productive part of their
children's lives. Children need to learn how to view
television critically. Parents need to teach their chil-
dren critical viewing skills. By,mediating television,
parents can provide their children with the neces-
sary critical thinking defenses against distorted
television portrayals.

4. Researchers and practitioners need to become
familiar with the highly developed iliterature on
critical thinking. Concepts developed in these liter-
atures Would greatly facilitate the development of
the field of television literacy and critical television
viewing skills.
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5. There is a need for empirical research to identify
the critical viewing skills, how they function, and
how they are acquired. In the absence of a valid
data base, practitioners will continue to develop
curriculum methods which may- have little rela-
tionship to the nature and function of most critical
viewing skills. The risk is that the field will fail to
deliver the promised benefits and thus irreparably
damage public acceptance of and concern for tele-
vision literacy.

6. There is a need for research on how television liter-
acy and critical television viewing skills can be
taught at home. Research needs to be conducted on
a wide variety of possibly fruitful parenting ideas.
It also needs to be conducted on how parents can
best be taught these parenting ideas and how this
parenting information can be best disseminated.

7. There is a need for research on how educators can
use television literacy in the classroom. Research
needs-to be conducted on the wide array of curricu-
lar and instructional ideas.
There is a need for research on how youth leaders
can teach critical viewing skills to children and
youth. Youth leaders are becoming aware that tele-
vision has a profound influence on_the lives of many
of their members. There is, however, an alarming
absence of ideas on how youth leaders can meet this
contemporary need of youth. Research in cooper-
ation with youth organizations ihould be conducted
to determine how youth organizations can incorpo-
rate visual literacy into their youth programs.

Television literacy, including critical televisioneiew-
ing skills, is probably the single most important issue
regarding television. The effects of teleyisiOn upon peo-
ple's perceptions of reality, their social attitudes and be-
haviors, their social relations, and their health habits can
be significant. Furthermore, regulation of television Con-
tent and programing practices may ameliorate some of

the identified and potential problems posed by television.
However, with the pervasive presence of television and
its continuing technological development, the only viable
approach is to enable and encourage people, individually
and societally, to be critical consumers of television. Peo-
ple need to analyze, compare, and evaluate programing
to benefit from television more fully. Parents 'need to
learn about various television-related childrearing alter-
natives. Teachers need to know how to use television as
an educational resource. Youth leaders need to learn how
to cope with the influence of television.

Television has been absorbed into virtually every as-
pect of our society and culture. While the influence of

television i difficult to perceive, the impact of television
isnot necessarily neutral. The most important issue is the
ability of people to be visually literate. By learning to use
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critical television viewing skills, children and adults can
make television a positive, beneficiaPpart of their lives.

As Edward R. Morrow, literate of spoken, written,
and broadcast word, coinmented:

Television can teach. It can illuminate. Yes, it can even inspire.
But it caq.do so only to t4,extent that humans are determined
to use it to those ends. Otherwise it is merely light and'wires in
a box.
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VIOLENCE AND
AGGRESSION



Introductory Comments

Eli A. Rubenstein 6
UniiiTesity of North Carolina

"Violence and iggression"that phrase Characterizes
the continuing public concern about commercial tele-
vision programing from its very inception in the early
1950s. Public concern was, in turn, the stimulus for
much of.the early research on television and its effects on
the viewer, culminating in the major report of the
Surgeon Genera I;s program in 1972. During the past
decade, as this volume documents, research interests and
activities havegone far beyond the issue of violence and
aggr ssion. At' the same 'time, research has continued to

explor the comptex reta'tionship between violence on
,television and later aggressive behavior by the viewer.

The three reviews in this section provide a good com-
posite picture of where this research now Aknds. In his
overview chapter, Comstock describes the sequence of
public and scientific responses to the Surgeon General's
report. The major substantive legacy of that report and

the research sponsored by the Surgeon General's pro-
gram is the conclusion that a causal connection exists
between violence shown on television and subsequent
aggressive behavior by children. As Comstock notes; the
Surgeon General's scientific committee reached a unani-,
mous conclusion in 1972.. Early press coverage on the

report was misleading $nd stimulated controversy over
the meaning of that conclusion.

But the controversy over that conclusion continues
even today, despite the fact that most researchers in the

field accept that causal relationship. It is the lay public
and the television industry which- are less persuaded.
Indeed, the controversy will probably increase in the
light of the new findings and conclusio' ns of the study by
Milavskj, and his colleagues, summarized in this section.
I will return to that point later.

An examination of the conceptual issues and Their

various resolutions is in order. Causal inferences in the
social sciences are, at beg:approximations. Over the past
10 years, the concept of causalify in the social sciences has
itself been the subject ZUmuCh aiiilYsis. As with other

complex concepts in science, there is no single, unassail-
able theory or approach. Indeed, errors in ijiference can
be made in either direction; a likely causal relationship
may be dismissed by too rigorous a standard of judgment,
and, conversely, a questionable causal relationship may
be upheld by too weak a standard.

Much of the present disagreement about the meaning
of the research findings on violence and aggression .cle-
rives from such differences M standards of judgment.
Molt television researchers look at the totality of evi-
dence and conclude, as did Ole Surgeon General's adyi-
sory committee, that the convergence of most of the
findings about televised violence and later aggressive be-,,
havior by the viewer supports the positive conclusion of
a causal relationship. A few researchers, looking at each
piece of research individually and finding flaws in design
and/or methodology, conclude that the case haA not been
made for the causal relationship.

Two papers in this section, one by Huesmann and the
other by Milavsky and his colleagues, illustrate how
differences in conclusions call be .reached, especially
when the data, are themselves complex, and the field
experiments under which they were collected inevitably
permit less control of all relevant variables than is possi-
ble in a laboratory situation.

Huesmann marshalls his evidence in accord with the -
convergence approach. He examines a large ntimber of
studios and concludes that the "causal relationship" first
found by the Surgeon General's committee is confirmed
by the bulk of the.vidence produced in the past 10 years.
Huesmann goes on to analYze these studies in, accord
with various information-processing models of learning.
He finds that observational learning and attitude change
induced by the televised violence contribute to the posi-
tive relationship with later aggressive behavior. And, in
support of another conclusion by the Surgeon General's

committec;fluesmanTrfinds iio
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catittrf'sim them's, that v iewing televised violence may actu-
ally decreaw later aggressive behavior.

Mi laYsky and his colleagues report on a major new
field Study. Unlike a previous field experiment b'y Mil-
gram and Shot land (1973). which attempted to manipu-
late subjects in a quasi-laboratory experiment, Milavsky
et al. completed an extensive followup panel study with
samples of elementary school and teenage respondents.
The study, underway since 1970, has benefited in both its
design and methodology from the ,experience of studies
done under the Surgeon General's program as well as'
subsequent reseAch.

In many ways this is a unique study and the full
report, to be published elscwhere,"will be carefully scru-,
tinized becaUse of its rich data and important impli-
cations. The conclusion that this stildy "did not find
evidence that television violence was causally implicated
in the development of aggressive behavior patterns
among children and adolescents 'over the time periods
studied" is likely to provide a new argument about the,
relationship between televised ,violence and viewer ag-
gression.

A fundamental aspect of the argument turns to how
the issue of causal inference is approached and what
method of analysis is used to test the inference, Milavsky
and his colleagues chose to esrablish causality in accord
with a statistical model whose complexity and relative
newness will permit honest differences of opinion about
its appropriateness for this extensive set of data. It is not
difficult to predict that this study with its wealth of data
will provoke much discussion pro and con. That dis-
cussion wilTundoubtedly include a recent major field
study by Belson "(1978), in which another statistical
model was used and whose conclusions affirmed a causal
relationship between viewing televised violence and later
aggressive behavior in adolescent boys.

It should be noted, of course, that negative findings do
not ordinarily carry the same weight in the bala'nce of
evidence as do positive results. Thus; the Milavsky study
is more important because of its magnitude and careful
design than its results. Its basic conclusion is a negative
finding which the authors themselves correctly confine to
the time and circumstances of that particular study. They
recognize that the null hypothesis,cannot be proved. In
contrast is a large body. of cumulative evidence which
points to a elationship between televised violence and
aggressive behavior. Nevertheless, the Milavsky study
will probably renew the old argument about the meaning
of that relationship.

It would be inappropriate in an introductory commen-
tary such as this io enter into such argument; It is im-
portant, however, to the further understanding of the
implications of this study andotheri of similar scope that
they be subjected.to rigorous examination and reexam-

ination, regardless of whether the original conclusion
supports or does not support a caitsal ,inference. That
debate, it is to be hoped, will further illuminate the
significance of the findings.

It is of relevance that other recent naturalistic field
studies have expanded-the evidence on the linkage be-
tween television violence and aggressive behavior and
have also demonstrated a wider age range in the samples
studied. The original Lefkowitz et al. report (1977) in-
volved 9- and 10-year-old boys. Data from two separate
cohorts of preschoolers (Singer and Singer 1980a,b;
1981) also yielded indications that heavy viewing and
especially viewing of action-adventure and violent car-
toon content may, predict later aggressive behavior even
when IQ, social class, and ethnic status factors are con-
trolled. Die field studies by Leyens et al. (1975), Mc-
Carthy et al. (1975), Singer and Singer (1980a) among
others address the elementary school-age children as do
the recent new researches by Eron and Huesmann and
their collaborators in various European cities. The Bel-
son and the Milavsky studies deal with teenage samples.
Thus, except flit. ffie Milavsky report, evidence for asso-
ciations between television watching and some measures
of aggressive behavior can now be identified across the
age spectrum from 4 years of age throggh about age 15.

A second new development highlighted by recent re-
search has been the indication that girls as well as boys
reflect the Torrelation between television viewing and.
overt aggressive behavior. The new studies by Eron and
Huesmann (cited in Huesmann) in the United States and
in Europe, as well as the work with preschoolers re-
ported by Singer and Singer (1980a ,b ; 1981), do not
show the sex differences fodnd in the earlier Lefkowitz
and Eron studies. Is it possible.that, among other social
changes, the increased availability on television of ag-
gressive female models such as Bionic Woman, Wonder
Woman, and Charlie's Angels may be having an impact?
Recent reviews of available research (Eron and
Huesmann 1980; Singer and Singer 1981).address this
isslie more extensively.

Most of the field studies still rely heavily upon peer
ratirigs of aggression .or direct observations of children's
behavior in school settings. More studies of family living
patterns, of home television viewing _styles, _family atti,-
tudes toward violence, and evidence of aggression by chil-
dren at home are needed. Studies with small preschool
samples of heavy and light viewers and consistently ag-
gressive or nonaggressive children from middle and lower
SES backgrounds suggest consistencies from school tb
home. Parent interviews also seem io rule out the possi-
bility that heavy television viewing and aggressive chil-
dren come Calm homes already characterized by violence
(Singer and Singer 1980b; 1981).
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The fourth paper'in this section by Signorielli, Gross,'
and Nlorgan deak with another controversial and com-
plex aspect of tlie wale of violence on television. A key .
element in the evaluation of the relationship between
violence, and aggression is an objective and reliable mea-
sure of violence on television. The best known and most
extensively used measure is the violence profile initiated
by Gerbnei in 1967 and continued ever s'ince on pri
annual basis by Gerbner and his colleagues, among
whom are the authoss of this paper. Signorielli, Gross,
and Morgan' review the major issues, in developing an
adequate measure of violence, including the attributes of
the definition and theway the incidents of violence are
coded and indexed. As they clearly point out, differences
in definition, coding, and/or indexing can produce
significant differences in meaSured levels of violence. Re-
gardless of the v'arious criticisms of the violence profile

developed by Gerbner and his colleague§:much of th5t
criticism coming from the television industry itselfthe
annual findings over the past 13 years 'proVide a longi-
tudinal picture of violence on television that deserves
attention. By that measurement, violence in 1980 has not
sigrtificantly diminished from the levels found before the
Surgeon General's report was published in 1972.

An important outgrowth of the violence profile devel-
oped by Gerbner and his colleagues is a theoretical for-
mulation they call "cultivation analysis." Thz Jentral
thesk is that the more time a viewer spends Watching
televkion, the more likely that viewer is to see the world
as it is portrayed on television. To the extent that the
television world differs from the real worldand it inev-
itably does in its dramatic emphases and stereotyping
those differences are revealed in the conceptions of social

reality held by heavy viewers.

Over the past decade, Getbner and his collvgues have
accumulated .considerable evrdence . that heavy viewers
are more likely than light viewers to hold perspectives

and outlooks which match what they' see on television.
This holds. for aspects of televised violence, where the
heavy viewer sees the world as a mean and scary place.
It also holds for images of older people, stereotypes about

sexsoles, conceptions of family life, ideas about occupa-
tions, and attitudes about sex. .

Where does.all this leave the field of research on tele-
vision and violence? On the original question, the con-
sensus still seems to uRhold the original conclusion of a
causal relationship found by the Surgeon General's com-
mittee, At the same time, methods of analysis and
interpretation of the results have achieved new levers of
sophistication. For example, cross-lagged correlation was
.a relatively new procedure when it was employed by
Huesmann and his colleagues in their longitudinal study,
published in the report to Surgeon General in 19,72. That
study, because of the significance given to the cross-
lagged correlations, was A major faCtor in the conclusion
reached by the Surgeon General's committee, By 1950,
cross-lagged correlation was no longer a novel procedure,
having been joined by other statistical models for estab-
lishing causal inferences, including those employed by
Milavsky and his colleagues and by Belson. All of these
models have their proponents and critics.

It is ironic, but not unexpected, that with this in-
creasing sophistication of analysis no unequivocal con-
clusion has been reached about the relationship between
violence and aggression. While the case for the re-
lationship has certainly been strengthened in the past 10
years, the full authenticity of cause ant: effectlet alone
its poweris still subiect to honest disagreement.

At the same time, the ramifications of this conclusion
are got fundamentally inimical to the well-being 61 the
television industry. The research has gone beyond the
simple question of violence and aggression. What is in-
('ontrovertible is that, in some ways, television influences
the attitudes and behaviors of some of the viewers. How
much influence and in what ways aryl under what cir-
cumstances are what much,of the current research !Ad-
dresses. Whatever the continuing research reveals, the
impact on theefilevision industry should be for positive
change. If that implication is understood and accepted by
all parties, a stronger collaboration,will have been estab-
lished between research and industry .practice., At that
point, all of us will have been benefited: the industry, the
researchers, and especially the viewing public.
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Violence in Television Content: An Overview

Geoige Comstock
S.I. Newhouse School of Public Communications

Syracuse University

In 1969, Robert K. Baker and Sandra J. Ball (Baker
and Ball, 1969a ) published their staff report to the Na-
tional Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Vio-
lence, Violence and the Media. Three years liter, the
Surgeon General's Scientific Advisory Committee on
Television and Social Behavior issued its conclusions,
Television and Growing Up: The Impact of Televised
Violence. These two volumes became the focus of contro-
versy over the effect of violent television entertainment on
aggressive and antisocial behavior. They also initiated
the ahnual- "violence profiles" of George Gerbner and
colleagues, which .have become the focus of controversy
over the measurement of television violence.

The growing support for the nypothesis that exposure
to violent portrayais increases the likelihood of aggressive
or antisocial behavior on the part of a' viewer (Andison
1977; Bandura 1973; Belson 1978; Berkowitz 1962; Bo-
gart 1972; Comstock et al. 1978; Eysenck and Nias
1978; Geen 1976, 1978; Goranson 1970; Hearold 1979;
Surgeon General's Scientific Advisory Committee 1972)
has led ,to a keen interest in the trends and patterns of
violent content in television entertainment. What has
transpired divides into four periods: growing attention

--(1-9-52-1967); intensive scrutiny (1-968-1971); contru-
versy and apathy (1972-1974); and, finally, intensified
confrontation (1975-present).

Growing Attention (1952-1967)

The first congressional hearing devoted to television
programing was held by the House Committee oninter-
state and Foreign Commerce in 1952, when the 10.3

million households with television sets constituted less
than a quarter of all American househords. The issues
were the quantity of violence and sexual provocativenesi,
and their harmfulness (U.S. Congress 1952).*In die next
12 years, there were repeated hearings,-more narrowly

Jocused On Violence, before the Senate Committee on the
Judiciary in 1954 and 1955 (by Estes 'Kefauver; U.S.
Congress 1955a , 19550 and in 1961, 1962, and 1964
(by Thomas Dodd; U.S. Congress 1963, 1965).

The Congressmen on the whole were critical, the
broadcastefs defensive. The Congressmen suggested that
violence might encourage delinque,ncy and otherwise
might be damaging to young viewers, and they expressed
skepticism that broadcasters were doing enough to reduce
it. The broadcasters offered assurances that violencc
would be held in check, promised to cooperate in the
initiating of research on the topic, and denied that there
was any justification for concern. The steps open to

- dissatisfied congressional committees were unclear, given
the free speech guaranty qf the First Amendment and the
prohibition on interference in programing imposed on
the Federal Communications Commission by the Com-
munications Act of 1934.

108

Empirical analyses documented that there was a great
deal of violence on television, that it increased over these
years as the networks increasingly turned to action and
adventure programs, anchhat there was noi only a great
deal of violence during the afternoon and evening hours
when large numbers of children viewed but that pro-
graming designed for children on the average was more
violent than that intended for general andiences (Green-
berg 1969; Head 1954; Larsen et 1, 1963i Remmers
1954; Smythe 1954). The measurement of television vio-
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lence gained credence as one indicator of the conformity
of the niedium to the stipulation of the Communications

Act of 1934 that brozidCasters act in "the public interest,
convenience, and necessity."

Intensive Scrutiny (1968-1971)

The staff report by Baker and Ball (19690 to the
National Commission on the Causes and Prevention of
Violence made it clear that the data from laboratory,type
experiments supported the view that the viewing of vio-
lence increased the likelihood that a viewer would sub-
sequently behave more aggressively. The report, to the
Surgeon General (1972) by his Scientific Advisory ConY
mince on Television and Social Behavior (Comstock and
Rubinstein 1972a , 19726; Comstock et al. 1972; Murray
et al. 1972; Rubinstein et al. 1972) reached the conclu-
sion that the "convergence" of evidence from the
laboratory-type experiments and from newly completed
surveys reflecting everyday behavior supported the
hypothesis that violence viewing contributes to

aggressiveness.
The commission staff report departed from its reliance

"on available.studies by commissioning GerLner sto ana-
lyze violence in television entertainthent '(Baker and Ball
19690. The research commissioned for the Surgeon
General aaded 2 additional years to this analysis (Gerb-
ner 1972a), as well- as other studies of violence in thes
media. The new research focused on three topics: (1) the
amount and character of violence on television; (2) the
circumstances anj milieu in which violent programing is
created; and (3) the factors responsible for the continual
presence of violence in television entertainment.

Gerbner (1972a ), as he and his colleagues would do
during the ensuing years, analyzed a typical fall week of
prime time aAd weekend ..tnorning dramatic progranis,
representing three seasons, 1967, 1968, and 1969.
Several conceits were introduced: a "violence index"
summarizing the quantity of violence in a given body of
programing; tabulations of the rates of murder and acts
of violence by program categories; classifications of vio-
lence by setting and charactaistics of perpetrators; and
the calculation of the ratio of violence perpetrated/
violence suffered by, characters of a particular pge, sex, or
ethnicity to produce a "victimizatiOn ratio" that osten-
sibly reflects,the degree to which characters of a given
sort are portrayed as powerful or powerlesswith the
greater frequency of victims compared to perpetrators
said to measure the portrayal of social impotence.

Much that Gerbner reported would remain about the
same a decade later. The frequency.of violent act; did not
change much except for a decline' in fatalitis and in-
jfiries; cartoons and weekend daytime programing, which

includes all children's programs, were more violent than
prime time general audience programing:4there were de-
tectable differences in quantity of violence among the
networks; involvement in violence was common, with
two-thirds of 762 leading characters so classified; retri-

ution was common, with over 40 percent of leading
racters victims injured or killed as a consequence of

eir earlier violence; victimization was frequent and
more common than the committing of violence, with half
again as many leading characters victims than were per-
petrators; and violence was typically the prerogative of a
particular kind of male free of responsibilities, for three-
fourths of all leading characters were "male,,American,
middle and upper class, unmarried, and in the prime of
life," and most male roles involved violence. There were
numerous departures from real life: The likelihood of
involvement in violence was far greater; only half the
leading characters were gainfully employed; the m' dle
and prcifessional classes were grossly overrepresen ed
compared to census statistics; and most of the viole ce
occurred between strangers or slight acquaintances.

Clark and Blankenburg (1972) analyzed longer term
trends in television violence by classifying the synopses in
TV Guide for 8-11 p.m. programing for one October
week between 1953 and 1969, defining a violent program
as one whose synopsis contained "physical acts or the
threat of physical acts by humans designed to inflict
injury to persons or damage to property." Over the
17 years, the annual proportion of violent programs
ranged from 17 to 41 percent. There was nVapparent
tifiward or downward trend, but there were peaks about
every 4 years. The frequencrof violent programs was
correlated with the average ratings for such programs in
the previous year. Violence thus applired to inCrease
whenever the television business perceived that it might
be profitable and to _recede as the increase in violent
programing'diluted the portion of the audience seeking
violent entertainment, imitators of successful violent pro-
grams proved inept, lan public criticism of violent pro-

aigrams rose. Violent ograms on the average achieved
only marginally higher ratings than those nonviolent, but
thi frequency of violent programs in a season was cor-
related with average total evening ratingssuggesting
that violence does succeed in drawing an audience.

When Clark and Blankenburg (1972) analyzed* the-
ater films released between 1930 and 1969, they found,
despite sharp oscillations, a progresfive increase in the
proportion of violent films. The trend preceded the ad-
vent of television as home entertainment, so, although
competition between the movies and television probably
contributed to more violence in.both media, with movies
becoming less viable as family entertainment, other fac-
tors were also at work. The consequence, however, was
that thetlhis on which television could draw were, with
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time, becoming more violent, aohd thus so too was tele-
vision.

Greenberg add Goption.(1972) confirmed that there
was a normative social conception of television violence.
They found'that the ranking of 65 network series, based
on. the degree of violence attributed to each, was un-
changed whether or not respondents were asked to rate
them as to "violeni.e" otherwise undefined, or by the
definition, "By violence, I mean how much fighting,
shooting, yelling, or killing there usually is in the show,"
although the use of the definition somewhat augmented
the rating given each series. Further evidence of social
accord came from the agreement in rankings derived
from 43 newspaper and magazine television critics and
from the sample of ordinary adult viewers.

Cantor (1972) interviewed 24 men and women writerS
and producers reprelenting all children's programing in
production. Balwin and Lewis (1972) ihtervie'wed 48
producers, writers, directors, and other persons associ-
ated with all the western, police, detective, and spy series
titen being broadcast. Craft dictated the content of chil-
dren's programs; the goaLwas o hold attention, which
meant tested formulas 'of stereotypes, fast action, and.
violence. The makers of general-audience programing
were skeptical prthe notion that violence 6ould have any
undesirable impact on psychologically normal viewers
and' welcomed violence as meeting the specifications'for
the product,conflict visually portrayable, conventions
understood by all, attention-drawing action., and repeat-
ed crescendos of suspense amenable to punctuation by
commercials.

Baker (1969) compared subsequent events with the
statements of broadcasting spokesmen before the various
congressional bodies. Promised reductions in violence
had been ,followed by measurable increases. Promised
investigations of the possible influence of violence had not
been undertaken. One study, underway, was described to
a Senate committee as focusing on violence, young per-
sons, And antisocial behavior; when published, it dealt
with adult opinions about the medium (S er 1963).

The new evidence in support of the oposition that
the viewing of violent portrayals ingrea s the likelihood
of a viewer behaying aggressively , had enhanced the
justification for ni6nitoring viokent programing. The im-
pression left by the new studies of violent content, how-
ever, vta that violent programing was intractable to
other than minor reform. It not only fit the needs of the
medium as craft but served it as business as well in
helping to amass the largest possible audience.
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Controversy and Apathy
(1972-1974)

The reports of the violence commission staff and the
Surgeon General's advisorycommittee were followed by
contradictory reactionsscientific controversy and pub-
lic apathy. The commission itself, drawing on the staff
report, warned that:

We believe it is reasonable to conclude that a constant diet of
violent behavior on television has an adverse effect on human
character and attitudes. Violence On television encourages vio-
lent forms of behavior and fosters moral and social values abOut
violence in thily life whictove unacceptable in a civilized
society.

We do not suggest that television is a principal cause of
violence in society. We do suggest that it is a contributing factor
(National Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Vio-
lence 1969).

Surgeon General Jesse Steinfeld accompanied the official
release of his committee's report with unambiguous
phrasing:

. . the study shows for the first time a' causal connection
between violence shown on television and subsequent behavior
by children . . . (New York Times, January 18, 1972).

The commission staff report, however, was scholarly,
detailed, and stylistically inaccessible, while television
appeared minor among the other issues raised by the
commission itself. The repprt of the Surgeon General's
committee was cautiously phrased and, to many, ambig-
uous in conclusion, so much so that its initial coverage by
the New York Tones on January 11., 1972, carried the
mksleadingheadline, "TV Violence Held Unharmful to
Youth." Subsequent coverage was similarly unsure, and
often contradictory (Tankard and Showalter 1977), al-
though eventually the national mediaNewsweek, U.S.
News and World Report, and the New York Timesdid
emphasize what the committee had actually said. Public.
interest and understanding nevertheless .were blunted
and delayed, and it was not surprising when Cater ant
Strickland (1975) ended their examination of thE

Surgeon General's inquiry 3 years later with the wisdom
that all had been for naught: Public opinion, broad-
casters, and programing remained unaffected.

Social and behavioral scientists, however, were en-
gaged in sharp controversy. The manner in which the
committee was appointed became a subject of debate
when Science (Boffey and Walsh 1970) made public the
fact that seven prominent persons, several of whom had
conducted some of the best known a'nd, most respected



laboratory-type experiments on the effects orviolent por-
trayals, had been designated as unsuktable by the broad-
casters and had not been appointed t'o the committee. The
Surgeon General had sought recommendations for mem-
bership from a wide range of groups but had requested
the designation of those "unsuitable' only from the three
networks and the National Association, of Broadcasters.
The 12 members eventually included five closely asso-
ciated with the broadcasting business. The cautious
phrasing of the committee's report and the degree to
which the empirical findings were overshadowed by the,
attention given to difficulties of interpretation and possi-
ble evidentiary flaws were blamed by many on the com-
position of the committee.

Unlike the public, however, the scientific community
had a definite opinion. Paisley.(1972), polled those who
had authored die various studies 'financed under the.
Surgv General's inquiry and found that three-fourths
of that replying believed that the "more plausible': rela-
tionship between television violence and aggression was
that violence viewing increased aggressi5eness. Leifer
et al. (1973) represented the majority in arguing that,
within the limits of available methodology and resources,
the research had provided. as conclusive evidence as
possible.

Debate also began to center on the usefulness, legiti-
macy, and pertinence of monitoring television violence
and, particularly, the analysesoffered by Gerbner and
his colleagues (Blank 1977a , 19776; Coffin and Tuch-
man 1972a , 19726; Columbia Broadcasting System
1976; Eleey et al. Tedesco 1972a , 19726; Gerbner
19726; Gerbner and Gross 1976; Krattenmaker and
Powe 1978; Owen 1972; Owen et aL 1974). The issues
would pertain to any empirical measurement of tele,
vision violence. They iniluded:

The definition of violedee employed, and its con-
sequences for identifying violent content.
The meaningfulness of the "violence index" con-
structed t,o give a shorthand measure of the level and
fluctuation of violence.
The usefulness of a gross measure of televison vio-
lence.
.The generalizability from the sampled content.

Gerbner and colleagues define violence as `overt ex-
pression of physical force against self or other compelling
action against one's will on pain of being hurt or killed,
or,actually hurting or killing." Such a definition leads to
th) tabulating of violent occurrences regardless of style of

treatment, context, human, animal or naturai source, or
the intentio'ns of those involved.

It has been argued that, under such a definition, pro-
giarns .can wrongfully 6e identif?ed as violent because
comedy, accidents, and acts of nature are included. Com-
edy is not thought of by many as "violent," .but one
cannot reasonahly reject the contention ,that violence
'should be measured wherever it occurs and not on the
basis of genre. It has also been arguedahat the definition
leads to an overperception of criminal acts or malevolent
physically hurtful human conflict. This is certainly so if
the measures are mistakenly.interpreted to be confined to
such behavior.

There is no reason for dissatisfaction over the discrep-
ancy in the individual programs ido4tified as being vio-
lent using the Qerbner data and ratings, prepared by
.advocacy groups and others, for the latter generally
confine themselves to the contott of action and adventdre
prOgraming. In fact, there were moderately high and
significant correlations between th6ranking of programs
as violent by the Gerbner data and by the public and bV
telp;ision critics (Greenberg and Gordon 1972). These
correlations probably underestimate correspondence over
the concept of violence because of the 'inevitable im-
precision when the Gerbner data,.which reflect only one
episode of any seriescontrary to the intent of the in-
vestigator, which is to reflect violence in the season's.
scheduleare used to evaluate individual series. When
programs were identified as violent by Gerbner an'd by
the coding of synopsesfrom TVGuide, there was almost
90 percent sgreement, with most or the disagreement
occurring over comedy programs (Clark and Blanken-
burg 1972). The conclusion is not that the Gerbner data
are incorrect but that the use of a normative definitiOn of

violence requires some qualification in interpretation and
that programs identified as violent by its use conform
more perfectly to the normative percepjion when comedy

or other formats, which some consider inconsistent with
"violence," are excluded.

The Gerbner "violence index" (table 1) has aroused
the ire of many. It is said to be an arbitrary combination
of factors. There is no necessary reason for the inclusion
of any component, the formula for combining them,
or the weights involved. Shifts in the index are not readily
interpretable, unless the index is accepted as synonymOus
with violence. Even if the definition, the time sample, and
the rules of program inclusion and exclusion are ac"-

..
cepted, any 'disagreement over the kind of violence that
should be emphasized would render the index an imper-
fect indicator, and the statistical fact that the components



Table 1

Computation of Gerbner "Violence Index"'

Violency index= % P122(R/P) +2 (R/H) + % V+ %K

where

%Ppercentage of programs studied (i.e., network
evening plus children's, nonstoryline excluded) in
which there is violence

R/Pnumber of violent episodes per program
R%hl =number of violent episodes per hour
%V.-percentage of leading characters involved in vio-

lenceeither commkact or as victim
%K=percentage of leerth;:iiii characters involved in kill-

ingeither as killer or victim

*Adapted from C6mstock, G., Chaffee, S. Kitzman, N., Mc-
Combs, M., and Roberts, D. Television and Human Behavior. New
York: Columbia University Press, 1978.

of the index are homogeneous in behavior and that it
achieves statistical criteria as an index (Signorielli, Gross
and Morgan, this volume) does not make it meaningful.
Gerbner has argued that indices by defipition are arbi-
trary combinations, that the questions naked are applica-
ble to any index, and that this index serves as a heuristic
device leading to the analysis of the shifts in components
behind any trend, change, or difference. Of course, but it
must be emphasized that this index requires acceptance
before the figures generated can be taken as representa-
tive of television violence.

The usefulness of a gross measure of television vio-
lence has been questioned on several grounds. One can
share the fear of those critics who warn that any measure
will encourage public.and governmental attacks on the
medium by many who imperfectly understand the meas-
ure, but this is not an argument against measurement.
The examination of the fictional content of the medium
that is modern society's most popular purveyor of stories
and the most pervative of all mass media is justifiable on
scientific grounds alone. Those who argue that any use
of a measure of violence must be p?edicated on compell-
ing evidence that the kind of violence under observation
has been demonstrated to be harmful ask too much. Con-
cern over violence is sufficient justification for empirical
measurement.

It must be acknowledged; however, that the Gerbner
data do not give any weight to the various aspects of

c

violent television portrayals that have been demonstrated
in laboratory-type experiments to enhance Or mitigate
the likelihood of subsequent aggressiveness or antisocial
behavior on the part of a viewer, and historically such
hypothesized influence has figured prominently in the
concern over telvision violence. These aspects include:

(a) reward or lack of punishment in the portrayal for
the perpetrator (Banduea 1965; Bandura et al.
1963; Roselcrans and Hartup 1967);

(b) presentation of the portrayed vjolence as justified
' (Berkowitz and Rawlings 1963; Meyer 1972);

(c) cues in the yioleqt portrayal which -Match cues in
the real-life environment (Berkowitz and Geen
1966); .

(d) depiction of the perpetrator as similar to the view-
er (Rosekrans 1967); .

(e) depiction of the violent interaction 'as motivated by
the malevolent intent to injure (Berkowitz and
Alioto 1973; Geen and Stonner 1972);
depiction of the portrayal of riolent interaction as
real rather than fictional (Feshbach 1972);
presentation of highly exciting material of any
kind (Tannenbaum and Zillmann 1975; Zillrnann
1971); and

(h) when the actions of the perpetrators of violence in
a portrayal are not criticized (Lefcourt et al.
1966).

It is doubtful that any measure could encompass such
contextual aspects adequately enough to satisfy those ac-
customed to thinking of the subtleties that distinguish one
drama from another, and the criticism that some crucial
element is overlooked will always rem* with content
analysis., '

Nevertheless, the berbner data, because they ignore
these findings that advance genral principles regarding
the influence of television portrayals ou the behavior of
young persons, can be said with justification to be inade-
quate as,an index- of the kind of violence likely to con-
tribute to viewer aggressiveness or antisocial behavior.
These findings suggest that portrayals may influence be-
havior through the acquisition of new ,resrionses or
through altering the likelihood of the petfOrrnance of
newly or previously acquired responses. Such ilteration
may occur through the changing of expectations regard-
ing the outcome of behavior, through identification with.
the perpetrator of an act, by raising or lowering in-
hibitions, by changitig the elicitory potential of environ-
mental cues, and by assigning certain meanings to a class
of behavior. Thus _there are two kinds of instructional'
processes at work: (1) those which direCtly teach specific
ways of behaving, and (2) those which revise, however
temporarily, the internalized contingencies: which goy,
ern the display of behavior. As various observers have
emphasized (Bandura 1973, 1978; Comstock et al.
1978), the fate of both kinds of instruction, as far 4s

,Iong-term influence goes, will 4' determined by the suc-:'
cess or failure of the behavior in the marketplace of
human interaction. If the behavior is reinforced by prov-
ing efficacious for the individual, it will find a new prom-
inence in his or her way of life. ThVailure of the
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Gerbner data to incorporate such a theoretical position--
as a complement to and not a substitute for what the data
do reflett renders them less useful than they mould
otherwise be and exemplifies the hermetic resistance,
ibmrhon but regrettable, of one line of kientific inquiry
to advapces in another.

The reply of Gerbner is that it shoul& not be assumed
that aggressive or antisocial behavio-r is either the prin-
cipal or sole outcome of television violence, that television
violenre should be measured without preconceptions
wherever it occurs, and that Such measurement may lead,
as he believes it has in bis own investigations, to the
discovery of other kinds of influence..Behind this view is
a theory of the social function bf the fiction of television.
It is said to be a national mythology in which the function
of violence is to express the value norms of society regard-
.ing power and influence. Violence is said to portray who
has power and who does not by depicting who acts gml
who is acted upon. The committing 6f violence is said to
represent power, victimization ,to represent subordi-
nation.. The fact,that television entertainment i's fiction is
central to this perspective, as is its popularity, for.it treats
such fiction as the idealized representation of reinforcing
accepted ideology. He concludes thai television violence
helps to maintain the existing social order by reinforcing
beliefs about who is powerful or dangerous and in-
creasing belief in the likelihood of risk and danger. Thus,
television is said tct "cultivate" beliefs and Perceptiehs.

Gerbner advances a "victimization ratio" for various
demographic groups that is said to represent the relative
degree to which each is portrayed as being at risk. These
ratios of perpetrators to victims omit those within af
demographic category not involved in violence. Groups
that consistently have been high in "victimization" have
been wOmen, the poor, and the elderly. These ratios are
said to reflect the conventions of television drama, but it
would be' wrong to assume that the implied message is
communicated to the audience' or to mistake them as
other than ah arbitrary, if possibly insightful, statistical
measure of dramatic content. Other measures, such as
the actual number or percentage of persons who are
victims in a given category, would generally reverse the

. pattern=toward greater victimization for these groups
because of the predominance of white males in action
drama. It is conceivable that it is valid to focus solely on
the pattern of dominance among thove involved in vio-
lence,:andsuch an approach derives plausibility from the
consistency of the results with the actual social hierarchy;
but, since it was developed With the knowledge of this
hierarchy, this is hardly verification. What is absent but
necessary. is some empirical demonstration that this
measure is more valid or pertinent than others. NeVer-
theless, it is equally unjustifiable simply to discard this
approach as it is to accept it on face value, for the "victim-

,

ization ratio" might represent insight into the character
of television drama and the means by which it 'affects its
audience.

The Gerbner I -week sample has;beetr criticized for its
timespan and for what it excludes. Analysis of added
weeks of programing, however, has not produced notably
different results, although the possibility of variation
within seasons, particularly with the increasing degree to
which the networks discard 'and add programs in com-
peting for viewers, makes anything other than very
marked differences or shifts am-Ong networks inter-
pretively problematic, especially for the violence index
because of its arbitrary character. The sample thus ap-'
pears to be adequate to,reflect each fall season's network
programing of fiction for general and child audiences
within the limits imposed by the measure employed.,It
certainly does not reflect television as a whole; it excludes
independent stations and non-network programing. Nor
does it reflect network television as a whole; it excludes
news, sports, nondramalic specials, and variety pro-
grams. In some respects, these omissions ma)c.
falsely high, and in others a falsely low, impression of the
quantity of violence on television.

The National Institute of Mental Health commis-
sioned the Social Science `Research Council to examine
the question of violence measurement. The 1975 report
of the committee assembled' for this purpose concluded
that.there-Was sufficient evidence of the influence of tele-
vision %iolenee ,to warrant monitoring and that the nor-
mative, context-free approach of Gerbner was the most
feasible and justifiable, although it argued against the
aggregation of 'measures into a summary index and for
the elaboration of coding to include such factors a&motive
and goal and the expansion of the sample to include
independent stations and non-network programing by
affiliates. In sum, the Gerbtter "violence profile" must be
understood in terms of its composition and limitations.
With this qualification, it shpuld be judged a valtlable
source of knowledge about television's fiction and its vio-
lent,content.

Confrontation (1975-Present)

Had Cater and Strickland (1975) entertained a
broader concept df impact, they would not have con-
cluded that the Surgeon General's inquiry left no mark.

'By infusing the literature with a large number of new
studies, by introducing such new opics as the influence
of television adVertising o hldren, by cultivating the
interest of young researcherst st beginning their careers,
and by giving credence to the notion that the media have
demonstrable effects, the Surgeon General's inquiry con-
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tributed to whatrone well-informed observer (Katz 1977)
called a "renaissance" in communications research.

By 1975, the verdiu of the Surgeon General's Adviso-
ry Committee and the evidence on which it was based
had become much more widely known. Advocacy re-
placed apathy. Congress demanded that the FCC reduce
violence and sexual provocativeness on television, and
Richard Wiley, then FCC chairman, responded with
"family viewing," whose adoption by the three networks
and the National Association of Broadcasters he achieved
through ex officio urging. "Family,viewing" extracted a
promise of 2 hours each evening of television suitable for
children. Court decisions quickly erased it as counter to
the First Amendment, a violation of FCC procedures,
and an infringement on the access of program suppliers
to the market (Broadcasting 1979; U.S. District Court
1976): But the content of broadcast entertainment re-
mained on the:path. agenda.

It was not Ions before the Amet;ican Medical Associ-
ation had adopted a Yesolution calling on the broadcasters
to reduce television violence as an unnecessary hazard to
social health., and tge National Parent-Teacher Associ-
ation had embarked 'on a campaign-that would include
public forums in majOr cities end a monitoring of tele-
vision content. Meanwhile, a journal published data cor-
relating quantity of viOlence with the names of companies
responsible for the accompanying commercials (Slaby et
al.. 1976), and the National Citizens Committee for
Broadcasting gave wide dissemination to such informa-
tion. In turn, some advert,..isers began to attempt to reduce
their association with violent programing.

Cpngress again turned its attention to television vio-
,lence with hearings in Deaver, Los Angeles, and Wash-
ington by the communitatiops subcommittee of the
Hliuse Committee on Intefstate and Foreign Commerce
and a disputed report on .the performance and re-
spotsibilities of broadcasters ,(U.S. Congress 1976,

1977). As Albert (1978) ehronicics, the broadcasters wOn
a narrow victory in September of 1977, with a majority
report by an eight-to-seven vote.tihat held:

1. "Althggh it may iie impogtible . . . to 'prove' a
Firecise cause and effect reIatiopship between tele-
vised violence and aggressitt behavior, excessive
viewing of viorence may have hirtnful effects."

2. "Responsibility for the present level of
violence . . . rests largely wiiti the television
networks . . . and, to a lesser degree,..with broad-
cast licensees, program producers, advertisers, and
the viewing public,"

3. "Parental supervision is probably the i;nost effective
way to curb the negative effects of excesiive viewing
of televised violence by children." '.

4. "Industry self-regulation is a potentially effective
way to limit the level of televised violence. . . ."

5. "There are avenues through which the subeom-
mittee, the Federal Communications Commission,
and the public can address the problem of televised
violence consistent with the First Amend-
ment . . . ," such as public education on the issue,
production of more nonviolent children's programs,
encouragement of new technologies to increase tht
diversity of programing available, and the devel-
opment of mechanisms so that viewer protests
might be more effective.

The report, in effect, expressed some dissatisfaction
with the status quo but held the broadcasters neither
responsible nor the proper target for redress:The minor-
ity of seven thought differently, arguing in their report
that (1) social and behavioral science evidence strongly
supported the view that reducing violence in television
programing would be in the public interest; (2) pro-
graming content was dictated by the decisions of broad-
casters in competition for a mass audience, the market
analogy of supply-and-demand did not hold, and many
viewers favored a reduction in violence; (3) it, was unreal-
istic and insensitive to place the responsibility on parents,
because working parents could not constantly supervise
their children's viewing; (4) self-regulation could not
deal effectively with television violence; and (5) there
were many options open to the FCC to take strong and
decisive action to remedy an impact of programing con-
tent that was Snot in the public interest.

The mass media are seldom very high in the hierarchy
of public anxieties, and the public holds opinions that, in
effect, are self-cancelling (Comstock 1980; Comstock et
al. 1978). For example, about two-thirds will assert there
are too many commercials, but two-thirds also will agree
thattommercials are a "fair" price for fee-less entertain-
ment. Althaugh the public on the whole evaluates tele-
vrsion quite favorably, public satisfaction has declined
over the past three decades. Nevertheless, violence and
sexual provocativeness, always preeminent among public
complaints iabout television, appear to be of increasing
concern, with a 1980 survey finding that 70 percent
believed there was too much violence and 64 percent
believed that there was too much sex, and similar propor-
tions thought each was a- "serious" or "very serious"
problem (Immerwahr et al. 1980). Thus, while there is
insufficient dissatisfaction for any broad reform of tele-
vision, "violence and sex" do strike a responsive and sour
chord among a sizable proportion of theaudience.

One legacy of the period of intensive erutiny was that
all three networks became involved in research on the
social influence of the medium. Each responded some-
what differently to new pressures. CBS undertook its
own monitoring of television violence, using methods it
claimed were more pertinent to the concerns that had
Peen expressed than those of Gerbner (Columbia Broad-
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casting System 1977). ABC asserted that it would apply

a set of rules that would excise possibly harmful violence
by taking into account the dramatic context in which it

occurred (A. R. Schneider 1977). NBC considered but
rejected as redundant its own empirical measure of vio-
lence. All three asserted that dramatic context was ,a
paramount qtsgionwhich they believed Gerbner
ignoredand the argument over what was scientific and
valid in violence measurement continued. (Columbia
Broadcasting System 1977; Cultural Indicators Research
Team 1977; Gerbner and Gross 1977; Gerbner et al.
1977b, 1977c; J. A. Schneider 1977).

Recent Trends in Violent Content

There are three sources of data on recent trends in
violent television programingthe violence profiles by
Gerbner and colleagues (Gerbner et al. 1979a), the anal-
yses by Greenberg and colleagues (Greenberg et al.
1979), and measures released by the Columbia Broad-
casting System (1980). As shown in tables 2 through 5,

the selection of the most inclusive and arguably represen-
tative measure front each of these investigationsa selec-
tion whose legitimacy readers must judge for

themselveslead to indites differing in character, and
these differing indices, when arranged in a time series,
lead to different impressions about the quantity and
trend of television violence. For Gerbner, it is the "vio-

lence index" for prime time and weekend morning; for
CBS, the rate of violent incidents per hour for prime

time; and, for Greenberg, the rate of antisocial acts pr
hour for prime time and Saturday morning. By including
additional measures, tables 2 through 5 also permit com-
parisons among those maximally similar.

Gerbner includes all violent events, including disas-
ters, accidents, and natural calamities, and verbal threats
that, by being accompanied by the display of a weapon or
some other show of force, have a credible likelihood of
fulfillment. Greenberg focuses on both physical and ver-
bal acts of aggression, and the definition apparently
includes acts of nature, for it is "that which is psycho-
logically or physically injurious to another person or
persons whether intended or not, and whether successful

or not." CBS excludes natural disasters and calamities,
confining itself to "the use of physical force against per-
sons or animals or the articulated, explicit threat of phys-
ical force to compel particular behavior on the part of a,
person." CBS and Gerbner differ in identifying sepi-
rabic acts, with CBS embracing-more and thus offering
a lower count per hour than' Qerbner; Greenberg offers
a higher count because he encompasses a greater di-
versity of events. Gerbner includes all violence because it

is all crafted invention and thus informative of the char-
acter of violence in ielevision drama. Greenberg isolates
behavior'that is unconducive to constructive social. inter-
action. CBS emphasizes episodes that involve interper-
sonal criminal or physically threatening behavior on the
grounds that it is such portrayals over which there has

been concern.
The discrepancies create puzzlement for anyone at:

tempting to employ measures of violence as an index of

Table 2

Summary Measures of Violence, 1973-74 through 1978-79

Source and
Unit of
Analysis 73-74 C 74-75 C 75-76 C 76-77 C 77-78 C 78-79

Gerbner:
VI, PTw 160 +14 183 3 177 +15 204 19 166 +10 183

VI, PT 132 +32 174 8 160 +14 183 16 154 1 153

VA/H, PTw 7.0 1.4 6.9 +12 7.7 +23 9.5 30 6.7 +24

VA/H, PT 4.9 +10 5.4 +11 6.0 + 2 6.1 10 5.5 18 4.5

CBS: VI/H, PT 2.3 + 9 2.5 24 1.9 +21 2.3 17 1.9 16 1.6

Greenberg:
AS/H, PTs 42.4 10 38.3 +10 42.4

PA/H, PTs 14.5 + 5 15.2 7.2 14.1

= Change
VI, PTw = Violence Index, Prime time & weekend

morning
VA/H, PTw = Violent Acts per Hour, Prime time and

weekend morning
AS/H, PTs = Antisocial Acts per Hour, Prime time and

Saturday morning
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Vl/H, PT = Viblent Incidents per Hour, Prime time

VI, PT = Violence Index, Prime time
VA/H, PT = Violent Acts per Hour, Prime time
PA/H, PTs = Acts of Physical Aggression per Hour,

Prime time arid Saturday morning
'empty cells



Table 3

,Measures of Violence by Network, 1978-74 through 1978-79

Source and
Unit of
Analysis Network 73-74 C 74-75 C 75776' 76-77 C 77-78 C 78-79
Gerbner:

VI, PTw ABC 138 +36 188 1 186 c. +11 207 -26 154 +21 186
CBS 174 0.6 173 -12 153 +19 1,82 -13 159 +15 183
NBC 172 +10 189 + 3 194 +15 224 -15 190 179

V1,.PT ABC 101 +94 1'96 8 180 + 9 196 -31 136 +21 165
CBS 152 ± 0.0 152 -20 122 +23 150 3 146 7 136
NBC 147 +21 178 + 182 +16 212 -11 188 .-15 159

VA/H, PTw ABC 6,1 +16 7.1 18 8.4 + 6 8.9 .--33 6.0 +35 8.1
CBS 7.8 8 7.2 11 6.4 +30 8.3 -11 7.4 +32 9.8
NBC 7.1 8 6.5 +29 8.4 +32 11.1 -42 6.4 + 9 7.0

VA/H, PT ABC 3.9 +54 6.0 +20 7.2 -10 6.5 -31 4,5 + 2 4.6
, CBS 5.7 ± 0.0 5.7 -21 4.5 + 4 4.7 +36 6.4 -31 4.4

NBC 5.2 -12 4,6 +33 6.1 +13 6.9 -23 5.3 -13 4.6
CBS: VI/H, PT ABC 2.3 +26 2.9 -17 2.4 + 4 2.5 -24 1.9 -21 1.5

CBS 1.9 +26 2.4 -38- 1.5 + 1.6 +19 1.9 5 1.8
NBC 2.6 -15 2.2 -18 1.8 +56 2.8 -29 2.0 -20 1.6

Greenberg:
AS/H, PTs ABC 50.4 -25. 37.9 + 9 41.4

CBS 41.9 + 1 42.3 ± 0.0 42.4
NBC . 36.8 +19 43.7, 2 43.0

PA/H, PTs ABC 20.5 -22 15.9 -13 13.9
CBS 13.5 -30 9.5 +29 12.3,
NBC 10.2 +90 19.4 -18 16,0

C = Change
VI, PTw = Violence Index, Prime time & weekend

morning
VA/H, PTw = Violent Acts per Hour, Prime time and

weekend morning
AS/ H, PTs 'Antisocial Acts per Hour, Prime time and

Saturday morning

the performance of ,broadcasting in the public interest.
For example, if one were to awaid a prize or impose a
penalty for the network tIvith the least or most violence,
the winners and losers year by year would almost invar-
iably be different, depending on whose concept and
which measures were employed (table 3). Although dis-
crepancies may in part derive from actual differences in
the programing included in the sample, the 'unavoidable
conclusion is that they principally reflect differences in
the conceptualization of violencepreferred by the varying
investigators, and in% the definitions by which these
differing conceptualizations become operationalized.
This interpretation is supported by the fact that
differences certainly remain when the sample is almost
identical (Gerbner and Greenberg employing roughly
the same -week of fall programing), but they diminish
considerably when comparisons are confined to similar

VI/H, PT = Violent Incidents per Hour, Prime time
VI, PT = Violence Index, Prime time
VA/H, PT = Violent Acts per Hour, Prime time

*PA/H, PTs.= Acts of Physical Aggression per Hour,
Prime time and Saturday morning

'empty Cells

indices (acts of violence per hour), even when the samples
differ (CBS and Gerbner; the former employed 13 weeks
of prime time programing, the latter 1 week plus week-
end morning prOgraming).

Because each of the schemes has some claim to validity,
the person with loyalty to none who would sit in judg-
Anent over the medium is in a quandary. Unhappily,
there is legitimate disagreement over the principal eFects
of exposure to television violenceend.the parameters that
demarcate the kinds of portrayals that bring about these
effects. Those who agree with Gerbner about cultivation
of perceptions may or may .nof accede to his concept for
monitoring violence. Those who give greater weight to
the possible influence of violent portrayals on aggressive
and antisocial behavior may or may not prefer the con-

,cePts empl*ed by Greenberg 'or by CBS.
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Table 4

Summary Measures of Violence, 8-9 p.m. and 9-11 p.m., 1973-74 through 1978-79

Source and
Unit of
Ana lytis

Time
Period 73-74 C 74-75 C 75-76 C 76-77 C 77-78 C 78-79

Gerbner:
VI....

VA/H

CBS: Vl/H

Greenberg:
AS/H

PA/H

8-9
9-11
8-9
9-11
8-9
9-11

8-9
9-11
8-9
9-11

126
137

5.1
4.8
2..2

2.3

+10
+50
-24
+37.5
-23
+26
'

.

.

138
205

3.9
6.6
1.7
2.9

.

.

-25
1

+ 5
+ 4
-59
-104-

.

.
'

104
203

4.1
6.9
0.7
2.6

38.8
41.3

8.8
15.6

+39
+ 3
+15
- 1

+100
+ 4

-14
- 9
+' 6

8

145
209

4.7
6.8
1.4
2.7

33.5
37.7

9.3
14.4

3
-21
+13
-16
+14
-22

+19
+19
+28
-17

140
165

5.3
5.7
1.6
2.1

39.8
44.7
11.9
11.9.

-17
+ 9
-24
-16
-12
-14

116
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4.0
4.8
1.4
1.84

C = Change
VI = Violence Index-
AS/H = Antisocial Acts per Hour

The unaligned inquirer must proceed whir caution..
Nevertheless, the data ire not beyond interpretation.
Rate of violent acts is accepted by all as a meaningful
measure, and there is the possibility of the convergence of
the dissimilar representative measures. Thus, it remains
possible to inquire about trends in violence, the effect of
the short-lived family viewing policy,-and the efficacy of
the campaigns. against television violence conducted by
the PTA, AMA, and others. e

VA/H Violent Acts per Hour
Vl/H = Violent Incidents per Hour
PA/H ....Acts of Physical Aggression per Hour
'empty cell

There is no detectable trend (tables 2-3). Regardless
Of measure, changes that within the scope of 2 or 3 years
would appear to constitute an upward or downward shift
become, in the longer run, oscillations. The data are
inconsistent in regard -to -"family-viewineL(table-4-).-By-
the Gerbner "violence index," violencein its sole season,
1975-76 (table 4), declined prior to 9 p.m. and remained
about the same between 9 and 11 p.m By the Gerbner
measure of frequency of violait acts, violence before 9

Table 5

Violence in ahildren's Programing, 1973-44 through 1978-79

Source and
Unit of
Analysis 73-74 C . 74-75 C 75-76 C 76-77 C 77-78 C 78-79

Gerbner:
VI, WM 212 -5 202 + 4 211 +17 247 -15 209 +19 249

VA/H, WM 13.2 -8 12.2 +16 14.2 +58 22.4 -30 15.6 +60 25.0

CBS
a a . .

Greenberg:
AS/H, SM 51.6 8 47.3 -11 41.9

PA/H, SM 22.9 +10 25.2 -16 21.2

= Change
VI, WM = Vigkince Index, Weekend Morning
VA/H, WM = Violent Acts.per Hour, Weekend Morning
AS/H, SM = Antisocial Acts pet HourSatarday Morning
PA/H, SM - Acts of Physical Aggression per Hour, Saturday Morning
'empty cell 4



p.m. reinained stable but increased between 9 and 11
p.m. By the CBS measure of frequency of violence, it
declined both before 9 p.m. and beiween 9 and 11 p.m.
The sole point of convergence is that there was less vio-
lence before 9 p.m. than between 9 and 11 p.m. before,
during, and after "family viewing." As to the subsequent
PTA and AMA campaigns against violence, some initial
success may be reflected in the convergence of several
measures in registering a decline in 1976-77 (table 2).
Even here, a conclusion must be qualified by the fact that
the most inclusive Greenberg measure, which adds ver-
bal aggression and deceit to physical aggression, regis-
tered an increase. The data are inconsistent as to whether
there was a further decrease or an increase in the follow-
ing season. Both the Gerbner and Greenberg data (table
5) concur that children's programing on weekends has
been more violent than television as a whole, prime time,
or either the before 9 p.m. or between 9 and 11 p.m.
prime time segments (tables 2 and 4) and that violence
declined in 1977-78.

Public Perceptions and Beliefs

A highly intriguing area of new empirical inquiry
began when Gerbner and his colleagues in 1973 reported
on data in which public perceptions ostensibly more in
congruence with the fiction of tekvision drama than the
real world were more frequent among persons.who also
regularly viewed more hours of television (Gerbner and
Gross 1973). This thrust evolved directly out of Gerb-
ner's theoretical position that the major influence of tele-
vision derives from the consistency of its messages that
reach so many so regularly and from his annual content
analyses which provide a statistical descriptia of the
makeilp of television drama. The basic technique was to
offer persons a choice between a statistic more in accord
with the real world and one more in accord with the
makeup of television drama, and then compare the re-
plies of persons who could be said to be heavier or lighter
viewers. The statistic deseribed such aspects of the world
as the risk of falling victim to a crime or assault, the
proportions engaged in such professions and occupations
as law enforcement and entertainment, and the propor-
tions of persons in the world who are U.S. citizens. In
each case, television drama is in sharp demographic con-
trast with truth. The early findings were quite consistent:
Persons who regularly viewed More hours of television
more frequently selected statistics more in accord with
television drama than actuality.

Since then, the proposition has been exaipined in a
ntimber of samples by a diverse number of investigators
(Doob and Macdonald 1979; Gerbner and Gross 1973,
1974, 1976, 1980; Gerbner et al. 1977a, 1979a, 1979b,
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1980a, 1980b, 1980c, 1981; Hawkins and Pingree 1980;
Hirsch 1980a, 1980b, 1981; Hughes 1980; Piepe et al.
1977; Stevens I98pa, 19806; Wober 1978). Although
there are plenty of opportunities for perceiving inconsis-
tencies and conflicts, there is also enough of a pattern and
sufficient points of congruence that a set. of propositions
can be tentatively advanced as hypotheses for which there
is some support. This pattern can be best perceived if
these investigations are construed as focusing on two
distinct topics pertinent to the effects of television vio-
lence, though such a distinction and terminology have not
been employed by the authors:

1. Fearfulness, measured variously by such indices as
the estimated risk of being robbed, murdered, or
otherwise falling victim to a crime, or the inadvis-
ability of certain kinds of behavior, such as Walking
in parks.

2. Pessimism, measured variously by such indices as
the estimated crime rate, the extent to which people
can be trusted, and theilegree to which the quality
of life is getting worse.

It is in these topics that the new research becomes set
apart somewhat from a broader spheie of inquiry witfi
which it shares a certain commonality--that concerned
with relationships between mass media use and beliefs
and perceptions. From oneperspective, this new line of
inquicy is a subspecies of the study of attitude change,
where interest in the influence of the mass media has'
been prominent. From another, it can be construed as an
elaboration of the evidence collected by Dominick and
G'reenberg (1972) and by Greenberg (1975) that the
viewing of violence is associated with the holding by
young persons of attitudes and beliefs favorable to the use
of violence, such as a greater belief in its efficacy and
greater expressed willingness to use violence to resolve a
conflict. However, the new studies depart from the
attitude-change research by the rather sweeping formu-
lation which holds the social ambience implied by a me-
dium responsible for the effect, and from the research
concerned with the encouragement of attitudes favorable
to violence by the focus on a negative world view whose
implications are different than possibly promoting vio-
lent-behavior.

Two issues have become of major concern:

1. Association: Are such beliefs and perceptions gener-
' ally and in a consistent way- associated with the
viewing of television or the use of other mass me-
dia?

2. Causality: Is *the association involving television
causal, in the sense that television viewing cop-
tributes to the holding of these beliefs and percep-
tions?

4^



Association

When the various data on adults are examined, the

evidence supports the view that both fearful and pessi-
mistic beliefs and perceptions are associated with higher

use of television and greater exposure to television vio-

lence. Gerbner and his colleagues have consistently docu-

mented such an association within. U.S. samples, using

heavy and light viewing as presumptively discriminative
between greater and lesser exposure to television vio-
lence. Doob and Macdonald found similar relationships
with both greater exposure to television and to tefevision

violence specOcally for a Toronto sample. .There ate -
studies with cbntrary results, but they do not provide any

reason to doubt that such a relationship is common in

North America.
Wober (1978) and Piepe et al. (1977) separately found

in England no evidence of such associations. However, it

seems more plausible to look to differences between Eng-

lish and North American cultures and to the techniques

they employed, for the explanation, rather than to inter-
pret their null results as a challenge to the North Amer-
ican data. Doob and Macdonald (1979), for example,

found that such beliefs and perceptions also were related

to sex, age, and communitY crime rate, which is a rough

index of social class, with women, older persons, and the

socioeconomically disadvantaged, if residence in a. high
crime area can be taken as a surrogate for lower socio-

economie status, more fearful and pessimistic. Gerbner-

and colleagues have also frequently reported that socio-

economic status has been associated with such beliefs and

perceptions. Wober reports no clear pattern Of such cor-
relates, and the absence of this basic commonality with
the No..th American data means that it would be rash to

'take otner findings as pertinent to North America. In
additiop, both Wnberand Piepe et al. employed only two
items, raising the possibility that the results reflect va-

garies associated with particular questions, while Gerb-

ner and colleagues and Doob.and Macdonald reach their
conclusions from the pattern of response to a much

greater number of items.

Causation

and Macdonald (1979) arrived at the same result when

they subjected their Toronto data to a stepwise multiple
regression in whkh community instance of crime, urban

or suburban place of residence, sex, and age were entered

before total television viewing andsexposure to television

violence; living in a high crime area, being female, and

being older were positively related to fearfulness, but the

television measures were not. Hughes (1980) and Hirsch
(1980b) similarly found that, when controls for sex, age,
socioeconomic status, and other variables were intro-
duced simultaneously, the relationship observed in a na-
tional sample of adults between exposure to' television

and fearfulness disappeared. In a variety of samples,

Gerbner and colleagues found thai the positive re-
lationship between television exposure and fearfulness

was not the artifact of an association between amount of

television viewing and some single third variable and

between fearfulness and that same variable. The more'
recent analyses diminish the likelihood that such an in-
terpretation is correct, at least for many segments of the
public, but they do not at all reduce the probability to
zero.

When Doob and Macdonald analyzed their data sepa-
rately for the four residential sites they examined, urban
versus suburban, and high versus low crime, they report-

ed that a statistically significant and positive association
between both television viewing Mid exposure to tele-
vision violence and fearfulness remained for one site, the
high crime urban area. This raises the possibifitffhat
their data ,. instead of indicating no relationship when
other factors are taken into account, in fact specify a

l'ondition under which the relationship occursliving in
a dense area of high crime, a circumitance in which risk
and knowledge of risk would presumably be maximized

and the efficacy of defensive efforts minimized. Further-
more, it must be,recognized that the size oE the Doob and

Macdonald samples (between 69 and 83 adults within
each of the four sites) imposes a threshold for statistical
significance that a modest degree of positive or negative
associatioh, however real, cannot overcome, so that there

may be actual enough relationships between fearfulness
and various measures of television and othrr media ex-
posure that would receive recognition with larger sam-
ples. Finally, it is mit clear that community crime rate
and even personal characteristics should be given prec-
edence over television exposure, as occurred in their step-
wise multiple-regression analysis. There is an admittedly
inherent appeal to ascribing greater influence to the pal-
pable fact of i.eal events and-personal characteristics, but
television also has a claim to palpability, and there is no

inherent justification for preferring neighborhood char-
acter over television; one could just as readily argde that
television exposure explains a relationship that upon first
glance appears to be a Clinction of communiey character.

Causality in most instances is a determination with
which one is destined to flirt but rarely to marry. In this

instance, the evidence suggests that greater intimacy is

justified in the case of pessimism rather than fearfulness:

When Stevens subjected one of the national samples

previously analyzed by Gerbner to surrogate controls
socioeconomic status and place of residencefor commu-
nity incidence of crime, the positive relationship between

televisiim viewing and fearfulness. disappeared. Doob
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Thus, the findings somewhat reduce confidence that the
association documented with such regularity between
elevision exposure atnd fearfulness reflects an effect of

which television exposure is the cause, and the findings
support the view that any hypothesized contribution to
fearfulness of television exposure does not apply equally
to all segments of the public.

Pessimism

The situation is somewhat different in regard to pessi-
mism. As with fearfulness, Gerbner and colleagues of
course have consistently found such beliefs and percep-

,t tions associated with television exposure when variables
such as soCioeconomic status, sex, and age haVe been
taken into account singly. Doob and Macdonald found
that television viewing and exposure to television vio-
lence were positively related to such beliefs, such as be-
liefs concerning the frequency of murders in Toronto and
the advisability of carryirlg a weapon, after community
crime rate was taken into account. Stevens, too, found
that taking into account community character did not
cause the association between television exposure and his
pessimism variables to disappear. Hughes found a posi-
tive relationship between television exposure and skep-
ticism over the interest of public officials in the_welfare of
the average citizen. Gerbner and collemfues report that,
for certain subgroups within a national silinpleole_ sit-
muttanotius introduction of control Oafiables does not
result in the disappearance of a positive association be-
tween television exposure and "anomie"in this case a
scale labeled the "mean world index" measuring agree-
ment that "most people look out foubemselves," "you
must be careful in dealing with peopre," and "most peo-
ple given an opportunity will take advantage of you,"
components closer to "pessimism" than to "fearfulness."
Thus, pessimism appears to function somewhat differ-
ently in public thought than fearfulness, and there is a
stronger likelihood that television contributes to pessi-
mism than that it contributes to fearfulness.

This differential pattern of findings for fearfulness
and Pessimism gives further reason for not attaching too
much importance to the findings of Wober and of Piepe
et al., as pertinent to the North American experience.
Wober combined measures of distrust, a pessimisrn vari-
able, and of the perceiVed likelihood of being robbed, a
fearfulness variable, which, if the two classes of variables
in fact differ in their sensitivity to influence by television,
would render Wober's paranoia scale insensitive. Piepe
et al., in COwas t , employed two pessimism queriesthe
frequen of violent incidents "around here" and sub-
scription to the view that "these days one doesn't know
whom he can depend on'=and their failure to find a
relationship with television viewing, given the consis-
tency over various samples for the relationship in North

America, encourages the interpretation that their data
specify a cultural or societal difference.

Two Patterns

Data collected by Tyler (1978) on beliefs,and percep-
tions about vulnerability and direct and indirect experi-
ence with crime provide.some insight on the two different
patterns. He conducted personal interviews with a sam-
ple of 224 Los Angeles adults regarding their direct ex-
perience.with crimes they had experienced or observed,
their indirect experience through conversations with
neighbors, and their indirect experience through reports
in the mass media. He then analyzed the relationship of
such experiences with feelings of personal vulnerability,
the taking of steps and maneuvers to protect oneself
against crime, and estimates of the community crime
rate. The taking of protective measures was related to
direct experience with crime. Indirect experience inter-
personally conveyed was unrelated both to the taking of
protective steps and feelings of vulnerability. Indirect
experience with cFime through reports in the mass media
was not associated either with*the taking of protective
steps or with feelings of vulnerability. However, indirect
experience with crime through mass media reports was
related relatively strongly to higher estimates of commu-
nity crime ratebut high estimates of community crime
rate were unrelated either to feelings of vulnerability or
the taking of protective steps. He also conducted tele-
phone interviews with 1,618 adults in Chicago, Philadel-
phia, and San Francisco. Measures were obtained for the

.same variables but in a more truncled manner because
of the limits of telephone interviewing. The taking of
protective measures was principally related to feelings 'of
vulnerability, although such steps were slightly related to
indirect experience through mass media reports. Feelings
of vulnerability were related to both direct personal ex-
perience with crime and indirect crive experience inter-
petsonally conveyed, with the relationship stronger in the
latter than in the former instance. Estimates of the com-
munity crime rate were modestly related to both indirect
experience conveyed interpersonally and indirect experi-
ence through reports in the mass media, with the rela-
tionship stronger in the former than in the latter instance.
Estimates of the' community crime rate again were
modestly related to taking of protective steps but again
were unrelated to feelings of vulnerability.

The Los Angeles data are stronger in regard to the
reliability, validity, and accuracy of the measures because
of the greater depth of inquiry permitted by personal
interviewing, but the three-city data are stronger in re-
spect to sample size and thus sensitivity to detecting re-
lationships. The second part differs from the first in the
greater relationship of indirect interpersonally conveyed
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experience to the taking of protective steps and estimates
of the crime rate, the presence of a relationship between
indirect experience through mass media reports and the

taking of preventive steps, and the much more modest

relationship between indirect experience through the

media, and estimates of the crime rate. The degree to

which these variations represent community differences

or stnengths or weaknesses of the methods employed is

moot.
However, both sets of the Tyler data concur in a pos-

itive relationship between remembered exposure to crime

in the mass media and estimates of the community crime

rate, and both concur in no relationship between esti-
mates of the community crime rate and feelings of per-
sonal vulnerability. Estimates of community crime rate
are essentially what previously has been described as a
measure of pessimism. These data thus support the view
that fearfulness and pessimism may be differentially
influenced by the mass media. They further suggest that
vicarious experience through the mass media, such as
through television entertainment, may not affect fear-

_ fulness, although it may affect pessimism.
The failure Of a relationship to appear in- either set of
data between estimates of the crime rate and' vulner-
ability furthermore suggests that an influence on pessi-
mism may have no influence on fearfulness. This does

not so much contravene commonsense as make common-

sense somewhat more sensible. Vulnerability and fearful-
ness are likely to ensue from estimates of one's personal
risk, which in turn derive from one's sense of control over
and understanding of the environment. Increases in the
estimated community crime rate or in other perceptions
and beliefs of pessimistic nature probably do not much
affect personal feelings of security, unless these increases

are extreme.

Young Viewers

Gerbner and colleagues (Gerbner et al. 1979a, 1980b;
Gross and Morgan in press) have reported positive asso-
ciations between exposure to television and various be-

liefs and perceptions of fearfulness and pessimism within'
a variety of samples of chiidren and adolescents that have
remained after the introduction of control variables, such
as socioeconomic status and race, singly and, in at least
one instance, simultaneously. In their most recent anal-
ysis (Gerbner et al. 1980b ), they report that among a
New Jersey sample of adolescents there was a net in-
crease on both dimensions associated with greater view-
ing in the previous year, independent of any contribution
of demographic characteristics and scores on these di-
mensions in that previous year. Hawkins and Pingree
(1980) found a positive association, after the introduction
of various control variables, among Australian adoles-
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cents but not amongyounger children,between exposure
to televiSion and the degree of violence perceived in the
world and accord with the "mean wOrld index."- Zill
(1981) also reported an association between such beliefs
and perceptions and television viewing- for a national
sample of American children. The hypothesis-that chil-
dren's beliefs and perceptions are related tnexposure to
television entertainment is also supported by the findings
of Dominick and Greenberg (1972) and. by Greenberg
(1975) that greater viewing of violence is positively asso-
ciated with attitudes favorable to the use of violence.

.The temptation to assume that the pattern of re-
lationships and the evidence for causality in regard to
television viewing is the same as for adults must be re-
sisted. The very factors on which the adult pattern may
hingecontrol over the environment, a sense of the like-
lihood of dire events given ones behavior, and the ability
to discritninate between, firstchand and indirect experi-
ence with crimeare likely to be attenuated in young
viewers, particularly children. At the same time, thpatt
city of crimes against _children and adolescents in the
violence portrayed on television may render some of its
message less telling, although it must be acknowledged
that by the Gerbner "victimization ratio" the small pro-
portion of adolescent boys (about 6 percent of all male
characters 4etween 1969-70 and 1979-80) score as most
"victimized," and about half were somehow involved in
violence, and that, while the small proportion of adoles-
cent girls (about 8 percent of all female characters over
the same period) score as !past "victimized" of- ail fe=
males, about a third were somehow involved in violence.
One could argue that the more restricted access of chil-
dren to sources of infOrmation and their more limited
knowledge, compared to adults, present a presumptive
ease in behalf of a causal contribution to fearfulness and
pessimism by television, but one could also argue that
children most likely to be in families and circumstances
of high risk are also likely to be children who view a
particularly large amount of television. Evidence on
young viewers supports the hypothesis that a positive
association exists between television viewing and beliefs
and perceptions about fearfulness and pessimism, but
until analyses comparable to those available for adults
have been performed, little can be said with, any confi-
dence either about causation or about a differential pat-
tern for fearfulness and pessimism.

Alternative Hypotheses

There ,Ire, of course, numerous alternative expla-
nations other than the direction cultivation of perceptions
and beliefs that may lie behind any association between
them and television viewing. Stevens (1980a) proposed
that, among persons of higher socioeconomic status, pes-



simism and television viewing would be associated be-
cause of a general dissatisfaction with life, in particular
with use of leisure, tie reasons that persons with greater
education are more likely to be skeptical of the value of
television viewing and more likely to have high ex-
pectations in regard to the satisfaction to be derived from
leisure. Thus, those among them who, as a result of
whatever circumstances, engage in a great deal of tele-
vision viewing also might be expected to be more than
ordinarily dissatisfied with their lives, ant' this dissatis-
faction might find expression in a pessimistic outlook. In
support of this interpretation, he reports precisely such a
correlation among those of higher socioeconomic status
that is not present for viewers of somewhat lesser socio-
economic status. Doob and Macdonald, on the other
hand, found that both pessimism and vulnerability re-
mained positively associated with television viewing
among residents of a high crime, highly urban area,
which presumably would contain many persons of low
socioeconomic status. This raises the possibility of a cur-
vilinearity in direct cultivation, with the viewers most
affected either those whose real-life environment gives
credence to the message of television or those who have
the most to lose and have the least regular experience
with crime and modes of effective protection. Still anoth-
er alternative explanation is that fearful and pessimistic
persons are motivated to view violent television because
of the consistent theme that transgressors of the law are
eventually punished, thereby deriving solace and comfort
from viewing. Certainly, all the hypothesized processes
may be occurring simultaneously among some groups
and persons, the presence of the predominance of one or
another may vary among segments of the public, and one
or another may conceivably hold, for the public as a
whole. The data at present should not be construed as
either confirming or disconfirming the cultivation of be-
liefs and perceptions by television) what the data recom-
Mend unequivocally is further inquiry.

Conclusion

Public misgivings about the influence of television,
empirical research on the effcts of television, and empir-
ical analyses of television content have interacted for the
past 30 years. Empirical research in both spheres has
reacted to and been stimulated by these misgivings and
have to some degree affected the behavior of broadcasters,
citizens' groups, congressional coMmittees, Congress,
and the Federal Communications Commission. Evidence
supporting the view that exposure to portrayals of vio-
lence may have some effects beyond diversion and enter-
tainment has accumulated. The character, patterh, and
trends in television violence have been documented from
a number of perspectives, without achieving a consensus
on the appropriate means of usefully and accurately
monitoring the performance of broadcasting. In some
instances, however, there is sufficient consistency in the
conclusions to which application of the differing perspec-
tives leads that the differences pose no real bar to a
consensual conclusion. Examples*are the high degree of
violence in chidren's programing and recent trends in the
quantity of physical aggression in television entertain-
ment. From the scientific vieWpoint, the most encour-
aging development in recent years has been the fusion of
the empirical measurement of violent content with the
investigation of the relationship between exposure to vio-
lent programing and fearful and pessimistic beliefs and
perceptions. From the same perspective and also from
that of some concerned with the monitoring of television
content that might encourage aggressive behavior, the
greatest disappointment is that no one has attempted a
fusion of the evidence on the aspects of portrayals that
increase or decrease the likelihood of subsequent ag-
gressive behavior by viewers and the empirical measUre-
ment of television violence.
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Television Violence and Aggresive Behavior,.

L. Rowell Huesmann
University àf Illinois at Chicago Circle

'In the 10 years since the Surgeon General's studies
;kere undertaken, research on television violence and ag-
gressive behavior has continued at an accelerated rate.
The empirical findings that led the Surgeon General to
his conclusion of "a causal rfelation between viewing yip-
lence on television and aggressive behavior" have mostly
been confirmed by recent research. But the controversy
regarding the explanation of these results has not sub-
sided, and .there is little evidence that significant pro-
graming changes have been stimulated by the results.
One explanation may be that too much emphaSis has
been placed on the collection_of empirical data and too
little on the organization of these data into a coherent
theoretical framework.

While many explanations have been offered for the
observed relations between television violence and ag-
gression, few have been elaborated formally. Too. often

,
researchers have used terms such as observational learn-
ing, catharsis, or desensitization iery loosely. Instead of
developing detailed models of the psychological processes
postulated to mediate the television violenceaggression
relation, researchers. have concentrated on collecting
diva. The outcome has been a large body of data that is
difficult to fit into any compre ensive explanatory model.
Few, if any, process theorie ave been negated, because
none has been developeeformally enough to be readily
falsiftable. The emphasis has been on describing re-
lations between variables rather than on discovering and
elucidating processes.

In this review,' .I present the recent research concern-
ing the several processes hypothesized to account for the
relation between viofence viewing and aggressiveness.
Such an organiiation of evidence may provide the Means

Lefkowitz and Eron contributed substantially to the developmenj of
the ideas prevented in this paper. This research has been supported in.

part by Grants M H-28280 and M H-31886 from the National Insti-
tute of Mental Health.

for a clearer understanding of the relation between vio-
lence viewing and aggression and stimulate the for-
malization of process models. Future research should be
guided by such models.

Ai least five kinds of processes have been postulated.to
explain the relation between violence viewing-and ag-
gression: (t).observational learning through which ag-
gressik behaviors depicted on television art learned by a
viewer; (2) catharsii through which a viewer's "drive" to
petform aggressive behaviors is reduced by watching ac-
tors behave aggressively; (3) changes in emotional ot
physiological arousal and responsiveness that are engen-
dered by violence viewine and affect aggressiveness;
(4) attitude changes that seiult from exposure to .tele-
vision violence and that then ,affect behaviori and
(5) justification processes iifivflich violence is watched by
aggressive children because it provides an opportunity to
rationalize their own aggressive behavior as the norm.

Three of these processes, observational leArning, atti-
tude change, and justification, clearly predict that a pos-
itive relation obtains between violence viewing and.
aggression. The proposed theories concerning arousal
generally are assumed to yield the same prediction but
possess some inherent conweefiteent that might be used
to explain an opposite o'utcome. The catharsis process
would seem to predict a negative relation between vio-,
lence viewing and aggression, but it is so broadly defined
that a positive relation' probably need not .negate
Therefore,,before specific evidence relevant to each proc-
ess is presented; the evidence concerning the existence of

'a positive or negativerelation between violence-viewing .

avd aggression without reference to the cause is
r6tewed. . -

, At this time, it,should be difficult to find any researcher
who does not believe that a significant positive relation
exists betwee4 viewing' television violence iand sub-
sequent aggressive behavior under most conditions.
Comstock (1980) reports that about 50 laboratory ex-.
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periments showing a positive relation between violence
.viewing and immediate aggression had been published by
the time the Surgeon General's Committee report was
written. While negative results are less likely to be pub-
lished, the replicability of the basic laboratory result (that
exposure of a child to certain kinds of media violence
inereases the immediate likelihood of certain aggressive
responses) was beyond challenge at this point. More con-
troversial are the data collected outside the laboratory. If
no evidence were found in the field of a positive relation
between a child's television violence viewing and ag-
gressive behavior, it would be hard to maintain that the
observational learning of aggressive behaviors had a ma-
jor impact qn society. However, the majority of survey
data aVailable at the time of the report to the Surgeon
General already indicated that there was a positive cor-
relation., As Chaffee's (1972) review demonstrated,
differences in sampling procedures and techniques for
measuring-violence vie,wing or aggressive behavior seem
to have substantial effects on the strength of the relation
found; nevertheless, highly significant positive correla-
tions ranging from .15 to .30 are most common.

A number of observational field studies have been con-
ducted since the report to the Surgeon General, and, like
the previous surveys, most have provided evidence of a
positiVe relation between violence viewing and aggres-
sion (Lefkowitz and Huesmann 1980). Three of them
deserve special attention. In a project funded by the Co-
himbia Broadcasting System (Belson 1978) collected data
on 1,650 teenage boys in London. Though he did not
obtain longitudinal data, on the basis of analyzing
matched subgroups, he concluded that "the evidence . .

is, very strongly supportive of the hypothesis that.high
exposure to television violence increases the degree to
which' boys engage in serious violence' (p. 15). More
causally conclusive are the data of Singer and Singer
(1980). They followed a sample of 3- and 4-year-olds
over the course of a year and carefully measured a num-
ber of variables at foul' different times. A variety of
different multivariate analyses of these data all point to
the same conclusionthat television viewing, particu-
larly violence viewing, is a cause of heightened aggres-
siveness in children of that age. The Singer investigation
is particularly noteworthy because the researchers dis-
tinguished between the different processes by which
media violence might affect children and attempted to
test the role of a number of cognitive and familial medi-
ators in the relation. Also, of special significance is a
5-year longitudinal study by McCarthy et al. (1975), in
which data from 732 children were obtained, clearly
supporting the.hypothesis that television- violence view-
ing is related to agtression. All of their data on children's
aggression, including conflict with parents, fighting, and
delinquency, were positively correlated with a frequency-

weighted violence score. Unfortunately, since television
viewing data were not collected in the first wave of the
study, no causal analyses could be undertaken. However,
the tiding that amount of television viewed was posi-
tively related toaggression was particularly interesting,
While older studies (Eron 1972; Robinson and Bachman
1972) had found no relation between total amout4 of
viewing and aggression, the study by McCarthy et al.
and two other studies reported bOow all found positive
relations between simple frelr6-ency of television viewing
and aggression.

Two recent studies of the impact of television on pre-
viously unexposed populations have confirmed the posi-
tive relation between aggressiveness and television view-
ing. Williams (1978) collected data in a small community
in Canada before and after television was introduced in
1973. She compared these data with data collected at the
same times from two communities w hic,h had had tele,
vision for many years. The pre-post increases in both
verbal and physical aggression by primary school chil-
dren were significantly greater for the experimental town
than for the two control towns. In a similar study, Granz-
berg and Steinbring (1980) compared a Cree Indian
community into which television was being introduced
with a control Indian community and a control Euro-
Canadian community. No pre-post differences in levels
of aggression between the exprimental and control com-
munities, taken as a whole, occurred. But, when children
were classified by amount of daily exposure to television,
significant differences in aggressive attitudes emerged.
The introduction of television into the community in-
creased the aggressiveness of those children who watched
a lot of television. In these studies and in the one by
McCarthy et al. (1975), amoum of television viewed
proved to be the critical potentiating variable in eluci-,
dating the relation between violent television and ag-
gressive behavior.

A similar conclusion can be drawn from the data Eron
and Huesmann.collected over the past 4 years with the
cooperation of colleaguei in several other countries (Eron
and Huesmann 1980a; Eron and Huesmann 1980b;
Huesmann et al. 1981, Huesmann et al. 1978; Rosenkld
et al. 1978; Eron et al. 1980; Lagerspetz 1979; Fraczek
1980). This longitudinal study involved interviewing and
testing a substantial sample of first and third graders,
retesting them 1 year later and again after 2 years. The
samples studied so far have come from the United States
(758 children), Auslralia (289 children), Finland (220
children), Poland (237 children), and Holland (569 chil-
dren). Whik all or the data have not yet beedanalyzed,
results are available from the United States, Finland
(Lagerspetz 1979), and Poland (Fraczek 1980). As
table 1 reveals, in each of these countries-significant pos-
itive relations have been found between television yio-
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Table 1

Correlations Between Television
Violence Viewing and Peer-Nominated Aggression

All Subjects Males Females

U.S.A. (N = 7 58) :
1st grade
2nd grade ..:
3rd grade
4th grade
5th gra(de

.212"
.234'
.232""
.224"*0

.160

.204**

.191**

.184*

.199

.210"*

.245'

.205**

.260*

Finland (N=220):
1st grade .141 .026 .139
2nd grade .163 .266' .022
3rd grade .257*** .038 .052
4th grade .228* .381*** .158

Poland (N= 237):
1st grade .227*: .296" . .070
3rd grade .293** .259** .236*

p> .05. p>.025. p>.01. p>.005.

lence viewing and peer-nominated aggressive behavior.
In contrast to previous results, which were significant
only for boys (Lefkowitz et al. 1977), these positive re-
lations obtained for both boys and girls in both the first-
and third-grade cohorts. In these investigations, violence
viewing was measured from the child's self-report which,
as Chaffee's (1972) survey suggests, may be more valid
than the parental reports used in earlier research. The
simple frequency of television viewing also correlated
highly with aggression. In fact, the best prediction of a
child's aggressiveness was derived when the investigators
included only the violence scores for programs the child
watched "almost always."

Two other field studies published subsequent to the
report to the Surgeon General also provided support for
the television violence-aggression relation. In a study of
adolescents in the United States, Hartnagel et al. (1975)
found a significant though low correlation between vio-
lence viewing and aggressive behavior Furthermore,
those subjects who perceived television programing as
violent or perceived the violence as an effective means to
a goal engaged in more violent behavior than did those
who did not perceive their favorite show to be violent.
Finally, Greenberg (1975) found correlations between
violence viewing and aggression in a sampled London
school children, coErelations that were remarkably simi-
lar tc4 those reported for U.S. children.

Several field experiments in which violence;viewing
was manipulated must also be mentioned. While Tost of
these Fxperiments have had flaws, the majority (Stein
and Friedrich 1972; Leyens et al. 1975;..Loye et al. 1977)
yielded evidence of a positive relation between violence.

viewing and aggression. For example, in one recent field
experiment (Parke et al. 1977), juveniles in institutions
in the United States and Belgium were exposed to 5 days
of violent or control films. In both countries, those chil-
dren who saw the more violent films were observed
acting more aggressively during the 5 days. Two well-
known field experiments that found no relation (Fesh:
bach and Singer 1971; Milgram and Shotland 1973)
demonstrate the difficulty of generalizing the techniques
successfully used in a laboratory to a field setting. How-
ever, many more plausible explanations exist for the lack
of results than that violence viewing and aggressiveness

. are unrelated (Comsfock 1980).
Recently several authors have also generated com-

pilations of the existing research relating violence view-
ing to aggression (Andison 1977; Hapkiewicz 1979;
Hearold 1979). While such compilations inevitably
suffer from averaging the competent stUdies with the
incompetent ones, they provide convenient statistical
summaries indicating the overwhelming nature of the
evidence for a positive relation between violence viewing'
and aggression. A few survey studies commissioned by
television networks have not yet been published so they
are.clifficult to evaluate (Comstock 1980). One hopes khat
their major function and the major function of future
surveys will be to test some of the specific process models.

In summary, while the strength of the relation changes
as, a funttion of situational determinants, population
characteristics, and measurement techniques; the evi-
dence seems overwhelming that television violence view-
ing and aggression are positively correlated in children.
The iswe is what processes produce this relation.
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Observational Learning

According to advocates of observational learning, chil-
dren learn to behave aggreEsively from watching violent
actors on television just ag they learn cognitive and social
skills from watching parents, siblings, peers, and others.
Since Bandura's original laboratory experiments (Ban-
dura et al. 1961; 1963) suggested the validity of this
thesis, a number of experiments and .field studies at-
tempted to test and elucidate the theory (Bandura 1977),
While the research illuminated some of the conditions
under which behaviors portrayed in the meilia are most
likely to be imitated, the actual imPortance of obser-
vational learning in determining the aggressiveness.of
children has not been settled.

Part of the problem has been that observational learn-
ing means different things to different people. Bandura's
origind definition was narrow and specifically behav-
ioral. It has been expanded by some to-include virtually
any process by which an observed behavior influences a
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viewer. At the same time, many "purists" acted as if
. observational learning were a distinct process separated

from a subject's other Jognitive processes. In fact, until
recently it was difficult to find evidence that many in-
vestigators of observational learning were aware of cog-
nitive psychology. This diversity of understandings of
observational learning has hampered the formation of
precise models and contributed to some important con-
troversies. For example, the issue of whether children
learn a generalized disinhibition of aggression or learn
specific aggressive acts becomes less important when one
casts these theories in information-processing terms.
Current information-processing models of memory pro-
vide a perspective in which these theories can be com-
plementary rather than*competing.

What is the evidence with regard to observational
learning? First, there can be little doubt that in specific
laboratory settings aggressive behaviors of actors are im-
itated by child viewers immediately after viewing. Large
numbers of laboratory studies demonstrated this, even
before the report to the Surgeon General appeared
(Comstock 1980). The question is whether the positive
relations observed in field settings can be explained by
the imitation of, the actors' behavior.

Thtstudy by Lefkowitz et al. (1977; Eron et al. 1972)
provided the first substantial evidence from a field setting
implicating observational learning. WithoUt rehashing

,tired arguments, the results suggested that'observational
learning was the most plausible explanation of the posi-
tive correlations between violence viewing and aggression.
While'many researchers have appropriate reservations
about the analyses used to extract causal inferences from
these longitudinal observational data (Kenny 1972;
Comstock 1978), the critiques advocating a complete re-
jection of the results (e.g., Armour 1975; Kaplan 1972)
contained such serious errors of reasoning (Huesmann

TWL
1977

.221

et al. 1973; Huesmann et al. 1979) that they have not had
a major impact. Since the study by Lefkowitz et al., a
number of other observational studies and field experi-
ments have suggested that violence viewing is a precursor
of aggression (Stein and Friedrich 1972; Leyens et al.
1975; Parke et al. 1977; Belson 1978; Huesmann et al.
1979; Singer and Singer 1980). Moreover, we recently
found patterns of lagged correlations in our current U.S.
sample which Mirror our earlier findings (see table 2).
However, all of these more recent studies can un-
doubtedly be criticized on methodological grounds as
well. No field study is going to provide the "clean" out-
comes available from the laboratory. Nevertheless, these
studies are important for the theory of observational
learning because their data do not contradict the predic-
tions of the observational learning model.

It has become clear that the extent to which a child
imitates an actor is greatly influenced by the reinforce-
ments received by the actor. If the actor is seen being
rewarded for aggressive behavior, the child is more likely
to imitate that behavior (Bandura 1965; Bandura et al.
1963a ; Walters et al. 1963). If the actor is punished for
a behavior, that behavior is less likely to be modeled
(Bandura 1965; Walters and Parke 1964). This appears
to be true for prosocial as well as for antisocial behavior
(Morris et al. 1973).

While such vicarious reinforcements influence the
probability of the child emitting the actor's behaviors,
the persistence of the behavior seems to depend upon the .
reinforcements the child receives. Interestingly, actual
reinforcement does not seem to affect modeled behaviors
any differently than it affects behaviors acquired in-other
ways. Bandura (1965) found that offering a reward for
an aggressive act had no greater effect on children who
had recently watched the act performed than on control
children who had not observed the aggressive act. Linne

Table 2

Cross-Lagged Correlations Between Peer-Nominated Aggression and
Television Violence Viewing Obtained in the Currenf U.S. Data

'.284

AGG
1977 .662

.224

TVVL
1978

.220

AGG1978
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1

.359

.729

.181

. .243

TVVL
1979

.180

AGG1979



(1976) reports no difference ih children's aggressiveness
as a function of whether the consequences.of aggressive
acts were shown in a violent film. One of the problems
with ,such studies is that the reinforcing properties of
aggression are difficUlt to manipulate. For some children,
aggressive behavior may often produce inherently re-
inforcing consequences. Hayes et al. (1980) recently
showed that even the reflexive movement of objects ag-
gressed against can be reinforcing to the aggressor. These
authors also ,found purely additive effects for imitation
and reinforcement on aggression.

A number Of researchers attempted to determine the
ages at which children are most susceptible to imitating
observed behaviors. Eron et al. (1912) argued that, once
an individual has reached adolescence, behavioral predis-
positions and-inhibitory controls have become crystalized
to the extent that a child's aggressive habits would be
difficult to change with modeling. Collins (1973; Collins

..et al. 1974; Newcomb and Collins 1979) consistenily
found that young children are less able to draw the rela-
tion between motives and aggression and therefore may
be more prone to imitate inappropriate aggressive behav-
iors. Hearold's (1979) review generally supports these
views but suggests that modeling might increase again
among adolescent boys. Perhaps the more important
question, however, is at how young an age children begin
to imitate behaviors viewed on television. Experiments
by McCall et al. (1977) indicate that children as young
as 2 years 'were facile at imitating televised behav-
iors, and some imitation was observed in even younger
children.

Another factor frec,...ently hypottakr40 to be impli-
cated in observational learning is the viewer's identifica-
tion with the actor or actress being modeled. Within the
existing literature, however, the evidence is ambiguous
on the role that identification plays in ohiervational
learning. i3andura et al. (1963a , 19630 fotind that boa;
boys and girls more readily imitated mak rather than
female models. In a longitudinal study with first- and
third-grade children, Huesmann et al. (1978) found that,
regardless of the child's sex, there are higher correlations
of the child's aggressivenesS with the child's viewing of
male actors' violence than with the child's viewing of
female actors' violence. This apparently greater influ-
ence of male modefs on children has been detected in data
from Finland (Lagorspetz 1979) and Poland (Fraczek
1980) as well. In those cmintries, however, females seem
to be more affected by female models ffian they are in the
United States.

One of the problems with using gender as a measure
of identification with a television model is that aggression
is highly correlated with sex-role orientation (Huismann
et al. 1978; Lefkowitz et al. 1977). Girls who are ag-
gressive may in fact identify gtore with male actors than
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with most female actors. An interesting finding from our
current cross-cultural study has somewhat changed our
perspective on this issue, however. Table 3 shows the
correlations between neutral sex-role orientation and ag-
gressiveness for boys and girls over the course of our
3-year study. While the relations between aggression and
either a male or female orientation varied greatly with
sex and grade, the relation between aggression and neu-
tral orientation was consistently negative. Children who
scored high on neutral scx role were ones who were
flexible in their choice of games and activities and not
bound by societal stereotypes. Perhaps such children are
also more flexible in their choice of behaviors in frus-
trating situations and therefore less aggressive.

Table 3

Correlations Between Preference for Neutral Sex-:
Typed Activities and Peer-Nominated Aggression

AH Subjects Males Females

U.S.A. (N=758) :
1st grade .217**** 197**
2nd grade .210**** .086 .294**
3rd grade .180** .151 .135
4th, grade .170*** .200*" .049
5th grade .193* .117 .140

Finland (N=220):
1st grade .204* .302** .083
2nd grade ... .088 .091 .074
3rd grade .202* .111 .262*
4th grade .282* .232

Poland (N=237):
..275*

1st grade .112 .153 .013

3rd grade .251**** .146 .283*
p<.025. ** p<.01. '** p.005.

Studies measuring other types of identification besides
sex role have also yielded ambiguous results for obser-
vational learning theories. In:studies comparing the race
of the actor and viewer, black children have sometimes
Geen found to imitate white, models more than black
models (e.g., Neely et al. )473); and in some cases chil-
dren have been found to imitate adults more than peers
(Nicholas et al. 1971) at least'ai a time long after viewing
(Hicks 1965). Even with two peer actors differing greatly
in likability, no difference has been found in the pro-
pensity of the viewer to imitate either of the actors
(Howitt and Cumberbatch 1972). On the other hand,
when subjects are asked to assume mentally the role of an
actor who is aggressive, they do behave more aggressively
(Turner and Berkowitz 1972). While perceived simi-
larity of interest between,the model and child can en-
hance the likelihdod of imitation (Rosekrans 1967), the
above findings suggest that a simplistic view of identifica:
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tion will not aid much in the understanding of observa-
tional learning. Rather, it appears that a child is most
likely to imitate a model perceived to possess valued
characteristics.

Along these lines, a few researchers (e.g., Huesmann
et al. 1978; Rosenfeld et al. 1978; Turner and Fenn
1978; Singer and Singer 1980) recently attempted lo tie
observational learning more closely to theorizing in
cognitive psychology. One recent idea about human
memoryTulving and Thomson's (1973) concept of en-
coding specificityseems particularly relevant. Tulving
argued that the likelihood of an item being recalled de-
pends upon the specific encoding context (acquisition
context) being reproduced, including even apparently ir-
relevant aspects. The idea tliat many forms of aggressive
behavior are elicited by the presence of specific cues is not
new (Berkowitz 1974), and there is evidence of the im-
portance of specific ctles from a viqlent film during test-
ing (Geen and Berkowitz 1966; Turner and Fenn 1978;
Turner and Layton 1976). Turner and -Fenn ,(1978)
analyzed a number of case studies where juveniles seem
to have imitated specific criminal acts portrayed on tele-
vision, e.g., the Boston incident in which a gang burned
a woman to death. Intach case, they found that highly
specific visual cues present in the television program
(e.g., a woman carrying a bright red gasolihe can) were
present in the environment in which the imitated behav-

ior was emitted.
Let us consider what may be happening in

informattr-processing terms. A child is constantly.
building and,storing algorithms for problem solving in
his or her memory. One source for the programs he or she
constructs is the child's observation of problem-solving
behaviors by others. A particular behavior that is ob-
served may never be successfully encoded and stored;
even if stored, it may become irretrievable. According to
the encoding specificity principle, the retrievabil4 will
depend upon the extent to which the specific cues present
at encoding are also present at retrieval time. But what
determines whether or not an algorithm is successfully
stored? Certainly, from information-processing models
of memory, one would predict that the more salient a
scene and the more a'scene is rehearsed, the more likely

it is to be stored.

. While only a few researchers have moved in this direc-
tion, there are data supporting this view. In one of the
ear:iest studies of media comprehension, Holaday and
Stoddare6 933) discovered that scenes with'particularly
salient visual and auditory cues were more likely to be
recalled. More recently, Calvert and Watkins (1979)
confirmed these results. Of course, comprehension, re-
call, and recognition of television scenes improve, with the
viewed's age, but the errors young children make seem to
be based on previously stored "scripts" for the situations

(Newcomb and Collins 1979). Cognitive researchers
have found that "scripts" (expected behavior sequences)
play an important role in guiding the recall of prose
(Schank and Abelson 1977; Bower et al. 1979); it is

therefore not surprising that they should guide the recall
of scenes viewed on television. How is a script formed? It
may be based originally on what the child is told or the
child's observations of his or her environment. But, even-
tually, television programs themgelves would influence
scripts. A child who repeatedly watches television char-
acters interacting violently may store a violent script for
social interaction and store algorithms for behaving ag-
gressively in social situations.

Based- on this model, Ro'senfeld et al. (1978) argued
that the rehearsal of specific aggressive acts observed on.
television thwaigh daydreaming or .kmagii.7tive play
could increase the probability that the aggressive acts will
be performed. Indeed, in cross-cultural data, it was found
that aggressive fantasies are positively .correlated with
aggressive behavior and in some cases with tekvision
violence viewing. This cognitive, information-processing
.interpretation of observational learning, might also ex-
plain why violent scenes perceived as unreal age not
modeled as readily (Feshbach 1976). The observer stores
for later retrieval and rehearsal those scenes that have
subjective utility as likely solutions to real social prob-
lems. Acts perceived as Unreal would ,not be likely to
fulfill this requirement and hence would not be stored.
The child's use of aggressive fanta,sies to rehearse aggres-
sive behaviors should not be confused with the child's use
of imaginative play and normal daydreaming. Singer and
Singer (1980) found that children who engage in more
imaginative play and fantasy in general are less ag-
gressive. One reason may be that these children have
rehearsed prosocial behaviors sufficiently for them to be-

come dominant responses.

The foregoing approach has important implications
for the controversy over whether television violence disin-
hihits general aggressive behavior or teaChes observers
speac aggrAsive acts. The research on observational
learning and cognitive processes suggests that the ob-
served relations between violence viewing and aggressive
behavior do not require a disinhibition theory. Children
who observe large numbers of aggressive behaviors on
television Could store and subsequently retrieve and per-
form those behavinrs, when the appropriate cues are
present. Even seemingly irrelevant aspects of the scene
(e.g., color) could serve as triggering cues. The recall of
an aggressive behavior which provides a solution to a
problem a child 1.ces may lead to the emission of that _-
behavior. hile reinforcement of the behavior increases
the likelih,tod that the child Will eniit that behavior again,.
it is not a prerequisite for the behavinr. This argument
does not mean that disinhibition of aggression cannot
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occur. In fact, from an information-procesiing Itew, a
certhin Ope of disinhibition is plausible andbuildi on the
learning of specific aggressive behaviors! Disinhibition
auld occur when the child forms an aggressive concept
on the basis of his or her observation of numerous ag-
gressive Lehaviors. If the aggressive concept becomes as-
sociated with successful social problem solving, new
aggressive behaviors may emerge that are unrelated to
the original observed behaviors.

Attitude Change

Another way in which television violence exerts its
influence on children is through the molding of children's
attitudes. The more television child watches, the More
atcepting is the child's attitude toward aggressive behav-
ior (Domini5k and Greenberg 1972). Equally important,
the more a person watches television, the more suspicious
a person is, and the greater is the person's expectancy of
being involved in real violencr(Gerbner and Gross 1974;
1980): Why? Again, from an Information-processing -
standpoint, attitudes al e attributions, rules, and expla-
nations induced from- observations of behavior. They
serve as heuristics for,futKe behavior. If a child's, or even
an adult's, major. exposure to social inteiaction occurs
through television, the conception of social reality would
quite.naturally be based on such obse'rvations. The atti-

-tudes toward aggression of heavy teleVision viewers
would be more positive because they perceive aggressive
behavior to be the norm. Perhaps even the perception of
what is an aggressive act changes. In a current longi-
tudinal study, Huesmann et al. (1978) have found that
the more aggressive a subject is, the more aggressive he
or she thinks others are. One problem with the evidence
for such effects is the potential correlation of heavy vio-
lence viewing with other factors that could cause accept-
ing attitudes toward aggression, e.g., 'social class and
aggression in the environment. Doob and Macdonald
(1979) found, for example, that the correlation between
fear of victimization and violence viewing becomes insig-
nificant when one controls for neighborhood. Despite
such findings, the weight of evidence suggests that tele-
vision violence can alter one's attitudes toward aggressiom
and that one's attitudes in turn influence one's behavior.

One recent study that cleverly demonstrated the rela-
tion between television program material,, viewer's atti-

' tudes;--and viewer's -tater -behaviors-was-performed-in
GeOrgia. Ryback and Connel (1978) examined the rela-
tive incidence of unruly behavior among white and black
high school students in the weeks before, during, and
after the broadcasting of Roots. Using a relatively objec-
tive dependent measure (number of after-school deten-
tions), they found a significant increase for blacks during

the weeks Roots was shown. Apparently, watching Roots
changed the black students' attitudes about obedience.
Another body of evidence has been provided by research-
ers investigating "desensitization" of viewers. This term,
unfortunately, has been used to refer to two quite differ-
ent processesattitude change and arousal change. While
a fair amount of violence viewing might be required to
effect an adult's attitudes, experiments by Drabman and
Thomas (1974a, 19746; Thomas and Drabman 1975)
revealed that young children's willingness to accept ag-
gressive behavior in other children can be increased by
even brief exposures to liolent film scenes. Such accept-
ing attitudes, in turn, make it more likely that- the child
may bekave aggressively and perhaps make it more likely
that the child will model aggressive acts. Meyer (1972)
reported that, whenever a subject observes violent acts
perceived as justified, the probability increases that the
subject will act,aggressively. If onrwishes to Ilk the term
"disinhibition," it seems appropriate here. An attitude of
acceptance toward aggresston and violence can increase
the likelihood of aggression and violence being displayed.

Another intriguing approach toward measuring the
retation between television violence, viewer attitudes, and
viewer behavior has been provided by the "mitigation"
and "enhancement" studies. In these, researchers have
attempted either to reduce or increase the effects of tele-
vision programs on children.by changing the children's
attitudes. Friedrich-Cofer et al. (1979) demonstrated
that the effects of prosocial television were greatly en-
hanced when it was coupled with other prosocial teach-
ing. Hicks (1968) discovered tfiat adults' comments about
an aggressive scene only influenced the likelihood that a
preschooler would imitate the scene so long as the adult
was present, while Singer and Singer (1980) reported
that.a parent's presence, by ittelf, had no effect. On the
other hand, Grusee (1973) found that with older children
an adult's comments could have lasting influence.

One of the most dramatic demonstrations of how atti-
tudes can mitigate the effect of violence viewing emerged
from a current longitudinal study (Eron and Huesmann
19806; Huesmann et. al. 1981). After the first wave of
measiliements, children in the upper quartile on
television-violence viewing were selected and randomly
divided into, two groupsthe experimental and placebo
groups. Over the next 2 years, the experimental children
were expOsed to two treatments designed to mitigate the
effects of television violence. First, at the beginning of the
second year, they received-three sessions in small groups
during which the investigators attempted to teach them
how unrealistic television violence was. The children
were shown brief excerpts from violent shows and took
part in a highly structuredAscussionof how unrealistic
(the actors' behaviors were and how their problems could
have been solved unaggressively. The placebo group was
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shown nonviolent educational excerpts, followed by dis-
cussion of 'their content. Then, at the beginning of the
third year, a more formal attitude-change procedure was
used with the experimental subjects. Each of the experi-
mental subjects was asked to write a paragraph on "why
TV violence is unrealistic and why viewing too much of
it is bad." Over the course of two sessions, the children in
the experimental group wrote the paragraph, received
suggestions and rewrote it, were taped reading the para-
graph; and watched a television tape of themselves and
their 'classmates reading .the paragraphs. The subjects
were told that the tapilvere going to be shown to. the
school children in Chicago. The placebo group also maae
a tape, but it was about "what you did last summer." Six
months after this intervention, the final wave of data on
all the children in the study was collected. Remarkably,
the mean peer-nominated aggression score for the experi-
mental group was now significantly lower than the score
for the placebo group (see table, 4). Furthermore, the
regression lines for predicting aggression were different
within the two groups. Violence viewing was a much
more important predictor in the placebo group. Since the
children were randomly assigned to each condition, it
would appear that changes in the children's at,titudes
brought on by the intervention engendered the difference
in aggressiveness.

Arousal Processes

One might designate the changes in attitudes brought
about by frequent violence viewing as a cognitive desensi-
tization to violence. Similarly, there is some evidtbce to
indicate that a real physiological desensitizition can

occur. In a quasi-experimental field study (Cline et al.
1973), boys who regularly watched a heavy diet of telt-
vision violence displayed less physiological arousal in
response to new scenes of violence than did control sub-
jects. While these results have apparently been difficult to
replicate in the field, Thomas et al. (1977) discovered
similar short-term effects in laboratory studies- of GSR
ksponses to violence. It should not be stirprising that
emotional and physiological responsiveness to scenes of
violence habituates as other responses do.

It is more difgcult to make the case that sucb habitua-
tion would influence the future probability of aggressive
behavior. On the one hand, one could argue that arousal
heightens the propensity of the person to behave aggres-
sively and television violence increases or perpetuates
arousal. Studies by Geen and O'Neal (1969), Zillmann
(1971; this volume), and others demonstrate that increas-
ing a subject's general arousal increases the probability of
aggressive behavior.' While more recent experiments
(Baron 1977) placed limits on these results, it might
follow that children who watched the least violence pre-
viously would be the most aroused by violence and the
most likely to act aggressively afterward.

On theother hand, one could argue equally convinc-
ingly that the arousal fostered bwelevision and film
violehce is an unpleasant consequence that serves as a
negative reinforcer. In this case, the desensitized heavy
violence viewers would be expected to behave more ag-
gressiyely than 'those not desensitized. Confusion be-
tween these two processes is evident in the writings of
communication researchers, some, of whom argue that
television is making children hyperactive by "over-
loading': them with stimulation (Halpern 1975), while
others claim television is anesthetizing children (Winn

Table 4

Effect of the intervention on Mean.Level of Aggression Over the Course of 1 Year

Mean Peer-Nominated Aggression (Peeragg)
Before (1978) After (1979)

Experiment& Group (N = 59)
Placebo Group (N = 58)

154.0
158.0

175.3
242.8

Analysis of Covariance
Source df . Signif.

Covariates
Sex 1.23
Grade 1 0.00
Peeragg 1978 1 61.12 .001

Effects
Group 1 6.40 .013

Error 112

Total 116
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1977) by "overloading" them with stimulation. Still a were presented. But these would hot be considered ca-
third Alternative is suggested by the recent research of tharsis processes by any fair definition of the word.
Tannenbaum (1980) and Hayes et al. (1980) on t
self-reinforcing properties of aggression. If we adopt th
viewpoint that there is an optimal level of arousal which Justification Processes
each individual finds most satisfying, then it follows that
aggressive behavior might be used to generate appropri-
ate levels of self-arousal. Since aggressive behavior of
necessity produces heightened arousal, the desensitized
violence viewer might behave more aggressively in order
to achieve the desired level of arousal. Yet, once the
higher level of arousal is achieved, the most likely behav-
iors to be emitted are those most readily retrievable from
memory, i.e., the dominant responses (Zajonc 1965). If
these are aggressive responses, then aggression continues.
Such a model provides a role for arousal both as a precur-
sor and consequence of aggression.

Catharsis

Catharsis means so many different things to different
psychologists that it is somewhat difficult to evaluate as
a model to explain the relations between television/vio-
lence viewing and aggression. Certain II?, aggrespive ac-
tions can reduce physiological arousal in subjects' who

v havobeen frustrated (Hokanson and Burgess 1962). On
the other hand, no ohehas produced convincing evidence
that a "need to aggress" accumulates over time. Further-
more, there are no data to indicate that watching violent
acts reduces arousal or the propensity of one to act ag-
gressively. In fact, the wealth of evidence demonstrating
that violence viewing and aggression are positively re-
lated contradicts the catharsis hypothesis.

In the current longitudinal cross-cultural study Hues-
mann et al. found a different kind of evidence that argues
against the catharsis model (iosenfeld et al. 1978). Each
child's 'frequency of aggressive fantasy was measured
with a self-report inventory and found di: be pOsitively
correlated with peer-rated aggressiveness. This was true
for boys and girls in both Finland and the United States.
While the causal direction of the relation is not yet clear,
the data contradict the catharsis hypothesis. Children
who fantasize about aggressive acts tend to act ag-
gressively. These data are more in accord with the
infdrmation -processing view of fantasy as "rehearsal" of
behaviors.

It does not follow from our rejection of the catharsis
model that a child's aggressiveness could never be re-
duced by exposure to television violence. The observa-
tional learning process, the attitude change process, and
the arousal process might conceivably function to reduce
aggressive behavior, if certain types of program material
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The justification hypothesis posits that people who are
aggressive like to watch violent television because they
can then justify their own behavior as being normal. It is
similar to the attitude change process, but it operates in
the opposite direction. Television violence viewing does
not stimulate the child's aggressiveness; it results from it.
A child's own aggressive behaviors normally should elicit
guilt in the child, but this guilt could be relieved if the
child believed that aggression were normal. Thus, the
child who has behaved aggressively watches violent tele-
vision shows to justify his or her own aggressiveness.

Unfortunately very little research has been conducted
to test this Model. A number of piychologists have sug-
gested that aggressiveness might be a precursor of vio-
lence viewidg (e.g., Kaplan and Singer 1976), but most
of them have operated in a theoretical vacuum without
any process model to explain such an effect. The one
recent experiment aimed at assaying whether aggressive
behavior might be a precursor of violence viewingrun-
fortunately only demonstrated that subjects who are told
to think about aggressive words choose to watch aggres-
sive films afterward (Fenigstein 1979).

The justification model is clearly one on which more
research is needed. It is not necessarily antagonistic to
any of the other processes discussed and could act in
a complementary fashion with them to produce the ob-
served relations between violence viewing and aggression.

Summary

The recent research concerning the relation between
television violence and aggressive behavior was discussed
within the frame`Work of information-processing models
of learning and memory developed in cognitive psycholo-
gy. Five potential processes were considered: obser-
vational learning, attitude change, emotional and phys-
iological arousal, catharsis, and justification processes.
Viol-nce viewing and aggressive behavior clearly are
positively related, not just in our culture but in other
western cultures as welt. The weight of evidence strongly
suggests that observational learning and attitude change
induced by television violence are contributing to the
positive relation. Less obvious is the role of irousal proc-
esses. Significant relations between arousal, television
violence, and aggression have been found, but a compel-
ling proCess model has yet to be formulated that inte-
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grates the results. Also undecided is the justification.
hypothesisthat aggressive people watch television vio-
lence because they can then rationalize their own actions
as normal. Finally, the available dafa convincingly con-,

tradict the catharsis model. Not only is there no evidence
that vicarious participation in aggression reduces ag-
gressive behavior, there is some evidence that it actually
increases the likelihood of aggressive acts.
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Television, and Aggresiion: Results of a Panel Study

J. Ronald Milavsky, Ronald KeSsler, Horst Stipp, William S. Rubens
Department of Social Researdh, National Brvslcasting Company

This chapter' summarizes the results of a research
project designed to determine whether continued ex-
posure to violence on television programs, pauses the
development of aggressive behavior patterns among ele-
mentary school and high school children. The project,
sponsored and carried out by the National Broadcasting
Compaqy, surveyed some 3,200 young people oier a
3-year period, from 1970 to 1973. A detailed presentation
of the complete analysiswhich inauded information
obtained not only from the panels of children but also
from school teachers, school records, interviews With a
samPle of mothers, and questionnaires from a sample of
fathersis reported elsewhere (Milavsky et al. 1982).

background

4en the study Was designed, the literature on tele-
vision and violence did notinclude any longitudinal stud-
ies. In 1972, when our data were in the midst of being
collected, a two-wave panel study by LefkoWitz, Eron,
Walder, and Huesmann was published as part of the
Surgeon General's Report on Television and Social Be-
havicir (Comstock and Rubinstein 1972). The Leikowitz
study documented a iignificant relationship between
preference for violent television programs and aggression
measured 10 years later. However, the SurgeonGener--
al's report regarded its findings "not conclusive" by virz
tue of several methodological problems with the data ,
collected. In its recommendations for future research the
report called Tor more longitudinal studies on the effects
of television on children, emphasizing that "this gap
needs to be filled before we 'can learn something de.;
pendable about the long-term effects of repeated ex-
polure to standard television fare" (Surgeon General's
Scientific Advisory Committee 1972, p. 114).

Many technical details of the resear'c'h project are omitted in this
summary.

Basic Design and Measures

Design

The study was. designed as a panel survey, covering.a
3-year period (1970 through 1973). Data were obtained
from approximately 2,400 elementary school children
(second through iixth grades) who were surveyed up to
six times and from SOO teenage boys who were surveyed
up to five times. Interviews and questionnaire's were ad-
ministered to the respOndents -and samples of their par-
ents and school teachers.

At the beginning of the study, the younger respondents
ranged from 7 through 12 years of age, the older respon-:
dents'from 12 through 16. Thus, over the 3-year period,
our data reflect the behavior of children and adolescents
ranging in age from 7 through ,19.

The study was conducted in two medium-sized Mid-
western cities, Minneapolis, Minnesota, and Ft. Wprth,
Texas. Both are Ipcated in tV Central Time hone,
where prime time television programsltart I hour earlier
than in either the East or West. This allows young view-
ers maximum exposure to programs with violent content.
Also, the citiei provided many program choices, since
each had four commercial and ont public television sta-
tion on the VHF band. Further, the cities were relatively
similar in size and in many sociodemographic character-
istics, but one (Ft. Worth) had a much higher violent
crime rate than the other, allowing an investigation al
whether the amount of violent crime actually present in
the community affects television's influence.

Pretests indicated that-valid and reliable measures of
both television exposure and aggression could be obv
tained from elementary school children as young as sec-
ond graders with. methods we developed. Those methods
included a peer-nomination technique for measuring be-
havior and a self-reported television e3psuremneasure,
both geared especially toward theibilities of young
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cespondents. For teenagers, a tiiticcent methodology,
geared toward the charaCteristics of adole.:ent boys, was
employed. These methods are described Ian:.

Sam Pfing of Respondents. The decision to u... a
peer-nomination Measure of aggression among elemen
tary school children dictated that we sample otir young
respondents in classroom units. With the cooperation of
the local school systems, abOut 60 classes (30 in each city)
were selected. Before selection, the universe of clasiroom
units was stratified by race and-abcioeconomic status to
insure that the sample would include respondents with
varied socioeconomic backgrounds. Less than 'half of all
children studied in each city were from schools character-
ized by the school systems' ressearch departments as "ore-,
dominantly white middle-class"; the majority were from
"predominantly lower-class" schools. About 20 percent
of all respondents were black.

Teenagers were sampled differently. Since teens do
not spend the entire school day in a single classroom but

rotate among different classes with differing composi-
tions, it was not possible to replicate the elementary
school design. A probability sample bf 200 teen boys was
selected frOM schdol enrollment lists of the secondary
schools that were fed by the elementary *hoots of our
younger sample. This sample was stratifieil by grade in
school and represented the same socioeconomic groups as
the elementary school sample. These boys were our core.
respondents. To allow for the possibility of studying
friendship groups, each core respondent ,was asked to
identify his neighborhood friends who were also re-
cruited. these neighborhood friendship groups were
brought to interview sessions held at neutral locations
away from home and school. The total set of boys who
came to the firit interview sessions in the Spring of '1970

formed ous core panel sample (N 403).

Attrition. The more data collection. points there
are, the more oPportunities occur for nonresponse. Since

we are dealing with a relatively long panel with five or
six data collection points, the compbund influences of
these over the course of the study are great. In addition,
in the elementary school sample, attfition was built into
the design because sixth graders graduated out of ,the
sample. Thus, the amount of attrition was considerable:
totake the most extreme evidence of this, while 805 bdys
were in the initial Wave I sample, only 178 of them were
in all six waves. The rest either graduated out of elemen-
tary school, movvl to another school district, or were
'absent on at least one of the data collection days. How-
ever, most respondents were present in more than one

'wave. In addition, new respondents entered the samples
after Wave I, and, therefore, 300 to 500 respondents are
available for most lagged analyses over 'short-time inter-

vals and 200-300 for most analysbs covering time inter-
vals between 1 and 2 years. These sample' sizes are more

than I rge enough for parametric analysis.
Tlé effect of dala loss on panel composition can be

asce ained by. comparing measured 'characteristics of
t1-16se who left with those who stayed In our data, those
for whom there were iiramplete data tended to be more
aggressive, to have bet& average school grades,' and to
c.,me from one-parent families. Although more high-
agg.-ession than low-aggression respondents were lost by
attrinen, a comparison of the cross-sectional distributions
shows tlt :here is still a good amount of variation in the
aggressien of rebpnhdents present in all waves. Further-
more, subgroup analyses reported more fully below show
that the structural relationship between television and
aggrefsion does not systematically differ in subgroups of
respondents defined in terms of characteristics associated
with attrition. .

Other, more direct information on this issue is also
available. Most respondents who left the study did so
after having participated in at least two 'data collection
waves:We found that the basic television-aggression re-
lationship among boys before they left the sample was not
different from therelationship obtained among boyi who
stayed in the study.

Together these two sets of findings indicate that data
loss due to attrition did not distort the basic television-
aggression relationship.

' s

Aggression Meesures

The study fodused on purposive aggression, physicar
or verlial acts intended or known in advance to cause
injury to others, rather than on rough play or accidents
that might have injury as an unintended or unforeseen
consequence.,After pretesting a variety of different meas-
ures of aggression so defined, it was decided that a peer-
nomination measure would be most appropriate for the
elementary school sample and a self-report measure for
the teenage sample.

Aggression Measures for,Children. The measure
used for elementary school children was adapted from a
peer-nomination technique developed by Eron and
Walder (Walder et al. 1961; Eron et al. 1971). Question-

'noires contained atlleast four aggression items in each
wave. Two of these concern acts of physical .aggression

(trying to hurt by pushing and shoving; by hitting and
punching) and two, verbal aggression (trying to hurt
othets by saying mean things; lying to get someone in

troulite). Btliiiining in Wave III, two items tapping more
serious antisocial acts were added (stealing and dam-

aging property).
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.. In addition, each wpm contained four prosocial behav-
ior items (e.g., Who helps otPrs?) and various questions
about sociometric choice (e.g., Who do you spend time
with at lunch or recess?). In all, between 17 and 24 peer-,nomination questions were asked in each wave.

\ The question responses were factor analyzed sepa-
rately in each wave. In Waves I and II, all four aggres-
sion items, and in Waves II and subsequently all six df
them, formed one factor that was empirically distinct.
from both prosocial and sociometric nominatifins. The
four items available in each wave were combined into 1
scale (pushing and shoving, hitting and punching, trying
to hurt others by saying mean things, lying to get some-.
one into trouble). Since each item ranged from 0 to 100,
the highest possible score was 400, indicating that ashild
was nominated as aggressive silvan four questions byjall
classmates. (None of the children actually receiveli a
score this high; the higheit was 383.)

.

Figure 1 shows the distribution of the aggression scale
for boys and for girls. (The example given is Wave IV;
distributions in other waves are very similar.) Both dis-
tributions are clearly J-shaped, which is typical of devi-
ant behavior. Girls score considerably lower than boys:
The mean aggression score for boys is 95 (median: 77),
with a standard deviation of 77. For girls the mean is 53
(median: 37), with a standard deviation of 52.

The reliabilities oT the aggression scale, estimated sep-
arately in the six waves,using the Heise and Bohrnstedt
(1970) method, are at least .93 for boys and .88 for girli.

,The stability of aggression, measured by the correlations
between aggression at earlier and later time points,
ranges from .84 in the shortest (3-month) time span to

,.54 in the longest (3 years). Adjusting for unreliability
increases these stability estimates slightly, to .88 in the
shortest and .57 in the longest lags. The size of thest
correlations shows that aggression is a fairly stable char-
acteristic of the children . studied. But there is some
change, and this provides the possibility-for investigating
teldision's impact on aggression.

The validity f the aggression meature was assessed in
several ways. We replicated the Eron and Welder
findings that boys receive higher scores than girls, that
aggression scores form a j-shaped curve,,and that peer
ratings correlate well with teacher ratings and mod-
erately. with reports by the child's mother. In additiee,
we found that prictically all children about whom teach-
irS had written comments yelating to antisocjal behavior
into school records stored above the median on this ag-, .
gression measure, most in the top sexitle. Further, we
investigated possible sources of errors (such as the order .
ing of names in nomination lists;absenteeism, number of
raters in the class, and sex of the raters) and found that
they did not influence the aggressiod score in a significant
way.,

. t
a

. Percent
of Sample

v70%

S.

Boys
Girls

Aggression Score

Figure 1: Distribution of Aggression Measure for Boys and
Girls (Wave IV) .

Aggression Measiares for Teens. Consistent with
prior research on teenage delinquency (Hirschil969),
our pretests. indicated that teenagers' selkeports of ag-
gression are more accurate than informant reports. So, in
our teen questionnaire, we asked respOndents a battery of
questions about their involvement in virious types of
aggressive activities. On the basis of exploratory factor
analyses, four distinct clusters of aggression werc un-
covered in each 'of the five wayes2: (1) personal ag-
gression, similar in content to qur aggression measure for

2 Principal axis solutions were eadmated tor 13-variable matriges
separately at each point in time. Solutions were found to be in four
diMensiolts at each time point, where we arbitrarily used a cir.off of
factors that had eigenvalues equal to or greater than 1.0. Solutizais were

rotated both orthogohally And obtiquelg. Similar iubstantive cluster*
of the individual aggrinion items was found iq both rotation
approaches.
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Figure 2a. Distribution of aggression measures for teens
(wave III) .

elementary school children; (2) aggression against a
teacher, a measure of unruliness or rudeness toward the
eacher; (3) property aggression; a measure of theft and
vandalism; and (4) delinquency aggression. This last
measure is of special importance since it measures serious

or criminal behaviors, such as iwlvernent in a knife
fight, a mugging, car theft, or gang fight. All our teen
analyses treated the four dimensions separately.

Scaks of personal, teacher, and property aggression
were created by adding up scores on the indiVidual items.
These measure the frequency with which a respondent
engaged in each aggressive act (from 0 to 10.times during
the month p. eceding the data collection). The measure of
delinquency used in the analyses is a dichotomy because
of the rarity of these kinds of behavior among average
teenage boys.
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Teacher Aggression Score

Figure 2b. Distribution of aggression measures for teens
(wave III).

The distributions of the first three aggression scales
(personal, teacher, and property) are shown in figures
2a, 2b, and 2c. (Wave III data, collected at the same time
as the children's Wave ,IV data in May 1971, are re-
ported. Results were similar in other waves.) The distri-
butions aie J-shaped, just as those .of the elementary
school respondents' aggression scores.

The means of the personal aggression scale range from
2.6 to 4.0 in the five waves (medians: 1.2 to 2.4), while
standard deviations range from 3.9 to 5.0. The reliability
of the scale, computed by the Heise and Bohrnstedt
method, ranges from .70 to .75. The means of the teacher
aggression measure range from 2.2 to 3.3 (median: .7 to
1.7), the standaqi deviations range from 3.7 to 4,2, the
reliabilities from .43 to .52. Finally, the means of the
property aggression measure are between 1.4 and 2.0)
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Figure 2c. Distribution of aggression measures for teens
(wave Ill) .

(medians: .3 to .5), with standard deviations from 2.9 to
3.5 and reliabilities ranging from .60 to .68.

The stabilities of these three aggression scales vary
considerably. Personal aggression is the least stable, with
autocorrelations from .27 over 3 months to .49 over 3
years (from .38 to .69 when corrected for measurement
error). Teacher aggression is next most stable, ,varying
from .23 to .60 (from .35 to .91 when corrected for meas-
urement error). The most stable of the three is the ptop-
erly aggression scale, with Stabilities between .18nver 3
years and .54 over 3 months. When adjusted for meas-
urement error, the stabilities range from .41 over 3 years
to an estimated stability of 1.0no change at allover.
3 months.

Figure 3 shows the distribution of delinquent acts re-
ported in Wave III. The score indicates how many of six.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Number of Delinquent Acts In Past Six Months

- Figure 3. Distribution of delinquency aggression items for
teens (wave Ill) .

acts the respondent reported having committed during
the last 6 months. (The acts are: involvement in knife
fight, mugging, car theft, gang fight, Irrest, and being
beaten up.) Delinquent behaviors are much less frequent
than other kinds of antisocial behavior: In Wave III, 15
percent of the boys reported having done one of the six
acts and 9 percent reported more than one act; in Other
waves, these percentages were slightly smaller.

As in the case of the aggression measure for children,
we conducted Various tests to assess the validity of the
reports. We found the distribution of the scores to have
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the expected J-shape. We also found that the less serious
behaviors tapped in the personal and teacher aggression
stales were more frequently reported than the more seri-
ous acts of property aggression. (Delinquent' acts were
reported with least frequency.) There are associations
between scale scores and doing poorly in school, receiving
low "citizenship" grades, and aggressWeness,being re-
ported by teachers in school records. Further, teen self-
reports and their mother-reports correlated about .3. Fi-
nally, indirect validity evidence comes from the fact that
the measures covary in theoretically predictable ways
and in ways found in other research with characteristics
of the boys, their parents, and other aspects of their
environment.

Television Exposure Measures

The measure of television exposure consisted of ques-
tions keyed to an extensive program checklist developed
On the bails of pretests in which the respondent was
asked to indicate the frequency of viewing of a large
sample of specific programs. About 45 television pro-
grams and movies were selected for children and 55-60
for teens. In Wave I, the samples were drawn randomly
to be representative of all kinds of programs from all
television stations in the area, but with a high proportion
of violent ones. Samples in the two study cities were
batched. Thereafter, the program selection was made
purposively, to facilitate accurate comparisons across
cities and waves. Raw exposure scores were computed by
multiplying frequency reports by the length of the pro-
gram and then summing the viewing-time scores across
the programs. The resultant scores were rounded and
then divided by 10. These scores represent the ,"total
exposure" measure. A measure of "violent television ex-
posure" was computed by weighting the raw exposure
scores with previously published data on adults' percep-
tions of the amount of violence contained in various pro-
grams (Greenberg and Gordon 1972).

Since the recall required of our respondents in report-
ing television exposure introduced the possibility of un-
reliable responses, wr built in a number of internal
checks on the consistency and plausibility of reports. (For
example, each checklist contained a "dummy" item, the
title of a nonexistent program.) We found a number of
younger respondents, but only a few older ones and

hardly any teens, who gave viewing reports that were
implausible when assessed in this way. All critical anal-
yses of elementary school children data were done twice,
once with samples consisting of all respondents and then

again with only the more valid reporters. (Teen data are
based on total samples.) The replications showed that the
inclusion of the "less valid reporters" did not affect the
results of the children's over-time data in a significant or

systematic way, but it did inflate the size, of cross-
sectional, correlations.

Figtires 4a and 4b show the distributions of the violent
exposure measures for boys, girls, Aid teens. The distri-
butions are quite similar for elementary school girls and
teens but are skewed toward higher levels of viewing for
elementary school boys, a result consistent with data col-
lected by commercial rating services. In the waves shown,
the mean violent television score for boys is A5, for girls
41, and for teens 36 (medians are -43, 36, and 30, re-
spectively). Standard deviations are 27 for boys, 26 for
girls1 25 for teens.,

The reliahility of tht violent exposure measure based
on the Werts and Linn (1975) method averages .68 and
ranges from .60 to .77 in the six waves for boys. Re-
liability tor girls averages . /2 and ranges from .60 to .81.
For teens, it ranges from .56 to .57.

Evidence for the validity of tfie exposure data of the.
valid reporters is provided pritharily through teleision
ratings data. In our data, for example, mean's for girls'
total exposure are about the same as those for boys, but

ci)
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.
Figure 4a. Violent ex'posLire scores tor boys and girls

(wave IV) .
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girls_seore lower_m_violent exposure.--This agrees-with-
television ratings indicating that girls are less likely to
view "violent" programs. Teen scores reflect the fact that
adolescents' viewing levels are lower than those of
younger children. Reported viewing levels among all
samples were higher in the fall and winter than in the
spring; this too agrees with ratings. Finally, viewing re-
ports for individual programs also agree with television
ratings of these programs.

The Analysis Approach

Cross-Sectional Correlations

Since this study was designed, several sample surveys
of the re!ationship between television, viewing and ag-
gression have been .reported (Comstock 1978). Most of
these found positive associations between measures of
aggression and expostire to television violence obtained at
the same point in time. Our study is no exception. Among
elementary school boys, cross-sectional correlations
tween violent television exposure and aggression range
from .08 tb .17 and average .11 across the six waves.
Correlations for girls are higher, ranging from .15 to .34
with an average of .23. All coefficients for boys and girls
are significant at. the .05 level.' In the teens sample, the
average correlations for teacher, property, and de-
linquency aggression are very small: .06, .03, and .03,
respectively. They are higher for the relationship of tele-
vision exposure to personal aggression, with an average
of .13 across the five waves.'

It is difficult to make any detailed comparison of these
correlations with those reported in previous cross-
sectional research, since the measures of televisiOn view-
ing and indicators of aggression used in those studies vary
considerably from those used here.' The study by
McLeod et al. (1972) of high school boys is most directly
comparable to our teenage data in that it employed a
television exposure score very similar to the one we use
here. The correlation between this measure and a scale of
"aggressive behavioral delinquency" (consisting of three
items: "Been in fights with several people on each side";

' These correlations are for samples of "valid reporters." When total
samples, including "less valid reporters" of their television exposure,'
are examined, all correlations are higher, averaging .17 for boys, 30 for
girls.

Personal aggression: range .07 to .16, four significant coefficients;
teacher aggression .06 to .12, four significant; property aggression.
.03 to .04, none significant; delinquency .02 tit .11, one significant.

For example, even though Lefkoviitz et al. (1972) used an ag-
gresilon measure very similar to ours for their third grade sample, their
television measure was completely different (not an exposureAut a
favorite show measure).

"Hurt-soineorie on purpose to get back for something
they had done to you"; "Got into a serious fight with
another student at school.") was .08 for a sample of
Maryland junior high school boys, .23 for senior high
boys, and .12 for Wisconsin senior high schooleis. These
correlations are roughly similar to those found in the
present study between television_exposure and personal
aggression (the most similar type of aggression we stud-
ied to the rams contained in their scale).

Showing that two measures are related, however, says
'very little about causal connections between them. The
point-in-time correlations above could result from an
effect of earlier television exposure on later aggression,
from an effect of aggressiveness on preference for violent
television prograins; or from ihird factors influencing

- both behaviors. In fact, all three of these sorts of
influences could be at work simultaneously.

There is some evidence that these correlations are at
'least partly spurious. When third variabLes causally an-
tecedent to both television exposure and aggression were
controlled, the cross-sectional correlations dropped, often
to statistically insignificant levels. For example, among
boys when controls for socioeconomic status of,the family
(as measured by family income, father's/mcither's occu-
pation and education) and race were introduced, five of
the six coefficients became insignificant and the average
of the coefficients dropped from .11 to .06.6

Such analyses, however, fail to take advantage of the
principal feature of our research design: that it provides
observations at multiple tioints in time. Accordingly, tile
hypothesized causal influence of television exposure on
antisocial behavior was studied with models which are
more powerful than cross-sectional models and take ad-
vantage of this over-time feature.

to

The Analysis Model

, Our design model is known technically as a "quasi-
experiment" (Cook and Campbell 1979). This means
our design approximates an experiment in that it uses
over-time data to study the relationship between tele-

. ' McLeod et al. (1972) did not find that controls for ES and race
reduced the cross-sectional correlatidns between television and aggrel.
sion substantially. The reason could well be that there is little variation
in the socioeconomic status of their respondents. Their Wisconsin *sam-
ple, for example, was all white and the researchers describe their
Maryland sample as "atypical in, being somewhat higher than average
on various measures of socioeconomic status" (1972, 1974). In contrast,
our sample was selected in such a way that cqnsiderable viriation in
socioeconomic status was guaranteed. We have both lower class blacks
and affluent professional families. For example, 12 percent of our boys
have fathers who did not go to school beyond the eighth grade, 19
percent have fathers who graduated from college:
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vision exposure and later aggression and, at the same
time, statistically controls for the initial relationship be-

tween television exposure and aggression.
The basic model of this approach, expressed here in

linear terms, is this equation for respondent 1:

=a + b2TV (Equation 1)

In the equation, the lagged influences of violent tele-
.

vision exposure (TV) and aggression (A)tat time 1-1 are

studied, with the individual's prediction error indicated

by u,. The outcome of interest is aggression measured at

time t .
Note that the lagged al4:ression measure, A(1.1), is in-

cluded as a predictor along with the lagged exposure
measure, TV0.1,. As a result, this model effectively rules
out any influence on the television effect caused by the
initial correlation between earlier television and ag-
gression and, hence, also the influences '6f the causal
forces that created that initial correlation. This model

also rules out any self-selection of previously aggressive
children into viewing of violent television programs as a
cause of the television-aggression association, since any

such effect will be part of the initial correlation and thus
controlled out. In the absence of any other causes of

aggression that are related to television(l.,), the coefficient

62 thus yields an unbiased estimate of television's lagged

causal influence on aggression.

This analysis approach reduces considerably the am-
biguity about the possible causal role of television ex-

posure on aggression. Still, it is not perfect: Just as in
cross-sectional surveys, unmeasured common causes of

violent television exposumand aggression can spuriously
affect results. Since we control earlier aggression in our
time-lagged.model, these variableslorm a more restricted
class than in cross-sectional surveys: Unmeasured factors

can 5h-ow earlier television to be related spuriously tO
later aggression only tf they relate to the earlier level of
television exposure and affect change in aggression over

the interval of the padel.
The problem of causal misspecification cannot be en-

tirely removed without direct manipulation of the pre-
sumed causal variable..As a consequence, in the analysis

we have been attentive to the *possibility that our results

are inflUenced by unmeasured common causes of tele-
vision viewing and subsequent aggression. We will re-

turn to this point below.
We wqrked with simple two-wave models as well as

with more complex multi-wave models. Some of the
models were linear, like that described above; dthers were.
nonlinear. These variations on the basic strategy and the
reasons for selecting a particular strategy are discussed

below as they arise.

Alternate Analysis Approathes

- Several other ,approaches to over-time analysis were
considered but rejected. Recent work on the analysis or'
categorical data over time has led to important advances
in modified regression analysiS (Goodman1973). We did
not use this type of approach because we chose to use
interval scale 'techniques, which enable the analysis to
detect smaller assOciations than those of an analysis using

categorical methods.
Of the methods available for the analysis of interval-

level data, time-series analysis is inapplicable because it
requires a sample of many more time points than ene
-could reasonably collect in a survey of this sort. We alsty

did not use a pooled time series cross-section approach
becau* we have unequal time intervals between the var-
ious waves of the panel.

Finally, we did not use the cross-lagged panel cor-
relation approach which- has been used by a number of
investigators to aplore possible influences of television
exposure on aggression, including Lefltowitz et al.

(1972) in their above-mentioned longitudinal study. This
approach is symmetric, i.e., it includes both lartables at
two points in time and attempts to determine which of
two assumed causal influences is relatively stronger. Our
problem, though, is to determine whether television ex-
posure pauses aggression irrespective of any reciprocal
effect of aggression on exposure. ,

But, more importantly, it'is now widely known that
the crossTlagged approach cannot be used to make infer-

ences about causal connections between a pair of pre-
sumably causally connected variables (Bohrnstedt 1969;
Duncan 1969, 1972; Cook and Campbell 1979; Rogosa

1980). It is not clear to what extent cross-lagged differ-

ences reflect causal connections or merely differences in
the,stabilities of the measures. (The less stable variableof

the pair, in this case television exposure, has a greater
chance of showing e significant lagged association than
the more stable variable of the pair, in this case aggres-
sion.) There is no way of adequately resolving this ambi-
guity within a cross-lagged panel correlation framework
(Kessler and Greenberg 1981).

Findings for Elementary Sdhool
Children

Basic -Model

We used the two-wave causal model described above to

study the elementary school children. It would have been
desirable to apply the model across all six study waves
simultaneously and thus examine all logically possible
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indepencitent ways through which earlier television ex-
potrure can affect later aggression. However, the number
of respondents present hi all waves is not sufficient for
this approach. The number of children is considerably
larger in individual pairs of waves, and, therefore, we
analyzed the,causal process separately in each wave pair.

The six waves generate 15 wave pairs, ranging in
elapsed time from 3 months to.3 years. Sample sizes are
largest in the short lags (over 400 boys and- as many
girls), smallest in the long lags (between 100 and 200 of
each sex).

It is important to note that the 15 wave pairs are not
all independent of each other. There are only five wave
pairs in which the beginning and the end time points of
the lags do not overlap with other panels (wave pairs
I-II, IV-V),7 the other 10 overlap.' Since
aggression scores at different time points are auto-
correlated as high as .8, findings obtained in overlapping
lags are, to a large extent, replications of the same finding
rather than independent information; To make full use
of the available data, including the various time points
and time lags, we decided to use the following analysis
strategy. First, the two:wave model in Equation 1 was
estimated for all 15 lags. Then, the estimation was made
again for the 10 overlapping lags, using a model that
controls for all intervening television measures.'

In this model, the major part of the overlap is removed,
and, consequently, the 15 television-effect coefficients are
much more independent than in the first model. On the
other hand, the first model uses somewhat larger sample
sizes and has more stable parameter estimates than the
model that controls for intervening television variables.'
Therefore, we draw our conclusions based on the
findings in b:;th models.

There is no rigorous way to determine the significance
of an overall analysis of 15 wave pairs that partially
overlap and have changing sample compositions as these
do. We set up a decision eriterion for interpreting results
based on-the following considerations. Even if no causal
connections were present and the waves were completely
independent, the probability of all 15 coefficients being
insignificant at the .05 level would be only 46 percent.
Thirty-seven percent of the time, exa,ctly one_ of the
coefficients would attain this level of significance; and 14

Forexample, the I-IV wave p?ir is the one in which Wave I is the
earlier and Wave IV the later time point.

' The Wave III-IV lag, for example, is contained within the II-IV
lag.

Again an example: The I-1V lag in this model esttmates the
influence of television time I on aggreesion at time IV, controlling
television at times II and III.

w In the wcond model, there is a potential for multicoilinearity
between the multiple television exposure measures which can affect the
stability of,the television coefficients.

7 I

percent of the tithe, exactly tWo would be significant. The
probability of three ormore coefficients being significant
is 4 percent (100 percent 46 percent 37 percent
13 percent). When wave pairs overlap as they do in our
data, the independence conditions do not obtain, and the
probability of finding three or more coefficients signifi-
ont increases in a way that cannot be estimated. Never-
theless, it is clear that,.even if independence applies, two
coefficients could easily reach statistical significance on
the basis of chance alone. And if independence does not
apply, even more could be significant by chante. We
therefore decided tO take seriously only patterns in which
three or more coefficients were significant."

'

Findings From the Basic Model

The 15 wave-pair models are presented separately for
elementary school boys and girls in tables 1 and 2. Part
a of each table shows results for the models that do not
control for intervening television exposure; part b shows
those that introduce this control for nonadjacent wave
pairs.

Our discussion of these tables focuses on the standard-
ized regression coefficients (beta) of television predicting
aggression shown in columns (4) and (10). Among boys,
the 15 coefficients in table la range from .121 to .026
and average ..044; 12 are positive. Two positive
coefficients are statistically significant, which is possible
by chance. In the five adjacent lags in table 1 a,

coefficients range from .063 to .026' and average .021.
In table lb, we present the model that adjusts for the

overlap between lags by controlling for intervening tele-
vision measures." This adjustment shortens the range of
the coefficients and reduces their meansomewhat. In this
model, one of the positive coefficients (III-IV lag) is
significanta result that is well within the bounds of
chance."

Findings fir girls are quite similar. Standardized par-
tial regression coefficients for televisioh in table 2d range
from .157 to .037 and average .042. (The range in the

" Of' course, the consistency in the sign of the coefficients is also
important. When significant coefficitnts do not have the sanie sign, tht
patternalthough significant in a statistical wnse-fis causally ambig-
uous. As shown below, this consideration applies td our analysis of the
giirls data.

12 Control for intervening television' variables does not affect the
adjacent lags, only the 10 overlapping lags. To signify this, the adjacent
lags are not shown again in part b of the tables.

13 When the total sample, inclUding "less valid reporters" controlling
for intervening television is analyzed, the standardized television effect
coefficients average .045; two are significant.
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Table 1

Basic Model Regresslon'Coefficients for Boys"'

Wive Pair

la. Without Controls for Intervening TV Variables
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Earlier Violent
Earlier Television

Aggression Exposure
Coefficients Coefficients

(5)

Total
R2

(6)

(n)

'lb. With Controls
Intervening TV Variables

(7) (8) (9) (10)
Earlier Violent

Earlier Television
Aggression Expoeure
Coefficients Coefficients

for

(11)

Total
R2

(12)

(n)Duration b beta b beta b beta b , beta

III-IV 3 mos. .921* .857 1.467 .063 .748 (497) -
II-Ill 4 moe. .852* .844 .091 .038 .719 (413)

I-II 5 mos. .713* .686 -.070 -.026 .467 (364)

II-IV 7 mos. .844* .771 .244* .094 .615 (409) .843* .770 .178 .069 .616 (316)

I-Ill 9 mos. .710* .671 -.016 , -.006 .450. (356) .707* .669 -.046 -.017 .450 (282)

I-IV 1 yr. .699* .632 .065 .023 .403 (349) .693* .627 -.009 -.003 .407 (249)

IV-V 1 yr. .723* .734 -.070 -.026 .533 (301)

V-VI 1 yr. .688* .723 .154 .058 .533 (188)

III-V 1 yr/3 mos. .727. .734 .016 .007 .541 (291) .730* .737 .102 .042 .543 (214)

II-V 1 yr/7 mos. .737* .685 .038 .016 .446 (240) .7374 .665 .104 .043 .448 (187y

l-IV 2 yrs. 1 .685* .594 .176 .067 .369 (211) .680* .590 .143 .055 .375 (155)

IV-VI 2 yrs. . .673* .708 .125 .049 .519 (161) .618* .689 .156 .064 .500 (131)

III-VI 2 yrs/3 mos. .620 .642 .281 .121 .460 (147) .618* .639 .238 .105 .465 (108)

II-VI 2 yrs/7 mos. .765* .677 .152 .065 ..476 (121) 759* .672 -.233 -.101 .510 (89)

I-VI 3 yrs. .644* .543 .306 .113 .315 (112) .653* .551 .118 .045 .341 (70)

Coefficients approach or exceed twice their standard errors.
"b" refers to metric partial regression coefficients; "beta" refers to standardized partial regression coefficients.

adjacent lags is .101 to -.037, the aver e .063.) Ten of
the 15 coefficients are positive, and th are significant.
Howeier, the three significant co, cients are in over-
lapping lags (II-IV, and II-VI).

When we control for the overlap,, in table 2b, the
results change to three positive and one negative
significant coefficients. This pattern is inconsistent and
thus has equivocal meaning for a causal interpretation.
Further analyses, reported in more detail below, sug-
gested that the pattern is spurious. When we controlled
for common causes of television and aggression, the num-
ber of positive significant coefficients reduced from three
to one." It is conceivable that imprecisions in the vari-
ables measured or the model employed are responsible
for the lack of consistently significant associations in
these data. To examine this, we investigated the possi-
bility that nonlinearities or nonadditivities exist in the
television-aggression relationship. We also estimated

" Analyses controlling for intervening television for total samples Of
,girls (including "less valid reporters") produce standardized television
effect coefficients averaging .039 in the 15 lags; three positive
coefficients are significant. This meets our criterion but is of dubious,
value because it includes the leis valid reporters of television.

complex measurement models, using the reliability esti-
mates for television exposure reported above as our basis

for adjusting errors in that measure and using the four
separate indicators in the aggression scale over the two
waves in a pair to estimate the reliability of aggression.
The possibility of autocorrelated errors in the aggression
indicators Was also studied. All these procedures failed to

. uncover any more substintial relationships than those
reported above.

Subgroups

The most persuasive theoretical arguments for a so-
cialization effect of violent television exposure on subse-
quent aggression postulate that this influence will appear
most strongly among children who are predisposed or
who are in situations that facilitate television effects. If
this is so, we would expect to find consistent and signifi-
cant relationships between television and aggression only
in designated groups. of respondents (Klapper 1960;
Comstock and Rubinstein 1972, Vol. V, pp. 7, 11, 75.;
Liebert and Schwartzbeig 1977).
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Measures were obtained to tap the sorts of factors that
might play a role in the television-aggression relation-
ship. Our analysis focused on characteristics that predis-
pose the child to act aggressively (such as a history of
aggressiveness, having aggressive friends, use of and sup-
port for aggression by mother 'and ather, emotiOnal
problems, low school grades, single-paoent home/. low
economic status). We also examined a few characteristics
which facilitate aggressive behavior (such as lack of su-
pervision). The sample of boys was divided on the basis
of 43 different variables of this sort, one at a time. Most
of these were dichotomous, some polytomous, resulting in
a total of 95 overlapping subgroups. Fewer data were
collected for girls; still, we were able to form 46 groups
based on 20 clas,sifications.

The results of this- subgroup ana1yisareomewhat
tentative because the number of cases available for anal-
ysis in many subgroups was quite small. In fact, in some
subgroups not all 15 wave pairs could be analyzed be-
cause not enough cases were available. (We used n = 30
as a cutoff point for making this decision.)

The basic 15 lag models were estimated in each of
these subgroups, resulting in 1,228 separate regression
equations for boys and 600 for girls. Given so many
replications, the criterion established for statistical
significance in the basic analysis (3 or more out of 15
wave pairs) could be reached by chance in some of these
groups. In fact, the criterion was reached in a few sub-
groups. However, an overall assessment showed that the

. number of significant coefficients in these few subgroups
agrees with the numbers one would expect to occur by
chance alone. This was true among boys and girls.'

An' examinhtion of the specific groups- where signifi-
cant television-effect coefficients were found supports the
interpretation that chance is the best explanation for the

" This overall assessment was conducted in the following way. We
focused on the adjacent wave pairs (five in each subgroup) in the 95
groups of boys. These lags allow an unambiguous interpretaiion of the
findings, since they are not affected by the overlap of the other wave
pairs.

There are 475 (5 X 495) coefficients in these lags for elemeritary
school boys. We generated a model toi predict the distribution of the
number of significant coefficients in each set of five lags which would
occur if these 47S coefficients were separated into 95 random groupings.

This chance distribution closely cdresponded to the distribution of the
number of significant coefficients Ilan), observed over all the groups
st udied.

Among boys, on the, basis of chance expectations, distributing an
average of 9 percent significant coefficients (the percent we actually
obtained over 1,228 separate regrpsion equations) across 95 sub-
groups, we would expect no sigrOcant coefficients in 64 percent of
these, one in 30 percent, two in 6 percent, and more than two in .1
percent of the adjacent lags in then 95 subgroups. The actual distribu-
tion is very close to this: no significant coefficient in 61 percent of the
groups, one in 35 percent and two in 4 percent. No subgroup has as
many as three significant coefficients.

criterion having been reached in a few subgroups. There
. are a total of five such groups:" boys 'not noted as shy by
their 'teachers; those who help others; those who find
movies about real-life violence disgusting; boys who are
not good at "Make-believe play" (according to teacher,
but not according to peer ratings); and those who attend
few violent theater movies. These findings for groups are
inconsistent with theoretical assumptions about predis-
posing and facilitating conditions. Indeed, of these five
groups, only one could be regarded as "predisposed" (not
shy), one is unclear ("make-believe play")," and the
remaining three are not, predisposed and, in fact, con-
tradict any theoretical expectations. No significant asso-
ciations were found among virtually all groups who
could be considered predisposed, such as boys from one-

,
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parent nomes and poor students.
Results among elementary school girls were also in-

consistent. Significant associations appeared among six
subgroups of girls. Some of these could be considered
predisposed: those rated by teachers as "not shy" and
those high in exposure to violence in comic books and
theater movies. Two of these groups are unclear: those
not good at make-believe play (according to peers, but not.
teacher ratings) and those living in Fort Worth. Finally,
one group, those extremely low in prior aggression,
clearly contradicts theory.

Other Conceptualizations of Television
Exposure

It was not possible to create a measure of violent tele-
vision exposure based on objective measures of the
amount of violence in television programs. In fact, it
would be next to impossible to find a noncontroversial
definition of "television violence" on which to base such
a count. Therefore, we repeated the basic model analyses
with a number of different exposure measures, each em-
phasizing a somewhat different conceptualization of tele-
vision violence, and used them to predict aggression.

The alternatives te cieated included a measure that
indicated the amount of television watched unweighted
for violence. We also examined a scale of the proportion
of total viewing devoted to, programs with violence, irre-
spective of the total amount viewed. Measures with alter-
native violence weighting schemes, measures based on

16 A previous paper (Milavsley 1977) reported these findings for
boys.

" J. L. linger (1971) suggested that children with a poor fantasy life
are more Fiiedisposed to act aggressively than children who cannot act
out their aggressions in their imaginations. However, we found those
nominated as engaging in "make-believe play" (by their peers or teach-
ers) to be more aggressive than those who are not.
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Table 2

BaSic Model Regression Coefficients for Girls**

2a. Without Controls

Wave Pair Duration

for Intervening TV Variables
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Earlier Violent
Earlier Television

Aggression Exposure
Coefficients Coefficients

(5)

Total
R2

(6)

(n)

2b. With Controls
Intervening TV Variables

(7) (8) (9) (10)
- Earlier Violent

Earlier Television
Aggression Exposure
Coefficients Coefficients

kw

(11)

Total
R2

(12)

(n)
b beta b beta 13 beta b beta

III-IV 3 mos. .891' .784 .138' .081 .654 (491)

11-111 4 mos. .754' .762 .082 .060 .607 (426)

I-11 5 mos. .618' .676 -.062 -.037 .441 (391)

H-tV 7 .766' .662 .166'
1

mus
9 mos. .555' .634 -.008 -.005 .400 (384) .541' .619 -.173' -.105 .422 (321)

I-1V 1 yr. .612' .836 .036 .020 .413 (369) .601' .624 -.121 -.067 .429 (281)

IV-V 1 yr. .504' .501 .120 .062 .270 (296)

V-VI 1 yr. .499' .585 .153 .101 .365 (153)

III-V 1 yr/3 mos. .694' .614 -.043 -.028 .369 (292) .894` .614 -.043 -.028 .369 (208)

II-V t yr/7 mos. .672' .602 .005 .004 .363 (245) .542* .486 .114 .082 .402 (196)

I-V 2 yrs. .437' .484 .103 .062 .259 (236) .430' .475 .025 .015 .263 (174)

IV-VI 2 yrs. .573' .879 -.0.17 -.011 .458 (134) .375' .444 -.052 -.034 .493 (97)

111-VI 2 yrs/3 mos. .659' ".816 .135 .094 .425 (133) .884' .640 .335' .235 .447 (94)

II-VI 2 yrs/7 mos. .622' .606 .215' .157 .433 (123r. .609' .594 .125 .091 .471 (87)

1-VI 3 yrs. .541' .596 -.049 -.029 .346 (113) .515* .568 -.130 -.076 .360 (75)

Coefficients closely approach or exceed twice their standard errors.

"b" refers to metric partial regression coefficients; "bete refers to standardized partial regression coefficients.

empirical viewing patterns (derived from factor
f
anal-

yses), a violence rating for the child's three "favorite"
programs (the primary television exposure measure em-

ployed in the single other longitudinal study by Lefko-

witz et al.), and measures based on accumulated viewing
or violent television over the whole period of the study

were also created. Each of these alternative conceptualiz-
ations was used to replicate the basic regression analyses

reported in tables la and 2a. None of these television

exposure scores was asignificant predictor of aggression.

Findings for Teenage Boys -

As reported above, four distinct clusters of aggressive

behaviors could be detected among the teens. Three of
these-personal aggression, aggression against teachers,

arid property aggression-consist of relatively common
behaviors and are discussed first. Subsequently we will

discuss delinquency. Since this is a rare kind of behavior

in our sample, it was studied separately.

Personal, Teacher, and Property
Aggression

The same general linear regression approach used in

the analysis of the elementary school sample was used
again among teens. However, the teen sample was large

enough to enable us to work with four- and five-wave

models. Those models use more of the data simulta-
neously than wave pair models and thus eliminate the
problem of interpreting findings from overlapping lags

which we encountered in the elementary school analysis.

Separate five-, four-, and two-wave models were esti-

mated for each aggression scale. No, overlap of cases
existed in these three sets of models, since they represent
respondents who entered the panel for the first time in

Waves I, II, and IV, respecti'vely, and remained through

the fifth wave.

Basic Model. A maximum-likelihood approach
( Joreskog and Sörbom 1977) was used to estimate these

multi-wave models. This allowed efficient estimation and

provided for model evaluation with chi-square tests hav-

ing degrees of freedom equal to the nOlnber of .over-
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identifying restrictions in the models. Evaluations of this
sort showed that models containing adjacent wave cross-
coefficients (causal effects of television at time t on ag-
gression at time t -I- 1 and reciprocal effects of aggression
at time t on television at time t -I- 1) but omitting longer
lag cross-coefficients, fit the observed data quite well.
Longer lag coefficients were clearly insignificant. This
means that consideration of the total effects of television
on aggression can safely be confined to study of the adja-
cent wave pairs I-II, II-Ill, and IV-V.

Individual coefficients for these wave pairs in the
multi-wave adjacent wave pair models art presented in
table 3. In each case, separate five-wave, four-wave, and
two-wave models were estimated.

The overall pattern of television-effect coefficients
(shown in columns 3 ancl.,4) is essentially nthe same as
found earlier in the elementary school sample: All
coefficients are small, most are positive, and only a few
are statistically significant. For personal aggression (part
a), six of the eight coefficients are positive and one is sig-
nificant.. The average beta is .023. For teacher aggression
(part b), six of the eight coefficients are positive, and two
of the positive ones are significant. The average beta is
.053. Finally, for property aggression (part c), five co-
efficients are positive, one of these is signi,ficant, and the
average beta is .031.

Our concern is with the overall significance of this set
of coefficients. Since the three aggression measures are
not completely independent, there is no statistical way of
making this evaluation across all 24 of the television
effect coefficients in the table. However, the coefficients
within multi-wave models are independent, and the re-
spondents in the five-wave, four-wave, and two-wave
modelf are distinct. It is, therefore', possible to assess the
overall significance of the eight television effect coeffi-
cients for eaCh of the three aggression measures sepa-
rately. At the same time, it is also possible to evaluate the
significance of the coefficients within each multi-wave
model.

These assessments are based on chi-square evalu-
ations, made by comparing the chi square of the
television-effect model with the chi square of a model
that sets the television-effect coefficients equal to zero but
estimates the other parameters in a revised model. The
chi-square difference between these two models is the
difference made by the television-effect coefficients and is
evaluated with degrees of freedom equal to the number of
these' coefficients being simultaneously evaluated.

The chi squares are reported in column 6 of table 3.
Within-model tests evaluate these chi squares with four,
three, or one degrees bf freedom, depending on whether
the five-, four-, or two-wave models are being considered.

The most important tests are those for the overall
significance of the eight coefficients. As table 3 shows,

none of these is significantly larger than the chi-square
value expected by chance at the .05 level of significance.
(The required chi square at the .05 level is at least 15.5.)
Therefore, we can say on the basis of a rigorous statistical
test that there is no overall significant assoCiation be-
tween violent television exposure and any of these three
types of aggression..

Since we have multiple samples, it is also possible to
evaluate the significance of individual models. When this
is done, we see that the television coefficients are
significant in one of the nine: the five-wave property
aggression model; none of the other eight is close to
significance. Inspection of the individual coefficients in
the five-wave property model shows that the significance
oftelevision-- isalmostentirelydue one pu i ive
coefficient (in the 11411 lag). .

On the basis of this evaluation, then, we find no sup-
port for the existence of a consistent television-aggression
association even in this one instance.

The presence of replications of some wave pair
coefficients in the five-, four-, and two-wave models al-
lows us to make one additional evaluation: the possibility
that consistently significant television effects are found at
particular historical times, even though they do not exist
in the set of coefficients as whole. There are two signs in
the table that might be interpreted as evidence of some
such historically specific television effect. First, the two
largest property aggression coecients are both in the
II-III lag (in the five- and foid-wave models). Second,
the two significant coefficients i7 the teacher aggression
models are both in the IV-V lag (again, in the five- and
four-wave models). These two consistencies, though,
occur in lags that have durations of either 5 or 7 months.
There are a great many comparable lags in the models
considered here, and there is no overall consistency in
them to suggest that television exposure significantly
affects either property or teacher aggression. Further-
more, reviews of television prOgraming immediately pri-
or to Waves II (October 1970) and IV (December 1972)
were carried out to see if some special broadcasts associ-
ated with property or teacher aggression could be de-
tected. But these investigations revealed no support for
the notion of selective historical situations that might
magnify the effects of television viewing on these particu-
lar types of aggression at these particular times. Given
this inconsistency and uninterpretability, it is difficult to
place substantive importanm on these two replications.

We tested for the presence of nonlinearities and non-
additivities in the television-aggression relationships, but
found no evidence for more ionsistent or substantial asso-
ciations than those reported4n table 3. We also adjusted
for measurement error, but here again we failed to detect
a consistently significant set of associations. However, the
results of this adjustment procedure must be considered
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Tablejb

Basic Model Aggression Coefficients for Teenage Boys

(1) (2)

Duration

Earlier
Aggression
Coefficients
b Beta

(3) (4) (5)
Earlier

Violent TV
Exposure

Coefficients
Beta

(6)

' Overall
TV

Effect
Total R2 d.f. X

a) Pomona/ Aggression
5-Wave Model (n=285)

5 mos. .591' .530
7 mos. .419' .443
1 yr./7 mos. .401* .454

-.005
.010
.016'
.001

-.023
.058
.094

:008-

.279

.388

.327
.399

5.349"

MOS.

4-Wave Model (n =131)

7 mos. .317" .319 .002 .011 .103

1 yr./7 mos. .401* .437 .004 .022 .267 1.475"

IV-V 5 mos. .414' .476 .014 .082 072

2-Wave Model (n= 143)

IV-V 5 mos. ,.297' .348 -.012 -.067 .120, 1 0-71948

Overall significance test (three models combined)' 8 7.543"e

b) Teacher Aggression
5-Wave Model (n=272)

I-II 5 mos. .636' .546 .009 .044 .299

7 mos. .397' .420 .006 .036 .307 4 7.658"6

1 yr./7 mos. .198' .236 .011 .074 .225

1V-V 5 mos. .630* .565 .015' .094 .486

4-Wave Model (n=130)

7 mos. .295' .356 -.004 -.029 .127

Ill-IV 1 yr./7 mos. .343* .299 -.002 -.015 .163 3 4.97648

IV-V 5 mos. .312' .395 .021' .151 .413

2-Wave Model (n = 137)

IV-V 5 mos. .632' .08 .011 .070 .464 1 1.249"e

= Overall significance test (three models combined) 8 13.883"e

c) Property Aggression
5-Wave Model (n=291)

I-11 5 mos. .524' .4-18 -.009 -.059 .176

II-111 7 mos. .312' .320 .018' .144 .229 - 4 10.0028

1 yr./7 mos. .352' .408 -.003 -.025 .346

IV-V 5 mos. .531' .536 .005 .044 .436

4-Wave Model (n =134)

7 mos. .266' .274 .015 .103 .061

1 yr./7 mos. .390' .395 -.011 -:072 .210. . 3.188"

IV-V 5 mos. .356' .485 .007 .062 376

2-Wave Model (n =143)

IV-V 5 mos. .463' .477 .007 .052 .283 1 0.494N8

Overall significance test (three models combined) 8 13.6808

Coefficients are at least twice their standard error. S significant chi-square value at p - .05. tIS - insignificant chi-square value
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equivocal because consistent measurement models could
not be found"

Subgroups. Sciecifications of the table 3 results in
subgroups were also estimated. Fifty-two subgroups
were examined, in all, based on 26 attributes oT the
respondents, their families, and their environments.
Most of these groups were similar to those examined for
elementary school boys (such as SES, parental use of
punishment and attitudes about aggression, respondent's
aggressiveness when younger, perfoimance in school,
aggressiveness of friends). Some additional dnes were
available as well

As in the case of the elem ntaty schoofIC-hildren over-
all significance was row.' only a few subgroups'. Fur-
thermore, the patterns of significance closely resembled a
random model.

Foe Personal aggression, as many as two significant
coefficiAts were found in only 1 -of the 52 subgroups
studied: boys who reported in Wave III that they rarsy
get into "arguments with other members of their families.
_for property aggression, significant associations were
found in only two groups: boys whose fathers were not
strict (according to mother's reports) and boys who were
not aggressive as children (also according to the mother
reports). The.interaction of ihe television-aggression re-
lationship with lenient fathers makes some theoretical
sense, but the other two interactions do not. As a whole,
the best explanations/for these three to have occurred is
chance. Consistent with this is the fact that none of these
groups overlaps with grouPs showing signifieant associ-
ations among4lementary school boys or gals and that no
signs of significance were detected among teens with sim-
ilar characteristics (such as boys who are not supervised,
or boys scoring low on personal aggression when they
were younger). With this evidence, we conclude that no
meaningful specifications exist in the aata.

Other Conceptualizations of Television Expo-
sure. We explored the possibility that other con-
ceRtualizations of television exposure would be more
substantially associated with teenagers' aggression than
the violence exposure measure. The same alternative
measures used in the analysi; of elementary school chil-
Vren--,-, -measures of total exposure and of relative expo-
sure to violent television,.alternative weighting schemes,
empirical viewing patterns, "favorite programs," and

" h was not possible to arrive at a good-fitting measurement model
for any of the three aggression scales in these -5- and 4-wave analyses
without allowing for the possibility that either reliabilities or cor-
relations among measuremem errors differed from one time period to
another. This could havoresuhed from the small number of indicators
in each aggression scale or imprecision in the measures we selected.

A

cumulative exposure-ywere used here. And the same
results were obtained. No :other measure 'of television
exposure showed a significant relation With aggression.

Teens were also asked a series of questions dealing
With attitudes toward television, questions which 'were
not asked of elementary school children. The items were:
liking television, liking violent programs, getting very
involved in television, identifying with violent television
characters, believingethat televisio'n is realistic, being
more interested' in action than in plot, and thinking that
television ttaches aggression. It has' been suggestectthat
television violente iriteracts with-some of these attitudes
in causing aggression '(Weigel and Jessar 1973): We
tested this hypotheslc b creating_int
these attituie items and the weighted violence exposure
scale and entering them along wifh the main effect terms
into -war pair models that also controlled fOr earlier
aggressioW. However, it should he noted that most atti-
tudes were measured only once, in Wave IV, which lim-
its the power of these tests.

One of these seven measures (television teaches ag-
gression) showed a statistically significant interaction
with television exPosure to predict aggression. However,
this one interacted weakly and all the waves in which
interactions occurred began in Waves I and II, well be-
fore the attitude measure was collected. Thus, as a whole,
the findings do mit support these hypotheses about the
interaction between televiision exposure and attitudes
about television:
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Delinquency Aggression
4

Reports of delifiquent acts were rare in our sample of
teens. As shown in figure 3, 76 percent of the respondents
in Wave III, for example, did not report any acts of
delinquency, 15,percent reported one, and only 9 percent
more than one of the six acts. (These figures compare
with about 70 percent who reported personal aggression,
60 percent who reported teacher aggression, and 40 per-
cent who reported property aggression acts during the
last 4 weeks in a given wave.) This reduces our ability to
assess causal influences and thus makes conclusions
about television effects more tentative than they would
otherwise be. It also required us to conceptualize in-
volvement in delinquency as a dichotomy (Yes-No)
rather than as a frequency contkauum.

Basic Model. We employed an analytic procedure
designed to study dichotomous outcomes: individual-level
Jogit analysis (Nerlove and Press 1973). Use of this pro-
cedure once again required two-wave models. As a con-
trol on initial aggression in these models we focused on
initiating aggression; that is, beginning with the sample
of boys who reported never having been involved in de-

1 f:
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linquency, we predicted the probability of initiatiOn from

exposure to television. (Among boys who had erigaged in

that kind ot aggression before, models assessing television

effects on continuation of delinquent behavior ,could not

be estimated because of the rarity of the acts.)

Initiation'of delinquency was assessed by comparing a

boy's report in a liven wave with his report in previous

waves. The comparison of the respondents' answers in

one wave with their reports in other waves was also,used-.

to correct inconsistencies between different reports. The
samples examined in these analyses, then, consist of boys

reporting delinquent behavior for the first time and boys

reporting having never committed such acts; those who

committed an act prior to the lag_ under considera'tion

were excluded.
Table 4 presents.the results of this analysis.Since logit

regression 'coefficients have no intuitive interpretation,

we show here predicted probabilities of delinquency at

various levels of.television exposure. These probabilities

are generated from the logit regression coefficients. They

are smoother than the observed data and are monotonic,

since they are generated by a mathematical model. But

they do describe the general sharie of the television-
aggression'relationship in each wave pair.

The t -ratios defining the significance of these relation-

ships are also prelented in table 4. Four of these t -ratios

are positive, five are negative, and one (a positive one) is

significant. As in our earlieeanalysis, we applied a global

test and found that one wave-pair out of the nine coakl
be statistically significant by chance alone. Therefore, we

regard this result as statistically insignificant.
The logit specification is inherently nonlinear and

therefore would detect simple nonlinearities. Never-

theless, we also estimated more complex nonlinear mod-

els, but these showed no improvement in prediction. No

conventional measurement error adjustment procedures

are available for logit analyses so the impact of meas-
urement error remains unknown.

Subgroups. We tested the possibility that sub-
group differences might be uncovered. But the low inci-
dence of 'delinquent acts in the sample makes the results
of this analysis a good deal less conausive than those
reported for the other samples. These results do replicate
those reported above in the other subgroup comparisons,

though. The distribution of significant coefficients again

agree with a random model of 'coefficients. And in only

2 of the 46 groups analyzed are there as many,as two
significant coefficients out of the nine estimated: among
boys whose mothers often use physical punishment and
among boys whose mothers get angry frequently. These

are groups of "predisposed" boys. Howeiler, there is no
indication of a significant television effect in related

groups, such as alose whose fathers use punishment or
thoie who get into serious arguments with their family

'members. Furthermore, these two significant subgroups

Table 4

Results of Logit Analysis for tfie Impact of Vrolent Televlsioh Exposure on Delinquency Aggression

'Predicted probabllity of initiating behavior among teens
with earlier television scores of . . . t-Ratio

of b
(5th perc.) (10th perc.) (50th perc.) (90th perc.) (95th perc.)

Adjacent Wave Pairs

1-11 (6 mos.) r .

.
II-111 (7 rnos.) 209 .091 .096 .117 .155 4177 1.19

III-1V (1 yr. 7 mos.) . 175 .264 .273 .319 .410 . .440 1.40

. 1V-V (5 mos.) 192 .058 .058 .062 . .067 .068 .185

Non-Adjacent Wave Pairs

I-111 (1 yr.) 143 . .169 .159 .129 .095 .084 .867

1-IV (2 yrs. 7 mos.) 116 .296 .295 .293 .291 .290 = .038 '

I-V (3 yrs.) 80 :117 .097 .049 , .017' .012 - -1.03

11-1V, -(2 yrs. 1 mo.) . 172 .212 .229 .304 .436 .508 2.01*

il-V (2 yrs. 7 mos.) 115 .115 .097 .048 .016 .009 -1.16

111-V (2 yrS.) 113, ..165 .126 .6v .002 .001 -1.62

'Significant at .05 level . * .

.
'Boys in Wave I were &stied only about three of the six acts which made up the delinquency Scale, so we were unable to assess initiation

by Wave II: However, separate models were estimated for these three acts and rione of these was significantly related to Wave I television

exposure. The (hree were: "was arrested" (t - .681) ; "participated in a gang fight" (t - .869) ; and "was badly beaten up"

(t .- -.044)
o

.
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are not among those that were significant among chil-
dren, or among teens with the-other aggression measures.

Other Conceptualizations of Television Expo-
sure. We also itudied whether a systematic television-
delinquency relationship could be found using any of the
alternatite television exposure measures described above.
As in the analyses of peitonal and property aggression,
no evidence for any larger association was found. And, as
in these earlier analyses, exposure to vio'ent television
was not more stiongly related to delinquen0 than wa§
exposure te..nonviolent programs.

The SensitMty of the Analysis
Model

-

One consideration that has not been mentioned up, to
this-point is the possibility that our analysis model is too
insensitive to detect causal associations over the range of
time lags we studied. We explored whether analyses
usingethe samebasic model and the mine aggression in- -
dices would be sensitive enough to reveal significant asso-
ciations between variables other than television exposure
and ouir aggression measures. Variables selected for the
analysis were those nrasured more than once that were
consistently related to aggression in the crois-sectional
analysis.

This analysis showed that the model and aggression
indices were sensitive enough to detect consistently mean-
ingful lagged associations. The level of aggression in the
child's school classroom was a highly significant predic-
tor of later aggression for both boys and girls; betas

,averaged .3 and all coefficients were significant. Among
boys, other-clearly significant predictors were: mother's
occupation (blue collar/service occupation associated
with higher aggression) and father's use of physical pun-
ishment..Among girls, the socioeconomic composition of
theschool (low SES associated with higher aggression)
was a significant predictor.

.., Aggressiveness of tile boys' friends and conflict in the
family were the best predictors of teens' aggression.
Other -significant predictors were: friends' use of, drugs,
contact with aggressive behavior On indicator of the
amount of aggression in the boy's environment), an atti-
tude by the boy that he has the right to commit certain
antisocial acts.

All Of these significant results were obtained by substi;
tuting the alternative predictors into the very same mod=
els used to generate tables 1 through 4. We cannot be
sure that these results represent causal influences of the
predictors examined. They could be due to unmeasured
common causei. However, we can say with certainty that
they demonstrate the sensitivity of the analysis scheme to

detect meaningful associations. This is true, furthermore,
even thobgh these predictors were not as carefully meas-
urecras the television exposure score. Nor were system-
atic analyses of pdssible nonlinearities, -nonadditivities,
or attenuations due to measurement error made. We
conclude, then, that our failure to detect consistently-
significant ;effects of television on aggression.is not due
to problems with the analysis model or the measures
employed. '

Additiondl Analyses

Although the analyses reported above failed to docu
ment a consistently significant relationship between ex-
posure to .television violence and later aggression for
either boys, girls, or teens, they showed that more of the
coefficients linking television and aggression are positive
than negative. This may indicate that television had some
very small, bnt consistent, effect on aggression. Another
possibility is that unmeasured common causes of tele-
vision and aggression led ta this pattern of mostly positive
signs.

- In weighing these possibilities, the pervasiveness and
robustness of the positive coefficients are the critical
cOnsiderations. As we reported, not all the signs were
positive. We found that most of the coefficienistamong
elementary school boys and girls were positive. Among
teehs, most of the coefficients for common types of ag-
gression were positive, but for the delinquency measure
the positive and negative signs were about equally
divided. .

The robustness of the signs can be investigated by
introducing controls for possible other causes of the
television-aggression relitionship into basic model re-

, gressions. We assembled a. set of clntrol variables-L-19
for boys and teens, 5 for girlsthat we thought might
play a part, in the sign pattern. Theie, are all character-
istics Of the respondents or their environments thatiiii
causally antecedent to and correlated with both television
viewing and aggression. The variables include Indicators
of the child's socioeconomic backgroundra'ace, and IQ.
These controls were introduced one at a dine into two-
wave regression'models (like thOse reported in table la )
to see if the ratio. of positive to negative signs changed.

Five cases were investigated: boys, girls, and three
separate aggression measures for teens. Among boys a
control for socioeconomic status of the respondents' fam-
ilies changed the signs from 10 positive out of 15 in the
subsample for Which SES data were available, to 8 posi,
tive and 7 negative. Furthermore, the ize of the average .
beta coefficient was reduced from .013 to .004 in this
subsample. Thirteen other coritrol variables (of the 19
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analyzed) reducal the number of positive signs The
other tive left the signs unchanged.

In the girls' and teens' analyses, the imbalance re-

mained when controls were introduced. However, in

these analyses, too, there,was a trend toward reducing the

magnitude of the coefficients.
This analysis shows that the greater number of posi-

tive than negative signs is entirely due to common causes
of television and aggression among boys and at, least
partly due to them among girls and teens;The remaining
edge for positive signs is so negligible that no assertion
about a small, consistent television effect can be made.

Discussion and Conclusions

Our results are in some ways consistent with those
found in other research on this topic. In other respects
they are differint.

Perhaps the dearest contrast between the results re-
ported here and those reported in earlier work is that we
found no significant association between violent tele-
vision exposure and subsequent change in aggression,
while the experimental literature has demonstrated that

exposure to specific filmed segments influenced several

types of aggression. There is nothing necessarily con-

tradictory between such findings and the ones reported
here. The experimental literature is concerned with
short-term arousal and modeling effects. The existenceof

the type of long-term socialization effects in a real-life

context witW which this study deals is not addressed in

that literature.
Our results in no way' argue that short-term arousal

effects do' not exist. The results are relevant, though, for
understanding the long-term implications of experi-
mentally documented short-term effects. If these short-
term effects cumulated and generalized' to day-to-slay
behavior, we would have found clear indications of that
in our data. The fact that we did not find evidence of this

sort suggests that these short-term effects found experi-
mentally do not lead to stable patterns of aggression.

Like other real-life correlational studies, ours found a

significant positive association between television and ag-

gression at a point in time. It is difficult, however, to be

very precise in comparing our cross-sectional results with

those of the several cross-sectional surveys that have been

carried out over the past decade, since our measures of

television exposure and aggression differ in some respeCts

from those used by others. But in general terms the sign

atid size of the correlations found in our samples are
similar to those found in previous surveys.

The 'crucial feature of our study is its longitudinal
design. Thus, it is most important to compare our results
with the one other major longitudinal survey, by Lefko-

witz et al. (1972). This is one instance where our results

clearly differ from previous research: Lefkowitz and his

associates found a correlation of .31 between their tele-

vision measure and aggression 10 years later; there is no

association of that size in our,data.
The design of the Lefkowitz et al. study differs from

ours in three important respects: They used a "favorite
show" rather than a television exposure measure; the

measure of later aggression was based on retrospective

nominations rather than on ratings.of current behavior;,

and, finally, their measures were taken( 10 years apart
'instead of our 3-year maximum lag.

Their indicator of television exposure was based on
mothers' reports of their children's thre* favorite pro-

grams when the children were in third grade. The use of

that measure rather than child self-reports of actual ex-

posure could account for the larger association found in

the Lefkowitz study. However, in our own study we used

this measure, too, and found that it is a very poor indi-

cathr of the child's television exposure. (It is correlated

only about .25 with self-reported exposure.) Further-

more, we found that the cross-sectional relationship

between the mothers' report of-favorite shows (appropri-

ately weighted for the violence content of those shows)

and our aggression measures is much less substantial

than that between the child's self-reported exposure and

these same aggression measures. Indeed, while Lefko-

witz et al. found cross-sectional correlationsof .21 among

third=grade boys between the mothers' report and ag-
gression, we found mud.' smaller across-sectional cor-

relations ranging from .03 to .09.19 '
The difference between our and their aggression meas-

ure could also account for different results. In the Lefko.
witz study (1972), nominators in the tenth grade were

not asked to rate their iieers' aggressiveness at that time,

but according to "the way they acted in school" based on

"what you last knew of each person from personal obser-

vation and contact." The resultant measure is likely to be

reputational: the rater has to make an evaluation based

on his recollections which are bound to reflect cumulative
impressions spread over varying time periods for each

rater, as well as for the person being rated. The time
reference of the measure is thus vague and the study does

not actually measure a lO:year lag. Finally, as pointed

out by Chaffee (1972), differences between the early and

later aggression and television measures in the Lefkowitz
study may have distorted the findings. In our study, tele-

19 The Letkowitz et al. study also found that the relationship among

boys .was much more substantial than that among girls (r = .02 for

girls). Although we did nol collect mother reports from girls, our
self-report analysis shows that the cross-sectional television-aggression

relationship IE higher among girls than boys. This finding of a higher

relationstftp among girls was also .reported in McLeod, Atkin, and
Chaffee's study of junior high school students.



vision and aggression measures were identical at all time
points

We believe that the results of our study are more
compelling than those of Lefkowitz et al. because of the
greater validity, consistency, and relevance of the meas-
ures we used. We also believe that the richness of the data
considered here and the variety of analysis approaches to
which we subjected the data increase the confidence in
the results we found. In short, we feel that our study was
more sensitive to the possibility of detecting an effect of

realistic television exposure on actual aggression than
any prior research on this subject.

In the present study,, criteria for detecting an effect
. were not met for elementary school boys and girls, or
teenage boys. This was true for total samples as well as
subgroups considered to be predisposed. In other words,
this study did not find evidence that television violence
was,causally implicated in the development of aggressive
behavior patterns among children and adolescents over
the time periods studied.
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Violence in Television Programs: Ten Years.Later

Nancy Signorielli, Larry Gross, and Michael Morgan
The Annenberg School of Conimunications

University of Pennsylvania

Questions about the amount of violence in mass media,
particularly television, have been voiced almost,since the
advent of the media. Senate hearings about television
violence were held as early as 1954. These concerns stem
from fears that television violence leads to aggressive
behavior, particularly among the young. The findings
and the methods of laboratory and field studies 'have
generated heated debate in both popular and scientific
spheres. But an almost equally controversial issue has
been how to define, measure, isolate, and analyze tele-
vision violence itself.

One 'of the richest sources of information about tele-
visihn content, audiences, institutions, and effects is the
1972 six-volume report of the Surgeon General's
Scientific Advisory Committee, Television and Social Be-
havior. In this review, we examine trends in television
violence since the time of that report. In particular, we
draw upon findings from our long-term, ongoing re-
search project, Cultural Indicators.

The major thrust of the first part of this review is
methodological. Over the past 20 years, violence has
probably been defined almost as many times as it has
been studied. Our main focus here relates to the consid-
erable body of research in which the assessment of media
violence is the main issue of investigation. We are less
concerned with studies that use measures of television
violence as an independent variable to define experi-
mental conditions.

We will discuss the ways in which the Cultural Indi-
cators and other projects have defined and isolated dis-
crete acts of violence and elaborate upon some of the
controversies surrounding this research. We will also
focus on issues of reliability and validity concerning the
Violence Index.

In the second part .of this review, we examine trends
and continuities in the amount and nature of violence
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presented in television drama.over the last decade. We
conclude ,by presenting theoretical considerations and
empirical. findings leading to recent refinements in the
conceptualization of the impact of televised violence,
partly derived from observing 10 years of stability in the
portrayal of violence.

The Assessment of Violence in
Television Programs.

There are four basic ways in which researchers have
assessed violence in television programs: (1) content anal-
yses using trained coders and specific rules and defini-
tions; (2) ratings or consensual measures in which people
("experts" as well as "everyday" people) rate the amount
of violence in programs; (3) studies in which the re-
searcher predetermines which programs are violent; and
(4) itudies using combinations of (2) and (3). This last
group of studies usually focuses upon issues (motivation,
prosocial behavior, etc.) other than violence. Tables 1
and 2 list studies that use the first two methods. The
studies that fail in the third and fourth areas are not
inetuded because they are not concerned with measure-
ment issues per se. Moreover, the methods act4ly used
in these studies are usually similar to those in (1) and (2).

Content Analysis

Although most people would agree that there is vio-
lence on televisihn, there is no consensus about the degree
or amount of violence that exists. To rely upon people's
unsystematic perceptions or opinions raises a number of
important questions, including problems of selective ex-
posure, differences in what to consider violence, and so
on. Adequate ahd accurate analysis of the, amount of
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Table 1 alP

Measuring Violence via Content Analysis

Authors Phenomenon Who Codes Definition How Used

Cultural Indicators
Gerbner
Gross
Signorielli
Morgan
Jicksoh-Beeck

Harvey
Sprafkin
Rubinstein

Schuetz
Sprafkin

Deiner
De Four

Franzblau
Sprafkin
Rubinstein

CBS, Office of
Social Research

Slaby
Quarforth
McConnachie

Dominick

Clark
Blankenburg

Head

Smythe

Annual weekly
samples of

cprime time,
weekend-
daytime net-
work dramatic
programs

Week-long sam-
ple of prime
time programs
(video-taped)

Week-long sam-
ple of Satur-
day a.m.
commercials
(video-taped)

12 adventure
programs

Week-long sam-
ple of prime-
time Programs
(video-taped)

Samples of
prime time
programming

Week-long sam-
ple of pro-
grams
(off-air)

Week-long sam-
,- ple of prime ,

time progksms
(off-air)

TV Guide Syn-
opsis
(1953-1969)

13 week sample
of programs
(4 episodes/
programs)
(off-air)

Samples of pro-
grams
(off-air)

Trained coders Yes
(12-16)

Trained coders Yes

Two trained raters Yes

30 trained
undergraduates

Four trained
raters

Trained coders

Undergraduates
(trained &
practiced)

Yes

Yes

Yes

To ascertain content on number of basic
issues such as violence, aging, sex-
roles, and minority presentation

To determine the impact of family viewing
tiMe policy on content; Jo isolate proso-
cial and aggressive behavior

To isolate prosocial behavior in children's
TV commercials

To answer question: does television con-
. tent enhance program popularity?

To ascertain amount of sexually ag-
gressive (e.g. rape, aggressive touch-
ing) behavior in TV programs

To ascertajn the amount of violence in
programming

Yes To assess violence on.TV and attribute to
(GerOner .major sponsors

Based)

7 trained coders Yes

Coders

4 coders

Trained coders

Yes

Yes

Yes

To ascertain portrayal of criminal victims
and law enforcement on TV

To ascertain trends in amount of violence
in prime time programs

To analyze TV content

To ascertain content of television pro-
grams on a number of basic issues

violence in television programing can only be achieved
through systematic reasearch that includes explicit
definition, reliable coding, and quantification of this rhe-
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nomenon. Methodologically, content analysis provides a
procedural framework that can be used to conduct this
type of research.



Table 2

Measuring Violence via Ratings

Authors

Types of
Phenomenon

Directly
Observed Who Codes

Provided
Definition tlow Used

Murray List' of Programs Teenagers Their To determine whether teenagers who
Cole own; watch television, especially violent pro-
Fed ler half

before
half
after
rating

grams, possess characteristics which
are different from teenagers who prefer
less violent programming

Greenberg List of Programs TV critics, public Half To determine how much violence TV crit-
Gordon (adults) ics perceive in programming in com-

parison to that perceived by viewers

Abel List of Programs Children and their Half To determine if there is agreement be-
Beninson mothers tween children and their mother's per-

ception of violence

Israel
Robinson

List of Programs TV critics, gradu-
ate students

Half To ascertain demagogical characteristics
of viewers of violent programs

Smith.. List of Programs Graduate
students

Yes To determine if "bad" drivers have a
greater preference for viewing violent TV
programs than "good" drivers

Loye List of Programs Psychiatrists, psy-
chologists, par-
ents, etc.

Unknown To measure psychological effect of watch-
ihg different types of dramatic content

Content analysis has been defined as "any technique
for making inferences by systematically and objectively
identifying specified characteristics of messages" (Holsti
1968, p. 601). The first step in content analysis is to
design an appropriate recording instrument. Content
analysis data are generated by coders who are trained to
use this instrument; that is, they are taught to observe a
phenomenon in a particular way. Thus, when a Content
analysis is rigorous, the coders' personal opinions should
not be apparentin the ideal case, every trained coder
will generate exactly the same data. Moreover, this ob-
jectivity can and should be measured via reliability anal-
ysis. Thus, the researcher is assured that the data reflect
actual properties of the material under investigation, 'as
explicitly defined in the coding instructions, and not am-
biguities introduced by uncertainties in the instrument or
by coder idiosyncracies.

The study of television violence through content anal-
ysis has typically included the eimmination of several
aspects of this phenomenon. Most analyses try to meas-
ure violence as precisely -and as consistently as possible.
Thus, the content 'analysis recording instruments include
not only a definition of violence but also rules for iso-
lating and counting the number of times violence occurs.
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These rules about unitization procedures specify what
constitutes a discrete act of violencewhen it begins and
when it ends.

Since 1954, many content analyses have assessed tele-
vision content and there are several good reviews of this
literature (e.g., Catton 1969). The earliest important
studies were conducted by Smythe (1954) and Head
(1954). Briefly, both studies coded programs "off the air"
and found a considerable amount of violenCe in New
York City television programing.

Clark and Blankenburg (1972) assessed violence in
television drama over a considerably longer period of
time, 1953 thrOugh October, 1969. TV Guide synopses
were used as the sOurce material, and, as the authors
clearly state, their measure or assessment of violence is
probably underestimated, particularly in the case of tele-
vision comedies. Since the source material was limited,
the research only assessed general levels of violence; that
is, a specific count of violent actions could not be done.
Clark and Blankenburg (1972) found a high level of
violence that appeared to be cyclical. There were peaks
in 1955,1959; 1963; and 1967, with especially high levels
in the late 1950s.

1 Pi fj



Content analysis has been used by researchers to iso-
late different alpects of violent t.ontent (Franzblau et al.,
1977; Scheuti and Sprafkin, 1979). Dominick (1973)
examined crime and law enforcement in prime time pro-
graming and found that two-thirds of the programs por-
trayed at least one crime. He also found that violent
crimes were the most prevalentmurder, assault, and
'armed robbery made up 60 percent of television crimes.
Moreover, television tends to overrepresent crimes di-
rected against people rathekthan property' and to under-
represent violent crimes between family members.

The results of content analyses have been put to sever-
al interesting uses. Slaby et al. (1976) related television
violence to the people who sponsor it. Using all programs
braoadcast between 6:00 a.m. and 2:00 a:m. on affiliates
of the three networks during 1 week in 1974, coders
monitored the amount of yiolence on television and deter-
mined the rate of violence attributable to major commer-
cial sponsors, They found 2,796 violent episodes during
376 hours of programing or 7.43 episodes per hour. The
range of .yiolent actions per hour was quite: large, from
none to 22.5 per hour.

There have been several grassroots movements con-
cerned with ascertaining the amount of violence in pro-
graming. One such movement grew out of the research of
Slaby et al. In 1976, the National Citizens Committee for
Broadeasting (NCCB) set up a monitoring system to
determine which companies were sponsoring the most
and least violent programing. NCCB consulted with ex-
perts in the field to set up a system and used a commercial
monitoring firm to gather the data: They reported the
results of this project in Medza Watch, their bimonthly
newsletter.

Another grassroots movement that began about the
same time, and is still actively involved in this work, is
the National Parent-Teachers Association's TV Action
Center. This project uses thousands of PTA members
throughout the countrytwo units from each Stateas
monitors. Specifically, monitors are asked to note
instances of "gratuitous" violence (violence used.to main-
tain interest, violence that is not necessary for plot de-
velopment, and glorified violence). They also look for
instances of "sexploitation," as well as sexual, age, and
racial or ethnic stereotypes. The PTA publishes a yearly
program review guidelhat provides lists of the least and
most violent programs and the programs' sponsors, as
well as descriptions of individual programs as based
upon their monitors' opinions.

According to U S. statistics, most Crimes are directed at property
rather than at people. See, for example, Crinunal rictznizzatinn in the'
I ',wed Stain, A National Crime Survey Report. Washington: GPO,
1974

An important aim of the PTA project is les hope to
raise the level of public consciousness about this issue.
The basic drawback of the project is that the monitoring
is not fully objective; the PTA wants its monitors to
express personal opinions about prograining. While the
PTA does supply s6me definitions and a short training
program, it does not' measure the reliability of the co-
dings. Thus, the results of their monitoring project
should be viewed with appropriate caution.2

The networks, especially CBS, have also been active in
this area. Since 1972, the Office of Social Research at
CBS has conducted its own content analysis of prime
time network dramatic programing. Their annual anal-
ysis Has focused on counting incident§ of violence within
programs, and as a result has been concerned with
definitional and unitization issues. (Comstock et al.
1978). Typically, they find considerably less violence
than nonindustry-conducted analyses=differences that
often result from definitional and unitization issues.
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Measuring Violence via Ratings

The second tYpe,of study that generates measures, of
the amount of yiolence in programs uses people ("ex-
perts" such as television critics as well s "average" peo-
ple) to rate the degree of violence in programs. In
this research, the raters typically are given lists of tele-
vision programs and are asked to rate programs with
which they are familiar, on a 3- or 5-point violence scale.
These studies often manipulate whether or not raters are
given a definition of violence, and most of the studies have
found that it does matter. For .example, Greenberg and
Gordon (1970-71) and Abel and Beninson (1976) found

'that adult raters who were given a definition rated pro-
grams as more violent than the raters who were not given
one. In the case of children, though, the' opposite was
true. Children rating without a definition rated programs
as, more violent. Other variations include having raters
generate their own definitions of violence either before or
after completing the rating-task (Murray et al. 1970).

The best known rating study was conducted by Green-
berg and Gordon (1970-71) as part of the Surgeon Gen-
eral's study of television. This research compared the
ratings made by television critics with those of the public
(adults). Greenberg and Gordon also manipulated, for
the public, whether or not a definition of violence was
supplied; the critics were given a definition and also

Another TV violence monitoring project, National Coalition on
Television Violence (Decatur, has recently been formed and has
begun to monitor programs and isolate sponsors of violent programing,
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asked to supply their own, if their definition was differ-
ent from that giv'en. They found that there was unanim-
ity between the critics and the Public about the 20 most
violent shows in the 1969 television season. MoreoVer,
the critics judged programs as more violent than the
public. Finally, violence ratings increased when raters
were given a definition of violence.

Thus, it appears that requiring raters to adhere to an
explicit definition may raise perceived violence levels.
But it should be stressed that absolute levels are mislead-

g and not 'the central issue; in fact, they are unin-
terpretable by themselves. A primary value of systematic
research is that it pr,ovides a way to compare trends
reliably oVer time. Agreements or disagreements about
individual programs are 'far less importpt than the cu-
mulative patterns and relationships contained in the
total, coherent system of messages.

The Quitural lndicafors Project

The most long-term and extensive content analysis of
television programing that includes the study of violence
is the work of the Cultural Indicators Project at the
Annenberg School of Communications at the University
of Pennsylvania' (often referred to as the "Gerbner" re-
search). This research began in 1967-68 with a study for
the National Commission on the Causes and Prevention
of Violence. It has continued under the sponsorship of the
Surgeon General's Scientific Advisory Committee on
Television and Social Behavior, the National Institute of
Mental Health, the White House Office of Telecommu-
nications Policy, the American Medical Association, and
other agencies.

The research consists of two interrelated parts:
(1) message system analysisthe annual content anal-
ysis of a sample of prime time' and weekend-daytime
network television dramatic programing and (2) cultiva-
tion analysisdetermining concepdons of social reality
that television viewing may tend to cultivate in different
groups of viewers (see Gerbner et al. 1978, 1979, 1980e,

1980f; Gerbner 1973). The analyses provide basic infor-
mation about the demography, character profiles, and
action structure of the world of television drama.

'The Cultural Indicators Project has published annual
reports on violence in television programing, usually
called "Violence Profiles." Comstock, et al. (1978) refer
to these as "the single richest source" of data about tele-

vision violence; at the same time, the methods and
findings are by - means universally accepted.

The content ata upon which the Cultural Indicators
Project bases its message system analyses and reports are
subjected to an extensive reliability analysis, and only
those items meeting acceptable levels of agreement are in-
cluded in the analyses (see Gerbner et al. 1979, 1980e,
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1980f). Reliability measures are designed to ascertain the
degree to which tht recorded data truly reflect the prop-
erties of the material being studied and not the con-
tamination of observer bias or of instrument ambiguity.
The reliability assessment consists of the calculation of
an agreement coefficient for each content item in the
recording instrument. Five computational formulas are
used; their variations depend upon the scale type of the
particular variable being analyzed. Except for their re-
spective scale-appropriate sensitivity to deviations from
perfect agreement, the coefficients make the same hasic
assumptions as the prototype for nominal scales devised
by Scott (1955). Thbs, in the case ofa binary variable, all
formulas yield identical results?

The agreement coefficients range from +1.00 to
1.00, where +1.00 indicates perfect agreement and
.00 is agreement due solely to chance. A coefficient of .50
indicates that performance is 50 perceqt above the level
expected by chance. We have defined acceptable levels of
reliability as follows: Items with agreement coefficients of
.8 or above are considered as unconditionally reliable,
items with coefficients between .6 and .8 are accepted
conditionally, while items whose coefficients fall between
.5 and .6 are used with extreme caution. Table 3 contains
reliability coefficients for violence-related items.

The data do not attempt to reflect what'any particular
individual viewer might see but rather what large num-
bers of viewers absorb over long periods of time. Thus,
the r6earch does not attempt to describe or analyze
specific programs or series or to draw conclusions about
artistic merit. The analysis isolates the patterns and sym-
bolic structures that appear in the yearly samples. The
purpose of this content analysis is to provide systematic,

cumulative, and objective observations of many impor-
tant aspects of' the world of television drama.

Key Issues: Definitions, Unitization,
and Sampling

The measurement of violence rests upon three key
issues that have also been the basis for disaireetnents
about the methods and the findings of violence-related
content analyses. These are (1) the way violence is

defined, (2) the way violence is isolated or unitized, and
(3) the nature of the sample.

Definitions of Violence

Like obscenity, violence seems to be something every-
body feels they can recognize when they see it, yet it is

For the derivation of the formulas and a discussion of their proper-
ties, see Krippendorff (1970 and 1980).
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Table'3

Reliability Coefficients

Program Items 1967-1976 1977 1918 1979

Number of Violent Actions .746 (I) .860 (I) .857 (I) .862 (I)
ViolenceSignificance .781 (0) .740 (0) .813 (0) .765 (0)
Committing Violence .704 (N) .734 (N) .657 (N) .717 (N)
Victimization .673 (N) .691 (N) .767 (N) .668 (N)

(N) nominal scale. (0) ordinal scale. (I) - interval scale.

elusive and difficult to define unambiguously. Un-
deniably, if serious content analytic research on media
violence is to be undertaken, a clear definition of the
phenomenon is essential. The way violence is defined
will directly determine the amount and nature of the
violence that is coded in any study. Consequently, the
definition of violence has been a sensitive and contro-
versial issue. Although almost every study supplies its
own definition of violence, most of the definitions have a
common core that includes physical hurting and/or kill-
ing. Some of the specific definitions are given below.

In Cultural Indicators research, violence is defined as:

the overt expression of physical force (with or without a weap-
on, against.self or other) compelling action against one's will on
pain of being hurt or killed, or actually hurting or killing
(Gerbner et al. 1978).4

The definition of violence used in the CBS monitoring
project is:

the use of physical force against persons or animals, or the
articulated, explicit threat of physical force to compel particular
behavior on the part of a person (CBS Office of Social Research
1976-77).

The PTA isolates gratuitous violence which they
define as:

violence to maintain interest, violence not necessary for plot
development, glorified violence.'

And, PTA monitors are instructed to focus primarily
upon violence to persons, to property, and to laws.

Clark and Blankenburg (1972) define violenvi as:

physical acts or the threai of physical acts by humans designed
to inflict physical injury to persons or damage to property.

Harvey et al. (1979) and Scheutz and Sprafkin (1979)
focus upon agression rather than violence, which they
define as:

'The parentheses in this definition represent a recent refinement in
order to aid clarity; before now, they have been commas.

`Individual Monitor Form-, National PTA Action Center, 700 N.
Rush St., Chicago, III. 60611.

acts involving the use of force, threats of force, or intent of force
against others.

As noted above, some of the ratings studies manipulate
whether or not raters are given a definition of violence
before making their assessments of programs. These
definitions also focus upon physical violence such as
hurting.

Smith (1969) defined a violent program as:

a program where usually at some point the action results in
injury or destruction to some object, animal, or human. The
injury may be psychological or physical . . . a result of verbal
or motor action.

Greenberg and Gordon (1970-71) and Abel and Ben-
inson (1976) use the same definition:

A

how much fightjng, shooting, yelling, or killing there usually is
in the show.

Finally, some of the rating researchers have had raters
supply their own definitions of violenceeither before or
after rating the programs. Again physical violence pre-
dominated. For example, Murray et al. (1970) found
that teenagers' definitions of violence generally involved
three types of acts:

I . Physical: violence to persons, damage to property
2. Mental: psychological and emotional (e.g., fear and

hatred)
3. Verbal: verbal abuse

For the most part, these definitions are remarkably
similar; most deal with physical force including hurting
and killing. One basic difference is whether or not the
definition includes violence to property and emotional or
psychological violence. The Cultural Indicators Project,
CBS, and Greenberg and Gordon do not, but most of the
others do. These differences seem to have been uncon-
troversial, and no major disagreements have arisen be-
cause of them. The arguments and debates that have
taken place have mostly been between industry-related
researchers and the Cultural Indicators Project.

The differences have focused not upon the definition of
violence per se but upon whether or not to include certain
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"forms" of violence, specifically, comic violence, acci-
dents, or "acts of nature," Some network researchers at
CBS (Blank I 77 a,h), and NBC (Coffin & Tuchman
1972-7 av argued against the inclusion of "comic"
violence accidents."

The Cultural Indicators Project, in contrast, records as
violence all behaviors, phenomena, and incidents which
meet the criteria set l'orth in the definition and coding
instructions (Gerbner et al. 1977; Eleey, et al. 1972-
73a,b ). In regard to corhic violence, Cultural Indicators
records all violence that occurs in a fantasy or "humorv
ous" context as well as all violence in a realistic or "seri-
ous" context. CBS, however, does-not count as violence
incidats which occur "in a context which would ordi-
narily produce laughter" or violence that is "not of a
serious character." The network critics have attacked the
inclusion of comic violence with the supposedly disarm-
ing example of a "pie in the face." Cultural Indicators,
however, classifies as violeti.c.e only the credible indication
or actual infliction of overt physical pain, hurting, or
killing. 'I'hus, if a "pie in the face" does thatwhich will
depend upon the specific incidentit is considered vie-
lence and is recorded as such.

There is substantial empirical evidence indicating that
a comic context is a highly effective form in which to
convey serious lessons (Bandura et al. 1967; Ellis and
Sekura 1972; Lovas 1961). Moreover, CBS has been
quick to point out that children can learn (perceive
prosocial messages) in comic contexts.6 Althouglf CBS
may assume that children will only pick up "good" mes-
sages in a "humorous context," the Cultural Indicators
Project does not.

The second area of definition-related contention is
whether or not to include accidents and/or acts of nature.
Again, the networks have long argued against their in-
clusion (except those that occur in a violent context such
as someone killed in an accident, while escaping from a
crime; CBS 1976-77) on the grounds that accidents are
not "reasonable" types of violence. Cultural Indicators
research has always included violence that occurs as a
result of accidents and/or acts of nature because, in fact,
there are no "accidents" in fiction. The author invents (or
producer inserts) disasters, accidents and other "acts of
nature" to serve a dramatic purpose, often to eliminate or
incapacitate a character. Moreover, the pattern of violent
victimization revealed through these occurrences may be
a significant and telling part of television violence. It is
hardly coincidental that certain types of characters are
prone to accident or disaster in the world of television.
And, these patterns may have significant effects upon
viewers' conceptions. Therefore, if one is concerned with

Learning While They Laugh." a CBS public relations booklet
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the full range of potentially significant consequences
from violence in television programing, the only choice is
to identify and report all types of violence that fit the
strict definition.

Unitization of-Violence

Disagreement has also existed around the question of
how to isolate specific incidents of violence. That is,
where does a violent action start, and where does it end?
Although any decision in this area is somewhat arbitrary
and open to debate, it is up to the researcher to oper-
ationalize the decision in the most appropriate, meaning-
ful, and comprehensible fashilln. 0

In the tradition of content research since the first stud-
ies of the 1950s, the Cultural Indicators Project's coding
instructions specify that a violent action is a scene of some
violence confined to the same particpants. If a scene is
interrupted by flashback or shifts to another scene, but
continues in "real time," it is still the same episode. Any
change in the cast of characters, such as a new agent of
violence entering the scene, starts another episode.

. The CBS study, which is essentially the only ther
major study (aside from the NC.CB monitoring') that
measures levels of violence and counts the numbe
actions within programs, defines a violent action som
what similarly. In this case, it is:

One sustained, dramatically contintious event ipvolving vio-
lence, with essentially the same group of participants and with
no major interruption in continuity (CBS 1976-77).

The major difference between the two rules is the
inclusion of the ambiguous word "essentially" in the
CBS instructions. Moreover, since the criteria for deter-
mining the "essential" set of agents are not specified, the
CBS study seems to permit an unnecessarily subjective
manipulation of the unit of analysis. In fact, the in-
structions to coders are rather vague on this issue, stating
that:

A violent incident is not absolutely synonymous with an "act." .

One "incident" might include brief breaks in the Action, as in
a protracted chase scene, interrupted by pauses for regrouping
and reloading, or acts of violence by more than one person, as,
for example, in.a fight scene involving several people.

As a result of these differences the findings of these two
major studies ar'e different--but different in a very pre-
dictable way: CBS finds much less violence than does the
Cultural Indicators Project (see Comstock et al. 1978).

For the most part, the NCCB project used Cultural Indicqtors
methodology and unitization rules. The National Coalition on Tele-
vision Violence has also begun to count discrete violent actions using
Cultural Inditators methodology

.1. .1t.
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Sampling

Another area where there has been considerable de-
bate and criticism of Cultural Indicators research is the
nature of the sample used for the annual message system
analysisa single week of programing broadcast in the
fall of each season. Cultural Indicators has been aware
of the dangers of using too small a sample and has con-
ducted a number of sampling experiments to assess the
representativeness of the 1-week sample used in the re-
search. These experiments include an initial analysis in
1969 (Eleey 1969), repeated spring-season test sampt-
ings in 1975 and 1976, and an analysis of 7 weeks of fall
1976 prime time programing.

In the 1976 study, violence-related content data were
collected for 7 weeks, including the week originally se-
lected for the fall 1976 sample, of prime time pro-
graming. A large number of analyses, including several
analyses of variance, were conducted and all led to the
same conclusionseach of the 7 sample weeks yielded
essentially similar findings. The..6 were no significant
differences by week for such measures as the number of
violent actions, the duration of Violence, and the signifi-
cance of violence. There were, however, significant main-
effects for program-related variables including network,
type of program, time of broadcast, new or continued
program and so on; but there were no significant inter-
actions of these variables by sample week. Thus, for
example, whik the networks-differed significantly over-
all from each other on these measures (see table 4), they
did not do so on a week-by-week basis. Moreover, for the
number of violent actions, the network rankings are re-
markably stable during this time period.-The same rank
order of the three networks was found no matter which
week was chosen, except for one instance when ABC and
CBS were tied. NBC was always first, followed by ABC
and then CBS.

These studies thus indicate that while a larger sample
may increase precision, given the operational definitions
and multidimensional measures that are sensitive to a
variety of significant aspects of television violence, the
1-week sample yields stable results with high cost
efficiehcy.

Indices of Violence

Indices abound in American culture. Most Americans
ire aware of economic indices such as the Consumer
Price Index, 'and more recently the Pollution Index has
been gaining recognition.

In particular, CBS has argued that there is no such thing as a
typical television week.
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In research, indices are usually develoited and used as
data reduction devices. The usefulness of an index lies in
its ability to reduce a lot of data to a simple number that
can be used in making cross-sectional . and trend com-
parisons. An index has been defined as

a type tf composite Measure that summarized several specific
observations and represents some more general dimension
(Babbie 1972, p. 495).

Most of the studies that measure violence in television
programing have not been concerned with indices. As
noted above, the rating and pre-determined studies label
programs from "very violent" to "not violent." When
researchers want more sophisticated data, they are likely
to use the number of violent actions as a measure of the

degree of violence in different genres of programing. Rat-
ings and the number of acts can be useful if one wants a
very general measure of the amount of violence in pro-

graming. 1"

But violenice is a complex phenomenon, and a sophis-tticated anal sis involve4,paying attention not only to spe-
cific actions ut also to who is hurt, who does the hurting,
etc. Thus, While simple measures such as the number of
violent incidents reveal fluctuations in the basic level of
violence, this type of account does not yield very rich
analytic information.

Since 1969, the Cultural Indicators Project has devel-

oped and'reported, on a yearly basis, a Violence Index
that combines several violence-related measures., The
Index is calculated for many genres of programs. It is not,
however; calculated for the individual programs within
the yearly samples.

The Cultural Indicators Violence Index is composed
of thre sets of direct observational data. These are meas-
ures of the extent to which violence occurs at all in the
prograins sampled, the frequency and rate of violent epi-
sodes, and the number of roles calling for character-
ization as "violents," "victims," or both. These data sets

are called prevalence, rate, and rote, respectively.
Prevalence (%P) is the percentage of programs in a

particular sample containing, any violence. Rate ex-
presses the frequency of violent actions or episodes in
units of programing and in units of time. The number of
violent episodes divided by the total number of programs
yields the rate per program (R/P). The rate per hour
(R/H) is the number of violent episodes divided by the
number of program hours in the sample. The latter
measures,the concentration or saturation of violence in
time, and compensates for the difference in rates between
a long program unit, such as a movie, and a short one,

such as a ten minute cartoon.
Role is defined as the portrayal of characters as violents

(committing violence) or victims (subjected to violence) or
both, and yields several measures. These are the percent
of violents out of all characters in a sample; the percent
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Table 4

Analysis of 7 Weeks of1a11 1976 Programing

Test Sample Week Fall
1976 Total1 2 3 4 5 6

Total:
No. of Programs 58 58 57 58 61 5d 61 409
No. of Violent Acts 345 342 365 365 341 294 342 2,394
Rate (Average Acts per Program) 5.9 5.9 6.4 6.3 5.6 5.2 5.6 P.9

ABC: ,

No. of Prdrims 20 20 t9 19 20 19 19 136
No. of Violent Acts 114 107 112 132 116 106 110 797
Rate (Average Acts per Program) 5.7 5.4 5.9 6.9 5.8 5.6 5.8 5.9

CBS:
No. of Programs 22 21 22 21 21 23 24 154
No. of Violent Acts 90 91 130 97 66 102 84 660
Rate (Average Acts per Program) 4.1 4.3 5.9 4.6 3.1 4.4 3.5 4.3

NBC:
No. of Programs 16 17 16 18 20 14 18 119

No. of Violent Acts 141 144 123 136 159 86 148 937
Rate (Average Acts per Program) 8.8 8.5 7.7 7.6 8.0 6. 1 8.2 7.9

Analysis of Variance of No. of Violent Acts

df P ,
Week .248 6 ns

Network 11.989 ,2 p<.001
Week by Network .342 12 ns

'Residual 380

of victims out.of all characters in a sample; the percent of
characters involved as violents or as victims, or both
(%V); the percent of killers (those who commit fatal
violence); the percent of characiers who are killed (vic-
tims of lethal violence); and the percent involved in kill-
ing, either as killers, as killed, or both (%K).

The Violence Index is the sum of these five measures:
the percent of programs containing any viplence (%P),
plus twice the rate of violent incidents /kr program
(2R/P),.plus twice the rate of violent inadents kr hour
(2R/H),' plus the percent of characters involved in any
violence (%V), plus the percent of characters involved in
killing (%K). That is:
VI (%P) + (2R/P) +(2R/H) + (%V) + (%K)

Prevalence, rate, and role are thus all reflected in the
Index, giving it a sensitivity to various aspects of violence
portrayals, and lending it a certain stability not easily

The lites ire weighted by two in the Cultural Indicators Violence
Index so as to increase their importance. That is, the rates are usually
very small numbers (on the order of 4 to 9) and the weighting increases
their contribution to the Index.

altered or manipulated by superficial script changes.
The Index itself is not, of course, a statistical finding,
but serves to illustrate trends and to facilitate gross
comparisons.

The National Citizens Committee on Broadcasting
(NCCB) has reported two Indices that are based essen-
tially upon the Cultural Indicators methodolor. It must
be noted, though, that in some of their reports, NG.CB
distinguishes between the "Gerbner" definition (includ-
ing comic violence, accidents, and acts of nature) and a
definition which does not include these types of actions.
The NCCB program index is the sum of (1) the ratio of
incidents of violence in a program -to the total number of
incidents and (2) the ratio of the time of violence- (in
minutes and tenths) in the program to the total time of
violence in prime time. This index is used to rank pro-
grams from least to most violent. Advertisers are ranked
by an index made by summing (1) the ratio of the length
of violent programing sponsored by ati advertiser to the
total length of programing with violence in prime time,
(2) the ratio of the number of incidents of violence in
programing sponsored by the advertiser to the total num-
ber of violent incidents in prime time, and (3) the ratio of
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the length of violent incidents sponsored by tee advertiser
to .the total length of violent ancidents .(in minutes and
tenths) in prime time. ("Prime Time Violence Profiles,"
National Citizens Committee fbr Broadcasting and BI
Associates 1976.)

The Cultural Indicators Violence Indevhas been sub-..

jected to intense criticism. CBS has criticized the index
because it includes a set of mea.,,ars rather than only a
single indicator, such as the number ,pfeiolent actions,
add because the different measures th'ay ifiove in different
directions"(Blank 1977). But this criticism basically Air-
wiles that the Violence Index is faulty becautx it meets the
critieria of an index: Much the same critittsm could be
levied at any set of comprehensive indicators Such as the
GNP, the Dow- Jones, and many labor statisttcs.

4

'Testing the Index
g

We have already noted that the components of the
Violence Index achieve high intercoder reliability; over,
the last H years, the coefficients for. individual items
range from :65 to .86 (see table 3). Most importantly, the
Violence Index meets the critical statistical Ind empirical
requkements of an index: unidimensionality and inter-
nal homogeneity. A major criticism of, the Violence Index
has been that it may be combining "apples and oranges,"
that it mixes together divarate and unrelated dimensions
(Coffin and Tuchman 1972-73), If, indeed, the com-

ponents of the index are not measuring the same thing,
then it is wrong to Co bine t em; 4ut if they are man:
ifeitations of the same u erlying dimension, then the
Index -yields a measure of televisioi violence far more
reliable and valid than any individual item.

Factor analysis reveals that there is only ode factor
underlying the fit/e cthnponenWof the Index for both
early evening (Et-9 p.m. EST) or late evening (9-11 p.m.
EST) programs. Internal homogeneity for all,ptime time
samples from 1967 to 1978 is .89,-(Cror4bach's alpha).
Thus, the items are measuring- a single dimenlion, and
they are measuring it quite well (see table 5).

Critics have, Aso argued that 'the weights used in.cre-
ating the Index are arbitrary and Unjustified. Yet, the ,
Violence Index produces lower relia6ility estimates when
the rate of violent acts per,program and per hour are not
weighted by 2. In each timeperiod (and overall), as
shown in table, 5, weieiting these two components adds
about .05 to the alpha.

, Finally, in weekend-darime programs, the internal
homogeneity is somewhat, towel...but still acceptable
(alpha =.66). This is due, primarily, to one item: the
percentage of,characters involved in killing. In general,
weekend-daytime programs have the highest rates of vio-
lent acts and the greatest number of progran4containing
Aiolenoe, but they also have the smallest proportion of
characters involved in killing. In fact, within weekend
programs, killing is negatively related to the rate of vio-

Table 5

doefficients for the Violence Index

Unweighted Index Weighted Index

Raw
Alpha

Standardized
Alpha Tileta

Raw

Alpha
Standardized

Alpha' Theta

All Prdgram Data
,

(N = 162) .70 .76 .82 .75 .78 .82

8-9 p.m. EST (N=60)' .69 .85 .86 .74 .85 .86

9-11 p.m. EST =60) .74 .88 .88 .79 .88 .86,(N
Weekend daytkne (N = 42) . . .69 .66 .71 .65 .66 .71

Prime' Time Total -
(N = 120) .89 .89 .80 .89 .89

The "Unit Of Observatioo" is the time period (8-9 p,m., 9-11 p.m., and weekend daytime), for eachnetwork. The reliability estimates

are based on all fall samples (1967-1978), the two spring samples (1975 and 1976) and the 6-week special sample (1976; for prime

time pnly)
The "Unweigtted Index" estimates represent reliability obtained by simply adding LIP the five components (percent of programs-

containing violence, rate of violent acts per hour, rate of violent acts per program, perceni ofcharacters involved in violence, and percent

of characters involved in killing) .
The "Weighted Index" doubles the absolute value of two Items: acts per hour, and rate of violent acts per program.
The "flaw Alpha" indicates the reliability the index would have when its components are simply added up (in raw form) .

The "Standardized Alpha" indicates the reliability the incleX would have if the items were standardized before they ire added up. That

is, the index would have this reliability If the raw scores were subtractea from the mean and divided by the standard deviation.
Alp The "Theta" indicates the reliability the index would have if the items were both standardized and weighted by their factor score

coefficients 5ef ore they were added up. This is generally the maximum reliability possible to achieve in a given index.
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lent acts per hour. Evidently, there is a tremendous
amount of nonlethal violente on children's shows; when'
killing does appear, it seems to be accented as a central
action, while other aspects of-violence are downplayed.

Despite this qualification, these items are providing a
*reliable, unidimensional, internally homogeneous, add
efficient measure of television violence.

,

The More Things Change . .

One of the notable characteristra of violence on tele-
vision is its overall stability and regularity,' despite
fluctuations by network; genre, and time period. For
example, the percentage of programs containing violence
has been strikingly consistent since 1967. Table 6 shows
that over the past 13 years there dre no significan't
differences in the proportionof programs which include
violence, whether we-look at the entire sample, at prime
time, or at weekend daytime.

a

The-number of violent acts Fier program tells a basic-
ally similar story, but here there are important excep-
tions by time period. For all programs, the yearly means
show no significant differences. Yet, for prime dine pro-
grams, We see a significant linear treqd; while the means
do not differ significantly, there is an overall pattern of
increases in the number ofsiolent acts per program. This
is probably due to the relatively low frequencies of vio-
lent acts between 1968 and 1971; the mean number of
violent acts per program hastt been less than 4.4 since
1971. Thus, if anything, the past desade has seen,an2
increase in the number of violent aas on prime time
programs.

On weekend-daytime (children's) shows, on the other
hand, there is a significant nonlinear trend. The number
of violent acts on childreh's progranr exhibits an almost

, cyclical regularity, down one year;up the next. And the
fluctuations seern't6 be getting more extreme; the 1978
figure <7.46 violent acts per program) was the highest,
while tbe 1979 figure (4.58) is the second lowest. .

Table 6

Percent of Programs Containing Violence andNumber of Violent Acts per Hour (1967-1979)

Year

1967
1968
1969
1970
1971.
1972

.1973
1974
1975*
1975...,.,
1976*
1976
1977**
1978
1979

\
AH

Programs

81!G
81.6
83.5
77.5
80.6
79.0
72.7
83.3
78.1
78-!4

76.5
,89.1
76.9
84.7
80.9

Total 80.3
Significance of

differences .38
between means

Significance of
linearity .74

Significance of
deviations from .32
linearity

'Percent of Programs
Containing Violence

Prime
Time

75.0
75.4

-70.3
62.3
75.8
71.7
59.7
77.6
66.7
69. 7
67.7
80.3
66.2 .
74.6
70.3
70.8

.92

. .40

yigekend-
Daytime ,

93.8
93.3

' 98.3
96.0
07.8
90.0
94.9
92.1
94.9
91.1
89.4

100.0
90.6
97.9
91.9
93:6

.47 .47

All -
Programs,

'4.98
4,53
5.21
4.49
4.69
5.39
5.29
5.44
5.38
5.64:
4.86
6.18
520
5.79
4.98
5.21

.61

.83 .09

.40 .77

1 -6

Prime
Time

5.11
3.89
3.63
3.31
3.85
4.90
4.47
5.66
5.51
5.47
5.22
5.61
5.46
4.52
5.37
4.81"

Number of Violent
Acts per Program

.02

.69

Weekend-
Daytime

4.72
5.73
6.98
5.921,
5.957,

.6.13
, 6.6$

5.11
5.18
5.89
4.34
6.90
4.87
.7.46
4.58
5.77

.001

.29

.000

Spring sample; aH others are fall sample,.
Does not include second week of prime time progranfing used in sampling experiment

Total N-1.603 programs (935 prime time, .668 weekend-daytime),
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In sum, despite year-to-year changes for specific net-
works, various tnne-periods, and individual genres, the
amount of violence in the entire system of television's
mc s-iages remains remarkably consistent.

But we emphasize that there is more to the problem
than the sheer quantity of violence-television presents,
and would not call for the total elimination of television
violence. Symbolic violence is a storytelling device which
can serve many purposes. Our task is more to, monitor
and interpret rather than to judge, but we report our
findings in terms of general standards of equity, fairness,
and justice. Our concern is with the ,kinds of violenee
shown, the systematic and resilient patterns of who com-
mits violence and who is victimized. These lessons of
power, powerles.mess, risks, and fates may be critical
mechanisms of social, control. In cultivating among the
many a fear of the power of the few, television violence
may achieve its greatest effect.

Gauging the Impact of Televised
Violence

One of the most frequently used strategies is to select
issues and instances from our message system data bank
which exemplify television's distortions. Another strat-
egy goes beyond the comparison of "real world" and
television 'facts" and attempts to deal with what Haw-
kins and Pingree (this volume) label "value system"
measures. These concern "the more interesting, general
aspects of cncial reality" by extrapolating from recurrent
content patterns to make interpretations about the under-

,.
lying "value systems" television may cultivate.

In both cases, various samples of children, adolescents,
. and adults are questioned about their beliefs and percep-

tions. Responses to these questions allow the assessment
of . the degree to which the more frequent viewers of
television are more likely than less frequent viewers to
give answers which reflect television's 'image of the
world. These patterns are examined in light of various
controlsagt, scx, education; occupation, IQ, use of
other media, peer- group integration, etc.in order to
determine the extent to which television's influence may
be seen as independent, complementary, or contrary to
these other major social variables..

It is not unreasonable to expect that there might be
some consequences of daily heavy exposure to a dramatic
world in whichessentially year in and year outmen
outnumber women 3 to 1; young people comprise one-
third and older pqople one-fifth of their real numbers;
professionals and law enforcers dominate the occupa-
tions; and an average of five acts of violence per prime
time ,hour (and four times that number per weekend-
daytime "children's" hour) involve close to two-thirds of
all leading characters.

. .

I Television content is a reflection of larger, underlying
I cultural values. It is doubtful that its messages are partic-

i ,ularly distinct from those imparted by other inajor media.
If television is merely a more 'prevalent, insistent, and

, continuous source of stable images about power, author-
/ ity, transgression, and fate, then everyone should be

il strongly affected regardless of-amount of viewing, and
i ,comparing the responses of light and heavy viewers
i should produce a few marked differen,ces. Attempts to

I find systematic relationships between amount of viewing
1 and conceptions of social reality should be hampered by

the fact that even 'light" viewers are heavily exposed to
itg cumulative messages; "curtailment of variance" in
viewing within the large subgroup called America shoold
reduce the possibility of finding any "effects." After all,
television has been universally experienced in our society
and has been an invisible and integral part of the symbol-
ic and physical environments for the entire lifetime of
over half the population. .,.

But television is more than that; differences do emerge.
Television consistently explains a small but significant
portion of- the variance in a wide range of items. The

As noted above, the research we have been discussing
is not only concerned with uncovering trends in the con-
tent of dramatic progratAing but also in ascertaining the
contribution television viewing makes to people's concep-
tions of social reality. We have discussed the first stage of
this- researchassessing the content of television pro-
graming (particularly in relation to violence). We now

4'briefly discuss cultivation analysis, including recent the-
oretical formulations and some recent findings and cri-
tiques of the research.

Cultural Indicators see television as the predominant
conveyor of contemporary cultural images and patterns.
As such, it serves primarily to maintain, stabilize, and
reinforcenot subvertconventional values, beliefs,
and behaviors. Socially. constructed "reality" gi.ves a co-
herent picture of what exists, what is important, what is
right, and what is related to what.

The world of television is an aggregate system of sto-
ries and images; and only a system-wise analysis of these
messages can delineate the symbolic world which struc-
tures common assuinptions and definitions for viewers ;
and provides the basis for interaction (though not neces-
sarily agreement) among law and heterogeneous corn-.
munities. The system as a whole plays a major role in
setting the agenda Of issues that people will agree or
disagree about; it shapes the most pervasive norms and
cultivates the dominant perspectives of society.

The basic expectation guiding cultivation analysis is
that the more time one spends living in the World of
television, the more iikdy one is to report conceptions of
social reality mat can be traced to television portrayals.
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small effects:may shed light on the larger. more elusive,
and ultimatek ineffable consequences of living with
trio, Iti1011

People are born into a symbolic cultural enviainment
which cultivates a specific set of norms, expectations,
myths. And ways of explaining the world to themselves
and their children, lleavy viewing is part of a style of life
which cultivates certain perspectives and actions in a way
that traditional chicken-and-egg hypotheses cannot ad-
dress. It draws people with certain predispositions to it
and, in turn, cultivates outlooks and assumptions. Tele-
_vision is not some mechanical, isolated, "causal" force,
imposed from without on our beliefs and behaviors, but
the most widely shared purveyor of cultural values. Light
viewers are not a control group; nonviewers (as opposed
to light viewers) offer little in the way of understanding
television's role in society, because of their meager num-
bers and their bizarre and irregular characteristics
Jackson-Beeck 1977; Pankard and Harris 1980). Nev-

ertheless, demonstrated nonspurious differences in the
outlooks 01 light and heavy viewers may represent
greater absoretion of those values, and a way of gauging
their de' n Ard resiliency to 'change.

Over the past decade, and across a large number of
samples of all ages, substantial evidence has been accu,
mulated that heavy viewers are more likely than are light
viewers to hold perspectives and outlooks which are more
congruent with television imagery. In addition to those
issues most directly related to television violence (such as
fear, mistrust, apprehension, and alienation; see Gerbner
.et al. 1978, 1979, 1980e, 1980f), television seems to cul-
tivate images of aging and older people (Gerbner et al.
I980a ); stereotypes about sex-roles .(Signorielli 1979;
Gross and Morgan in press; Gross and Jeffries-Fox
1978); conceptions of science (Gerbner et al. I980d);
family images and, expectations (Gerbner et al. 1980b );
health-related beliefs "and practices (Gerbner t al. this
'volume); ideas aboin occupatiOns (Morgan 1980;
jeffries-Fox and Signorielli 1979); and notions about sex
((;erhner 1980).

Variations in Susceptibility

A basic premise of.cultivation analysis has been that in
terms of policy decisions what happens to most people,
most of the time, is more importatic-than isolated or
discrete effects. "Cultural Indicators has sought to eluci-
date aggregate patterns and relationships between
amount of viewing and audience conceptions of reality,
while always acknowledging that the intensity and even
the direction of the associations (as well as baselines)
vary considerably across subgroups. And, it is these vari-
ations that have led to delving mnre deeply into the proc-
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ess of cultivation, in terms of conditioning and mediating
influences.

By examining between-group differences through fac-
tors that may enhance or diminish associations, one can
begin to understand which groups, on which issues, are
more and less susceptible to the cultivation process.

For example, one finds that younger people are more
vulnerable to television's negative portrayals of the el-
derly (Gerbner et al. I980a ), that the negative rela-
tionships between ttlevision viewing, IQ, and school
achievement are stronger for bols' (Morgan' and Gross
1980), that adult women are more likely than adult men
to show evidenbe of the cultivation of sex-role stereotypes
(Signorielli 1979), that children in less cohesive peer
groups (or none at all) show ,stronger associations be-
tween viewing and images of violence (Rothschild 1979),
and that low parental involvement increases cultivation
among adolescents (Gross and Morgan in press).

The results of cumulative analyses (implementing si-
multaneous controls within and across groups) led to ttie
development of two new concepts, "mainstreaming" and
"resonance," which seem to explain the most general aryl
systematic fluctuations in cultivation patterns. "Main-
streaming" implies that differences deriving from other
influences may tend to disappear among heavy viewers;
rather than absolute, across-the-board cultivation, the
impact of viewing may be restricted to those who would
not otherwise share a given perspective. "Main-
streaming" thus implies a convergence, a homogeniza-
tion of outlooks among "otherwise".disparate groups. As
a result, cultivation is morr evident among those who, as
light viewers, are "out" of the "mainstream::

"Resonance," on the other hand, occurs when a given
feature of the television world is most congruent with the
social circumstances of the view-er. In these cases, heavy
viewers receive a "double dose" of messages, and the
interaction "resonates" and amplifies television's impact.

The critica1 feature of these two concepts is that they
are only evident when specific sui3groups are examined
separately. In many cases, the ithplemenfation of simul-
taneous, multiple controls eliminates a relationship for a
sample as a whole. But, as Hawkins and Pulgree (this
volume) note, "Simply proceeding with simultaneous
controls without examining levels of cultivation within
control variables could both obscure important processes
and make the relationship appear spurious."

'That, in essence, is the critical flaw in the major recent
critiques of the cultivation concept. Doob and Mac-
donald (1979) tested the possibility that the "real" source
of spuriousness in the relationship between television
viewing and fear of crimeAs actual neighborhood crime
level. Using a debatable procedure of averaging cor-
relations across four areas (city/suburb, high/low crime
rate), they found that.the "average" coefficient was dras-
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tically smaller than the overall correlation. Yet, they ac-
knowledged that the relationship holds quite strongly for
city residents, particularly for those in high crime areas.
This specification can be interpreted, howeYer, as an
example of "resonance"where congruence between
one's environment and television's messages amplifies
cultivation. Clearly parallel res,..lts in our own data also
have been found (Gerbner et al. 11980e) where, most
importantly, this specification withstands all other con-
trols, applied singly or simultaneously.

Stevens (1980), Hughes (1980), and Hirsch (1980)
found that overall relationships between ..amount of
viewing and various items from the National Opinion
Research Center's General Social Surveys disappeared
under multiple controls.' Yet in virtually every case, non-
spurious subgroup specifications point unambiguously to
the process of "mainstreaming." For ones example, less

educated people are far more likely to give "television
answers" to "mean world" questions concerning inter-
personal mistrust, alienation, and anomie; they also tend
t6 show no associations between expressing these views
and how much television they watch. (In some cases,
significant negative associations are found, even after
controls, among extremely mistrustful groups.) But
among better-educated people, who, as light viewers, are
relatively more trusting and less anomic, positive culti-
vation associadons are enhanced even, again, after con-
trols. Thus, television may cultivate a convergence of
outlooks towards a "mainstream" view of the world,
rather than generating absolute, across-the-board
"changes."

While the conceptualization and operationalization of
these two complementary processes haye derived from

") See Gerbner, et al , 1980c 1981 for more details.

the observation of consistent regularities in susceptibility
variations (and not out of sortie a priori vacuum), they
have alteady been found to fit most "exceptions" in the
cultivation areas mentioned above (e.g., violence, sex-
roles, aging, science, health, etc.) and in ongoing work
regarding the cultivation of images of the workplace,
attitudes toward blacks, sexual morality, aspirations, and
self-direction versus conformity among adolescents.
Confidence in the validity of these concepts is bolstered
by independent supportive evidence."

In general, "mainstreaming" implies a h-omogeneity
which overrides or reduces the impact of demographic
influences, while "resonance" reflects the role of real-life
experience in the cultivation process. These refinements
represent significant progress in the endeavor to in-
vestigate and understand television's more subtle but
consistent consequences on conceptions of social reality.

" Our finding that greater viewing goes with greater "sexism" pri-
marily for those who, as light viewers, are more egalitarian (Signorielli
1979) gains support in research by Lull, et al. (in press). Our finding
that heavy viewing goes with a "mainstream" level of reading achieve-
ment scores (i.e., television viewing is positively associated with
achievement for those with low IQs, but negatively associated for those
with high IQs; Morgan and Gross 1980) is matched in terms of SES
and other variables by tIr California State Department of Education
(1980). Earlier results or Doniinick and Greenberg (1972) suggest that
greater exposure to televised violence goes with higher levels of ap-
proval of aggression primarily tor middle-Class children (who "other-
wise" have lower approval levels), while lower clam children are more
likely to condone aggression regardless of viewing. Also, Werner (in
progress) reports that Norwegian adolescents' attitudes toward the
United States provide ev:ience of "mainstreaming," in that stronger
positive relationships with viewing were found in outlying areas; in
central areas, attitudes were more positive regardless of viewing levels.
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SOCIAL BELIEFS
AND SOCIAL BEHAVI6R



. Introductory Comments

Alberta E. Siegel
Stanford University

The goal of American commercial television is to at-
tract a large amdience to view advertisements. The pur-
pose of those advertisements, in turn, is to sell products.
Specifically, advertising on television aims to enlarge the
demand"for a commodity and to enlarge the share of the
market cornered by a particular brand.

The effects of television entertainment on Americans'
belief systems, values, stereotypes, and social behavior
are 1:side effects" of commercial television. For the most
part, they are probably "unintended side -effects." The
intended effect is . on coniumer behavior and buyer
attitudes.

In the light of these truisms, the quantity of research
on the effectiveness of advertising to .children is sur-
prisingly small. This limited research literature is
reviewed ably by Atkin, himself one of the principal
contributors to this body of work. While I can hardly
concur with his characterization of this research litera-
ture as "voluminous," his summary of it is informative.

The tendency of researchers on advertising to children
to group all children under age 10 or age 12 into a single
agglomeration for research purposes mirrors the tend-
ency of commercial television producers to speak of all
youngsters as "kids." Both tendencies are unfortunate.
Progress in developmental psychology has come as we
have recognized the distinctiveness of infants, toddlers,
preschool children, school-age children, preadolescents,
adolescents, and young adults. These inslividuals differ
predictably in their thought processes, social relations,
motor skills, emotional lives, cognitive abilities, interests,
values. To lump them together in 'research is primitive.
We may anticipate that further progress in research On
advertising effects on children w al come with recognition
that such lumping usually hides information.

As informative as the research is which assesses the
effectiveneis of television advertising to children, I find
myself even more interested in research on the social
behavior of the characters in the rads and the influence of

that behavior on viewed. The producers of television
materials invest many more dollars and more human
resources in the production of commercials than in the
production of 'the shows that serve as the filler between
commercials. This disproportionately heavy tinvestment
creates at least a presumption that commercials Ire
quintessential television, the medium's "best shot," and
thus arguably its most effective. This suggestion applies
especially to the influence of television materials on
young children,-who do not understand the selling pur-
pose of commercials.

It is the filler between commercials which has attracted
the most research. Greenberg and his colleagues review
a veritable cascade of content analyses of the entertain-
ment material on television. Around the Nation, at vari-
ous times of the year and various hours during the week,
many research groups have tabulated what viewers are
seeing on commercial television, and the findings" are
consistent across research groups. Some findings change
from season to season, but the consistency of the findings
across time is more impressive than those few changes
that have been noted. Examples of secular changes in
television content are the increasing prominence of blacks
on,television or the rising numbers of career women.

In my judgment, the single most important finding
about the persons who populate the flaional world of
television entertainment is that most of them are male.
Since the early 1950s, male characters have outnumbered
female by a .3 to 1 ratio. The sex disparity on television
is even greater if only major roles are counted.

A second important finding is that children are "un-
derrepresented" on television, relative to their proportion
in the U.S. population, and so are people over 50 or 60
years of age. The world of television entertainment is a
world of young or middle-age adults, and within that
constricted age range the females are mostly of the
younger ages. Children and the older adults in the
United States are amok; the most faithful television
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viewers. Their opportunity to watch their own,age
counterparts is resit u ted.

Third, the only American minority group presented on
television ikith any frequency is black people. The vieWer
rarely encounters a Hispanic character or an Asian-
American. Minorities tend to be presented in restricted
and repetitive and therefore stereotyped ways,-especially
those minorities whose appearance is rare.

.Dav is and Kubey's chapter augments and com-
plements Greenberg's, covering not only the way older
people a portrayed on television but also the uses older

viewers lake of television. The topic is one for which
there v -as scant evidence a decade ago. The speculations
and scattered observations of the 1960s concerning the
topic of television and the aging were replaced in the
19-70s by research findings. Various studies have revealed
that .older viewers prefer reality-based shows over
fiction- they choose news, documentaries, public affairs
shows, travelogs..And, when they manage to locate the
occasional older character in the parade of shows, they
enjoy watching him or her. The special functions tele-

vision may play in the lives of retired persons include
marking the passage of time each day and providing

structure and shape to the day's events. Centrally im-
portant is the capability of television to give the aging

viewer a sensr that he or she continues to be a knowl-
edgeable participant in the world of people, in touch with
what's going on. .

Like the aging and the retired, women arc a group in
the population whose images in the media have been the
topic of considerable research in the past decade. Roberts

discusses this research, drawing on her experiences
(directing the Project on Human Sexual Development to

provide a series of speculations about sexual learning in
childhood as it may be affected by viewing television. Her
clear statement reflects the concerns of many in °the

women's movement who Mve evaluated commercial tele-

vision's curriculum of sex education. The research in
which she participated in a large Midwestern city found

that the majority of parents with preadolescent children

considered, television as their children's principal sex
educator other than the parents themselves.

The reader of the chapters by Greenberg, Davis and

Kubey, and Roberts will note that we have many more
studies of the content of entertainment television than we
have studies of the influence of this content on viewers'

values, beliefs, attitudes, and thinking processes. Fur-
ther: the studies of effects of television on thought and
belief are 'less consistent in their findings across studies,
and in fact are sometimes mutually Sntradictory. Fur-
ther,. the reported effects are often slight.

Hawkins and Pingree provide a systematic and so-
phi§ficated survey of these studies. They show that our
extensive knowledge of what images and emphases are
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being purveyed in television entertainment is not

matched by our assurance as to how these are being

received and incorporated into various viewers' beliefs

and attitudes. l'hey discuss several characteristics of the

research which may account for this state of affairs. One

is that often the'researcher does not determine what other

information is available to the viewers. l'he investigation
may specify wh'at is conveyed, about say physicians in
television entertainment, but it contains no adequate data

about other sources of information the audience members

may have about physicians and thus is 'not able to say

how the other sources anteract with the content of tele-

vision to establish a viewer's attitudes and beliefs. An-

other linlitation, perhaps not sufficiently discussed by

Hawkins and Pingree, is that these studies are predom-

inantly based on self-report, in survey research using

questionnaires or brief interviews. Self-reports contain

built-in biases and distortions, and typically there is, no

way to discount these or correct for them.
Perhaps the most profound or intractable limitation on

research aiming to identify ways viewers' beliefs and

values are shaped is that so many of the values and

attitudes carried on entertainment television are "main-
stream" or culturally normative,, especially for the U.S.

working class and lower middle class. Therefore, in
viewing entertainment television, many viewers simply

find confirmation or restatement of what they have'

learned from other life experiences.
Hawkins and Pingree approach these realities about

research on their topic w4 tenacity, subtlety, and inci-

siveness. Still, they leave the reader pondering the need

for radically different approaches. The generalization

which emerges from the research to date is that viewers'

beliefs, values, and attitudes are affected by the content of

cOmmercial entertainment television. Estimates of the

extent of that effect are not very satisfying for particular
population subgroups. We need more information about

the extent of television's effect on specifically the very

young, the elderly, minorities, the uneducated and illiter-

ate, the highly educated, f.,:tc.
On the basis of the 25 years of research findings which

have emerged since my own interest developed in this

topic, I hold the belief that the content of television enter-

tainment is more likely to have an impact on behavior

than it i to affect conscious beliefs and attitudes, those

which are accessible timelf-report.
Twenty years ago, Albert Bandura and his students

showed that the impact of television on children can be

demonstrated by simple observation of their postviewing

behavior. He took no recourse to the children's ver-
balizations and self-reports. He relied on a clean experi-

mental design plus on-the-spot observation of behavior

for his strilcing results. Bandura has been widely admired

by his fellow scientists for his straightforward concep-
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tualization of his experiments and for the rigor of his
designs, but in nw opinion the spedal merit of its behav-
ioral focus has not been sufficiently appreciated ow emu-

4olated. Many investigators thought they were opera g in
the same tradition when they instructea subjects to sh
"help" buttons or "hurt" buttons. To my mind, that sort
of dependent measure has none of the clear appeal of
direct observation of interpersonal behavior. Bandura's
model of behavioral research has not been sufficiently
imitated. .

If the sPecial merits of the behavioral approach had..,
gained sufficient appreciation in this field, we would have
fewer studies of what women viewers think about the
female characters they watch oq television and more
studies about how a woman's speech mannerisms, slang,
gait, style of dressing, hairstyle, forms of greeting and
leavetaking, and mode of social interAction are altered by
what she watches on television. We might have fewer
studies about what teenagers think about doctors, law-
yers, cops, and criminals they have observed on television
and more studies of the occupational choices of young
viewers. ,.

For the behaviorally oriented reader, the most in:er-
esting chapter in this section is Rushton's. For the ro-
socially oriented reader, it is the most hopeful. For
perhaps skeptical reader wondering whether television
entertainment teadily makes any difference about any-
thing anyway, It is the most convincing.

Rushton reviews the research showing that positive as
well as negative behaviors can be learned from observing
such behaviors on television. Most of the initiafdemon-
strations of the power.of television in modeling behavior
to be imitated by viewers were demonstrations that view-
ers acquired aggressive -and antisocial behaviors from
watching television. In the past decade, research in this
tradition has, turned from anti- to prosocial behaviors.
Rushton rAews this newer evidence, showing that cour-
tesy, kindness, cooperation, and social competence can be
learned as well. Moreover, self-limiting fears and de-I

bilitating anxiety can be diminished by observation of
competent behavior with feared objects or in anxiety-
provoking situations.

The results reviewed by Rushton emerge from a num-
ber of studies at different sites by various investigators.
Their coherence and consistency add to their per-
suasiveness. No conclusion is based on a single experi-
ment; for each conclusion there are several independent
sources of confirmation.

The size of some of the effects is impressive Clinicians
and educators have seen the possibility of practical results
by adopting methods from this research.

Furthermore, this research literature is closely articu-
lated wiit current theories in social psychology. It draws
strength from the general vigor of that' field. Here the
research on prosocial effects stands in dramatic contrast
to the research on advertising effects. The latter research
is notably a-theoretical and is still isolated from the 're-
cent advances in developmental and social psychology. I
believe that this contrast accounts for the greater clarity,
consistency, and strength of the results with respect to
prosocial effects. (We do not find experiments in prosocial .

avior lumping together all subjects aged 12 years or
ounger. Nor do we fed conclusions based entirely on

maternal report of child behavior.)

Finally; the research on prosocial behavior relies on
experimental designs rather than on surveys. The state of
the literature t ay recalls a generalization which im-
pressed thc-Swgon General's Scientific Advisory Com-
mittee on Television and Social Behavior a decade ago:
With respect to the effects of television, findings from
experiments are clearer and more consistent than
findings from surveys. I attribute this jointly to the
differences in the designs themselves and to the reliance
on observed behavior in experiments and on self-report
in surveys. I invite the reader to consider this contrast as
he or she reviews the interesting and provocative chapters
in thi4 section.
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Television and Role Socialization: An Overview

Bradley S. Greenberg
Department of Communication

.Michigan State University

This review sizveys five social roles in terms of the

research addressed to them. Most of the research has

been a documentation of the content available on tele-

vision, almost exclusively commercial television. We have

synthesized that documentation and then addressed the

experimental and/or field research that bOught new
ideas to the issues at hand. It is a comprehensive review
of major findings, but it was not designed to be exhaus-

tive of every single study available. Rather, we chose
representative studies and findings. The five social roles

we have dealt with are: (1) family roles; (2) sex roles;
(3) race roles; (4) job roles; and (5) age roles.

Family Role Socialization

The focus on family:role information from television

has been almost exclusively content analysis or conjec-

ture. Fisher and Dean (1976) identified the principal
conjectures as viewers' learning general family-role

information and modeling problem-solving situations

depicted by television fanilies. Waters (1978) asserted
that the content may be alvring assumptions about how

parents and siblings should behave. Hines et al. (1977)

more specifically suggested that the portrayal of family

interactions is providing information about how family

members should and do communicate and that children

may question their own value in the faniily because Of
their unde4epresentation in evening programs.

Content Attributes

The principal analyses of television families have em-

phasized three content dimensions: (1) family structure;

(2) familial relationships; and (3) family interaction

content and style. Viewers during prime time and Satur-

day morning series can choose from among 40-50 regu-
larly presented families in a typical week of television.

These families reflect three structural typestwo par-

ents with children; a single parent with children; and a
married couple without children. The first two types
each reflect about one-third of the families, thie third

about one-fifth of the families. The remainder al.e non-

nuclear family relationships, e.g., cousins, aunts/uncles
with nephews/nieces, in-laws (Hines et al. 1977;

Buerkel-Rothfuss et al. 1978; Greenberg et al. 1980).

First marriages characterize somewhat more than half
the adult members, one-fourth have never married, and
one-tenth are widows or widowers. Divorce appears to
be increasing, characterizing 5 percent, 8 percent, and

10 percent of the adults in the 1976 through 1978
seasons. The average family size is a little more than
three persons.

Whereas .sex-role analyses indicate that males out-
number females by a 3 to 1 margin in television fiction,

the sexes maintain a nearly equal division in family rnar-

acterizations. If one examines the full population oi 'ele-
vision characters in terms of whether or not the ch. er

has any relatives, six of every seven te on c acters

have no identified relatives (Buerkel-Rothfuss

1978).
Structural relationships concentrate on im . te

family members ( Johnson and Davis 1978). Eighty per-

cent of all female family roles can be accounted for by
depictions of the wife, mother, daughter, and sister in

nearly equal proportions; the counterpart male roles fit

same pattern and distribution. Of more than 30 other

fa roles, none occurs frequently enough to consider

furth
Wha so television 'family members do with each

other? Fisher and Dean (1976) compared the role be-
haviors of television families with a set of role behaviors



found in a sample of real middle-class families. They
found considerable consonance between the two sets of
data for husband And wife behaviors. Husbands were
typically companions to their wives, helpfd their children
by serving as friend, teacher, and guide, and managed the
family finances; the wives wanted children, also helped
them in the same ways, expressed concern for the man-
agement of family income, and shared decisionmaking
with their husbands.

Johnson et al. (1978) recorded the topics of con-
versation among family members. More than 90 percent
were discussions of personality, health, deviant behavior,
domesti c. concerns, and job-related topics. Interactions
between family members in shows which regularly fea-
tured families were initiated in equal proportions by
male and female. family Members (Buerkel-RothfuSs et
al. 1978. ) That same study reported that the husband-
wife pairing was the most frequendy interacting unit; the
four possible parent-child pairingS (mother-son, father-
son, etc.)- accounted for nearly half of all verbal inter-
actions, but no ,single pairing predominated. However,
each parent was more likelr to interact with same-sex
children.

A systematic analysis of three seasons of family por-
trayals focused on the directions and modes of familY role
interactions (Hines et al. 1977; Buerkel-Rothfuss et al.
1978; Greenberg et al. 1980). Directions examined were
going azvay from someone, exemplified by the mode of
evasion; ginng against someone, e.g., attacking; and going
toward someone, e.g., providing support, information.
These major findings appear as consistent outcome§ in
three seasons studied:

1. Television family menibers interacted primarily in
affiliative modes, going toward someone, in nearly
90 percent of all interactions. Most common was
offering information, with two other_modes
seeking information and giving directions to
othersoccurring with prominent regularity. Par-
ents were most likely to give directions,-children
least so. Parents and spouses were most li ely to

' give support, children to seek it.
2. Interactions of evasion or withdrawal, goin away,

occurred in less than 1 percent of the acts.i
3. Conflict between family members ranged from

V10-15 percent in the three seasons examin , orig-
inating mainly in spouses and in sibling airings
that included a brother.

Greenberg and Burek-Neuendorf (1980) culled the
family interactions occurring in the subset of black fami-
lies on commercial television shows. Black family de-
pictions from three seasons were combined, yielding 19
family units. Ten were structured as a single parent with
children, nearly twice the number of nonblack families.

The divorce rate, however, was equivalent, as was the
family size.

The family-role distributions were markedly different.
We have noted that nearly 80 percent of the total roles fit
into spouV, parent, child, and sibling categories; for
black families, these roles encompassed 96 percent of the
characterizations': Black families did not have cousins,
in-laws, nephews, etc. Black families had more children
and, therefore, more siblings. Although the overall sex
distributions were comparable, they differed in role;

-there were more black mothers than fathers and more
black brothers than sisters; whites were equivalently dis-
tributed among these role-sex combinations.

Interaction patterns in black television families also
differed from their white counterparts. Whereas male-
fem eraction in white families was about equal,
6 percent of the black family interactions were among
m es, with the black son the most active member of the
family. Finally, important distinctions were noted in the

Nontent of the interactions. Whereas 11 percent of the
white family interactions were conflictual, these behav-
iors accounted for 1.7 percent in the black families.
Conflict in white families was fairly evenly distributed
among _role holders; in black lamilies, it centered pre-
dominantly in the wife (one-third of all her behaviors
were acts of going against her spouse) and in sil;ling
relationshipis (more than one-fourth of their behavioral
interacts). Black television families were structured
differently and interacted differently both in terms of the
participants and the content of those interactions.

Content Effects'

Research linking exposure to these content config-
urations with the viewers' attitudes, expectations, and
behaviors in the family domain is negligible. We can
report some preliminary findings from one major project
(Buerkel-Rothfuss et al. 1980). Survey data were col-
lected from more than 600 fourth, sixth, and eighth
graders in California and Michigan cities. Their level of
exposure to television shows featuring families was as-
sessed and weighted with the outcome of content analyses
of family-role interactions on those shows (i.e., the modes
of interaction discussed above); The youngsters' beliefs
about the behaviors of both television families and rear
families constituted the dependent variables. Exposure
measures segmented different viewing clusters, e.g.,
shows with broken families and shows with unbroken
families, shows with' groWn children and shows with
smalichildren, black family and white family situation
comedies, on the basis of factor-analyzing viewing pat-
terns. The study.looked at the relationship between view-
ing this content amitfamily beliefs, in the context of
several mediating variables, e.g., perceived reality of
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family-role portrayals, parental mediation over content.
The most salient simple correlations between exposure to
family role portrayals and perceptions of family behav-
iors were:

1. Watching family dramas (e.g., The, Waltons)
and/or shows featuring small children yielded the
highest correlations (.23 or higher) with beliefs that
real-life families are cooperative, helping, and
sharing (prosocial family behaels).

2. Watching shows featuring broken families and/
or teenagers gave the highest correlation with
beliefs that real-life families are antagonistic, ver-
bally aggressive, and punitive (antisocial family
behaviors).

3. Simple correlations between perceptions of tele-
.vision families and real-world families were fairly
strong. Judgments that television families are
prosocial were significantly correlated Nith esti-
mates of the frequency of prosocial and helping
behaviors in real families (.33); perceptions of anti-
social activity in television families correlated with
estimates of real-world display of antisocial be-
haviors (.19) and with verbal aggression (.29) in
particular.

4. The mediating variables examined had niixed re-
sults. For example, perceptions of reality of

presentation and perceptions of learning about
family roles from television did not consistently en-
hance posited relationships between viewing cer-
tain family content and personal beliefs; positive

parental comments, on the other hand, in which
parents were endorsing the content seen, did facili-

tate most of the viewing-belief associations, includ-
ing some expected to be inversely related.

e

Sex Role Socialization
No role area has been as extensively analyzed as that

of sex roles. Content analyses abound, whereas experi-
mental and field research is limited, albeit more available

than in other role-socialization areas discussed in this
review. We first summarize the results of content anal-

.
yses that have focused on (1) distributional patterns of
men and women on television, (2) their demography and
social characteristics, (3) their physical and personality
traits, and (4) their interaction patterns.

Since the early 1950s,,with no published interest in the

1960s, and a massive interest in the 1970s, it has been

repeatedly established that male characters outnumber
females by a 3-to-1 ratio. Studies in the early 1970s

indicated that the disparity in terms of major roles was

even greater than 3 to 1 (Gerbner 197Z; Tedesco 1974),
but more recent work indicates that this has changed. For

1975, 1976, and 1977, Greenberg et al. (1978) indicate

that women have major roles proportionate to their rep-
resentation in the television population; for 1978, Gerb-
ner and Signorielli (1979) report an all-time high of
37 percent of white females as major characters:

There are different locatibns for clusters of women on
television. In situation comedies and family dramas,
there is nearly one woman for each man; soap operas
have the same distribution (Katzman 1972). At the op-
posite end, police-detective shows are 5 to 1 male, and
Saturday morning cartoons 4 to 1.

The age of the characters yields another consistent sex
difference. The typical female is younger. Women cluster
in the mid thirties and Younger brackets; men, cluster at
older ages. On Saturday morning, adult females are pro-
portionately underrepresented, and teenagers are over-
represented (Levinson 1975). There has been a recent
surge in the number of teenage females in evening shows.

By race, black women are underrepresentel to the
, same extent as white ones; Hispanic women -he out-

numbered by a greater margin.
With both marital and parental status, men are more

likely to have indeterminate allegiances. McNeil (1975)
found that you could not tell if 46 percent of the men
were married, compared to 11 percent of the women, and
you could not tell if 53 percent of the then were parents,
compared to 19 percent of the women. Gerbner and
Signorielli (1979) concludeti that family life was im-
portant to 60 percent of the women and 40 percent of the

men, saying art "marriage, romance and family are
woman's concerns in the world of television." McGhee
(1975) found womeif more likely to appear in central
roles when family or komance were central story issues.

The world of woCk s a world of men on television.
Three studies estimatI the unemployment rate of tele=
vision women within the range of 64-70% (Seggar 1975;
Dominick and Rauch 1972; McGhee 1975). Several
studies lead to depictions of television jobs for men and
women: Males are more likely tO be in law-related jobs;
females Are underrepresented as lawbreakers and over-
represented as victims; at least 9 in 10 lawyers, ministers,
storeowners, and doctors are male; women are usually
secretaries, nurses, entertainers, teachers, and journal-
ists. Males get more varied jobs; on Saturday morning
programs, Busby (1974) found 42 different male jobs and

0 different female jobs.
Prestige comes with the job, and men get more of both;

twice as many females as males are in low-prestige oc-
cupations. McNeil (1975) showed that half of the women
and one-third of the men held jobs in which they were
supervised by someone else and that 90 percent of the
supervisors were men. A recent analysis by the U.S.
Commission on Civil Rights (1979) shows only one up-
ward trend in jobs for women on televisionmore law-
related ones.
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What personahraits differentiate television men from
women? A review by McGhee (1975) identifies a repre-
sentative set. Males Are assessed as more rational,
smarter, more powerful, more stable, and more tolerant;
females are more attractive, happier, warmer, more
sociable, more peaceful, and fairer. Others have indicated
that females have more concerns with family, romance,
and social relationships, while men are more profession-
ally oriented to buiiness issues, and females are lesstorn-
petent. Busby (1974) did an interesting analysis of two
groups of Saturday morning male characters, heroes and
husbands, as the antithesis of each other. Husbands came
out as the heavies, literally overweight, less helpful, less
intelligent, less logical, more quarrelsome, and less pa-
tient than'heroes,

Henderson and Greenberg (1980). analyzed 21 com-
mon physical activities of television characters for
2 weeks of prime time and Saturdair shows. Of the five
most frequently occurring activitiesdriving, riding,
media use, personal' grooming, and eatingonly one,
driving, was done disproportionately more by males.
Other activities which discriminated-were entertaining,
preparing food, and indooc housework (More occurring
=Ong females) and business phone calls, drinking and
smoking, using firearms, and doing athletic things .(more
among males). #

In terms of interactions between males anq females on
television, -studies have focused on the relltive-domi-
nance, nurturing, and independence of the two sexes.
Studies by Turow (1974), Seggar (1975), Lemon (1977),
and Henderson (1978) show dominance by men across
shows but give some in2portant caveats as well. Situation
comedies tend to show females as equivalently dominant,
as do episodes depicting family settings. It is outside the
family that the male predominates over his female coun-
terpart. Henderson focused on order-giving and found
males higher with four different kinds of orders, except
in situation comedies, where females Were dispro-
portionately high. Male orders were also more. likely to
be followed.Turow focused on advice and order-giving
and found men giving orders on stereotypically mascu-
line issues, e.g., business, law, government, two-thirds of
the time, whereas females did so equivalently on male
and female topics but predominantly on non-sex-typed
topics. In the daytime shows, Turow found more femi-
nine topics and more order-giving by females.

In terms of needing and giving support, McNeil
(1975) found women more passive and less involved in
solving problems. Henderson determined that men were
far more likely to need physical support and women to
need emotional support. Women asked for support more
often and got it. Henderson also looked at "making
plans" as an indicator of character independence and
found that men made a disproportionate number of plans
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for themselves and for others and that each sex tended to
carry out more plans made by same-sex plan-makers.
But plans made by males were more likely to succeed.

Thus, the sexes on.television are different from each
other, individually and interpersonally. Some are more
different than- others, depending on time of day and type
of program. Sex 'stereotyping, to the extent it reflects
persistent, consistent, predictable attributes and behav-
iors, applies to the characteriiation of males on television
as well as females. It is not only women who are pigeon-
holed in certain jobs and interactiOn patterns, but because
stereotyping occurs in degrees, it seems that females are
more stereotyped than males. A major portion of this
difference stems from their less frequent presentation. If
there were more women than the I in 4 now presented,
writers could create intire varied characterizations.

Content Effects

Three main streams of research 'dominate this rple-
socialization a-rea. They focus on the effects of amount of
.television viewing, the impad of exposure ssto 'counter-
stereotyped sex ride.models, and the nomin'ation of pre-,
ferred television characters. Let us take them in reverse
order.
, There persists a strong unidirectional sex bias in the
naming of prefen4d television ch4racters i piesumably
but not demonstrabh hecapse of. the -character trait
diffencesin the..portrayals of males find females on
television. Girls cross over and choose male lelevision
characters as ;characters they would like to be like when -*
'they grow up" but boys do not, or not nearly so often.
Further, boys choose more total models, 'again pre-
sumably because more desirable male models are avail-
able. Miller and Reeves (1976) asked 200 third through '
sixth graders to nominate television characters they most
desire io emulate. Boys chose 50 percent more siich char-
acters on the average than girls, and no boys nominated
opposite-sex models, while 27 percent of the girls chose
at least one male character. Some of the bases for choices
differed by, sexa discriminating criterion for the boys
was physical aggressiveness of the characters, and a dis-
criminating criterion for the girls was physical attrac-.
tiveness. In a near replication, Miller (1976) found all
the boys and 71 percent of the girls choosing same-sex
ritzdels.

As for counter-stereotype sex models, Miller and
.Reeves (1976) chose five female television characters in
nontypical female rolestwo police officers, a park
ranger, a television producer, and a school principal:
Children who could correctly identify the character and
her occupation were compared with those who could not.
For four of the five characters, those who knew the pro-
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gram content rated the occupation as appropriate for
women to hold. Only the television 'producer (Mary
Tyler Moore) failed, and the authors report a general
lack of aln1areness of her job. Te .researchers extended
thequestion to determining if there was generalization
from television to real-life estimates of women filling

these jobs, of every 10 people in eachb in real life,
how many wt'uld be women? Significantly larger esti-
mates occlirred for three of the five.

The overall impact of telbvision exposure on sex-role
stereotypingcan be demonsttated with three important
'studies'. Beuf (1974) focused on'sex-typed occupational
thoices among heavy- and light-viewing 3-6-year-olds,
and,- found that the heavier viewers Made moke stereo-

qyrkdifictices. McGhee (1975) also worked with young-
, , . .

sieri,livided them iAto subsets of heavy and light
viewers, and administered the Brown "It" test which
permits a "chnice between activities -usually associated
With masculine and feMinine roles. Heavy viewers were
significantly more sex. typed-in their responses. Fifteen

months later, McGhee replicated the study, obtained a
similar .difference between viewing subsets, but noted a
sharp increase in the level of sex typing among light
viewers. He administerrd a further measure of sex
stereotyping, which asked the children whether a male or
female figiire would more likely be the subject of a brief
story read, tto them. Heavy viewers gave more frequent
sex-fyped responses; however, heavy viewers made
prokressively more stereotyped responses for male-
related'items with increasing age, while light viewers
showed an opposite inclination.

In summary, males on television are pherred as mod-
,

els; icounterstereoty'pes, when they occur, are readily ac-
`cepted; and heavy viewing contributes to a perpetuation
of sex-role stereotyping, because few counterstereotNes
are available.

Race Role Socialization

Hundreds of thousandsnf Americans live in sections of

the United .States devoid of bladc Americans, native

Americans, Asian-Americans, and/or .Hispanic Ameri-

cans. For those Americans, at least, television provides a

primary socialization opportunity through its portrayal
of racial minorities in news and fiction. One might be
equally interested in other ethnic groups, e.g., depiction

of foreigners, but that question has been of less policy

ihterest and is not addressed here.
There,have been many content analyses of blacks on

televisiOn over a fairly long time; bui little attention has
been paid to Hispanics or any other groups, save for

sheer frequency counts. We have Organized the studies'in

A
terms of (1) distributional characteristics, (2) character
demography, and (3) character interaction patterns.

5
I.

Content Attributes ,

.,

. Discassion of the population of minority te ision

gtcharacters requires a brief reminder of its ori s aria
recency. In t e early.1950s, classic stereotypes of blacks

petformed t roles of Amos, Andy, and Beulah. Or-
ganized protestsTed to the cancellation of Amos and Andy
in 1953. For the next 12 years, it was a struggle to find ,

any blacks ownetwork series. In 1965, Bill Cosby began
/Spy, and 3 years after that came Julia. Thiebegan what
Newsweek (1968) called the "race race." By the 1969
seaArLDominick and Greenberg (1970) could document

i

the grol/th in black portrayals ön network tckvision as
expanding from 7 percent of all dsy and night eliaracters
in, 1967 to 10 percent in 1968 and 10 percent in 1969.

That same season, 21 of 56 shows featured at ast

black performer (Lemon 1968). Blacks were so "dis-
covered".for commercials, appearing in 4 pec,tent of the )
day and night ads in 1467, and 10 percent in prime time (
and 12 percent in daytime ads in 1969. 4Werbner and '
Signorielli (1979) reported that all miridities,constituted

...11.2 percent of the prime 'time characters in 4970, an
average of 11.8 percent during the 1969-78, decade, and

e high of, 17.6 percent in 1975.
Blacks are the only mMotity currently or ever por-

trayrd in any significant nunibers. By 1968, their propor-
tion in the television population reached 10 percent and
has remained consistently near that level for more than ak
trecade, a nev equivalent to their census proportion.

. Hispanics are .far fevier, reported as 2.9 p'ercent during-
the 1976-76 period '(Gerbner and Signorielli 1979) and

1.5 perCent during 1975-77 (Greenberg and Baptista-
Fernandez 1980). Orientals Comprised 2..5 percent dur.
ing 1970-76, and native Americans less than half of 1

percent during that same period.
.Both black and Hispanic television characters are

heavily cast into situation comedies. Bavista-F andez

et al. (1980) compared all black chartJpdn a week
of prime time *and Saturday. morning televisiorewith an
equivalent sample of white characters who appeared on
the same 'shows. Blacks disproportionately appeared in
situation comedies and on Saturday morning. This same
study reaffirmed what has been called the "ghetto gulch"
allocation of minority characters-41 percent ofall black
characters appeared on just six shows, and the same
proportion appeared.on shows with no white characters.
By contrast, 75 percent of the white characters appearing
on shows with at least one black had tit least a dozen
other white characters with them. $imilar clustering has
now been reported for the portrayal of Hispanits, one.
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half of those found in three seasons appearing ton just
four shows, featuring gangs and barrios.

Among demogCiphic characteristics, sex, age, and oc-
cdpation have been repeatedly examined. Black males
outnumber females by a margin.ranging from 2-1 to 3-1;
white males have a 3-1 proportion over females. For
Hispanics, it has been identified as a 5-1 margin. By age,
the young black has been more regularly portrayed.
More than one-third of the total population of characters
under 20 have been black, nearly four times the reeze-
sentation of blacks in the television population. Even
whites appearing on the same shows with blacks are
different by age; some two-thirds of the black characters
were in the youngest age category (under 23), compared
with 38 percent of the whites (Baptista-Fernandez et al.
1980).

Blacks consistently have been less likely to have any
job, to be lower in prestige in the jobs they do have, and
to be less likely to have higher status positions (Seggar
and Wheeler 1973; Northcott et al. 1975). An early trend
for overrepresentation as lawbreakers has passed. An
analysis of Hispanic occupatipns on television reveals
nothing more professional than owning a restaurant and
a heavy emphasis on unskilled or semiskilled labor. Fur-
ther, of a total of 53 Hispanics found in 3 sample weeks,
22 were comic characters, and 22 were dist in law-
breaking or law-enforcing roles, thus yielding three

, significant images"the funny Hispanic, the crooked
* Hispanic, and the Hispanic cop."

A small number, of studies have looked at what the
black characters do on the television shows. Lemon
(1977) concluded that blacks dominate whites in situa-
tion comedies, with"the reverse on crime shows. Banks
(1975) compared all-black shows with integrated ones
and conchided that, on the former, blacks "displayed a
significantly greater number of stereotyped black charac-
teristics, More personal and family problems and tended
to have low social status," whereas, on integrated shows,
blacks "displayed a significantly greater number of so
cially valued characteristics . . . and high social status
sy mbols."

In her comparative analysis of blacks and whites on
the same shows, Baptiste-Fernandez determined that
there were no differences in the rates with which charac-
ters gave, sought, or received advice, information, or or-
ders. Racial discussions were infrequent.

Thus, we know a bit about the quantity and locus of'
portrayal of blacks on television for an extended period oq
time; information 'about Hispanics is just emerging, as
are the chara.cters themselves.

Content Effects

Here, the main questions have been whether the
portrayals of minorities may affect the self-images of

4

minority children, and whether they may influence non-.
minocity youngsters' expectations about, and reactions
6, minorities.

Television portrayals-and their impact on the minority
child's self-image have 'been more 'extensrively studied
with public television than with commercial television,
e.g., Sesame Street, CarrascOlendas, and Vzlla Alegre,
Filep t.t al. (1971) demonstrated significant differences in
the self-concepts of Sesame Street child viewers and non-
viewers, but Williams et al. (19'73) and Van Wart (1974)
did not find consistent changes for Carrascolendas. For
all three shows, however, gains were demonstrated in
cultural pride, self-confidence, and interpersonal cooper-
ativeness. Dimas (1970) determined that a movie de-
picting successful black athletes, entertainers, etc.
enhanced the self-concept.of black children.

Minority children and adults are more likely to watch
commercial programs featuring minority cha-racters and
situations as part of their greater overall television
watching. Further, black children are as likely as white
children to select white characters as role models, but
they are more likely to choose black characters as well, so
the crossover goes in only one direction (Greenberg and
Atkin 1978). In fact, the black child perceives there are
more black television characters to watch than the white
child does.

Hinton et al. (1973) found no support for a proposi-
tion that black youngsters who were mnre exposed to
white-dominated media would develop destructive selfr
images. Indeed, it has been shown that black youngsters
have more positive perceptions of black teievisioh charac-
ters (in terms of activity, strength, and beauty) than they
do.of white characters (Atkin et al. 1978): Furthermore,
black children generally perceive commercial television
characterizations of blacks to beat least as realistic, if not
mpre so than do white children.

As for the impact of minority characterizations on
white -children, there is evidence of a dependency on
tele,ision for information about minorities.White young-
sters with the least direct ev.periencewith blacks reported
that tel6isipn was their most basic information source
about. the physical appearance, speech, and dress of
blacks; these same ybungsters had the most,positive racial
attitudes (Greenberg 1972). Two studies of Sesome
Street provide evidence of positive racial attitude

' changes. In one, white children who had viewed for 2
years were more positive toward other races (Bogatz and
Ball 1971). More recently, an experiment with white
nursery school youngsters manipulated ,segments of that
show containing nonwhite characters. One-third of the
control group subsequently picked minority playmates
from photoS; more than two-thirds of those exposed to the
multiracial segments' made similar choices (Gorn et al.
1976). Siudirs of All in the Family among adults support
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a selective perception propositioh, namely, that the
prejudices one takes into the viewing situation are related
to the show's impact' (Surlin and Tate 1976; Vidmar and
Rokeach 1974). However, Meyer (1976) exaMined the
reactions of first-through-thihi graders to that show and
Tound them responding very little to the "views of life"
espoused by the characters. A quite different program,
Roats, resulted in a positive impact on racial attitudes

(Surlin 1978).
Clearly, there has not yet been-art opportunity to ex-

amine the impact of the commercial portrayal of His-
panics on the race-role.sociAtzation of either Hispanic or
Anglo children, although one May anticipate a strong
emphasis on this question in tile 1980s.

The,cant INeces of evidencl indicate that.specific pro-
graming intended to influence race perceptions has a
Strong likelihood of (filing so but that the impact of stand-
ard commercial prdgraming has not yet been well

identified.

'Occupational Role Socialization

For those concerned with the kinds of jobs held by
television characters, twointerests have been paramount
in the content analyses. First, there has been a long-
standing intereAt in the extent to which higher prestige
jobs dominate and lower prestige jobs are, ignored. Sec-

ond, ihere has been an interest in thi portrajtal of crim-

inal justice occupations, notably cops and robbers.

- Content Attributes

There is consistencKin the finding that higher prestige

,eccupations are overrepresented in fictional television, if

census, data are the standard of comparison (DeFleur
1964; Gade 1971; Seggar and Wheeler 1973; Long and
Simon 1974; Greenberg et al. 1978). In the first such
analysis, DeFleur found that nearly one-third of the tele-

vision labor force were 'professionals and managerial

level technicians, outnumbering their real-life counter-

parts by a 3-1 margin. Gade (1971) made similar conclu-

sions from his analysis of soap operas; 62 percent of the
females and 89 percent of the males were in the top three

status occupation categories, in contrast to 19 percent and,
30 percent of the real labor force. Seggar and Wheeler
(1973) expanded this conclusion by determining that the

upper-status emphasis existed equivalently among black,
Chicano, Brititi, and white characters in roles lasting

3 minutA or more. ,

The same set of studies demonstrates that the gap in
real-life occupational portrayals is among the lowest oc-

cupational categories, not amone the midlevel jobs.
Again, DeFleur's original finding has not changed sub-

stantially. In the early 1960s-, less than 10 percent of male,

television characters were in low prestige occupations,

whereas one-half of the men in Indiana held such jobS.

Nearly a decade later, Gade determined that, although
38 percent of the female characters held low prestige jobs,

mote than 81 percent of the women in the actual labor
force were in those ckegories. For male characters, the
discrepancy was even greater; 12 percent on television

and 63 percent in real life were in lower job groupings. .
Television has hot been off base from the censui in all

job roles. DeFleur found as many female cleric

in television as in Iiis baseline. Seggar an
reported paiallel proportions ?Or farmers, and farm

managers.
Overall, television still offers jobs to men more than

women; intri are disproportionately likely to have jobs

outside thc home, and the employed females on television

do not match the labor force data.
Television proilides a narrow set of job opportunities.

Seggar and Wheeler showed that 30 percent of all White
males were in five different jobs, 42 ercent of the British

, characters shared five jobs, and more than 50 percent of
all blacks and Chicanos were in five specific occupations.
Women were.even more homogenous; more than half of
them, from all ethnic groups, shared five jobs.

The world of work as cops and robbers was ex-
amined infensively by Dominick (1973). He compared_
television-character statistics with FBI crime statistics.
The television criminal is much older, which largely ig-

nores the under-20 groups that accounted for 35 percent
of all FBI arrest reports in 1970. The television criminal
is also much more likely to be a white American, 93
percent in all, in contrast with 70 percent in real-life
data. Of further note is the strong emphasis on law-
related jobs. In addition to cops and .robbers, there are
lawyers, judges, matrons, wardens, etc. Three studies
spanning the early 1950s to the early 1970s place the
_proportion of law-related occupations not lower tha'n

one-fifth of all jobs and as high as one-third during prime

time.

workers
Wheeler
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Confent Effects

Surely a child's knowledge about job-holders, job attri-
butes, and job prestige is quite limited. The child usually
has early firsthand experience with a teacher, a minister,

a policeman, cash register clerks, and salespeople. Jobs
portrayed on television, with which they are unfamiliar,
should be able to exert a primary influence. The avail-
able research supports that proposition for occupational
role socialization. At the same time, television may serve
Co glamorize some jobs and demean others, either by
ignoring or belittling them. Jeffries-Fox and Signorielli

(1978) asked children open-ended questions regarding



selected occupational roles; responses yielded job'concep-
dons that were consistent with television presentations of
'these jobs. De Fleur and De Fleur (1967) had demon-
strated similar outcomes a decadeearlier. Siegel (1958)

111114%ifound that second graders' role expectations of taxi
drivers, tended to parallel alterna:tive radio depictions
they were exposed to. MilLer and Reeves (1975) exposed
youngsters to stereotyped and counterstereotyped oc-
cupational portrayals by women; child viewers, both
male and femal;e, were more accepting of -hichever ver-
sion they received. That is, if television gave them stereo-
types, they accepted them as typical female behavior; if
television gave them counterstereotypes, they accepted
them. Their findings were a counterbalance to Beuf's
research which showed that each sex made gender-
appropriate career preferences and that these reflected
occupations as they were tYpically portrayed 'On tele-
vision. the research indicated there were no inherent

.reasons for such an outcome, but there was specifically a
content-available reason.

Finally, we can provide some preliminary findings
from a large-scale study (Abel et al. 1980) in a quasi-field
experiment. Two cities were located, in which each had
a syndicated daily television series not available during
the last 5 years in the other city; each s,eries had it least
one primary occupation and one secondary occupation,
not common to the other show. A city in Ohio provided
The Andy Grzffith Show for the occupations of barber
and sheriff; a similar city in Wisconsin had That Girl for
the primary occupations of actress and magazine writer.
All fourth, fifth, and sixth graders in the two commu-
nities were surveyed, 554 in One and 969 in the other.
Measured were role evaluation, gender Appropriateness
of job, perceived job rewards, power, physical attribtites
necessary for 1.ole, personal job aspirations, and job
knowledge. Comparison groups included viewers and
nonviewers, frequent and infrequent viewers, and cur-
rent and noncurrent viewers. For all three successful role
mOdelsthe barber, sheriff, and magazine writer
expositte positively affected the viewers' aspirations,
evaluations, and perceptions of the role holders' rewards
and physical requirements of the jobs. For the single not
yet successful role nuidel=unfortunately, this was the
actress and the only female job-holder j,n the study

'exposure had a negative influence. In this study, the
primary effects 'existed between all viewe* and non-
viewers and between current viewers anct/nonviewers.
Neither frequency nor recency of viewing was important.
This locus of differences suggests there was lengthy re-
tention of role-related' beliefs and that repeated or con-
tinous exposure may not be essential for significant,
longitudinal impacts to appear.

The researchers concluded that "being exposed to the
'programs substantially alters selected perceptions of oc-.. /

cupational roles and . . exposure definitely affects the
child's aspirafions for the,occupation and their evaluation
of the role."

\

Age Role Socialilation

The most common approach to questions regarding
the portrayal of the elderly on fictional television pro-
graming is by comparison ot the age distribution of tele-,
vision characters to the age distribution provided by the
census. Two notes should be entered before doing that
here. First, since the 1970 census identified 11 percent of
the population as 65 or older, the trend of the last decade
has been for the elderly to constitute aneven larger frac-
tion of the population, Second, television has no mandate
to reflect the population distribution on any de-, -
mographic, social, or behavioral characteristics; there-
fore, discrepancies are not. inherently negative.

In practice, two age groups are underrepresented in
studies ofjtelevision fictionyoung children and the el-
derry (Ansello 1978). Fictional. characters under 19 ac-
count for one-third of the census distribution but only 10
percent of the television population; barely,more fhan 2
percent of the television characters are at least 65, by
contrast with the 11 percent real figure (Gerbner et al.
1980; Signorielli 1979). Supportive data come from Sim-
mons et al. (1977), with about 4 percent of the television
characters in the preteen age bracket, 8 percent as teens,
one-third 20-34, one-third from 35-49, 16 percent in
their fifties and early sixties, and 3 percent 65 or older.
The average age of the typical television character was
assessed at 37. An earlier study by Peterson (1973) ar-
gued that the elderly were proportionately represented,
but her show collection was nonsystemadc and small (a
collection of 30 half-hours), and she additionally coded
the real-life age of the characters. Across recent seasons,
there has been a distinct increase in the television popu-
lation of teenage characters but no change in the fre-
quency of the elderly.
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Content Attributes

Studies have looked at the rerationship between age
groupings of television characters and a small set of other
attributes: role tYpe, program type, sex, race, job, and
socioecbnomic status. Older characters, especially men,
tend to be cast in corhic roles, in contrast to serious or
mixed ones (Gerbner et al. 1980). Younger characters
(under:20) are more than twice as likely to be cast in
regular, recurring roles than in guest roles; the elderly
appear equally often as regular and guest'. characters
(Greenberg et al. 1980).

"



By program type, Gerbner and Signorielli (1979) indi-

cated that the overall low representation of the elderly is

even lower, in weekend daytime television shows es-
pecially designed fOr young viewers. Their study and that

done by Greenberg et al. (1980) indicate that the Satur-

day shows and family dramas are high in the count of
characters under 20, who are not particularly visible on
police-detective shows. The 20-34 group is seen particu-

larly on situation comedies and crime shows but in pro-

portions equivalent to their overall presence in the
telXision population. Those 35-49 predominate on
crime shows. Age groups older than this are dispersed

among program types; the elderly are not particularly
concentrated in any of the prime time program types.

By sex, the avgrage age of a television female is nearly

10 'years younger than a male (Aronoff 41974). Nearly

half the television'women are in the 20-34 age bracket,
with only a fourth of the men in that same age category;

the ieverse is so 1-4 the 35-49 age group. Several studies

converge in reporting that the aging world on television

is a man's world, About one-fifth of the Males are 50 and

over; less than 10 percent of the females are. Moving
further up in age, the elderly (over 65) have been
identified as more than 90 percent male (Petersen 1973).

Mature and aging womeir.have been absent from tele-

vision series episodes.

, By raceç"'Içcs have been disproportionately reflected

in the youngest ge category and absent frbin the older

groupings. In 19 38 percent of the black television
characters were asses5ed as under 20 years of age, com-

pared with 18 percedt of the whitecharacters. They were
consistently underrepresented among older characters.
only 6 percent of them qualified as over 50, compared

with 17 percent of the whites (Greenberg et al. 1980).,

By job and socioeconomic status, the resnits show that,

as one ages, a higher level job and higher socioeconomic
staturfollow (Gerbner and Signorielli 1979). The elderly

are'distinctly less likely to be'in service worker positions
or in the lower social classes. Contrary perhaps to popu-
lar belief, the elderly arc not depicted as poor.

Image characteristics, in addition to demographic

ones, have been examined. Aronoff (1974) reports strik-
ing negative characterizations; the elderly are "ugly,

toothless, sexless, senile, confused and helpless." Gerbner
and Nignorielli (1979) find Athat the elderly are more
comial, treated with disrespect and shown as stubborn,

ecckric, and foolish. On a "good-bad" dimension, fewer

older characters have been labeled as good, and propor-

tkonately more have been labeled as bad than in younger

age groups. Aronoff concludes that, in a world of gener-

ally positive portraya4 and happy endings, less than half

the older males and a small fraction of the older females

are seen as successful, happy, and good.

,These attributes emerge primarily from prime time

pre' faming. In ,sharp contrast, Cassata et al. (1980)
ider, a, the older person on soap operas as attractive,

usually employed in an important position, and an inde-

pendent individual.
Greenberg et al. (1979) looked at the prosocial and

antisocial behaviors of television characters of different

ages. Little difference existed among ages in the commis-

sion or receipt of prosocial behaviors. However, those

from 50-59 and over 60 were much less likely to initiate

any physically aggressive acts, while at the same time
being likely targets of such acts by others. In further
contrasf, these two older age groups were particularly

more likely to be verbally aggressive; behaviorally the

elderly were more insulting, verbally, hostile and cranky,

an4 more often the target of antisocial physical

aggression. 1

COntent Effects

The same refrain exists; w can,posit agood deal about

the social learning that might atcrue from certain consis-

tencies in the portrayal of different age groups, but the
research evidence is fragmentary. For example, four
studies find that as one's real age advances, perceptions

of the portrayal of the elderly on television are more

positive (Davis 1971; Bower-1973; Harris 1975; Kor-

4rnny and Neuendorf 1980). Hemming and Ellis (1976)

report more overall viewer dissatisfaction than satisfac-

tion with the way telev.ision depicts older people. Inter-
estingly, they found the time of day ofviewing correlated (-

with these perceptionsmaximum unfairness was
attributed .to programs shown after 11:30 p.m., and
maximum satisfaction with daytime programing, which
agrees with the Cassata et al.. (1980) content findings.

Other studies are more direct tests. Studies by Gerbner

and his associates (1979; 1980) found that heavier view-

ing, especially among young people, is related to more

negative and infavorable perceptions of older folks. The

'heavier viewer is more likely to believe that older people

are not open-minded, not bright, alert, or good at getting.

things done. Younger viewers also heIntronger negative

views of older people, suggesting -that younger viewers,

earlier imbued with television's depiction of old people,

are less likely to express any independent view of this age

group.
,

Korzenny and Neuentlorf (1980) Audied the self-
perceptions of the elderly, as related to Motivations for

viewing and content intereAs. They found that positive
perceptions of ielevision's portraya4 of the elderly en-
hanced the self-concept of older people, and negative
reactions diminished that concept. Furthermore, the
heaviest viewers were more likely to perceive the tele-
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vision elderly as hindrances to society, tspecially if t..e
greater viewing encompassed more fantasy content; they
also had lower,self-concepts. Watching reality-oriented
content led to opposite outcomes; the television elderly
were judged more posititiely, as were the self-judgments.

Discussion

The state-of-the-art is less than classical. One finds
rpuch rhetoric, cascades of content analyses, and a pau-
city of convincing data. The content analyses typically do
enhance the rhetoric by identifying a substantial amount
of media content malevolence. ,Proof of impactmuch
more tedious, qualified, and time-consuminghas not
been pursued with much vigor. Without some external
force prompting researchers to focus in .on race roles or
sex roles, there could be a slow accumulation of fragmen-
tary evidence.

The emphasis in both policy and research has reflected
largely the pejorative aspects of social roles and social
behavior on television. For a brief period in the 1970s,-
one could find a flurry of interest in the prosocial out-
comes of television content. This review finds a pointed
focus on pernicious television images. It is refreshing to
be able to relate that family interactions on television are
overwhelmingly affiliative and not destructive. At the
same time, an emphasis on. that fact could well deter
social interest and research in that area.

For most social roles, television will not be an exclusive
or even a primary source of information. It rill supple-
ment, reinforce, and complement. The media hermit,
however, is rarer than the media addict. The best bet
is that we wouigi be able to continue to deinonstrate
a modest influence in the general population of
youngsters on most of the social role issues that can be
operation alized.

One paramount issue remains: the extent to which the
conclusipps from/content research are based almost ex-
clusively on the sheer frequency and quantity of a content
phenomenon. It may be a legitimate proposition that
extensive omission and ignoring of a role categoq will
lead to social devaluation of that role. If Hispanics are
not seen on television, perhaps that implies to some that

. theli, are not worth seeing. On the other hand, if not manyV
clergy, dentists, or bankers are seen, it is doubtful they
are less thought of fo,r that reason.

Almost exclusively, the typical content analyses absorb
and lump all characters together in identifying the aver-
age. There are some subgroup comparisons, e.g., regular
versus guest roles,.but they do not capture the essence of
qualitative differences among characters. Is exposure to
14 different women across that number teslows equiv--
alent to watching A/Perra-divorced, working mother) in
14 episodes? Is Watching the Jeffersons (a-black family

v

situation comedy) for a season equivalent.to full exposure
to Roots? Sampling the population of television charac-
ters and drawing inferences about their potential impact
are an imprecise approach to making role .socialization
predictions.

Let me propose an approach that would emphasize a
critical characters focus. First, one would determine the
principal characters and favorite shows watched most
regularly by young viewers. Then, an intensive analysis
of those particular characters, over time rather than for
a single episode from a sample week, would provi'de
much richer portrayal information upon which to base
socialization hypotheses.

Despite all their viewing, children are primarily at-
tracted broot more than a dozen shows. Those deserve
special attention. Census-type information across all of
television has its function, but that function is not very
appropriate to the socialization questions. It largely
argues that all messages and all impressions are nomi-
nally equivalent. They may-be for descriptive purposes
but not for predictive ones. A fan ofMIA*S*H*, without
military experiences, may be expected to derive certain
impressions, expectations, and values about military
doctors, nurses, soldiers, war, medicine, etc. Such im-
pressions are not likely to be refleeted in a thematic or-
character analysis of all of`television content. One can
begin to isolate specific patterns of television experiences
as the basis for postulating soeial role outcomes and to
move away from .hypothesis generation solely on the basis
of large-scale content analyses.

This does not necessarily lead to role learning that is
idiosyncratic to some individual character or story line. It
is a compromise hetween the research wilich focuses on
a single series, e.g., the All in the Family studies, and
those which focus on all of television, with no ability to
pinpoint the originating content.

The main point is to identify the content that is ex-
pected to impinge on role-socialization issues. In addition
to more extended analysis of that content over time, it is
important to consider the possibility of assessing new
attributes. 'For starters, we can suggest three: (1) "in-
tensity" of content portrayals, e.g., one verbally ag-
gressive interaction is not the same as another one;
(2) duration of those portrayals, e.g., a 15-second charac-
terization is different from one that proceeds for
4 minutes; and (3) longevity, e.g., a character I'm watch-
ing for the fifth season may have a very different meaning
for me than one I'm looking at for the first time.-

This proposes to refocus content analyses for the par-.
ticular needs of role-socialization theory' and research.
That kind of eesearch requires significant expansion in
field anhaboratory data compilation if one expects to
have more conclusive statements abo e role-related
impacts of television.
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.Television Advertising and Socialization to
Consumer Roles

Charles K.:Atkin
Michigan State University

(
This review examines the contribution of television to

the formation and implementation of consufner role ori-
entations in the American economic system. The research
focuses on the consumerjocialization of children and
adolescents who rely on television as a major source of
learning about product consumption. Consumer social-
ization is the developmental process by which young peo-
ple acquire the knowledge, attitudes, and skills relevant
to their functioning in the marketplace. Since adults'
patterns of consumer behavior are also influenced by
television, this topic will be given brief consideration.

The preponderance of consumer research has dealt
with television commercial advertising messages. Al-
though persuasive advertisements have the most obvious
celevance for consumer role learning, other types of in-
formational and entertainment messages may also have
significant influence. The final section of this review dis-
cusses the possible effects of nonadvertising content, such
as public service announcements, game programs, and
dramas.

Several types of audience response to television adver-
tising are related to consumer roles. These responses
reflect a rather constrained form of' learning, since adver-
tising is nOt intended to educate consumers in.the well-
rounded manner that ther agents of socialization might
seek tO prov4e. At te cognitive level, ads produce
awareness of alternat e brands and information about
product and brand attributes. Affective responses include
brand prefereQces and generic materialistio attitudes re-
garding produ and spending. In terms of overt behav-
ior, advertising ays a role in purchases, requests to
purchase, and amount of consumption of purchased
products. Underlying these outcomes is the information
processing of consumers; this involves such factors as

-comprehension of advertising; acceptance of advertising
claGs, evaluation of product attributes, comparisons
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1among brands,, and reliance on ads a an information
source. This review will summarize a broad range of
research studies assessing the effects of television adver-
tising on these consumer orientations.

Aside from impact on consumer cognitions, attitudes,
and behaviors, television advertising has a number of
social and psychological side effects; for instance, ads
affect parent-child conflict over purchases, aggressive be-
havior arising from product disappointment, learning
about sex and race roles portrayed in ads, and lifestyle
orientations based on advertising depictions. Since these
consequences are beyond the scope of this review, other
chapters and articles should be consulted (Atkin et al.
1980; Adler et al, 1977; Tuchman 1978; Atkin 1975b ;
Tan 1979; Busby 1975).

Unlike many other types of television effects, the ques-
tion of television advertising impact has come under scru-
tiny by governfilent regulatory agencies. Throughout the
1970s, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) conducted
inquiries into certain types of ads, such as proprietary
medicines, food products, and cereal premiums. In 1978,
she FTC proposea rules thai would restrict advertising
directed to young children. Although most of these regu-
latory thrusts have been thwarted, research on television
advertising continues to be relevant to policymakers as
well as social scientists.

Basic Models

Advertising communication via television involves a
complex interplay of stimulus and receiver variables.
The receiver is the consumer, who.is viewed as an infor-
mation processor tryibg to absorb and deal with available
messages relevant to product selection decisions.
Consumer behavior theorists make a distinction between
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levels of psychological involvement in thig decision-
making Nluh constimption is trivial and non-
ego-involving, where the consumer has only weak
commitment to brand choice (Robertson 1976). Con-
sequently, there is a lack of involveinent in the
information-processing task, and the consumer is essen-
tially a passive receiver. For more important decisions,
the consumer becomes involved as an active seeker and
evaluator of information, systematically considering vari-
ous options along a number of decisional criteria. The
rolthitdvertising varies considerably between these two
fundamental contexts.

High Involvement Model

The classic advertising models were developed to de-
scribe the mental stages experienced by a consumer dur-
ing a highly involving decision process. This is termed a
"hierarchy, of effects" approach, where the advertising
moves the consumer through a sequential series of re-
sponses from cognitive learning to behavioral enactment
Ramond 1976). The sophisticated consumer devotes at-

tention to the message, critically perceives 'the content
(possibly derogating the source, ignoring some appeals,
and challenging soured arguments made in the ad), and
evaluates the relevance of the be4fits to self before form-
ing a preference and then acting. The multiattribute
expectancy-value models have been applied to this proc-
ess; the advertiser concentrates on changing 'beliefs
regarding the linkage between the advertised item and
various product attributes that the consuhter already
values.

Nlost models of mas"aedia persuasion focus on vari-
ations in the'source and message factors that affect atti-
tudinal response (Atkin 1981). For advertising, the
source credibility dirhension of trustworthiness is consid-
ered most crucial; compet nce and dynamism are also
important. High source trug
bv using professional chara
who share similar character

orthiness is often achieved
ers or ordinary amateurs
stics with the target re-

teivers. (For children's adveftising, this usually means
using child actors of, the same or plightly older age as the
viewers.) Competence is projected by employing sources
who have special expertise relating to the pioduct or who
convey general authoritativeness. (For children's food
atls, this may be a healthy athlete or a parental-figure
adult.)'The dynamism dimension is typically created by
depicting a celebrity endorser, a highly attractive profes-
sional model, or a unique trlade character. (In children's
commercials, McDonald's features the clown Ronald
McDonald, and Kellogg's promotes the animated Tony
the Tiger.)

Among the message factors, both content aqd struc-
tural elements are important. Persuasion strategies that

..

tend to be effective include fear appeals, comparative
brand claims, explicit recommendations to buy, and sty-
listic hooks such as humor, sex, and music; the evidence
on the relative efficacy of emotional versus rational ap-
peals depends on the situation. Among the structural
dimensions, heavy volume and repetition are effective.

Another.theoretical perspective relevant to consumer
behavior is Bandura's (1971) social learning theory. This
conceptualization proposes that modeled behaviors, such
as eating or toy playing portrayed in commercials, will
lead to higher levels of viewer consumption of corre-
sponding products. This impact should be generic rather
than brand specific, since dsinhibition or response facil-
itation explains reSponses to a broader category of prod-
ucts depicted rather than to the distinctive brands within
the category (Atkin 1976).

Finally, postpurchase reinforcement from advertising
has been identified as a significant process. In this situ-

sation, the consumer selectively see k or 'avoids exposure
to ads and selectively perceives m ssage content_in an
attempt to form a more favorable ttitude toward the
chosen brand. The tendency to bolster prior purchase
actions through selective information processing is pre-
dicted by dissonance theory, which posits that an ego-
involving decision between comparable alternatives will
produce psychological defensiveness.

,

Low Involvement Model

When the consumer does not particularly care about a
trivial decision, another sequence of stages occurs. Based
on Krugman's (1965) passive learning theory, research-
ers propose that the consumer acquires a minimal brand
familiarity from advertising but does not form a distinct
attitude toward it. Through constant repetition, the mes-
sage gains attention and some perceptions sink in; the ads
are passively processed with little critical resistance.
Then, when a brand item is encountered in a store, it is
recognized and purchased on a trial basis. Entertaining
and intrusive television commercials are well suited for
this type of effect (Krugman 1965).

Market Segments

Responses to advertising differ substantially across
various subgroups of receivers. Consumers can be catego-
rized according to sex, Face, income level, prsonality,
and social context. The most crucial variable is age, since
information-processing abilities and product needs vary
through the life cycle. Although developmental capacities
differ year-by-year at the younger age levels, it seems
most efficient to trisect age level into three broad catego-
ries of childhood (up to age 12), adolescence (12-17), and
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adulthood (18 and older). The presentations of the
research literature is organized according to this age
breakdowb with the greatest emphasis on the voluminous .
evidence pertaining to children.

Children's Responses to
Advertising

'This section examines the consequences of children's
annual exposure to about 20 thousand television com-
mercials, especially those Saturday morning ads that are
targeted to young audiences. The first part assessed the
degree of direct impact on product preferences, requests,
and consumption. Since most ads promote food products,
the next part describes children's learning about nutri-
tion and other food attributes featured in commercials.

.Before consumption effects are.examined, childrefi's
cognitive anci evaluative responses to commercials are
summarized in terms of affect toWard ads, belief in ad-
vertising messages, and understanding of commercial
content. ,

Young children generally like Ito watch Saturday
morninf commercials, while older children express am-
bivalent feelings (Atkin 1975c; Robertson and Rossiter
1974; Rossiter 1977; Ward 1972). The children es-
pecially enjoy Inimor and other entertaining qualities of
television ads.

Inferencel regarding children's acceptance of adver-
tising claims depend on the measurement procedure
employed. When given a dichotomous forced-choice
question on whether ads are true or untrue, the propor-
tion of children who exhibit generalized distrust rises
from about one-fourth of the pre-8-year-olds to three-
fourths of those over 10 years old (Atkin 1975c; Bearden
et al. 1979; Robertson and Rossiter 1974; Rossiter 1977;
Wai.c1 1972; Ward et al. 1977). Rejection of' specific
advertisements and persuasive claims, however, is not as
prevalent as the generalized measures would indicate.
Although children are skeptical about assertions in com-
'mercials for familiar toys, they readily accept technical
claims of a medical or nutritional nature (Atkin 1975c ;
Haefner et al..1975). Heavy viewers of commercials are
more likely than light viewers to believe ads.

Impact on Desire for Advertised
Products.

A number of research projects have sought to deter-
mine the role of television advertising in the development

Wof children's awareness of, and preference for,,toy and
food products. One method is simply to ask children or
parents where they learn about desired products.

Donohue (1975) asked black elementary school chil-
dren to name their favorite toy and tell where they first
found out about it; television watching was most often
mentioned, followed by seeing it in a store and friends'
having it. Caron and Ward (1975) told children to list
Chtistmas gift wishes in a letter to Santa and to indicate
where they got the idea for each item..Four sources Were
prevalent: television, friends, stores, and catal4s. When
asked where they would find out about toys and snack

. foods, about one-third of kindergartners and more than
half of the third and sixth graders cited television (Ward
et al. 1977).

According to mothers of young children interviewed by
Barry and Sheikh (1977), teleVision ranked first as a
learning source for products in general, followed by
friends and catalogs. Mothers and children studied by
Howard et al. (1977) cited television as the most im-
portant information source for cereal and toy products.

Children have also been asked to report on the impact
of ads on desires. Responding to the question, "Would
you like to have most things they sh&v, on TV commer-
cials?", two-thirds of the kindergartners and half of the
third and sixth graders said "yes" (Ward et al. 1977).

In a correlational survey, Atkin et al. (1979) measured
preferences for various food brands in a sample of
5-12-year-olds. There was a strong positive relationship
between viewing television commercials and liking the 12
frequently advertised foods (r = .59). On the average,
66 percent of the heavy viewers laid they liked each
advertised product, compared to 46 percent of the light
viewers.

There are some experimental studies where one group
of children saw a commercial while a nonexposed group
did not see any advertising for that product. Atkin and
Gibson (1978) found that nine-tenths of the young chil-
dren exposed to a Pebbles cereal commercial wanted to
eat that cereal, compared to two-thirds of the control
group. A parallel experiment with Honeycombs cereal
showed no significant impact on desire, perhaps because
of less effective ad execution.

Goldberg and Gorn's (1978) experiment used a toy
commercial with young children. Exposed children were
considerably more likely to want to play with that toy
rather than play with their friends; indeed, they said they
would prefer to play with" a not-so-nice child who owned
the advertised toy rather than a nice one without that toy.

An experiment with low-income boys between 8 and
10 years old involved exposure to an ad for a new and
unfamiliar toy product (Gorn and GoldlIerg 1977). Com-
pared to a nonexpbsed control group, those who saw the
ad were more likely to have a positive attitude toward the
toy and .to expend more energy working on a task to
obtain the toy;1934
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In a more extreme experimental test, Resnik and Stern
(1977) created a bland ad for an unfamiliar potato chip
brand, with no useful knformation, appealing models, or
elaborate production techniquesthe message simply
communicated the product's existence. When offered a
choice between two unknown brands, exposed children
were much more likely to choose the advertised potato

chips.

Impact on Requests for Advertised
Products

Since children do not have the means to buy most of the
products advertised on television, most preferences are
expressed in terms of requests to parents. Of course,
children ask parents to buy a large number of products;
the issue concerns the extent to which advertising stimu-
lates these requests.

One method is the self-report of impact, which was
employed by Atkin (1975d). "Many of the TV commer-
cials are for toysthings like games and dolls and racing
cars. After you see these toys on TV, how much do you
ask your mother to buy them for you?" Across the
3-12-year-old sample, 28 percent said "a lot," and
5511percent said "sometimes." The same question was
repeated for breakfast cereals; 33 percent reported "a
lot," and 45 percent replied "sometimes." When mothers
were asked to report on requests received, almost identi-
cal responses were obtained. Children who watched the
most Saturday morning commercials asked much more
often, with about twice as many heavy viewers as light
viewers falling in the "a lot" category.

In Atkin's (1975c) survey of fourth-to-seventh grade
students, one-fifth reported that they asked "a lot" for
cereals after viewing these products on television. Heavy
viewers of cereal advertising made more requests, by a
2-to-1 margin over lightly exposed children. Further-
more, almost half of those who watched television heavily
often asked to go to highly advertised fast-food restau-
rants, compared to one-fourth of light viewers.

The Atkin et al. (1979) survey showed that children
who view the most Saturday commercials ask most often
for advertised foods (r = .47). Summing across nine food
products, the investigators found that heavy viewers
made almost twice as many request as light viewers.

Galst and White (1976) assessed the extent to w'hich
children age 3-11 attended to commercials in a labora-
tory setting and subsequently observed them in a trip to
the supermarket. Children engaged in 15 purchase-
influence attempts per shopping expedition; those paying
greater attention to ads made far Ingge requests. Request
frequency was also moderately related to amount of
home viewing of commercial programing but was un-

related to viewing of public television programing. A ,
survey by Clancy-Hepburn et al. (1974),similarly discov-

ered a positive relationship between Saturday morning
viewing and frequency of food,requests, as reported by
mothers of 8-13-year-old children.

Using a projective 'technique, Sheikh and Moleski
(1977) told children to complete a story which began
with a hypothetical child seeing several ads for toys, food,
or clothing. When asked if they thought the child felt like

requesting the item, nine-tenths replied affirmatively.
However, only.three-fiftbs said the child would actually
make the request, indicating that chikiren use some dis-
cretion in expressing desires to parents.

Impact 6'4 Rate of Consumption of
Advertis'3d Products

Once an edible product is available, the actual con-
sumption rate becomes an important outcome.

Atkin (1975c) conducted a survey witb fourth-to-
seventh grade students. Those who watched the most
cereal advertisihg ate advertised cereals much more fre-
quently; for example, 25 percent of the heavy viewers
repor,ted eating Sugar Smacks "a lot," compared to
13 percent of the light viewers. The relationship between
candy-advertising exposure and the frequenéy of eating
candy was also moderately strong; for example, 49 lier-
cent of the heavy viewers versus 32 percent of light
viewers ate Hershey Bars "a lot." In'deed, general tele-
vision viewing was positively related to consumption of
general snack and processed foods ,(e.g., potato chips,
soda pop, hot dogs).

These students were also asked about usage of per-
sonal hygiene Products and medicines. There was a mod-,
erately strong relationship between viewing ads for
deodorants, mouthwash, and acne 'cream and the
frequency of using these products; heavy viewers were
almost twice as likely as light viewers to say they used
mouthwash and acne cream "a lot."

Duesere (1976) discovered that television viewing was
positively related to consumption of heavily sugared ce-
real, candy, snack food, and empty-calorie food as well as
between7meal eating. Eating of heavily advertised foods
was correlated with viewing in another survey by Sha-
raga (1974). Atkin et al. (1979) also obtained a mod-
erately positive correlation for candy eating:

Impact of Advertising on Generic
Preferences

Aside from the direct effects on preferences for adver-
tised brands, commercials also stimulate greater con-

.
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gumption of other brands within the g neric product
class. This outcome is explained b learning the-

ory, which predicts that those who view a behavioral
sequence, such as consuming a product, may vicariously

inhibitions governing the expression of reviously
acquire new patterns of behavior, strengthen r. weaken

learned responses, or 'be reminded to perfoim existing
response tendencies. This, occurs through processes of
attention, retention, and motivation generated by eit -
posure to symbolic modeling stimuli;such as televisi6n
advertising portraYali. The impact need not necessarily
be tied to the particular brands featured in the ads; the
key factor ig the modeled actions, such as eating a certain
k i rid of food.

This can most clearly be illustrated in the case of cereal
consumption. Most children have establish'ed habitual
patterns of behavior regarding cereal eating and have
experienced enjoyment.. and approval of these actions.
Advertising can serve as a cue that instigates the pre-
viously learned eating response tbrough a reminder func-
tion. Such response facilitation is made more likely by

the depicted enjoythent of the models in the cereal
commercials. 1111

The.response might be expected to "generalize" to
unads;ertised brands for two reasons: The brand-unique
cues in a given ad might be perceived as peripheral to the

more central modeled sequence of preparing and eating
a bowl of cereal, and the overall message envjronment of
numerous competing cereal brands may p6ffuce a cumu-
lative impression of "eating cereal" rather than learning
substantive and symbolic distinctions between various
brands. From a visual modeling perspective, the basic
theme conveyed is consumption behavior, since there are
often no unique features of specific brands that observers
can act out.

To determine whether advertising exposure produces
brand-specific or generalized reactions, Atkin (1975d)
measured consumption of heavily and lightly advertised
cereal brands in a survey of fourth-to-seventh graders.
Exposure was indexed by attenticm to specific cereal ads:
and general attention to such ads, weighted by the

amount of Saturday morning viewing time. The cor-
relation between viewing and eating eight highly adver-

k
tised cereals was strong, with a coefficient of .41. The
association was also positive for eating five less advertised
brands, although it was not as strong with a coefficient of
.27. Thus, advertising does have a clear impact on brand
consumption; in addition, the influence appears to diffuse

to other brands to some extent.
A different process, disinhibition, seems applicable to

candy eating. Saturday morning comMercials repeatedly
portray models happily consuming a variety of candies,
occasionally with the additional reinforcement of tacit
adult approval. Yet, candy consumption is considered by
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children to be a partially proscribed behavior; parental
communication and their own common 'sense typically
serve to restrain canOy intake through creation of mild
inhibitions..Extenlive exposure to candy ad modeling'
stimuli may suggest to the child that excessive candy
eating is Acceptable behavior by reducing personal guilt
or ar of socill disapproval. This effect should be
re cted in greater amounts of candytars eaten by the
child; since inhibitions probably do not pertain to partic-
ular brands, the impact should be generalized to all

brands, regardless of advertising.
The survey of fourth-to-seventh graders measured

candy exposure and consumption in the sarbe manner as
the cereal study described above. Exposure correlated .29

with the index of eating heavily promoted brands, and
.30 with lightly advertised brands. A similar survey
showed correlations of .27 for heavily advertised candies

and .23 for lightly advertised brands (Atkin et al 1979).

This provides comyielling evidence that television ads clO'

influence candy consumption in a generic manner.

lmplict of Premium Appeals
a

Although there is considerable research dealing with
the overall influence of advertising on preferences, less

attention has been given to the s'pecific message factors

that maximize effectiveness.
The type.of Appeal that has come under closest study

is the premium offer that is often featured in cereal

commercials. In the mother-child study by Atkin
(1975d), mothers who reported that their children asked

for cereals were asked, "When your child asks for a
specific cereal, what does" he/she usually say . . . what
reasons does he/she give for wanting it?" In response to
this open-ended question, 45 percent of the mothers said

that the premium was a reason given by the child. An
additional 36 percent of the mothers cited premiums in

response to a followup query sircifically asking about
this reason. Mothers mentioned the premium factor far

more often ahans any other motive. The importance of
television advertising of premiums can be seen in

differences between lightly and heavily exposed children:
According to the mothers, 70 pprcent of the children who

viewed an hour or less of Siturday morning ask because
of premiums, compared to tip percent of those Watching

2 hours, and 90 percent of children viewing 3 hours or

more.
Using a hypothetical choice technique, Reilly (1973)

asked children "When you see a TV commercial for a
product, would you like to product more if. . . . ," fol-
lowed by pairs of alternatives. More than half of the
6-10-year-olds chose the premium,attriblite over, nuri-
don, compared to one-third bf tho'se between 11 and 15

years old.
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Observation of parent-child interactions at the cereal
shelf of the supermarket showed that one-tenth of the
children explicitly identified the premium as the primary
reason for wanting a particular brand (Atkin 1978a ). A
much larger percentage based their cereal selection at
least partially on premium considerations. Observers
judged that perhaps one-fourth of the children were
making their decision primarily on the basis of the pre-
mium rather than the cereal itself (based on children's
examination of the premium picture on the box), but this
motivation was not overtly expressed in interaction with
parent. In addition, one-tenth of the cases showed sec-
ondary emphasis on the premium; while the premium
was nientioned, it was not judged to be a more salient
motive than desire for the cereal product.,Thus, almost
half of the children appeared to take account of the pre-
mium in choosing a cereal.

The survey of 5-12-year-old children by Atkin et al.
(1976) showed that heavy viewers were more than twice
as likely to cite p:emiums as an important reason for
cereal preferences co ared to light,xfiewers.

There is als evidence from an experimental test
where children watched a television program including a
Kellogg's Poptarts commercial (Atkin 1975a). Half saw
the ad without the premium portion, while the others
were exposed to the premium offer. Afterward, children
were asked to indicate "why kids like to get" Poptarts;
while relatively few referred to the premium in the Top-
tarts box, almost all of the premium references were
expressed if the children had viewed the premium ver-
sion of the commercial. Those exposed to the premium
offer showed a greater desire for Poptarts, as 83 percent
versus 72 percent of the nonpremium viewers said they
wanted to eat it "a lot." However, this interest was not
translated into any greater intention to ask for Poptarts
in the supermarket; each group intended to request it at
a 77 percent rate.

Conclysions
1

-There i ample evidence that television advertising
plays a do inant role in shaping ch Idren's product pref-
erences. Both experiments and surveys show how
exposure tO advertising increases a sire, asking, and con-
sumption of advertised products. Children who heavily
view television advertising are far i ore likely to request
that parents buy food and toy pro em.

Furthermore, the evidence indkates that advertising
stimulates higher usage levels for those consumable prod-
ucts available in the home. There is some tendency for
this impact,to generalize to other brands in the heavily
advertised product category through response facilitatio'n
and disinhibition processes; thus, generic consumption is
stimulated as well as brand preferences.,

Among the message componenls that ntay maximize
effects, preMium offers have been shown to be highly
influential. Perhaps the persuasive effectiveness of other
factors, such as fantasY sourees, emotional appeals, and
frequent repetition, is so obvious that researchers have
not bothered to provide documentation.

Nutrition Learning"From Food
Advertising

Not only does food advertising influence food prefer-
ences, but it also can shape the basic nutritional beliefs
and attitudes of the child. The content analysis research
indicates that commercials tend to promote non-
nutritional aspects of a limited array of sweetened cereal,
candy, and snack products (e.g., Atkin and Heald 1977;
Barcus 1978). On the other hand, cereal ads often refer
to the importance of a balanced breakfast and occa-
sionally describe vitamin attributes.

Thus, there is the potential for certain effects. Since
nutritional aspects of foods are not emphasized, young-
sters may make food choices based on nonnutritional
criteria that are promoted in the commercials.
Specifically, nutrition may not become a salient dimen-
sion for evaluating products. In addition, young viewers
may develop incorrect beliefs about presweetened

products. By contrast, some positive learning may occur
regarding the balanced breakfast concept that is men-
tioned in cereal ads.

Research studies have examined the extent to which
children consider nutritional aspects of foods when mak-
ing a request. For example, Atkin (1975d) interviewed
mothers of 4-12-year-olds about the main factors
affecting children's cereal selection. Just 3 percent said
that their child typically expressed nutrition-related rea-
sons in requesting cereals (as reported above, 45 percent
said the premium was the most central reaSon). A fol-
lowup question specifically asked if the child ever men,
tioned the nutritional value of a cereal; 16 percent replied
affirmatively. There was a slight positive correlation-be-
tween Saturday Morning advertising exposure and citing
nutrition when asking for cereals.

In a paired-comparison task, Ward et al. (1977) asked
children to indicate the relative importance of nutrition
in evaluating foods. By a 70 percent to 25 percent mar-
gin, good taste was more salient than nutrition; thc prize
in the box was rated higher than nutrition by a 50 per-
cent to 40 percent margin, especially among younger
children.

Atkin et al. (1979) asked children to rate the im-
portance of various features of food products. Degree of
food commercial vieWing was moderately related to the .
importance of "fun of eating" cereal and candy, the pre-
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",ilium contained in cereal boxes, and the chewiness and
lastingness of candy. Sweetness was slightly more salient
for heavy viewers, while viewing was not related to sa-
lience of nutrition:

In a laboratory study, Atkin and Gibson (1978)
showed 4-7-year-olds an ad for Cocoa Pebbles cereal,
where Fred Flintstone and Barney Rubble claimed that
the cereal was "chocolatey enough to make you smile."
Among the reasons for wanting to eat Pebbles, two-thirds
cited the chocolatey taste, three-fifths wanted it because
it wo,uid make them smile, and more than half desired the
cereal because Fred and Barney liked it.

Children do not seem to apply critical evaluation in
processing food advertising. Young children tended to
accept claims made in four ads identified by the Federal
Trade Commission (FTC) as possibly deceptive (Haef-
ner et al. 1975). Sharagd (1974) found that the heaviest
television %hewers had less correct perceptions of the va-
lidity of nutrition claims in food commercials and had

lower nutrition knowledge.
A study by Poulos (1975) indica/es that the Post Grape

Nuts cereal advertising which featured depictions of the

edibility of wild vegetation led to misperceptions by

5-12-year-olds. After viewing the commercial, children
were more likely to rate similar-appearingtoxic plants as

edible.
Atkin and Gibson (1978) presented a cereal ad fea-

turing a circus' strongman lifting a playhouse and eating
the cereal. Almost two-thirds of the 4-7-year-old chil-

dren thought that the cereal would contribute to their
own strength, including one-third who said that the ce-
real Would make them strong enough to lift really heavy

objects. Those who frequently viewed Saturday morning
cereal advertising at home were much more likely to
express,the beliefs concerning strength than those who
were not heavily exposed.

These 4-7-year-olds were also asked how much Fred
Flintstons and Barney knew about nutrition; one-third
thought that the cartoon characters knew "very much"
about which cereals children should eat.. Heavy viewers
oicerealads were far mOre likely to attribute credibility
to the animated figures.

The 5-12-year-olds surveyed by Atkin et al. (1979)
were asked about the competence of Cookie, Jarvis as a
source of cereal information; one-third of the heavy view-.

ers versus one-tenth of the light viewers thought this
character was knowledgeable.

By promoting the strength or energy benefits of foods,
advertising may lead children to believe that these prod-
ucts have more nutritional value. Atkin It al. (1979)
found that, compared to light viewers, children who
heavily viewed food ads were twice as likely to say that
sugared cereals (e.g., Honeycomb) and candies (e.g.,
Three Musketeers) are highly nutritious.

Since these ads typically omit references to the cavity-
producing qualities of sugared foods, children may not
realize that these products pose dental risks. Indeed, the
study of 4-7-year-old children showed that less than half
realized that presweetened cereal was more7cariogenic
than a nonsweetened cereal, and none thought pre-
sweetened cereal was riskier than cake (even though the
sugar content by weight is greater in each case). In the
study of 5-12-year-olds, three-fifths believed ttiat pre-
sweetened cereals are cariogenic; heavy viewers were
somewhat less likely to hold this view (Atkin et al. 1979).

Conclusions

Among the factors that children weight in selecting
cereals, nutritional value does not seem to be important.
There is some evidence that children are persuade&teor7.,
want the cereals for nonsubstantive reasonscharact
endorsements, toy premiums, and chewinesswhich are
the types of appeals feztured most prominently in
advertising.

Some findings suggest that children's beliefs about the
nutritional value of various foods and sugar are shaped
by advertising. In general, children are not critical evalu-
ators of claims made in food advertising; they tend to
ascept the validity of strength benefits and attribute com-
petence to cartoon sources.

Adolescents' Responses to
Advertising

Researchers investigating the adolescent-age glroup

have considered a broader range of advertiging effects;
tile evidence is grouped according to cognitive, affective,
and behavioral responses. Almost all of this research has
been survey rather than experimental, typically involving
self-administered questionnaires with large samples of
middle school and high school students. One meth-
odological weakness in most of these studies' is that adver-
tising_exposureis_not measured directly; the 'investigator s
simply measure total hours of viewing television or
watching various categories of programs. While this may
serve as a crude indicator of opportunity for attending to
ads, sheer quantity of viewing also reflects exposure to a
large variety of unmeasured stimuli which may or may
not be relevant to consumer socialization. The only meas-

urement of actual advertising exposure and attention
levels occurs in the survey studies of drug-advertising
effects (Atkins 1978) and alcohol-advertising effects (At-
kin et al. 1980). -

At the cognitive level, acquisition of brand awareness
has been examined most thoroughly. Knowing brand
slogans is negligibly related to television viewing in two
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sun; s (Moore and Stephens 1975; Moore and Mosehis
1978), mildly related in another (Wai'd and Wackman
19- ) n d moderately related in On( survey (Moore and
Moschis 1979). In a study of 'alcohol advertising, actual
viewing of ads was strongly correlated with awareness of
the slogans, symbols, and content presented in these com-
mercials k Atkin et al. 1980). There is a similar pattern of
mixed findings for teenagers' ability to link brands to
appropriate product categories (Robertson et al. 1979;
Nloschis and MoOre 1978; Moore and Stephens 1975;
Moore and Moschis 19'9 'i. No relationship has been
found .between exposure and accurate knowledge of
product prices (Atkin et al. 1980; Moichis and Moore
1978; Nloore and kephens 1975). Atkin et al. (1980)
reported 'a moderate association. between alcohol-
advertising exposure and general knowledge about beet.
wine, and liq'bor (e.g., proof levels and ingredients).

Adolescents' images and pereeptions of the typical cpn-
sumers of various brands and products have also been
studied. To a modest extent, heavy viewers think that
more people need or use'hiAdy advertised products such
as proprietary medicines (Robertson et al. 1979; Atkin
1978), mouthwash and deodorants (Atkin 1975('), and
alcohol (Atkin et al. 1980). There are also mild positive
associations between exposure and holding the belief that
medicine and hygiene product .ire effective (Robertson
et al. 1979; Atkin 1978; Atkin 19 -c).

A variety of affective responses have been investigated.
General materialism (defined as an attitude emphasizing
the importance of material possessions and money as a
means to personal satisfaction and social progress) is
correlated with viewing to a slight extent (Ward and
Wackman 1971; Atkin 1975c; Churchill and Moschis
1979; Moschis and Churchill 1978). A measure of con-
spicuous consumption attitude also shows a modest posi-
tive relationship (Moschis and Churchill 1978).

Arlther affective response is anxiety about the need
for certain types of products. Exposure is moderately
related to illness anxiety (Robertson et al. 1979; Atkin
1978) and to concern about personal hygiene (Atkin
1975c).

The most pertinent affective variables involve liking'
for advertised brands and approval of advertised prod-
ucts. Highly exposed adokscents tend to express prefer-
ence for advertised brands (Moschis and Moore 1979;
Moschis 1978); one example is the posit,ive relationShip
between watching beer and wine commercials and citing
those brands as favorites (Atkin and Block 1979). In the
only experimental test, Atkin (1975b) showed an acne
cream commercial to ybung adolescents, while a control
group remained unexposed; liking for the brand was
significantly higher among the exposed group. Aside
from brand preferenees, television ads lead to more ac-
cepting attitudes regarding the practice of using certain

restricted products, such as alcohol (Atkin and Block
1979) anci proprietary ottugs (Robertson et aL 1979;
Atkin 1978). .

In terms of actual consumpfion behavior, the.evidence
again shows the effectiveness of advtrtising: Atkin and
Block (1979) found a moderate association between beer
commercial viewing and consumption of beer, althou0
the correlation for wine was somewhat weaker. Both
survey ana experimental research indicates a mode-rate
relationship for hygiene products such as deodorants and
acne cream (Atkin 1975h; Atkin 975c). Ward and
Robertson (1972) discovered flit half of the teenagers
sampled saia they had purchased consumer goods as a
result of seeing a commercial. On the other hand, Moore
and Moschis (r978) reported no relationship between
exposure and the proportion of available money spent on
consumer goods or the motivation to work to get-spending
money. The least impressive dara come from the exten-
sive literature on usage of proprietary drugs, which is
only marginally related to exposure (Robertson et al.
1979; Atkin 1978; Milavsky et al. 1975-76). However,
Robertson et al. do report that viewing is moderately
correlated with requests to parents to use these drug
products, which maY be the more sensitive response vari-
able in this case.

In conclusion, these findings suggest that television
advertising has a distinct but hardly overwhelming im-
pact on the cognitions, attitudes, and behaviors of.adoles-
cent consumers. The greatest effects occur for learning
about brands, while the attitudinal influence ,ks more
limited. The evidence is mixed for purchases and usage,
but studies measuring actual advertising exposure tend to
demonstrate the strongest influence.

Adults' Responses to Advertising

There is little doubt that adult:oriented advertising
has a strong impact on such cognitive factors as aware-
ness, knowledge, and name identification. For example,
half of the public was aware of Crest toothpaste's en-
dorsement from the American Dental AssociatiOn within
2 weeks after it Was announced in their advertising (Bo-
gart 10'67); more than half of the public knew the heavily
promoted slogans of United Airlines, Budweiser beer,
and,General Electric (Larson and Wales 1970). In the
only study attempting to directly link advertising ex-
posure to brand awareness, Atkin et al. (1980) found that
viewing and reading alcohol ads correlated strongly with
knowing the brand names, slogans, symbols, and themes
of beers, wines,-and liquors.

Since sales rather than Pbsitive attitudes are the bot-
tom line for advertisers, most of the investigations have
focused on purchase behavior. Several surveys have dem-
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onstrated Mild to strong positive associations between
advertising exposure and purchases of the advertised
items '(Benson 1967; Atkin 1962), Aggregate analyses
indicate that brands backed with the most adverasing
dollars tend to achieve the highest sales (Sexton 1971;
Nies 1971). However, it is difficult to infer causality
from these correlationSl and, aggregate associations..

Field experiments present a more precise meth-
odological approach. In tests where certain markets are
randomly assigned to higher levels of advertising, sales
response has been shown to be somewhat higher (Ackoff
and Einshoff 1975; Bechnell and, McIssac 1963; Ule
1966)._

Nonadvertising Televiston Content

While television commercials provide Ole most rele-
vant consumer messages, several other types of television
content also have interesting implications. A small
amount of empirical research hasiocused on public ser-
vice annOuncements (PSAs). PSAs have been shown to
effectively, influence child\t6's ittitudes and behaviors
regarding nutrition and food consumption (Goldberg et
al. 1978; Atkin 1975a ). Anti-drug use PSAs have not

.gr

achieved much persuasive impact (Ray and Ward 1976;
Smart and Fejer 1974).

It is also likely that someimPact results from economic
stories and consumer advice segments in news programs
and from "educational" television series such as Con-
sumer.Survival Kit, but no research is available for these
informational messages.

In the realm of television entertainment, the most ex-
plicit consumer content occurs on game shows which
feature substantial prizes of money and material goods.
Contestants on these programs typically express ex-
haltation as they win luxury autontobiles, boats, jewels,
trips, appliances, furs, and large sums of money, while

, the studio audience cheers appreciatively. It is possible
that such avaricious displays may engender desires for
the featured consumer goods or heighten materialistic
orientations. Similar effects may result from the gener-

-ally upperAclass lifestyles and conspicuous consumption
portrayed in dramas and situation comedies. In addition,
the audience may obtain guidance or inspiration as they
watch more modest television families such ss the Wal-
tons or Bunkers as they cope with money problems or
consumer decisions. Since no empirical evidence exists,
such effects must remain speculative at ,this time. Cer-
tainly, future research efforts should move beyond adver-
tising to explore the consumer,,impact of informational
and entertainment messages on television.
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Growing Old on Television and With Television

Richard H. Davis
University of Southern California

and
Robert W. Kubey

University of Wisconsin at Baraboo

Television 'researchers historically have given consid-
erable attention to the viewing habits of children and
adolescents but only occasionally to those of adults. Even
more neglected, uotily the past decade, were the habits of
persons 65 and over. That television researchers have
only recently become interested in this population is not
surprising. After all, the elderly are often neglected even
by their own families.

The topic of television and aging is of particekar inter-
est because of two striking facts which, when considered
together, art rather ironic. First, older people watch a
great deal of television (more than any other age group,
including children), and second, older people are infre-
quently seen on the television screen itself and are often
portrayed negatively. The potentially negative con-
sequences of such a conflict-laden viewing situation are
of considerable concern. Here is a population, which is
often mistreated and neglected, resigned to a dependent
relationship on an information medium which tends to
ighore and malign .them every bit as much or more than
the "real world."

Television in the Lives of Older
Viewers A

Time Spent Viewing
-

There is virtually universal agreement that television
is of considerable importance in thg lives of older people.

Glick and Levy (1962) categorized the elderly as "em-
bracers" of television. To be an embracer signifies "a
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particularly close identificatiOn with television, a rather
undiscriminating and accepting attitude toward it, and
usually, great use of the medium."

Classification of the elderly ak avid television viewers
is well supported by research. DeGrazia (1961) ques-
tioned older people regarding their dailysictivities and
found'that the activity of "watching television" was the '
most frequently reported. In a similar survey' of 5,000
Social Security beneficiaries in fbur areas Of the United
States, Schramm (1969) found that the most frequently
named daily activity was watching television.

Other researchers have found that television viewing is

not only a frequent activity among the aged, but also that
such activity increases with age (Bogart 1972; Bower

1973; Chaffee and Wilson 1975; Doolittle 1977; Hoar
1961). Even in the early years of television, Ripley and
Buell (1954) reported a direct correlaiion between age
and hours per day.spent viewing television. There was an
increase from 2.35 hours daily for men 19 to 30 to 3.15

hours for men over 61. Similar increases wire observed

for women.
Nielsen ratings estimate Aat men over 50 watch an

average of 1 hour of television more per day than men 25
to 49. The increase for women over 50 is even higher;
their average for 1976 was 35 hours of viewing per week.
Other studies have gone into greater detail showing that
individual viewing time increases until age 70, then de-
clines as the viewer moves into advanced age (Harris and
Associates 1975; Steiner 1963).

In general, older people tend to view in increasing
numbers as the day goes on, but their prime time peak
occurs earlier than it dbes for the general public, whose
peak time is around 8 p.m. and lasts until 11 p.m.; older
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viewers tend to peak and diminish an hour earlier (Davis
19750. These viewing times naturally reflect program
preferences as well as an earlier bedtime for many older
people.

Preferred Content

News and Public Affairs. Every study ol program
preferences of the older viewer reports that the program
types most consistently viewed are news, documentaries,
and public affairse(Bower 1973; Davis 19,71; Korzenny
and Neuendori 1979; Meyersohn 1961; Steiner 1963;
Wenner 1976). To explain $he aged's preference for
nonfictional prOgraming, Kubey (1980) says that tele-
vision may help substitute for the information network
that existed in years gone by when the individual daily

r went out into the community to work. Comstock et al.
(1978) group the aged along with the poor and with
ethnic minorities into the category of "disadvantaged."
This group, they say, depends on television more than
any other news medium for knowledge and information.

Other Program Choices. Surveys show that, in
addition to news and information, variety shows, musical
specials, and travelokues are rated highly by older view-
ers (Adams and Groen 1974; Bower 1973; Danowski
1975; Davis 1971). Particularly in light of the relative
dearih of older characters on television, the few programs
featuring positive older role models are popular with

s_ older viewers (Meyersohn 1961; Parker et al. 1955).
Harris and his associates (1975) found that personalities
such as Bob Hope, Lawrence Welk, and the scripted
performance of "Grandpa and Grandma Walton" were
most favored.

A major contribution to the viewing pleasure of older
people is daytime soap opera. Barton (1977), in op-
position to popular opinion, credits soap operas with
pbying an important and potentially positive role in the
lives of older people. In addition to presenting oppor-
tunities for vicarious emotional experiences, such pro-
grams also offer common experiences and "serve as a
substitute for the traditiOnal community gossip networks
which become fragmented as the elderly family structure
and living conditions undergo change."

A

Functions of Viewing

The functions of television in the lives of older viewers
vary, but the specter of dependency is of greatest concern
to gerontologists (Bower 1973; Davis 1971, 1975b; Glick
and Levy 1962; Kubey 1980). A detailed study by Scha-
linske (1968) found older viewers to be so dependent on
tdevision as to be uncritical of content, even while ex-
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pressing some alienation as a result of the medium's
orientation to young viewers. Feelings of helplessness
may also accompany elderly persons' experiences with
television when they try to correct flaws in reception or
tune in a UHF station.

Davis (1975b) elaborated on the dependency issue by
listing four potential benefits of television accruing to the
older viewer: involvement, companionship, structuring
time, and filling time. Involvement in the mainstream of
life is facilitated by television because it is thought to tap
a common pool of knowledge (Glick and Levy 1962).

The general sensory decline which often attends aging
is also responsible for increased dependence on television.
Reading may be restricted by failing eyesight, and hear-
ing impairment mhy limit the use of radio. Television,.
because it provides both auditory and visual information
simultaneously, allows an older person to fill in percep-
tual gaps that might otherwise have been missed. Doo-
little (1979) found that viewing of news is highest among
those elderly who have the least social interaction. .

The easy accessibility of the televisign receiver may
encourage the older viewer to regard television as a
beneficial source of companionship (Meyersohn 1961;
Glick and Levy 1962). Isolation also contributes to an
older person's dependence on television for a supply of
fictional companions (Schalinske 1968; Schiffman 1972).
Davis (1975) noted that "television provides safe, non-
threatening companionship" and that some older people
experience "fairly intense friendships" with television
characters.

Danowski (1975) hypothesized that personal and mr-
diated communication patterns are inversely related over
the lif6pan. The very young and the very old are more :
dependent on television as a substitute for personal com-
munication and possibly as a function of their time not
being burdened by the raising of childrert,(Bower 1973).
Hess (1974), Gregg (1971), and Peterson (1974) all hy-
pothesize that television viewing for the elderly is a para-
social activity which allows isolated older persons to
maintain the illusion of living in a populated world.

Meyersohn (1961) suggests that a major effrct of tele-
vision is that it offers a convenient schedule for marking
off time. The unstructured day of many retired people
may be given meaning when it is organizeil around the
television program schedule (Davis 1973). This is borne
out by Schalinske's (1968) work that showed how rigid
and routine behavior patterns of many older subjects
found a focus in television program schedules. It has also
been observed that activities in senior citizen commu-
nities have had to be scheduled around favorite television
programs, especially daytime soap opera (Isenberg
1977).

Then, there is the function orfilling time. Cassata
(1967) claims' that viewing rises most with retirement
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because people simply have more time to view. "Killing
time," according to Robinson (1972), is the predominant
rationale for viewing. Robert Butler, director of the Na-
tional Institute on Aging (NIA), ob3erved that, "Tele-
vision is a way of killing time until it kills you." Finally,
Christensen and McWilliams (1967) suggested that tele-
vision is bepeficial for the dependent older viewer simply
because it is "doing something" as opposed .to "doing
nothing."

Both the functions of viewing and the viewing habits
of the elderly do appear to vary 'partially as a result of
activity level:Realth status, and losses which often attend'
the aging process (Wenner 1976). Viewing is clearly
'ore indiscriminate for the more isolated and widowed
populations than for those who are still married and
socially mobile. Furthermore, many older viewers ap-
pear to prefer programs which fill gaps left by the
isolation of old age. 'frank and Greenberg (1979), for
example, found that older women sought out television
programing which emphasized "family solidarity" or of-
fered "vicarious participation in a family."

Stereotyping and Underrepresentation

Television, through stereotypic characterizations,
tends to perpetuate myths of old age.. The "dirty old
man" and the little old ladyfrom Pasadena" have
earned places in storytelling repertoire. In the brief time
allowed to tell a story on television, itock characters are
useful because they do not have to be filled out as multi-
dimensional personalities. The audience is already famil-
iar with their characteristics, so time is not needed to
flesh them out. Stereotyped old women and men lack
dimension in television narratives because the story-
telling is made simpler (Davis 19750. Stereotypical
characterizations of old age do not reflect reality and are
often communicated all too dramatically by commercials
and character roles on television. The protrayal of older
people by the media, then, is among the most immediate
concerns of gerontologists (Carmichael 1976).

In one study, Mertz (1970) analyzed 519 television
programs to assess roles played by oider persons. He
found that not only were older people underrepresented,
but 82 percent of the elderl.,. role portrayals fell into
stereotypical characterizations.

The Mertz research confirms findings of other content
analysis studies. Hacker (1951) asserts that the lower the
status of a group, the lower the visibility of that group on
television. Further, when that group is visible, the less
favorable the image projected. Following the Mertz work
and again testing the Hacker assertion, Petersen (1973)
conducted a content analysis of television programing
and discovered an underrepresentation of older people in
programs when compared to their numbers in the real

population. Even though there are more older women
than men in our country, Petersen's study showed that
older women on television were greatly underrepresented
in comparison with older men. This underrepresentation
in Petersen's study suggesCs that a viewer could expect to
see an old man on prime time television every 22 minutes
and an old woman only every 4 to 5 hours. Arnaff (1974)
made an analysis of 2,741 characters in prime time net-
work television drama sampled between 1969 and 1971.
He found that old men outnumbered old women 3 to 1.
Such percentages reflect an apparent convicfion within
the television industry that interesting things happen
only to the young, especially men. .

Much of the subject matter in prime time programing
is action, violence, romance, and comedy. When the el-
derly appear in these program types, they are often
portrayed as victims or villains. Aronoff plotted.curves
showing the frequency of "good guys" and "bad guys" on
teleAsion aa,Vunction of age. These curves demonstrate
that the chat-ices of male villainy increase with age. The
young adult is most likely to be the "good guy" and, as
he ages, he moVes into the "bad guy" category. Female
characters fare even worse. Aronoff states:

In television drama, females age earlier and faster than males.
... But while most males in prime time drama fail because they
are evil, females fail just as they age. Elderly female characters
actuallY fail more often than they succeed. Aging in prime time
drama is thus associated with increasing evil, failure, and un-
happiness. In a world of generally positive portrayals and
happy akdings, only 40 percent of older male and even fewer
female chkacters are seen as successful, happy, and good.

In a 1974 study, Northcott directed a content analysis
of prime time drama where role portrayals lasted 2
minutes or longer. Of the 464 portrayals analyzed, only
seven, or 1.5 percent, appeared to be over 64 years of age.
Real-world statistics indicate that 11 percent of the pop-
ulation is over 64. Northcott summarizes his findings:

How then do the aged see themselves portrayed on television?
First of all, they see themselves represented only infrequently.
Second, when the aged do appear they tend to be seen in
contrast to the predominant attractive and often youthful
adults. . . . Third, the aged, similar to the young, tend to see

-themselves portrayed as suffering ipaore than the average share
of problems and relying for help`on the "competent" adult.
Finally, dialogue tends to negatively evaluate both youth and
age. In short, television idealizes vigor, competency, and attrac-
tiveness. It is undesirable to be either "too young" or "too old."

Harris and Feinbeti (1977) collected data on fre-
quency and type of characterization of the elderly on
programs selected_on a rSndom basis over a 6-week pe-
riod from among all 7 days Of the week, from 8 a.m. to
12 midnight over the three national networks. Older
characters were most often seen on comedy shows and on
news and talk programs. No romantic involvement what-
soever was described for characters over 60.
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Surprisingly, a respectable percentage of older charac-
ters were shown in moderate-to-high physical activity.
Images of older adults as physically active were also
found in Petersen's research. Kubey (1980) explains im-
ages of relatively high activity in old people on television
as the function of a "reversed stereotype:"

A reversed stereotype refers to older characters seen riding
motorcycles, performing modern dances with great abandon, or
referring to their prolific sex life. Such images are, of course,
intended to be comical because they conflict with strongly-held
stereotypes of lethargy and libido loss among the aged. . . .

Rei,ersed stereotypes probably do more harm than good because
the viewer understands that such images of the elderly
are meant as jokes and the true negative stereotype is thereby
reinforced

Not only in drama and situation comedy are older
ueople rarely seen. Levinson (1973), investigating the
population of children's television cartdons, found that
oniy 4 percent of the characters could be described as old.
Danowski (1975) analyzed game shows, a program type,
ironically, that frequently is indicated as a favorite of the
older viewing` audience. He found not only that older
people are rarely contestants but also that they are not
even in view when the camera pans the studio audience.
They are often seated in the rear of the audience.

Old characters tend to be portrayed in a manner that
reflects societal attitudes about age. As men age, they
often exhibit more authority and are esteemed by others.
Men, it seems, are permitted to age. Francher (1973)
notes that in some television roles the image of males is
enhanced by age: gray temples and a wrinkled face.
Aging women, however, are not so valued.

On the other)and, Peterion (1973) found in her study
that the majority of older characters were "active," "in
good health," and "independent." Older women are
often portrayed positively in soap opera programing (An-
sello 1978; Barton 1977; Downing 1974; Ramsdell
1973). These studies indicate that elderly women appear
more often in this gehre than in any other and that their
roles are stronger (that is, they are seen as more indepen-
dent and as being, sought-after advisers -to younger
women).

Harris and Feinberg (1977) have shown that the older
male enjoys an esteemed and authoritative position on
news and talk shows. Where the soap opera offers the
most positive characterization of older women, the seri-
ous news format presents the most positive character-
ization of the older male.

The most recent and comprehensive analysis of the
image of aging on television to date is the study by Gerb-
ner and his associates (Gerbner et al. 1979). This study
includes a content analysis of prime time programs for
the years 1969 through 1978.

Signorielli and Gerbner (1977) analyzed over 9,000
characters and found that only 3.7 pecent of major and
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minor characters were elderly (age 65 plus) and that they
were portrayed as comparatively unattractive and un-
happy. The authors also conclude that the image of the
elderly did not change significantly in the first 5 years of
the 1970s; more importantly, fewer elderly characters
were seen irileach of those years.

In studying personality characterization, the Gerbner
study (1979) found that older characters are more likely

16Te treated with disrespect and are less likely to play
serious roles. However, two positive characterizacions
did emerge from this cOntent aalysis: Loneliness among
the elderly is less common than among other age groups,
and most elderly characters are portrayed as useful.

Of most concern to Gerbner is the fact of under-
representation. The authors suggest that viewers are
likely to learn from television that old people are either
insignificant or disappearing. Viewers are also led to
believe that old people live alone, are not romantically
involved, are sexually inactive, are rigid and close-
minded, not bright or alert, and are inept and bumbling.
It is theorized thpt those who do not view television
heavily are less likely to reach these conclusions, since the
television world does not become part of their "reality
base." Let it be noted, however, that Gerbner's findings
and conclusions represent the most devastating attacks on
the television image of old people, and it should be recog-
nized that other researchers have been somewhat more
moderate in their assessment of the quality of this image.'

The Future: Promises and Hope

Commercial broadcasting ought not to knowingly al-
ienate a significant percentage of its viewers. FCC regu-
lations require that stations be operated in the public
interest, and, as the elderly are a major and growing part
of the public, their needs must be met by law.

In the last 3 years, hearings on age stereotyping in the
media have been held by the U.S. Senate Select Commit- '
tee on Aging of the House of Representatives (Age Ster-
eotyping and Television, September 8, 1977; Televised
Advertising and the Elderly, January 26, 1978; Media
Portrayal of the Elderly, April 26, 1980). Recommen-
dations on regulatory aetion have been deferred: As is so
often the case in communications issues, it is difficult to
determine when regulatory restraint might constitute
censorship.

Although research indicates little reason for optimism
about change toward more positive depictions of the el-
derly (Hess 1974; Schramm 1969), Davis (1980) has
noted improvements in prime time programing in the
numbers of older persons visible on the television screen
and in the increased willingness to confront issues of
aging as subject matter in all kinds of programs.



Changes in programing will occur as a result of the
growing elderly population and its growing purchasing
power. Changing demographics are slowly being
reflected in the new product lines of many major compa-
nits Who, for the first time, are realizing the value .of.
targeting older consumers. Ogilvie and Mather (1976),
for example, havtreported that people over 65 represent
a market in excess of 60 billion dollars and have the
second,highest per capita income of any age group `jthe
highest being the 45-64 year category).

We can expect, then, to see the most immediate im-
provements in television commercials where old people
have fared quite badly in the past (Doqiittle 1977; Harris
et al. 4975; Hemmiqg and Ellis 1976; Salmi and Palu-
binskas 1962). Harris and Feinberg (1977), for example,
found that older characters vic,wed in television commer-
cials were 10 times more likely to have a health problem
than were the other adult characters. More recently,
Jamieson (1978) reported that the number of old people
in commercials jumped from 3 percent 14.1 percent
between January and October of 1978. er this

\ trend will hold remains to be s
Historically, there have aays een some positive

\ characterizations of old peopl n television commercials.
) The advisory funotion of older people, especially w,omen,

for example, is noted as a positive characterization as are
the cases of older men exhibiting characteristics of au-
thority and wisdom, validating the genuineness of a
product (Hess 1978).

Advertzszng Age (1977) estimated that people over 50
spend 121 million doligfannually on hair shampoos and
conditioners. This remitted in the writing of special ad-
vertising copy to promote a product labeled "New Sea-
sons," the shampoo conditioner designed "to meet your
special needs'' if you are over 50. It is an unabashed pitch

-^ to the older market. ,

It should be remembered that television sells audiences
to advertisers and bases charges per thousand viewers
and on the age of those viewers. The cost is roughly $4
per thousand for the group over 60 years, and $10 to $12
per thousand for the group 18 to 49 (Davis 1980; Kubey
1980). Thus, even if a television program' receives good
ratings, it may be considered a failure if it is drawing an
older audience. It is debatable, however, whether the
older viewer should truly be considered a less eco-
nomically "valuable" audience member. Paul Kramer, a
research associate of CBS, has called for more research
into the marketing value of various age groups; he be-
lieves that the data currently used by the industry are 20
years old (Scott 1977).

In other programing, there are signs that the situation
is changing. Experienced and therefore "bankable" per-
formers are themselves aging. Aging and its con-
sequences, including death, are now stable fare for at
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least one segment of each dramatic and comedy series
.each season (Davis 1975a ; 1980).

Television will continue to grow in importance as an
environmental influence, and it will continue to kie a.
significant influence in the lives of older people. The
future aged, regardless of lifestyle, will continue to watch
television (Havighurst 1975). As industry and the tele-
vision medium attend to the demographic shifts in our
society, programing will reflect a new awareness. No
industry can afford to ignore potential customers.

Television as an Influence on Aging

Figures vary slightly, yet it is safe to say that almost 11
percent of the total population of the United States is age
05 or older. At the same time, the number and percentage
of old people are growing at a rapid rate. One might
expect the televirsion medium lc be more aware of old
people as their n6ibers grow. But is this the case? Tele-
vision, as has been seen, does not accurately reflect the
real world.

As a source for social models, television is often
thought to exert the most powerful influence of all mass
media. The National Council on Aging offers the posi-
tion that television is the channel through which elimi-
nation of ageist stereotyping must occur (Landres 1978).
Television is, after all, the single most impottant source
of information for most people (Roper 1979). If old peo-
ple are not visible on the television screen, and if their
presence is often a fanciful depiction of being old, then
what is the message to viewers, both old and those not yet
aged?

Shinar and Biber (1978) have shown that a ctitical
and negative image of aging is more likely to be held by
younger and older respondents than by those in midlife,
and it is these two groups who watch the most television.
Children, who experience a significant amount of ex-
posure to television in comparison with other activities,
have been found to harbor negative attitudes toward the
aged as early as age 8 (Hickey et al. 1968). Furthermore,
it is conceivable that television will have an even greater
impact on the future aged than on those who are cur-
rently elderly who were not raised with it as an early
environmental influence (Kubey 1980).

Unfortunately, the role of television in the adult social-
ization process has been left virtually unstudied. Com-
stock and his colleagues suggest that since television is a
primary source of information for old people especially,
it would have an appreciable influence on their values
and behaviors (Comstock et al. 1978). We know that
television can influence adult consumer and voting be-
havior and that it may have some bearing on adult mood
states (Gorney et al. 1977; Kubey 1978), but exactly how
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television operates as an agent of socialization in adults
is far from clear.

Although there have been an increasing number of
television dramas, documentaries and series dealing with
issues in aging, there is little evaluation research to meas-
ure the impact of these programs. Over Easy, howev,er,

the best known series, has generated some evaluative
research to measure its effectiveness (Keegan 1978). This
research has shown that the program often results in
increased awareness of community services and an in-
creased politicization of the viewers. An informal anal-
ysis of mail received indicated an increased level of
awareness with resultant advocacy stances on the part of
viewers.

Change of attitude toward the elderly was measured in
viewers who had seen one episode of another public
broadcasting series, Gettmg On, in 1976. According to
the survey, the program caused older people to feel better
about their peers; and most especially, it resulted in
younger people substantially revising their initial nega-
tive assessment of the elderly (Lieberman , Research
1977),

Young people's attitudes were aW found to have
changed significantly in a positive direction in research
conducted for the PBS Przme Time series in 1978 (Davis
and Fleisher 1979) with measures taken before and after
viewing one segment of the series.

Television is not the only instrument of change in our
society, but the emphasis on 'the supposed power of tele-

vision often leads to an assumption tbat it is the sole
determinant. Greenfield (1978) argues for a balanced ,
view of television's place as an instrument of societal
change, suggesting that other media indulge in content of
quality of the same level or lower than that of television.

*Calhoun (1978), for example, has made a careful histor-
ical study of the media's attention to the old in America
since 1945 and is impressed with television's con-
tribution, arguing that it has been superior and more
responsible than that of radio or film. Still, a principal
concern is that for some people, especially old people, the
only source of information and entertainment is tele-
vision.

Television has been charged with the responsibility for
the homogenization of our society. If this is so, it may be
due in part to the promulgation of established (and there-
fore comfortable) values in the creation of television pro-
gram content. The value systems promoted are mgre
often reflectioni of what exists or of cultural myths rather
than introductions of radical change (Davis 1978; 1980).
Those values repeatedly reinforced by television are self-
reliance, work, physical 6eauty, planning for the future,
and mastery over nature. Such precepts are, according to
Davis, "disadvantageous to the elderly, who, in general,
are dependent, have reduced or no markd value, are not
young and firm, have a limited future, and obviously
have not controlled nature."
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Television and Sexual Learning in 'Childhood

Elizabeth J. Roberts
Television Audience ASsessment, Inc.

Cambridge, Mass.

While no study has examined the impact of television

3 on a child's sexual learning per se, research indicates that
several characteristics of the medium and the messages

make it likely that television affects a child's sexual so-

. cialization: (1) the adult nature of most prtgraming chil-

dren watch; (2) children's limited access'a or experience

with countervailing information and/or ideas; (3) the
"realism" with which roles, relationships, and lifestyles

are portrayed; and (4) the overwhelming consistency of

the messages about sexuality that are communicated.
Aqhough children watch a lot of television,lmost of it

.of their own choosing, they are n o 1 the intended audience

of most programing. Because television is principally de-

signed for older audiences, programs frequently deal
with aspects of life which, in other environments, would

be considered off limits to the child, 'particularly the

many dimensions of sexuality.
Television view in , especially when it is uncontrolled,'

allows children to exp e, at least vicariously, ambigu-

ous and even "forbidd n" aspects of life. Given the
embarrassment, anxiety or even anger that may charac-

terize the respon adult to a child's sexual inquisi-
tiveness, television may seem to the child a relatively
secure environMent from which to glean insights.into the

meaning of sexuality in adult lift.
Furthermore, children have limited access to alterna-

tive sources of information which would enable them to

put television's messages into perspective. Adult viewers

are presumably sophisticated in the ways of the world,
cognizant of differences between reality and fantasy, and

aware of the commercial purposes of television. But for

the young viewer, the Content of televison is often far dif-

ferent from anything else in a limited life experience.

The hoy or girl who is still in the process of developing

cognitive and social skills may not adequately assess and

evaluate what is seen on television.

In areas related to sexualityspecifically those re-
lating to the meaning and context of erotic feelings and

behaviorsthis lack of alternative sourcespf information

is particularly pronounced. Even if the child or adoles-
cent were motivated to seek other attitudes, insights, or
information about sexuality, the paucity of available

sources would be a stumbling block. Most adulti Shun
discussion'of sexual topics. The well-worn pages of the
few juvenile books that do address the sexual interests

and concerns of young people highlight the lack of di-

verse, meaningful, and systematically avfilable literature
about sexual roles, relationships, behavior, and lifestyles.

Another characteristic of television programing is the

fact that the sexual values and attitudes are usually
presented in programs 'that seem remarkably "real."
While most of the obograms children watch are fictional,

time, money, and skill are spent by the programs' icre-
ators in locating the action in realistic settingsland por-
traying the actors in situations that sem); true to life.

Thus, televison's programs present "seethingly realistic

information about human relationships, about the con-

sequences of given 'behaviors and attitudeS, and about
appropriate emotional states that occur with or after
given events. The yealism of the sexual roles, relation:

ships. and lifestyles portrayed on television increases the

likelihood of social and emotional identificatiop on the

part of the child (Greenberg 1974).
Addingto television's potency as a sex educator is the

overwhelming consistency in Sexual i/alues and attitudes
communicated on entertainment programs. Televilion's
impact on a child's values or behaviors is rarely the result

of a specific scene or an individbal program. For the most

part, the impact of television occurs as a result of mes-

sages received from many programs over time. On tele-

vision today, most of the images of sexuillife are similar.

This underlying consistency, particulaiTy when there is
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enough variation around a central theme to permit the
isolation of a general rule or principle, makes it all the
more likely that a child will learn from what he or she
observes on television (Himmelweit and Bell 198d).

.From the perspective of, many mothers' and fathers,
television has loecome a more influential educator about
sexuality tharl teachers, ministers, physiciatv, or rtla-
fives. Parents even think that television-is more important
than peer communication in affecting their children's
learning about sexuality. In a report of parent-child
communicatjon about sexuality (Roberts et al. 1978),
about 50 percent of the ,1,400 mothers and fathers inter-
viewed stated that they thotIght their child learned-most
about sexuality from television.

This view was especially evident among parents who
were themselves the highest viewers of televison. A "high
viewer" was defined as watching between 27-35 hours a
week. These high viewers were frequently younger alibi
had less formal education than "low Niewen." Despite
this overwhelming recognition of television's impact on

. their children's sexual learning, most parern,s hd little
faith in the accuracy or reliability of television's sextial
content..Again, a far greater proportion of high television'
viewing parents than low viewers said they believed tele-
vision to be an accurate source of infodnation about sex-
uality for their child (Roberts 1980).

In families where one or both parents watched a lot of
television, viewing was commonly a family event, ard
there was some suggestion that parents who watched a
lot of television were less likely to tIalk with their child
about sexuality (Roberts 19801r ). Hoivever, so few parents
discuss sexual issues with the obild that it is difficult to
measure the relative importance of television viewing in
this process. In those families in which the mother
and/or father views between 4-6 hours of television each
day, there probably is not much opportunity for parents
and children to discuss anything, especially issues as
complex or value laden as those related to sexuality.
Thus, as television consumes family interaction time; it
limits opportunities for the child to,learn from the parelit.
In addition, parents who viewed a lot of television were
more likely (than low-viewing parents) to believe that
sexual issues should not be discussed oiltside the family,
in all likelihood further reducing their child's access to
"alternative sources of information and insight about sex-
uality (Roberts 1980).

In brief, the findings suggest that younger parents with
younger children and parents from lower social economic
groups with less formal education are likely to watch
more television than older parents or parents with a
college education. In the homes of these high viewers,
family life is characterized by more joint family viewing
time and less parent-child conversation about sexual is-
sues'. Conversations, if they do occur, often are prompted

by something seen on teletiision. These viewers are more
likely to see television as a medium which presents accu-
rate and reliable information about sexuality and to dis-
approve of discussing sexual issues outside of the family.

In light of this substantial evidenée regarding the po-
tential of television's impact on a child's sexual social-
ization, it is reasonable to concern ourselves with the
curricula being offered by this electronic sex educator.
Although there has been no comprehensive content anal-
ysis of television's-sexual content, there have been several
studies Which analyze television content tn various inter-
related and ,critical areas. Selected content analyses are
summarized in table 1. In the next *iection,.the findings
from these studies have been integrated and discussed
within the context of five dimensions of a child's sexual
learning.

Television's Sexiial Curricula

Most discussion of television's seitial content has fo-
cused on television's portrayal of "physically intimate
behavior", or the treatment qf a particular story or sexual
theme. Both on and off, the television screen, there is a
need to expand our understanding of sexuality. Human
sexuality is part of one's basic identity. It encompasses
our total sense of self as male Or female. It involttes
attitudes, values, 'feelings, and 'beliefs' about masculinity
and femininity. It includes how we feel about our phys-
ical selvesthe limits, the joys, and the embarrassments

0 of our bodie3. It is the integration of needs for. affiliation
ancP intimacy and expressions of love and affection, as
well as fears, fantasies, and decisions regarding erotic
conthictiefluman sexuality is.expressed in our full range
of interactions with others.

Just as it is difficult to separate sexuality from the r.est
of our lives, it is difficult to isolate television's sexual
content from the rest of programing. Sexuality on tele-
vision encompasses more than a special on adolescent
pregnancy, the double entendre of a variety show, or the
VD theme of a situation comedy. The themes, settings,
storylines, characterizations, and interpersonal dynamics
portrayed on television provide insight into what it
means to be a man or a woman in our society, hdw
affection and intimacy are expressed, how erotic conduct
fits into daily life, hoW men and women arrange their
personal and professional relationships, who is treated
with respect, who with disdain, what values are trivial,
and which areimportant.

To understand more fully thenature of television's
sexual messages and their possible impact on a child's
learning, five content areas relevant to sexual social-
ization are examined: gender roles; body images;
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Table 1

Selected Content Analyses

Research Study Sample

d. E Aronoff. Sex
Roles and Aging
on Television.
(unpublished
study) mentioned
in Journal of
Communication,
24(2), 1974,
p. 124.

L. J. Busby. Sex-
role research on
the mass media.
Journal of Com-
munication, 1975,
25(4); 107-131.

C. Cathey-Calvert,
Sexism on Ses-
ame Street: Out-
dated concepts in
a 'Progressive'
Program. Pitts-
burgh: Know, Inc.

C. Fer ndez-
eclIa' & Brad-
ley S. trenberg
with Fe e Kor-
zenny & C. K.
Atkin, Sexual in-
timacy and drug
use, in TV: series.
Journal of Com-
munication, 1978,
28(3), 30-37.

2,125 male and 749
female dramatic
(noncartoon)
characters in a
sample of prime
time television
programs

Commercial net-
work.programs
directed toward
children (sample
size not
available)

§-esame Street pro-
= gram #189

(chosen at ran-
*dom for analysis)

:r-

One episode each
of11976-1 977
prime time.and
Sat. amt. dra-
matic Series. 77
programs; 58
hours. Variey
shows, moiiies,
public affairk,
were excluded..

Major Variables

Age distribution of
characters

40 semantic differ-
ential items

Number of appear-
ances of male
and female char-
acters; role and
status of
characters.

"Explicit, insinuated
or endoreed"
acts of sexual ac-
tivity subcategor-
ized into (1) rape;
(2) homosexual
acts, (3) inter-
course between
marriage part-
ners; (4) inter-
course between
unmarried people;
(5) prostitution;
(6) other intimate
sexual behaviors.

Major Findings

The greatest percentage of women were between the ages of

24 and 30; the greatest percentage of men were between

42 and 46. The author concluded the "percentage of

women is highest in their twenties, and drops sharply when

they no longer fit the conventional romantic roles. Males are

more durable in'the world of television drama, which has

little use for the young and old of either sex."

of 40 items distinguished males from females at the

p<.025 level of significance. When compared to the fe- .

males, the males were: more ambitious, less affectionate,

less sensitive, more competitive, more adventuresome, 'more

of a realist, more knowledgeable, more violent, more inde-

pendent, more active, braver, stronger, more aggressive,
less emotional, more sturdy, more dominant, more logical,

more self-reliant, bolder, more individualistic, more outgoing,

more of a leader, more patient, more bossy.

When compared to the malesthe females were: less ambi-

tious, more affectionate,-more sensitive, less competitive,
less adventuresonie, more of a romantic, less knowledge-

able, less violent, less independent, less actiVe, less brave,

weaker, more submissive, more emotional, more fragile, less

dominant, less logical, more dependent on others, more%
timid, less individualistic, more of a homebody, te of a
follower, less patient,'Iess bossy.

The study is a narrative description of one Sesame Street pro-

gram highlighting the ways in which sex roles were por-
trayed: number of character appearances on program; 78

male and 35 female (including muppets, cartoons, adults,

children and disguised People).
Number of tharacter appearances with dialog: 56 male;

8 female.
Number of narrations: 4 male; 1 female.
Length of dialog: time in minutet and seconds:

pale: 32 min., 35 sec.
female: 4 min., 45.5 sec,

Two rnostolrequent categories were intercourse between un-

married partners which was Implied a total of 41 times and

behaviors related to prostitution whith appeared 28 times
(together accounting for 69% of all acts).

Table 1 contMues on next page.

affection, love and intimacy; inarriage and family life;

and erotic conduct.
While each area is addressed separately, each aspect of

sexual learning is interwoven with the others, both in the
fabric of everyday life and on television. Given this inter-

action, the areas need to be viewed as dimensions of the

- same topic.
It is also important to. keep in mind that the research

findings reviewed for this section were based on television

programs appearing over a 10-year timespan. Certainly,
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Table 1

. Selected Content Analyses (cont.)
Research Study Sample Major Variables Major Findings

Patricia C..Don-
nagher, Rita
Wicks Poulos,
Robert M. Liebert
& Emily S. David-
son, Race, sex
and social exam-,
ple: An analysis
of character por-
trayals on inter-
racial television
entertainment.
Psychological Re-
p or ts, 1976, 38,
3-14.

S. Franzblau, J. N.
Sprafkin, E. A.
Rubinstein, Sex
on TV: A Content
Analysis. Journal
of Communica-
tion, 1977, 27(2),
164-170.

Nine regularly
broadcast pro-
grams having
biracial represen-
tation with at
least one, male
and one female
portrayal were se-
lected; a total of
60 characters an-
alyzed from a
popl of- 139 net-
work prime time
television epi-
sodes represent-
ing 62 series;
May 29, 1974
July 9, 1974.

61 regular programs
aired between
8:00 p.m. and
11:00 p.m. by
threa major net
works during the
week beginning
October 11, 1975
(movies and spe-
cials were not
included).

Eight categories of
interpersonal and
self-control be-
haviors: aggres-
sion; altruism;
control of aggres-
sive impulses;
delay of gratifi-
cation/task per-
sistence; explain-
ing feelings of self
or others; repa-
ration of bad be-
havior; resistance
to temptation;
sympathy.

13 categories of
physical intimacy:
kissing; embrac-
ing; heterosexual
intercourse, ho-
mosexual behav-
ior; rape and
other sex crimes;
touching-aggres-
sive; touching-
nonaggressive;
flirting and se-
ductivensss; in-
nuendo (with
canned laughter);
innuendo (no
canned laughter);
atypical sex roles;
partner seeking.

Comparison of pro-
gram types (situ-
ation comedies,
variety ghows,
dramas, and
crime adventure).

Comparison of
family viewing
time vs. post-
farnily viewing
time.

there have been changes in television programs, and the
medium continues to change each season. Nevertheless,
many programing changes are superficial, and the un-
derlying reality of roles and values portrayed often re-
main stable over time. Also, television is the great recy-
cler; old movies and reruns of dramatic programs and
situation comedies abound, adding to the sameness of
values portrayed over time..

212

Males were portrayed as significahtly more aggressive than fe-
males; white characters tended to be portrayed as more ag-

, gressive than blacks.
For black characters, males tended to display more helping,

sharing, and cooperation than females, whereas for whites,
females tended to be portrayed as displaying more of these
altruistic behaviors than males.

Males exhibited gratification/task persistence more 'frequently
than females.

Blacks engaged in "explaining feelings of self or others" more
than whites; and females more than males.

For whites, female-characters engaged in the behavior "repa-
ration for bad behavior" more frequently than males;
whereas for blacks the reverse was true.

Females more than males were portrayed as resisting tempta-
tion to act in a way generally prohibited by society.

StThe physically intimate behaviors wth appeare most often
were kissing (3.74/hour), embracing (2.68/hour), aggressive
touching (5.48/hour), and nonaggressive touching (68.11/
hour); all other behavior appeared quite infrequently. Inter-
course, rape and homosexuality behavior had virtually no
behavioral appearance on the prime time programs ana-
lyzed; only 'verbal references to rape and other sex crimes
occurred. (With the exception of aggressive touching) all be-
haviors were predominately casual in intensity.

Programs aired from 8-9 p.m. showed significantly more non-
aggressive touching,(84.9/hour) than did those aired either
between 9-10 p.m. (55.63/hour) or 10-11 p.m. (58.06/
hour). For innuendos there was a tendency for more to
appear between either 9-10 p.m. (.4/hour) or 10-11 p.m.
(.36/hour).

Overt kissing appeared significantly more often on situation
comedies than on crime-adventure shows. Embracing also
appeared significantly more often on variety shows than in
situation comedies, crime adventure shows or dramas.

Gender Roles

The single most important aspect of a child's sexual
learning is the set Of messages childrenindeed all of
usreceive throughout life about "appropriate" mascu-
line and feminine attributes and roles. Our cultural ex-
pectations have been and still remain gender-specific;
and it is difficult to escape gender-specific influences on
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Table 1

Selected Content Analyses (cont.)

Research Study Sample Major Variables Major Findings

G. Gerbner. A pre-
liminary summary
of the special
analysis of tele-
vision content un-
dertaken for the
Projecf on
Human Sexual
Development.
.(Unpublished
paper), Annen-
berg School of
Communications,
University of
Pennsylvania.
March 1976,

G. Gerbner &
N. Signor*
Women and
minorities ih tele-
vision drama. An-
nenberg School
of Communica-
tions, University
of Pennsylvania,
1979.

B. S. Greenberg,
M. Richards, L.
Henderson, &
O. K Atkin.
Trends in sex role
portrayals on
television.
(Unpublished
study) January
1980.

Data obtained from
Cultural Indicators
television data ar-
chives-that con-
tain the annudlo
monitoring and
coding of prime
time and week-
end daytime net-
work dramatic
programing sam-
ples; 1,991
separate close
personal relation-
shipe analyzed.

1365 television
programs and,.
16,888 character
parts from
1969-1978. (One
week of prime
time and week-
end daytime in
the fall 1969
1978, as well as
spring samples in
1975 and 1976.)

Three seasons:
1975-76, 1976
77, 1977-78;
each season con-
tained from 60
79 television
hours'encom-
passing 80-90
different episodes
of fictional tele-
vision series. Ea-
ch season re-
sbarchers dealt
with the behav-
iors of more than
1000 speaking
televition charac-
ters (nonspeaking
characters were
omitted from all
analyses).

Nature of "close"
relations between
men and men;
women and
women; and
women and men.

Division of roles by
sex and ethnic
background.

Male/female inter-
actions; order
giving and sup-
port needs.

A

One out of three male leads intends to or has been married;

two oui of every three females are or get married.

47% of all close relationships on television are between men;

43% of relationships are between men and women; 10% of

relationships are between women.
Only one out of five family or romantic type relationships in-

volve partners working together.
Nearly one-third of close relationships involve conflict or vio-

lence; conflict between the sexes is almost as frequent as
conflict between males. Those who are romantically linked

have the most (48%) conflict and violence.

Men outnumber women three to one.
Black and Hispanics are underrepresented.
"Dominant social groups tend to be overrepresented and

over-endowed" while minorities have "less than their pro-
poltionate share el values and resources."

Women have 27% of all parts and 29% of major roles. Men

get 73% of all parts and 71% of lead roles.
Distorted picture of the poliulation's age spread: Only 27% of

real population but more than half of prime-time population

is between-25 and 45. Although people over 65 make up
11% of real population, this segment of sciciety is only rep-

resented at 2.2% of the characters in prime-amt.
Men'gave more orders on the average than did females in

each of the three seasons. Most regular context of Order

giving is from a male authority figure. Mates receive more
orders from other males than females; females get their

orders equivalently from men and women. Male-originated
orders were followed more frequently and proportionately
more often than were orders originating with females in

each of the 3 years.
In the situation comedy there is a parity between the sexes in

the rates with which they engage in order-giving behaviors.

Crime-adventure shows constitute a program type in which

there is virtually no equity between the sexes. Males give

more orders overall, more authority orders and more peer
orders. Males needed physical support significantly more so
than did females. Women needed ego support, psycholog-

ical support, and support in connection with their concern
for others significantly more than did the male television

characters. Women are more likely to request stipport than

are merf. Men are significantly more likely not to request
support in situations in which they might do so. Support

was given disproportionately to the females in all three sea-

sons, and given to females at khigher rate than males in

two of the three seasons.

Table 1 continues on next page.

our identity as sexual beings. One important element in
gender role learning is the way in which boys and girls

are segregatedphysically and psychologically. Phys-
ically, they are directed to play in different ways with
different toys and later are encouraged to participate in
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different school curricula (shoe or home economics) and

to consider different worktoles. More important, how-
ever, boys and girlsMen 'and womenare segregated
psycholoAically by having it reinforced that how one gen-
der behaves, the other should not. Even the terni "op-

r.



Table 1

Selected Content Analyses (cont.)
Research Study Sample . Major Variables Major Findings

L. Henderson, &
B. S. Greenberg,
Sax.typing of
common behav-
iors on televihion.
Aeport No. 11.
Unpublished
study, Depart-
ment of Commu-
nication, Michigan
State University,
August 1979..

158 network pro- .

grams aired dur-
ing two sampled
weeks in the falls
of 1975-76 and
1976-77; 115
prime time eve-
ning programs
and 43 Saturday
morning; 117.5
houri of tele-

. vision. The .
sanyle weeks
consisted of one
episode each of
all regularly
saheduled fic
tional series.
(Variety shows,
movies, specials
and public affairs
programs were
not included.)
2322 iharacters
with speaking
roles observed.

Two objectives:
study tei deter-
mine how broad
a set of common
everyday behav-
iors television
portrays; to what
extent the per-
formance of
those behaviors is
sex typed..

Twenty-one general
categories were
developed to en-
compass a broad
perspective of the
activities of a nor-
mal person's day
(e.g., housework,
food preparation,
games, yardwork,
and personal
groomiog.)

posite sex" implies this segregation. Thus, if girls can
cry, boys cannot; if men are competitive, women are not.

For the most part, television programs perpetuate this
notion, of men and women as opposites. Taken together,
the studies suggest that on television, men are stereo-
typically ambitious, competitve, smart, dominant, and
violent (Busby 1974; 1975). They think lOgically, are
seldom beset by strong emotions (unless it is anger) and
solve their own problems, usually without the help of
others. On the other hand, women on television tend to be
sensitive, romantic, warm, submissive, timid. They are
also more fair, wadable, happy, and peaceful. In a sense,
they are portrayed as "nicer people," being more liicely to
help, share, and cooperate with others, to sympathize and
explain their feelings to others, to repair damaged caused
to others, and to resist the temptation to break societal
rules (Donnagher et al. 1976). Females, however, are
less likely than males to accomplish tasks. They are often
impulsive, overemotional, unable to solve problems
their own or anyone else'sand usually depend upon
their father, husband,' colleague,nr boyfriend' to come 'up
with the solutions (United Methodist Women's Tele-
vision Monitoring Project 1'976). Furthermore, on tele-
vision, similarity between men and women seems to
breed conflict. A man and woman Who share similar

Of the total of 2,322 characters with speaking roles, 28%
were female; 72% were male.

Females were shown doing disproportionately more: entertain-
ing of others, preparing arid serving food, performing indoor
housework.

Females were displayed doing disproportionately less: driving,
participating in sports, using firearms, conducting business
on the phone, drinking and smoking.

personality traits or perform similar tasks are more likely
to have a relationship characterized by conflict and vio-
lence than are men and women with different person-
alities and roles (Phelps 1976b). For example, if a
woman on television is nurturant and a man indepen-
dent, their relationship is more likely to be peaceful than
if both are independent.

This segregation of the sexes on television is not a
matter of "separate but equal." In a variety of ways,
males dominate the prime time television screen. One
might logically expect'television's world to reflect the real
world's sex drstribution, approximately 50 percent male,
50 percent female. However, on television, males have
occupied between 66 percent and 75 percent of all tele-
vision roles for the past 25 years (Gerbner 1972; Head
1954; Tedesco 1974). In action-adventure program's the
percentages are even more inflated, with 85 peicent of
the principal character,Inale. Networks apparently have
assumed that audience size will be maximized by shoVi-
ing mostly males. However, studies of both children and
.adults suggest that female viewers prefer' to watch female
characters (SP"fafkin and Liebert 1978). Increased aware-
ness Of these audience preferences may have led to the
slight increase evident in the number of female characters
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Table 1

Selected Content Analyses (cont.)

Research Study Sample Major Variables Major Findings

J. Lemon, Women
and Blacks on
Prime Time
Televiiion: An
Analysis of Domi-
nance Patterns.
Journal of Com-
munication,
Autumn 1977.

All crime dramas
and situation
comedies broad-
cast during prime
time, as listed
from a March
1975, TV Guide
(March 18-31,
1975).

2 major indexes:
(1) An intersex (or

interrace) index
characterized
pertrayals of two
party interactions
between men and
women (or blacks
and whites) as
those dominated
by men, domina-
ted by women, or
equalitarian (also
dominated black,
white or equali-
tarian).

(2) total number of
appearances,
both in intrasex
and intrarace as
well as intersex
and interrace in-
teractions. The
total appearance
index contrasts
the number of
times someone of
a particular race
or sex is por-
.trayed as domi-
nant, dominated,
or as equal with
the total number
of times someone
of that race or
sex has been an
interaction pat-
ticipant.'

Men ere mOra frequent participants in interactions and are
dominant much more often than women.

Situation comedies offered more favorable portrayals of both
women and blacks than did crime dtamas.

The sitcom, which deals with family situations, interpersonal
programs, and casual plot lines seem to lend themselves to
egalitarian interactions and offer more favorable portrayals
of Women arid blacks,than the crime dramas which are
dominated by white males and usualif restrict women to
roles peripheral to an action-oriented plot line.

Occupational status was not relevant to the majority of inter-
actions, and was relevant much more often for men than for
women. Once relevant, men were usually of high social sta-
tus and women were usually of low social status.

Table 1 contlnyee on next page.

portrayed in action-adventure and dramatic programs in

the past few seasoT.
In'several new programs, women. do difficult and dar-

Mg jobs and embody many of the demographic character-
istics of the "modern American women." The "new"
television heroine may be single (usually, divorced), em-.

ployed outside the home (often in glamorous or danger-
ous jobs), and may evidence some sophistication about
the world. These female characters, however, are still the
minority of women .on television, and many television
critics have pointed out that such shows simply serve to

illustrate bow the traditional roles are "ciished up in new
gdises" (Himmelweit and Bell 1980). In these programs,
the leading female character loses her cool more rapidly
than male colleagues, depends on men for advice and
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directions, gets more emotionally involv.ed, and evokes
more concern for her safety. In subtle ways, television has
managed to exploit women and yet contain the feminist
movement; too often, such programs merely repeat
'the sexual stereotype prevalent in most other television
programing.

While the majority of studies have concentrated on the
portrayal of women on television, role stereotyping is
present itt the portrayal of male characters as well. Al-

ways in control, coolly planning, emotionally uninvolved,
the man is rarely seen exhibiting other human traits such
as vulnerability, ndrturance, dr emotional. expressive-
ness. However callods his character, the televisioh male
has the traits necessary to help him succeedin the
board room or the bedroom.

2
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Selected Content Analyses (cont.)

Research Study Sample Major Variables Major Findings

M. L. Long and
R. J. Simon. The
Roles and Sta-
tuses of Women
on Children and
_Family TV Pro-
grams. Journa-
lism Quarterly,
Spring 1974,
pp. 107-1104

L. Z. McArthur and
S. V. Eisen. Tele-
vision and Sex-
Role Stereo-
typing. Brandeis

oUniversity,
Waltham, MA.
Unpublished,
copyrighted.

22 television pro-
grams aired on
Saturday morning
and late weekday
af ter noons,
March and April
1972 (shows that
had no adult fe-
male characters
and musical vari-
ety programs
were excluded).

22 programs aired
on the three
major networks
between 8:00
am-12:00 noon
on 3 Saturday
mornings in July,
1974; 110 central
characters

a) arnount of time
wcimen appeared
on screen; b) the
statuses women
maintained and
roles they per-
forn ed; c) the
natuil of male/
female interac-
tions; d) physical
characteristics of
the characters
and their concern
with appearance.

Activity (problem
solving, teaching,
cognizance, artis-
tic, other activity;
Social Behavior
including concor-
dant (affiliation,
compliance, suc-
corance, cooper-
ation, politeness,
sharing); Autono-
mous (initiative,
making deci-
sions); Aggressive
(physically, ver-
bally): Emotions

.(happiness, sad-
ness, anger, lik-
ing, bravery,
fear); Pyscal
State ( pear-
ance, bo ,

brains); Role
(familiar, friend-
ship, hero,
homemaker,
occupational,
supernatural,
villain); and Con-
sequences
(material, psycho-
logical)

Television communicates countless messages to young
people about what it means 63 be ,a man or woman in
society: For the child, the pervasiveness of stereotyped
images and the physical and psychological segregation of
the sexes on television may imply that not only are these
stereotyped and one-dimensional gender roles the pre-
vailing ones but that there are no alternatives.

34 females appeared in 22 programs.
None of the married women worked at jobs outside the home

and of the single women who did only two occupied poSi-
tions of prestige and authority. 12 of the 14 married women
are shown in positions of deference to their husbands.

30 of the 34 women are thin, tail, attractive and nicely
dressed. Women are referred to as girls, while men are men
unless they are,im fact boys. All of the unmarried women
spend much of their time trying to attract a man.

Women were usually portrayed as silly, overemotional and de-
pendent on husbands and boyfriends.

Men often occupied roles of prestige and leadership. They are
portrayed facing the challenges and triumphs of the outside
world. They are shown as capable, strong and intelligent.
On comedy programs they tend to be shown as stupid and
bungling.

32% female; 78% male.
Females were more often than males presented in terms of

their relation to other people, in a "friendship role" and in a
housewife role; males on the other hand were more often
cast in an occupational role.

Males more often than females displayed problem solving,
outdooractivity, discordant social behavior, autonomy sad-
ness and a negative bodily state. Males were significantly
more likely than females to receive consequences of any
kind (except approval from other).

Aggressive and autonomous social behavior were more com-
mon for males than -females, concordant sociai behaviors
were more common among females.

Physical stale of a positive appearance tended to be more
common for females than males.

if

Body Image

Learning to view nur bodies as.a source of pride,
pleasure, and satisfiction or a source of embarrassmpt,
shame, or guilt also contributes importantly to our feel-
ings about ourselves as sexual women or nien.,On tele-
vision (and in most of society), body learning is closely
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Selected Content Analyses (cont.)

Research Study Sample Major Variables Major Findings

J. C. McNeil. Femi-.
nism, Femininity,
and the Television
Series: A Content
Analysis, Journal
ot Broadcasting,
19(3), 1975,
pp. 259-271.

National Organiza-
tion for Women,
National Capital
Area Chapter.
Women in the
Wasteland Fight
Back: A Report
on the Image of
Women Portrayed
in TV Program-
ming, 1972.

43 prime time fic-
tional format
series programs
(one network/
week for three
weeks during
March, 1973) (28
first runs; 15 re-
runs); data were
obtained for 279
characters.having
major, submajor
or supporting
roles in the epi-
sode viewed.

Summer 1972 com-
posite week of
programming
monitored from
7:00 a.m. to
1;00 a.m.

34 items included
data relative to
character's sex
role, marital and
parental status,
employment,
major problems,
and primary rela-
tionships; focus

A haracter ac-
n; presence of

explicitly feminist
characters or is-
sues; identifica-
tion of household
tasks performed,

. end orders, per-
.missip5is and
titles cf respect
used in jolo situ-
ations.

Actual numbers of
males and fe-
males; incidence
of their appear-
ances, race, age,
occupations and
nature of partici-
pation by males
and females, also
some information
on issues dis-
cussed.

Males outnumbered females by more than two to one overall;
by almost three to one in dramas; fewer females than males
appeared in every drama category, and in every comedy
catedory except "title" and "supporting/single episode."

Marital and parental status of females are more often appar-
ent. Among males, 46% had an indeterminate marital' sta-
tus and 53% an indeterminate parental status; for femaleg,
the figu'res were 11% and 19% respectively. Among major
characters % of females and only Y2 of males were or had
been Married.

72% of males and 44% of females were gainfully employed.
Among married characters, the percentage for males rose
to 78%, while for females it fell to 21%.

TV men's occupations tended to concentrate in fields which
carry high prestige; females worked under significantly
closer supervision and had far less authority. 56% of em-
ployed females and 33% of employed males we'',
supervised-90% of them solely by males. In no instance
did a female 'exercise direct legitimate authority over an
adult male.

The 91 problems faced by women, had a more personal focus
(family, marital, romantic conflicts constituted 35% of wom-
en's problems and only 18% of men's) than the 212 faced
by men. A significantly higher percentage of females (64%)
than of males (32%) focused on home/family/personal. re-
lationships, while a significantly higher percentage of males
(39%) than of females (15%) focused on profession/job.

70% of all characters in dramatic prbgramming and variety
shows were male; approximately 34 of all secondary charac-
ters were male. (Proportionately more females were second-
ary characters than major characters.) 40% of all males
were over 40; but only 15% of women fell into this age
Category.

Only 21% of characters with occupational roles were female;

most females were depicted as dependent, helpless and
emotionally unstable.

Table 1 continues on ne t page.
related to geader role le rning. In general, the emphasis
for males is on strengt , performance, and skill devel-
opment"what can body do?" The emphasis for
females is on attrac ness and desirability"how do I
look?" Eighty-five percent of women oh television are
under 40 (National Organization for Women 1972). In
addition to being young, most women on television are
attractive, well-groomed, and fashionably dressed (Long
and Simon 1974). While male roles seldom are limited by
an actor's wrinkles, baldness, or other cosmetiC signs of
aging, few women have significant leads on television
once they no longer fit the conventional youthful, roman-
tic roles (Aronoff 1974), The average age of a television
female is nearly 10 years younger than a male (Aronoff
1974). The elderly (over 65) on television have been
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identified as more tha.n 90 percent male (Petersen 1973).
Older women are praciically invisible on television, and
those that do exist are quite likely to fall or to be hurt or
killed. The elderly man or woman on television is usually
cast as a comic character, treated with disrespect, and
portrayed as stubbor*, eccentric, foolish, and "asexual"
(Signorielli and Gerbner 1977).

In recent years, there has been particular concern
about the portrayal of women's bodies on television. Fe-
male television characters are far more likely than males
to use their bodies seductively (Silverinan et al..1979).
Many critics point to storylines and s ttin at require
revealing or erotically enticing female ostumes, or to
camera angles that dwell on specific aspects of a woman's
body. Such treatment not only casts women as "sex ob-
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Selected Content Analyses (cont.)
Research Study Sample Major Variables Major Findings

J. F. Seggar. Imag-
ery of Women in
Television Drama:
1974. Journal of
Broadcasting,
19:3, 1975.

Using quota and
random sampling
techniques, ap-
proximately 50%
of aH TV dramas
were observed
between 3:30
p.m. and 11:00
p.m. daily, Mon-
day through
Saturday, for five
consecutive
weeks, February
4 through March
9, 1974. The uni-
verse of content
for study was de-
fined as those
variety and dra-
matic entertain-
ment programs
which depicted
people interacting
in modern set-
tings. Excluded
from analysis
were cartoons,
commercials,
news programs,
quiz programs,
historical west-
erns, sports
events and talk
shows.

Portrayal (appear-
ance of a person
on screen suffici-
ently long to sex
type them and
record their ap-
pearance); role
significance (clas-
sification cif TV
portrayal as
major, support-
ting, minor and
bit partnon-
speaking); ethnic
status; marital
status; photo-
graphic reference
(special attention
given by the ca-
meraman to parts
of the female
anatomy); attrac-
tivenesi (beauti-
ful, attractive,
ordinary, ugly):
dress (well
dressed, ordinary
or poor); location
(e.g., living room,
kitchen, etc.);
dominance/sub-
ordination;Occu-
pational status;
attitudes towards
work; compe-
tence; wealth.

jects" but communicates that men are only interested in
women for theLerotic potential. While male characters
are allowed wM: latitude in terms of physical appear-
ance, they, too, are frequently typecast, particularly on
action-adventure programs. In these shows, the prize
(fame, money, or a woman) Usually goes to the strongest,
swiftest, and toughest man. A predominant way of
demonstrating such attitudes is through the use of male
bodies in physical violence and combat. Police officers
and detectives on television are latter-day gladiators, re-
quired 'to prove their physical prowess (and their im-
portance) over and over again.

Affection, Love, and intimacy

As social beings, we communicate and receive many
messages about our needs for affection and affiliation.

Analysis of female portrayals: 9% major roles; 11% support-
ing; 15% minor; 65% bit parts. 85% white, 9% black; 6%
other minority groups. Majority of females (57%) catego-
rized as beautiful/attractive and only 3% were ugly. More
than a third (38%) of women'were dressed better than the
ordinary. Of the 199 roles in which females were interacting
with males, 33% of females were found in the interaction
pattern to be superordinate (telling, commanding, giving or-
ders, directing, or counselling),43% were shown equal to
male counterparts and 24% were found to be subordinate.

36% of females were shown as performing some clearly ob-
servable occupational task. Five most frequently shown oc-
cupations: housewife, secretary/receptionIst, police related,
studenis, nurses.

Females portrayed significantly less in 1) occupation& roles
generally, 2) in profession& roles specifically. Females por-
trayed 3) as less competent than males in performance of
tasks and 4) were more likely to be dominated by males
during interaction. The females were also 5) more likely to
be shown as married 6) more fJahionably dressed and 7)
better off financially than their male counterparts.

Through verbal and nonverbal communication, children
learn how, when, and with whom it is appropriate to
share intimate thoughts and feelings. Once again, this
learning is different for males and females. Girls, more
than boys, are encouraged to express affection through
hugging, touching, nurturing, and caretaking behavior.
Indeed, males are often discouraged from kissing, hug-
ging, being gentle or nurturant;or asking for comfort and
help. This learning takes place informally and inci-
dentally, as boys and girls observed how affection and
love are shared, who is allowed to cry, and who can ask
for help.

The majority of "close relationships" on television are
between partners Alto work together (Gerbner 1976). In
these televised relationships, however, one is struck by
the lack of genuine intimacy-7-particularly on dramatic
or action-adventure prOgrams. Although the heroes and
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Selected Content Analyses (cont.)

Research Study Sample Major Variables Major Findings

L. T. Silverman,
J. N. Spralkin
and E. A. Rubin-
stein. Physical
Contact and Sex-
ual Behavior on
Prime-Time TV.
Journal of Com-
munication,
Winter 1979,
pp. 33-43.

64 programs sam-
pled as represen-
tative of prime
time 1977-78
regularly sched-
uled programs,
movies and spe-
tials aired be-
tween 8:00 and
11:00 p.m. by the
three major net-
works during one
randomly select-
ed week begin-
ning Wednesday,
06tober 19,1977
in New York City
area (excluding a
two hour sports
telecast and com-
mercials).

23 categories of be-
havior ranging
from casual inter-
personal touching
(e.g., ritualistic,
accidental, sup-
portive) to more
intimate contacts
and references
(e.g., affectionate
touching, kissing,
sexual innuendo)
to "social
discouraged"
sexual practices
(e.g., homo-
sexuality, pros-
titution, trans-
sexualism) were
coded and further
categorized by
physical, verbal
and implied
modes of
presentation.

Characters coded
for: sex, race,
age, marital sta-
tus,.occupation,
and centrality to
the plot.

There were no overt physical portrayals of intercourse wit-
nessed during the sample week; however, contextual impli-
cations that sexual intercourse had happened or was about
to happen occurred a total of 15 times (slight increase over
1975 sample).

Variety shows, situation comedies, and rpovies/specials all
contained eignificantly more "ritualistic touching" than did
dramas.

Physical suggestiveness occurred significantly more in variety
shows than in all other program types. Variety shows also
contained the largest number of explicit verbal references to
heterosexual intercourse. Verbal suggestiveness (innuendo)
was presented significantly more often on situation come-
dies than on crime/adventure programs. Tendency for
"contextually implied" sexual intercourse to occur most
often in movies/specials.

8:00 p.m. programs contained significantly more ritualistic and
accidental touching per hour than those aired at 9:00 p.m.
and 10:00 p.m.

Sexual behaviors which are socially unacceptable due to the
choice of an inappropriate partner occurred five times as
frequently between 9:00 and 11:00 p.m. (nearly one every
programming hour) as between 8:00 and 9:00 p.m. (one in
every 5 programming hours).

Distribution of characters: 56% white males, 27% white fe-
males, 6% black males, 5% black females, 5% nonblack
minority males; 1% nonblack minority females.

Flirtatious behaviors (physical suggestiveness) quadrupled in
frequency from 1975; sexual innuendos increased more
than five fold from the earlier analysis; sexual intercourse
was never contextually implied in the 1975 program sample,

and in 1977 such cues appeared fifteen times during the
study week (of course, intercourse was never shown on TV)

Females in programs were more likely than the males to act
seductively; while the males were more likely than the fe-
males to be aggressive.

Table 1 continues on next page.

heroines are portrayed as leading exciting and rewarding
professional lives, they appear to endure austere private
lives, lacking in physical or verbal expressions of tender-
ness (Franzblau et al. 1977).

Because television programs tend to portray men and
women as opposites and because women are most fre-
quently cast as affectionate, romantic, and vulnerable, it
is difficult for males to demonstrate these aspects of their
humanity, especiilly in television drama. Men are less
likely than women to kiss, hug, or affectionately touch
another television characterman, woman, or child. For
a male to ask for. help, cry in frustration , or unabashedly
hug a friend, spouse, or even a child, he must be cast in

a comedy role. One study (Franzblau et al. 1977) re-
vealed that displays of affection, such as kissing, hugging
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or embracing, appear more often in situation comedies
than crime-adventure or dramatic shows.

The image of intimate and affectionate relationships
portrayed on television is indeed limited. Women, pri-
marily concerned with attracting men, are often cast in
competition with other women, making close, affection-
ate and warm relationships between them unlikely. Men,

cast as all-knowing, competitive, and aggressive, seldom
share their need for affection or their intimate feelings
with anyone. Affectionate interchanges, generally limited
to situation comedies, are deemed irrelevant and in-
appropriate to the "real world"the man's world of
action ahd drama (Franzblzu 1979). And even indirect
verbal statements about intimacy are rarely heard on
these programs.
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S. H. Sternglanz
and L. A. Serbin.
Sex Role Stereo-
typing in Chil-
dren's Television
Programs.
Developmental
Psychology. .
1975, 10(5),
pp. 710-715.

10 popular (accord-
ing to Nielsen ra-
tings).commer-
cially produced ,

children's tele-
vision programs
from the 1971-
1972 television
season. (A pro-
gran( was in-
cluded in the
analysis if it regu-
larly contained at
least one male
and one female
character.)

Marriage and Family

'

Character's behav-
ior, importance in
the plot, and
"goodness or
badness."

Categories of be-
havior:.activity,
achievement-
construction,
dominance, ag-
gression, defer-.
rence, autonomy,
harm avoidance,
succorance, nur-
turance, magic,
recognition, self-
recognition.

In addition, when-
ever a character
performed a be-
havior, the con-
sequence of that
behavior was
scored as either
'positive, negative
or neutral.

The pattern and meaning of our close relationships
and our expressions of intimacy are often communicated
through the ways in which we learn to arrange, integrate,
and manage our lives. Family patterns and lifestyles
decisions to get mafried, to remain single, to live alone or
with friendsto balance work and family responsi-
bilitiesare related to personal and/or social views of
acceptable sexual roles and relationships. For many
Americans today, this aspect of sexuality, especially the
balance of worliand family responsibilities, is being seri-
ously examined. With increasing numbers of women en-
tering the paid labor force, men, women, and children
alike are struggling to find new ways to structure family
roles and responsibilities.

Television programing seldom portrays the joys and
difficulties inherent in *these lifestyle changes. In fact,
most television does not reflect these.changes at all. On
television, marriage and family life are of concern pri-
marily in females (McNeill 1975). While divorce is a
more common occurrence on television than it was .a
decade ago, most women on television still are married;
if single, widowed, or divorced, they are usually preoccu-
pied with "getting a man." Few television characters
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33% female; 67% male
67 good'males and 25 bad rriles vs. 43 good females and 2

bad females.
'Males 'were significantly more likely to be shown as aggres-

sive, constructive and succorant. Females were significantly
more likely to be shown as deferent and as being punished
for displaying a high level of activity.

More females (16%) than male characters (4%) used magic.

have children; over 90 percent of television characters
have no`, children (Phelps 1976a ). If a woman is a
mother: she is even less likely to have a life outside her
family. While family life is portrayed as a woman's do-
main, she seldom enjoys authority within her home.
Preoccupied with cooking, cleaning, and childcare, she
relegates most authority and responsibility to male char-
acters. Any exception to this rule, i.e., the successful
working woman character, usually mit pay a price for
the "deviation" by having problems in her personal re-
lationships with lover, husband, or child. For most fe-
male characters, financial stability is generally achieved
by marriage or family background, rather than by work.
On those few occasions where a woman's wealth was
achieved by work, it was usually gained at the expense of
happiness (Himmelweit and Bell 1980).

Such a picture is in striking contrast to the male life-
styles portrayed. For men, the important world is outside
the home. Male characters rarely have much of a per-
sonal life, and family must take a second place to the
more rewarding demands of a job. Television programs
frequently do not even tell us the marital status of male
characters. One study found the viewer cOnld not tell if
46 percent of men were married, compared to I I percent
of the women; and could not identify if 53 percent of the



Table 1

Selected Content Analyses (cont.)

Research Study Sample Major Variables Major Findings

United States Com-
mission on Civil
Rights. Window
Dresstng on the
Set: Women end
Minorities in Tele-
vision. August
1977.

Data used in this
analysis obtained
from the Cultural
Indicators Re-
search Project
conducted by the
Annenberg
School of Corn-
municatiOns,
University of
Pennsylvania.
Sample consisted
of network dra-
matic programs
broadcast be-
tween 8:00 p.m.
and 1 1:00 p.m.
and children's
dramatic (non-
cartoon) pro-
grams broadcast
on Saturdays.
One week of pro-

Ajramming during
'the fall season
was videotaped
and coded for
each year of the
sample. (1969
1974). Characters
must have played
a speaking role in
order to be
included in
analysis.

Total number of
major and minor
characters in the
six year sample
was 5,624.

Sex, race, age, eco-
nomic, occupa-
tional, and
parental status;
as well as their
perceived
goodness.

White males constituted 65.3%; white females constituted
23.8%; nonwhite males, 8.6%; and nonwhite females,
2.3%.

White males were older than all other characters; 34.3% were
coded as 41-60 years of age. (Only 19.8% of the white fe-
males and 13.7% of both the nonwhite males and the non-
white females were 41-60.) Females predominated in the
21-30 year old group. Almoet half of 'the nonwhite females
and more than one-third of thewhite females were catego-
rized in this age group.

The television male is not family bound. Two-thirds of the
white male and three-quarters of the nonwhite male major
characters were not depicted as husbands. In contrast,
50,2% of all white female and 45% of ell nonwhite female
major characters were portrayed as wives.

Only 6.8% of all characters had children. Data on parental
status of cheracters first collected in 1972.

Generally television presents a middleclass world in which
characters are more likely to be rich than poor. In tact, pov-
erty is virtually ignored.

Presentation of women as wives and mothers is reinforced in
the data on occupational portrayals. Over half of the white

(57%) and noniihite (53.4%) female characters could not
be identified in an occupational role, whereas 69% of the
white males and 60% of the nonwhite males could be so
identified. Those females who could be identified were most
irequently portrayed in business, health and education;
three fields in which women have traditionally held secre-
tarial, nursing and teaching positions.

men were parents, compared to 19 percent of the women.
Also, less than 20 percent of male interactions have been
fottnd to focus on marital or family relationships (Mc-
Neill 1975). However, among those television characters
whose marital status we do know, men appear more
successful than women, even at their marriages; men on
television are less likely than women on television to be
divorced (Silverman et al. 1978). As noted earlier, the
vast majority of males on television are portrayed as
strong, adventuresome, and independent. An exception to
this stereotype is the television husband-father (often

portrayed in the situation 'comedy format); unlike his
male peers in the action-adventure shows, he is fre-
quently characterized as inept and bungling.
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One message for the child viewer, then, is that for
women, marriage is an all-consuming lifestyle. Women
who deviate from this lifestyle risk their happiness and
jeopardize the well-being of their loved ones. For men,
marriage and family may be seen as largely irrelevant or
a lifestyle to which the less able and the ineffectual are
relegate0

Erotic Conduct

An effort to expand the notion of sexuality on tele-
vision should not downplay or eliminate the topic which
is most often thought of when discussing "sex on televi-
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sion"that is, erotic conduct. How and when young
children learn to identify certain modes of conduct as
"sexy" or erotic is still a process not clearly understood,
but what each of us karns to define as arousing or erotic
certainly influences the way in which we interpret the
multitude of, signals in our society related to sexual
behavior.

There are few, if any, visual portrayals of explicit
erotic activity on commercial television programing.
There are, however, numerous cues for the viewer about
the events that presumably will happen or have hap-
pened off screen. In the past several years, there Has been
a Marked increase in the frequency of such "cues," and
today's television audience is increasingly "teased" by
flirtatious behavior, subtle and indirect verbal references
to sex (innuendo), and implied intercourse.

When erotic/ actiitity is implied on television, it fre-
quently is linked with violence. For example, most verbal
references to sex in action-adventure or dramatic pro-
grams result from the discussion of' rape or other sex
crimes (Franzhlau et al. 1977). Most references to inter-
course on televisionwhether verbally insinuated or con-
textually implied, occur between unmarried partners
(five times as often as between married couples); refer-
ences to intercourse with prostitutes come in second. To-
gether, these account for almost 70 percent of all allusion
to intercourse on primetime television programs. When
not prostitutes or victims of sex crimes, women characters
use their eroticism to entrap men:For prostitute or police
woman, sex is a major vehicle for women in achieving
their goals (Himmelweit and Bell 1980). Erotic rela-
tionships are seldon seen (or discussed) between people
in the context of w,arm, loving:stable relations4ips.

Contraceptive responsibility seems to be a "nonissue"
on most television programs, and pregnancy or venereal
disease is often used as lie punishment for sexual activity
by the "wrong people"people who are too young, too
old, too poor, too ugly, etc.

Television's attitudes toward the erotic dimension of
sexuality are seldom direct or clear. Its messages are
cloaked increasingly in subtle innuendo and provocative
flirtation. Sex is treated as a prelude to, or context for,
violence or is viewed as an aspect of life to be treated with
nervous laughter. On situation comedies and variety
shows, characters touch, kiss, embrace, and through se-
ductive innuendo and flirtation suggest sexual intimacy;
these suggestive messages are usually acCompanied by
canned laughter and laugh cards to make certain the
humor is not missed.

Television prescribes and manipulates how the audi-
ence interprets even the most subtle of teleVision's sexual
remarks. In fact, it probably helps them to think of those
remarks as suggestive or "sexy" in the first place. Tele-
vision tells the child viewer over and over that human-

,

sexuality equals sexiness. and that sexiness is an accept-
able subject if it is cloaked in humor or ridicule oiftviewed
as harsh, hurtful, or criminal part of life (Franzblau
et al. 1979).

Implications

Our Concern with television's sexual curricula is of
more than speculative interest. At the simplest level, one
implication of tht research is clear: Television is a sex
educator of our children and a potentially powerful one.
Contemporary television entertainment is saturated with
sexual lessons, lessons which are likely to have an impact
on young viewers' sexual development and behavior.

But what are the further implications? Some critics.ihave damned the mediu d called for the removal of
"sex on television." But te ion's sexual messages are
not separable from the rest dkprograming. Television
does and must deal with issues ol sexuality. Thei.e issues
are central to understanding humanity, and they are at
the core of human comedy and drama.

Other organized attempts seek ways to "improve" tele-
vision's cckntent. Such efforts have had little overall int=
pact on the sexual content of television programing.

diven the highly centralized nature of television pro-
graming, even desifed changes is television's sexual con-,
tent pre unlikely to be suited to the needs and desires of
all' American children and their families at all times.
This is not to deny the responsibility of the broadcast
medium to our youth but to suggest that, in addition to
seeking ways to make the broadcast medium more aware
of and responsive to the public interest, alternative ways
must be sought if we are to improve the conditions of a
child's sexual learning from television.

Over the years, there have been studies examining the
ways in which, and extent to which, parents interact with
their children's television viewing. These studies con-
clude that parents can effectively intervene by controlling
the amount of time children watch television, by
influencing content choices, and by mediating learning
and performance of behaviors learned from television.
Drawing attention to important content, making evalu-
ativecomments,.and defining the terms or elaborating on
concepts can all affect what the child learns from tele-
vision. Unfortunately, despite these opportunities, most
parems do not control their children's viewing patterns
(Greenberg.et'al. 1972). Recently, however, there have
been attempts in the form of model programs to encour-
age parents to take a niore thoughtful a'nd active role in
their children's television viewing. Given the evidence
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that Parental involvement can mediate television's effects,
such programs ought to be expanded and supported.

Finallysince television-is likely to be most influential
when alternative sources of information are absent, the
most significant way of countering television's influence
on xxual learning is to provide other opportunities for .

understanding sexuality. Teachers, pediatricians, sccub
leaders, ministers, and, most importantly, parents should
all be encouraged to bring issues related to human s u-

ality otit from ".under the rug" and to open avenues of
discussion with their childrel.

All the evidence 'suggests that television fills a void .
when parents and other significant people in a child's life
permit it; and 'until we chinge our societal ambiguity
about alternattvebvenues for sexual learnint, sclevision's
predominance as the sex educator of our children will
continue to grow.
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Television's Influence on Social Reality

Robert P. Hawkins and Suzanne Pingree
Mass Communication Research Center

University of WisconsinMadison

We have noted and deplored the paucity of research about
the manner in which values with respect to many areas of
behavior, including violence, are transmitted, and about the
role played by television and other mass media in this commu-
nication. In the long run, societal values are shaped by a great
variety of environmental forces and institutions; television pro-
grams may contribute a great deal or only a small amount to the
process. (Surgeon General's Scientific Advisory Committee on
Television and Social Behavior 1971, p. 115).

,

The committee's call stimulated a great response in
research sinco 1971. The committee also forecast the
future by suggesting the inadequacy of a direct-effects
model of television's influence on society. In tnis review,'
we will consider one area of effects researchhow
television's content is used in the construction of social
reality. As the committee implied, however, and as be-
comes clear later, television's influence on constructions
of social reality is probably a complex and indirect proc-
ess in interaction with "a great variety or environmental
forces and institutions."

Does Television Affect
Social Reality?

The Problem of 'Demonstrating
Televiiion Influence on Social Reality

Demonstrating the influence of television on individu-
als' conceptions of the worldtheir social realityfaces

The editors of Communication Research, Human Communication
Research, Journal of Communication, Journalism Quarterly, and Pub-
lic Opinion Quarterly helped us contact authors of relevant but as-yet
unpublished papers; many of these papers are a substantial departure
from previous work, iknd their inclusion mikes this paper very different
and much better than it would otherwise have been. Steven H. Chaffee
provided comments and suggestions.
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all the usual problems of television effects research (lacI7
of unexposed groups, causal ordering, and control of ,

third variables), with two added complications. First, if
the relevant messages of television are patterns present
only in the aggregate, experimental tests of television's
influence will be far less generalizable than usual, unless
they are grandiose field experiments. Second, and even
more important, if the patterns in television content
reflect norms of society (as seems likely), television's
influence will be that or stabilizing and reinforcing the
status quosomething difficult to document with statis-
tics designed to measure differences, not the absence of
differences.

One of the main conclusions of Klapper's review of
mass communication effects (1960) was that the mass
media act largely in concert with other influences and as
reinforcers of already held beliefs, but he based this con-
elusion largely on the scarcity and small size of change
effects rather than on direct evidence of reinforcement.
And many a conclusion about mass communication
states, roughly, "the most important effect of mass com-
munication is no effect at all," accepting that statement
as either a truism or-an untestable hypothesis.

A major contribution of the Cultural Indicators group
at the A.menberg school of Communications has been to
take that hypothesis and attempt to devise ways to test it.
One way takes advantage of the distinction between tele-
vision reflecting the objective world or refjecting a set of
values and norms about that world. Although ..the tele-
vision world seems' realistic, it contains systematic dis-
tortions and biases, such as more violence than in real
life, underrepresentation of women, minorities, the
young and the old, and exaggerated relationships be-
tween various forms of success and sex, age, and oc-
cupation. Standard survey techniques, can determine
whether or not there is any association between, the



amount of exposure to these distbrted images and the
belief that the real world matches the distorted television
images.

For example, the U.S. Statistical Abstract for 1974
provided the information ihat 10 percent of all crimes are
6olent crimes, whereas content analyses show that 77
percent of all major television characters who commit.
crimes also commit violence. A survey respondent can be
asked "What percent of all crimes are violent crimes like
murders, rape, robbery, and aggravated assault?" with a
forced choice ,between two wrong answers, 15 percent
and 25 percent. One of the wrong answers is closer to the
"real world" of the Statistical Abstract, and the other is
closer to the "TV world" statistic; an association with
television viewing is demonstrated if heavy viewers are
more likely than light viewers to give the "television
answer."

Making the inference Mat teietision is the cause of this
television-bias effect, of course, requires the usual pur-
suit of potentially spurious third variables, but the tele-
vision versus real-world bias comparison allows fos an
additional argument about causal order. Because the
television bias answers are so different from the real
world, direct experience seems unlikely to be Me source
of these beliefs for the heavy television viewers. Thus, a
reversed causal direction (having these television bias
conceptions of the world leads one, to prefer television
because it matches one'ts beliefs) is less plausible.

From these results, its a relatively small step to argue
that television provides reinforcement for alkthose cases
where the real and normative worlds concur. Even so,
there is another important step in the cultivation of social
reality. Demonstrating that people apply the demo-
graphic characteristics of the television world to their
beliefs about the demographic characteristics of the real
world would indicate television's influence, but these de-
mographic beliefs themselves are probably not as im-
portant as the further, more generalized beliefs. The
influence argument takes a final step as follows: If view-
ing a biased picture of the world on television has led
someone to believe that the real world nfatches those
biases, the overestimates of violence, law enforcement
occupations, and so on generalize to beliefs, such as per-
sonal fear of violence, acceptance of authority, etc. This
is intriguing, but it is a separate hypothesis that is as yet
untested.

Recent reports have concentrated on the more inter.
esting, general aspects of social reality. For example,
respondents have been asked to agree, or disagree with
such statements as "Is it dangerous to walk alone ilia city
at night" and "Would you say that most of the 4ime
people try to be helpful or that they are mostly just
looking out for themselves?" Once again,_ an association
with viewing is a prerequisite for inferring television
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influence, but controlling for third variables and estab-
lishing causal order become even more important since
these variables seem more open to other Influences.

One final methodological point deserves rriention.
Gerbner and his colleagues make a great deal of the
argument that television's influence is one of social con-
trol, stability, maintenance of the social order, etc. It is
important not to confuse these reinforcement predictions
with a null hypothesis; a positive correlation between
television viewing and social reality behefs does not nec-
essarily reflect change by heavy television viewers. It may
be that heavy television viewing prevents the drift away
from the norms that Would otherWise happen and is
responsible for a less television-like social reality for light
television viewers.

What the Research Says

In table 1, we summarized most of the research. This
review will focus on 'these studies for the most part. This
summary covers 24 different samples, 2 48 separate pub-
lished and unpublished papers; and 12 independent re-
searchers and research groups.'

Die 24 samples range in size from 57 to 4,254, and
cover many geographical areas. Several are national sam-
ples (NORC, CPS, Harris, ORC, Starch); these tend to
be adult satitples. Other adult samples include one from
the southwest, one from California, One from Cincinitati,
ont from Madison, Wisc., and two from PhiladelPhia.
The adult samples outside the United States include two
from Great Britain and one from Canada. Samples of
children are from New Jersey, New York, Philadelphia,
and Australia.

Television viewing measures also exhibit a range from .
average number of evenings per week that television is
viewed at least I hour (Cincinnati) to viewing diaries
(Madison, Wisc.; Philadelphia mother-child dyads; To-
ronto, Canada; and Perth,, Western Australia). Some
measures, ask about frequency of exposure to various
program types (Arizona; CPS National Election Study),
the rest ask about number of hours viewed on an "aver-
age day," or "usually," or "yesterday,c' or "on a school

1.4

' The samples that Gerbner et 'al. (1977-79a,b ) report for New
Jersey and New York schoolchildren are treated here as two separate
samples. The New Jersey longitudinal panel (19741-77) is not, howev-
er, since all elk children in this panel were in both of the New Jersey,
samples.

Most of the 45 papers were written by Gerbner and 0-ass and
associates. We have chosen to describe colleagues'and graduate students
working wilt1 Gerbner and Gross as part of their group and not as
independent researchers; this is obviouSly arguable. Besides reseirchers
named in joint authorship with Gerbner or Gross,'these researchers
include Gonzales, Harr-Mazer, Mol-gan, and Rothschild,
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Table 1

Television Viewing and Constructions of Reality: Brief Overview of Research

Sample Authors Television Measure Controls Relationship

Arizona
Southwestern
City Registered
Voters
N-133 to 215

California
Three Counties
Adults
N-762

Cincinnati Area
Project 1975:
Adults
N-470 to 475

Volgy and
Schwarz,
1980

Haney and
Manzolati,
1§80

Fox and
Philliber,
1978

CPS National Gerbner, et
Election Study al., 1978a;
1976: '1978b
Adults
N=2,335

Harris Poll for
National
Council of
Aging 1974:
Adults
N..= 4,254

Neville, 1980

Gonzalez,
1979

Exposure to
.rnedical pro-
grams,
entertain-
ment programs,
and ethnic
programs

Number of hours
per day

Average number
of evenings/
week watch TV
at least 1 hour

Frequency of,
vieWing
police-crime
shows -

Frequency of
viewing
police/crime

, national news,
local news,
daytime
entertainment

Number of hours
"yesterday"

Gerbner, et Number of hours
al., 1980a "yesterday"

day," etc., (California Adults; NORC General Social
Surveys; New Jersey and New York schoolchildren;
ORC; Philadelphia schoolchildren; and Starch).

Most of the studies use controli at one point or an-
other, and these controlsare typically demographics such
as age, sex, and education. The use of controls in culti-
vation analyses is a significant issue in evarnaling the
research, as discussed further in the next section.

None reported

Sex, income, age,
occupation, edu-
cation; zero-order
correlations with
TV viewing and
dependent
variables .

Income,
occupation,
education, and all
together;
perceptions of
veracity; sex,
age, and race

Age, sex, education

Age, sex, race,
income,
education, all
together

Education, income,
sex, age, race

Positive affect towarAdoctors +
(medical shows)

Sexism (entertainment showd) +
Concern about racial problems +

(ethnic shows)

Attitudes about criminal
justice 11/ 21

Perceptions of affluence

Fear of walking alone at night
Protection:

Dog
Locks
Gun
Avoid areas

Interpersonal mistrust'
Interpersonal mistrust with

Police/crime
,Daytime

News

Negative beliefs about older
people

Education, income, Negative beliefs about older
peoplesex, age

0

-+

Until recently, most of this research centered on as-
pects of social reality related to the violent content of
television, including fearfulness (usually of walking
alone at night), interpersonal mistrust, and perceived
prevalence of violence. Several researchers studied other
areas of social realhy in the last few years, so that we now
have rtsearch on the link betygen television viewing and
attitudes about doctors (Volgy and Schwarz 1980), sex-
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Table 1

Television Viewirig and Constructions of Reality: Brief Overview of Research (Cont.)

Sample Authors Television Measure Controls Relationship

Madison, WI Pingree, et al.,
Women: 1979

Adults
1979
N-.57

NORC General Gerbner, et
Social Survey al., 1977a,
1975: Adults 1977b

N-1,452

N-1,333 Huahes, 1980

NORC General Gerbner et al.,
Social Survey 1978i;
1977: Adults 1978b

N-1,516

N-1,312 to Hughes, 1980
1,377

Minutes viewing
soap operas,
evening, from
2-day viewing
diary

Number of hours
on the average
day.

Number of hours
on the average
day

Numbers of hours
on the average
day,

Number of hours
on the average
day

NORC General Gerbner & Number of hours

Social Surveys Signorielli, on average day

1975, 1977, 1979

1978
N-1,838

Age, education,
income,
occupation, all
together

Sex, age,
education,
income, .
newspaper
reading, church
attendance, race

Sex, age, race,
education,
income, hours
worked/week,
ntimbers of
memberships,
population size,
all together

Age, sex, education

Sex, race,
education,
income, age,
hours
worked/ week,
number of
memberships,
church
attendance,
population size,
all together

Age, sex, race,
education,
newspaper
reading, income

Interpersonal mistrust (soaps)
Prevalence of violence
Traditional family values

(soaps)
Family structures (prime time)
Interpersonal mistrust
U.S. out of world affairs*

U.S. out of wortd affairs

Fear walk alone at night
Anomie:

Lot of average man worse +
Child into world
Public officials not interested +

Fear walk alone at night 0

Anomie:
Lot average man worse
Child into world 0
Public officials not interested rl

Approval of violence:
Adult hitting 0
Police hitting
Own guns . 0

Pistol 0

Sexism

Table continues on mixt-paw,

ism (Volgy and Schwarz 1980; Gerbner and Signorielli
1979; Rothschild 1979; Morgan 1980); family values
and. structures (Pingree et al..1981; Morgan and Harr-
Mazer 1980; Ha'rr-Mazer 1980); concern, about racial
problems (Volgy and Schwarz 1980), beliefs about older
people (Gonzalez 1979; Gerbner 'and Signorielli 1979;
Gerbner et al. 1980a), perception of population illness
(RohertsortetaL 1919 )t_attitudes_about _criminal justice
(Haney and Manzolati 1980), and perceptions of afflu-
ence (Fox and ikhilliber 1978).

As a first attempt to an'swer the question that this
section addresses, and treating entries in table 1 as data
points, there are two answers. If the unit of analysis is
samples the answer is "yes," television use does appear to
have a significant influence on constructions of social
reality. Of the '24 samples, 17 show significant positive
relationships, 5-show no relationship, and 2 are disputed.
On-the other hand,-if we-look- at the 42-independent
researchers or research groups for their interpretations of
their own work, 7 of the 12 believe the relationship
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Television Viewing and Constructions of Reality: Brief Overview of Research (Cont.)

Sample Authors Television Measure Controls Relationship

N=382

New Jersey
School children
1975-76: 6th,
7th, 8th, 9th
grades
N-466

Hirsch, 1980

Hirsch; 1980

Number of hours
"on an average
day"

Number of hours
"on an average
day" compares
nonviewers vs.
light, heavy vs.
extremely heavy

Gerbner et al., Number of hours
1977a; per day,
1977b including

morning,
afternoon, and
evening usually
spend watching

Gerbner et al., Number of hours
1978a; per day,
1978b including

morning,
afternoon and
evening usually
spend watching

Gerbner et al., Number of hours
1980a per day,

including
morning,
afternoon, and
evening, usually
spend watching

between television viewing and social reality to be spuri-
ous, and the answer is 'no.!'

Of course, this isn't fair. The latter analysis gives
single pieces of research as much weight as entire .pro-
grams, and the former says nothing about the complexity
of findings or quality of the various research findings. It
is to this mak tbat we now turn.

There are two crucial issues in evaluating the area.
First, is the relationship between television vieWing and
constructions of television-biased social reality an artifact

-of -uncontrolled-or- impropetty controlled third vari-
ablesin other words, is it spurious? Second, if the re-
lationship persists despite controls, what is its causal
order? .

;

234

Education, sex,
age, race; all
together

Age, sex, education

Sex, age,
newspaper
reading, father's
education, la, all
together

Age, sex, parent's
education

la, social class,
sex, grade

Alienation* and
anomiet
Fear walk alone at nightt
Approve violencet
Interpersonal mistrust t
Approve suicidet

, 18 items used tO fOrm the six
scales used above
Nonviewers vs. light viewers:

.13 items
5 items

Heavy vs. extreme viewers;
11 items

1 item
6 items

Prevalence of violence'

All right to hit
Fear walk alone at night

Old age starts early

0

Spuzftouineu. Evidence in support of a relation-
ship canke found in many studies and for many areas of
social reality. There is the most evidence for areas of
social reality related to violence.

Demographic Measures. For measures closely
tied to the demographics of television content, the re-
search consistently shows small and significant cor-
relations. FOr ex ample,Gerbner et al. (1977a,b) asked New
.fersey schoolchildren questions such as those listed in
tabIe2.Thes quesslons were conbined into an index, and
when the irdex was correlated witb television viewing,
the zero-or er correlation was .16 <001). Partialing
on sex, grade, newspaper reading, father's education, so-
cioeconomic status, and IQ changed the correlation very
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Table 1

n

Television Viewing and Constrdctions of Reality: Brief Overview of Research (Cont.)

Sample., Authors Televisidn Measure Controls Relationship

New Jersey
Schoolchildren
1976-77: 7th
arid 8th
grades
N-214 to 339

New Jersey
Schoolchildren
1974-77

6th-8th/7th-9th
. /81h-lOth

grades,
N-216

New York
Schoolchildren
(Bankstreet)
1976: age
9-11; 12-14
N-133

New York
Schoolchildren
(Private
School) 1977:
_grades 5-8,
'92.12
N- lb

ORC 1974
Adults

Gerbner et al.,
1979a;
1979b

Morgan &
Harr-Mazer,
1980

.Morgin, 1980

Gross &
Morgan,
1980 (lest 2
years only)

Gerbner et al.,
-1-980b;

1980c (last
2 years only)

Gerbner et al.,
1977a;
1977b

Gerbner et al,
1978a;
1978b

Gerbner et al.,
1979a;
1979b

Gerbner et al.;
1977a;

-1977b

Number of hours
per day,
including
morning,
afternoon, and
evening, usually
spend watching

Number of hours
"on an average

Number of hours
"on an average

Number of hours
"on an average

Number of hours
"on an average
day"

Number of hours
per day,
including
morning,
afternoon, and
evening usually
spend watching

Number of hours
per day,
including
morning,
afternoon, and
evening usually
spend watching

NUmbekof hours
per day
including
morning,
afternoon, and
evening usually
spend watching

Number of hours
"yesterday" ,

Sex, grade ethnic
group,
newspaper
reading, network
newsviewing,
father's
education

SES, 10, sax,
grade, farly
structure,
mother's
education,
religious
background

10, grade, mother
works, father s
OCCupation,

education
SES, family context

SES, 10, and 2nd
year scores

Sex, age,
newspapers,
SES, all together

Sex, age, SES,
newspaper

Age, sex, father's
education

Sex, grade, SES,
achievement,
experience as
victim

Sex, age,
education,

readi g, all
toget er

Prevalence of violence
Fear walk along at night
Interpersonal mistrust

Family: *

Early for marriage &
childbirth
Projected family size +

Sexism: girls only

Interpersonal:
Mistrust (depends on

family context)
Prevalence of violence

Interpersonal mistrust
Perceived danger

Prevalence 6f violence

Interpersonal mistrust

All right to hit
Fear walk algne at night

Prevalence of violence
Fear walk alone at night
Activities of police

Prevalence of violence

+

.Tabk ,1 continuos on next page.
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Table 1

Television Viewing and Constructions of Reality: Brief Overview of Research (Cont.)

Sample Author's . -Television Measure Controls Relationship

ORC national
sample, 1979,
Adults
N-.5,534

Philadelphia:
Adults
N-593

Philadelphia
- 1977:

Mother-Child
Dydds 3rd,
5th, 7th
grades
N-675

Philadelphia
Schoolchildren
3rd and 5th
grades

Starch 1973
Adults
N-573

Gerbnbr et al ,
1980b;
1980c

Ilgazer,

Robertson,
Rossiter &
Gleason
1979

Rothschild,
1979

Number of hours
on the average
weekday

Amount of viewing
on an average'
day

Exposure to
medical ads:
past week and
rnonth viewing
of randomly
selected list of
TV shows (not
during school or
after 11:30
P.m.)

On a sthool night,
(weekend) how
many hours of
TV

Gerbner et al., Hours/day
1977a;
1977b

Sex, age, income, Perceived danger
newspaper

'treading,
education, race,
urban proximity;
all together

Age, education, Child's role in soaiety rethricted +
sex, religion,
income, race,
newspaper
reading, children '
under 18

Grade Perception of population 0
illness

Sex, group Depends on group
cohesiveness, cohesiveness:
group affiliation, Interpersonal mistrust
grade, SES,
achievement
level, all together

Sex, age, Prevalence of violence
'education,
newspaper
reading, TV
news, all together

Sexism
Occupational aspirations

Outside USA

British Gallup Wober, 1978 Hours/day
Poll 1976:
Adults 16 and.
over '44.

N 258
Portsmouth Piepe, Crouch,

(UK) survey & Emerson,
1976: Adults 1977
N 84

Sex, age, social Interpersonal mistrust 0

little, and, although it was reduced to r with simul-
taneous partialing on all the above variables, it remained
significiant. This pattern was replicated by Gerbner et al.
(1977a, b) in their New York sample of schoolchildren
(r .18),.and with adult samples from the 1974 ORC
(r and the 1973 Starch surveys (r .06), although
the partial correlation is smaller after all controls for the
two adult samples than it is for the two child samples.

23 6230

*

class Prevalence of violence 0

Interpersonal mistrust
Prevalence of violence

0

Gerbner et al., (1979a,b) also dealt with New York
and New Jersey schoolchildren and with questions on
prevalence of violence. They report results for both sam-
ples for television blases-in-estim
people involved in violence and for the New jersey
schoolchildren for the number of people who commit
serious crimes. Results show an overall significant "culti-
vation differential" (percent' of heavy viewers giving a



Table' 1

Television Viewing and Constructions of Reality: Brief Overvie of Research (Cont.)

Sample

Toronto Adults
1977
N=364 to 405

Perth (Western
Australia)
1977 2nd, 5th,
8th, 11th
graders
N=1,085

Authors

Doob &
Macdonald,
1979

Hawkins &
pingree,
1980; 1981
Pingree &
Hawkins,
1981

Television Measure

TV programs last
week coded
overall &
violent vs.
nonviolent

4,4-day viewing
diary, frequency
of exposure to
content types,
numbet of hours
yesterday

Controls

Sex, age,
geographical
area, high-low
crime, radio
news,
newspaper, all
together

Content types, age,
sex, perceived
reality, media
studies,
newspaper
reading, SES, all
together

Relationship

Fear of crime factor:
only in high crime areas

Prevalence of violence

Interpersonal mistrust
Prevalence of violence

0,+

+ Significant positive relationship. 0 No relationship. Reversal. f-1 Curvjlinear.

Controls tor sex, education, age only.
t Excludes nonviewers and extreme viewers; our selection, see text.

television bias answer minus the percent of light viewers
giving a television bias answer). The cultivation
differential varies somewhat in, their tables withinlevels
of control variables. This variation does not indicate spu-
riousness; spuriousness would be indicated if the culti-
vation differential disappeared at all levels Of a control
variable. However, unlike the 1977 reports of cor-
relational analyses, the effect of simultaneous controls is '-
not given in the 1979 reports. It could be that each dem-
ographic variable accounts for a separate part of the
cultivation differential, and, if all were controlled to-
gether, the differential would disappear. Still, we suspect
that ihis would not be the case here, based on ihe close tie
between television content and the questions used and on
the previous results reported in Gerbner et al. (1977a,b).
In support of this, Gross and Morgan's analysis of the
last 2 years of the New Jersey Panel shows significant
correlations for seventh and eighth grader's between
viewing and perceived prevalence of violence that hold
across levels of family structure with father's education
and occupation simultaneously controlled.

The last American sukcly using the demographic prev-
alence of violence approach is an analysis of the different
relationships between television content types and social
reality (Pingree et al. 1979). There was no significant
relationship between perceived prevalence of violence
and either soap opera viewing or prime time viewing,
although the prime time viewing correlation was stron-
ger and in the right direction (r =.21). The small sample
size of this study (N=57) makes it difficult to treat its
results as anything but suggestive.

Outside Americ#, Pingree and Hawkins (1981) report
confirming results for the prevalence of violence variables

(r =.20), despite controls individually and together for
age, sex, perceptions of reality, media studies, newspaper
reading, current events knowledge, SES, and Australian-
American similarity. This may be overcontrolled, since
some of these variables (e.g., perceived reality) are
process variables and not necessarily causally 'prior to
television use.

In a study of fear of victimization with Canadian
adults, Doob and Macdonald (1979) report results for a
25-item set of questions related to the nature and fre-
quency of crime and violence. For 14 of the 25 questions,
they report significant relationships to television viewing
that do not substantially drop when the area in which the
subject resides is controlled, suggesting that real-world
differences in the 'actual level of crime do not mediate this
relationship. Alttiough this would appear to support the
cultivation position'for prevalence of violence, it is not
clear whether it does or not, since Doob and Macdonald
did not control.for other characteristics.

A possible disconfirmation of cultivation of prevalence
of violence comes from Great Britain (Wober 1978).
Wober analyzed the results of a national opinion poll that
asked two cultivation-related questions, one dealing with
prevalence of violence phrased in terms of one's chances
of being a victim of violence and the other with inter-
personal mistrust. The two items were summed to form
a "security scale," which was not related to viewing.
Wober argues that this summing is a more powerful
procedure than single-item scales. However, Wober's se-
curity scale is a mixture of the demographic approach
and the interpersonal mistrust approach. As noted above,
these two approaches are hypothesized to measure the
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Table 2

Data Sources for Questions Included in Index Reflecting
Television Answers Relating to Violence and Law Enforcement

(Gerbner et al., 1977b)*

Question ("TV Answer" in Italics)

Data Source

"Real World" "World of Television"

During any given week, what are your
chances of being involved in some

. kind of violence? About one in ten?
About 1 in 100?

What percent of all males who have
jobs work in law enforcernent and
crime detectionrOne percent? Five
percent?

What percent of all crimes are violent
crimes like murders, rape, robbery
and aggravated assault? Fifteen per-
cent? Twenty-five percent? .

Does most fatal violence occur between
, strangers or between relatives or ac-

quaintances?

.32 violent crimes.per 100 peo-
ple (1970 U.S. Census)

1% (1970 U.S. Census)

10% (Statistical Abetract of the
U.S., 1974)

16% of homicides occur
tween strangers, 64% occur
between family members or
friends (National Commission

01 on the Causes and Prevention
of Violence, 1969)

be-

64.4% of characters are in-
volved in violence (Table 1)

15% of all TV male characters
(Cultural Indicators data,
1969-76)

77% of all TV major characters
who commit crimes (as crim-
inals) also commit violence

ultural Indicators data,
76)

58% of homicides committed by
strangers (Cultural Indicators
data, 1967-76)

1

Used with permission of the authors .

same construction of social reality, but it is not logically
necessary that they do.

But therr is a more serious problem with this study
related to differences in television content and viewing in
Great Britain and the United States. Wober cites a study
showing that heavy television viewers (4 or more houra
per day) expose themselves to 10.7 violence-containing
programs per week:In contrast, an American heavy tele-
vision viewer (also 4 or more hours per day) would watch
almost 24 hour-long programs containing violence per
week. Thus, an American heavy viewer sees more than
twice as much violence as a British heavy viewer. In fact,
the British heavy viewer sees less violence than Many
American light viewers. Wober's comparison is between
light and extremely light viewers df violence, and his
negative results are not surprising.

This issue does force recognition of a hidden assump-
tion: It is not just that exposure to yiolence leads in a
linear fashion to construction of a violent social reality.
There must be a certain threshold level of a social reality
content for television influence to occur.

An example of the need for attention to content preva-
lence is a study of the effects of medical commercials on
children by Robertson et al. (1979). They Measured the
exposure of third, fifth, and seventh graders to medical

23e

commercials, using a randomly selected list of 35 pro-
grams combined with actual incidence of commercials by
program. They also measured perception-of-population
illness with four questions estimating the incidence of
symptoms in the population (e.g., how many times a
month do people get headaches?). Results showed no
pelationship (r a .00) between children's perception of
population illness and exposure to medical commercials,
despite "the considerable depiction of illness on tele-
vision, both on doctor shows and in medicine commer-
cials." However, there were only two doctor shows on
prime time in 1977 when the data were gathered
(M*A*S*H and Quincy, M.D.), and these programs
said little about headaches. Similarly, the children's ex-
posure to medical commercials was light, amounting to
less tliart 15 commercials per week. At most, this would
seem to be very light exposure to the relevant content,
and greater exposure than this is probably necessary.

This study also suggests the relative weakness of the
demographic approach when it is tied neither to careful
content analysis nor to real-World statistics. It is not
possible to evaluate an answer for real-world or
television-world bias when the statistical alfswer is un-
known, and thus these questions lose their causal
strength.



We are left with two studies that use the demographic
approach, and neither of them is based on content anal-
ysis. Both use simultaneously applied controls, however,
which help deal with third variable explanations and
build the case for causal arguments. Pingree et al. (1979)
used questions concerning the demography of the Amer-
ican nuclear family to test the hypothesis that prime time
cultivates a rosy picture of the stability of the nuclear
family (e.g., low divorce rate, two-parent families). Re-
sults showed that, despite controls for age, education,
occupation, and income together, a significant re-
lationship between prime time television viewing and
"television-biased" stable family persisted (r =.34,
p .01). These results can only be viewed as suggestive,
however, since the sample size is so small.

In a study slightly better supported by content anal-
ysis, Fox and Philliber (1978) dealt with perceptions of
affluence, arguing that television overrepresents middle-
and upper-class characters and thus an affluent lifestyle.
If this is true, then heavy viewers should construct a
social reality that overestimates the extent olaffluence in
American society. The affluence measure was an average
of answers to seven questions, sech as "how many
Americans out o( 100 have homes that cost more than
S40,000?"1hefr measure of television use was "on the
average, how many evenings a week do you watch TV at
least one hour?" This weak measure of viewing seriously
undermines what would be a strong analysisusing both
simultaneous controls and interactions of viewing and
other variables.

Their results show a small but significant relationship
between television viewing and perceptions of affluence
that is reduced by controls applied separately (income,
occupation, and especially education) and is eliminated
by all three together. Fox and Philliber's study, then,
makes clear the need for controls, especially controls on
characteristics that have an obvious relationship to the
dependent variable (e.g., income, occupation, and edu-
cation with perceptions of affluence). Further, their anal-
yses show clearly that controlling separately is not
sufficient: When controls that each reduce the re-
lationship a little are applied together., they reduce it
enough so that it is no longer significant.

Value-System Measures. The measures of social
reality that are a step removed from the demography of
television w- label "value-system" measures. The intent
is to measure some aspect of the meaning of the action Of
television, to tap the underlying value system cif television
content. As in the research on demographic yariables,
value-system research has dealt mostly with television
violence: fearfulness of walking alone at night, acquisi-
tion of protective devices, alienation, greater acceptance
of physical violence, and interpersonal mistrust or war-
iness.

Table 3 shows results from a New Jersey school sam-
ple for the question, "Is it dangerous to walk alone in a
city at night?" -Results show an overall cultivation
differential that is significant, but the effect varies within
levels of control variables. This does not indicate spuri-
ousness; but controls are apparently not applied together.
Similar results are found in the same sample with a
slightly different phrasing of the question, in a New York
schoolchildren sample for both "a city at night" and
"your own neighborhood," and for both samples in a
previous year (Gerbner et al. 19784,6). Questions con-
cerning fear of walking alone at night were also analyzed
for two adult samples. Gerbner et al. (19784,6 ) report,
for the CPS 1976 data and for the NORC 1977 General
Social Survey, significant cultivation differentials be-
tween light and heavy viewers that vary somewhat with-
in controls (see table 1 for controls).

Other items asked about approval of hitting (e.g.,
"How often:is it all right to hit someone if you are mad
at them?") and about activities of the police (e.g., "When
police arrive at a scene of violence, how much of the time
do they have to use force and violence?") dr schoolchil-
dren, and about the use of protective measures (e.g.,
"bought a dog for purposes of 6protection") in the CPS
National Election Survey.. With individual "controls,
Gerbner et al. find significant cultivation differentials for
all but one of the protection measures (1978a,b;
1979a,b):

Two recent reanalyseeof the same NORC data pro-
vide a strikingly different picture by using multiple
controls simultaneously and by including additinnal de-
pendent variables (Hughesk 1980a ; Hirsch 1980). By
introducing simultaneous controls for a number of poten-
tial third variables (see table 1 for controls), Hughes
found that the relationship between viewing and fear of
walking alone at night was reduced to nonsignificance.
Hughes also examined several other variables that Gerb-
ner et al. (1978.5i;6) report in their NORC (1975 data)
analyses. The relationship between viewing and a ques-
tion about America staying out of world affairs is weak-
ened but remains significant. And for two anomia ques-
tions that berbner et al. found significant in the 1977
NORC data ("Most public officials are not really inter-
ested in the problems of the average man," and "In spite
of what some people say, the lot of the average man is
getting worse"), the relationships remain significant but
appear curvilinear: Medium viewers show the most
agreement.

Hughes alsd analyzed four questions from the NORC
data sets that had not been reported by Gerbner et al. For
two questions about approval of violence similar to those
reported by Gerbner et al. (1978a ,b), for.schoOlchildren
("Are there any situations that you can imagine in which
you would approve of a man punching an adult male
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Table 3

Percent of Adolescents Who Consider
Walking Alone in the City at Night Dangerous

(Gerbner et al., 1979b)

Giving Television Answer

(% Heavy-
% Light) gamma

TotalTotal

Television Viewing'

Light Heavy

% N % N

Overall 83 (339) 79 (139) 86 (200) + 7 .24* 407

Controlling for
Sex:

Male 78 (140) 76 ( 62) 80 ( 78) + 4 .14 179

Female 87 (199) 83 (. 77) 90 (122) + 7 .32* 228

Grade in School: . .

7th 91 (153) 75 ( 53) 85 (100) +10 .31* 189

8th 85 (186) 83 ( 86) 88 (100) + 5 .20 218

Ethnic Group:2

Ethnic 84 ( 84) 82 ( 37) 86 ( 47) -'-f- 4 .12 100

Non-Ethnic 83 (228) 79 ( 85) 86 (143) + 7 .25' 274

NewAnaper Reading:
Everyday 81 (126) 80 ( 62) 82 ( 64) + 2 .05 155

Sometimes 84 (211) 78 ( 75) 88 (136) +10 .36' 250

Network News
Watching:

Almost Deily 87 ( 81) 83 ( 29) 90 ( 52) + 7 .28 93

Once in a While . 83 (147) 81 ( 64) 85 ( 83) + 4 .13 177

, Hardly Ever 83 (110) 76 ( 45) 88 ( 65) +1 .38*

Father's Education:
No College 83 (147) 77 ( 51) 96 ( 96) + 9 .28 73. 1 8

Some College 83 (153) 79 ( 70) 87 ( 83) + 8 .30 184

' "Altogether, about how many hours a day do you usually spend watching TV, includingmorning, afternoon, and eveningr Light: less

than 4 hours; Heavy: 4 hours and more.
2 Those who perceive themselves as members of a special group ol Americans, such as Italian-Americans, Chinese-Americans,

Afro-Americans, etc.
1

p.15.05 (tau) .
Data Source: New Jerspy School.
Interview Date: December 1976; May 1977.
Method: Self-Administered Questionnaire.
Question (WLKRSK3B): "IS it dangerous to walk alone in p city at nightr. ' ,

Used with permission of the authors.

stranger" and a similar question about police striking
male citizens), the relationships were the reverse of what
had been found with the schoolchildren (light viewers
were the most likely to approve of violence), and one of
the two relationships remained significant even under
multiple controls.

Hirsch's reanalysis replicates that of Hughes using
different statistical procedures and adding 10 items un-
reported by Gerbner to the reanalysis of eight that were
reported by Gerbner et al. In addition, by combining
samples from the 1975,1977, and 1978 NORC surveys,
Hirsch was able to isolate the two "tails" of the viewing

*distribution: Non4iewers were separated from "light"
viewers (for Gerbner et al. 0-2 hours per day; for Hirsch
1-2 hours), and "extreme" viewers, (more than 8 hours
per day) were separated from "heavy" viewers (for
Gerbner et al., 4 or more hours; for Hirsch, 4-7 hours).

Hirsch presents comparisons Of -nonviewers versus
light viewers and heavy versus extreme viewers and finds
reversal of the cultivation hypothesis for a ibstantiaI

majority of the 18 items. That is, when comparO to light
viewers, nonviewers are fairly consistently more fearful,
more approving of violence and suicide, and.have higher
levels of anomia and alienation. Extreme viewers, on the
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other hand, are less fearful, alienated, etc. than heavy
viewers. Hirsch takes these results as contradicting the
cultivation hypothesis

When the 18 items are collapsed Pinto six scales, the
upper part of table 4 illustrates several of Hirsch's
points. First, while even the joint predictive power of
television viewing, educationk sex, and race is very small
for these six dependent variables, television's con-
tribution is small and shrinks substantially when other
variables are controlled ("unadjusted beta" and "ad-
justed btta" columns, respectively). Furthermore, the
cultivation differential between nonviewers ana extreme
viewers is (1) usually very small compared to that of
other predictors, (2) almost always the reverse of predirc-
tions, and (3) there is a linear relationship across the five
categories of viewing for only one of the six dependent
variables.

This would appear toix a dramatic disconfirmation of
cultivation. However, the extremes of the distribution
(the 4 percent nonviewers and the 4 percent extreme
viewers) are unusual enough that they probably differ
from other groups on possibly relevant third variables, so
that ascribing their scores to a failure of the television
influence hypothesis seems to us unreasonable. There-
fore, on the bot om of table 4 we compared only the light,
moderate, and eavy viewers and generally find larger
cultivation di rentials than before between light and
heavy viewers, although these are still much smaller than
those of tht control variables such as education. Still,
these Iliffeientials are negative (although smaller) as of-

ten as positive, and more importantly, three of the six
appear to be best explained as curvilinear relationships.

Several factors could account for this difference in
results between Hirsch and Hughes and Gerbner et al.
First, the questions may be a source of some of the dis-
agreement. Hughes' (1980a) NORC quesiions asked
people to imagine a situation, while Gerbner et al. askied

children how often is it all right . Hughes himselfinakes
a similar argument about differences in questions con-
cerning the protection measures. And the -rationale, for
applying the cultivation hypothesis to the six alienation
items and the four suicide items (Hirsch 1980) is so
lacking that we tend to discount these results. Gerbner et
al. (1980d), in responding to Hughes, report that the
approval-of-violence items analyzed by both Hughes and
Hirsch were discarded for inadequate reliability, al-
though it is not at all clear just what the alphas they
report are based on; we tend to accept this measure as
useful, even though it results from a single item. Second,
children and adults are not always comliarable, and per-
haps adults surveyed in the NORC General Social
Surveys are not comparable to the adults in the CPS
National Election study. Nevertheless, there is surely
more to the difference than sample differences: Gerbner
et al. (1978a ,b), Hughes (1980a), and Hirsch (1980)
differ in some of their results *ith the same sample and
questions.

This leads to the issue of controls: Gerbner g al. apply
controls one at a time; Hughes and Hirsch a-Opb, more
controls and use them simultaneously. When controls are

Table 4

Summary Statistics on Television Viewing's "Separate and Independent ContdbutIon"
to the Variance Explained on:

Multiple R2 for Television
Viewing, Education, Sex,

Unadjusted Eta
for Television

Adjusted Beta
of Television

High-Low Differential
for Largest Contribu-

High-Low Differential
(None vs. Extreme)

Variable and Pace Viewing Viewing tor.to R2 'for Television Viewing

Alienation 0.08 0.11 0.06 -20.64 (Education) -2.42 +
Anomie 0.13 0.16 0.08 -28.50 (Education) -2.36 fl
Fear 0.18 0.06 0.03 39.68 (Sex) -6.13 U
Actual Violence 0.07 0.09 . 0.05 16.67 (Education) -3.33 fl
Mean World 0.12 0.13 0.06 -25.03 (Education) 3.81 +

22.19 (Race)

Suicide 0.07 O. 10 0.06 10.91 (Education) -6.91

NOTE: Above from Hirsch, P. The "scary world" of the nonviewer and other anomalies: A
Ccmmunrcanon Research, 7:403-4M, 1980, Sage Publications, Inc., with permission of the

High-Low Differential
(Light vs. Heavy) for

Variable Television Viewing

Alienation 4.44
Anomie 5.11
Fear -1.08
Actual Violence 4. 02

Mean World 4.47
Suicide -2.37
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re-analysis of Gerbner et al.'s findings of cultivatIonanalysis.
publisher and the author.

Natule of Relationship
for Light, Medium, and

Heavy Viewing

+ Positive
fl Curvilinear
U Curvilinear ,/
fl Curvilineal
+ Positive

Negative
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applied simultaneously, the cultivation effect of Gerbner
et al.) which should have a linear or at least monotonic
form, either flattens out or becomes curvilinear in all
cases but one.

This would appear to be a disotmfirmation of the cul-
tivation hypothesis; it raises serious questions about the
control procedures, used in many studies. Apparently,
individual control v,ariables applied separately are not as
effective as when applied in concert:' Each may 6e ac-
counting for different pieces oi -the variance, and we
would never be able to see this by controlling se-
quentially. Alternatiiely, Hughes' (1980) and Hirsch's
(1980) procedures may also be inappropriatefor a
different reason. Although controlling for third varitles
leaves a relationship of television and a social reality
variable tha't is independent of those third variables, it
may Mislead us by removing relationships that are condi-
tional on third variables. For example, even if a positive
correlation between viewing and belief is reduced to zero
because of education's relation to one or the,other, sub-
groups on education (or even subgroups on another vari-
able with no zero-order relation to viewing or Gelid's) can
yin differ in the degree of association between viewing
and beliefs.

Furthermore, the application of conL1 variables
should be theoretically n-totivated and,zinterpreted, with
special care given to consideration of the causal order of
the control variable and the two variables of interest.
Changipg a zero-order correlation by removing a caus-
ally prior third variable suggests that the original re-
lationshipay have been partially spurious (without
ruling out conditional), but changing the relationship by
removing the covariance of an intervening third variable
should suggest an interpretation of indirect influence
through iniervening processes. And, while curvilinear
relationships between viewing and beliefs after the appli-
cation oE causally prior controls suggest that the relation-
ship between viewing and beliefs cardiot be'explained by

- monotonic theories or be assumed to apply universally,
these unexpected relationships demand further explana-
tionnot the simple negation of the original simple hy-
pothesis.

Recently, Gerbner et al. (1980b,c,) presented some
analyses that begin to rtspond to these critiques and
suggestions by both simultaneously employing multipile
controls and checking for subgroup differences. For the

a
' We suspect that the efficacy of Hughes%control procedures is the

result of controlling variables together rather than the additional con-
trol variables Hughes uses. In ati analysis we suggested, Hughes
dropped one of the strongest predictors of television watching (hours
worked per week) and reanalyzed the data: Results were the same as
when hours worked per iveek were included as a control procedure,
(Hughes 1980b)

'1

anomia items from the 1977 NORC survey reanalyzed
by H ghes and Hirschpartialing simultaneouSly on
eight variables reduces the television-belief relationship
to zero for two educatiorisubgroups, but not for the third:
TIe correlation between viewing and anomia rem/tins
unchanged (r = .14) folthose respondents with some col-
lege education. And thrre were similar subgroup results
for the combination of income level and where one lives
for an index labeled "perceptions of danger."

Subgroup differences can also be found in Doob and
Macdonald's (1979) study of Toronto adults living in
areas that varied in amount of real-world crime. Doob
and Macdonald were testing the hypothesis that "people
who wateh, a lot of television may Nave a greater 'fear of
being victims of violent crime, betause, in fact, tièçive
in more violent neighborhoods." Using a recall-diary
television viewing for 1 week and a measure of fear-o
crime, Doob and Macdonald found an overall significant
relationship between, television use and fear of crime.

However, when city-suburb, level of crime, sex, and
age are entered in a multiple regression before television
viewing, this relationship disappears. What is suggestive
of conditional effects is that Doob and Macdonald also
report the television-fear correlation separately for the
four city-suburb and level of crime areas and find a
significant correlation (r --=.24) only in the high-crime
city area (the correlation in the high-crime suburb is
similar at, .16, while the correlations for the other two
groups are much smaller). Unfortunately, however, these
subgroup correlations are not partialed for sex and age,
nor were interactions of television with area included in
the multiple regresgion, so these slifferences can only be
taken as suggestive.

_

Moving away from fear-alienation-protection, but still
related to-television violence, is a value-system mita called
"interpersonal mistrust" or "wariness." These variables
usually haye some variation on "Can most peOple be
trusted, or are they just looking out for themselves?"

Gerbner et al. ,(1977a,b; 1979a,b) found significant
differences for light and heavy viewers for school children
with variations within control variables such as age, sex,

, ethnic group, newspaper readin'g, network news viewing,
and father's education. Similarly, they found a television-

,viewing interpersonal mistrust relationship with adults
in the CPS sampleoand in the 1975 NORC sample with
controls such as sex, age, education (CPS Sample) in
addition to income, newspaper reading, Church atten-
dance, and race (NORC saMple). Again, the controls are
applred separately. However, Neville's (1980) reanalysis
of CPS data, in a path analysis with age, sex, race, in-
come; and education showed a significant contribution of
both prime time and daytime television to interpersonal
mistrust. In Australia, Hawkins and Pingree (1980a)
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similarly found a significant corielation under simulta-
neous controls. Thus, the relationship has received sup-
port when examined with multiple control variables to-
gether.

One other gtudy deserves mention to emphasize the
need to relate influence hypotheses explicitly to television
content. In most cases, value-system measures are only

implied by television content. But Haney.and Manzolati
11980) found 21 attitudes about criminal justice AS con- .
sistent, themes in dramatic television programs (e.g.,
crime is a product of the criminal's personality and not of
societal structures and law violations by police to appre-
hend criminals are acceptable). For 11 of these 21 items,
heavy viewers were more likely than light viewers to
agree. Adequate controls were not applied, but the study)
is noteworthy in demonstrating that hypotheses abbut
television influence on value 'systems can be based more
directly on content analyses and not simply on impli-
cations derived from content. demographics.

Areas of social reality that have been studied in addi-
tion to violent television content deal mostly with value
systems related to traditional sex roles, family structure,
and images of older.people.

In analyses of a 1974 Harris Poll, Gonzalez (1979),
Gerbner et al. (1980a ), and Gerbner and Signorielli
(1979) report significant television viewing-value system
relationships for negative beliefs about older people.
These include beliefs that the propoi don of older people
is declining,'that people do not live as long as they used
to, and that Older people are less healthy than they used
to be. Gerbner tt al. (1980a ) report significant relation-
ships for negative images: ".Older people are not open-
minded and adaptable, are not bright and alert, and are
not good at getting things done." These relationships
were controlled separately withitriables such as age,
education, income, sex,race, and contact with the elderly.
Similarly, Gerbner et al. (1980a) found that, compared
with light viewers, heavy vieWers among schoolchildren
thOught that "pe ple become old" at a younger age.

For traditiona sex ,roles, Volgy and Schwarz (1980)
report higher levels of sexism among adults heavily ex-
*posed to entertainment programs, but since neither mea-
sures nor controls are reported, this study is impossible to
evaluate, Rothschild (1979) reports conditional results_
for some subgroups that withstand simultaneous con-
trols, and Gerbner and Signorielli (1979) find a sexism
cultivation differential between light and heavy viewers
in their analysis of NORC's General Social Survey data
from 1975, 1977i and 1978..Their controls, while not

,
applied simultaneously, suggest a*."leveling" effect for
cultivation of sexism: .Within levels of some control.vari-
ables, television-sexism relationships wort( in opposite
ways. Gerbner and SignoAelli (1979) argue that this
implies that television cultivates a certain level of sexiit
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orientation, bringin&some toward traditional roles from
a nontraditional orientation and some tilt. reverse.

.Research on family structure value systems is scarcer.
Harr-Mazer (1980) found significant relationships'be-
tween viewing and measureS of 'Child victimization and
seeing children's societal roles as more restiicted. Since
this Work is still underway, details of measures and anal-
yses are Amclear, but relationships were found to be
stronger for younger and college-educated respondents.
Also, significant results for family structure value iys-
tems and viewing were found for some subgroups by
Pingree et al. ,(1979) and Morgan and Harr-Mazer
(1980):

Finally, Volgy and Schwarz (1980) also report
significant relationships between viewing medical shows
and affect toward doctors and between viewing ethnic
shows and,concern about racial problems. However, we
are told nothing about their measures or analysis.tech-
niques.

Summary. Is there a relationship between tele-
vision viewing and social reality? Most studies show evi-
dence for a link, regardless of the kind of social reality
studied. These studies cover a diverse range of 'areas
including prevalence of violence, family structures, inter-
personal mistrust, fear of victimization, traditional sex
roles, family values, images of older people, attitudes
about doctors, and concern about raciarproblems.

There does seem to be a relationship Pen, but is it
real, or is it an artifact of some third varihble? The
4esearch does not easily answer this question. Lt may lie
partly' in the kinds of 'social reality We are concerned
with. Relationships between viewing and demographic.
measures of social reality'tlosely linked to television con-

tent appear to hbld despite controls.

This is only partially true for value-system measures.
For measures concerned with interpersonal mistrust, the
research shows a similar pattern to that with dem-
ographic measures. However, this is not the case for fear
of victimization and for alienation. Simultaneously ap-
plied controls reduce the relationshipbelow' significance,
produce curvilinear patterns, or reverse the relationship
of beliefs and viewing. The rew conditional results hint
that these odd overall patterns may result from the corn-
binalion of subgroups for which there is no relationship
with subgroups for whom a positive relationship peisists.
Given the mixed evidence, our conclusions here`must be
tentative: The zero-order relationships reported between
television*viewing and these aspects of value systems may
be spurious, or the relationship may hold,up only under
certain conditions. .

' The other value system areas also require more so-
phisticated analyses, but in any case there are so few
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studies in each area5 that little can be said until the work
has been replicated.

Causal Order. A. relationship between two vari-
ables says nothing about the nature of that relationship.
One could cause the other, or vice versa, or both could
work reciprocally, or a third-variable could cause both.
Fortunately, we have several kinds of evidence to help
explore the causal direction of the TV-social reality
relationshipexperiments, longitudinal analyses, and
indirect evidence.

Experzments. First, it should be pointed out that
use of the experimental method of study cultivation goes
against a basic assumption of the cultivation approach,
namely, that effects occur over time and through repeated
exposure to bits and pieces of informatiotkrand to value
systems that favor a particular construction of the world
(Gerbner and Grbss 1976). However, experiments are
the best evidence for causal direction, and, to the extent
that any social reality effects can be demonstrated experi-
mentally, the case for the cultivation hypothesis is
strengthened. Tan (1979) studied the effects of exposure
to television beauty ads on perceptions of the importance
of beauty, sex appeal, and youth irivarious "real-life"
roles. He showed high school girls 15 commercials that
either emphasized beauty or did not mention or show
beauty themes. Tan's results support the argument that
television content causes change in social reality; ex-
posure to beauty themes in commercials produced higher
rafings of the importance of beauty for two of the five
roles.

Bryant et al. (1981) also found evidence that television
influences social reality beliefs in a study of anxiety,
likelihood and fear of victimization, and likelihood of
retribution fOr violence. Bryant et al. used controlled
television diets for a 6-week period and randomly assign-
ed undergraduates to light viewing, heavy viewing of
violence ending with justice, and heavy viewing of vio-
lence ending with 'injustice. Their results showed that
heavy viewers were more anxious and fearful, regardless
of retributive justice, although there was suggestive evi-
dence that cultivation of fear and anxiety is more pro-

,ttounced when violence is unjustly re ..arded. There was
also evidence' for a reciprocal relationship between view-
ing and violence: Heavy viewers of violence with retribu-
tive justice subsequently exposed themselves to more
violent television. This does not imply, however, that
anxiety per se causes viewing, since heavy viewers of

Actually, there is a good deal of evidence to support a relationship
between acceptance of traditional sex roles and television viewing, but
the variables are not quite within the cultivation approach (see Green-
berg, this volume).
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injustice exposed themselves to less action draina sub-
sequent to their diets. Thus, this experiment supports the
hypothesis that the television viewing-social reality link
is causal with television as the source and also refines the
hypothesis to include a weaker reciprocal link.

Longitudinal Analysis. Morgan (1980) used the
New Jersey schoolchildren panel for 3 years to make
causal inferences about value-system measures concern-
ing sexism. Using sexism scores in the third year as the
dependent variable, Morgan conducted a hierarchical
multiple regression. His results show that, for girls,
amount of viewing in the first year significantly predicts
sexism in the third year that is not attributable tol earlier
sexism or demograilics. For boys, the relationship is
reversed: Earlier sexism predicts third-year total tele-
vision viewing.

And using the smile sample, Gerbner et al. (19806,c)
report a path analysis of 2-years' television viewing, in-
terpersonal mistrust, and perceptions of danger (a mixed
demographic and value-systems index). Controlling for
IQ, SES, and second-year values of the .social reality
variables, Gerbner et al. found that seconti-year tele-
visien viewing still contributes to the adolescents' third-
year social reality beliefs, indicating a causal contribution
of television viewing. It is worth noting that second-year
values of both social reality variables contribute to third-
year viewing, so that the reciprocal causal link is sup-
ported as well.

Indirect Evidence. Gerbner and Signorielli1s
(1979) "leveling" argument also has causal implications,
although as an argument it carries less force than an
experiment or a longitudinal analysis. If television view-
ing is positively related to sexism for a group relatirely
low on sexism, but negatively related for a group rela-
tively high on sexism, a counter-explanation based on an
untested control variable requires an interaction of that'.
control variable with either television viewing or sexism
and the subgrouping variable. This is not impossible, but
it does eliminate the simple ways for the control variable
to produce a spurious relationship.

Some suggestive evidence against reverse causation can
be found in Hawkins and Pingree (1981). We separated
the influence of television into component parts corre-
sponding to viewing specific content types. Quite dif-^
ferent relationships to social reality beliefs were found
with residuals of viewing content types partialed on total
viewingan estimate of watching more or less of that
type than predicted based on sample norms and the indi-
vidual's total viewing. These Changed relationships re-
fute the reverse causation argument that social reality
beliefs lead people to television that matches those beliefs
for confirmation. Viewing crime-adventure programs
provided the strongest relationship for prevalence of vio-



lence and atterpersonal mistrust, but choosing to watch
relatively more or less crime-adventure than one's total
viewing would predict is unrelated to such beliefs. As in
previous work by Chaffee (Chaffee 1972; Chaffee and
Tims 1976), the link through preferenCe or selection is
unsupported, leaving the viewing effects explanation,
more plausible, at least for this study.

Two sutveys by Wober (1979,1980) provide an exam-
ple of another indirect test that can be made: Wober
compared ratings and "appreciation" scores for viewers
in cities with high and low crime rates. Viewing action-
adventure programs differed relatively little between
cities, but apprefiation scores varied considerably. In one
survey, viewers in the more violent city seemed to like
crime-adventure programs less, suggesting to Wober that
"they have had erfough of the real thing." In the other
survey, however, the appreciation scores were reversed,
suggesting that real-world violence leads to seeking vi-
carious violence on television.

Summary. The evidence concerning the causal
directei of television's impact on social reality is not
sufficient for strong conclusions. It is fairly consistent,
however, and suggests that television can teach about
social reality and that the relationship between viewing
and social reality may be reciprocal: Television viewing
causes a social reality to be constructed in a certain way,
but this construction of social reality may also direct
viewing behavior.

How Cultivation Effects Occur:
Conditions and Processes

-

The cultivation of social reality has generally been
treated sociologically, so that the psychological proc-
ess(es) responsible for the sociological effects are genet.;
ally summed up as "learning." For example, Gross and
Morgan (in press) write, "A basic premise of Cultivation
Analysis is that what happens to most people, most of the
time, is more important than individual or discrete effects
for policy decisions" (p. 11, emphasis added). And in
describing variation in the cultivation differential across
different levels of control variables (e.g., table 3), the
Cultural Indicators group consistently acknowledges the
differences but emphasizes the fact thawthe cultivation
differentials almost always remain greater than zero
(even though often too small for statistical significance).

But, it is equally plausible to look at figures such as
those in table 3 and emphasize the differences in the
positive cultivation differentials rather than the consis-
tency of direction, aiking "How does cultivation work,
anyway?" What sorts of processing are involved in social
reality construction based on television content? We will

present theoretical
r
arguments for and evidere bearing

on five processes -that may be involved: (1) information-
processing abilities and cognitive-structural constraints,
(2) critical awareness of and approach to television, (3)
direct experience or other sources providing confirmation
or disconfirmation of television's messages, (4) sdlial-
structural influences, and (5) cultivation identified with
specific content and selective viewing instead of habitual
viewing of ielevision in general.

Processing Abilities

To the extent that individual construction is required
for tdevision to influence social reality; we need to ex-
pand' on t6 notion of "learning" to more particular
understandings-of processes involved. And, 'ff individual
differences it proce sing abilities or cognitive structures
are respons ible for differences in cultivation, these abili-
tiescwill provide an indication of some orthe processes
involved. The variety of conditional hypotheses involving

-. processing abilities is potentially quite large, so we will
mention only a, few examples here and then discuss the
few results availaWeat bear on them.

Inferring patternsltn discrete events might make IQ
an important factor, with low IQ an inhibitor of culti-
vation effects. The evidence here is sparse. Gerbner et al.
(19790 do report separate cultivation differentials at
high, medium, and low relative levels of achievement for
their New York sample of schoolchildren. In estimating
the proportion of people involved in violence, the Add- ,
vation cliffdebtial is significant for low And medium
achievelnent, but not for high achievement. However,
this is not the appropriate statistic for concluding that
there is less cultivation for the high achievement sub-
group. What is needed is a test Orthe differences of the
cultivation differentialsomething analogous to tests of
the difference between two correlation coefficients.
Such a test is not reported, but it appears that the culti-
vation differential of the high achievement group is not
much less than that of the other two groups. Other de-
pendent variables show a mix of patterns of achievement,
but the subsample sizes are too small for meaningful
comparisons.

Achievement, even as a surrogate for IQoubsumes too
much and thus is rather distant from processing abilities
that would give us an idea of what goes on as television
influences social reality. Ideally, one should determine
individual performance on various processing abilities
and then use these individual differences in conditional
analyses for the same sample of individuals.

Comparisons across age groups would provide a sur-
rogate method of comparison whenever one can trace
developmental changes in processing abilities that paral-
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tel changes in cultivation. For example, one rould predict
stronger television influences on young children, based
on cognitive-developmental theories suggesting that
concrete-operational reasoning may be more inflexible
and dogmatic than formal-operational reasoning. As an
example, Cordua et al. (1979) showed children a video-
taped visit to the office of Doctor Nancy and Nur Se David
and then asked the children to pick the doctor's and
nurse's names out of a list of two male and two female
names. Even tested immediately, first and fourth graders
were overwhelmingly -certain that the doctor had been a
man and the nurse a woman. Seventh graders, in con-
trast, got the gender correct at immediate post-test, al-
thoot'h they too slipped back in a 1-week retest. Such
inflexible thinking could make concrete-operational chil-
dren more affected by television message systems (cumu-
latively quite stereotyped), because they might accept and
generalize the dominant messages', ignoring the few devi-
ant ones. Adolescents and adults might partially balance
the main message by noting the exceptions and admitting
the possibility of others.

Also, greater influence for young children could be
predicted on the basis of their tendency to acquire more
incidental than central plot information. Because crucial
message elements for social reality constructionthings
like the scx, age, and social class of victors and van-
quished or the marital- status of women (married) and
men (single)resemble information described in devel-
opmental literature as "incidental," those Viewers with a
"strong filter" focusing on central information and dis-
carding incidental information may be less influenced by
television viewing. In general, this focusing ability seems
to be an age-related acquisition, with children older than
10-12 much more likely to ignore incidental information.

There are other intertwined processing abilities that
suggest young children will not use television content to
construct their social reality before adolescence. A variety
of studies suggest that young children (before ages 8-10)
have difficulty comprehending and making use of the
order of isolated events in a plot (Leifer et al. 1971), lose
track of order and relationships between events separated
in a plot (Collins 1973), have difficulty making infer-
ences about the causes and meanings of televised actions
(Collinaet al. 1978), and have difficulty understanding,
let alone applying, dramatic characters' motives and the
consequences of their action's (Leifer and Roberts 1972).
Young children may simply not understand enough of
what they watch to be cultivated by it.

Two samples from the Cultural Indicators group pro-
vide comparisons across transitional age ranges (New
York schoolchildren and Bank Street children). Culti-
vation was reported in their youngest group (fourth to
sixth grade) as strong as in the seventh to ninth graders
at the same school (Gerbner et al. 1978a). There is even

some suggestion in the New York schoolchildren sample
of greater cultivation for fifth to eighth graders than for
ninth to twelfth graders (Gerbner et al. 19790. How-
ever-, apparently stable correlations between viewing and
interpersonal mistrust at fifth, eighth,' and eleventh grade
in the Perth sample changed after being partialed on
SES: The relationship at fifth and eighth grade was
reduced essentially to zero, while the correlation at elev-
enth grade was unaffected (Hawkins and Pingree
1980a ).

Critical Attention to Television

A second set of hypotheses has to do with viewers'
attitudes toward television and critical weighing of tele-
vision messages. The perceived reality of television, for
example,'has been hypothesizedto control involvement
with viewing and the relevance of what is viewed, and
these are believed to lead to greater effects of-viewing (see
Hawkins 1977 for a fuller review). Although this inter-
action prediction (between viewing and perceived reality)
has been challenged by direct effect findings (Pingree
1978; Reeves 1978), the fact that the dependent variables
have themselves td do with conceptions of reality in gen-
eral make these hypotheses once again relevant. With
social reality variahles like prevalence of violence and
interpersonal mistrust, perceived reality worked only in
interaction with whether Perth students had taken a
media studies course, only in reverse of icxpectations:
Stronger cultivation correlations occurred at lother levels
of perceived reality whenever perceived reality located
significant differences cultivation (Hawkins and Pingree
1980a ).

What may be important here is not the beliefs about
television but what they may indicate about the "activ-
ity" with which people watch television. It may be that
"inactive" viewing is necessary for social reality effects or
that "active" viewing inhibits the influence. In one study
(Pingree et al. 1981), social reality effects were compared
for soap opera fans (who had paid to attend a soap opera
convention and luncheon with several stars) and a ran-
dom sample'of women from the same city. The evidence
suggested that the fans watched much more actively and
discussed the programs with friends. -Amount of soap
opera viewing and soap opera-biased social reality were
related for the random sample of women but not for the
fans, suggesting that active processing and involvement
may inhibit cultivation.

We are skeptical of interpreting this in a counter-
argument framework (Roberts and Maccoby 1973), be-
cause that would imply that the media consumer sees a
particular point of view in a television message and
argues against it during or immediately after message
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receptions We suggest instead the term "critical con-
sumer" processes, by which we mean evaluation of infor-

-mation during reception, greater retention of the bits and
pieces di nformation provided by television, awareness of
exceptions to patterns, more active siarch (not simply
exposure) for confirming or disconfirming information, a
more rational weighing of evidence in constructing social
eality, and so on.

Besides the characteristics of active involved television
viewing that prevent social reality effects, it is equally
appropriate to-Siiggest that uninvolved or passive recep-
tion can enhance sonic kinds of effects. Advertising re-
searchers propose that, instead of a progression from
attentive learning to evaluation and attitude formation
and finally behavior, our understanding of much of tele-
vision viewing, especially viewing commercials, will be
increased if we conSider an uninvolved, disinterested
viewer assimilating only the simplest faCts, names, and
jingles, and then only into short-term memory. Examples
include the purchase of low-cost interchangeable con-
sumer goods (or voting for minor local candidates) based
on short-term memory cues, with little intervention of
preformed attitudes (Ray 1973).

The potential contribution of the low'-involvement
model may stem from the nature of the relevant television
messages, as interpreted by Gerbner and his colleagues,
even though these messages are quite different from the

Aort-term learning from commercials. Advertisements
constructed to take advantage of the low-involvement
model make the brand name, jingle, and other simple
characteristics as salient as possible, repeating the ad as
often as is economically feasible. Putting across the cru-
cial message elements for social reality construction is
Probably not the primary goal of producers of entertain-
ment television. But for the viewer, because these ele-
ments are seldom crucial to plots of individual dramas,
attention to them may be very similar.

If so, unfocused attention to plot-incidental items bears
a strong resemblance to that of young ,children who do
not focus on central information. The difference may be
that, while young children cannot focus on central infor-
mation, perhaps many adults (or most adults some of the
time) can but do not focus, and thus they are more open
to television influence on their social reality when they do
not focus.

Exi5erience

Even if television influences the construction of social
reality, it does not do so in a vacuum. Viewers have their
own experience, other mass media, friends, family,and
their beliefs as filters for television's images. These fac-
tors may form conditions for television influence in 'at
least three ways.

First, for any given television message, some minimum
degree of confirmation from real-world experience, other
sources, or even preexiging beliefs about social reality
may be necessary to validate the television message;
below that minimum threshold, the relationship between
viewing and beliefs may be attenuated or absent (Gerb-
ner et al.-1980b,c propose the same, processes under the
label "resonance"). Second,- messages different from
those of televian coming from a heavily used or relied-
on source could provide sufficient disconfirmation that_
the amount of exposure to television becomes less rele-
vant or even irrelevant. Third, Gerbner et al. (1980b,c)
suggest that, for some social reality beliefs, television's
portrayals both form and match tile mainstream of be-
liefs. Many population 'subgroups share these beliefs for
other reasons, and the amount of television viewed adds
little; but for divergent population subgroups, the extent
of vieWing becomes important, with the beliefs of heavy
viewers in the divergent grOup converging on the popu-
lation mainstream. "

The characteristics of an individual's experience that
might be relevant could make a' long and expandable list.
For example, the pressures and experiences of lOwer SES
lifestyles could provide confirmation of television mes-
sages about interperional mistrust and possibly about the
prevalence of violence and fear of crime. Confirmation of
telthision's messages about violence wild come.from ex-
posure to news media or personal experience or personal
knowledge of victimization. And confirmation/disconfir-'
mation mainstreaming ba'sed on experience shculd not be
limited to violence. The impact of television sex-role por-
trayals might be quite different for children whose moth-
ers work outside the home, thus providing them with a
counter-example to television's stereotyping of women.

Examples that follow the mainstreaming pattern are
easy to find. For example, in the NORC 1975 sample
(Gerbner et al. 1977a,b), a significant cultivation differ-
ential exists for interpersonal mistrusLat middle-and
upper-income levels, but not for those with low incomes.
And when the NORC 1975 and 1978 samples are com-
bined (Gerbner et al. 1980b,c), a significant correlation
between viewing and interpersonal mistrust persists de-
spite simultaneous controls for those with some college,
but not for those without a college education, whose level
of mistrust is uniformly high. And for nonwhites, whose
interpersonal mistrust is relatively high, the partial cor-
relation with television viewing is negative (instead of
positive, as with whites), further suggesting a tele'vision
role in converging viewpoints on the "mainstream."
Likewise, for the three "anomia" items in the NORC
1977 survey, Gerbner et al. (1980b,c) report that the
correlation with viewing is unaffected only for the.some
college subgroups, who again score lowest as a whole on
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anomia. Other results give some indication of main-
streaming patterns for some sex and age differences.

Confirmation (or "resonance") results seem less com-
mon, but several examples are available, starting w ith
Doob and Macdonald's (1979) Toronto results on fear of
victimization. Television viewing and fear were signifi-
cantly related only in the high-crime citi' area; this may
suggest that living in such an area provides confirmation
that television's messages are relevant and to be believed.
Note, howeveri-that the los localized perceptions OT vio-
lence derivable from newspapers and televisioa news do
not make a consistent difference in lelevision influence
(Gerbner et al. 1979a,b; Hawkins and Pingree 1980),
although this leaves aside the issue of news directly
influencing social reality..

Gerbner et al. (1980b,c) report a partial replication of
Doob and Macdonald's results, although their subgroup-
ings on inctime within cities and suburbs cannot provide
as clean an indicator as the Toronto police statistics bro-
ken down for 210 individual patrol districts. Still, after
the application of simultaneous controls, the relationship
between viewing and a perception-of-danger index re-
mained positive and significant for low-income city resi-
dents but was zero for high-income city residents for
whom the questions were somewhat less relevant. How-
ever, income located no differences in the positive corre-
lations for suburban residents, making the interpretation
of these findings less clear.

No good evidence for the disconfirmation pattern has
been,found, evenv though one 1977 survey was designed
to test for confirmation and disconfirmation relationships
(Hawkins and Pingree 1980).

This is.an apt point to emphasize that mainstreaming,
confirmation (resonance), and disconfirmation should all
be regarded as hypotheses. The); have been applied post
hoc to describe subgroup differences, and psychological
processes have been proposed as explanations, but they
have not been applied predictively. As Hirsch (1980;
1981) points out, one could vsily argue (as Gerbner et
al. originally suggested in ,earlier publications) that
women, blacks, and the poor ought to be most affected by
portrayals of television violence, since they are the sub-
groups most at risk in the real world and the most
victimized on television. Yet, relationships between

.violence-related beliefs and television viewing are often
weakest in these groups. In addition, given the large
number of control variables on which subgroups couldhe
formed, we must also evaluate these isolated subgroups
against .chance.

These hypotheses are complex and controversial
enough (Gerbner et al. 1981; Hirsch 1981 b ) that strong
tests require not just predictions but actually going be-
yond the basic three variables of the relationship. If inter-
personal mistrust is high for low-education groups and
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unrelated to viewing, while mistrust rises to similar high
levels for high-education groups as viewing increases, a
"mainstreaming" interpretation would be greatly streng-
thened if we coulddeMonstrate that television's messages
are in fact at the "mainstream" point on the graph.
Similarly, arguments for why viewing does not affect less
educated groups would be more convincing if the rest of
their symbolic environment were examined with the
same care that content ana 1 y_S_ S_ gives to_television_

The one other difference that might be explained by
experience may be the difference between adolescent and
adult samples. In general, the relationships are much
weaker in the adult samples, although statistical si,gnifi-
cance is maintained by the much larger sample sizes. We
argued before that children younger than about 10 may
lack some processing abilities necessary to construct so-
cial reality from television. What we may have here in-
stead is an application of what has become almost a
communication research truismthat effects of com-
munication are strongest when competing sources of in-
formation and preexisting knowledge are lowest. For
adolescents, these social reality beliefs are still in the
process of formation and thus more amenalile to
influence. Perceived-relevance of the topic might play a
role here as well. Morgan and Harr-Mazer (1980) re-
port pitnounced increases with age in the correlation of
viewing and family expectations for adolescents, with the
largest shift doming between eighth and ninth grades for
projected age of family formation ond between seventh
and eighth grades for anticipated family size.

The interesting thing about all of this discussion is the
implication of a relatively rational process and perhaps
even an awareness of weighing and balancing informa-
tion from different sources. Such weighing and balancing
are generally presumed in information seeking but are
foreign to our discussion of television's influence within
the low-rm;olvement model. There is room, however, for
this apparent contradiction to be resolved, because em-
phasizing individual constructions of social reality sepa-
rates television's influence into at least two steps. First,
the individual must acquire from television various bits

of information about actions and characterization and
associations between these hits of information; this may
be best explained as incidental learning within the lOw-
involvement model. Second, the individual may we these
bits of information to construct more general and.inte-
grated conceptions of the world, and it is probably here
that the "higher" processes like inference or weighing
television against other sources of informatipm occurs.

.Social Structure

There are at least two, interesting studies in which the
nature of the intimate social.groups surrounding the in:



diVidual seem to make a difference in television's

influence. Rothschild (1979) categorized third- and
fifth-grade cliildren's peer groups as cohesive or non-
cohesive, depending on whether all children nominated
each other 'reciprocally or whether there was a non-
reciprocal link. Since children could belong to multiple
groups, they were categorized in four groups: purely
cohesive, mixed -(belong--10- both cohesiye _and semi-
cohesive), purely semi-cohesive, or no group mem-
bership. It appears that group cohesiveness inhibits or
may even reverse predicted cultivation influences for
gender-related qualities, occupational aspirations, and
interpersonal mistrust. Rothschild interprets her findings
as indicating that the increased social interaction in
groups provides a rich set of alternative information
whieh may counteract television's messages.

Gross and Morgan (in press) report cultivation
differences in the New Jersey panel survey-of adolescents
based on four charaeteristics of the family context. These
are protectiveness (the tendency to restrict viewing), util-
ity (parents' perception of the usefulness and reality of
television), conflict over television viewing, and indepen-
dence (students' access to television in terms of who se-
lects what they see). High partntal protectiveness, utility,
and low conflict over television wipe out correlations
with television for interpersonal mistrust, although not
for the prevalence of violence. Those who have greater
independence of access appear mortcultivated for preva-
lence of violence, but only in the third year. The amount
of family intervention capability suggested here is strik-
ing and encouraging.

Specific Viewing

Gerbner et al. (1979a) assert that two key assumptions
underlie Cultural Indicators research:

One is.that commercial television, unlike other media, presents
an organically composed total world of interrelated stories
(both drama 'and news) produced to the same set of market
specification. Second, television audiences (unlike those for
other media) view largely non-selectively and by the clock rath-
er than by the program. Television viewing is a ritual, almost
like 'religion, except that it is attended to more regularly.

It is possible however, to argue separately with each of
these assumptions. First, content analyses have not been
reported by program tyke, despite the fact that different
content types may present differences in patterns of ac-
tion and characterization. And, if people vary in their
mix of viewing 'different types of programs, then these
content differences would make for differential influence

across types of television content (see Hawkins and Pin-
gree, 1981). Table 5 (Hawkins and Pingree 1981)
presents the cultivation correlation from the Perth sam-
ple for total viewing and each of 10 independent types of

1 e,

table 5

Correlations Between Content Types and Belief in
Mean World and Violence in Society

(Hawkins & Pingree, 19808)

Mean
World

Violence
in Society

Television news .04 .03
Television documentaries .01 .01

Situation comedies .05 .06*

Crime-adventure Shows .06* .16**
Drama .04 .01

' Musib/vbriety .03 .02
Game shows .03

Cartoons .00 .14**.
Children's shows .00 .07*

Sports .01 .02 .

Note: Each correlation coefficient reported for a specific pro-

gram type Is actually a partial correlation coefficient, with the
total amount of viewing all other types of content partialed out.

*p <.05. *p <.001.

television content coded from viewing diaries. Because

the amounts pepple view of different types are not inde-

pendent of each other, each correlation for a content type
is partialed on all other viewing, so that these- partials

may be taken to represent the independent contribution'
of varying content types.

While the relationships between viewing and social

reality beliefs can only be indirect evidence of symbolic

message differences between different content types, it is

clear from table 5 that differences do exist. Even within

the Cultural Indicators group's overall "dramatic pro-
grams" category, corresponding to our divisions of situ-

ation comedies, crime-adventure, drama, and cartoons,
the types are not uniformly related to the social reality

measures, and the most parsimonious explanation must
be that the symbolic messages presented in these program

types are not uniform with respect to social reality

beliefs.
Hawkins and Pingree (1981) also eicamine the inter-

correlations of viewing tliese program types and total
viewing and report differences in selective versus habitual
viewing of these content types, with crime-adventure,
cartoons, and news viewed relatively habitually and
comedy viewed much more selectively. Thus, two of the

three content types most related to social reality (crime-

adventure and cartoons) are predictable from other view-

ing, suggesting that the omnivorous habits of heavy
viewership are responsible for such viewing. However,
habitual television watching itself (as an unmeasured
third variable) cannot be posited to account for the
content-specific relationships, since comedy and news
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viewing are much more weakly or even negatively related
to social reality, thus strengthening the causal arguments
made earlier.

Summary

Figure 1 illustrates how these processes and the lim-
ited data relevant to them might fit together. The act of
viewing television, even cumulatively over long periods of
time, is only the 13eginning of television influence on
social reality. And it should be obvious that weuthink it
is crucial for message-systems analysis to move down at
least to the level of content types. The next step in tele-
vision's influence is learning (probably incidentally) var-
ious bits and pieces of action, characterization, and so,on,
and their associations with one another and with de-
mographic characteristics. In determining how well this
learning proceeds, such factors as attention to television,
memory capacities, focusing strategies, and involvement
may be important conditional or intervening variables
(and we have drawn the arrow from these conditions to
the link between viewing and learning and not to learn-
ing itself, to signify this intervention). We suspect that
the actual construction of social reality is a separate fol-
lowing step, conditioned by such things as inference
skills, social structures such as family and friends, and
the competing or complementing information of other
experience (we also note here that these conceptions of
reality can be directly influenced by experience as well).
Finally, if social reality has any importance at all, it
should serve as a guide to actual behavici. What is
needed now is work that takes account oftjaese separate
steps and treats each of them as an empirical question.

Summary

'The evidence is relatively supportive of television's
influence on some aspects of social reality, especially in

LTelevision
Viewing -(Learning)

Incidental
Information
Holding

Attention,
Capacity,
Focusing Strategies,
and Involvement

areas related to violence and for the demographic meas-
ures on prevalence of violence and the value-system
measures on interpersonal mistrust. There are also sug-
gestive evidence for other areas of social reality (sexism,
ageism, family structure) and a small amount of experi-
mental and longitddinal evidence for television as the
cause of certain social reality constructions. On the other
hand, some relationships, especially those between tele-
vision viewing and value-system measures, are seriously
attenuaied, made curvilineaa, or even made negative by
the application of simultaneous controls.

We should point out that relationships that are
significant between television viewing and social reality
are generally on-the weak side of Moderate in strength. It
would be a considerable overstatement of the area to
assign preeminence to television as a shaper of culture.
However, asserting the oppositethat television's con-
tribution is triviallikewise misses some important
points.

First, the cultivation hypothesis (and the whole cul-
tural indicators approach) has the joint disadvantages for
theory testing of being both global and subtle. Those

. characteristics of television content hypothesized to be
important are meanings present only implicitly and only
cumulatively across the sum total of all television mes-
sages. Quite apart from whethef such implicit meanings
are extracted the same way by all or even most members
of a population, testable hypotheses depend on the re-
searcher's own interpretation of the most likely meaning.
But researchers, after all, bring a particular vision of
their own to television, and this vision could lead to
interpretations of messages slightly different from those
of most members of the mass audience, thus system-
atically deflating any observable television effect.

As if these problems Were not enough, it should be
obvious that present measurements of television viewing
and of what people believe about the world, the reality
they have constructed, are extremely crude. What has
been measured as interpersonal mistrust and prevalence
of violence.probably has something to do with the social

(Construction)

Social
Reality

Inference Skills,
Social Structures,
& Other Experience

Figure 1. A model of conditions in cultivation.
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reality potentially cultivated by television, but they could
be much better. Happily, there are indications that meas-
urement in this area is improving, as with Doob and
Macdonald's (1979) much greater variety of.questions
about violence.

It is probable that television's effect on sofial reality/ is
underestimated by the relatively weak relationships. It
should also be clear, however, that the theory that has di-
rected the research needs to be changed. Television's
influence on individual constructions of reality can no
longer be described as direct but must be viewed as a
complex process that takes place within individual con-
texts. We need to modify the theory to recognize the
conditional nature, of television's influence: Under some
conditions, television does seem to contribute to construc-
tions of reality, but in others it does not. A new focus.on
the conditions that specify effects would encourage a
deeper interest in the viewing situation itself as well as
the context of viewing. Are heavy television vieWers
watching television in the same way as light viewers? Are
they more or less attentive, selective?

The theory would similarly be enriched if more atten-
tion was paid to explanations for how individuals use
television to construct social reality. Research findings
suggesting conditional effects will be much better ex-
plained when we have some idea of the processes involved
in the construction of social reality.

Appendix

It has been ,apparent in reviewing this research that
not everyone appreciates the importance of tying content
of television to a study of how that content might affect
social reality, and it has been obvious that hardly anyone
(ourselves included) has been analyzing their data prop-
erly. In this appendix, we present some methodological/
procedural principles, that seem to be essential for mean-
ingful results.

1. Asseasing Content
,

First, some sort of content analysis is necessary so that
the existence of a pattern cr be established and docu-
mented. Some failures to find a television viewing-social
reality relationshiP probably happen beeause the pattern
isn't there (and the researcher assumed it but didn't (est
for it) or because the researcher's view of the meaning of
certain events and relationstiips presented on television is
peculiar, not something that many others would see. It is
the carefully documented and relatively objective pat-
terns in content that, when used to construct questions
about social reality, give this approach its advantage over
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other survey research in ascribing a causal direction to
television.

Related to this is the issue of pattern frequency. It's
probable that a certain level of a set of events must be
present for the pattern to influence an individual's social
reality. Since this issue has not previously been raised, we
can only guess at what that level is, but it seems,worthy
of study in its oWn right.

In addition, there are clear variations in patterns
across types of television content: Crime-adventure pro-
grams are more violent than situation comedies or day-
time serials. The television diet of viewers is not always
going to be the same as the mix of what is available. To
the extent that this is true, researchers who use more
specific viewing measures, such as television-use diaries,
will have more meaningful results. Exposure measures
need to be capable of specifying at least this level of
detail, and it is quite likely that better understanding of
viewing situations (attention, selectivity, and so on) will
lead to better understanding of whether and how tele-
vision content influences social reality.

2. Controls

Most researchers who routinely study television effects
control for other variables. It is obvious that demographic
characteristics such as social class could be accounting for
both television viewing and a violent construction of real-
ity. It is not so obvious that applying controls separately
is not sufficient to control for spuriousness. There are at
least some areas of social reality where simultaneously
applied controls reduce a previously significant re-
lationship below significance, when these same controls
did not individually affect the significance of the re-
lationship. Thus, it is crucial to control simultaneously;
controls applied one at a time may each account for a
separate, small piece of the variance, leading the re-
searcher to conclude that the relationship is genTral and
holds despite controls.

However, finding t,.hat simultaneously applied controls
ate effective in dramatically, altering a relationship or
reducing It below conventionally accepted levels of

significance is not sufficient evidence for calfing the re-
,

lationship spurious, for several reasons.
First, controlling for a third variable or a set of third

variables leaves us with an independent (of those other
variables) relationship between television viewing and
social reality. Assuming that the set of control variables
is sufficient (never demonstrable), this independmt re-
lationshtp can be regarded as the whole story when the
control variables are causally prior to both viewing and
social reality. It is sometimes possible to make this as-
sumption, but more often it is not. Whenever there is a
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possible reciprocal relationship between a third variable
and television viewing or social reality, or whenever the
third variable may intervene, the yesults of an analysis
that controls forthird variables are likely to be an under-
estimate of the true relationship. In such a case, the
control for third variables still leaves the independent
relationship between viewing and social eality but im-

.properly_removes_any ndi rect. cansatioifirough third
variables or reciprocal relationships. Inst3ad of using
these controls to provide "yes" or "no" answers to simple
hypotheses, we would be much better off to do some
complex thinking about theoretical relationships both be-
fore applying controls (to direct them rationally) and
after (to take advantage of the shifting relationships as a
guide to more adequate theory).

A second problem with controls arises out of our rou-
tine use of controls. It is easy to forget that demographic
characteristics are reifications of very meaningful proc-
esses. They are locators that are simpler to use than the

- processes themselves, but as demographics they mean
nothing. For example, if we find that sex can change a
television viewing-social reality relationship, we still
need to come up with an explanation or a process to
account for the effect of sex on this relationship. Sex in
itself does not offer us any insight; rather, the expla-
nation lies with some behavior pattern or set of experi-
ences or situations that is located by sex. And this process
should interest us. Researchers who remember this are
much likelier to be interested in the meaning of a re-
lationship that is changed by a control variable and ulti,
mately to gain a richer understInding of how people,ase
television.

Third, wholesale controlling can obfuscate potential
conditional relationships. For example, if a control vari-

able such as socioecOnomic status reduces a viewing-
social reality relationship to nonsignificance, it would
usually be concluded that socioeconomic status really ac-
counts for bothand that there is no true relationship. But
it Could be that the expected relationship holds in one
social class and works exactly the opposite in the other.
That such possibilities areoften unexamined reflects a
use _of controls that is nov theoretically based; theory
building is the poorer for it.'

Thus, it is crucial in this area to control for third
variables. It is essential to apply these controls simulta-
neously. But it is also imperative that the use of controls
be directed by theoretical systems so that the conditions
under which individuals use television to construct social
reality can be illuminated.'

In sum, we are suggesting as guidelines for research on
television's influence on constructions of social reality
that researchers -(1) need to establish the presence of
relevant content and exposure to that content; and (2)
need to conduct conditional analyses using simultaneous
controls that are directed by theory. Further, we suggest
that the original hypothesis that television's peculiar dis-
tortions of social reality directly, although subtly, affect
heavy viewers' constructions of social reality, needs to be
rephrased. We should ask, "How does an individual
construct social reality?" and "What sorts of thought
processes by the individual and what real-world experi-
ences are neCessary for television to contribute to con-
structions of social reality?"

Readers wishing to pursue the logic of third-variable analyses fur-
ther would do well to consult the chapter in Babbie (1979) on the
elaboration model as a carefully explained introduction to the problem.
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Television- and Prosocial Behavior

J. Philipe RuShton
The University of Western Ontario

London, Ontario, Canada

The Importance of Learning
Through Observation

People learn by watching others. Indeed, this is one of
'the fundamental ways by which people learn new behav-
ior. By watching others, people who enter new occupa-
tions learn skills and attitudes necessary to their neW job.
Also by watching others, people can learn the coniplex
skills involved in new sports and leisure-time activities.
Such learning often involves a great deal of effort and
concentration. Other such learning, however, takes place
quite automatically. Think of speech as,an example. Trii
majority of the words we use are learned without afiy
conscious effort. Simply by observing others, people ac-
quire the vocabulary and many of the rules of grammar
that they use. People also acquire their accents and styles
of delivery by observing others. Thus, whether people
use a wide or a more limited range of expressive gestures
when they talk depends to a large extent on the particular
models they watched when they were learning the lan-
guage. A lot of this learning took place without their even
being aware of it.

Children, in particular, are likely to learn by watching
A others. They are at the most formative period in their
, lives when they are striving to gain some understanding
and mastery of the social world that they inhabit. By
watching others and then irnitating what they have seen,
they can learn the "rules" of social behavior. While
adults have often learned to distinguish between who is
appropriate and who is inappropriate to watch and learn
from, young children often have not.

Research on the importance of observational learning
has substantially advanced our understanding of human
behavior in a variety of areas, inclyding: aggression
(Bandura 1973), altruism (Rushton 1980), cognition
(Rosenthal d Zimmerman 1978), deviance (Akers

1977), personality (Mischel 1981), and psychopatholo
(Wilson and O'Leary 1980), to name but a few.

Of particular imqsrtance is the research that con rms
that watching others leads to learning the norms of be-
havior and the emotional responses that people haVe to
each other cpandura 1969, 1973, 1977; Rushton 1980).
One of the most important implications of this research
pertains to television. If one' of the main ways in which
people learn is by observing others; then it follows that
mople should learn a great deal from viewing others on
teletitn. Television provides people with access to a
very ide range of observational learning experiences.

mply sitting in front of their television sets in their/
' own living rooms, individuals can observe a vast array of

other persons behaving in response to a variety of situ-
ations. In this way, television can have diyerse effects,
depending on the content of whatlis watched. It can be an
important disinhibitor and teacher of antisocial norms of
behavior, a matter of social concern when we realize that
many characters on television behave in antisocial ways
(Gerbner and Gross 1976). But it alsO is capable of
promoting valued cognitive and social development
(Rushton 1977, 1979).

The question of whether the antisocial behavior por-
trayed on television influenceS the behavior of viewers
has been a question of concern for more than two decades
now (Himmelweit et al. 1958). Many government in-
quiries as well as scholarly reSearchers have investigated
this question, and a vast literature has emerged. Al-
though there are still dissenters (e.g., Kaplan and Singer
1976; Halloran 1978), the weight of this evidence ap-
pears to demonstrate that television portrayals of violence
do increase the amount of antisocial behavior in society.
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(Comstock et al. 1978; Liebert and Schwartzberg 1977;
Murray and Kippak 1979; (ntarw 1977; Parke et al
1977; Rushton 1980)

While there has long been a research interest in the
possible harmful effects of media violence, the other side
of the cointhe potential for goodhas only recently
been investigated. Notwithstanding its recency, this re-
search literature is now burgeoning and appears to dem-
onstrate that television does have the power to influence
prosocial behavior. The term "prosocial" iiused to speci-
fy that which is socially desirable and which in some way
benefits another person or society at lakge. This defini-
tion naturally involves a value judgment based on the
wider social context.

There are four types of prosocial television content.
The first type of programing is altruistic iri natUre Aid
includes such behaviors as generosity, helping, and coop-
eration. The second concerns friendly 'behavior. The
third involves self-control behaviors, such as resisting
temptation and delaying gratification, and the fourth in-
volves adults and children coping with their fears. Some
of t14 studies examined television effects in laboiatory
situations, while others used more naturalistic environ-
ments; the-results from both settings come to similar
conclusions. Nonetheless, there is a clear demarcation
between the two types of testing environments. The term
"television" is used here in the widest sense; i.e., it in-
cludes specially constructed videotapes used for experi-
mental or therapeutic purposes in addition to commercial
television programs. The nature of the programing is
clearly specified throughout the review.

The Effects of Showing Altruistic
Behaviors on Television

Fifteen studies will be reviewed; seven are "labora-
tory" studies, and eight are "naturalistic." All seven of
the laboratory studies are concer d with the effects on
children (Bryan 1971; Bryan and Walbek,1970a, 1970b;
Collins and Getz...1976; Elliot and Vasta 1970; Rushton
and Owen 1975; Sprafkin et al. 1975). Of the eight
naturalistic studies, six were atm) concerned with chil-
dren (Ahammer and Murray 1979; Friedrich and Stein
1973, 1975; Friedrich-Cofer et al. 1979; Paulson 1974;
Tower it al. 1979), whereas two were carried out with
adults (Loye et al. 1977) and youths (Moriarty and Mc-
Cabe 1977).

Laboratory Studies of Altruism

In a series of experiments, reviewed by Bryan (1975,
e.g., Bryan 1971; Bryan and Walbek 1970a, 19700,
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several hundred 6- to 9-ypr-old children, of both sexes,
were shown 5-minute videotattes of a child playing a
bowling game, winning gift certificates, and donating or
not ,donating some of these gift certificates to a charity.
Subsequently, the children were watched through a one-
way mirror to see how much of their winnings they
donated to a similar charity. The results showed that
children were strongly influenced by what they had seen
on televisioic. Children who had watched generosity on
the videotape gave more of their certificates urthe charity
than did those who had watched selfishness portrayed.
Other studies, using shinlar procedures, have replicated
aryan's findings.,Elliot and Vasta (1970) showedthat 5-
to 7-year-old children were influented by teleisiozt mod-
eli to share both candy and, money. Fushton and* Owen
(1975) found that 8- to 10-year-old:Britishchildreh were
infltiented to donate tokens to a charity by watching
television models do so.

the film material used in the above studies was not
like that produced fof commercial pUrposes, however. It
lasted for only'5 -minutes and showed one 'person acting
a number of times in just one way (e.g., being generous)
in one highly specific situation. In addition, the children ,

who watched were then tested in exactly the same sit,u-
ation 'in which they had seen the model act. Sprafkin
et al. (1975) went further than the above studies and
conceptually replicated the previous findings with a
highly successful commercial television program, Lassie.
T hey divided 30 5-year-old, white, middle-class children
into three grotip and showed each group one of three
half-hour television programs, complete with commer-
cials. A prosocial Lassie program involved Jeff, Lassie's
master, risking his life by hanging over the edge of a
mineshaft to rescue Lassie's pup. A neutral Lassie film
and a neutral non-Lassie film made up two control
groups. After watching the programs the children were
taken to another 'room where they could earn points
toward a prize by playing on a game. During the course
of playing the game, they had an opportunity to aid
puppies in distress by calling for help by pressing a
"help" button. Pressing the "help" button, however,
would interfere with earning pOints toward the prize.
The average timerspent pressing the "help" button for
children who had watched the prosocial Lassie was 93
seconds, whereas in the two neutral conditions it was 52
and 38 seconds respectively. Thus, this study supported
the previous laboratory studies using a program from a
highly successful commercial series.

Collins and Getz (1976) also carried out a laboratory
investigation using a regular program complete with
commercials. They edited a television action-adventure
drama made for adults, such that in one version a model
responded aggressively to provocation and in another
version responded constructively. Fourth, seventh, and
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tenth graders saw one of these versions or a wildlife
documentary control. They were then given an oppor-
tutiky either to help or hurt a fictitious peer, who they
were told was trying to complete a task, by either press-
ing a "helr button which shut off adistracting noise or
a "hurt" button which increased it. Children of all ages
who had seen models of constructive coping showed.
greater prosocial responding than subjects in the. other
two conditions, i.e., they gave more "help" responses
than children who viewed either the aggression or the
control programs.

Naturalistic Studies of Altruism

Stein and Friedrich (1972) (see also Friedrich and
Stein 1973) carried out a study of prosocial media effects
with 97 nursery, school children. First, the children's
naturally occurring free-play behavior was coded into
categories such as "aggressive," "prosocial," and "self-
control." The children were then randomly assigned to
one of three groups and exposed to 4 weeks of selected
television. The first group watched aggressive television
films, such as Batman and Superman cartoods. A second
group watched "ntutral" films such as children working
on a farm, and a third group watched Mtster Rogers'
Netghborhood, a prosocial education television program
that stresses cooperation, sharing, sympathy, affection,
and friendship. During the 4-week exposure to one of the
three television diets, the children's free-plaY behavior'
was recorded by observers who were "blind" as to ex-
perimental condition.

The results demnnstrated that the programs did save
some effect op the Children's subsequent aggressive or
prosocial behavior. The aggressive television content led
to increased interpersonal aggression for those children
who were above average in sucli. aggression at baieline;
The effects, however, did not generalize to a 2-week
re-test. While exposure to the prosocial television content
led to increased prosocial behavior, it did so only in the
children from the lower half of the socioeconomic status
distribution. Here too, however, the results failed to
extend to the 2-week re-test. Both the aggressive and
prosocial films had stronger effects on the measures of
self-control as we shall see when we come to that section.

In a subsequent study with Mister Rbgers' Neighbor-
hood, Friedrich and Stein (1975) randomly assigned 73
preschoolers to one of five conditions. One group of chil-
dren watched four "neutral" programs about nature and
other topics unrelated to interpersonal behavior. The
other four groups saw four programs from Mister Rog-
ers' Netghborhood, chosen to form a dramatic sequence.
In this sequence, a crisis arose in which one of the char-
acters feared that she would be replaced by a fancy new
visitor. Action centered on the attempts, of friends to
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understand her feelings, reassure her of her uniqueness,
and help her. Children watched the television programs
in groups'of three or four over 4 days. Results indicated
that, when the children were asked questions such as
"How do friends show they like you?," those w
watched the prosocial films reported more w
ing how friends demonstrated affection th
who had watched neutral films. This was true both in
situations that were similar to those in the Mister R6gers'
Neighborhood program and also to those that involved
new situations. On a behavioral measure of helping an-
other child in a quite different context, there were no
overall differences between those children who had
watched prosocial television programs and those who had
watched the neutral television programs. It was found,
however, that, if watching the prosocial television had
been paired with direct training to be helpful through
"role-playing" techniques, the children were more help-
ful than those who had been given the training but no diei
of prosocial television. This suggests the possibility that
prosocialtelevision might be used as- an adjunct to other
training procedures when attempting to teach or enhance
prosocial tendencies in childrenas nursery school
teachers and parents might well wish to do.

-

This latter conclusion gains additional credence from
a study by Friedrich-Cofer et al. (1979). They found that
even 8 weeks of prosocial televisi6n, br itself, did not
influence the behavior of urban poor children. However,
if the prosocial television was augmented with themes
from Mister Rogers' Neighborhood acted out in class,
then significant behavioral differences in subsequent
prosoccial behavior were found compared to control

ad
s of show-

n children

- groups.
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Paulson (1974) divided 78 male and female
4-year-olds into a "view" and "rtonview" condition in
their regular day care centers. The "view" children
watched several hours of Sesame Street over a number of
day; for 1 hour per day. The "nonview" children were
not shown this special diet of.television. The Sesame
Street programs had nine special "inserts," all concerned
With children cooperating with one another to achieve
goals (e.g., "Gordon and Bob discover that it ispossible
to put toys into a box only when one holds the lid while
the other inserts 'the toys").. The program's impact wis
measured in three tests; including, firSt7 a picture recog-
nition test to see whether or not the children were famil-
iar with the content of the experimental inserts (e.g.,
"pick the picture in which the children are cooperat-
ing"). The second jtsts weie situational (e.g., one child
was given paint and'another brushes with instructions to
"paint a picture"). Scored were both specific cooperation,
as modeled`directly from the solution presented on Ses-
ame Street, ancl general cooperation, based on any coop-
eration whatsoever during the test. The third test was



free-play behavior. Prosocial television was found to af-

fect both knowledge and specific cooperation, although
not general cooperation or free play.

Tower et al. (1979) exposed three groups of pre-,
schoolers to 2 weeks of either prosocial television films,
such as Wier Rogets' Netghborhood and Sesame Street

or to neutral television fare. Children who viewed Mister
Rogers' Neighborhood tended to engage in more cooper-
ative play (over baseline) than those in the other viewing
amditions.

In a stud7itjth 183 married couple volunteers, Loye

et al. (1977) used the method of participant observation

to assess the cumulative effects'over 5 days of one of five

diets of television programing. Yhese were (1) high in
prosocial or "helpful" content; (2) high in violent or
"hurtful" content; (3) neutral or light entertainment
content; (4) mixed, i.e., both prosocial and violent con-

tent; and (5) natural, i.e., unedited content. Viewing took
place between 7:00 p.m. and 11:00 P.m. on seven con-
secutive evenings, Monday through Sunday. Programs

were chosen from the schedules of 28 channels available

via thelocal cable television network. In all groups, each
.husband watChed the television Kograms selected, and

each wile worked as an observer reporting on his daily

behavior. Examples of "helpful" and "hurtful" behavior

were "Husband took 4'-year-old son for a walk on the
beach while I rested" versus "Husband lost temper while

driving the car." Wives kept confidential daily reports of

all instances of husbands' "helpful" and "hurtful" be-
havior. Results showed no significant differences among

viewing grotips in helpful behavior. For .hurtful behav-
ior, however, differences aniong the groups were found.

The prosocial group'showed the least hurtful behavior;

next lowest was the neutral group. The two highest levels
of hurtful behavior were found in the natural and vio-
lence viewing grdups. Effects of television content were
also found on ratings of mood. With baseline scores co-

varied mit, viewers in the violence group showed an in-

crease in aggressiveness, whereas viewers in the prosocial

group ,showed a decrease.
A particularly amt;itious and realistic study was car-

ried out by Moriarty and McCabe (1977) with 259

children and youth, engaged' in ortanized team sports.
Participants in Little Leaguc baseball, lacrosse, and ice-
hockey were included. Both the antisocial and prosocial
behavior of the players' on the field, before, during, and
after experimental treatment were measured. The ex-

perimental treatment consisted of providing antisoCial,

prosocial, and control video presentations of the relevant
sport to the randomly assigned teams. The prosocial ma-
terial consisted of (1) altruismhelping, encouraging,
and team work; (2), sympathycompassion, pity, and

caring for another's plight; (3) courtesydisplays of re-

spect; (4) reparationt--correcting a wrong or apolo-
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gizing; and (5) affectionany overt expression of, posi,
tiye feelings toward another. The results indicated that
exposure to the prosocial content ,clearly increased the
level of prosocial behavior for the hockey and lacrosse

players, although not for baseball players. Intereshrigly,
the showing of the antisocial program's had no effect in

this study.
Finally, another study assessed the relative influence

of role playing and prosocial television content in facili-
tating altruism. Ahammer and Murray (1979) showed

Australian kindergarten children .television programs,
such as Lassie, I Love Lucy, The Brady Burich, and
Father Knows lest. On the ibasis of a content analy'sis,
some of these programs were designated as high inprosol
cial television, while others were designated as neutral.,
The prosocial programs had a high frequency of ex-
pressing concern for others' feelings, sympathy, task per-
sistence, and explaining feelings of self or others. The
children were either Assigned as a class to a "prosncial"
viewing condition or. to a "neutral" viewing condition.
The viewing tOok place 1/2 hour per day, 5 days per week
for 4 weeks. The children were pre-tested.on a variety of
.measures 1 week prior to the onset of television viewing
and were posi-tested on these same measures 1 week
after the conclusion of training. The results indicated
that the prosOcial television condition was associated with

increases in a situational test of helping (far boys only)
and increases in a test of cooperation (for both boys and.
girls). Helping was measured by the child's willingness
to forego playing with some attractive toys in order to
help another child complete a task which consisted of

placing marbles in a box one at a time. Cooperation was
measured by the number of candies that the child allowed

his or her partner to win while playing a game. Thus,
observation of standard,television programs in which the
characters displayed conchn for others was effective in

facilitating altruism in specific situational tests quite dis-

, similar from th, situations seen on .the programs. Of
interest in this study was the finding .that role-playing
techniques were even more effective in facilitating altru-
ism than was the prosocial television. This latter findile
of course, does not detract from the fact that'prosocial
television had independent effects. It suggests that these

effects can be greatly increased if other aspects of the
environment are supportive.

The Effects Of Showing FriendJy
Behaviors on Television

4g.

4

Seven studies are reviewed in this section; all Were

carried out with nursery schoal children, They are di-°

vided into two laboratory studies (Fryear and Thelen
1969; Gorn et al. 1976) and five naturalistic ones (Coates
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et al. 1976; Fechter 1971; Keller and Carlson 1974;
O'Connor 1969, 1972).

Laboratory Studies of Friendly
Behavior

Fryear and The len (1969) assigned boys and girls of
nursery school age to one of two main television viewing
groups: One observed an adult demonstrating "affection-
ate" behavior toward a small stuffed clown, and a second
served as a control group. Children were subsequently
given an opportunity to pray with a group of toys which
included the small clown. An observer sat in the back of
the room and watched to see whether the child imitated
the affectionate behavior toward the toy. Children who
watched television films of affectionate behavior were
subsequently more likely to express similar affection
than children who had not seen such behavior on
television.

Gorn et al. (1976) carried out a study in Canada to
investigate whether prosocial television content could in-
crease nursery school children's friendliness toward eth-
nic minorities. After being exposed to special Sesame
Stret inserts containing nonwhite children, a sample of
3-5-year-old white children showed a strong preference
for playing with nonwhites as opposed td whites. This
sharply contrasted with the preferences of a control
group not exposed to these inserts. The respondents, all
English Canadians, also viewed inserts with a French
Canadian boy and indicated an equally strong preference
for him after seeing the special inserts, again in com-
parison to the contrasts.

Naturalistic Studies of Friendly
Behavior

O'Connor (1969) conducted a dramatic and poten-
tially important study to see if television programs could
be used to enhance social interaction among those nurs-
ery school children who tended to isolate themselves from
their peers. Thirteen severely solitary children were cho-
sen for the stUdy. These children were interacting on
fewer than 5 of 32 possible interactions reliably observed
over an 8-day period. One group of these isolated chil-
Clren then saw a specially prepared sound-color film
shown over a television console. This film portrayed a
sequence of 11 scenes in which children interacted in a
nursery school setting with reinforcing consequences
ensuing. All the scenes were accompanied by a female
narrator describing the actions of the model and the re-
sponks of the other children. For comparison purposes,
a Second group of children were shown a film about
dolphins. The results were dramatic. Children who had
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watched the film about others engaging in social inter-
action increased from their baseline score of an average
of nearly 2 interactions out 'of the 32 possible to an
average of nearly 12 interactions out of the possible 32.
The control group showed no increase over their baseline
scores. A followup at the end of the school year showed
that the changes were durable over time.

In a subsequent study, O'Connor (1972) selected 33
social isolates from four nursery school populations ac-
cording to both teacher ratings and behavioral samples
obtained by trained observers. In a 2 x 2 favorial design,
half of the children viewed a specially constructed
23-minute modeling film depicting appropriate social be-
havior, while the other half viewed a control film. Half
of the subjects in each film condition then received social
reinforcement, contingent upon the performance of peer
interaction behaviors. Modeling was shown to be a more
rapid modification procedure than was shaping-through-
reinforcement and resulted in more stable social inter-
action patterns over time.

In a study of similar nature, Ketler and Carlson
(1974) showed 19 socially isolated preschoolers either
four 5-minute videotapes in which social skills (e.g., how
to socially reinforce peers) were modeled (treatment) or
four sequences of a nature film (control). The frequency
with which subjects dispensed and received social rein-
forcement and the frequency of social interaction in-
creased in the treatment group.

Fechter (1972) carried out a study with mental re-
tardates (mean age, 11 years; mean IQ, 36). One group
watched a 5-minute film of a 12-year-old child beating
up a large inflatable Donald Ducledoll. Another group
viewed a 5-minute film of the 12-year-old child playing
in a friendly manner with the same doll. The behavior of
the retardates was then observed for 5 minutes in the
experimental room and for 30 minutes on the ward and
coded either as friendly (e.g., talking) or aggressive (e.g.,
fighting) by observers who were not aware of which films
the patients had seen. In the ward, the number of ag-
gressive responses increased slightly (but significantly)
after the aggressive film and decreased following the
friendly film. The change in the number of friendly re-
sponses in the ward was not significant, hoWever.

Coates et al. (1976) assessed the effects of both Sesame
Street and Mister Rogers' Neighborhood on 32 preschool
children. The frequency of these children's behaviors
was recoraed into one of three categories: (1) Positive
reinforcementgiving positive attention such as praise
and approval, sympathy, reassurance, and smiling and
laughing; giving affectionate physical contact such as
hugging, kissing, and holding hands; giving tangible re-
inforcement such as tokens, prizes, and other objects;
(2) Punishmentgiving verbal criticism and rejection
such as criticism, negative greetings, obvious ignorings,



and sarcasm; giving negative physical contact such as
hitting, 'biting, and kicking; withdrawing or refusing tan-
gible reinforcement such as taking away a toy; and (3)
Social contact any physical or verbal contact between a
child and another child or adult.

Following these baseline measures, children watched
either 15 minutes of Sesame Street or 15 minutes of
Mister Rogers' Neighborhood for each of 4 days. These
programs had previously been content analyzed for the
'frequency of occurrence of positive reinforcement and
punishment. After watching the programs, the children
were observed, and the frequency with which they be-

haved in any of the categories was recorded. In addition,
a 4-day followup was undertaken. The results showed
that the television programs affected the children's social
behavior in a significant manner, particularly on the
immediate postviewing tests. For all children, Mister
Rogers' Neighborhood significantly increased the giving
of positive reinforcement to, and social contacts with,
both other children and adults. For Sesame Street, the
effects were only found for children who had low baseline
scores.

The Effects of Showing Self-Control
Behaviors on Television

Six studies are reviewed here. All were carried out
with children. Five of them are laboratory studies (Stein
and Bryan 1972; Walters et al. 1963; Wolf 1973; Wolf
and Cheyne 1972; Yates 1974); one is a naturalistic study
(Friedrich and stein 1973).

Laboratory Studies of Self-Control
Behavior

Walters et al. (1963) first forbade 5-year-old male
kindergarten children from playing with some rather
attractive toys. The children were then divided into three
groups. Two groups of youngsters observed a film in
which a child model, a boy of the same age as themselves,
played with the toys which the subjects had previously
been forbidden to touch. One group observed a film in
which the boy model was "rewarded" bY his mother for
playing with the toys; one group observed the model
"punished" for playing with toys. The remaining group
constituted a control group,, who saw no film. All the
children were subsequently left alone in the experimental
room with the forbidden toys for 15 minutes, and their
behavior was observed. Both in terms of the length of
time before children gave in to the temptation to touch,
the forbidden toys and in terms of the total number of
times the child touched the toys, there was a clear effect
of the experimental treatment: Observation of the model-
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rewarded film made it harder for the children to resist the
temptation and observation of the model-punished film
made it easier for them to resist.

Stein and Bryan (1972), in a laboratory experiment,
explained to 80 8- and 9-year-old girls the rules by which
they could win money by playing an electronic bowling
game. Before playing the game, the childreh watched a
television program in which they saw a same-sex peer
model playing the same game. This peer model either
behaved in violation of these rules or in accordance with
them. Children who observed the transgressing model
cheated more than twice as much as those who observed
a model adhering to the rules.

wolf and Cheyne (1972) carried out an experiment
with 7- to 8-year-old boys. First, the children were taken
to a games room and allowed to play with some toys.
They were forbidden, however, to touch or play with one
particularly attractive toy. It was found that an average
of 4 minutes and 40 seconds would go by before an
average boy in this situation would touch the toy. How-
ever, if the boy had watched a television program of
another same-age boy playing with similar toys and the
television child had not touched the toy, then the average
boy would wait nearly 8 minutes before transgressing. If,
on the other hand, the television program had shown
another boy violating the rule and touching the forbidden
toy, then the subject would be likely to touch the toy in
less than 3 minutes. Very similar results were found
when the measure of the child's resistance to temptation
was based on the length of time he played with the toy.
The average boy would play with the forbidden toy for
about 1 minute out of the 10 that he was observed. If he
watched a television program depicting violation of the
rules, then he would play with the forbidden toy for
nearly 4 out of 10 minutes. If, however, he watched a
television program showing adherence to the rules, he
would touch the forbidden toy for only about 7 seconds.
Wolf and Cheyne (1972) brought the boys back 1 month
later and put them into the same situation. The results
still showed an effect for the television program. Whereas
children who had seen no television film 1 month earlier
managed to fesist the temptation for nearly 6 minutes,
boys who had seen a model giving in to the temptation
only resisted for 4 minutes. In this 4-week re-test, no
effect was found for the "self-controlled" model, how-
ever. These results were replicated by Wolf (1973).

Another form of self-control is the ability to delay
gratification to a later point in time. Yates (1974) carried
out a study with 72 8-year-old New Zealand children.
Baselines were established by asking children if they
would prefer a small reward, such as money, immedi-
ately, or a larger one by waiting for 7 days. Some time
later, some of the children watched television programs
of an adult female model exemplifying high-delay behav-
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ior and/or verbalizing reasons for delaying gratification.
, Other children did not watch such programs. Compared

to controls, children who had watched the television pro-
grams showing delay of gratification were subsequently
more likdy themselves to choose to delay their
gratification for a larger reward later. Furthermore,
-when the children were retested 4 weeks later, their
behavior still showed the effects of the exposure to the
television film.

Naturalistic Studies of Self-Control
Behavior.

In a study described previously in the section on altru-
istic behavior (Friedrich and Stein 1973), the prosocial
television program Mister Rogers' Neighborhood, the ag-
gressive television programs of Superman and Batman,
or neutral fare was shown to 94 4-year-old nursery
school children for a 4-week period. During this time,
their naturally occurring free-play behavior was ob-
served. Three categories of self-control behavior were
recorded: obedience to rules, tolerance of delay, and
persisting at tasks. In regard to the obedience-to-rules
category, aggressive films decreased this behavior as com-
pared with neutral films, while the prosocial films in-
creased it. In regard to tolerating delay, the aggressive
films significantly decreased such behavior compared
with both the neutral and prosocial conditions, which did
not differ from one another: Furthermore, these particu-
lar effects were maintained across the 2-week re-test.
Finally the prosocial television content increased persis-
tence at tasks over the neutral and aggressive films on
both immediate and later observations.

The Effects of Showing People
Coping With Their Fears on
Television

Fourteen separate studies are reviewed to illustrate the
power of televised presentations to modify people's fears.
Five of the studies were laboratory investigations, three
of which were concerned with children (Bandura and
Menlove 1968; Hill et al. 1968; Weissbrod and Bryan
1973) and two with adults (Bandura and Barab 1973;
Bandura et al. 1969). Nine of the studies involved the use
of videotape and film material in actual therapeutic con-
texts, five with children (Melamed et al. 1975; Melamed
and Siegel 1975; Melamed et al. 1975; O'Connor 1969,
1972) and four with adults ( Jaffe and Carbon 1972;
Mann 1972; Shaw and Thoresen 1974; Wincze and
Caird 1976).
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Laboratory Studies of Coping With
Fear

The first study concerns young children who were
inappropriately afraid of dogs. Bandura and Menlove
(1968) first measured 3- to 5-year-old children's will-
ingness to approach and play with a cotker spaniel on a
number of occasions, to determine which children were
afraid of the dog. Some children were then shown eight
3-minute film programs over an 8-day period in which
they saw other children playing with dogs. Another
group of fearful children were shown movies of Dis-
neyland instead. After watching these films, the children
were given opportunities to approach live dogs. Pre-
viously fearful children who had watched other children
showing courage were now much more likely to ap-
proach and play with the dogs than the children in the
control group were. Furthermore, this reduction in fear
generalized to dogs quite different from those seen in the
film and,was maintained over a 4-week re-test period. A
similar study by Hill et al. (1968) obtained similar re-
sults with similar age children using a large German
Shepherd dog as the film stimulus. Eight of nine boys in
a film group were subsequently willing to approach, pet,
and feed the live German Shepherd dog, while onIrthree
of nine boys in the control group did so, despite high
levels of fear in each group prior to testing.

A study by Bandura et al. (1969) investigated whether
film programing could help adolescents and adults re-
duce their fear of snakes. Only those who reported having
a severe fear of snakes took part. For example, their
dread of snakes was actually so severe as to interfere with
their abilitY to do gardening or go camping. These people
were then shown films of young children, adolescents,
and adults engaging for 35 minutes in progressively
threatening interactions with a large king snake. Behav-
ioral measures were then taken in the presence of Eve
snakes. The findings were clear. People who had
watched the film reduced their fears significantly. It
might be noted that the behavioral measures were quite
stringent and included actually holding the snake in the
hands. The ultimate test (which 33 percent of the sub-
jects performed) included allowing the snake tO lie in
their laps while they held their hands passively at their
sides. Bandura and Barab (1973) subsequently provided
a clear replication of these findings.

Weissbrod and Bryan (1973) attempted to iee whether
similar techniques would succeed with 8- to 9-year-old
children who had indicated an extreme fear of snakes on
a fear inventory and also refused to pet a snake during a
pre-test. These children watched a 21/2-minute video-
taped sequence involving a model either approaching a
live 4-foot boa constrictor (the experimental group) or a
stuffed 5-foot toy snake (the comparison condition). All



children watched their respective films twice through and
then, 2 days later, wawhed them twice through again.
Following this second showing of the film, the children
were taken to an aquarium which housed a 4-foot boa
.constrictor and asked to touch, then pet, and then hold
the snake. The experimental group were able to go fur-
ther into the sequence than the control comparison group
and, furthermore, maintained their superiority on
another test taken 2 weeks later. For example, while
none of the 10 children in the control group was able to
actually handle the snake 2 weeks after watching a "neu-
tral" film, 11 out of the 40 children in the experimental
condition could.

Naturalistic Studies of Coping With
Fear

Me lamed and Siegel (1975) showed 60 children age 4
to 12 who were about to undergo elective stirgery for
hernias, tonsillectomies, or urinary-genital tract diffi;
culties either a film of a child being hospitalized and
.receiving surgery or an unrelated control film. The ex-
perimental film'was 16 minutes in length and consisted
of 15 sCenes showing various events that most children
hospitalized for, elective surgery encounter. Both groups
received extensive preparation by the hospital staff. State
measures of anxiety, including self-report, behavioral ob-
servation, and Palmar Sweat Index revealed a significant
reduction of preoperative (night before) and post-
operative (3-4-week postsurgery examination) fear
arousal in the experimental as compared to the control
group. In addition, parents reported more problem be-
havior in the children who had not seen the modeling
film.

,The therapeutic value of film modeling has been dem-
onstrated in a number of other studies. O'Connor (1969,
1972) used film models to decrease children's fear of
social interaction. Jaffe and Carlson (1972) and Mann
(1972) treated test-anxious university and high school
students with videotaped modeling procedures and found
significant improvement on performance measures.
Shaw and Thoresen (1974) demonstrated that specially
constructed filMs can effectively reduce adults' fears of
dental treatment. These authors used actual visits to the
dentist for treatment as their measure of success. Mel-
amed and her colleagues showed that films can be used to
overcome similar fears in children (Melamed et al.
1975a ; Melamed et al. 1975b). Video desensitization has
also been successfully applied to the treatment of sexual
dysfunction among women (Wincze and Caird 1976).
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Only a very few of the many, studies that have used
modeling films to systematically diminish anxiety in
therapeutic contexts have been reviewed here. Major re-
views of this literature have been carried out by Rosen-
thal and Bandura (1978) and Thelen et al, (1979). Both
reviews conclude that such films have vast therapeutic
potential.

Summarpand Conclusions

Over three dozen separate experimental investiga-
tions, from both laboratory and naturalistic settings,
were reviewed, demonstrating that television and film
programs can modify viewers' social behavior in a proso-
cial direction. Generosity, helping, cooperation, friendli-
ness, adhering to rules, delaying gratification, and a lack
of fear can all be increased by television material. The
studies indicate that television does have the power to
affect the social behavior ofwiewers in a positive, proso-
cial direction. This suggests that television is an effective
agent Of socialization, that television entertainment is
modifying the viewers' perception of the world and how
to live in it.

From the present vantage point, therefore, it would
appear that television does act as a socializer. The evi-
dence suggests that it influences the social behavior of
viewers in the direction the content of the programs dic-
tates. lf, on the one hand, prosocial helping and kindness
make up the content of television programing, then this
is what will be learned by viewers as appropriate, nor-
mative behavior. lf, on the other hand, antisocial behav-
iors and uncontrolled aggression are shown, then these
are what viewers will learn to be the norm. This view fits
with the fact that billions of dollars are spent annually by
advertisers on North American television. Advertisers
believe, correctly, that brief 30-second exposures of their
product, repeated over and over, significantly modify the
public's behavior in regard to those products. The mes-
sage is clear: People learn from watching television, and
what they learn depends on what they watch.

Television is much more than mere entertainment; it is
also a major source of observational learning experiences,
a setter of norms. It determines what people judge to be
appropriate behavior in a variety of situations. Indeed it
might be that television has become one of the most
important agencies of socialization that our society
possesses.

.
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Introductory Comments

Steven H. Chaffee
Institute for Communication Research

Stanford University

The uses and effects of television are closely inter-
twined with people's interpersonal relationships. These
include both ongoing, institutionalized relationships,
such as those among family members, and rare or oc-
easional contacts, suCh as those involving strangers or
members of different ethgtic groups. Researchers have
recognized the social nature of television's audience.
Several major early.studies examined interpersonal top-
ics: family negotiations over viewing, the- tendency to-
ward heavier television consumption among adolescents
with unsatisfactory interpersonal lives, and the learning
from televised models of prototypic forms of social inter-
action (e.g., Maccoby 1954; Bailyn 1959; Himmelweit
et al. 195kSchramm et al. 1961). Research, contributed
to the 1972 ieport to the Surgeon General, advanced this
tradition and supported a recommendation that televi-
sion's effects should be studied "in the context of.. . . the
home environment" with attention to "adapting to life's
demands" among other references to social relations.

In the two reviews that follow here, it is clear that no
great flowering of research in this potentially rich area
has occurred in the ensuing decade. Glennon and Butsch
review their own and related research on the rather sin-
gular topic of the portr`ayal of the family on television, in
terms of social class. McLeod et al. accept a wider re-
sponsibility but are unable to find more than a handful
of recent studies under any of several loosely related
topics: interpersonal influence .. on viewing, effects of
television on interpersonal functioning, or interpersonal
mediation that might modify television's influences on
young people.

This relative lack of concerted research development,
in contrast to other topics reviewed elsewhere in this
volume, can be traced to several constraining factors.
McLeod et al. note a number of theoretical and meth-
odological biases that limit research conceptualizations
and results. On the theoretical side, simple two-variable
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stimulus-response models of television's effects on indi-
vidual behaviors predominate. This image is all too
compatible with the relative ease and economy of crtoss-_
sectional surveys based on individual self-report data, as
compared with more laborious designs such as obser-
vational and longitudinal studies of families or other
primary groups.

Another factor in the, neglect of social relatinns in
regard to television may have been the absenc, of obvious
policy implications. In general, those clgilignidg policies
related to television focus either on the structurevid
control of broadcasting at one end of the process or onlhe

. behavior and development of indiOduals at the other end.
The management of interpersonar relationships, even
tilOse within the family, is implicitly assumed to lie out-
side the scope of industry or educational policy or plan-
ning. A partial exception can be found in Katz's (1977)
report to the BBC. He observes that "to understand the
influence of broadcasting, one must know quite a lot
about families and peer groups," and he goes on to sug-
gest questions and research topics involving interpersonal
relationships and television. But these issues do not enter
into even his recommendations for policy or programing
research in any direct way.

Recent Research

It would be an understatement to suggest that all re-
search on this topic is encompassed in this section and
that none of it is relevant to policy. McLeod et al. note
several policy implications of the work they review, and,
as they also note, there is a good deal of related work
described in other reviews throughout this volume. To
aid the reader in locating this additional material, the
following categories are reviewed briefly here:



1. Personal interactions over television viewing
2. Television use as a substitute for interpersonal

contact
3. Television's social stereotypes, and portrayals of

interpersonal relations
4. Effects of televised social images and models
5. Interpersonal modification of television's effects

The Interacting Audience

Ks Cantor notes in her review of thelelevision indus-
try, the "voting public" that decides the long-term fate of
a television series consists of "those families who are
among the 1,150 who make up the Nielsen sample"
(emphasis added). It is largely families,(rather than indi-
viduals) that watch television, and decisions -arrived at
among family members determine which program is cho-

sen for viewing at any particular time. This is neither a
randbm proms nor an especially consensual one. Differ-
ent people have different tastes, and as a group they may

often agree to watch a program that would have been no
one individual's personal choice. Ohe study found, for
example, that adolescents were about twice as likely to
watch high-violence programs when viewing with their
parents as 4hey were when only young people were
watching (Chaffee and Tims 1976). The review by
McLeod et al. covers a number of interpersonal influ-
ences on viewing, ranging from family negotiation during
co-viewing to parental rules for children's use of tele-
vision and to indirect effects of family conflict or commu-
nication patterns. The use of television as a tool for
controlling other interpersonal relationships in the home
is a particularly intriguing topic (Lull 1981).

A Social Substitute

There is some evidence to support the proposition that
television, which brings at least the sounds and images of
people into one's home, can serve in lieu of interpersonal
contact for those whose lives are deficient in this respect.
Davis and Kubey note that older people who have little
social life watch more television and that the elderly gain
many fictional companions from television programs. In
studies of creative imaginaiion, Singer finds that most
children have "some form of make-believe friend," which
is often a television character; children with imaginary
playmates are more likely to get along happily in nursery
school and to be cooperative with friends and adults.
Vicarious interaction, especially for those who otherwise
lack sufficient or satisfactory interpersonal contact in
their daily lives, may prove to be an important social
contribution of television.
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Stereotyped Social Portrayals

Television's depictions of interpersonal relations and
distorted images of, social groups have been popular sub-
jects of scholarly analysis. The review by Davis and
ubey details a number of misconceptions about older
people that seem to be propagated on television. The
reviews by Greenberg and by Glennon and Butsch pro-
vide considerable' summary information on the ways in
which families are portrayed. Greenberg gives particular
attention to the black family, which seems to be more
beset with problems than other families on television.
The review by Roberts examines sexual relationships,
which on television turn out to be largely extramarital,
often involving prostitution or rape; displays of
tenderness or affection are rare, either in connection
with, or separate from, sexual relations. Televised vio-
lence, that most-studied of topics, and its reverse counter-
part, prosocial behavior (See rexiew by Rushton), are of
course interpersonal patterns of action; special attention
has been given recently to such social roles as cooperation
and leadership.

Pejorative content analyses are often presented in a re-
formist context; it is tempting to suspect that all aspects of
social life in the United States might be infected with the
"videomalaise" that Rooinson (1976) sees in the political
sphere. But content analyses have mostly demonstrated
gross disproportionalities in television's portrayals of the
day-to-day world. They have not addressed the issue'of
what standard the social composition of television's world
should be judged against. Certainly it would be foolish to
expect television to reproduce society, as if characters and
events could or should be randomly sampled from some
determinable real-world universe. In the absence of clear
normative or empirical standards, the case for criticism of
television's social stereotypes comes to rest upon the
question of effects, presumed or demonstrated.

Effects on Social Relations

It is axiomatic that one can more readily ascertain
what is shown on television than its impact on the audi-i
ence, especially social relations. Interpersonal interac-
tions are difficult to observe, even for the people involved
in them; research is necess'arily fragmented and on the
whole unsatisfying, more reliant on beliefs and shaky
lines of reasoning than one would wish. For example, die
established correlation between heavy televition use and
unsatisfactory interpersonal relationships of all kinds
(see tfte McLeod et al. review) is causally ambiguous; it
could as conceivably represent a learning effect of tele-
vision content as the more common interpretation that
those unhappy in their personal lives retreat into tele-
vision viewing.
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At a behavioral level, Atkin finds that parents and chil-
dren often chscuss and argue over consumer purchase
decisions that are stimulated by television advertising.

According to Roberts, parents believe that television is
thenumber two source of their children's learning about
sex; the parents rate themselves as the primary source,
although they do not discuss sex much with their chil-
dren. This points up a possible generalization about tele-
vision in compariym with other sources of learning about
social relations: Television is more likely to fill a vacuum
when other, real-life sources are comparatively lacking
than it is to be a strong influence in the face of counter-
vailing information. Conversely, television's apparent
impact can be enhanced when its message is consistent
with daily experience, as in the fostering of fear of crime
in a city area with a high crime rate (Doob and Mac-
donald 1979; see review by Hawkins and Pingree).

Social interaction is often colored by the expectations
and social skills individuals bring to interpersonal situ-
ations, and some of these elements have been traced to
television's effects, Hawkins and Pingree, for example,
conclude that television tends to breed interpersonal mis-
trust. Both Huesmann and Li! lmann in their reviews
provide evidence that television fosters acceptance of ag-
gression in others and a degree of habituation to sex and
violence in social interaction. On a more positive note,
Dorr reports that television helps young people to recog-
nize other people's emotions. These scattered findings
suggest that a concerted research effort could uncover a
rich variety of social perceptions and skills on which
television has significant influence.

Not all that is shown on television is literally learned,
of course. Hawkins and Pingree note, for instance, thak
young children are limited in their Apacity to construct
integrated interpretations of social reality from disjointed
pieces presented on television. Other theorists stress that
children view the world from an egocentric perspective
(Reeves, 1979), so they may not perceive the inter-
personal aspects that aidults see in interaction scripts
presented repetitively in television comedies and dramas.

Interpersonal Modification of Effects

There is considerable evidence that presumed or
feared effects of television can be and are modified by

interpersonal influences, as is clearly the case with par-
ental mediation, although Is4cLeod et al. note that this
topic has been neglected in research. Other reviews in
this volume provide examples that underscore its poten-
tial importance. Hawkins and Pingree find reduced ef-
fects of television for youngsters in cohesive peer groups
and in families that are low in conflict and parental
control. Corder-Bolz notes that parents and teachers can
enhance learning from television in the area of problem
solving, and Singer finds that discussion strengthens pro-
social effects of television. On the other hand, learning of
aggression can also be strengthened by interpersonal dis-
cussion, as Rubinstein and Sprafkin found for verbal
aggression effects (see also Comstock's discussion). The
basic point is that any social learning process based on
televised models is subject to either strengthening or
weakening in the interpersonal context. No general di-
rectional principle can be derived, and the research to
date has not been sufficiently grounded in theory to pro-
duce clear predictions based on a systematic accounting
of the factors involved.

Surnmary

The relationship of television to interpersonal proc-
esses surfaces occasionally as a research theme but has
yet to become the focus of any programmatic research
effort. It has largely been subordinated to other perspec-
tives, as is suggested by the many different papers
throughout this volume that report one or two relevant
findings. The empirical literature is fairly strong in con-
tent analyses regarding certain major classes of social
groups and behaviors but is generally thin and scattered
insofar as the study of people's corresponding beliefs and
interpersonal behaviors is concerned.

If the past 10 years did not bring the explosion of
studies that seemed imminent at the writing of the report
to the Surgeon General, perhaps the next 10 will. The
reviews in this volume, especially the thorough review by
McLeod et al. and the exploration of micro-social "real-
ity" by Hawkins and Pingree, can form a solid basis for
more systematic and integrated research efforts in the
future.
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The Family as Poitrayed on Television 1946-1978

Lynda M. Glennon
Rollins College, Winter Park, Florida

and
Richard Butsch

Rider College, Lawrenceville, New Jersey

The portrayal of family life has been a major pro-
graming theme from the beginning of television. Many of
the 218 fictional families that have appeared in "family
series" since 1946 are known ind loved by millions of
Americans. The Hansens (I Rimember Mama); the Ri-
leys (The Life of Riley); the Nelsons (The Ackontures of
Ozzie and Harriet); the Andersons (Father Knows
Best); the Cleavers (Leave It to Beaver); the Ricardos
and Mertzes (I Love Lucy); the Kramdens and the Nor-
tons (The Honeymooners); the Bunkers and the Stivics
(All m the Family); The Waltons; The Jeffersons; and
thc Bradfords (Eight Is Enough), to name a few, have
become a part of our collective history and culture.

The fact that these fictional families are on television,
rather than some other medium, is significant in trying to
assess their impact on society. Some sociologists consider
television the "new public sphere" that has unified the
population in a common set of images and symbols. Some
go even flother and consider television the "new State
religion" that cultivates a homogeneous outlook on social
reality (Gerbner 1977). In any case, there is consensus
that television has a great influence in our collective life.

If television is as powerful an influence as it is held to
be, then we might assume the fantasy families who enter
our collective awareness on a regular, recurring basis act
upon "real-life" families. They can do so by shaping our
ideas and attitudes about what kind of family life is
desirable, interesting, serious, or funny; they can show us
how husbands and wives are supposed to behave and how
parents and children are expected to relate; and they can
present to us which kinds of family members should be
taken seriously and which ate only to be seen as fools.
Thus, the television family, far from being.simply a cttri-
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ous entertainment device, is connected to the ways in
which family life operates in "the reaI world." .

It is surprising in light of all this that very little re-
search has focused on how televis,ion portrays the'family.
Booth (1980), Cantor (1975), Pischer (1978), Foster
(1964), Maykovich (1975), Skolnick (1979), and Stein
(1974) have each addressed certain specific aspects of
televised family life in selected periods of time. Baehr
(1980), Busby 0975), Dominick (1979), Janus (1977),
Nance (1978), Northcott et al. (1975), Seggar (1977),
Tuchman et al. (1978), Turow (1974), and the U.S.
Commission on Civil Rights (197q, 1979) have focused
on some recent portrayals of women on television. There
have been few attempts, however, to study the total pic-
ture of how family life is presented on television, much
less the inipact these standardized portrayals have in
shaping actual family behavior, and whether this impact
is uniform across all class, racial, or ethniclines.

Ultimately, in. order to test the assumptions about the
connectionsof television and real-lif,: families, one would
want to focus on the impact on the audience of these
fictional accounts. Elsewhere (Butsch and Glennon
1979; Glennon 'and Butsch 1977) we have criticized the
predominant cause-effect model and the laboratory set-
ting uied for audience research that have become staples
of communications research. Instead, we have advocated
indepth, open-ended interviewing of viewers in their
homes, before, during, and after given broadcasts, and
followup interviews over time. Fortunately, in more re-
cent work (Corder-Bolz and Marshall 1980; Johnson.
1979; Michaels 1980), research designs have come into
use that qualitatively study audiences over time.



Before this type of longitudinal, qualitative. reseat4h
design can be lulh and successfully applied, it must first
be applied to tele+. ision 'content'. ,We must first have a
more clear and coMplete picture c;f how..television has
portrayed the family over time. Especially, we are inter-
ested ,in the way social class position affects the
presentation of appropriate male, female,. marital, and
parental roles in the different families. ,Very little that
deals with these concerns of method and rotent has been
done thus far.

Apdifferent picture from the one painted4 popular
cliches emerges if one looks at the 218 familiA that have
been portrayed over the 32-year history of television. For
this reason, it i5 necessary.to have' qualitative, hittorical
data before one, can make any geniplizations'about
"the': television family, nitich less about what "it" is
doing to viewers. Otherwise, one gets very distorted Up-
Pressions about ,these electroinic kihfolk. CheSter Riley
(Life with Riley) and Jim Anderson (Father Knows
Beg), for example, are both fathers but at opposite ends
o( the competency spectrum. Whereas "Riley" is an out-.
and-dut buffoon, "Mr. Anderson" is superdacLincarnatel

The present report' is based on data from a larger
study argun in 1975 on the Portrayal of Social Class
Lifestyles in Television Family Series from 1946-1978:
It is comprised of 218 family series broadcast on prime
time. netswork television. ether studies "(DeFleur 1964;
Gentile and Milker 1961; Head 1954; Seggar and
Wheeler 1973; Smyth 1954), and the Cultural Indicators
Project or the A nenberg School of Communications
(Tedesco' fSignbri li] 1974;, U.S. Commission on Civil
Right 1().77, 1979 give' some indication of the distribu-
tion of .Siocial clas. s in television drama by rePorting on
occupatioPal freq; encies over various periodS of time.
These studies have documented an overrepresentation of
middle-class occupations lid an underrepresentation of
workingz.class occuqations compared with their numbers
in the population which has remained constant for over
3.0 years of television broadcasting. But the findings were
of limIted value, for our interest in studying how tele-

.
vision portrays different social class lifestyles and charac-
ters. We therefore 'proceeded to colkct historical and
qualitative data on the genre we termed "famijy series"

' This research is a part of the Portrayal of Social Class Lifestyles in
*Felevision Family Series Project. Richard Butsch and Lynda M. Glen-
non, Co-Pi incipal Nestigators, 'conducted under grants from Rider
College Resean h Fellowship Program and Rutgers Research Council
Fellowship Programs The authors wish to acknowledge the assistance
and advice cif Muriel Cantor, George Gerbner, Cathy Greenblatt,
Arthur Jones. Carol Lauer, Pedro Pequeno, Marilyn Stewart, Terri
Stuart, and John Weiss.

.26 lllustratiye material and commentaries that were not included here
will appear in Mithcoming nublitations.
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to overcome some of the ta ions of these previous
studies.=

Family series are defined as prime time, network
shows in which the main.characters in each episode -re
members of a family, and. in which the major proportion
of interaction is among faMily Members, usually in a
home setting. This definition includes several different
types of show format. The overwhelming propOrtion (86
percent) are half-hour situation comedies, but lamily
series" also includes family dramas (6 percent), family
drama-comedies ( k.8 percent); serials (1.4 percent), ad-
venture series (3.2 percent), and cartoons (0.9 percent).
The definition excludes stows which feature only a work
setting, shows which focus on singles, shows set in tink
prior to the 20th Century,' and lows which equally
feature two unrelated families?

For purposes of the larger study on social class por-
trayals, "family series" serve,well to give complete pic-
tures of family lifestyle on television because such ieries
encompass eoncerns with: job; parent-child relations and
childrearing practices; the exercise of discipline and the
expression of affection; aspirations; measures ocand cop-
ing with success and failure; ,sex-role N. labor;
problem-solving behavior; 'kinship relationships; finan-
ces; consumer behavior; leisure-time use; spanners abd
tastes; etc. In other words, familyeseries have a focus that
allows an inspection of whole clusters of items that com-
prise social class lifestyles as these are created and
presented to the viewing public.-

In selecting the genre of "family series" as the best way
to get at how television portrays social class lifestyle
differences, we ended up with a good deal of historical,
qualitative data on how televigion portrays families;fr
These data on television's fictional fatnilies supply us
with the kind of information that is needed to get a
complete and cOrrect picture of the contents of family life
portrayals, so thal research on how these contents affect
viewers can begin.

2 Taken together, these studies have several limitations, the most
significant of which are the following: They mix genre so that the
frequency counts of occupations may reflect the impact,. of oc-
cupationally predefined Shows, such as police and medical shows, in the
overall picture; they do not separate main characters from those with
silent walk-on parts; or they include. uninterpreted census categories
that mix social:class categories (highly priced priv.ate detectives are
mixed together with cops-on-the-beat as protective service workers).

The work setting and focus-on-singles formats were excluded,be-
cause these, by definition, would not yield family lifestyk materia)s.
The 20th century and single-family foci permitted us to better compare
shows in similar social contexts in the case of the former and to keep
the series family as the unit of analysis in the latter.
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Definitions of SOCial plaSs in
Family Series .

All 218 family ,series were categorized in terms of ,
social class which was coded using the occupation of the
tele% ision family's head of household. The -major dis-
tinction in. occupations for identifying gocial class was

-,that-between manual and mental labor7-the former dii-
finguishing working cLiss location, the latter middle class

The list of the 218 family Series and the Occupaiional
placement of each head of household were derived ft.o
direct observation of first-run, 'repea4, and syndicated
re-runs of these series, where possibki.explicit mention
in compilations and directories of television history
(Brooks and Marsh 1979; Xerrace 1976), TV Guide Fall
Preview Issues, and information in the Library of Con-
gress, the Lincoln Center Theatre Arts Collection, and
the Museum of Broadtasting. The occupations were then
coded into major occupational cateiories used by the'Bu-
reau of the Census, Ivhich in turn were assigned social
class labels, following Braverman (1974).

ProfessionNs,managers, and sdles workers (excluding
retail salesclerks) were classified as middle class. ketail
sales, clerical service, and blue collar workers (the latter
specified as rraftsworkers, laborers, and operatives) were

. classified as the nonagricultural working class. The set v-
ice occupations of detective and sheriff were classified as
middle class; Private hdusehOld workirs, unifortnetipo-
lice, and other service workers as working class.

A further distinction was made within the middle
classwhere possiblebetWeen the old Middle class'of
small business owners and the new middle Class of pro-
Aessionals and managers. We coded each household for
selPemployed versus emPloyed, based on descriptions in
Brooks-Marsh., Terrace:and TV Guide Fall Previews.
In addition, we distinguistied self-employed managers
from salaried, and owner-operators who were'not man-
agers. Self-employed farmers were coded separately.
Besides occupation and social class we coded series,infor-
mation (show ty , number of seasons, source, network,
etc.), family ty (Members of household, ogcupation of
members -of household, single parenthood, 'presence of
orphans, exten8ed kinfolk, etc.), employment status (cm-
ployed, 'self-emplOyed, employer, UneMployed, etc.),
housetype, regional setting, rate, ethnicity, etc. 41

-''.,,,

Our data indicate an even greater overrepresentation
of the middle class and underrepresentation of the work-
ing class than the composite data of pfevious studks.
Almost half of all family series have had professional

.-,

heads of house:443 percent of all heads and 48 percent of
male heads of house. Almost one in four are managers or
proprietors: 23.percent of all heads and 28 percent of

'male heads of house. These two occupational groups
constitute tWo-lhirds of all heads of hPusehold and three-
fourths :of male heads; yet they represented less than
one-fourth of the actual U.S. labor force in 1970 and less

nthan e-sixth in 1950.5 The middle-class occupations of
profe

I
sionals, managers, sales, toe detectives and sheriffs

constitute 72 percent of the television heads of household,
compared to less than 27 percent of the Actual ,S. lab&
force in 1970.

By contrast blue-collar workers appear as 1ieads of
'household in only 4 percent of the series, yet have consti-
tuted 41 percent (1950) to 36 percent (1970) of the actual
labor .ce. The working-class occupations of blue-
collar, retail sales clerk, clerical, uniformed policeman,,
and other service workers, represent 19 percety of .the
series but two-thirds of the actual labor force. .

The overrepresentation of middle class nd near ab-
sence of the working class is One aspect of the bias toward
the portrayal of higher prestige, glamorous; and success-
ful charaeters on television'. Even within the occupational
groupings', we find a consistent overreptesentation of the
higher prestige occupations in disproportion to their fre-
quencY in the labor force. The most frequently appeating
professional occupations in the family leries are lawyers
and judges, journalists and writers, and entertainers. Sal-
aried managers include a U.S. Senator, a U.S. Congress-
man, and a' governor.; three advertising agency executives;
an investment-firm executive; a corporate division head;
and a general.

Theirequekcy of servants is an indicator Of a family's
economic success. Forty-nine series depicted a family
with at least one servaht, usually a maid. Single-parent
series (46 percent) are especially crone to have servants:
Even though this may seem a neceSsity, for most Ameri-
can families it is a luxury they could not afford.

Ecolomic status is seldorn an issue in television family
life. For example, the economic strailt of working-class
familiesof simply making ends meet, not saving for the
futtireis seldom mentioned, and in only one series is the
typical working-class solution of multiple incomes fea-
tured. Few working wives au depicted (9.6 percent), and
several are depicted as quitting wprk when they; marry.

....-4
, .
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' We coded data for occ upations of afl household members; btu since
the distribuiions o'f occupations for beads of hoidehold and for the
identifiablepc'eupations of all other principal characters are very simi-,
lar, ye il discuss only the figuresIor heads of household.

tabor force statistics tiave been extracted from U.S. Department of
Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Detailed characteristics of the popu-
lation, 1960, and 1970, Washingtori, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1963, 1973.
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The percent of households in the United States with a
wife employed has risen from 28 percent in 1955 to 52
percent in 1977 (Handbook of Labor Statistics, 1978).

The data which we have presented so far are cumu-
lative totals for the entire 32-year history of network
television. To look for trends that might provide clues to
factors which influence programing, we compiled an oc-
cupational profile for each season. In general, the data do
not contradict the cumulative data, but they do point up
the persistence of these trends in presenting the family
life of different social classes.

At the same time, these data reveal some interesting
trends. The most striking trend is a precipitous drop in
the number and percentage of professional series begin-
ning in 1971. This decline continued through the 1970s.
It was accompanied by a simultapeous increase in the
numbers and percentage of working-class families
(fully half of all working-class television families have
appeared since 1970) and self-employed series. The
numbers of self-employed series were unprecedented, ex-
ceeding the number of profcssional series. By 1975, the
series with self-employed heads of household peaked out
and are again declining, while the decline in professional
series has leveled out.

Families on Television: Heroes
and Buffoons

Using this demographic profile of the 218 family series
as background, we observed and audiotaped approxi-
mately 1,500 episodes of 50 of these series as the basis for
an indepth, qualitative content analysis, in order to try to
retrieve some of the themes that emerge in these family
portrayals.

As a result of this examination, we discoVered recur-
ring themes in television family life. Two dominant
themes emerged in working-class family life: a
typification of the working-class father and husband as
inept, dumb, or bumbling, a characterization which sel-
dom appeared in middle-class family portrayals; and up-
ward mobility not only economically into middle-class
occupations but also in terms of acqp;ring, or identitying
with, middle-class lifestyle. The inept husband theme
predominates in the 1950s' woeking-class series, 'while
the upward mobility theme has prevailed in the 1979s.
Both themestaken together with the underrepresenta-
tion of working-class faMily lifeserve to weaken the
dignity and legitimacy of working-class family lifestyle
by both emphasis and omission.' The first theme is built
upon slapstick humor which laughs at rather than with
the wqrking-class characters. The second theme usually
appears where the working-class family is given some
dignity. It presents working-classness as. a one-
,

generation ptenomenon and as a condition to escape
from rather than as a way of being-in-the-world which
has desirable features that a working-class family might
not want to relinquish as the price of economic mobility.

I Remember Mama and Early Era
Family Series

As illustration, I Remember Mama (1949-1957) in-
corporates the two themes: a bungling inept father cast
opposite a strong, Nise Mother, and aspirations of up-
ward mobility. The show features an immigrant Nor-
wegian family in 1915 San Francisco. Lars Hansen, a
sweet, harmless, quiet man, is a wage-earning carpenter.
There are three children: son Nels, the oldest, Katrin in
high school, and Dagmar in grade school. But the most
important is Mama, referred to with reverence and
warmth by the narrator, Katrin.

I Remember,Mama is one of the few series in which
a working-class family is taken seriously arid treated
with dignity. But although the Hansens are in the work-
ing class, they are not .of the working class in terms of
their aspirations and values. They encourage the chil-
dren to aim at professional occupations, and they identify
with such nonworking class values as individualism, ac-
tive mastery, achievement, and competitiveness. Dignity
is linked with these aspirations. For Mama is clearly the
figure of dignityin the most positive and unpompous
sense. She is the inspiration for the rest of the family in
their strivings for social as well as economic mobility. We
find in Mama, as in most working-class series, that the
writers associate dignity with upward mobility strivings
rather than depict a pride based in one's class lifestyle.

!The4egitimacy that the dignified treatment appears to
give working classness in the Hansen family is undercut
biy the portrayal of the father as slightly ridiculous and
ependent upon Mama. It is Mama who must rescue
apa from his ineffectuality. The depiction of the woman

as a strong figure acts not as a positive and liberating
/characterization of women in general. If this were true,
strong women would be, found in middle-class series, but

1

.
they are not. Rather, it heightens the negative character-
ization of the working-class male.

The working-class shows of the era 1949-1966 por-
tray the husband-father as a bumbling fool with little
dignity. Working-class males are the butt of much of the
humor. This is true of I Remember Mama as well as The
Life of Riley, The Honeymooners, and The flintstones,
for instance. The standard story line for Riley was the
"reyoltin; development" he was always getting himself
into, mostly due to his own stupidity or ineptness. In The.
Honeymooners, Ralph Kramden's crazy schemes to get
rich quick usually ended in disaster, with Alice repri-
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mantling. "I told Non so, Ralph," while Fred of The
I, 1%,1,i,,lk tes(ued by his motherly wife,

WI / //ie ,111, key Roona Show) fo-
cused on the antics of the adult son of a hard-working
cop a studio page who hopes to become an actor, and
who is ( learly in step With the buffoonery of the working-
class shows of the era. Outlandish get-rich-and-famous
schemes which NI ulligan concocts and which invariably
fail .frequentlY appear in series episodes.

The ineptness of the husband, accentuated by the con-
trast tO the wife, depicted in most of these working-class
families, is particularly iMportant to the derogation of
working-class family lifestyles because, traditionally, in a
male-doMinated society, it is the father as head-of-
household employed in a manual occupation which most
clearly identifies the family as working class. Yet it is the
father who is typified in these shows, so that his ineptness
appears to bethe reason for the family's economic condi-
tion and prevents him from being a positive role model.
Thus, working classness becomes equated with.a condi-
tion caused by limited individual ability. This individu-
alist concept of class is further,. accented by the contrast
between the wWisking-class fathers of limited horizons
and the upwardly mobile children who, through their
own ability., can escape from the working class.

In an era when male domioance was taken for granted,
television consistently reversed this, order in working-

'class families. The impact of this negative portrayal of
the working-class father, and thereby working-class fam-
ily, is heightened by the fact that during the same period
few middle-class shows depict the man as a fool and a
woman as his superior. When this comedic formula is
usedin the middle-class series, the husband is intelligent,
strong, and mature, and the wife is the-fool. For example,
the mother-child relationship of The Flintstones.becomes
a father-child one in I Love Ldcy, Lucy is the child, and
Ricky is the adult whO finds her ausir-i and toys with
her. I le is always able to outmaneuver and control her,
to take care of her and extricate her from her schemes
whenthey get out of hand. The dumb wife, not the dumb
husband, appears in Burns and Allen, I Married Joan,
Wendy and Ale, Debbie Re.s.nolds, and Green Acres,

.among other middle-class family series.
The icontrast between working-class. and middle-class

characterology is even more strikibg when we focus on
the more successful long-run series, telecast 5 years or
more during the fifties .and sixties. Four of the early
working-class series were very successful. In Riley, The
lIoneym,uwers, and The Flintstones, the entire storyline
is built around laughing at the husband. Even in Mama,
Lars is a 4urce of humor, albeit somewhat iess
buffoonerize# than the others. Comparing this to the
successful ritiddle-class shows of the Same period, 13
middle-class;series telecast five seasons for more, only one
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The Stu Erwm Show (Trouble with Father) ridicules the
father-husband. This buffoon image of the working-class
man was set opposite the Father Knows Best super-
dad commonplace among middle-class series into the
seventies.

The dominant form taken by middle-class shows in the
fifties and sixties is, one based on the idea of parents a
superpeople always able to deal successfully with
problems that arise, always rational and wise. Here the
husband and wife are not pitted against each other tO
create a negative contrast. Rather, they are in harmoni-
ous agreementalthough the wife's traditionally sup-
portive and deferent role would be criticized today as a
negative image for women. This form is epitomized by
Father Knows Best but appears consistently as the pat-
tern of parent-child relationships in middle-class family
series. The working-class series in which such super-
people appear feature families that are upwardly mobile.
Superparents appear in 12 of the 13 sikccessful middle-
class series from 1949 to 1971. In other words, the typ-
ical working-class series depicts the father as buffoon
and draws a negative contrast between husband and
wife, damaging to the image of both as parents, while
the typical middle-class series depicts the parents as
superpeople.

The same themes of ineptness and upward mobility
can be seen in the newer working-class family series,
although the characters are no longer such one-
dimensional fools. The newer working class characters
have more complexity and depth. Two of these shows
will be highlighted to illustrate the continuing presence
of these themes. Both a black family and white family
were selected to suggest that it is class rather than race
that is the more salient variable ip understanding family
life portrayed on television.

All in the Family

All in the Family has been one of the most popular
shows on television. The Bunkers are a working-class
family living in Queens, New York City. Archie and
Edith are in their early fifties. Archie, a worker on a
loading platform, moonlights occasionally as a cab driver.
Edith stays at home doing housework but has helped out
by taking temporary jobs. She also does volunteer work
in an old-age home. They have a married daughter,
Gloria. In the first years of the series, Gloria and her
husband, Mike Stivic, lived with the Bunkers while
Mike finished college. Gloria worked in low-paying jobs
to support him.. In the liter seasons, Mike and Gloria
bought the house next.door and had a baby. Mike then
landed a job as a college instructor.



Archie ts a loud-mouthed bungler and usually made
the brunt of humor His word-mangling and mal-
apropism are set up in SUCh a way that the audience
laUghs at rather than with Archie. Edith is not domi-.
neering over Archie, nor does she look down on him for
his failures. Rather, she loves and respects him for his
humanness. largely because of kdith, Archie retains
some dignity; even though the audience is laughing at
'him, Edith never is. More importantly, she seems to be
happy in the working-class world, harboring no dissatis-
factions and resentments against Archie because he is a
blue-collar worker and not very well paid.

In spite of Edith's contentment 'with working-class
life, the theme of upward mobility appears on this show.
Archie quits his job and buys a . bar, thereby becoming
socially mobile. The theme is also carried by Mike's and
Gloria's running confrontation with Archie's character
and lifestyle. This is presented as humorous, but at Ar-
chie'sand the working-class family'sexpense. It pre-
supposes an elitist concept of culture and revolves around
the parents discomfort with the upper middle-class life.

The assumption seems to be that it is laughable when
someone does not want to do things the way "the better
class of people" do and that, given sufficient income, all
families would live the way upper middle-class ones do.

Good Times

(;od Tunes, begun in 1975, illustrates these themes
with*in a black family. Florida Evans, the mother, was a
maid who quit her job to raise the children when James,
her husband, began earning enough io make it possible.
There are three children. J. J., the oldest, and Thelma,
next in line, sass one another continually for maximum
comedic effect. Michael, the youngest, is a bright, seri-
ous, and politically concerned youngster. Before his
"death': in the 1976-77 season, James was a wor cer on
a loading dock. repeatedly laid off and rehired.

The theme of upward social mobility is 'dominant.
Each of the children is portrayed as highly mobile. Even
Florida's second marriage reflects the "creeping mobil-
ity" found in many working-class family .hows; her
husband-to-be is'ite owner of an appliance repair shop.

The writers may be motivated to present black iamily
life in a positive light to counter racist stereotypes and
create role models for children, but ney end up reinforc,
ing the negative bias that has characterized working-class
shows. By casting this family as upwardly mobile
spectacularly soinstead of as one in which the children
are headed for more typically working-class occupations
(e.g., factory worker, supermarket clerk, or postal
worker), the writers have created a positive image of the
EVanses that has more to do with their getting out of,
rather than being in, the working class.

Further, each of the children is headed for the upper
middle class with few self-doubts, little self-
consciousness, and an overabiding sense of the inevita-
bility of it all. It is as though the Evans family is a
displaced middle-class one which takes all the adversity
and limitation_ in its background and "comes up
fighting." In showing the children's mobility as person-
ally unproblematical, the writers contribute to the false
hopes'that plague working-class youngsters who have no
thematized image to counter the ideology of individual
achievement.

Conclusion

A contrast between the working class and the middle
class has typified television portrayals of families for most
of television's history. This was especiaily true in the
fifties era. The three long-running shows, Riley, The
Honeymooners, and The Flintstones, presented the audi-
ence from 1949 to 1966 with an imagt of the working-
class man as a buffoon. The buffoon image laf the
working-class man is not so blatant in the seventies'
working-class shows. This change has been accompanied
by a new type of middle-class family: For the first time,
upper middle-class professionals were debunked and .

their quirks made the central comic theme. From 1974 to
1976, this undignified image was dominant in middle-
class series, coinciding with a precipitous drop in middle-
class family series. In the 1976-77 season, however, there
was a reappearance of middle-class superparents, tai-
lored to the seVenties and made more psychologically
complex.

Finally, there has been a marked increase in the.num-
ber of working-class series, including several that do not
properly fit into our category of family series but which
are nevertheless part of the trend. This may not mean,
however, that working-clas, family lifestyle is now being
legitimized. Whet,- the eatlier shows were typified by the
bumbling husband, the recent series are typified by strik-
ingly upwardly mobile children.

The two themes we found thrOughout working-class
family series undermine the likelihood of creating an
in-iage of the working class as a viable alternative culture
in modern society. It is easy to see the implications of the
theme of the bumbling, loudmouthed male. The impact
of the theme of upward mobility is more subtle but no less
potentially damaging. It would seem that such shows as
The Waltons, M ma, or Good Times offer pictures of
working-class family life that can serve as positive models
for working-class children, .giving them mirror reflec-
tiOns of families, like theirs in some respects, that instill
pride and self-respect. But this is-problematical because
each of these shows entails a one-generation working
classness: All of the children are headed for upper
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middle-class oct upations Actually the positive image de-
rives not so aim h Rom the working-class identity per se
but from the fact that the principals are leaving it behind.
The emphasis on upward mobility of the children sug-
gests that the good life is one in which children move far
ahead of their parents in the occupational hierarchy.
Further, the theme of dramatic social mobility woven
into these more "serious" working-class family dramas
implies that, if there is something good about moving up,
there must be something wrong with not doing so.

Whenever the theme of upward mobility is observed in
the working-class shows, there is no indication that
movement upward presents any probkmS for individuals
who are "rising." Everyone applauds their success, but
nowhere in these shows is it acknowledged that social
mobility involves a shift in consciousness, that one's life-
style, identity, and worldview get shaken up in the bar-,
gain. Nor is it recognized that, in such a situation, one

, becomes "marginal" to both subcultures and that the.
resulting sociological ambivalence (Glennon 1978, 1979)
is anything but unproblematic for self and for family.
Except in All in the Family, where Mike and Gloria

reject their parents' tastes, thereis no attention paid to
the "group self-hatred" that is a typical consequence of
leaving behind the denigrated subculture of one's origins
(Rubin 1976;..Sennett and Cobb 1973). And there is no
acknowledgment of the other typical consequence of mar-
ginality: the inability to feel "at home" in ',he subculture
of the middle class.

But what of the idealized picture of family life in
middle-class family series, whether we consider the fifties
and sixties versionc9of superparents who always knew
what to do in each weekly quasi-morality play or those
in the seventies who dealt in the most therapeutically
correct fashion with their children's problems? These
idealized pictures may raise expectations about parent-
child relations that are not realizable and on lead.one to
question one's own family adequacy.

The conclusions that emerge from our obser-ation of
the content of televised family life within a social class_
context require further testing of the kind mentionee
above. This report stands ag a starting point in the larger
endeavor of studying the connections of electronic and
real-life families.
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Television and Social Relations:
Family Influences and Consequences

for Interpersonal Behavior

Jack M. McLeod, Mary Anne Fitzpatrick, Carroll J. Glynn,
and Susan F. Fallis

University of WisconsinMadison

Viewed from the perspective of a decade ago, we
would expect great progress in the seventies toward
understanding the interpersonal context of television be-
havior. The Surgeon General's report (Comstock and
Rubinstein 1972) contained several chapters (Chaffee;
Chaffee N al.; Lyle and Hoffman; McLeod et al.) docu-
menting that family processes and behavior affect the
extent and content of the child's television viewing. There
also was some evidence that parental comment on the
limited utility of aggression helped to reduce the con-
nection between the children's exposure to violent con-
tent and their aggressive behavior (McLeod a al. 1972).
Subsequently, literature reviews of the decade (e.g.,
Comstock et al. 1975) have consistently emphasized the
social context of television viewing.

The realities of public policy also point to the im-
portance of investigating strategies by which inter-
personal processes might be used to enhance or diminish
the effects of television. To the extent that the govern-
ment regulation over broadcasting content threatens
First Amendment guarantees, mitigation by various in-
terpersonal socializing agents hecomes an attractive pol-
icy alternative. At the Air lle Ho'use Telecommunications
Policy conference of 1975 (Comstock 1975), for example,
two of the fiv4 panels were devoted to emphasis on guid-
ing audiences outside the governmental reiulatory
sphere.

Three dominant trends of reviews on television re-
search direct attention to. interpersonal considerations.
Firit, these reviews have broadened the focus of concern
to effects beyond aggression and antisocial behavior to
prosocial behaviors (e.g., cooperation, helping, creative
play) thai have clear implications for interpersonal be-

havior. Second, they have stressed the need to understand
the social processes occurring between television ex-
posure and its effects. These processes include inter-
personal communication between family members,
peers, and siblings. Finally, the reviews have responded
to the realities of policy by stressing the identification of
intervention strategies to limit antisocial effects and to
enhance prosocial outcomes. Tfiese strategies are likely to
involve parents, teachers, and others attempting influ-
ence through interpersonal communication.

The promise of the earlier research, coupled with
strong support of reviews suggesting priorities for the
decade, leads to a strong expectation of rapid progress in
the area of interpersonal influences and television behav-
ior. Unfortunately, such is not the case. Our literature
search had to use the broadest possible limits of relevance
to capture even the limited yield of studies reviewed here.
The reasons for this modest yield are not hard to find.
Most television-effects research continues to operate
from simple two-variable stimulus-response models de-
spite widespread recognition of their inadequacy. Re-
search questions continue to ask, "Is there an effect of
television?" rather than "Under what conditions is an
effect most likely?" Interpersonal influences mitigating
television effects implies studying third variables incom-
patible with two-variable models and simplistic research
questions. Where third variables have been used, as with
perceived reality of television, for example, they have
tended to become the subject of investigation as de-
pendent variables in their own right rather than being
explored more fully as mediating variables (McLeod and
Reeves 1980). Most third variables used in mass commu-
nication research are seen as antecedent to television ex-
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posure and are thereby used to test for spuriousness of
effects rather than as mediating variables altering the
magnitude of the effects.

Another reason for the dearth of studics of interper-
sonal mediation is methodological convenience. Individ-
ual level constructs measured by self-report from children
at a single point in time continue to be the dominant
mode of measuring dependent media-effect variables.
Neglected are studies using the family-or peer group as
the unit of analysis as well as investigations into the
processes associated with television use. In contrast to the
relative ease of testing children in the classroom, studies
of family groups pose difficult problems of recruitment.
Measurement of processes requires time-consuming and
skilled coding not characteristic of individual self-report
data gathering. It is not surprising that the more con-
venient research methods dominate the literature.

What is to be found.in the literature of the past decade
is a relatively small number of studies that can be or-
ganized into three areas of concern for television and
social relations.

1. The impact of parents and other sources of social
influence on the use of television

2 The effects of television use on family functioning
and on other types of interpersonal behavior.

3. The mediation effects of parental intervention and
other forms of interpersonal behavior in enhancing
or diminishing the impact of television viewing.

Before turning to each of these areas, we will review
some of our other strategies and decisions about this
literature review. Although we have restricted ourselves
to the traditional nuclear family, we have tried to include
whatever is available for peer and sibling relations.

In the second section on television's potential effects on
interpersonal behavior, we have confined our review to
studies of overt behavior. The research literature of the
past decade includes a large number of studies of
television-viewing effects on cognitive and perceptual
variables, many of which have potential consequences for
how the person interacts with othessWe have not in-
cluded these because this would have cast the net too
wide. In the third section, we include two citations show-
ing evidence for a connection between television viewing
and perceptions of interpersonal mistrust. These have
been included because they also show evidence for peer
and family process mediation of such effects.

The reviewed studip tend to be isolated without the
broad focus of a well-supported research program. Sam-
ples are often small and are frequently specialized in
using atypical populations. Many are lacking in the-.
oretical focus, inadequate in design, and lacking in con-
trols for alternative explanations. Most studies depend
upon single timepoint self-report questionnaire data ob-
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mined from children in schools, although the recent years
have seen a broadening in the variety and imagination of
research methods used. Despite the limitations, we have
tried to make sense of the research and to be tolerant of
its shortcomings. As a result of the limitations of the
available studies, however, we have chosen to spend some
time suggesting types of future research along with re-
viewing existing studies of the past 10 years.

Interpersonal Influence on
Television Use

Parents and other socialization agents can influence
children's television behavior in two rather different
ways. First, they may exen influence on how much the
child watches television generally or, more specifically,
on what types of programs are watched. To the extent
that the child spends less time viewing, the impact of
television is potentiallyreduced. A given effect also might
be enhanced by the parent or teacher in encouraging the
child to view more frequently. The second path of influ-
ence does not involve the amount of viewing but, instead,
focuses on the connection between the process and the
effect. The latter process is one of mediating the force of
the content by intervening simultaneously with or after
the exposure. It is the former type of influence, exerted
on the amount of viewing, that we are concerned with in
this section.

The studies of interpersonal influence on television use
can be categorized along two dimensions: the motivation
of the socializing agent and the type of behavior being
changed. Motivation can be either intentional interven-
tion in the form of rules or direct guidance or uninten-
tional without specific intent acting through the modeling
of behavior or the general reward and punishments sys-
tems used without regard to television. The type of be-
havior can be divided into changes in the amount of time
spent and the extent of viewing of different types of
content.

Three basic types of research questions are relevant to
this area: To what extent.are parents and other social-
izing agents concerned with and aware of their children's
television behavior? To what extent do .parents try to
intervene directly by controlling and/or guiding chil-
dren's use of television? What other intended souices of
influence on television use emanate from the interper-
sonal context of the family and peer relations?

Parental Concern and Awareness

Virtually all studies agree that parents are concerned
with the violent and sexual content of television, although
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that concern is extended by only some of them to worry
about the amount of time their own children spend
watching television One reason given for this Jack of
worry is that parents may underestimate their child's
viewing time and may pot be aware of the extent of the
violent content in what they watch. In the report to the
Surgeon General, Greenberg et al. (1972) found that
children gave estimates of their own viewing time that
were twice as great as those given by their mothers when
estimating how much time their children devoted to
viewing. This finding was replicated by Rossiter and
Robinson (1975) who also showed the mothers reported
more rules, higher levels of co-viewing with their chil-
dren, and lower estimates of the child's susceptibility to
advertising appeals in comparison with the child's own
responses to these questitins. The esumption is, of
course, that is the mothers who distort reality and the
children who give valid responses. This assumption
seems to be the most reasonable interpretation, but it
remains untested.

There is also some evidence that mothers may not
recognize the extent of their child's response to television
content. Children tend to perceive more violence in the
same set of television programs than their mothers do
(Abel and Beninson 1976). Cantor and Reilly (1980)
found evidence for mothers' apparent underreporting of
their children's fright reaction to scary tetevision pro-
grams and movies and also for their seeming over-
repoping of parental intervention.

Parental Intervention and Guidance

Regardless of the apparent overreporting of parental
intervention, it appears that the Comstock and Rubin-
stein (1972) conclusion that "televisior watching by
youngsters is largely devoid of parental influence" holds
even at the end of the-decade. Parents still are unlikely to
control the quantity or the character of viewing, although
there are certain restrictions in some families (McLeod
et al. 1978). Apparently these restrictions are likely to
decline sharply in the senior high school years. Some 39
percent of sixth graders but only 18 percent of tenth
graders reported rules about the time spent watching
television. Mothers again were more likely to report
rules, with 69 percent of the sixth grade mothers and 31
percent among the'mothers of the older children report-
ing rules about viewing. The magnitude of both these
proportions can be put into context by comparing them
with the much largel proportions of rules atout family
arguments and dinner table behavior.

If rules about time spent watching television are not
very prevalent, it is likely that Parental guidance about
specific programs is even less common. Streicher and

Bonney (1974) report that 6- to 12-year-old children are
likely to say that parents control but do not guide their
television watching. Similarly, Mohr (1979) found that
both mothers and their children (ages 9 to 14) report very
little parental *guidance, with 85 percent of both groups
saying "none" for guidance about specific programs.

It appears that parental comment about shows may be
a bit more common for older children and adolescents.

McLeod et al. (1978) found that a majority of mothers
and one-third of their children report parents "fre-
quently" say "real life is less simple,than shown 'on
television." Other types of comments frequently made
included: "There are better ways to solve problems than
violence" (49 percent mothers, 26 percent children);
"real life is not like that" (32 percent, 17 percent respec-
tively); and "comment on the ways the television charac-
ter solved a problem" (31 percent, 20 percent). The
effects of such comments on children have not been ascer-

tained.

Success of Parental Intervention

When parental intervention is used, through dis-
cussion and other forms, ;Lean be influential on the child.
Reid and Frazer (1978, 1979) conducted close observa-
tion in nine families and found that "parental consumer
teaching orientation" aided 5- to 11-year-old children to
underttand television advertisements, using skills beyond
those implied by the cognitive stage associated with their
age.

It is also encouraging to find evidence that parents may
be induced to exert guidance on their children's televi:
sion viewing. Heald (1980) mailed television guides to a
sample of parents over a 6-week period. A significantly
greater proportion of the experimental groups reported
receiving their parents' positive-and negative recommen-
dations about programs than of a control group who were
not mailed guides, Unfortunately, there is no indication
of the extent to which parental recommendations influ-
enced the children's viewing of programs.

Modeling Influences

Previous research in the Surgeon General's committee
report indicated a low positive correlation between par-
ents and their children regarding the amount of time
spent watching telev;sion and the viewing of various
types of programs (Chaffee et al. 1972; McLeod et al.

1972). Some of this relationship could be explained by
the potential spuriousness of factors such as co-viewing of
specific shows and a common socioeconomic background.
Reverse modeling, the influence of the child on the par-
ents' behavior, is an alternative explanation of this cor-
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relation. Ten years later, it appears that modeling is still

a weak explanation of the child's television behavior,
although Roberts (in press) reports that the amount of
the parents' viewing was the best single predictor of the

time that his sample of 10- to 12-year-olds spent viewing.
Reverse modeling evidence has also been claimed by Sur-
lin (1978) in a study of the effects of an advisory warning

system, e.g., that parental direction is advised.

Structural Influences

Although most'television research uses the individual
as the 'pit of analysis, the research evidence ihdicates
that program selection and use are by no means indepen-
dent of other family members and peers. Chaffee and
'rims (1976), in a study of 194 junior and senior high
school children, foutd tiei between the presence of others
and the tN pe of program viewed. Siblings were likely to

be present when viewing humorous shows (we seldom

laugh alone), and parents are most likely to be present for

aggressive and reality (e.g., news) shoWs. The causal
direction is not clear, and we are not sure whether the

child adkts program choice to match who is present or,
alternatively, whether he or she seeks out appropriate
companions for a particular type of show. We also know

relatively little about the influences the presence of others

may have on program effects.
To the extent that family members watch television on

the same set, program selection is not likely to be a matter
of individual choice. Lull (197.8) studied this problem by

using hypothetica) program descriptions to analyze how
television program decisions were made in 17 families.

tie found, not surprisingly perhaps, that power in the
family predicted whose choice won out in the family

discussion. Parents and the older children held the most
power.

Influence of Family Corhmunication
Patterns

Following the Chaffee and McLeod (1972) lead in the

Surgeon General's volumes, researchers have found that
the norms operating in the family with respect to inter-
personal communication can be used successfully as po-
tential explanations of television use. Abel (1976) found

that the child's adoption of parental viewing patterns of

programs wa s. restricted to high socio-oriented families
who emphasize harmony and agreement in interpersonal
relations. McLeod and Brown (1976) extended the

parent-child communication pattern research by show-

ing systematic relationships to the gratifications that ado-

lescents sought from televisidn use. They also found that,
alone among the dimensions of affections and pun-
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ishment in the family, restrictive punishment (e.g.,
grounding) was positiveli related to the extent of the
adolescent's television viewing.

Lull (19800 found that both the sccio-oriented (har-
mony and agreement) and concept-oriented (emphasis on
dissent and expression of opinion) dimensions were re-
lated to uses of television as a resource for the accom-
plishment of interpersodal objectives at home. The
differences included the structuring of daily activities,

talk patterns, interpersonal goals such as communication
facilitation, affiliation/avoidance, social learning, and

demonstration of competencedominance. The socio-
oriented families watched more television and were more
likely to use it to reach interpersonal objectives. Concept-
oriented families saw television as not being useful to
them as a social resource, although they did use it for
transmission of values, for exercising authority, and for

gatekeeping.

Fry and McCain (1980), in a survey of 377 household
heads with children between 2 and F5 years, found fam-
ily communication patterns related to rules about tele-

vision'use in the family. Concept-orientation predicted to
"content guidance rules," while both dimensions were
related to "social control" rules (use of television as re-
ward .and punishment). High socio- and low concept-
aientation families (protective) were highest on social
control rules, while those with the opposite pattern (plu-
ralistic) were the lowest. No differences among family
communication types were found for nonrestrictive ap-
proaches to television.

Peer and Sibling Influences

Research on the role of peers and siblings continues to
be underrepresented in the literature. Aside from the
Chaffee and Tims (1976) finding that siblings watch

.
humorous shows together, only one other study relates to

peer relations. Johnstone (1974), using 'the large data
base of Coleman's (1961) adolescent study, found that at

all levels of high school, boys and girls oriented to parents

rather .than to peers (as measured Cy a forced-choice
question) were more likely to be heavy television users

than those more oriented to peers. The finding is difficult

to interpret, of course. Parent orientation could indicate
strong ties to the family or weak ties to peer or both. Peer

orientation is similarly confounded. The desire for view-

ing television is also confounded with available time (as-

suming the peer-oriented are busier outside the home

and away from television) making interpretation even
more difficult. It is, however, the only study of the decade

for peer relations.
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Overview of Interpersonal Influences

Research has fo«ised almost extlosis!ly on parental
control of the child's viewing time at the expense of
developing an understanding of influences on inform--
lion processing of such content on different uses of tele-
vision..Most attention has been given to overt attempts to
control the child while overiooking the mote subtle
influence of family pvocesses.

Implicit in the parental-influence research is the as-
sumption that the parent molds the child. This uni-
directional parent-molds-child view of the nature of
socialization has given way during the past decade to the
realization that influence in the parent-child dyad must
be conceptualized as reciprocal (Hartup 1978). Although
parents and children differ greatly in maturity, they do
not differ in their ability to affect one another (Bell

More specifically, there is a need to understand
differences among families and other interpersonal sys-
tems and how they affect socialization to television use.
Most studies use modal descriptions of presumably typi-
cal families. Occasionally, studies control for the social
class of a family, assuming that social class captures the
most salient differences arnong4ypes of families. Little
attempt is made, however, to examine systematically
,what social class differences might represent in terms of
family functioning. A better technique than simply split-
ting a sample on social class would be examining differ-
ences among families that cut across class. The Chaffee
and McLeod family communication-pattern typology is
one such approach and the only one used to date in mass
media research. It is likely that other typologies that have
been shown to be useful in marital and family research
could be usefully applied to,felevision research.

While the typology. derived by Chaffee and his col-
leagues discriminates families along a communication
dimension, alternative typologies are built on a greater
number of dimensions and focus on more than one aspect
of family functioning. The typology developed by Moos
and his colleagues (Moos 1974), for example, stresses the
measurement and description of the interpersonal re-
lationships among family members and the directions of
personal growth which are emphasized in the family, as
well as the basic organizational structure of the fimily.
The work by Fitzpatrick and her colleagues (Fitzpatrick
1976, 1977; Fitzpatrick and Best 1979) empirically types
marital relationships in terms of their level of inter-

.,,slependence, their ideology of relationships, and their
communication patterns.

Aside from the unidimensional view of ehe family re-
fleeted by the Chaffee and McLeod typology, there i a
conspicuous neglect of peer and sibling influences on the
child and the adolescent. In Children of,Six allures
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(1975), Whiting and Whiting found that, while parent-
child relationships made more of a contribution to the

child's acquisition of dependent and intimate behaviors,
relationships with other children had a greater effect on
the socialization of aggression, the development cdsocial
behavior in general, and the emergence of prosocial acts.
Despite the growing realization of the importance of peer
and sibling relationships in affecting a wide array of
interpersonal behavior (Yarrow .1975), the tangential
findings from Chaffee and Tims and the Johnstone study
are the sole representation of these crucial areas in a

.decade of research.

Television Influences on Family
Functioning and Interpersonal
Behavior

The fact that family members spend about half their
waking hours at home watching television imples that
use of the medium should have important consequences
for the family, if for no other reason than that it affects
the proximity of family members to one another. Effects
are made more likely because there are large areas of
family functioning that are not governed by societal
norms but rather operate from rules fashioned in the
processes of family interaction. It is likely that, when
societal norms are absent, family members will accept
behaviors seen on television as legitimate.

Also, a relatively large proportion of television viewing
is done with other family members. Robertson (1979)
reports Neilsen data from 1975 showing that 70 percent
of prime time watching is co-viewihg by an adult and
child. The proportion is only 20 percent for Saturday
mornings. These figures apparently remained unchanged
from 1971 to 1975, a period when many households
became multi-set households. The number of television
sets does seem to make a difference. Bower (1973) re-
ports that in multi-set households, 43 percent of the view-
ing was between siblings, and another 33 percent was the
husband and wife watching together. gle-set homes,
in contrast, had 55 percent vieWTi with the entire
family.

Although a strong presumptive case can he made for
the effects on television use on family functioning, only a
small percentage of television effect studies use inter-
personal behavior as a criterion. As discussed earlier, the
neglect ofiIerpersonal effects research can be accounted
for by the. co lexities of conducting group testing, the
difficulties of keasurement, and the scarcity of theory
conceptualized a that level. Theoretical explanations of
television effects concentrate on interpersonal constructs,
although both antisocial and prosocial outcomes imply
interactive behavior with others.



l'he research that is av ailable in the area of inter-
personal ette( ts ( an br atrgorated along three dimen-
sions the sour( e 01 tlie tele% ision influence, the level of

rtiev tind the dire( tion of eflect.

l'he ,otilce of television influence can be divided into
four categories the activity of television viewing, the in-
herent form of trkvision, the manifest content of pro-
grams. and the latent content of television messages. One
of thr frustrating aspects of trying to understand the
mans- nonempirically based assertions about television
effects is i hat the authors often are not specific about the
sour( r of influence. The activity of television viewing '
entails the time allocation of the -audience member re-
gardless of the (intent viewed. Unfortunately, many of,
the assertions that the activity of viewing causes an effect
are based on assumptions about what persons might have
been doing ( e g., reading books, talking with others), if
thel, were not watching. Effects of the form of television
are those emanating from the medium and its production
conventions Again, this is independent of content. Tele-
vision, tor example, has a compelling visUal image akin
to thr fascination we have with viewing a flickering fire.
One may lose attention, but the visual image will induce
its return. The manifest content includes the portrayals
of family roles on televisionthe inept father and the
"ding-bat- homemaker motherand the demographic
characteristU s of those in various occupations, etc. Latent
content are those subtle messages that may be indepen-
dent of plot. They include the relationships between fam-
ily members. how the television family handles conflict,
and so forth. We would expect that messages portraying
social behav ior untried by the child and undiscussed feel-
ings (e.g. awkwardness, embarrassment) would be es-
pecially potent sourceof learning.

.1 he tc: el of effect is divisible into three categ
I

ories.

individual, relational, and group or totar interper-
sonal system. Most of the research has dealt with the
individual level, the person's psychological procesSes and
social skills within the context of the family. The re-

llational level focuses on the three subsystems whi h make
up the family: the marital dyad, the parent-child system,
and the sibling-sibling relationships (Goode 1944). The
group level treats the family as a total system vqith both

a history and a future. There is little work on till last two

levels that is relevant to the media, a situationIthat ap-
pears to need correction.

The ,hrectum of -interpersonal effect is the most
straightforward. Some of the studies aim at discovering
negative or dysfunctional consequences for individual so-
cial behavior or family functioning. Other studies are
neutral in lnoking at the effects of television on speech or
behavior patterns with'out anticipation of consequences.
A third group of studies concentrates on positive or
functional consequences of television use as, for example,
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how it helps individuals achieve their interpersonal
goals. It is interesting to note that no study has dealt with
both functional and dysfunctional outcomes in the same
investigation.

The positive and negative approaches also divide the
research into theoretical viewpoints and models of the
audience. Those focusing 'on negative outcomes tend to be
"effects-centered" (McLeod and Reeves 1980) and take
behaviorist approaches that portray the audience' as
being relatively passive recipients of television. Those
finding positive effects tend to be "audience-centered"
and use functionalist or symbolic interactionist perspec-
tives to present a much more active problem-solving im-
age of the audience member.

Effects of the Activity of Television
Watching

Bronfenbrenner (1973) represents the strongest state-
ment of negative cffects of television viewing activity,
although he does not provide smpirical evidence for this
position:

The major impact of television is not the behavior it pro-
duces, but the behavior it prevents. When the television set is
on, it freezes everybody; they're all expressionless, focused on
the image on the screen, and everything that used to go on
between peoplethe games, the arguments, the emotional
scenes, out of which personality and ability developis
stopped. So when you turn on the television, you turn off the
process of making humart,beings human.

Negative consequences were examined empirically by
Dunn et al., (1976) in a study comparing 716 low-
income rural children living in areas of Iceland where
elevision had been introduced with a matched sample of

9- to 17-year-olds in non-television areas. No sig-
nificant differences were found with response to adjust-
ment to peers or family, as measured by the Bowerman
and Kinch (1959) self-rating scales. Within the television
community, however, there was a significant negative
relationship after controlling for family size, age, and sex
between television time and adjustment tO peers. Family
adjustment results were in the same direction but not
significant. The authors acknowledge the problem of the
direction of causality and indeed see the low adjustment
leading to higher television use as the more likely path of
influence.

The relational effects of television viewing were exam-
ined more directly in an observational study by Brody
et al. (1980). They brought 27 3- to 5-year-olds and their
mothers and fathers into a laboratory set up as a living
room. The families were observed during a television-
watching phase and a family play .non-television time.
The child was allowed to select the television program
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watched among three types of shows. Not surprisingly,
the children.talked less during television viewing; were
less active, and less oriented toward parents. Interest-
ingly, .however, there was more touching between the
child and both parents. Tacticity may be a previously
unrecognized function of television co-viewing.

A pcisitp,e outcome investigated was the possibility that
television could be used to facilitate interaction between
parent and child. Williams et al. (1979) studied 15 black
or Spanish-surnamed parent-preschool child dyads who
were assigned to one of three treatment groups: Parent-
child interactibn focused on a toy seen on television,
interaction on any topic other than television, and a con-
dition where parents were not encouraged to talk with
their children. In the first two groups, a program was
undertaken to increase interaction by training parents to
use a special toy kit. The results indicated that television
coMd be incorporated into the interaction, for the parents
but not for their children. The children in the television-
discussion condition did use less egocentric speech pat-
terns than others.

Negative and positive outcomes were formulated by
Rosenblatt and Cunningham (1976) as two theoretical
possibilities: the noise of television operation as an in-
stigator of family tension versus television watching as a
coping mechanism to avoid tense interaction and the ex-
pression of anger. A sample of 64 persons, 87 percent
female, were either interviewed ot mailed back question-
naires Toncerning television use and family tension
(measured by 6 items, e.g., "Is anyone you live with too
critical or fault finding?" "Are you often moody ?"). The
key correlation between television time and family ten-
sion was .41, unchanged by controlling for socioeconomic
status. A nonsignificant contingent relationship was
found when the sample was divided by the density of the
living situation. The correlation between television time
and tension was .48 in high density homes but only .21
in those of low density. This correlational difference was
interpreted as supporting the positive function hypothe-
sis that televison is used to avoid tense interaction, but the
authors admit the data can be argued the other way
around. Replication with other designs and larger sam-
ples is needed.

A variety of other positive functions have been sug-
gested. Faber et al. (1979) observed that television as an
activity serves to guide the accessibility of the self to
others in the family and also allows the adolescent to
legitimize daydreaming while seeming to pay attention
to the television. Lull (1980a) developed a more elabo-
rate categorization of the positive functions of television
viewing. fle used an ethnographic "social constructivist"
approach in a study of more than 200 families of children
of varying ages and concluded that the mass'media are-
". . . valuable social resources, not unlike language and
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occasions for 'talk, wIcich are particularly usefukto the
imaginative social member for the construction and
maintenance of desired relations at home." Lull divides
the social uses of television into structural (environ-
mental resource as in using it as background noise and
regulator in punctuating tinge and activity) and relational
(communication facilitation, affiliation-avoidance, social
learning, and competence-dominance). The system pro-
vides a potentially useful way of organizing future re-
search in the area.

Effects of the Form of Television

Despite the abundance of literature on the form of
television, little has been done that relates the unique .
configuration of attributes of that medium to its potential
effect on the interpersonal behavior of the audience. Tlis
deficiency may change in the future. Singer (1980), ror
example, presents an elaborately reasoned, if largely
data-free, "cognitive-affective" analysis on the form of
television. A key assumption is that television is con-
stantly bombarding us with sequences of images that
hold our attention and maximize our orienting responses.
Although the Consumption is efficient for developing rec-
ognition of images, it is inadequate for efficient retrieval,
since it does not allow the time we need to replay, think
about, and go through the sequential verbal process of
labeling the images sern. A "crowded" medium like tele-
vision is said to establish conditions where there is less
likelihood that much con
short-term memory to the l
is possible that television vie

t will be transferred from
g-term memory system. It
mg may substitute for the

active practice ofmne's own iriagery skills. Unlike read-
ing, television can stimulate specific imagery content but
not independent practice, because it allows the person to
incorporate an external image without forming one's
owii image through reflective thinking. Singer also re-
lates the form of television to .brain functioning and par-
ticularly to the holistic qualities of the right brain.

Singer's work relates to interpersonal behavior
through the well-documented ass-umption that make-
belirvz and imaginative play qnd reply are important to
the development of the cognitive, ,etTiotional, and inter-
personal skills of the child. Singer cites research showing
training in make-believe by adults can increase children's
capacity to tolerate delays, to move smoothly in school, to
empathize with other children's feelings, and to become
more effective in social interaction. While the link Singer
makes between television's form and restriction of imag-
inative thinking is not backed by solid empirical evidence,
the large number of hypotheses present an interesting
research agenda for diverse areas of content such as chil-
dren's programing, agertising, news, and documen-
taries. Beyond the need to document whether typical



television content in- these areas has such limitations on
the information processing of audience members, there
are additional questions as to whether these limitations
are inherent in the form or if the content could ease such

limits.

Effects of Manifest and Latent Content

Research aetivity on manifest-content effects has con-
centrated heavily on children's advertising. Atkin (1976),
using the novel method of observing parent-child inter-
actions in supermarkets, asserts that children's behaviors
are indeed shaped by the cereal advertisements they see.
He infers this from the firmness of the child's product
preferences and from the fact that the children reacted
with displeasure when they did not obtain their favorite
cereal. Similarly, Reeves and Atkin (1979) found that the
amount of Saturday morning television viewing was as-
sociated with the frequency of child-initiated purchase
requests which, in Aim leads to potential for conflict.
Unfortunately, we do not know what implications, ifany,
the child's displeasure (andlaresumably the parent's at
being pressured) has for the functioning of the dyad or
the family.

Negative individual consequfnces have been studied
through projective techniques (Sheikh and Molesa
1977). A total of-144 primary school bays and. girls were
given sentence-completion stories involving a child of the
same sex and age seeing a conSumer product advertised.
The child was to tell what the main character is thinking
and feeling and what happens in the situation. The key
assumptions are that the child identifies with the main
character and that he/she reveals his/her own internal
reactions in giving responses. More thin 90 percent said
the child felt like asking the parent for the Product, but
only 57 percent said the child actually asked the parent.
Some 66 percent (presumably of the 57 'percent who
thought the child had asked, although that is not indi-
cated) felt the parents would comply. When asked what
happened when the parent said no, 33 percent (the per-
centage base is not indicated) gave responses classifiable
as "unpleasant affect," 23 percent "acceptance,'" 23 per-
cent "aggression," and 16 percent "persistence." If we
are willing to accept the research assumptions and the
lack of important details ibout the methods used, it ap-
pears that television advertising can, lead to reactions in
children that potentially generate family conflict.

Goldberg and Gorn (1978) examined the strength of
television commercials for preschoolers by pitting the
choice of an advertised product with other socially de-
sirable alternatives. A majority of children in the experi-
mental condition, who had previously viewed a program
with commercials for the product, chose to play with the
toy rather than with a friend, compared to only 30 per-

t;

,

cent for a control grouP seeing the film without commer-
cials. Similar differences were found for playing with a
"not-so-nice boy" with the product rather than with a

. "nice boy" without it. Fewer children in the experi-
mental condition than in the control condition were will-
ing to accept what was reported to them as being their
mother's preference for another product. Those having
seen the commercials were also less willing to play with
a parent denying the child's request, and fewer of them
felt the child was still happy afterward. Again, there is
equiyocal evidence for advertising commercials potenti-
ally generating family conflict.

The same authors provide evidence for the manifest
content of television having more positive outcomes
(Goldberg and Gorn 197.9). Exposure to a Sesame Sired
sequence showing nonwhite and white children playing
together led middlr-class preschoolers to 'choose non-
whites as playmates immediately after seeing the pro-
gram, but delayed testing showed the-effect dirninishedi
markedly. Replication with a 'group of lower income
children failed. \

Lull (1980a) gives examples of how family members
use pieces of television content- for relational purposes.
The program waeihed creates an immediate.agenda, al-
lowing the child to use the television, e;iarnple to gain
entry into .the family coaersation. Other uses of the

, nianifest content are,to help the person clarify values and
attitudesthrough,the view ing of controversialprograming.-

. Studies of the effects of The atent content of television
are quite sparse. Lull (1980a ) discuSses subtle learning
experiences in his Study but provides few exayiples of
such experiences. Faber et al. (1979) give examples of
learning at tyke subtle levels, particularly learning ap-,

propriate behavior in unfamiliar roles and situations. In
general, we expect that, at change points in the devel-
opment of the family 1ife cycle, individuals thrust into .

new roles or situations may seek information about how
to behaVe in those roles and consequently be mare sus-
ceptible to the latent content of the shows that they
watch.
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Overview, of Television Effects on
Family anb Intetpersonal Behavior

Research on the effects of television on family and
interpersonal behavior is generally sparse. The research
that has been done focuses on social behavior at the
individual level, undoubtedly because of the convenience
of obtaining data from individuals rather than groups. At
best, the relational and family system levels are brought
into a discussion of the findings by implication.

For the possible sources of television influence, most of
the:research attention has been directed to the activity of.
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television viewing per %e and its effects on reSponses, such
as an Indy, idual N l oping behavior within the family or
the displa(4.nwnt of other ,u tivities. A secondary focus
has been on the manifest (ontent of tele% ision programs.
There is a. marked laCk of serious' consideration of the
forms of television messages, although Singer opens up a

r
host of research. possibili4s. Finally, research evidence
on the imsact of the &tent content of television is

. nonexistent.
The research suffers from the fact that most investiga--, i tors find-one of two possible effeas. One group tries to

. find -effects that may have negative contlitquences for in-
*rpersonal relations, for example a child's unh4ppiness
*heti, 41)nrchase attempt h4s been rejecte d. by his/her

4nother.-iAtioitier, group ihkes an exclusively positive ap-
proach by repeatefily isolating yet another function of
tdevision withont the consideration of possible dysfunc-
tions inherent in the same viewing act. At this juncture,
what is needcd ts -a broader definition of the impact on
family relations that includes both positive and negative

"consequen( es. Within this broader definition, it may be
necessary to hypothesize effects at more than one level.of
family functioning. A given behavior may, for example,
have negative effects on ale individual yet neutral or even
positive kffecis at the relational or family level. For ex-,
ample, in therejection of the child's purchase attempt,
the frdstration of tile child may be seen as a negative
indiViclual.effect, yet the maintenance of a set of family
values concerning what is appropriate to buy and/or the
role of the t-arent in the purchase attempt may have a
positive effect across ,the family.

The majority Of the'content analyses have had a rather
narrow demographic-sociological focus. Based on the
premise that the source of effect of television comes froth
the manifest content that iewers see, a typical content
analysis counts the prop( ions of women or minorities
occupying various occdpational roles. Within these.sche-
mas-, little attention has been paid to the' latent content of
the shows, particularly tbe interpersonal behaviors of
television characters inaheir interactions. Curiously, al-
though" communica;ion is universally acknowledged as
an obvious and vital part of actual family life, televised
family communication grid interpersonal behavior have
not been systematically examined.' '

The act of television viewing has been examined as it
relates to the development of social and communicative
skills. Zimbardo (1977) speculates that the inability to
communicate effectively with others may arise from the
passivity learned in responding to a televised world. In a
program Zimbardo designed to help individuals develop
communication skills, one participant described his ex-
periences with television in this way:

.0'
but I was taught almost everything bk, television. I would esti-
mate an average of at leastthree hours of TV a day, anny life.
The largest factor that TV played in my life is that no feedback
is required When you watch TV, you are passive. I have
always been good at listening and learning but poor at speaking
to.others

Siilar to Chauncey Gardner in' Jerzy Kosinski's Being'
There, this participant, lacking in communication skills,
was only ableto watcft, and not participate4in, the social
interactions okh.ose in his environment. Although the
example is compelling, ()Zit- immediate concern is not
with the effect.of the act of-television viewing on the
development of social and communiCative ahilities but
rather with theeffects that tht latent content of television
may Irve on such development.

In both television and real-world interactionek is im-
possible to think of any message sent by one rerson to
andther that does not in some way .also carry a commen-
tary on the relationship between the two parties. This
commentary tells how the message is to be interpreted
(Raush et al. 1979). Naturallys the recipient may re-
spond to a message in a variety of ways. He or she may

' accept it, reject it, counter it, etcykri41kstration of this
point comes from the Mary Tyler Moorq Show. Mary
plays the executive producer of a televis;on new; _pro"-
gfam, and Lou Grant is her boss. In most of their inter-
actions, Mary refers to her boss as Mr. Grant, while he
cajlls'her Mary. The .other male characters'in the show,
junior in status to MarY, call'their boss by his first name.
This riattern is significant if-we recall that communica-
tion occurs at both a content and a retational level (Bate-
son,1958; Watzlawick et al. 1967). The content level
involves what ist-said in a conversation, while .the re-
lational level taps how what has been said. tieffnes the
relationship between the partners. By iising the terms of
address' that they use, Mary, is defining herself as
significantly lower in status than hcr boss, who accepts
that definition. Their rAationship can be seen as a com-
plementary one, with Lou as the dominant and Mary as
the.submissive partner in the relationship. Mary's c,occa-
sionahattempts to charqe the definition of her re tion-

1ship to Lou are pften rejected by him. Th a level
allows viewers ioR,ssign meaning to what they see and to
understand the relationships defined hy the interaAants.
Not surprisingly, Mary's deferential behavior and the
compkmentary relationship that exists between Mary
and Mr. Grant affect the audience. Few of the chitdren
in 'a recent study (Miller and Reeves 1976) knew thit
Mary was an executive; most assumed that she was a
secretary. These childreniresponded to the relationship
definitions rather than to the manifest content of thc
roles.

It is apparent that more than the content level could be
fruitfully considered if we want to understand wfiat it is
that Viewers see on. television. Since the relational level of

Perhaps the single greatest factor in my life was television. I
was taught manners by my mother and not much by my father,

1.)
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the message supplies information on how the content is
to be interpreted, content-analysis schemes would be

strengthened by including relational information. To
code relational communication, the messages of two indi-
viduals must be taken into account at the same time. This
c3n be accomplished with the coding schemes used suc-
cessfully in examining relational communication in
actual marital dyads (Ericson and Rogers 1973) and
families (Ellis 1976).

The latent content of television t'an also be examined
at the individual level. Television's production conven-

, tions call for conversations between characters that differ
in subtle ways from typical real-world interactions. Most
television dialog is dyadic, people tend not to talk over, or
interrcupt, one another, they stay on-the same topic, and
Mertend not to procrastinate about their decisions. In
general, television characters seem to maintain a smooth
and easy flow of interaction. Consequently, given the
communication skills that they exhibit, most television

-Icharacters would be considered markedly competent
communicators (Weimann 1977; Argyle 1969). Al-
though we need empirical evidence on the latter point,
given the constraints imposed by production standards,
viewers may indeed be exposed onlY to indivictuals dem-
onstrating optimal communications skills. For a viewer
to be a competent social' interactor, he or she must not
only know what the appropriate communication behav-
iors are but must also be able to enact them under a
variety of circumstances. Excessive television viewing
probably provides viewers with many models of cohimu-
nication cornpetence,,yet it may seriously limit viewers'
opportunities to practice their own interaction skills. To
ascertain the conditions under which television helps or
hinders the development of a variety of social and contt
municative skills, we need first to ascertain the level of
communicative competence exhibited by television char-
acters.

The communication behaviors of television characters
are related to the outcomes that the characters experi-
ence. If Bandura (1977) is correct and if much of our
behavior is 'learned by obterving how others are _rein-
forced or punished for their acts, televised family commu-
nication patterns not 9nly need to be cataloged but also
subsequently related eh- particular outcomes. Two major
outcomes in family life are stability and satisfaction. Sta.;
bility refers to continuity in family life, that is, whether
the relationships persist or arc terminated; satisfabtion
refers to the happiness of the family members. These oul-,
come variables are orthogonal in that relationships may
persist whether they are satisfying or not satisfying.
Conversely, under a variety of circumstances, rela,tion-
ships may ierminate whether they are satisfying oi*

dissatisfying.

We.have little information on the relationship between
televised interaction patterns and those thatoccur in real
families. Specifying the connections' between televised
interactions and outcomes may help to clarify that rela-
tionship. Minimally, we 'should be concerned with in-
teraction patterns that serve to optimize stability and
satisfaction in couples and families as they are presented
on television and occur in real couples.

We began this section by analyzing the Ways that
television viewing logically could be expected to influence
interpersonal behavior and family functioning and the
levels at which such a problem could be conceptualized
and studied. As we considered tach of the analytical
categories, however, we found that little empirical re-

., search has been conducted to examine the effects of
television viewing on families. What becomes strikingly
apparent from the gaps in our scheme are the many
directions that research could and should takeyvithin the
next decade. In the remainder of this section, we- will
make suggestions concerning pressang'questions as well
as a research schema for studyingthe interpersonal im-

plications of media effects.
Two broad questions dealing with both cognitive

awareness and behavioral change arise from our discus,
sion of the gaps in the empirical literature. The fir'st

question deals with the cognitive aspect of the problem
and asks how much relational communication is per-
ceived and understOod by the viewer. In other words,
what do viewers learn about interpersonal behaviorarorn
television portrayals? Although awareness may not be
necessary for behavior to change, it would be useful to see
if viewers perceived the same dimensions of relational
communication usually isolated by theorists. The second
question concerns the behavioral change issue. Essen-
tially, it asks what effect television's relationarand other
lat,ent content has on the interpersonal behaviors of fam-
ily members.

Thebasic research straeggy designed to deal,with these-
questions would be two-tiered.,It would first involve the
collection of a number ortelevision segments that illus-
trate the latem content issue that is to be explored. Fam-
ilies would be asked to view these ,segments and then to,
participate in an interaction task. This task might involve
interacting directly on what they had viewed, or the fam-
:ly group could be asked to interact in order to study a
particular- aspect of their functioning. ,They could be
asked, for `example, to make a decision, plan something
together, or even to engage in conflict. The interactions
among family members could then be coded in order to
assess the effects of the stimuli on their communicative.
patterns.

We have tried to emphasize the importance of moving
beyond the study of individual effects to those at the
,relational or family level. We have suggested that re-
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lational level cfrects rwi be examined by considering the
interaction that 'occurs between individuals. In -addition
ro the various kinds of interactiOn analysis, relational
level information can be examined by comparing across
the perspectives of the.family members. Measures like
accuracy derived from`the co-oriedtation model wo'uld be

_particularly useful in this regard (McLeod and Chaffee
1973). Mapping thesmelational level.effects is not an
easy task. Two factors contribute to its difficulty: First,
we suffer from a dearth of coriceptualizaion at the re-
lational level. Wehavk- to: develop the terminology to
discuss effects that occut- lAyonethe individual level.
Second, the number of uhits to be Considered rapidly
increases when the relationaL level is considered. The
average American family of four contains six dyads,-
while the six-perrn farriily has sixteen dyads or two-
person groups. In many. cases, predictions must be de-
rived concelning the effects of certain media content on
particular dycls within .the family.

Finallymhe research scheme that we have outlined
dernands bOth a more sophisticated approach to the anal:
ysis of television content and a serials consideration of
family interaction. Both are necessary to advance our
understanding of the direct effects of the media on family
functioning.

Vterpersonal Mediation o
Television Effects

Because interpersonal processes play so important a
part in so many forms Of social behavior, it is logical to
inveitigate the effects of television exposure as potentially
mediated by communication with others in the person's
social networks. Either directly from the influence
attempts of another person or indirectly through less
consciously motivated interaction, interpersonal commu-
nication could lessen or enhance the effects of television.

Many authors havesug-gested that family members
and offier signficant persons play such roles, but th
evidence to support such claims is less available. Brown
aud Linne (1976), for example, argue that the family acts
to develop a filter which, in turn, influences the impact
of television content. The evidence for this claim -is
not convincing, largely because few researchers have
bothered to analyze family processes as contingent or
conditional variables producing different magnitudes of
television effects within level's of the third variables or
interacting with television exposure to produce signifi-

,
cant effects.

Two separate questions are posed in this area of re-
search: First, what is the evidenceihat families and other
interpersonal socialization, agents do have mediating
effects? Seco'fid, what mediating effects could such inter-
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personal sources have were they induced to intervene in
the child's uses of telev,ision? The latter is clearly a ques-
tion for experimental reseatch.

Field Studies of Interpersonal
Mediation Effects

The simplest type of social mediation is iewing tele-
vision accompanied by another person w thout explOt
mediation attempts. Atkin atia Greenbe g (1977) found
the mere presence of,a parent had more' effect than any
specific mediation attempt in dampening the emotional
responses of their children to television. Appatsntly, the
effects of mere presence/are not restricted to using par-
ents as mediators. Children's recall of central and inci-
dental prograM content was facilitated by the presence of
an adult experimenter (Watkins et al. in press).

The presence of peers may 'also mediate television
effects. Sphull (1973) reported that peer.presw did
not affect visual attention, but it did induce more overt`
television-uelated behavior (e.g., imitation, laughing)
among 4-year-olds. Drabman anckeThomas (1977) ob-
served the behavior of 45 preschool boys immediately
after they had viewed either an aggressive or a prosocial
film. Those viewing with a yeer were more likely to
imitate the television content, particularly in displaying
assaultive behavior after the aggressive program. An-
derson et al. (in press) found that peers viewing together
influenced each others' behavior in a syiichronized fash-
ion; when one child looked at the screen, the other chil-
dren tended to do the same thing.

Korzenny (1977) looked at more specific types of me-
diation in examining the effects of combinations of In-
ternal" and "external" orientations of parents in altering
the impact of television violence. Internal orientation is
defined as modes of parent-child intera'ction that provide
the child with the necessary cognitive structure for evalu-
ating his or her social behavior. The child's internal ori;
entation.did predia lessening of antisocial effects, but the
mother's internal orientation was not related. Those high
internal-orientation children who had low external-
orientation parents and who viewed viol(nt television
only.infrequently were the lowest in antisocial behavior.
Korzenny's main conclusion was, however, that tele-
vision remains a contributory source of socialization
independent of parental practice and the child's inter-
nalization of moral values.

Parental mediation may not always be in the direction
of reducing undesirable outcomes of tekvision exposure.
Robertson et al. (1979) studied 673 mothers and their
grade school children with respect to the mediation of
exposure to proprietary medicine commercials and the
child's beliefs, attitudes, and requests to the mother re-



garding medicine They concluded that parent's do not

provide critical insights allowing the child to diglouni

messages but instead largely reinforce the commercial

messages.'
Cultivation studies by the Annenberg grpup have

shown a positive relationship between heave television

viewing and perceptions of interpersonal mistrust among

both adults and*children. Such findings have relevance
for interpersonal be4avior, if, we are willing to assume
that perceptions of mistrust have direct consequences for

overt interper:sonal behavior. At least two studies are
pertinent to mediation effects. Rothschild (1979) found

that-high cohesion of the peer group among third and

fifth graders "inhibited or reversed" the cultivation
influence on interpersonal mistrust. Parental influences

were found by Gross and Morgan (1980) in term,s of four

characteristics of "family context" and cultivation effects

for adolescents. High parental protectiveness in' restrict-

ing televisio'n viewing, parents' perceiving television, as_

useful and real, and low conflict over viewing eliminated

the relationship between htavy viewing and inter-

personal misirust.

Experimental Studies of Interpersonal
Mediation Effects

Several experimental studies have shown the

effectiveness of interpersonal intervention in enhancing

the prosocial effects of television programs. Lesser (1974)

found that, among disadvantaged preschoolers, those

children viewing ,lesame Street with their mothersand
talking with them about it were more likely than others

, to increase their learning of cognitive skills. Similarly,
Singer and Singer (1976) found that adults can bridge

the gap between the television content of Moter Rogers'

Neidborhood and the limited span of attention of

preschoolers by calling attention to specific features of the

program. Other ramifications of their research on inter-

vention are reportedelsewhere (Singerand Singer, 1980,

1981; Tower et al. 1979; Singer et al. 1980). Collins

et al. (1984) report that facilitating or linking comments

by co-viewing.adults facilitated the understanding of Im-

plicit program content by second graderw
Experimental intervention by a popufar teacher sup-

plying interpretive comments also had a strong influence

on what preschoolers learn from a noneducational pro-

gram (Corder-Bolz and O'Bryant 1978). These media-

tion effects may also hold for first graders according to

Walling (1976) who concludes that combining television

with parental discussion increased the child's mention of

the behavior previously seen on television when analyz-

ing problem-solving tasks. /
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Experimental induction of mediation also has been
studied by advertising messages.'Prasad et al. (1978)

studied the effects of the discrepancy between commercial
messages and the mother's evaluation of a pr`oduct on

8- to 10-year-old boys. Mothers gave either of two ex-
perimental inductions: power assertive and reasoning.
Both strategies had the effect of delaying the child's deci-

sion time in choosing a product in a simulated store
situation. The reasoning strategy had the effect of rein-

forcing the mother's.wishes when a low attractive.Prbd-'

uct was shown in an ad, but the reverse effect was shown

for the more attractive product. The power-assertion
strategy backfired for the low attractive prctuct.

Atkin and Miller (in press) asked the parents of 276
grade schohl children'to view with the child and explain

the content of one of 'three Saturday morning newscasts.
The induction succeeded in stimulating the child's ex-

..posure and attention to all three newscSsts and enhanced

recall of one of the tin:a. programs (about girls in little
league baseball). There was no evidence that the news-
casts stimulated information seeking or interest in news

topics generally.

Overview of Mediating influences

It is obvious that the area of interpersonal mediating

influences has been neglected. This is especially un-
fortunate in view of the growing importance of condi:
tional and contingent relationships to communication

theory and of their potential contribution to the devel-

opment of applications for public policy. The relatively
few studies are far from being critical tests of the various

mediation hypotheses. Their evaluation is made more

difficult by a lack of clear description of the experimental
manipulations and data analyses in several instances. In

the conduct of the experimental mediation studies, there

are some difficult problems to overcome. It is difficult to
recruit a representative sample of mothers and teachers

and to get them to cooperate in carrying out the manipu-
lation strategies under natural conditions. It is important

to do careful manipulation checks under such conditions
and to use larger groups than would be needed in more
easily controlled laboratory conditions.

Regarding the cultivation studies, there is a needto see

how the perceptions of interpersonal mistrust linked to

television viewing are related to overt interperional be-

havior. Do these perceptions affect the person's inter-i

actions in the famy and with peers?
There is a strong need to conceptualize more clearly

the ways parents and other agents of socialization could

enhance or mitigate television's effects. There have been

relatively few attempts to do so. McLeod et al. (1972)

examined three types of strategies: control of the use of

the set; interpretation or discounting of the-content of
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programs; and acting on them'connection of television con-
tent to the criterion behavior. Most experiments have
'used relatively simple interventions, such as discussion
(Walling 1976), explaining the meaning -of the content
(Atkin and Miller in press), and interpretive. comments
(Corder-Bolz and 013ryaht 1978). Prasad et al. (1978)
use the presuma.bly more complicated distinction be-
tween power-assertive and reasoning techniques. Mes-
aris and arett (1981) develop a more elaborate scheme:

focusing on the child's proficiency regarding pie repre-
senotional conventions of commercial television and con-
tributing to the child's perceptions of tbe validity and
generalizability of specific types of programs through
articulation of cognitive categOries, shaping of behaviors,
and development of social,relationships. More ivork is.
needed in the,deuelopment and explicatiork of these inter-

; veniion strategies.,.

Finally, there is a need to evaluate carefully action
prog'rams such as the Parents Participation Workshops
in terms of.what populations 'can be reached, what' the

participants learn, how they transmirthis learning to the
children, and, most critically, what wect this has on
what the children learn from televisio,i.

,

Conclusions

It is apparent that the bright promise of gaining new
knowledge about the role of interpersonal relations...in
mediating the impact of television contained in the
Surgeon General's committee report was .not fulfilled
very well by the research of the seventies. One bright spot
in ihe picture is the fact that the majority of the, most
promising work has been published in the past 2 or 3
years. Then, too, there are new developments, indepen-
dens of the work reviewed'kere, taking place in the areas
of family study, interaction analysis, and the identAea-.
tion of mass media effects that, if brough(together, Could
bring much more systematic and sustained examinations
of the issues of interpersonal mediation in the decade
.abea dr-
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Introductory Comments

Beatrix A. Hamburg
Harvard Medical School and Children's.Hospital Medical Center

and
Chester M. Pierce

Harvard 'Medical School

It is now recognized t'la televisio'n is a major source of
observational learning alai, for many peisons, a definer
of cultural norms,. Indeed, it has become one of the pri-
mary agencies of socialization that our,society possesses.
But there is still little recognition that the 30 hours a
week of television typically seen by American viewers
may have great significance for their health. Although
research in the area of television and health is relatively
new, there are advances in the behavioral and medical
sciences, as 'well as promising preliminary research in
television and related technologies, that point the way to
a research agenda in the health acea in.the 1980s.

In the medical arena:there is growing awareness that
biomedical advances have led to a shift in the burden of
illness away from acute, often infectious disease to condi-
tions where issues of. personal behavior play a key role in
the cause and course of the illness. The current leading
causes of death among adolescents and young.adults are
ay -idents (Chiefly automobile), stOcide, and homicide.
Along older persons, heart attacks, stroke, and cancer,
particularly lung cancer, head the list. Healthy People:
Th.c Surgeon General's Report on Health Promotion and

, Disease Preventio published in ,1979, concluded that
culturally .1staine# behaviors AT lifestyle factors now
account for as mudi as half of the current mortality and
are the leading causes of morbidity in the United States.
Televisiorican be presumed to influence health attitudes
and health haviors.

This sectio of the report reviews the current status of
health-related television research, with an emphasis oit
opportunities for future research. There are studies that
shed light on the unsuspected influences of television on
health beliefs and on the unexplored potential of tele-

i'vision for health promotion.
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Several types of television influences. on health atti-
tudes and behaviors have been described. There are stud-
ies of the direct health messages of television advertising
of medicines. There are also analyses of portrayals of
medical conditions, physician and patient behaviors in
television dramas for their message content.

More .indirect health messages have also been in-
vestigated, such as content analyses of television dramas
to determine the type, frequency, and context of por-
trayals of lifestyle behaviors that are significantly health-
related, for example, smoking, use of alcohol, risky-
driving, or use of seat belts.

Factors influencing the effectiveness of public interest
health program's have been reviewed. Mixed media cam-
paigns have been analyzed in addition to those relying
exclusivelx on televisioh.

The uses of television for institutionalized persons and
for therapeutic purposes have also been examined.

Finally, it has been noted that, with .newei- tech-
nologies such as cable television and satellite television,
there are expanded possibilities for health education and
therapeutic uses of television.

As the review of Gerbner et al. shows, there are several
health-related behaviors portrayed on television that
merit attention. These include the health effects of vio-
lence, the depictions of mental illness, and the several
kinds of behavior that have been identified as risk factors
for the leading causes ol mortality, such as nutrition and
dietary patterns, smoking, and alcohol use. Nrtrayals of
doctors and health settings are also of significance. These
portrayals are embedded in the dramatic and entertain-
ment programs, and' they convey a consistent message,
particularly to young ;iewers. In the behaviciial sciences,
there is consensus about the significant impact of behavd-



ior observed in telo, ision dramas. Script writers and
television prodmers aregeneraIly unaware of the poten-
tiality for incidental learning of health-damagingor
health-promoting lifestyles as people watch their dra-

atic productions. Entertainment television is not, of
course, expected to be a health educator. Yet minor
changes in portrayals, which would have no effect on the
dramatic appeal of the programs, might have major im-
plications. for good health of the viewers.

Although this volume is not particularly concerned
with television commercials, it 'cannot ignore them in a
discussion of television and health. As Atkin points out in
his review of consumer roles in another section of this
volume, it is clear that children's behaiior is influenced
by advertising messages. The average child sees literally
thousands of commercials every year, many of which are
for food Products, and half are for low-nutrition items.
Some advertisers are beginning to include information
about the itivortance of good nutritionsuch as having
a nutritious breakfastand these efforts should be recog-
nized and encouraged.

Solomon's review not only describes several successful
health campaigns on television but also analyzes the rea-
sons for the successesind the failuresof the cam-
paigns that have appeared over the tpast several years.
Some experts are still pessimistic about the valutof cam-
paigns; others are more optimistic and have stressed the
importance of social and behavioral systems instead of
simple immediate effects. In discussing the po;sible rea-
sons for successes and failures of health campaigns, Solo-
mon emphasizes the need for problem analysis, of how
and why the campaign was planned, selection of the
media, design of the messages, and evaluation of all com-
ponents of the campaign.

Successful campaigns\ have often been coupled with
related community efforts. These combined efforts have
demonstrated areas that deserve research attention:

1. Specific culture-sensitive information should be de-
veloped regarding the threat to health.
Specific culture-sensitive, infokmation should be
provided about skills helpful in coping with the
health risk factors and living With chronic disease
or dealing with physical handicaps.

3. Methods of providing prompt reinforcement for
early 'changes in health-promoting behavior pat-
terns need further development.

4 Community organization should be studied for
finding ways that provide respected role models for
health-promoting behaviors and long-term social
reinforcement of such behaviors.

.5. Studies of family involvement in televi4ion-
mediated health education, are needed.
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6. Ways of using family support to enhance motiva-
tion to engage in and sustain health-promoting be-
haviors also need further study.

Similar conclusions were reached at a conference held
in September 1980, sponsored by the Institute of Medi-
cine, on the use of mass media for health promotion and
disease prevention. The conferees listed the following
issues:

What is the Message to be conveyed, and who shall
develop it?

What is the target audience, \and who selects it?
What is known about how the media can be most

effective in reaching the target audience?
How can health-damaging material in entertainment

programing and mass media be counteracted?
How can access to the media be assured for health-

promoting messages and programing?

In the near future, there should be more information
available about the effectiveness of health campaigns,
because several large-scale projects, some of them funded
by the National Institutes of Health, are now underway.
An important research goal for the 1980s is the e'valu-
ation of such campaigns to learn how to increase their
effectiveness even more. Considering the vast numbers of
people reached through television and the comparatively
low cost per person, health campaigns to prevent illness
could be a significant factor in general lowering of costs
of health care. This is especially true when technology of
cable televisio'n and satellite will make it possible to reach
more people and more targeted audiences.

Rubinstein and Sprafkin's review, points up how little
research has been done to evaluate the effects of television
on the lives of institutionalized people. Similarly, the use
of televisio'n for theraPeutic purposes, such as helping
people to cope with fears and phobias, is only in its
beginnings. As Rubinstein and Sprafkin's study shows,
television can be used effectively to facilitate positive
changes in social behavior of institutionalized behav-
iorally disturbed children.

These exploratory reviews show that much remains to
be done in areas already under scrutiny thief that there
are many, research opportunities in the area of television
and health. In addition, there are some totally un-
explored areas. There have been no attempts to assess in
systematic studies the direct effects of television-viewing
behaviors as health influences in their own right. Several
issues appear to merit attention..

The passivity of television watching has not been stud-
ied with regard to the physical fitness of children or
adults. The relationship, if any, of the amount of physicab
exercise to the amount of viewing time is not known. Nor
is there any clue to whether early and continued viewing
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establishes enduring patterns of passive, rather than ac-
tive, participation.

Eating behaviors during television watching could
have great significance. Conventional wisdom statesihat
there is a high association between the eating of junk
foods and television watching. This has not been system-.
atically studied. It is also believed that many adults knk
television viewing with the drinking of wine and beer and
systematically increase their alcohol intake as a result, If
true, the cumulative effects of conditioned eating and
drinking patterns could have serious long-term health

effects.
The content of television programs can have varying

arousal effects, and the continuing noise levels of tele-

vision may operate as a chronic stressot for some persons.
It is not known whether stress can be induced by the
interacting effects of televiiion arousal and responses that
are given to othen stimuli of persons in the 'viewing envi-

ronment. On the other hand, television seems also to have

a potential, at other times, for reducing stress nd dissi-
pating tension for some persons who have strffsful work
situations or other sources of tension. For some, it is a
cause of insomnia; for others, it is a cure. One practical
question here is: Are there children suffering chron;c
fatigue from staying up late to view television? All of

these arousal and stressor effects of television need to be

studied as potential factors influencing health status.
On another aspect of television, it should be mentioned

that the news reporting on television offers a separate
avenue for communicating health information. It would
appear that those who report the news are willing, even
eager, to receive new and interesting health-related in-
formation. Media reporters at the Institute of Medicine
conference, mentioned above, suggested that news and

news coverage may have contributed to salutary changes
in health behavior. Research is needed to establish the
relative credibility of news reports on health issues versus
public service announcements and other explicitly edu-

cational approaches.
In summary, television is a pervasive source of intended

and unintended information, myths, and persuasion4

about health matters. The potential for use of television

as a major adjunct to developing and enhancing healthful
behaviors seems to be very great. In the coming decade,

there are many prornising directions for future re-
search to facilitate use of television for health education,
health promotion, and disease prevention. The Instituie
of Medicine conference summarized some of them as
follows:

2 r;
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1. To investigate and define health knowledge and
attitudes of the general public, and of specific sub-
groups, that may predispose people to accept or
reject advice about health. Such information should
be available to those designing media-based health
campaigns.

2. To examine the health messages received through
television and to assess their impact on children,
adolescents, the elderly, and other special popu-
lations. What do they learn about health from
televisionand from radio, rock music, magazines,
and other media? How do these negate or reinforce
one another? How does media influence compare
with that of Parent and sibling role models or with

peer pressures?
3. To examine the impact on physical and mental

health of new media technologies and their uses.

4. To investigate the effectiveness of televission tech-

nologies And possible other technologies in helping
the elderly to maximize coping skills, and the dis-

abled and chronically ill to minimize functional
dependency and maximize their coping skills
through systematic television presentations tailored

to their needs. This kind of research may have
special relevance for persons in institutions.

5. To clarify the nature, type, and scope of health
information currently available through television
and other mass media, and the degree to which the
average person is exposed to the body of health
knowledge that is available.

6. To identify specific population subgroups at risk

for excessive morbidity and mortality, to define the
health problems of these groups, and to analyze
what is known 'about the health knowledge and
attitudes of these groups. Such information could
then serve as the basis for the deVelopment of mul-
timedia health education efforts targeted at these
audiences.

7. To investigate the formal and informal channels
that now exist for the communication of health

information, including research results, from

health professionals to television writers, for both

news and entertainment. How health information
is communicated to producers and network execu-
tives also needs to be studied. Such investigations
might explore ways to improve and regularize com-
munication and collaboration between health pro-
fessionals and the television industry.



Programing Health Portrayals: What Viewers See, Say,
and Do

George Gerbneer, Michael Morgan, and Nancy Signorielli
The Annenberg School of Communications

University of PenhsylVania

It is appropriate that this volume of scientific progress
provides consideration to health portrayals and influ-
ences since the original report of the Surgeon General's
Scientific Advisory Committee on Television and Social
Behavior include research on health. Although investiga-
tion of televi'sion's contribution to health-related con-
ceptions and behaviors has lagged behind violence, sex,
social lies, and other concerns, several policy and re-
search developments, not to mention salience to the pub-
lic health mission, make such attention timely as well as
needed.

One development,is the Surgeon General's recent call
for a reordering of health-priorities. Healthy People: The
Surgeon General's Report on Health Promotion and Dis-
ease Prevention (1979) concluded that culturally sus-
tained behavioral and lifestYle factors account for as
much as half of U.S. mortality.

A shift in health priorities to cultural and behavioral
research highlights the central role of television in social-
izing individuals and stabilizing lifestyles. The success
or failure of educational and informational campaigns
depends largely on the broader cultural context into
which they are injected. Few campaigns can succeed
without knowing what they are up against. Today, that
means knowing what messages and images television as
a whole discharges into the mainstream of common
consciousness.

Our long-range project, called Cultural Indicators,
was given its first major impetus in the research for the
original report to the Surgeon General. It has tracked the
messages and images embedded in network television
drama (and recently commercials), and viewer concep-
tions and behaviors, in many -areas of life. A pilot study
of health-related messages and images, drawing on the
entire Cultural Indicators data bank, was commissioned
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for this report by the National institute of Mental
Health. Fihally, a new theoretical formulation emerging
from our research and consistent with the restilts of a
widr variety of indrpendent investigations enableg us
to cast our review of findings on television's cultivation
of viewer conceptions and behaviors in a coherent
framework.

Unlike other media, television is used relatively. non-
selectively. Most viewers watch by the clock rather than
by the program. Television is like a ritual. It involves the
average American household for 61/2 hours a day in a
stable and repetitive world of shows, news, and commer-
cials designed to hold and sell the largest possible public
at the least possible cost. Its entertainment programs and
commercials, with potential health (and other) lessons
embedded in them, reach tens of millions of 'viewers.
Even more importantlythese messages yeach viewers
who would otherwise not expose themselves to suci;
information.

Single programs and isolated messages or even cam-
paigns may be submerged in the daily and weekly
rhythm of the-television ritual. But the recurrent patterns
of health information in many types of programing be-
come parts of the inescapable mainstream of our widely
shared symbolic environment.

This is a review of what we kdow and whit we need
to know about these patterns and their lessons for view-
ers. The evidence is fragmentary and uneven. It is more
indicative of the potentiahand promise of such research
than it is complete or definitive. Nevertheless, it is sug-
gestive of the problems that must be taken into account in
designing health-education efforts and in addressing tele-
vision directly as a central sector of the new frontier in
health promotion and disease prevention.
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Our pilot study was conducted a a preliminary step in
the lull development of, mdi LrAf health-related mes-
sages embedded in television programs and.of their re-
lation to viewer conceptions.and behaviors. It uged the
cumulative CulturaL Indicators data bank.and included a
special study of 1 week's network dramatic programing,
analyzing portrayals of selected aspects of medicine, ill-
ness, nutrition, drinking, smoking, body weight, and
safety. The source a research results not otherv/ise cited
or speci4lly identified will therefore be ,the pirot study
and the Cuttufal Indicators data ban,k of television con-
tent and viewer conceptions of social reality. (For details
of methodology and other findings see Gerbner et al.
1978, 1979, 1980h.)

What Viewers See

The average viewer spends about 30 hours a week
with the television set. Health-rdated concepts and be-
haviors appear many times in programs and commer-
cials. Dramatii', 'social, and sales functions, rather than
therapy oriclence, govern the presentations.
...Health-related portrayals cover such a wide range of
subjects and behaviors that there is no reason to assume
that television ,treats them in any particular manner,
except as they fitrits dramatic yonventions and economic
and social functions. The only codified mechanisms
affecting production are the television codes.

Each network, many major stations, and the National
Association of Broadcasters (NAB) all have similar codes
governin5 the acceptability of programs and commer-
cials. These standards have developed over the years in
response to the interests of and pressures upon broad-
casting as a government-licensed business.

Healtii-related portrayals have long been sensitive and
troublesome. Lengthy sections of the NAB Code regulate
the advertising of medical products and practices, gener-
ally discouraging the portrayal of ailments, distress,
"morbid situations," and swe,eping claims. Medical:pro-
fessionals, or actors representing them, should not sell
products but may present institutional messages. Labo-
ratory settings should be genuine, and research claims
should stick to the facts. "Appeals involving matters of
health which should be determined by physicians should
not' be directed primarily to children." Hard liquor is
out, beer and wine commercials should be in "the best of
good taste and discretion." "Personal products . . must
be presented in a restrained and obviously inoffensive
manner." "Representations which disregard normal
safety precautions shall be avoided."

Program itandards are less stringent. They urge "re-
sponsible" handling of violence and its consequences,
avoiding agony and gory details. "Narcotic addiction

shall not be presented except as a destructive habit. The
use of illegal drugs or the abuse of legal drugs shall not
be encouraged or shown as socially acceptable." ' peial
precvtions must be taken to avoid demeani4 or ridicul-
ing members of the audience who suffer from physical or,
mental afflictions or deformities." The NAB Code urges
producers to "deemphasize" the use of liquor and the
depictiontof smoking. And: "PrOfessional advice, diagno-
sis, and treatment will be 'presented in conformity with
law and recognized professional standards."

Adherence wale NAB.Code and to similar provisions
of the network and station codes (which is by no means
universal) no doubt tends to inhibit some and direct other
types of health-related representations into less trou-
blesome directions. However, many presentations still
cast serious doubt upon the efficacy of the codes and of the
concept of self-regulation itself, at least as far as certain
health-r'elated portrayals are concerned.

The Risks of Prime Time and Weeken4_
'Daytime Television

The.world of prime time (B to 11 p.m.) and of chil-
dren's weekend-daytime (8 a.m. to 2:30 p tn.) network
Aramatic programing is by 'and large a man's world of
action, power, and danger. Our annual analyses since
1967 of nearly 5,000 major and some 14,000 minor char-
acters, in over 1,600 programs, reveal these consistent
patterns: Mery outnumber women at least 3 to I; young
people comprise one-third of their real numbers; charac-
ters over 65 make up 2 percent of the tdevision popu-
lation but 11 percerit of tfie real world's; professionals,
law-breakers, law-enforcers, and entertainers greatly

,outnumber all other working people; crime is at least 10
times as frequent as in the real world; and an average of
5 acts of violence per hour of prime time and 18 acts per
hour in children's wtekend7daytime programs victimize
half of prime tinie and over two-thirds of children's time ,
major ghaActers.

Pain, suffering, or medical help rarely follows this
mayhem, whose function is not preventive or therapeuiic
but ciramatic and social. Our studies (e.g., Gerbner et al.
1979) show that symbolic violence serves to resolve
conflict and to demonstrate who can get away with what
againit whom. Hardly anyone dies a natural death on
television,

The structure.of that demonstration provides a clue
the dynamics of television's distribution of resources, in-
cluding bodily and mental integrity. Adult white males
are most likely to get involved in violence and, along with
older males, the most likely, to get away with4it. The

'balance of powers can be Seen in the ratio of those who
inflict to those who suffer violence within each social

6
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group. Old, .young adult, and minority women, and
young boys (children-adolescents) are the most likely to
be victims rather than victimizers in violent conflict.
Children's programing increases their unfavorable ratio
of risk, especially for young women. In terms of fatal
victimization in prime time, we found that old women
involved in violence are the most likety to get killed,
followed by lower-class men and old men. (There is
virtually no killing on children's programs.)

Over the 11 years (13 week-long samples), we have.
monitored trends in television content, on the average
only 6 io 7 percent of the major characterS have had
injuries or illnesses that require treatment. About 3 per-
cent of the major characters have been portrayed as men-
tally ill, and about 2 percent in each sample have been,
physically handicapped. The average prime time viey4rer
sees aw,it nine ill or impaired majoi characters each
week.

In children's programs, despite the greater mayhem,
only 3 percent of characters get injured or sick enough tb
requil e treatment. Mentally ill and handicapped charac-
ters appear very infrequently.

Physical illness and injury seem to affect heroes and
villains, males and females, and other, groups of charac-
ters alike. The physically handicapped characters, al-
though few, tend to be older, less positively presented,
and more likely to he victimized. However, the most
peculiar dramatic function characterizes those who are
presented as mentally ill.

Mental Illness

To the extent that the behavior of mentally ill persons
violates some social norms, they suffer the fate of all those
whom culture labels deviants. But the cultural image of
mental illness has some additional ingredients. Among
these are unpredictability, danger, and sin. Anyone
might go ber4erk, and being once so labeled means dan-
ger forever. t arlier studies of mental illness in popular
fictibn, news and other materials suggested that some
moral flaw tOds to justify brutality toward the persons
depicted as mentally ill. These studies (Nunnally 1961;
Gerbner 1961a , 19616; Gerbner & Tannenbaum 1962)
showed that the image of the mentally ill in the mass
media was farther removed from the characteristics es-
tablished by mental health professionals than was the
image of the general public. In other words, instead of
mediating between the experts and the public, media
imagery pulled the public image away from the image of
the experts iri the direction of traditional prejudices.

Our studies found that about 17 percent of prime time
programs involve some significant depiction or theme of
mental illness. About 3, percent of major characters are
identified as nientally ill, toental patients, former mental

patients, and so on. In the late evening, with more violent
programing, the percentage doubles.

Although relatively small in numbers, the mentally ill
make up the group most likely both to commit violence
and to be victimized in the world of television. Out of all
prime time dramatic chat acters, 40 percent of "nor-
mals"if we, may use the termare violent, but 73
percent of those characterized as.mentally ill are violent.
Forty-four percent of the normals but 81 percent of the
mentally ill become victims of violence.

Ten percent of the normals are killers, and 5 percent
are killed. But 23 percent of those characterized as men-
tally ill are killers, and 23 percent are killed. The treat-
ment is a tooth for a tooth; no other group in the fictional
population suffers (and is shown to deserve) such fate.

While only 24 percent of all prime time female charac-
ters are violent, 71 percent of mentally ill prime time
female characters are violent. The label of mental illness
not only makes women almost as violent as men, but it
also makes women more vulnerable to victimization.
For every 10 normal male victims of violence there are
17 mentally ill male victims; for every 10 normal
female victims of violence there are 25 mentally ill female
victims.

The most "mental-illness-prone" television occupa-
tions are clerical, sales, manqal laborers, criminals, and
scientists. The least "mental-illness-prone" occupations
are owners and proprietors, policemen: farmers, and
ministers.
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Television Doctors

A typical viewer of prin,te time television will see a
large cast of dramatic char'aQers in well-defined roles.
The cast will include about 68 major and 272 minor
speaking parts every week. Children who watch weekend
daytime programs (which take up only 10 percent of
their total viewing time) see 42 major and 98 minor
dramatic characters each weekend. Their television ex-
posure to roughly between 400 and 500 vivid char-
acterizations each week can be seen as a compelling
curriculum in human behavior.

Professionals play a disproportionately large role in
the world of television. Health professionals (doctors and
nurses) dominate the ranks of professionals, numbering
almost five times their real-life proportions. Only crim-
inals or law enforcers are more numerous than health
professionals in the world of television, despite the pau-
city of sick characters.

The typical viewer sees about 12 doctors and 6 nurses
each week on prime time alone, including 3 doctors and
1 nurse in major rbles. By comparison, the same viewer
will see only one scientist in a week's prime time viewing,
and a scientist will be cast in a major role once every 2
weeks. Visible as health professionals are in prime time,
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they are virtually absent from weekend-daytime (chil-
dren's) programs.

About 9 out .of 10 television doctors are male, white,
and young or middle-age. Nearly all nurses are female
and young or middle-age; 9 out of 10 are white. ,

Doctors probply fare best of all occupations on tele-
vision. Compared to other professionals, they are rela-
tively good, succe.ssful, and peaceful. Less than 4 percent
of television doctors (major characters) are evil, which is
half the number found in other professions. Personality
ratings show doctors a bit more fair, sociable, and warm
than most characters. Doctors are also rated smarter and
more rational, stable, and fair than nurses.

Two studies focusing specifically on "doctor shows"
(prime .time series featuring medical professionals) illu-
minate the world of professional medicine on television.
McLaugthlin (1975) found that doctors "symbolize
power, authority, and knowledge and possess the almost
uncanny ability to dominate and control the lives. of.

others." They are easily accessible to patients, command
nurses (who never disobey their orders), advise each
other, but rarely receive advice from patients or orders
from superiors and, when they do, often disregard them.
Yet they are seen as "ethical, kind, responsible to the
requests of their patients, honest, and courageous." In 40
percent of medical cases, television doctors risk status or
prestigo to perform an unusual qr dangerous treatment,
in 13 percent the doctor disobeys a rule, convention, or
advice, always succeeding, against odds, to treat or cure
some disease or settle some crisis. The typical male doctor
confronts the typical female nurse and the usually female
and younger patient from a position of daring and au-
thority. "Female patients are twice as often bedridden as
male patients. An image common (46 percent) of female
patients is that t f a bedridden woman with a strong
manhusband, doctor, or romantic partnerat her bed-
side." The work of the television clOctor is' one of individ-
ual andtalmost mystical power over not only the physical
but also the emotional and social life of the patient. "If he
just followed the rules," concludes McLaughlin, "or left
private matters to the patients themselves, or did not risk'
life, limb, love, or money, things would not work out."

Warner's (1979) study of another sample of prime
time 'doctor shows" confirmed these findings and also
noted that 61 percent of the doctors' duties were per-
formed during house calls or in the field..The television
physician, Warner found, thrives on private relation-
ships with patients, and wields absolute authority over
auxiliary medical personnel, but is rarely ?flown at home
or with a spouse or family of his own. Television dc:Ctors
give achice and 'orders twice as frequently to female pa-
tients or to patients' wives as to male patients or to
patients' husbands.

Conflicts arise when the young doctor confronts the
more traditional and conservative stance of the senior
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physician or administrator, or the female doctor. The few
female doctors on prime time television are shown .as
more emotional and less professional than their male
counterparts. Of all professionals, only nurses and
women doctors appear to have any emotional problems of
their own. In Warner's sample of 45 male and 5 female
doctors, only one was shown at homea woman (the
only one depicted as middle-age), who lived with her cat.
Coming home after a trying day at the hospital, she
advised her pet: "Don't ever become a career cat."

The Turmoil of the Daytime Serial

The world of the daytime serials is one of interior
turbulence, both physical and psychic. Cassata et al.
(1979) studied all daytime serials aired in 1977 and
found that "sickness and injury is a most important and
pervasive problem," with nearly half of all characters
involved in health-relatcd occurrences. Identifiable occur-
rences were psychiatric disorders, heart attacks, preg-
nancies, automobile accidents, attempted homicides,
attempted suicides, and infectious diseases, in that order.
The principal killers were homicides, car accidents, and
heart attacks. Although men got sick and hurt more
often, women were more likely to die, especially of a bad
(if not broken) heart. Four times as many women (2.3.
percent) as men died of cardiovascular disease. Half of
the pregnancies resulted in miscarriages and 16 percent
in the death of the pregnant woman.

Mental illness strikes women most frequently and
usually results from guilt, trauma, and inability to cope.
Katzman's (1972) study of 1 week's daytime", serials
found six cases of mental and psychosomatic illness, five
cases of physical disability, four pregnancies, three suc-
cessful medical treatments, and two instances of impor-
tant medical research.

In a world in which "good" characters are likely to
recover and "bad" characters deserve their fate, death,
note Cassata et al., "is almost always swift 'and sure, with
little suffering involved. In fact, the longer one suffers,
the better one's chances for survival seem to be .
suffering has more to do with an individual character's
dramatic nexus than with the nature of his or her partic-
ular affliction."

Although women and men are about equal in number
in the world of daytime serials, they are far from equal
in status. Katzman found 60 percent of the men but only
5 percent of the women in high status professions (doc-
tors, lawyers) or in business; 60 percent of the Women
were nurses, secretaries, housewives. Despite seven fe-
male professionals (five doctors, a judge, and a business-
woman), most women were patients, clients, wives, or
service workers to male bosses.

Not only are professionals greatly overrepresented in
daytime serials, but, as Downing (1975) found, 68 per-



tent of all professionals are in the field oT medicine,And,

as Perloff (1975) observed, roughly 80 percent of the mtn
are doctors. Many of them work in hospital settings in

such long.-running shows as The Doctors And General
Hospital , and others cornE in for the rescue when life is ,

at stake and other forms of help and healing fail.
As in prime time doctor shows, women doctors in

daytime serials, are strong and long-suffering characters
whose professionarsacrifices often are at the expense of
personal happiness. Downing (1974) cites the case of
Dr. Williams` in General Hospital, who "treats her pa--
tients with love, achieving miraculous fesults. She has
risen above the persapal tragedies of losing her husband
and child without residual bitternessohaving in fact rec-
ommended the woman to whom she lost her husband for
a permanent Position on the staff" (p. 136).

Almost all the action in the world of daytime'serials
takes place indoors and consists of talk. Katzman's anAl-
ysis of 844 conversations found 277 in living rooms, with
health as the most frequent lopic. The second-ranking
location was a doctor's office, and the fourth a hospital
room (a business office was third). Overall, aside from
small talk and general business or professional conver-
sation, health was the largest single topic of conversation.

It may well be that daytime serialicomprise the most
prolific single source of medical advice in America. The
content and nature of that information have not yet been
studied. The general structure of the Advice, however,
has beep analyzed by Turow (1974) who compared it
with the pattern of advising and ordering in prime time.
Turow classified advising episodes between men and
women as stereotypically "masculine" (business, law,
government, irime, professional medical advice), "femi-
nine" (love, family, home, the arts, and health in a non-
professional or business context), or neutral and coded
them ty the sex of the advice-giver. In prime time, 53
percent of the advising revolved around "masculine" sub-
jects, and 70 percent were given by men. Women gave
most "feminine" or neutral advice, even when they were
cast as professionals.

In daytime serials, only 4 percent of all advising dealt
with "masculine" subjects, while 60 percent was neutral
and 36 percent was "feminine." Nevertheless, men still
controlled most cross-gender advising by giving 56 per-
cent of all directives (68 percent on neutral, 26 percent on
"feminine," and 6 percent on "masculine" subjects).

Turow concluded:

Another way in which men maintained control of the action
was through the accentuation of the role of the medical doc-

tor. . . . Doctors, who learn professionally What women are
supposed to understand "instinctively," could be shown to di-
rect women in stereotypically female areas while still maintain-
ing the traditional compartmentalization of knowledge. The
importance of male doctors is seen in the fact that they initiated
71 percent of their sex's "feminine" advising and ordering
episodes.

Even in this world,of strcing and capable women; when
things get rough, the ultimAte miracle healer is the male
doctor.

Nutrition in Programs and
Commercialsc.

Children's programing and Commercial messages
broadcast during children's program hours .have" long
been the subjects of research and ,regulatOry and legisla-
tive concern.Puring the 1970s, many studies documen-
ted the relatively profitable, exploitive, and unchanging
nature Of children's programs and commercials. The
Fecleral Communications Commi4sion's 1974 Policy
Statement on Children's Television Programs reempha-
sized the special obligation of broadcasters to operate in
the interest of the child audience and directed broad-
casters to make a "meaningful effort", toward compli-
ance. The Task Force appointea to monitor the effort
found insignificant compliance and recommended vari-

,ous regulatory options:Meanwhile, the Federal Trade
Commission concluded its investigation of television ad-
vertising directed at children and proposed to regulate it.
Industry response and heavy lobbying in Congress sty-
mied both FCC and FTC action ind for a time blocked
approval of the FTC's annual operating budget.

The establishment of the factual basis for citizen con-
cern and regulatory action received major initial impetus
with the publication of Volume 4 of Television and Social

Behavior (Rubinstein et al. 1971), sponsored by the
Surgeon General's Scientific AdVisory Committee. Four
reports in that volume by Scott Ward and his associates
explored cognitive developmental trends in children's
perception of commercials. One critical finding wis that
young children often could not differentiate between pro-
grams and commercials.

The quantity andluality of food commercials on chil-
dren's television were also well doCumented in research
conducted through the 1970s. During a year, the average
child viewer will see about 22,000 commercials, 5,000 of
them for food products, over half of which are high-
calorie, high-sugar, low-nutrition items (Choate 1975,
1976)." Barcus (1971) found that 67 percent of Saturday

Advertisements for medicines or drugs virtually never accompany
"children's" programs (Barcus 1977). In fact, our data show, that they
comprise only about 6 percent of all television commercials,(N =2556).
"Illicit" drug use rarely appears in television drama (Fernandez-
Collado and Greenberg 1978). Greenberg et aL (1980) confirmed this
finding but argued that, given the mount of time people spend watch-
ing television, even X phenomenon with relatively low frequency may
have powerful, cumulative consequences. This fits will.; Milavsky
et al.'s (1975-76) finding that, while teenagers' degree of exposure to
drug advertising is negatively related to their use of illicit drugs, those
who see more drug advertisements are more likely to use proprietary
drugs.*
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morning commercials and over half of gen
program commercials (Barcus & McL
were for sugared cereals, candy bars, an
usually presented as snacks to be eaten bet
the secOnd part of the same report, tritionist
McLaughlin pointed out that, while dietary goals recom-
mended by the U.S. Senate Select Committee op Nutri-
tion and Human Needs (1977) urged reduction in the
consumption of refined and other processed sugars, most
food com'mercials directed at children promote the use pf
such sugars. Masover and Stanler's 1978 report for. the
U.S. Senate Select Committee (1977) found that 70 per-.
cent of food ads promoted products high in fats, choles-
terol, sugar, and salt,'while only 3 percent were for fruits
and vegetablesAnother study by Mauro and Feins
(1977) found that ,only 7 percent of c oOmmercials pr-
moted dairy products, fruits and breads and that most of
the res( were devoted to the easily mass-produced ant
profitably marketed, but low-nutrition, packaged. prod-
ucts .A comprehensive review of much of the relevant
research ( Jeffrey et al. 19806) concluded that "television
advertising researchers have deyeloped a sophisticated
technology aimed not only at selling products to children,
but also aimed at socializing these children to eventual
consumer roles." -

Food products, however, are not -foun14-Akily in com-
mercial messages. Our pilot 'study' of a typical week's

'prime time nevork dramatic programs reveals that eat-
ing, drinking, or talking about food occurs about 9 times
per hour. More than three-quarters of all dramatic char-
acters, or some 25 each night, eat, drink, or talk about it,
often more than once. Weekend-morning programs pre:.
sent an additional 84 instances of eating and/or drinkini,-
or nearly 4 per hour. (Interestingly, this is less than half
the prime time rate, although food and drink commer-'
cials dominate "children's" advertising.)

Prime time nutrition is anything but balanced or re-
laxed. Grabbing a snack (39 percent of all eating-
drinking episodes) is virtually as frequent as breakfast,
lunch, and dinner combined (42 percent). In weekend-
daytime children's programs, snacks go up 45 percent,
and regular meals decline to 24 percent, wA "other
meals" making up the rest. The snack is frdit in only 4
or 5 percent of these epjsodes.

In episodes involving drinking, the most prevalent bev-
erages are alcoholic. Coffee an-cl tea are next. When eat-
ing ind drinking occur simultaneously, more than half of
the-episodes are a meal with coffee, tea, or alcohol. A

a children's
ghlin, 19713)
other sweets,
een meals. In

The pilot study examined the portrayal of eating, drinking, nutri-
tion, and safety in a week-long sample of prime time and weekend-
daytime (children's) programing. It was conducted as part of the 1979
Cultural Indicators annual message system analysis. This pilot study
isolated episodes of eating, drinking, or talking about food/drink only
in the 1.979 sample of dramatic programing.

similar analysis of a week's prime time programs by
White and Sandberg (1980) confirmed that one-third of
the prime time progr.am diet consists or alcohol and
coffee.

Although most of the attention of nutritionists focused
on television commercials, Kaufman's (1980) compara-
tive studyffound that, in fact, there are more represen-
tations in programs than in commercials. Furthermore,
the nutritional value of program references is no greater
than that of commercials. Kaufman analyzed 10 top-
rated prime time programs ancLthe commercials included
in them. She found that by far most references to bever-
ages (particularly alcoholic) and to sweets were in pro-
gram content. On theother hand, commercial references
to fruies and vegetables outweighed program references
to these foods by a ratio of better than three to one. A,
point-hy-point comparison of eating behavior on tele-
visicin along nutritional guidelines expOsed the contradic-
tions between the dramatic requirements and motivations
(such as reward, punishment, bribe) and fecommended
eating habits.

Our analysis of prime time and weekend-daytime
commercials found that food advertising accounts for
more than a quarter of such commercials. Furthermore,
food-related activities (including mention of food or
drink) occurred in aver 40 percent of commercials.
Sweets, snacks, a.nd nonnutritious ("junk") foods made
up nearly half of .food cnmmercials.

Nutritional appeals were noted in only 9 percent and
stressed in another 7 percent of food commercials. A
study of such appeals on children's programs by Mauro
and Feins (1977) found taste first, followed by texture,
fun, convenience, and peer status, with health and nutri-
tion last.

Impairment, Obesity, Safety

Prime time characters are not only healthy (though
often vulnerable to inflicted injury) but are also relatively
safe from accidents, stay slim at all ages, hardly ever need
glasses (even in old age only one in four wears them), and
rarely suffer impairment of any function.

Obesity, a problem that plagues from 25 to 45 percentiof he .American population depending on the estimate,
ams few victims on television. The dramatic functions

of being fat are limited to certain characterizations, often
ferther aggravating its prejudicial associations. Our
aitalysis of the 1979 sample week of programing round
fewer than 6 percent of all males and 2 percent of all
females (none of them leading character's) obese. Oyer-
weight male characters are somewhat more likely to be
found in food and medi.cipe commercials, with the largest

, number (13 percent) in "junk food" (sweets, chewing
gum, etc.) advertisements!
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In Kaufman's (1980) study of 537 prime time tele-
vision actors whose weight could be clearly coded (as
obeie, overweight, average, or thin), 12 percent were
overweight oriobese, despite the fact that these Characters
rarely ate a balanced meal or gave full attention to what
they ate. Children, teenagers, and young athilts were
never obese. A disproportionate number of black (16
Percent) and oriental (80 percent) characters were over-
weight or obese. Ninety percent of all obese people on
television were blacka figure clearly disproportionate
to their representation (10 percent) in the sample (or
population). Although obesitY is related to age, ethnicity,
and poverty both on television and in real life, television
exaggerates reality.

Despite all the violence on television, industrial and
highway accidents---fthe leading causes of violent injury
and death in Americaare rare. Moreover, television
characters rarely take precautions against them. Only
daytinte serials realistically reflect some of the lethal con-
sequences of the excessively mean and dangerous world
of television.

Driving and riding in cars are shown as by far the
leading means of transportation. (Public transportation
is hardly ever used.) Our pilot study found only one
instance. of characters using a seat belt; that was followed
by wild stunt driving without a belt. Many commercials,
more than 1 in 10, involve driving or other car use in
which seat belts could be shown. Our analysis of com-
mercials found 283 such situations; seat belts were shown
or used in only 65 (23 percent).

. Smoking

The impression of some that television characters
smoke a great deal is unwarranted and may have been
derived from old movies. Greenberg et al. (1980) ob-
served that the average viewer had.to watch television for
2 hours to,observe someone smoke a cigar, cigarette, or
pipe. Our pilot study found that only 11 percent of male
and 2 percent of female major characters smoke in prime
time. There is less.smoking in situation comedies, more
in crime and adventure programs, and the most in serious
drama (ncluding movies): 13 percent of men and 4 per-
cent of women smoke.

There is no information on any characters refusing to
smoke or expressing antismoking sentiments. Clearly, as
we see below, the dramatic uses of smoking are more
limited,than those of drinking.

Patterns of Alcohol Use

(1980) observed it on 12 of the 15 "most popular prime
--' time programs" analyzed. They noted an average of 2.1

drinking scenes and 4.8 verbal references per program.
The mean duration of these scenes was 93 seconds, con-
siderably longer than the mean durafiafof scenes where
nonalcoholic beverages are consumed (40 seconds).

In a recent review of relearch on alcohol use on tele-
vision, Greenberg et al. (1980) concluded:

During no hour of the evening does the alcohol usage rate on
fictional television series average less than 11/2 acts per program
hour. And during the later hours of prime-time-9-11 p.m.no
hour goes by with an average'of less than three instances of
usage. One can find no program type, save Saturday mornings,
with less than one or two instances per hour, and the more
heavily watched types of situation comedies and crime shows
exceed four acts per hour during the most recent season ana-
lyzed. Conservatively, a youngster, too young to drink, will be
exposed to 10 drinkihg acts on television during a day's view-a
ling; perhaps it is excessive to indicate that this can be projected

. to more than 3,000 in a year's period (p. 145).

Nor is all this drinking a casual affair of a glass or two.
Breed and DeFoe (1981) analyzed 233 scenes about alco-
Hol in prime time drama and found that 40 percent were
"heavy drinking" (five or more). An'additional 18 per-
cent involved chronic drinkers.'

Garlington (1977) found the world of daytime serials
even more saturated with alcohol. "The'soap operas av-
eraged almost, three 1-minute intervals per 21-minute
program during which an alcohol-related event oc-
curred." This would amount to- a rate of at least 6 per
hour.

Breed and DeFoe (1981) found that alcoholic bever-
ages not only outnumber other beverages consumed on
television but that the pattern of drinking is virtually the
inverse o( the pattern in daily life. Alcohol drin ing acts
were more than twice as frequent,as the second ranking
coffee and tea, 14 times as frequent as soft dri ks, and
more than 15 times as frequent as water. Of identifi-
able alcoholic beverages, 52 percent were.bfd liquor, 22
percent were wine, and 16 percent were beer.

Who are the drinkers? The study of Greenberg et al.
(1980) confines them to about 6 percent of, the total

. television character population. Our analysis of prime.
time major characters found that 36 percent (39 percent
of men and 32 percent of women) are drinking. The
proportions go down slightly in situation comedies but
rise in serious drama. In crime and adventure programs,
the percentage of women drinkers (48 ercent) is actually
greater than that of men (41 perc t). t, should be
recalled, however, that men outnumber en at least 3
to 1, so the absolute number of female drinkers is still
lower than that of male drinkers.)

Alcohol on television is hard to escape. Dillon (1975a,
b, c.) found it shown or mentioned in d0 percent of prime
time programs (not counting rommercials). Futch et al.
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All in all, the drinkers in significant alcohol scenes occupy
important places in the prime time world. Most drinkers are
adult malessettled adult "good guys" with considerable rank,
who play, leading roles and are seen weekly bY many millions
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of viewers. Very few are "bad guys" or bit playei.-'s (Breed and

De Foe i 981)

Characters seldom, decline a drink or Ixpress disap-
proval of drinking. When they do, the disapproval tends
to be mild, ineffective, and to come from women. It is also
directed mostly at women and teenage 41aainkers. Breed
and DeFoe (1981) also sum up the evidence on
justifications: a

Heavy drinking was sry seldom excused or rationalized in
the dramas, but it often was-39 percent of .the timein the
situation comedies. The chief mechanism was humor. The epi-
sode would end with the alcohol abuser suffering a hangover,
while others (and sometimes the drinker) would deliver a jokes
or a series of jokes. In other cases, intoxication was excused by
rationalizations, usually based on acute stress preceding the
bout.

The most frequent reason given for drinking on tele:-
vision is a personal crisis,.according to Breed and DeFoe.
Drink was a means of dealing with crisis or tension in 61
petcent of significant incidents. Leading guest actors in
prime time series drank in a crisis 74 percent of the time.
Lesser characters drankAor social and other reasons.
Only a few "bad" characters used alcohol to manipulate
other people. Futch et al. (1980) found "stress reduc-
tion,,, nospitality, celebration, and just enjoyment the
leading reasons given and observed no consistent behav-
ioral consequences of alcohol use.

Breed and DeFoe's larger study, hoOever, did find
some consequences. They were "strained rerationships"
(in 43 percent of "significant incidents"), h\rm to self or
other (19 percent), embarrassment or hango'Ver (15 per-
cent), and loss or threat of loss of job or status (8 percent).

The "harm to self or other" was mostly from accidents
, or fighting. Out of 18 drinking .and driving episodes

analyzed, 4 involved accidents, 5 near misses, and 9 were
problem-free. Of the six "good" characters shown drink-
ing and driving, only one met with an accident; the others
were spared.

Our own results show that, although over one-third of
all major characters are shown drinking, only about
percent are portrayed as having a drinking problem or
being an alcoholic. At any rate, drinking on television is
not only prevalent but also generally condoned and often
part of the generalized "background" of a program. The
portrayals certainly do not reflect the policy of sensitivity
and caution demanded by the codes.

What Viewers Say and Do

Types of Associations With Viewing

As noted above, the principal characteristic of tele-
vision that distinguishes it from other media is its rela-
tively nonselective and ritualistic use by most viewers.

Television presents a coherent world of drama, news,
and commercials whose 'common patterns fdrm the main-
stream of the shared symbolic environment. Inforination
embedded in its popular entertainment patterns reaches
those who otherwise do not select out such information.
Television is, therefore, the most pervasive source of in-
formation (of whatever quality) on health and other sub-
jects prevalent in its programing. ../ .

It would be .misleading;however, to attribute to tele-
vision alone the amounts and types of information (or
misinformation) held, by its viewers. The situation ii
much more complex. We know that television tends to
monopolize the cultural participation of the less edu-
cated, lower ihcome groups. These v.e the 'groups also
most deprived of reliable information about many sub-
jects and the most mistrustful of and alienated from many
other sources of information. A General Mills report
(1979) shows that these .groups have the poorest health
and nutritional opportunities and are the mdst in need of
valid information about health. The question is not
whether television "causes" the vicious cycle of ignorance
and poor health but whether it uses its vast Ad corn-,
pelling power to perpetuate or to break it.

A further complication is that television viewing as a
physical activity (ot inactivity) has certain characteristics
that may affect, or even counter, its content-related les-
sons. The relaxed ritual of viewing provides special occa-
sions for resting, eating, smoking, and drinking. We clo
not know how the physical circumstances interact with,
the informational content. We. do know that those who
watch more.television are more likely to be complacent
about what they eat and drink, to smoke (despite the
relatively low level of smoking on programs and the lack
of tobacco commercials), and to drink no more than oth-
ers (despite the abundance of alcohol consumption on
television); but they also derive less satisfaction from
health than those who spend less time watching. (These
overall results will be examined in terms of important
subgroup specifications and father elaborated in the
next section.)

The General Mills study notes that a major factor
underlying Americans' attitudes about health is "denial
and,, unwillingness to believe that catastrophix illness
could attack one's own immediate family." It -is quite
possible that spending a large amount of time "living" in.
the world of television, a world in which illness is rare, I

might help cultivate this denial.
Finally, an extremely high level of public confideKe i

doctors and the medical profession in general *may je
behind the "philosophy -of denial" and the "live for
today" attitudes the general Mills study found to be so
widespread. The cultivation of the idea that'doctors are
omnipotent saviors may begin ai an early age. Arenstein
(1974) and McLaughlin (1975a) both report that young
children who are heavy viewers of televison are more
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likely than lighter viewers to hold images of doctors and
medical professionals that resemble television presenta-
tions. Even for adults, confidence in doctors is more likely

to be found among heavy viewers (Gerbner et al. 1980c)
and heavy viewers of doctor shows in particular (Volgy
and Schwartz 1980). Television thus may also contribute
to a syndrome in which high levels of confidence in the
medical profession may justify "live for today" attitudes
and lack of interest in preventive medicine; if a problem
arises, a doctor can provide the cure.

Information and Attitudes

There are some indications that heavy exposure to
television's portrayal of health matters may indeed con-
tribute to the public's health-related knowledge and
behaviors. It should be stressed that, although these find-

that television has tremendous potential impact o
mt

alth
ings are preliminary% they unquestionably affir e idea

and that this problem merits concentrated and sustained

research. ,

Among children, Leaman (1973) found that fourth
and sixth graders who waech more television have lower

levels of nutritional knowledge. Moreover, the nutri-
tional value of the children's-diets seemed to vary in-

.
versely with amount of V'iewing.

Other, more indirect, pieces of evidence suggest that
unhealthy praCtices may accomFany greater reliance
upon television for health inforination. In the General
Mills study (1979), respondents were given a list of- 16 ,

information sources (e.g., doctors, friends; families, tele-
vision programs, popular books on health, etc.) and asked -
which were their "two or three main sources" of health
Information. "Television programs" were the second

*most-cited source (chosen by 31 percent), led only by

"doctors and clentists" (chosen by 45 percent). All other

' sources were chosen by less than 30 percent of the
sample.

More importantly, those who did choose television

programs (versus those who did not) manifest a distinct
profile. Table 1 shows that in most demographic groups
(defined by sex, social class, and place of residence), those

who chose television torograms are significantly more
likely to be categorized as "complacent" (versus "con-

cerned") oti health attitudes s holding "old", (versus
"new") health values; as bein "nonexercis '
ical fitness; and as being'poorly informe versus .
"well" or "somewhat-informed") in terms of health in-
formation. The latter twonot exercising and being less
informedshowparticularly strong and consistent asso-
ciations with choosing television, across subgroups.

These data cannot support the argument that tele-
viIion contributes to poor health routines and lack of

awareness of health information (although they are con-
sistent with such a notion). But they do suggest that those
who credit television as a. main source of information,
even with other things held constrit, are not among the

more health-minded segments orlhe population.
Other surveys, which include a measure of amount of

daily television viewing, echo these patterns and provide
more hints about the possible consequences of television

on health. A 1979 study conducted by the Roper Or-
ganization for Virginia Slims asked:

Here are some statements different people have made about
their weight and eating habits. Which one of these statements
comes closest to being right about you:

I'm not concerned abOut weight; I eat and drink whatever I
want, whenevtr I want (31%).

I'm not concerned about weight, but I'm a little careful about
what I eat and drink (31%),

I diet occasionally to keep myielf trim (23%).
I pretty much stay on a diet all the time (15%).

The first choice clearly represents the most complacent
outlook on-diet and nutrition. Our analyses lend support
to the notion that television may cultivate this perspec-

live. Those who watch more television are significantly
more likely to select the first response (see table 2).
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"Mainstreaming" Health Conceptions .

While this association holds up within most sub-
groups, there are interesting exceptions. Tee baselines
and the intensity of the relationship do show some
fluctuation across a range of groups, much of which may
be explained by a process we call "mainstreaming" (see
Gerbner et al. 19806). "Mainstreaming" implies that
some differences deriving fiorn other factors may be re-
duced or even eliminated among those who watch more

,television (heavy viewers)? Groups who share a relative
commonality of outlooks cultivatedI;y television (the
"mainstream" view) will often show weak or no associ-
ations between amount of viewing and a given perspec-
tive. But strong relationships may be found for those
groups whose lighter viewers do not share that outlook.
Thus, cultivation may often imply a convergence into a
more homogeneous "mainstream," rather than absolute,
across-the-board increments.

Figure 1 presents a graphic illustration of the concept
of "mainstreaming" in this context. The figure shows the
relationship between amount of viewing and being par-
ticularly unconcerned about diet and nutrition, by re-
spondents' income levels. We see Chat the association, is

"Heavy," "medium," and "light" viewers represent relative rank-
ings, according to the digribution of amount of viewing in a sample. In
.a report on health, it is worth noting that the term "heavy viewer"
refers to the quantity of viewing and not to the quantity of the viewer.
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Table 1

Health Values, Behaviors, and InfOrmation for Do and Do Not 'Select Yeievision as One of
Two or Three "Main Sources of Information," From a List of 16 Sources

1

% Who Are.
Complacent

% With
Old Health Values

% Who Are
Nonexercisers

% Who Are
Poorly 'Informed

Base N
(±5)

TV not
Chosen

TV
Chosen gamma

TV not
Chosen

TV
Chospn gamma

TV not
Chosen'

TV
Chosen

..TV not
gamma - Chosen

TV
Chosen ga ma

Social Clad
Lower 63 70 .14 7 11 .24 62 60 .04 24 48 .49*- (380)
Middle 69 76 .17 ..

14 18 .14' 55 73 .38*** 18 29 , .307 7 (1207)
Upper 70 80 .27* 7 14 .340 ''' 50 60 .21" ' 13 24 :36* " (539)

Residence:
Central City 70 72 .04 10 30 57*** 60 68 .18' 22 43 .46* (704)
Urban t 68 77 .22*** 15 16 .02 54 65 .22*** 16 26 .28* (978)
Rural 66 76 .22** 8 4 .37* 56 73 .36 13 21 .30*** (702)

Sex: ...----
Male 73 72 .04 13 20 .24** 51 69 .36*** 23 33 .25* (1026)
Female 64 78 .32*** 11 13 .12 60 , 68 .16 13

to

26 .42* (1359)

p<:05.
p<.01.
p<.001

Data Source: General MIlls/Yankelovigh, Skelley, and White 1979
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Percent Who Are
"Unconcerned About Weighit"
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Television Viewing

Key:
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= Medium Income
= High. Income

Figure rilliustration of "drainstreaming': association be-
tween amount of viewing and nutritional complacency,
by income level.

essentially ze s for low-income respondents; if anything,
they show a sli ' tionship. In other words,
within the most complacent i.e., low) income group,
television may be associated th greater awareness.

Light viewers with nil e or high incomes are rela-
tively less likely to be com s lacent about their eating hab-
its, yet we find strong relationships with'complacency
within the higher income groups. Clearly, heavy viewing
goes with a more homogeneous "mainstream" of rela-
tively strong nutritional complacency. While a group
with divergent views (i.e., low income) may even show a
slight negative relationship, the overall result is a dimi-
nution of other differences among heavy viewers. The
"farther" away from the mainstream, the stronger the
cultivation.

The data for a number of other key subgroups are
shown in table 3 (Virginia Slims 1979). A similar main-
streaming pattern is evident for different age groups.

There is virtually no relatkonship between amount of
iewing and being unconcerned about diet and nutrition
for older people; yet, older people are more likely to be
unconcerned regardless of viewing; they are already "in"
the mainstream. Younger and middle-age respondents,
on the other hand, show evidence of the cultivation of
nutritional complacency. Again, the farther away from
the mainstream, the stronger the cultivation.

While mainstreaming may eicplain these specifica-
tions, it is worth noting that the relationship does remain
fairly ,consistent across most other subgroups. Thus, tele-
vision may cultivate a general neglect of good eating
habits and healthy outlooks for most groupg. Groups who
are more likely to be colmplacent regardless of amount of
viewing are joined by the heavy viewers of other sub-
groups in their relatively complacent television main7
stream perspective.

We mentioned above that the act of watching television
per se, as opposed to exposure to the lessons embedded in

its content, may have implications for viewers' health.
One thing viewers do while watching is eat. Our study of
adolescents' found that about 83 percent say they "usu-
ally eat" while watching television. The tendency to eat
while viewing increases as adolescents mature: 74 per-
cent of sixth graders, 82 percent of seventh graders, 84
percent of eighth graders, and 91 percent of tenth graders
say they eat while watching television.

An equally plausible accompaniment of the physical
act of watching television is smoking. Preliminary anal-
yses of the 1977 and 1978 National Opinion Research
Center (NORC) General Social Surveys show that
smokersespecially cigarette smokersreport watching
significantly more television. Nonsmoicers. average
2.65 hours of viewing a day (N=1802), while cigarette
smokers average 3.01 hours a day (N=1128; p <Arm ).
Table 4 shows the percentage of light, medium, and
heavy viewers who smoke, overall and within key sub-
groups. We see that the positive association between
smoking arid amount of viewing holds for almost all
groups, with two exceptions: nonwhites and those whose
self-reported current health is only "fair" or "poor."

The second exception is particularly intriguing and
consistent with mainstreaming. Among light viewers,
those who say they' are in "excellent" or "good" health
are less likely to smoke than those in worse health, by 12
points. But the heavy viewers of these groups differ by
only 1 point. In fact, the relationship is somewhat nega-
tive for those in the worst healthwhose light viewers
are extremely likely to be smokers.
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'This sample consists of 649 sixth through ninth graders attending
a public school in suburban/rural New Jersey, Details of the sample's

characteristics can be found in Morgan and Gross (1980).
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Table 2.

Relationship Between Amount of Television Viewing and Nutritional Complacency

Total

Television Viewing

Light Medium Heavy

% N N.

I'm not concerned about weight, I eat
whatever I want, whenever I want 31 (1142) 28 (284) 31 (510) 35 (348)

I'm not concerned about weight, but l'rri
a little careful about what I eat and
drink 31 (1132) 33 (335) 30 (489) 31 (308)

I diet occasionally to keep myself trim 23 (842) 24 (242) 25 (408) , 20 (192) ,
I pretty much stay on a diet all the time 15 (535) 16 . (166). 14 (234) 14 (135)

Total 100 (365i) 100 (1027) 100 (1641) ' 100 (983)

X2*-21.42, d.f. =6, p .001,, gamma= .07, p=.0(71 (tau).
Data Source Virginia Slims/The Roper Organization 1979.

Table 3

Relationship Between Amount of Television Viewing and Nutritional Complacency'

Television Viewing

cD2 Gamma Base N

Total Light Medium Heavy

% N " % 14 % N

Overall 31 ( 1142) 28 (284) 31 (510) 35 (348) + 7 -.11* ** (3651)

Controlling for.

Sex: .

Male 47 (429) Y41 (120) 49 (205) 51 (104) +10 .13" (918)
Female 26 (713) 2 (164) 25 (305) 31 (244) + 9 .14*** (2733)

Age:
18-29 33 (357) 28 (86) 32 (151) 40 (120) +12 .17**,* (1085)

9 30-49 30 (357) 24 (94) 31 (173) 36 (90) +12 .18*** (1203)
Over 50 31 (428) 33 (104) 30 (186) 32 (138) 1 .00 (1363)

Income:
Under $10,0* . A 38 (313) 40 (62) 39 (126) '36 (125) 4 .05 (826)
$10-25,000- 30 (472) 26 (116) 30 (227) 33 (129) + 7 . 10 * (1575)
Over $25,000 23 *(152) 20 (52) 22 (67) 36 (33) +16 .20** (667)

Education:
No College 35 (832) - 33 (176) 35 (374) 37 (282) + 4. .06* '(23b9)
Some College 24 (306) 22 (108) 24 (134) 29 (64) + 7 .09* (1273)

Race:
White , 30 (957) 27 (257) 29 (4281. 33 (272) + 6 .09** . (3206)
Nonwhite 42 (175) 36 (24)' 40 (76) 48 (75) +12 .15" (413)

p<.05.
p<.01.
p<.001.

Data Source: Virginia Shms/The Roper Organization 1979.
' Dichotomized as "I eat whatever I want, whenever I want" vs. all other responses (see table 2).
2 coCultivation Differential; % heavy viewers who are complacent minus % light viewers who are complacent.
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Table 4

Percent of Light, Medium, and Heavy Television Vlbwers Who. Smoke

s

%

Overall 41

Controlling for:

Sex:
Male 49
Female 35

Education:
No College 44r Some College 35

Race:
White - 41

Nonwhite 40
Income:

.Under $10,000 40
$10-20,000 45
Over $20,000 1\38

Present Health: \
Excellent/Good 42
Fair/Poor . . 45

Age:
18-29 44

30-64 44
Over 65 24

p<.05.
p <.01.
p.001.

Data Source: NORC General.Social SUrveys 1977 and 1978.
coCultivapon Differential; % heavy viewers who smoke minus % light viewers who smoke.

Television Viewing

pot Gamma Base N
Total . .Light Medium Heavy

N N % N % N

11248) 38 (297) 39 (546) 47 (405) + 9 .12*** (3050)

(650) 44 (172) 48 (305) 57 (173) +13 .15*** (1332)

(598) 32 (125) 32 (241) 41 (232) +10 .15** (1718),

(912) 42 (183) 41 (389) 49 (340) + 7 .1G' (2083)

(331) 33 (113) ,35 (154) 40 (64) + 7 .09 (2756)

(1108) 38 (271) 39 (486) 49 (351) +11 .14*** (2687)

(131) 37 (22) 42 (56) 38 (53) + 1 .00 (332)

(411) 40 (88) 35 (150) 45 (173) + 5 .10* (1030)

(450) 39 (104) 44 (206) 52 (140) +13 .15*** (1005)

(433) 34 (93) 39 (169) 46 (71) +12 .14** (869)

(459) 40 (119) -38 (196) 49 (144) + 9 .11* (1107)

(186) 52 (44) 39 (67) 48 (75) 3 -.01 (414)

(343) 39 (66) 41 (139) 51 (138) +12 .16' (775)

(784) 40 (210) 43 (3r66) 53 (208) +13 .15*** (1780)

(116) 21 (18) 21 (40) 29 (58) + 8 .18' (4811

Table 5 shows that the positive association between
smoking and amount of viewing holds upwhen simulta-
neous controls are applied. It also shows that there is a
simple negative sissociation between viewing and drink-
ing akoholic beveragesoverall, heavy viewers are less
likely to consume alcoholbut this disappears under
multiple controls.

Still, as seen ,in table 6, there are some ..intriguing
subgroup differences, most of Which are .consistent with
the notion of mainstreaming. For example, those with
some coliege education are more likely to drink; com-
paring those who have and have not attended college, we
see that light viewers differ by 24 percentage points,
while heavy viewers differ by 14. Whites are more likely
to drink than nonwhites; but a 28-point difference be-
tween white and nonwhite light viewers is reduced to a
10-point difference among heavy viewers. Finally, those
in better health are more likely to drink; but a 25-point
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difference between light viewers in better versus worse
health is only 11 points among the heavy viewers.

Thus, even though the overall association between
amount of viewing and the tendency to consume alcohol
is zero under simultaneous controls, there are a number
of subgroup differences; the relationship may be positive
for one subgroup yet negative for another. In these cases,
we again see that television may be "absorbing" viewers
of "otherwise" divergent behaviors and outlooks into its
"mainstream."

The consequences of these patterns on viewers' actual
state of health are difficult to determine, particularly
with cross-sectional data. A partial explanation is that
people in worse health simply watch more television.
Indeed they do; but these data also suggest that televi-
sion can help perpetuate unhealthy beliefs, values, and
lifestyles.
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Table 5

Partial Correlations Between Amount of
Television Viewing and Smoking and Drinking

Smoking' Drinking'

Simple Correlation .09 .07*
Controlling for:

Sex .05*
Age .07
Education ..08 .02
Income .09" .02
OccupatiOnal Prestige .08"*! .05"
Race .09* *.* .06
All Controls .09*** .00
Final d.1 (2806) (2804)

' 1yes, 0no.
*112 01.

15< 001
Data Source NORC General Social Surveys 1977 and 1978.

Heavy, viewers are significantly less likely to derive a
"great ded" or a "very great deal" of satisfaction from
their health (see table .7). This relationship essentially
holds in all groups. Although it is reduced, it even holds
when controlling for respondents' current state of health.

To conclude, televisidn viewing is deeply integrated
into different styles of life, with powerfulimplications for
health practice§. A variety of findings, though pre-
liminary and often indirect, lend credence to the notion
that television may have a considerable imp-act upon the
public's images, knowledge, and behaviors. Television
programs are a frequently cited source of.bealth informa-
tion; those who choose them, and/or heavier viewers,
seem relatively neglectful and complacent about their
physical well-being and are less inforthed about health
and exercise less. Heavy viewing also goes with getting
less satisfaction from one's health. In addition, the vrry
act of watching television may generate behaviors and
habits with clear health implications in the areas of
smoking, rating, and drinking.

Table 6

Percent of Light, Medium, and Heavy Television Viewers Who Drink Alcoholic Beverages

Television Viewing

Total Light Medium Heavy

co' Gamma B'ase N% N % N

Overall 72 (2202) 73 (577) 74 (1056) 68 (589) 5 .08" . (3049)

Controlling for:

Sex:
Male 79 (1053) 80 (311) 80 (511) 76 (231) 4 .06 (1330)

Female 67 (1149) 67 (266) 69 (525) 64 (358) 3 .05 (1719)

Education:
No College 67 (1403) 63 (276) 70 (667) 66 (460) + 3 .+.01 (2083)

Some College 83 (795) 87 (300) 83 (367) 80 (128) 7 .15' (953)

Race:
White 74 (1985) 76 (538) 75 (945) 70 (502) ,6 .09' (2685)

Nonwhite 58 (193) 48 (29) 60 (81) 60 (83) + 12 + .11 ' (333)

Income:
Under $10,000 60
$10-120,000 78

(619),
(780)

59 (130)
(200)

63
78

(270)
(368)

57
79

(219)
(212)

2

-I- 3

.05"-----11031)
+.04 (1003)

Over $20,000 85 (734) 84 (232) 85 (371) 84 (131) 0 +.01 (869)

Present Health:
Excellent/Good 77 (854) 79 (235) 79 (409) 72 (210) 7 .13* (1107)

Fair/Poor 59 (243) 54 (46) 58 (102) 61 (95) + 7 +.09 (415)

Age:
18-29 80 (623) 85 (142) 83 (280) 75 (201) 10 .21" (775)

30-64 75 (1333) 75 (394) 76 (652) 73 (287) 2 (1779)

Over 65 ..... 49 (236) 40 (35) 52 (101) 51 (100.)/ + 11 .09 (481)

p<.05.
p<.01.

Data Sour
coCu

e: NORC General Social Surveys 1977 and 1978. %

ivation Differential; % heavy viewers who drink alcoholic beverages minus % light viewers who drink alcoholic bttverages.-
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Table 7

Percent of Respondents Reporting That They Derive a "Very Great Deal" or a "Great Deal"
of Satisfaction From Their Heat Ith, by Television Viewing

Television Viewing

Total Light I Medium Heavy

do' gamma Base N% N % N % N °A- +NI

Overall 60 (2712) 66 (719) 61 (1267) 54 (724. 12 ---.15*** (4519)

Controlling tor.

Sex:

Male 64 (1264). 68" (367) 65 (616.) 57 (279) -11 -.15*** (1992)
Female- 57 (1448) 64 (352) 58 (651) 52 (445) -12 ' 7-.14%** (2527)

Education:
No College 57 (1773) 61 (372) 59 (822) 53 (579) 9 -.11'1' (3107).
Some College 67 (935) 72 (345) 66 (447) 59 (143) -13 -IV.** (1396)

Race.
White 61 (2415) 67 (661) 62 (1153) 53 (601) -14 -.16*** (3994)
Nonwhite 57 (277) 60 (50) 57 (108) 55 (119) 5 -.07 (490)

Income.
Under $10,000 51 (836) 57 (189) 52 (347) 47 (300) -10 -.11*** (1647-)

$10-20,000 66 (1014) 71 (265) 66 (493) 61 (256) -10 -.12*** (1543)
Over $20,000 68 (776) 71 (248) 67 (389) 64 (139) 7 -.0* (1144)

Present Health:
Excellent/Good 76 (1658) 77 (417 78 (807) 73 (434) 4 -.08r (2170)
Fair/Poor 19 (154) 21 (31) 18 (62) 18 (61) 3 -.10* 4826)

Age:
18-29 67 (791) 78 (192) 64 (323) 65 (76) -13 -.13*,* (1174)

30-64 61. (1585) 66 (461) 63 (795) 52 (329) -14 -.17*** (2597)
Over 65 44 (322) 44 (59) 48 (147) 40 (116) 4 -.05 (730)

p < 05.
p <- .01
p,< .001.

Data Source: NORC General Social Surveys 1975, 1977, 1978.
co--Cultivation Differential; % heavy viewers minus % light viewers.

A complex but fairly consistent pattern found in these
studies is that respondents in "otherwise" divergent sub-
groups respond similarly if they are heavy viewers.
Many of the exceptions and specifications in these data
can be explained by a convergence into a more common,
shared, homogeneous "mainstream" of beliefs, values,
and actions about health.

With regard to health-related program and commer-
cial content, only in the portrayals of illness, doctors,
nutrition, obesity, driving safety, smoking, and drinking
is there enough research evidence to report with some
degree of confidence. Most of it reveals a serious Conflict
with realistic 'guidelines for health and medfcinet Re-
search on the contributions of these portrayals to specific
conceptions of health and medicine is scarce. But the
pattern of findings, including ou'r own pilot study, indi-
cates that television viewing is associated with a con-
vergence of the heavier viewers upon paradoxical and

,

disjointed "mainstream" conceptions and.;4prattices.
Characteristic features are poor nutritiral knowledge
and behavior, general complacency about health, -and
high confidence in the medical community.

The cultivation of ignorance and neglect, especially
among the otherwise relatively enlightened viewers, cou-
pled with an unrealistic belief in the magic of medicine,
is likely to perpetuate unhealthy lifestyles: hurit patients
and health professionals, and frustrate efforts at health
education. If culturally sustained health hazards are the
new frontier in health promotion and disease prevention,'
there is a need for greater mobilization of effort and
resources in a central sector of that frontier. The first qtcp

' toward such mobilization is the fuller, broader, and more
sustained study of the messages television conveys about
health and a refinement of.their, contributions to health
conceptions and behaviors of various toups of viewers.
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V

Health Campaigns on Television

Douglas S. Solomon
Stanford Heart Disease Prevention Program

Stanford University

There has been longstanding, persistent interest in the
United States and several other countries in the use of
mass media.campaigns,' particularly through television,
to encourage changes in society. This interest has been
accompanied by an equally persistent debate on the effi-
cacy of campaigns in producing meaningful effects on
knowledge, attitudes, and behavior. Despite this debate,
there is a growing interest, partiCularly in the health
field, in the use of the mass media to influence health
behavior. A recent report of the Surgeon General on
health promotion and disease prevention (Healthy Peo-
ple 1979) proposes six key areas of health-behavior
modifications that are within the grasp of the average
American, and, if undertaken, would have a substantial
effect on morbidity and mortality. These areas include
smoking cessation, reduction of alcohol 'misuse, dietary

isInges, increased physical activity, periodic screening
for major disorders, and adherence to speed laws and use
of seatbelts. All of these areas have been subject to recent
experimentation using mass media campaigns. The re-
sults have mainly been positive and have spawned several
more studies.

The debate is far from over. It seems to be shifting,
however, from a simple-minded dichotomy of good or
bad campaigns to a more sophisticated analysis of Mu-
ational factors and specific campaign design features that
may lead to success.

There are two problems in presenting a state-of-the-
ait review of the role of television in health. The first
problem is in distinguishing between television cam-
paigns and campaigns in general. Commercial television
is a low information density medium; it is not used to pro-

' Rogers (1973) defines a campaign as ". .a preplanned set of com-
munication activities designed by change agents to achieve certain
changes in receiver behavior in a specified time period."
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vide a great deal of detailed information. Detailed infor-
mation, particularly about healkmatters, is generally
found in print media. Therefore, most campaigns in the
commercial sector, as well as in public health areas, use
a combination of media to achieve their objectives.

The second, problem is in regard to the quality of the
literature itself. There is no doubt that the mass media
are highly influential in many aspects of our lives (Rob-
erts and Bachen 1981). They help shape.us in what to
think about, the so-called "agenda-setting" function of
the media (McCombs and Shaw 1972); and to a lesser
extent they .also teach us what we ilo think about (Chu
and Schramm 1967). To some degree, people seek health
information from the media (Wade and Schramm 1969;
Williams et al. 1977). Additionally, there is probably a
great deal of health-related learning and attitude change
resulting from exposure to advertising purposely de-
signed to affect us, as well as incidental learning from
television material (Atkin 1978; Roberts et al. 1979).
However, much of the information relating to health
matters may be inaccurate, produce negative boomerang
effects, and/or be potentially damaging to individuals.

Purposive public health campaigns and/or experi-
ments have been conducted in a wide variety of health-
related matters including, to cite only a few areas and
examples, community mental health (Schanie and Sun-
del 1978); drug abuse (Hanneman et al. 1973; Feingold
and Knapp 1977; Atkin 1978; Hanneman 1973; Mil-
aIsky et al. 1975); smoking (McAlister et al. 1980; Puska
and Neittaanmaki 1980; O'Keefe 1971) seatbelt wearing
(Robertson et al. 1974; NHTSA undated); dental health
(Evans' et al. 1970); nutiition (Lemnitzer et al. 1979;
Rtiberts et al. 1979; Stern eC al. 1976); cancer (Kegeles
1969; Butler-Paisley 1975); venereal ditease (Rosenblatt
and Kabasakalian 1966); and alcoholism (Blanc 1976;
Blanc and Hewitt 1977; Hochheimer 1980).



While the literature on_the effects of mass media in
general is encouraging, taken as a whole, the body of
knowledge in the potential of mass media campaigns for,.
health and the proper conduct of such efforts is sorely
iacking. For example, in the area of the alteration of
alcohol consumption patterns, a review by Blane (1976)
concludes: "Research evidence is almost totally lacking;
all that exists are bits and pieces of information that are
no more than suggestive." Clarke and Kline (1974) aptly
summarize,the literature on the effects of the mass media:

Two decades of null findings . . . had threatened to drown
confidence in the power of mass communications under a sea of
references to "reinforcement" and "selective exposure". . . . It
may be that conventional variables and sterile research designs

have a great deal to do with widespread doubts about the ef-
fectiveness of media in society.

Research, not despair, is called for in such a situation.
Fortunately, in recent years, several mass media-based
campaigns-have shoWn promising results owing in part
to an understanding of the historical development of the-

..
ory and -practice in past social campaigns. This review is

based on the assumption, supported by- many stUdies,

that the mass media have great educational potential and
will focus on three areas essential for progress in the.
field. The first area is an Understanding and appreciation
of the past theory in the design of social campaigns; the
second area is a brief review of past successes and failures
noting probable reasons for 'these outcomes; the third
area is a synthesis based on the literature summarizing
the areas for sensitivity, attention, and research in the
design and impleMentation of future health campaigns.

A Review of the Reviews:
Campaigns in General

Eight influentiAl reviews Of the literature exist on the
efficacy of communication campaigns in general. They
span over 30 years and are listed chronologically in order

to present the historical flow of theories, opinions, and

analyses over time.

Hyman and Sheatsley

Based on a large body of experience in studying cam-
paigns and researching their effects, Hyman and Sheats-
ley (1947) wrote one of the earliest articles specifically
dealing with "some reasons why information campaigns
fail." They assert the hypothesis that there are many
psychologicalbarriers to the free flow of ideas which they
illustrate, using data from several opinion research stud-
ies. They reject what they term the "naive view" that
increasing the flow of information necessarily increases

the absorption of that information; they focus on the
"psychological characteristics of human beings." To ex-
plain the failure of campaigns, they propose five gener-
alizations which they illustrate with their research:

1. There exists a hard core of chronic "know nothings."
This generalization asserts that there is something about
the uninformed which makes them harder to reach, re-
gardlçss of the type of information being communicated.

2. Interelled people acquire the most information. This is
based on the obsel-vation that people with prior interest in

some topic will probably be more interested in additional
information on that subject than those who liave no inter-
est in the matter. Hyman and Sheatsley suggest studying
why people are or are not interested in some kind of
information before undtrtaking any canipaign.

3. People seek information congenial to prior attitudes. This
is the often cited area of selective exposure to information
based on prior attitudes. Sears and Freedman (1967) dis-'
cuss this subject at great length in their classic paper, and
while they show a body of literature supporting de facto
selectivity, the literature in regard to selection in accord-
ance with prior attitudes is nowhere as conclusive as many
people even today believe it to be.

4. People interpret the same information differently. There
is ample evidence that perception of events and,informa-
tion varies dross people.

5. Information does not necessarily change attitudes. They

strongly assert that, it is Among for information cam-
paigners to assume that information alone will change
attitudes.

Hyman and Sheatsley's article is hest viewed as a
reaction against the overly optimistic information cam-
paigns of their time which were dependent on the "hypo-,

dermic or bullet" model of communication. This model

assumed direct and immediate effects of mass comniu-
,nication (Schramm 1971). While their assertions are not
empirically verified by their data, many of them are often

quite heuristically useful, even in the light of current
communication research evidence.

Lazarsfeld and Merton.

Lazarsfeld.and Merton (1971, paper first published in
1948) also present a somewhat pessimistic view of the
power of mass media campaigns. In fact, Schramm and

Roberts (1971) describe the article as ". . . perhaps the

A
most sophisticated statement of the point of view that the

chief social effect of the mass media is no change." Unlike
Hyman and Sheatsley, they move from a focus on the
receiver as the important link in campaign succes,s to that
of the message and the communication, system itself.
They present what they consider to he the chief social
functions of the mass niedia: 4he status-conferral func-
tion, the enforcement rather than the change of social

norms, the narcotizing dysfunction (a paralyzing rather
than mAivating effect of media exposure), and, social

conformism from the media owing to their ownership
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structursoettid invekment in the status quo. Their paper
remains to this day an insightful philosophical statement.
To allay fears of the potential of the media for propagan-
da, they discuss three necessary conditions, based on re-
search evidence, that are needed for effective propagan-
da: (1) monopolization (i.e., lack of counterpropaganda);
(2) canalization (i.e., moving existing attitudes into ac-
tion); (3) supplementation (i.e., supplementing mass
media with iriterpersonal communication and influence).
Lazarsfeld and Me Eton conclude that, without several
inter2cting preconditions, successful behavior change as a
result of a mass media campaign 'is unlikely.

if

Cartwright

Cartwright (1971, paper first published in 1949)
presents a somewhat neutral position but one with opti-
mistic and practical Implications for action. In fact, the
current Stanford Heart Disease Prevention Program is
designe4, in part, around this model of mass commu-
nication. Although he anchors his measures of campaign
progress on the individual's cognitive, motivational, and
behavioral structure, his area of concern is brooder than.
just that of the indivichial. He is concerned with the
interacting toles of the individual, the message system,
and the action environment. He cites evidence from the
War Bond campaigns that the power of the media was
not great, apart from the effects of other courses of
influence. He outlines three stages that a campaign must
go through to influence behaVior:

1. Creating a particular cognitive structure;
2. Creating a particular motivational structure;
5. Creating a particular behavioral structure.

Cartwright is one of the few theorists who includes the
importance of combining interpersonal communication
channels with a mass media campaign to maximize be-
havior change. Cartwright makes a powerful argument
for his particular way of looking at and designing cam-
paigns. He readily admits that these are merely guide-
lines for campaigns and do not clearly outline the creative
aspects of campaign development; howei/er, he believes
that they provide a "list of essential requirements for the
success of 'any campaign of mass persuasion." He be-
lieves that the road to campaign success is not an easy one
and large-scale behavior change is unlikely unless there
are multiple influences exerted on a person to act in some
particular direction.

Wiebe

Wiebe (1951-52) is well knowh for his posinf of the
question: "Why can't you sell brotherhood and rational

thinking like you sell soap?" Although his article has
been cited by some as the most enthusiastic statement of
the power of the media in creating social change, in
reality it is a cautious but optimistic statement of the
differences between advertising for product sales and
mass communication for behavior change. His focus is oh
the receiver and the message existing within a larger
complex system that facilitates or impedes the behaviors
the campaign is promoting. He attempts to outline the
basic conditions for selling commodities and for success in
mass persuasion:

1. The force (a combination of one's predisposition toward
a goal advocated in the media and the motivation provided
by the message iteself);

2. The direction (communicating to motivated persons in the
message specifically where and how to easily consummate
their motivation);

3. The mechanisM (the social mechanismsuch as, the
health clinic systemthat facilitates the behavior);

4. The adequacy and compatibility (whether this mech-
anism can and/or is inclined to facilitate the behavior);

5. Vie distance (the perceived physical, emotional, and fi-
nancial distance from the person to the mechanism that
impedes or facilitates the given behavior).

Wiebe concludes that radio and television can "sell"
social objectives within the constraints of the existence of
these five factors. He cautions, however, that expecta-
.4pris of success should be about the same for the social
programer as those of a commercial sponsor selling a
relatively noncontroversial and easily obtainable product..
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Griffiths and Knutson

Another somewhat neutral viewpoint is offered by
Griffiths and Knutson (1960). They are concerned with
the importance of receiver variables as well as the mes-
sage and the influence of the social system in campaigns
specifically for, public health. They kite a variety of evi-
dence and conclude that:

1. Mass media have a selective *reach; there is evidence of
selective exposure (citing Klapper 1960).

2. Specific and limited effects are all that can be hoped for
from media (citing Hovland 1954; Greenberg et al. 1953).

3. The use -of personal appeals and credible sources art
important (they cautiously cite Merton's analysis [1946)
of Kate Smith's bond campaign).

4. Informal leaders and the two-step flow are important
(citing Katz and Lazarsfeld 1955).

. Mendelsohn

Mendelao'hn's (1973) sequel to Hyman and Slleats-
ley's article of 26 yearkearlier is a reaction to the popular
notion that "audience apathy" is to blame when an infor-
mation campaign fails. In his article, "Some Reaions



Why Information Campaigns Can Succeed," Mendel-
sohn switches the focus from the receiver of the commu-
nication to that of the message and the campaign design
itself. He also moves toward optimism when he asserts
that evaluations of past media efforts have often been
concerned with what media cannot do rather than what
they can. He departs from the mainstream also when he
states that most published research is a result of post hoc
evaluation efforts and that it is essential for creators of
messages and for researchers to unite in message pro-

, duction and evaluation. Another important point is his
statement: "In short, very little of our mass communica-
tions research has really tested the effectiveness of the
application of empirically grounded mass communica-
tions principles simply because most communications
practitioners do not consciously utilize these principles."
He poses the important question, which is still in the
process of being answered: "What if inforMation cam-
paigns were designed to reflect empirically grounded
mass communications orientations and principles?"
He uses some of his own professional experiences to
illustrate what he asserts are empirically grounded
generalizations:.

1. Information campaigns, should be planned with the a;-
sumption that the audience will be only mildly or not at
all interested in the messages.

2. Middle-range goals can be reasonably achieved and en-
vironmental support systems should be used to help
"sheer information-giving become effective in influencing
behavior."

1. Campaigns can be successful if these middle-range goals
are combined with attention)aid to delineating specific
targets in terms of demographic and psychological vari-

.ables, lifestyle, value and belief system, and media habits
attributes.

fn another article, written specifically for coMmunica-.
tbrs in the health field, Mendelsohn (1968) decries,the
sorry state of communication and public information re-
garding health. He cites a finding of the "CBS National
Health Test!' that three-quarters of the American public
do not know what the normal human body temperature
is. Mendelsohn says that we must turn from the "hypo-
dermic needle model" of communication, whieh some
public health educators still cling to, and move to what he
terms "an aerosol spray model," where as you spray the
messages on the surface some hit the target, most drift
away, and.very few penetrate. He makes a plea for mov-
ing away from, defining public health communication as
merely information transfer to persuasion with distinc-
tive attitudinal and/or behavior change goals. He be-
lieves that most of the mass education in public health
". . is more often designed to please the 1,4ims of some
Well-meaning board members than it is to accomplish
meaningful effects. Most of it comes from the fertile
imaginations of sincere but totally unprofessional week-

,
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end sloganeers." He advocates sound scientific rationales,
careful pre-testing, and objective systematic evaluation.

Kotler and Zaltman

Kotler and Zaltman (1971) bring a different optimistic
perspective to the iroblem of developing useful mass
communication programs for social objectives, an area
they term "social marketing." They define social market-
ing as ". . . the design, implemedation, and control of
programs calculated to influence the acceptability of
social ideas and involving considerations of product plan-
ning, pricing, communication, distribution, and Mar-
keting research." They differentiate between social
advertising, a much narrower area based on using only
the media to promote a product, service, or practice, from
the social-marketing approach, which draws upon the
entire technology and past experience of marketing.
They believe that the fault of past social campaigns was
to assign advertising the primary, if not the exclusive,
role in achieving its aims. This approach ignores the
other components (the product, pricint and distribution)
of the marketing mix. They advocate a systems viewpoint
in the promotion IA social campaigns to the point of
developing and pre-testing campaigns and approaches
based mot on any predetermined product or system but
rather Mt a generic concept that is desired to be promoted
(i.e., selling dental health in some empirically designable
way, not selling toothbrushing). This generic conçept
serves as the overall objective for a Wen camjgf and
allows a maximum degree of flexibility in igning the
optimal program including the most desirable product
and related marketing model components..This generic
problem definition has been quite successful in the pri-
vate sector. Kotler and Zaltman differentiate selling so-
cial causes from selling typical products and admit that in
the former h is generally much more difficult to achieve
success. Social marketing typically has to work with
deeply held beliefs and values, whereas for-profit mar-
keters often deal with superficial preferences and choice
situations. Social marketers often have difficulty in
finding meaningful benefits to promote and usually have
to deal with weak and/or uncooperative distribution sys-
tems. In addition, social marketing is often eesented,
'while commercial marketing is taken for granted. They
summarize their sales pitch for the marketing approach
with the generalization that the social-marketing ap-
proach is useful because it represents a bridging' mech-
anism Uniting the behavioral scientist's knowledge of
human behavior with a well-developed planning and
implementation system.
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Atkin

Atkin (1979) provides a fairly comprehensive review
of research evidence on the use of mass media in health
campaigns. Reviewing dozens of studies in areas of
health ranging from heart disease prevention to venereal
disease and seatbelt wearing, he presents a somewhat
cautious statement on the relative efficacy of the mass
media.

Atkin briefly discusses two important considerations:
What constitutes success for a campaign, and the role of
pretesting. He cites evidence for much greater campaign
effectiveness at the cognitive rather than attitudinal level,
and much less impact still at the behavioral level. Re
concludes that planning intermediate or secondary goals
might be more appropriate than hoping for behavioral
outcomes. However, this perspective is unlikely to be
persuasive with public health and associated funding
agencies. The question, though, of how to define expecta-
tions of success does require further consideration by
others in the health education field. Finally, his emphasis
on the importance of pre-campaign audience analysis
and pilot testing is relevant, based on evidence he cites of
the impact of campaigns being dependent on the inter-
pretation of the messages by the audience. Atkin con-
cludes that "the.basic tenbr of the findings is positive; the
use of mass media campaigns can produce modest influ-
ence on the health orientations of the audience."

Summary

The past 30 years' worth of reviews of communication
campaignshas witnessed a swinging pendulum phenom-
enon. The initial articles were highly pessimistic, either
blaming the receiver for the failure of campaigns or
blaming the message and communication channels. They
emphasized a core assumption of direct, immediate com-
munication effects. Later articles (Griffiths and Knutson
1960; Cartwright 1971; Wiebe 1951-52) became some-
what more neutral to optimistic and tended to extend
their focus to a concern with more than just source,
message, channel, and receiver. These revews tended to
stress the importance of the social and behavioral systems
on influencing individual behavior. More recent articles
(Kotler and Zaltman 1971; Mendelsohn 1973) are
markedly more optimistic. The most recent review by
Atkin (1979) is much less optimistic than the others,
pirhaps marking a swing of the pendulum back toward
expectations of limited success for campaigns and out-
comes which are less direct and immediate than may be
desired by health planners. This change in orientation is
consistent with a shift in the..field of communication from
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linear, causal thinking to nonlinear, indirect effects
models (cf.. Berlo 1977).

Taken as a whole, the similarities are much greater
than the differences between the reviews. From the poin
of view of a campaign planner seeking direction, th0 a
seem quite superficial. There is a great deal of discus
of successful and unsuccessful campaigns wit t a
meaningful definition of success. There is t e or no
notion of segmentation of the audience to identify key
target groups to be addressed by specific subcomponents
of the overall campoign. With few exceptions, the articles
lack an apprecihtion for a campaign as a complex, in-
tegrated system of interacting elements including both
message, receiver, and skills-training.and social-support
factors which need to be carefully studied, planned, and
evaluated.

Influential Communication
Campaigns

Failures

Several campaigns have been cited as evidence that
communication campaigns are &Om' ed to failure. Four of
the most influential, three of which concern public
health, are discussed here. The emphasis is a critical
perspective on the methodology used in the studies which
led to null effects outcomes. It should be noted that a
somewhat restricted definition of "campaign" is being
used here. Other than the Star and Hughes study (1950)
included for historical reasons, short-term efforts, such as
thr television show V.D. Blues and the month-long To-
ledo and Flint Study (Kline et al. 1974), which empha-
sized the influence of the social system on campaign
effects, are discussed. ln addition, since most health plan-
ners are mainly interested in changing health-related
behaviors as ultimate outcomes of campaigns, campaigns
planning such changes are featured here.

Star and Hughes, the Cincinnati Plan. The fa-
mous Cincinnati plan for the United Nations (Star and
Hughes 1950) is often cited as evidence for the lack of
power of the media and for evidence of selective exposure
to ,consonant information. A close investigation of the
study itself points out several key faults. Although in the
introduction to the study, Star and Hughes clearly state
that the prOject *as conceived as ". . . aiming not at the
influencing of opinion but rather at a presentation of
facts . . . ," they primarily measure ". . . changes in in-
terest, information and opinion . . ." attributable to the
campaign. For the most part, they found no effect attri-



butable to the campaign. On their most crticial measure,
the number of people exposed to the messages, they had
no premeasure, therefore, they could not attribute any
changes in attitude to the campaign since they had no
adequate control group. Without exploring any alterna-
tive rival hypotheses for the apparent selectivity of ex-
posure of those initially most knowledgable on the UN,
they propose previous psychological orientations as the
sole predictor. Although the design had a lack of control
and a statistically unsophisticated analysis, the.), flatly
state that "The Cincinnati experiment has proved that
the creating of interest is the first measure in building

, public opinion and that only after that will information
be absorbed." No mention is made at all in their article
of their message except to state the campaign slogan, as
if all messages would be equally effective. This lack of
emphasis on the message will also be seen in other cam-
paigns that apparently failed.

O'Keefe, Smoking. Another study that has been
widely cited as evidence that mass media campaigns have
relatively small effects is the study, of antismoking com-
mercials by O'Keefe (1971). He presents his study as
evidence that "attitudes are stubborn things, subject to
modification only infrequently." The study basically was
conducted by asking smokers and nonsmokers whether or
not antismoking commercials were effective. While ad-
mitting ina footnote that his methodology was not en-
tirely appropriate to test his stated hypotheses and that a
controlled field study would have been preferable, he
states, "The findings point to two important conclusions.

The first supports the principle that mass commu-
nications, including those presented on television, are
greatly limited in their ability to affect behavior . .

certainly a strong conclusion based upon his methodology

and design.

Udry, Family Planning. A more recent study by
Udry et al. (1972, 1974) examines the influence of a
6-month $330,000 media advertising campaign (simu-
lating'a $27-million satUration campaign in four cities)
on contraceptive use and birth rates. Control cities

(which were nonequivalent) were switched several times
during the study; baseline periods for time-series anal-
yses were too short to overcome seasonal trends; the ads

(which were not pretested) were aired in an uncontrolled
fashion, and two sets had to be prepared tb appease
prudish station managers (who could then select the ones
they wished to air, causing further comparison prob-
kms); and awareness studies and measures of contra-
ceptive sales and fertility behavior were all conducted
without' adequate control. Further problems are evi-
denced in the planning process used as a basis for the
experiment. The analysis of Udry et al. of the problems
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associated with increasing contraceptive use is insikhtful.
They point out that people are in favor of family plan-
ning and nearly all couples use some method of contra-
ception at some time. They feel that the objective of a
program to promote family planning should be to en-
courage people to use contraceptives effectively by stress-
ing specific, immediate benefits and by telling where and
how people can get access to contraceptive supplies and
services. However, an nyerview of the messages finds
them to be decidedly unspecific and rarely to present in-
formation on immediate benefits. The only specific
method shown in an ad was a woman tying a string
around her husband's finger as a reminder. Many of
their messages promoted a euphemistic slogan "Stop the
Stork." Based on this kind of campaign, Udry et al.
proceed to measurechanges in pill and condom sales.

A key problem in communication campaigns is their
lack of sophisticated planning, so that messages oriented
to solving the key behavioral problems identified are
aired and measures are coordinated, to tap changes in
these specific prbblem areas. Because of all of these de-
sign and methodological faults which Udry et al. honestly
present, they claim that mass media can have no effect in
the United States on contraceptive practices and ". . . the
burden is now upon those who suggest large effects of
advertising on contraceptive uptake to prove their
claims." Again, no attempt was made to design the mes-
sages in accordance with stated objectives or to pre-test
'them in any manner. This neglects a crucial link in the
communication process since the message is the Only part
of the campaign that the audience can perceive.

Robirtson, Seatbelts. Robertson (1974) conducted

a controlled investigation of the effects of a media cam-
paign, conducted through a split-cable television system
designed for market research, on the wearing of seatbelts.
Emphasis was placed on collecting valid and reliable data
on seatbelt wearing over the course of the campaign. The
authprs, however, only measured changes in seatbelt
wearing and failed to ineasure any intervening steps such
as attention, attitude change, etc., in, order to provide
some process-analysis information as to why the program

did or did not accomplish its stated goal. No emphasis

was made on pretesting the messages in any way except
by obtaining preliminaly ideas from panels of "experts"
and "laypeople," opinions which diverged a great deal.

They concluded that:

The apparent failure of a number of mass media safety belt

campaigns to increase use beyond precampaign levels may not
mean that it is impossible to create a campaign which will
increase safety belt use. However, the evidence on the lack of
effect of past efforts is sufficiently strong that the burden of
proof of substantial further gains in belt usage resulting from
such campaigns is on those who advocate the use of mass media

to promote use of safety belts.
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Summary. These failures are not adequate tests of
the use of mass communication for several reasons. First,
they are generally deficient in design. While no field
research design is perfect, these studies and others like
them could have been improved considerably through the
use of state-of-the-art quasi-experimental design (Camp-
bell and Stanley 1963). Second, they all lack sufficient
emphasis on the creatiOn of appropriate messages, almost
as if any messages will be good enough and the.key to
success is the use of a mass medium independent of its
content. It is ironic that 50 years of research on the
message in carefully controlled laboratory studies have
been ignored in most social and health communication
campaigns. For example, a review of some 40 public
education campaigns on cancer control (Butler-Paisley
1975) revealed virtually no evidence of concern with mes-.
sage variables. Additionally, rarely has any adequate
pre-testing been done to optimize the messages according
to a specified set of objectives. Third, the studies did not
usually measure changes which could be reasonably hy-

,pothesized to occur as a result of exposure to their mes-
sages. The Udry et al. study has been discussed as a good
example of this fault. Rarely has sufficient process anal-
ysis been conducted so that the reasons for success or
failure could provide information for future planners of
communication campaigns.

1

Successes

Few examples of successful health campaigns have
been well evaluated and made available in published
form, but more information on the impact of health cam-
paigns will be available in the near future. In the field of
heart disease prevention alone, there are community edu-
cation projects underway in South Africa, Australia,
Minnesota, California, Rhode Island, Pennsylvania, and
Finland, to mention only the larger scale p

Four successful campaigns are describe
phasis on the lessons learned from them as
notion of the key reasons for their success. Th
design, size, sophistication, and resUlts, but tak
er provide a well-rounded background on the po
for success in health education using media.

As mentioned earlier, the definition of success is not
well explicated in the literature. For the purposes of this
review, a success is defined as a campaign that closely
accomplished its stated goals and.objectives.

gra
with an e

ell as some
y vary in
n togeth-
sibilities

Tanzania, Man Is Health and Food Is Life.
Since 1970, Tanzania has made extensive use of radio
campaigns for adult education and for mobilization of
mass activities. At least two health-related campaigns
have been conducted. In both cases, a mass medium
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(radio in this case) was combined with interpersonal
communication whkh consisted of organized listening
groups. These groups listened to the .shows, discussed
them, and planned followup activities. The Man Is
Health. campaign (Newell 1975) was launched in April
1973. Although the evaluation research is not without
faults (Hall 1978), it demonstrated that large-scale be-
havior change is possible at low cost (about $09 per
listener). The most striking behavior chagge as a result
of the campaign was the construction of 700,000 latrines
as advocated in the radio broadcasts and related print
materials. . .

A second campaign concerning nutrition, the Food Is
Life campaign, was launched for 3 months in 1975. Its
goals included increased knowledge about nutrition and
use of available foods, low-cost balanced diets, elimi-
nation of' various food taboos, encouragement of better
food storage and preservation techniques, 6c1 better
farming methods and cooperative activities (Mahai
1976a ; Mahai 1976b: Mblinda 1976). The campaign
made extensive use of formative research, especially pre-
testing of materials. The listeners were organized into
stud9 groups, about 75,000 of them, many of which grew
out of existing literacy classes. Each group had about 20
or more participants; a total of 1.5 million adults par-
ticipated in the campaign. Although no overall evalu-
ation was made, results from area samples indicate that
the campaign created an increased awareness of the need
for more food production, tho establishment of vegetable
gardens and poultry production; it improved dietary hab-
its and encouraged the establishment of day-care centers.

It should be recognized that the Tanzanian campaigns
were masiive undertakings closely linked to the existing
political structure. This obviously contributed to their
success. Typically, 18 months of planning preceded a 10-
to 12-week campaign which integrated radio broadcasts,
leadership training, study guides, and social.support sys-
t . T key to understanding the importance of the

experience is not so much'its direct applica-
er situations but rather its design which takes

existing social and media systems in a creative
essful way.

Tanzan
bility to
accc$.

andsuc

Feeling Good. Although considered by many as a
failure of mass communication in health, the Feeling
Good television series actually produced a number of
successful behavior changes (Mielke and Swinehat4
1976). Feeling Good was an experimental television
series on health. aimed at. adults and produced by the
Children's Televisjon Workshop (CTW). The series en-
compassed 11 1-Irour programs and 13 half-hour pro-
grams broadcast in 1974 and 1975. The overall objective
of the program was "to motivate viewers to take steps
which could enhance their own health and that of their



families." In all, they measured 33 behavioral goals

which were emphasized in the program. Of these, there

was strong evidence of behavior change in 10 goals
(meaning statistical significance as conipared to a control

group), partial evidence in 14 goals, and no evidence in

9 goals. The goals which were associated with strong
evidence of change included eating more fresh fruit or
fruit juice, performing breast self-examination, having

an eyesight examination, encouraging someone else to

have a Pap test, and sending for health information

offered on television.
Many important lessons were learned from the Feel-

ing Good series (Swinehart 1976). The overall lesson is
that it is difficult but not impossible to have an impact on

both health knowledge and behavior with a television

series which stresses prevention. Swinehart felt that a
I-hour-per-week format was too long for such a program
and that many of the message design strategies selected,

such as songs, humor, and strong emotional appeals,

were poor vehicles for conveying health information. In

fact, the main contribution of Feeling Good to the accu-

mulated experience in using mass media in health is
probably in the area of message format as it relates to

effectiveness. A major finding was that the initial hypoth-

esis that a Sesame Street-like group of adult characters

was not as effective a methOd for conveying health infor-
mation and influencing change as higher information
density documentary segments and straightforward in-

formation presentations.

Finland, Heart Disease Prevention and Smoking

Cessation. The North Karelia project in Finland uses a
combination of mass media, training of health personnel,

environmental change, and health services to prevent
heart disease. The health professionals involved attribute

a great deal of success to the use of communication
(Puska et al. 1979). In particular, they have expended a

great deal'of effort in smoking cessation (Puska and Neit-

taammaki 1980). One of the elements of their program is

a good example of a quasi-experimental health campaign

using mass media to promote smoking cessation (Mc-

Alister et al. 1980). The technique used is quite similar

to the design of the Tanzanian health campaigns in that

it used a combination of television with small-group so-

cial support in order to facilitate performanee of modeled

behaviors. The program consisted of a series of seven

televised counseling sessions where viewers watched a

group of 10 smokers in the- studio go through the process

of quitting. There was strong emphasis on preventing re-

lapse, a major problem in most cessation, efforts. Using

data from a national sample survey, the study estimated

that about 100,000 adult smokers participated in the

program and about 10,000 achieved at least 6 manths of

cessation. Although the estimates are subject to some bias
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since the measures of cessation were self-reports, if they

are even approximately accurate, the program was ex-
tremely cost effective; about SI was spent for each

6-month cessation.
The features of this successful program were its, use of

theoretical foundations in behavioral science research.as

a basis for planning the cessation protocol and delivery

system. Because of this analysis, television was selected to

provide the learning,.with similar adults as models on

television, and a group setting provided the social support
to encourage the adoption and perfotmance of new be-
haviors. Furthermore, well-tested behavior change stra-
tegies emphasizing behavioral self-control were used in
the educational process. Apart from some methodological

problems in the analysis, the study overcame most of the

criticisms of past social campaigns.

The Stanford Heart Disease Prevention PrO-

gram (SHDPP) Three Community Study. The

SHDPP began in 1970, with the formation of an inter-
disciplinary group of biomedical and behavioral science

researchers determined to explore the potential of cardio-

vascular risk reduction through community education.

This education would be administeredprimarily through
the mass media in order to provide public health poli-
cymakers with information on the cost effectiveness of

community-wide public education.
In 1972, the- Three -Community Study began with

funding from the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Insti-

tute of the National Institutes of Health. It was a quasi-
experimental field study in three Northern,California
towns, Two of the communities had extensive mass media

campaigns in both English and Spanish over a 2-year

period; in one of these, the mass media were augmented

with intensive facerto-face instruction of a small subset of

high-risk individuals. The third community served as a

control. This design was chosen in order to be able to

contrast a lower cost mass media campaign using com-

munication messages which focused on changing behav-

ior patterns .compared to a much more expensive and

labor-intensive mass media campaign supplemented

with personal instruction. In this way, a potentially more

cost effective, generalizable approach could be compared

to a much more intensive and less generalizable model.

People from each community were surveyed and exam-

ined from a cardiovascularhealth point of view before the

campaign began and again 1 and 2 years afterward.

Measurements were made of knowledge and behavior

related to cardiovascula4' risk as well as physiological

indictors of risk such as blood pressure, relative weight,

and plasma cholesterol. In the community with both

mass media and intensive instruction, the initial decrease

in risk as calculated by a multiple-logistic risk function

(Truett et al. 1967) was greater, but by the 2nd year the
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mass media only community had equaled it. Risk in the
control community increased over the 2 years (Farquhar
et al. 1977). The results strongly suggest that mass media
educational campaigns directed at entire communities
can be effective in reducing the risk of (lean attack and
stroke. However, the results of the study pointed toward
the importance of further research and development of
methods to reduce srhoking Und increase physical activity
using media alone.

From a communication research point of view, the
Three Community Study was particularly important be-
cause for virtually the first time it overcame many of the
drawbacks and failures found in previous social cam-
pakgns (cf., Star and Hughes 1950; Udry 1974; Atkin
1979). One of the persistent failures of previous cam-
paigns which was successfully overcome by the study was
what has come to be known as the "knowledge gap."
This gap (Tichenor et al. 1970) is typically found in
educational campaigns where the less well-off segments
of society are often relatively worse off as a result of the
educational program. The Three Community Study used
a bicultural campaign *here the messages and strategies
directed toward the Spanish-speaking population were
not just direct translations of those designed for the Eng-
lish population. Rather, they were specifically developed
for the particular problems, needs, and motivations of
Spanish--speaking members of the communities. Because
of this strotegy, as shown in figure 1, the gap was actually
closed as a fesult of the educational priogram.

In part, the original idea behind the Three Commu-
nity Study was sparked by the model developed by Cait-
wright (1971). Cartwright postulated that, in order to
modify behavior through mass media campaigns, three
separate changes must be achieved: (1) changes in.cogni-

, tive structures (i.e., what people know and understand),
(2) changes in affective structures (i.e., what people want
.to do), and (3) changes in action structures (i.e., what
people actually do and how this can be facilitated). With
Cartwright's model as a basis, the SHDPP used mass
media in a relatively novel way: to teach specific behav-
ioral skills wherever possible. There is evidence that this
approach worked.

Maccoby and Alexander (1979) cite several key fea-
tures of the Three Community Study which are similar
to considetations found in typical marketing. programs.
These include:

11 The establishment of specific objectives for each
component of the campaign over time

2. Clearly defined audience segments
3. The creation of clear, useful, and salient messages

through formative research, and pre-testing
4. Use of creative media scheduling to reach the audi-

ence with adequate frequency
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Figure'l. Knowledge of dietary risk factors (a14-item sub-
set of the total knowledge score) at baseline and afterl
and 2 years of health education among English- and
Spanish-speaking participants in the tWo intervention
communiti,es.

5. Stimulation of interpersonal communication to en-
courage a synergistic effect of multiple channels

6. Advocation of clear and well-paced behavioral
changes in messages

7. Use of feedback to evaluate the campaign's progress -
over time

8. The use of a long-term campaign to avoid threshold
effect considerations

What Makes the Difference
Between Success and Failure?

Neither the review of reviews presented here nor the
descriptions of projects often cited as evidence of the
impotence of mass communication in ilalth provides an



adequate basis for designing and predicting the potential
of mass media he th education programs. Therefore,
there is little if an literature on the overall process of
campaign design o draw upon. In 'this section of the
review, a macr1flevel framework is presented that out-
lines some im rtant considerations gleaned from the
existing literature and past experience in campaign
design. The framework consists of four main areas:
(1) adequate prcblem analysis, (2) media selection and
use, (3) message deAgn, and (4) evaluation.

Adequate Problem Analysis

Problem analysis sets the overall goals for the cam-
paign. These goals in turn must serve to navigate the
educational program through planning, execution, and
evaluation. This has rarely been the case in past efforts.
Problem analysis exists on two levels: macro and micro.
At the macro level, problem analysis consists of setting
detailed objectives for the campaign. These objectives
must be highly specific, measurable, and reasonable.
"Highly specific" means they must define detailed goals
in terms of various desirable outcomes. Typically desired
outcomes include knowledge change, attitude change,
self-efficacy chango, behavioral intention change,
information-seeking behavior change, stimulation of in-
terpersonal communication, etc. The Feeling Good tele-
vision series is a good example of a program which had
specific objectives of almost all the types mentioned here.

It is also important at this macro level to conduct
efforts into audience segmentation. "Segmentation" is a
term borrowed from the marketing literature which de-

scribes a process of breaking down the overall audience
defined in the general objectives of the campaign into a
series of subgroups which are as internally homogenous
as posgible and as different from each other as possible.
The groups' are often segmented by such factors as dem-
ographics, attitudes, history of the use of a particular
product or service, ease with which they can be changed,
and a host of other factors. A key consideration in audi-
ence segmentation is the ability to reach these internally
homogenous groups through some medium of commu-
nication and the ability to serve them with products or
services in an efficient way. There is no sense ill defining
a segment such as "females, age 40-43, who drive Rolls
Royces and chew tobacco" if there is no practical way to
reach them with information and services.

Objective ipecification and audience definition begin
the problem-analysis process. The approach then .shifts

to a microlevel behavioral analysis. At least three models
for such an analysis exists in literature: Cartwright,
McGuireiMiccoby, and Ray. Each model provides a
complementary perspective to the others.
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Cartwright's model (1971) is the broadest of the three.
His model is useful since it allows the analysis of a
particular behavioral area among a specific target group
and provides implications for what the campaign should
stress in order to be successful. For example, he encour-
ages one to look into the cognitive (knowledge and atti-
tudes), motivational (needs, motivations, intentions), and
behavioral factors. Each single area, according to Cart-
wright, is not sufficient for campaign effectiveness. In
particular, his inclusion of the behavioral or action area
is important. This encourages a planner to consider such
factors as whether or not skills training is essential to
change behavior., and whether or not behavior can be
changed unless services or other necessary infrastructure
factors are within reach of individuals exposed to the
messages.

McGuire (1969) and Maccoby (1980) provided simi-
lar frameworks which follow from a social learning
model. While both are similar, the Maccoby framework
is most applicable to a health behavior change situation
since it includes steps regarding key aspects of behav-
ioral self-management. He proposes five critical stages:
awareness, knowledge, motivation, skills learning, and
maintenance and self-management. The emphasis an a
maintenance and self-management stage is critical ffnce

many behavior change programs in health areas such as
smoking cessation, weight control, and stress reduction
have had temporary success but have failed to maintain
long-term changes. This framework encourages the

planner to determine where each audience segment is

currently situated in the behavioral hierarchy and to
consider the blockages and strategies to moving individu-
als through the process of change.

Ray (1973) proposed a three-order hierarchy model
which he applies to the analysis and planning of market-
ing communication efforts. The first hierarchy is a learn-
ing hierarchy (cognitive-affective-conative). This is the
one typically assumed in most health programs. Ray
proposes that this hierarchy exists when the audience is
involved in the topic of a campaign, when there are clear
differences between the alternative products (or behav-
iors), when mass media are involved, and when a product
is in the early stages of its lifecycle (i.e., past consumer
experience is generally small). The second hierarchy, the
dissonance-attribution hierarchy (conative-affective-
cognitive), is the exact reverse of the learning order. The
basic 9tuation this occurs in consists of high involvement
with almost indistinguishable alternatives (usually in-
volving interpersonal communication and particularly,
peer pressure) with products and ideas people have had
a great deal of experience with. This hierarchy may be

.particularly important in situations where people are
either forced to enact some behavior or among people
who have already voluntarily enacted it. For example, if
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one learns through formative research that people spon-
taneously quit smoking on their own, the emphasis might,
be on affective and cognitive strategies based on a thor-
ough understanding of how to'maintain the existing be-
havior change through proper attribution and dissonance
reduction. The final hierarchy is the low-involvement
hierarchy (cognitive-conative-affective). This typically
occurs with ,products people have experienced which
have minimal differences among them, and for which
mass communications have been involved in generating
preferences. This hierarchy is typically found in mass
media advertising of low-priced consumer products but
can also occur in situation's such as insurance purchasing,
voting for local candidates, and over-the-counter drug-

.
purchasing decisions.

The relevance of these three micro-analysis models is
that they encourage the planner to look not only at the
message and, receiver but also at the behavioral arena,
including such factors as accessibility to facilities needed
to change successfully and skills-karning deficiencies.
Secondly, they encourage the planner to study each situ-
ation to determinespecifically where key target audience
segments stand in relation to a particular hierarchy to
avoid wasted efforts or potential boomerang effects. For
example, antismoking programs 'wasted effOits for many
years based on the fallacious assumption of the learning
hierarchy that people were not aware of the health haz-
ards of smoking and needed to be persuaded to quit.
Finally, the micro models allOw for detailed objective
setting and specific evaluation of these objectives on var-
ious levels of the selected hierarchies. The key to the
problem-analysis stage, regardless of the framework
chosen, is the expenditure of ciinsiderable effort on prob-
lem definition and detailed objective setting based on a
thorough understanding of the relevant beliefs, informa-
tion needs, knowled§e levels, current behaviors, and
blockages to change on the part of the target audience
segments. This process often requires formative research
efforts to answer key questions about the audience, par-
ticularly to look at the blockages to change from their
viewpoint and some potential strategies to overcome
them.

Media Selection and Use

Media considerations have rarely if at all-been consid-
ered in past health cainpaigns. Media choices have usu-
ally been taken as given, and taken for granted. There
are two main questions in considering media: Which
medium or media should be used in a given campaign,
and how should it/they be used?

Formative research is the key to successful media plan-
ning. The first step is to conduct sotne type of researcbto
determine the media-use patterns of the.key target audi-

.

ence segments. The current media choices of these seg-
ments are probably the most appropriate for usetn future
campaigns.

Other important considerations' are the match between
the goals of the c paign (carticularly those relating to
a choice in hier rchies of learning), the particular re-
quirements of the 5and the medium to he chosen.
For e'xample, if a disson nce-attribution hierarchy is as-

.

sumed, then the main Redium may be interpersonal
communication which will be used to encourage a new
complex behavior requiring the flexibility and detail that
interpersonal communication can provide, coupled with
a mass medium' such as radio or print reinforcing and
maintaining the behavior. An example of Such a choice
was the Finnish smoking-cessation program which used
small-group communication to provide social_ support for
change, with television providing 'supportive informa-
tional material. The medium-message fit is usually of
concern When a message is quite complex and must be
presented in a medium which has a high channel ca-
pacity, for example, [Ant media' such as books and
newspapers.

The use of multiple channels of communication and
the coordination of messages among these channels are
also of great importance. Multiple channels tend to rein-
force one an'other and provide a iynergistic effect. Multi-
ple channels can also carry different types of information.
For example, a radio message of low-information density
can be designed not to provick information on the topic
but merely to stimulate subsequent information-seeking
behavior in a high-information density medium, such as
a booklet. Campaign planners usually also stress the
importance of coordination of the visual and verbal infor-
mation in all media used in order to maximize the desired
synergistic outcome.

Finally, an important concern in 'media planning is
, that messages receive adequate exposure among the tar-

get audience. Exposure consists of three main factors:
reach, frequency, and timing. "Reach means the num-
ber of people in the target group exposed one or more
times. "Frequency" is the number of times an average
person reached is exposed per unit of time. "Timing" is
the time of day the message is placed in the mass medium.
Although timing is a factor in reach, most television and
radio health campaigns use public service broadcast time
and are exposed at the whim of the broadcaster (often in
the early hours of the morning), timing is an important
pra,ctical factor. There is also a concern with a threshold
effect in communication campaigns. Many past cam-
paigns may have failed simply because,reach and fre-
quency were inadequate. It is beyond the scope of this
review to discuss how to determine adequate reach and
frequency. Suffice it to say that this is best determined by
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being emiDirically oriented through the use of field ex-

periments and evaltiation,research studies.

Message Design

Message design is the term used to describe the process
of highly specific objective setting, generation of alter-
native message approaches, pre-testing, and revision

of messages to be used in a campaign. A vast body of

knowledge exists on considerations concerning tradi-
tional communication variables such as the source, mes-
sage, channel, and receiver (cf. McGuire 1969; Schramm
1972; Zimbardo et al. 1977). This huge resourc.fshould
not be ignored as his often been the case by past cam-
paign designers. However, this body of laboratory studies
should not be expected to provide direct implications for
health campaign message design. There is a persistent
misconception in the literature, evidenced and reinforced
by Atkin's (1979) review, that these studies 3re directly
applicable. Ray (1975) provides a unique compromise
between these conflicting viewpoints.' He discusses a
concept called "micro-theoretical 'notions of behavioral
science" which are simply generalizations from past re-
search set within situation-specific hypotheses. For ex-
ample, he demonstrates how the conflicting evidence on

.the use of fear appeals can be reconciled when looked at
in a situational perspective.

Ray's analysis suggests that situational1cts which
may influence the effect of mass communicati cam-
paigns should be considered. In addition, it is imp rtant
to use an empirical approach to message design 4hich
relies heavily on formative research and on pretes ng to
insure that messages accomplish what planners have de-

signed them to do.

Evaluation

To be useful in present and future campaigns, evalu-
ation research must walk.. a tightrope between a the%
oretical and a practical orientation. Theory must exist in

the basic framework of a campaign in order to under-
stand the process of behavioral change. Practicality must
exist in order to use the results of the evaluation in a
meaningful way. Therefore, for an evaluation to be suc-
cessful, it must study both outcomes and processes. Meas-

uring de-sired outcomes is obviously important in order to
determine whether or not goals have.been reached. This
is used in' most evaluations, although not always in a

/valid and meaningful way, but the process of change is
rarely studied. E,yaluations are so accustomed to asking,
"Did it w'ork?" that they Mien forget to ask, "Why did
itiwork RObertson et al. (1974) seatbtltvomotion
campaign is a classic example of this sort Of mistake.
Using the state-of-the-art in quasi-experimental design,

they learned that their, campaign had'no effect; however,
they were hard pressed to explain this 'outcome.. It is
meaninglesslo provide a "yes/no?" answer in evaluating
a campaign/since no one benefits from the research re-
Sults in terms of planning future efforts, even when the
answer is a "yes."

Summary 4.

This s`ection presented some important con'siderations
concerning problem analysis, media selection, 'message'
design, and evaluation which have rarely been considered
in past health education programs. There is great poten-
tial Tor improving thegfectiveness of future campaigns if
theie important areas are consider:ed. This consideration'
need not be elaborate or expensive; the main ingredient .

is thinking. Small expenditures in problem analysis and
planning can reap huge divkiends, particularly where
large mass media campaigrks are at stake.

Implications

This review attempts to put forth only oneidea: It cs

, time to stop asking the question, "Do mass media work

in health?" and start asking "How can we best make
them work?" Research over time will provide infor-

mation on the effectiveness of well-planned and
well-administered gate-of-the-art programs. This will
increase our knowledge on 'how to create successful cam-
paigns in the future. The emphasis should be on devel-

oping campaigns with sophisticated care, planning, and
the resources of behavioral science experience and 4ech-

niques. If this is accomplished, the dream of reaching a

mass audience it low cost and encouraging voluntary
changes in health behavior may be realized.
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Among its recommendations for future research, the
Surgeon General's Scientific Advisory Committee on
Television and Social Behavior noted the need to look at
"predispositional characteristics" of the viewer. This rec-
ommendation reflected the committee's concern that
prior research, including that commissioned fOr the
Surgeon General's report, had not focused sufficiently on
what the viewer brought to the act of watching but rather
on what was being watched. While much emphasis in

teleiision research continues to examine what is being
watched, the contribution of the viewer to this relation-
ship has become of interest in recent years.

It is ironic that, when the Surgeon General's commit-
tee addressed the issue of predisposition in its major con-
clusion about television violence and aggression (". . . the
causal sequence is very likely applicable only to some
children who are predisposed in this direction"), it was
.misunderstood by some critics of the report as a euphe-
mism for mental illness. The committee had no evidence
about the effects of mental illness on the viewer's re-
sponse to television violence and meant only to suggest,
rightly, that the person watching brought something
other than simple attention to the act of viewing. .

What the individual brings to the process of viewing is .

nowhere a more intriguing issue than with those persons
who engage in that process outside the normal home
environment. Of special importance is not just the cir-
cumstance of viewing in some institutional setting but the
reasons for the viewer being in such a setting. The pa-'
tients in mental inStitutions, in homes for the aged, in
general hospitals, or in various detention centers and
prisons, all are engaged in other than "ndrmal" viewing
.under other than normal circtimstances. If "predisposi-
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tion" is of any significance, it should be especially so
under these specialized circumstances.

There have been relatively few field studies involving
persons in institutions. Among the earliest are those con-
cerned with boys in various residential schools (Feshbach
and Singer 1971; Parke ef al. 1977; Wells 1973). The'

'Feshbach and Singer and the Wells studies were cOn-
cerned with the effects of television violence and were
conducted in institutional settings niore because of the
opportunity to test the effects of television violence over
time in a controlled environment than because of special
interest in the sample populations or in the residential
setting in which the viewing.took place. The study by
Parke et al. was specifically concerned with institution-
alized juvenile delinquents and with how filmed violence
affects these individuals who have prior histories of ag-
gressive behavior. Parke and his colleagues concluded
that "predispositional factors" were not found to influ-
enceaggressive reactions to violent films,although in one
part of .the study with single-exposure subjects, viewers
who were initially more aggressive were more affected by
the filmed violence.

Menzies (1971) looked at television prefetences
among prisoners. She took a sample of 40 male inmates
at a Florida Federal prison. Half of the sample had a
history ofchvert aggression prior to imprisonment, includ-
ing assault and/or deitruction of property. The other
half did not have such a history. From a nearby 'voca-
tional school, a third grdup of 31 males was equated for
age, race,and education and used as a comparison group.
In an experimental situation, the subjects selected be-
tween violent and nonvitlent content in a series of video-
taped pictures. Results failed to supKrt the hypothesis



that persons with assaultive social histories would show
more preference for violent content than either non-
aggressive prisoners or a comparison group of males out-
side prison.

Mental Patients in Psychiatric
Settings

Perhaps the first extenci,d examination of television
viewing by mental patients was a survey of 18 State
psychiatric centers, representing 80 percent of New
York's inpatient population (Rubinstein ei al. 1977).
The questionnaires, which werecompleted by the cen-
ters' directors'and by ward personnel, revealed that the
center directors generally believed television viewing had
a positive effect on patients and that such viewing may
have potential as a modeit therapeutic procedure in men-

) tal hospitals. The ward staff reported television viewing
as a pervasive activity, with variations in behavior among
subgroups of patients. Ward staff reported that television*
viewing seemed a more beneficial activity for chronic and
geriatric patients than for adolescent or acutely ill pa-
tients. Results suggest that age, intensity of illness, and
length of institutionalization influence how television
affects these patients.

In another portion of their study, Rubinstein et al.
(1977) examined the television-vieWing behavior of a
sample of patients in a treatment facility for emotionally
disturbed children on Long Island, N.Y. Using a special
survey form, trained research assistants interviewed ward
staff to obtain information on patient characteristics and
the prevalence and patterns of their television-viewing
habits, program preferences, and program-related be-
haviors. Behaviorally disturbed children were reported to
watch television about 31/2 hours per day, while autistic
children watched about 1 hour per day. The ward per-

% sonnet believed television viewing generally had a posi-
tive effect. At the same time, almost all children were
observed to engage in behaviors that related to what they
had viewed, including aggressive behavior seen on tele-
vision. Imitative behaviors of various superheroes seen
were mentioned as prevalent. Seventy percent of the re-
spondents reported various acting-out behaviOrs which
seemed to be provoked by what the children had seen on,
television, including positive behaviors as well negative
ones. Responses were characterized by marked interpa-
tient differences. Predispositional characteristics seemed
to be at least partly the reason for such differencei.

In a comparable series of studies, Jeffers and his col-
leagues ( Jeffers et al. 1979) looked at media use in a
mental institution in Illinois. They found that television
viewing was almost exclusively the media activity. In an
earlier report, these authors (Ostman et al. 1978) com-
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pared their findings on television viewing with those of
the study by Rubinstein et al. (1977). The two studies
differed in sample size and in methodology. The New
York study was a mail survey of 18 psychiatric centers
and a sample of 2,181 patients. The Illinois study was a
direct observation of from 67 to 98 patients on two wards
in one mental health center. Despite these differences in
approach, results of both studies were quite similar.
Television viewing was a dominant leisure-time activity
and was informally used by the institution as a dominant
foals of patient attention in the dayroom or hospital.
lounge area. While patients were not always attending to
the program shown (in the New York study, patients
actively watching varied from 41 percent of male chronic
patients during daytime viewing to 81% of female adoles-
cent Patients watching during daytime viewing), the tele-
vision sets were turned on an average of over 12 hours
per day.

In related studies, Ostman and his colleagues (Ost=

man et al. 1978, 1979) compared normal and mentally
.disturbed individuals in their use and perceptions of tele-
vision content. In the 1978 study, Ostman and his col-
leagues examined the relative knowledge of current
events of samples of 41 mental patients and 47 university
students. While the university students had a signifi-
cantly higher knowledge of current events than the men-
tal patients, no significant differenCes were found between
the two groups in their mass media use patterns. In the
1979 study, Ostman and his colleagues found that a sam-
ple of acutely psychotic patients in a mental health center
perceived television content as more realistic than did a
random sample of the general population.

The unanswered question in regard to these institu-
tionalized mental patients is not whether television is a
significant part of their daily lives but how it can be made
a more constructive part of their treatment. The marked
imerpatient differences that were found in the Rubin-
stein et al. study (1977) are worthy of further exam-
ination. While 34 percent of all patients became more
relaxed, 38 percent grew restless or bored, and others
became agitated or upset and sometimes talked back to
the television. The relationship of 'these different reac-
tions to other patient charatteristics may increase our
understanding of the role television plays among these
different groups.

Another interesting finding relating patient behavior
to television indicated that, in a study of the art pro-
ductions of 55 schizophrenic patients (Wadeson and
Carpenter 1976), some patients incorporated television
program material into their psychotic delusions.

In a more extended study of the television-viewing
behaviors of emotionally disturbed children, Rubinstein
and his colleagues (Kochnower et al. 1978) found that
inpatient emotionally disturbecischildren reported watch-
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ing 21.6 hours per week while,outpatients 'viewed 31.8
hours per week. In assessing the impact of television
viewing on these children, it was found that 75 percent of
both the inpatient and outpatient groups reported seeing
behaviors on television they wished to imitate. A greater
percentage of inpatient ,children (87 percent) than out-
patient children (39 percent) actually attempted to carry
out one or more of these behaviors. Furthermore, about
one-third of both groups of children reported dreaming
frequently about something seen on television, with
about one-half of those dreams involving frightening ma-
terial. On the other hand, 80 percent of both patient
groups associated television viewing with positive mood
states.

In commenting on the potential therapeutic use of
television in a mental hospital, Jeffers et al. (1979) note
the need for a structured effort to use television for ther-
apeutic purposes in a mental hospital. This echoes the
recommendation made earlier by Rubinstein et al.
(1977). One study attempting to do this is described later
in this paper. There is obviously much more research
that can and should be initiated toward such ends.

It should also be mentioned that the portrayal of men-
tal illness on television is another source of potential
therapeutic use of television for the mentally ill. Un-
fortunately, what little information is available suggests
that the mentally ill are likely to be stereotyped as either
violent or the victims of violence. Gerbner and his col-
leagues (Gerbner et al. 1979) found that 10 percent of
prime time network dramatic programs involve some
depiction relating to mental illness. The characterization
is usually that of a dangerous, if not an evil, individual.
The usual portrayal is not conducive to either an accurate
public understanding of the mentally ill or to a construc-
tive self-image among the mentally ill themselves.

Old Age Settings.

One recent study (Davis et al. 1976) noted that little
was known about the viewing behavior of older persons,
despite the size and importance of that audience. And
even among the studies reportat data were obtained
mainly from older viewers in their own homes. Only one
part of the study by Davis et al. (1976) deals with indi-
viduals in homes for the elderly. Compared with two
samples of older viewers living in private homes, the
individuals in residential homes spent significantly more
hoursoriewing. In one sample of nonresidential older
viewers,15 percent of the sample reported watching tele-
vision 5 hours a week or less. In .the sample of institu-
tionalized older viewers, the men watched 27 hours per
week, while the women watched 22 hours. The 1973
Nielsen data showed adult males watching 25 hours'and
adult women watching 31 hours per week. The reason
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for the discrepancy by sex was not discussed by Davis
et al., except to suggest that their reporting methods may
not be fully reliable.

What is clear is that most studies of viewing by the
elderly report television viewing as the most frequently
named daily activity (De Grazia 1961; ,Schramm 1969;
Schalinske 1968; Zborowskc 1962). As with institu-
tionalized mental patients, however, eatensive data on
television viewing behavior of older viewers are not avail-
able. What is known suggests that television plays an
increasingly important role for these individuals as a
source of information and entertainment. Davis et k
(1976) note that their sample of hospitalized eldttly pre-
ferred news and publiCAffairs programs. Next in prefer-
ence were game shows, comedies, and drama. The one
program most preferred was the Lawrence Welk show. It
is noteworthy that the study by Rubinstein et al. (1977)
reported that the geriatric population in the State
psychiatric centers also reported Lawrence Welk as their
single most popular program. Simirarly the latter study
showed that the geriatric patients preferred news pro-
grams. Also, the geriatric patients in the psychiatric cen-
ters spent more hours watching television than either the
adolescent or acutely ill patients.

In a more extensive report bf the study of a samPle of
hospitalized elderly, Davis 'and Edwards (1975) suggest
that, while regular brpadcasting provides important in-
formation and entert4inment for 'the inmates, cable-
linked television offers many additional possibilities.
They suggest that specialized programing may have
therapeutic potential. While some efforts at specialized
programing (Over Easy) and special W-1.- -television
programing have, been recently introduced, little is

known yet about the benefits of such programing.

Other Populations in Institutions

We have found no published studies of television view-
ing in other institutions such as general hospitals. From
general observation, we suspect that a significant amount
of leisure time is spent watching television. For example,
the use of television sets in general hospitals is wide-
spread Patients have the option of renting such sets by
the day, and in, most hospitals the sets are in constant use.
An informal survey of one major hospital in North Car-
olina reveals that the television sets in patient rooms are
used by almost Al patients. Staff atthe hospital note that
some patients ,not *only watch what is on for hours at a
*time but fall asleep more easily with die set on. In per-
haps !Ouch the same way thattelevision is available and
used 4n hotel and motel rooms it has also beconie a
constant companion in the general hospital.



'Some .efforts havr been initiated at studying television
viewitfg by''hospitalized children. Frankel (1977, 1978)
described a series ot steps taken by pediatricians to
examine children's.viewing patterns at one major general
hospital in California. In addition, in 1976; a letter ex-
pressing cohcern about television viewing by young pa-
tients was sent to every children's hospital in the United
States, every U.S..medical school's department of pedi-
atrics, and every general hospital i'vith more than 250
beds. At the same time, a pilot effort was started to
provide a special closed-circuit cable channel for chil-
dren's programing. While no final results have been
fnade available, this initial effort at special programing
seems to have been successful. It represents one pre-
liminary effort at examining and modifying television
viewing for the institutionalized, individual in keeping
witb the broad therapeutic goals of the institution. Obvi-
ously much more along these lines can and should be
done.

While it is not directly relevant to this review, it should
be noted that much use is made in hospitals of in-
structional and educational television films for patients
before surgical procedures are initiated or at other appro-
priate points in the course of their hospitalization. Much
more extensive use of television for these purposes and
others should be purtied. Research to evaluate the
effectiveness of such* use would be valuable.

Other specialized populations and ,their television
viewing, not necessarily in institutions, have been the
focus of some attention in-recent years. Gadberry (1980)
has been involved in one effort to develop a series of
television progrant designed to teach social skills to re-
tarded adolescents and adults. Results are not yet avail-
able, but other efforts along these lines will undoubtedly
take ellace.

Licker (1978) collected data on the use of television
and other media by a sample of about 400 disabled indi-
viduals in Canada. While these individuals were not in
institutions, they were not as mobile as the able-bodied
viewer. Results showed that the disabled used the mass
media primarily as a time filler and that television and
the other media do not serve the special needs of the
disabled.

,Therapeutic Uses of Television: An
Experimental Study

,

Clearly television pervades the daily lives of residents
in institutional settings. However, there has been little, if
any, documented use of television in a therapeutic a even
purposeful way. In view of the amount of time that
residents spend watching television, a provocative ques-

tion becomes: Can the viewing experience be structured
to promote therapeutic outcomes?

In the latter part of 1980, we completed a study with
a population of youngsters who were institutionalized in
a psychiatric setting. The majority of the youngsters had
serious problems in their social functioning, particularly
with respect to antisocial behaviors. We asked specific:"
ally whether exposing the youngsters to a "diet" of pro-
grams which portrayed socially desirable or "prosocial"
behaviors would result in positive changes in the young-
sters' social behaviors and attudes.

The project was an outgrowth of an exp5nding litera-
ture that documents the presenCe of pro ocial behavior in
regular enhertainment programing and the facilitation of
prosocial behavior in children exposed to such content. In
numerous content analyses spanning different broadcast
periods, it has been shown that altruistic a d sympathetic
behaviors are presented at a reasonable frequency (Har-
vey et al. 1979; Iiiebert and Poulos 1975; Poulos et al.
1976). Furthermore, in both laboratory Collins-and
Getz 1976; Murray and Ahammer 1977; Sprafkin et al.
1975) and naturalistic settings (Friedrich and Stein
19731 Moriarty and McCabe 1977), it has been docu-
mented that specific prosocial behaviors are increased for
youngsters who are shown programs containing these
behaviors.

While all of the studies have been done using normal
children, one study provides suggestive evidence that
behavior-problem youngsters might benefit even more
than the normal population from ekposure to prosocial
programing. Stein anclf riedrich (1972) found that pre-
school children who +Were fron1or socioebromic class
families showed the largest i crease in prosocial inter-
personal behavior after exposure to a prosocial diet of
Mister Rogers' Neighborhood. The researchers specu-
lated that the home environment of these children did not
reinforce prosocial behaviors to the extent done 'n
middle-class homes and that this "socialization deficit"
was filled with the prosocial programing. Similarly, it

, may be that, relative to normal children, those with be-
havior problems could benefit from exposure to prosocial
behaviors and attitudes and that television could provide
this added reinforcement.
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The Design

Insofar.as our previous survey at the children's center
(Rubinstein et al. 1977) revealed that the patients usu-
ally watch fairly violent types of programs, it was clear
that their normal telsxision viewing would not expose
them to many prosocial themes. Accordingly, the study
involved constructing a prosocial television diet.contaifi-
ing progratins with frequent instances of prosocial behav-
iors and assessing its influence relative to a "control"
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television diet composed of *grams representative of
the youngsters' typical viewing fare.

One concern about these patients was that their atten-
tion span and intellectual abilities were more limited
than that of normal youngsters, two factors which might
prevent them from extpcting the prosocial television
messages. It was thought that adult reinforcement of the
prosocial themes might be necessary for the youngsters to
learn and incorporate the positive messages. Therefore, a
second aspect of the study was to assess the effectiveness
of highlighting the most salient prosocial content in an'
adult-led group discussion after each program.

A parallel discuss4 session kir the control television
diet was designed to assess whether an adult-led discus-
sion of the antisocial behaviors contained in the programs
could dtcrease the adverse influences of such television
content. This seemed to be a particularly important ques-
tion to address with this special population in that they
seemed to be at greater risk than normal children in
being adversely affected by television violence. Television
violence has been shown to influence the less mature and
initially more -aggressive preschool child (Friedrich and
Stein 1973). Since both these characteristks are common
in the institutionalized population studied and since their
typical viewing included high levels of violence, it seemed
extremely ,..,orthwhile to discover ways ni counteract the
negative influences. Prior research has shown that adult
disapproval of aggression seen on television can at least
temporarily decrease the facilitation of viewer aggression
"(Grusec 1973; Hicks 1968; Horton and Santagrossi 1978).
In the present study, the effect of the control diet without
a discussion was compared to that with a postviewing
discussion which highlighted and evaluated the most sa-
lient antisocial behaviors.

To summarize, there were four treatment conditions
in a 2 by 2 design: Each treatment included either the
prosocial or control television diet and either the presence
or absence of a postviewing discussion session. The tele7
vision diets ,were each composed of 10 half-hour pro-
grams, one program being shown each weeknight over a
2-week period, The 10-minute group discussion followed
immediately after the program showing.

The Television Diet

The prosocial and control television diets were selected
from an extensive videotape library of previously broad-,
cast commercial programs. All programs (half-hour
each) had been plot-summarized and rated with a sys-
tematic code (Rubinstein et al. 1974) for prosocial and
aggressive content, for nutherous content analyses span-
ning 5 years (Donagher et al. 1975; Harvey et al. 1979;
Liebert and Poulos 1975; Poulos et al. 1976). The proso-
cial diet was screened using the behavioral criteria estab-
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lished for a previous field-experimental study (Liebert
and Poulos 1975); specifically, programs containing at
least 29 prosocial acts and less than 3 aggressive acts per
hour were labeled "prosocial."

The plots of the prosocial programs were then exam-,

ined to identify those that were most suitable for the
population of disturbed youngsters. The themes zlealt
with in the final .prosocial diet included: the benefits of
helping others, compromising when there is a conflict,
considering other peoples' feelings, cooperating with
teachers, and the problems with stealing and with play-
ing practical jokes. The series used included situation
comedies (e.g., Brady Bunch), dramas (e.g., Room 222),
and cartoons (e.g., Fat Albert and the Cosby Kids).

To assess the youngsters' typical television" diet for the
construction of the control diet, viewing diaries were
collected on the four participating wards about 3 months
prior to the initiation of the field experiment. The view-
ing diaries were completed by the child-care workers on
the afternoon and evening shifts during the last 2 weeks
in October 1978. The completed diaries were collected
from the clinical staff members daily for the 2-week
period. Based on the viewing diaries, the ten most fre-
quently watched half-hour programs across the four
wards were selected for the control diet condition, which
resulted in seven cartoons (e.g., The Flintstones) and
three situation comedies (e.g., Sanford and Son).
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The Postviewing Discussion

The discussions about the programs were led by one of
three senior research associates who followed structured
scripts based on each of the programs. The discussions
focused on the major prosocial and antisocial themes and
behaviors in the prograins, particnlarly on the motiva-
tions for and consequences of these behaviors and on an
evaluatiott of how the characters handled thehighlighted
situations. After discussing the situations presented in the
program, the leader stimulated discussion of similar sit-
uations that the children might have faced, how they
handled them, how tfiey felt about them, and what the
consequences were. A deliberate attempt was made to
reinforce the prosocial behaviors and discourage the anti-
social behaviors..

The Procedure

The research was conducted at a State inpatient facil-
ity for psychiatrically disturbed children in Long Island,
N.Y. Almost all the children were Long Island residents.
A total of 132 youngsters on the four highest functioning
wards participated in the study. Three of the wards con-
tained boys, and one ward contained girls. The young-



sters' average age was 14 years (ranging from 8 to 18
years), and their average IQ was 87.8 (on the WISC).
The youths had been in the facility for an average of 1
year prior to the study, with 44.4 percent being diagnosed
as unsocialized aggressive reaction, 20.3 percent as
schizophrenic, 15.8 percent as adjustment reaction of
childhood, and the remaintier as organic brain syndrome,
retarded, or anxiety reaction.

Each of the four television discussion treatments was
administered to three wards over the course of one year.

fliheduling constraints at the clinical facility precluded
the administration of all of the four treatments on each of
the four wards.) Each. ward thus. was the.site "of three
treatments. Treatments were ordered so that each treat-
ment was administered first on a ward, and on each ward
the prosocial diet was alternated with the control diet.

The administration of each treatment required
4 weeks: 1 week of baseline assessment, followed by
2 weeks of treatment and 1 week of followup assessment.
During the 2-week treatment phase, a television pro-
gram from the appropriate diet was shown on the ward
immediately after dinner (between 5:30 p.m. and
6:30 p.m.). During the viewing, the yolingstersLattention
to the program was assessed using tile Method developed
by Stein and Friedrich (1972)., If there was a dismission
condition, it followed the viewing and lasted 10
12 minutes. Then a written, multiple-choice comprehen-
sion test focusing on the main prosocial and antisocial ,
messages contained in the program was administered.
During the baseline and followup weeks, several de-
pendent measures were collected, but there was no ex-
posure to 'the television diets, although some incidental
television viewing occurred.

The Dependent Measures

The pre-post dependent measures assessed the young-
sters' social behavior in a variety of ways. They were
observed for three disperied 3-minute time blocks every
evening of the 4-week treatment phase, behavior being
recorded as being exhibited or not after, every 30 seconds
of observation. The behavioral categories included three
prosocial behaviors (altruism, affection, and appropriate

Interaction) and four aggressive behaviors (physical, ver-
bal, symbolic, and object aggression). Periodic reliability
assessments on the use of the code have yielded satis-
factory interrater agreement (agreement ranged from
65 percent to 74 percent). The pre-post assessments also
included two paper-and-pencil measures, the Response
Hierarchy (Leifer and Roberts 1972) and the Locus of
Control (Bialer 1961).
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The Findings

The effects of the television diets and the postviewing
discussions were assessed with a three-way analysis of
variance on each of the dependent measures (three proso-
cial and four aggressive behaviors, Response Hierarchy,
and Locus of Control Scores). The television piet
(Prosocial/Control) X Discussion (With/WithoutA X
Phase (Pre/Post) analyses were performed on the 102
youngsters who attended at least four of the ten treatment
programs in any treatment cycle. The major findings are
presented below, and a detailed account of them is con-
tained in the full.report (Sprafkin et al. 1980).

Of the positive social behaviors, there was a significant
Diet X Phase interaction for Altruism (F = 3.93, p <
.05) which indicated that youngsters who saw the proso-
cial television diet increased in altruistic behaviors from
the pretreatMent to posttreatment period (1.05 to 1.25
behaviors per 3Iminute interval), while those who
viewed the control diet behaved less altruistically (1.25 to
;89 behaviors per interval). As table 1 shows, for the low

' Table 1

Mean Altruistic Behaviors at Pre:"and
Post- Phases for High- and Low-IQ Youngsters

Exposed to Discussion and No Discussion

DiscusSion No Discussion

Low IQ
Pre 1.34 1.32
Post .71 1.33

High IQ
Pre .74

,t
1.01

Post 1.16 1.26

IQ children, the discussion decreased altruism, while for
the high IQ children; altruism increased both with and
without discussion (Discussion X Phase X IQ inter-
action; F = 7.45, p < .01). The patients' initial level of
physical aggression determined the influence of the tele-
4ision diets on altruism in that the high aggressive young-
sters' altruism increased significantly from exposure to
the prosocial television diet and decreased significantly
from exposure to the control television diet, while the low
aggressive patients' behavior did not vary with television
diet (TV Diet X Phase X Baseline Aggression inter-
action; F =' 4.85, p < .05. Table 2 presents the means).

A parallel set of ANOVAs were performed on the
aggressive behavioral categories: A significant TV Diet
X Discussion X Phase interaction was found for Verbal
Aggression (threatening, teasing, or derogatory com-
ments) and for Object Aggression (destroying or dam-
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Table 2

Mean Altruistic Behaviors at Pre- and
Post- Phases for Low and

High Aggressive Youngsters
Exposed to. Two TV Diets

Prosocial TV Diet Control TV Diet

Low High Low High
Aggression Aggression Aggression Aggression

Pre.... 1.07 1.01 1.16 1.70

post. . 1.00 1.49 1.23 .36

aging objects) [F . 9.96, p < .01 and F .= 4.57, p <
.05 respectivelyl. As tables 3 and 4 indicate, for both
behaviors, the prosocial television diet with discussion led
to an increase in aggression, while without the dis-
cussion, aggression decreased. On the other hand, at least
for verbal aggression, the discus' sion for the control diet
decreased aggression, while it'S absence increased ag-
gression. For Symbolic Aggression (use of noncontact or
nonverbal means to harm someone, including chasing
and threatening gestures), there was a significant Diet X
Phase X Baseline Aggressipn interaction (F 5.09,p <
.05). Table 5, which presents the means, suggests that
Symbolic Aggression decreased, in both the discussion
and no-discussion conditions, for the high aggression
youngsters who were exposed to the prosocial television
diet, while none of the other groups changed from the
pre- to post-phase.

Table 3

Mean Verbal Aggressive Behaviors
at Pre- and Post- Phases

for Youngsters Exposed to Two TV Diets
With and Without Discussion

Proemial TV Diet Control TV Diet

No No

Discussion Discussion Discussion Discussion

Pre.... .15 .21 .20 .10

Post... .25 .13 .09 ;28

An analysis of the attention and comprehension scores
(averaged over programs within treatments) revealed
that the average attention score was 77 percent and the
average comprehension score was 60.5 percent. These
scores were not found to vary with television diet, the
discussion condition, or IQ. Overall, the attention scores
suggestlhat the children who watched the showings were
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Table 4

Mean Object Aggression at Pre- and
Post- Phases for Youngsters Exposed to

Two TV Diets With and Without Discussion

Prosocial TV Diet Control TV Diet

No No

Discussion Discussion Discussion Discussion

Pre....
Post...

.01 .09 .08 . .03

2.79 .02 .06 .08

'

quite attentive, especially when one considers the dis-
tractions present in a group-viewing situation. Similarly,
the comprehension scores suggest that the viewers under-
stood a fair amount of the critical social content; given the
low reading scores of this population, it is likely that the
written comprehension test underestimate what was ac-
tually learned. .

The results of tHis field investigation suggest that tele-
vision can be used effectively to facilitate positive changes
iajhe social behavior of institutionalized behaviorally
dMurbed children. Youngsters exposed to a 2-week diet
of prosocial programs behaved more altruistically, were
less verbally aggressive, and were less destructive relative
to viewers exposed to the violence-laden programs typi-
cally viewed by this population. Further, for youngsters
initialli more aggressive than the average (for this popu-
lation), exposure to 'the prosocial diet resulted in a de-
crease in threatening,aggressive behaviors and gestures.
Similarly, it was this initially aggressive subsample
which benefited the most from exposure to the prosocial
programs; that is, the frequency of their altruistic be-
haviors increased more than that of the less aggressive
individuals.

These laner findings parallel Stein and Friedrich's
(1972) finding that, of the children exposed to their
prosocial program regimen, the lower socioeconomic

Table 5

Mean Symbolic Aggression at Pre- and
Post- Phases for Low and High Aggressive

Youngsters Exposed to Two TV Diets
with and Without Discussion

Prosocial TV Diet Control TV Diet

- Low High
iggression Aggression

Low
Aggression

High
Aggression

Pre.... .03 .37 .05 .28

Post... .10 .08 .03 .25



class (SES) viewers increased in prosocial interpersonal
behaviors more than did the, higher SES youngsters.
Their explanation for thts finding was that the lower
SES children had a "socialization deficit" relative to the
high SES group in that prosocial values were less rein-
forced in their homes than in higher SES homes; this
deficit could be filled with televised prosocial messages.
Similarly, in our study, it may be that, for the youngsters
who. behaved in antisocial ways, the prosocial programs
communicated new information about peaceful behav-
iors. Perhaps a longer exposure to the prosocial diet
would have resulted in decreases in physically aggressive
behaviors.

Another encouraging finding was that the prosocial
programs shown were as appealing as those normally
selected; that is, the prosocial programs attracted the
viewers' attention to the same degree as programs more
typically selected by the youths. This suggests that ward
personnel could guide the children's program selections
to include programs with constructive messages.

The potential of increasing the prosocial effects with a
postviewing discussion is less clearcut. The discussion in
the prosocial diet appeared to undermine the positive
program effects. Viewers who saw the prosocial diet
without djoctasion became less verbally aggressive and
less desteuctive, while those who also discussed the pro-
gram became more aggressive in these ways. Likewise,
low-IQ children became less altruistic in the discussion
conditions. On the other hand, the discussion accom-
panying the control television diet did not have this nega-
tive effect; in fact, the discussion appeared to counteract-
some of the adverse effects of the violent content.

A possible explanation for these findings is that the
youngsters in the target population tend to be rebellious,
nonconforming, and oppositional and tend to maintain a

"tough" image. Such individuals might have actively re-
sisted an adult's direct support of altruistic peaceful be-
havior in much the same way as they oppose other adult
directives. In contrast, the prosocial messages contained
in the television programs were couchectin less moralistic,
terms; and they were presented more casually than was
the case for the discussion leader, who by assuming a
teacher-like role almost invited resistance from this
population.

We hope that the promising results obtained with the
prosocial television diet will inspire further research on
how to maximize positive effects. Clearly, a more con-
centrated "dosage" of prosocial programs might have 4
been more successful. Further, an examination of the
postviewing group discussion process is warranted to'de-
termine more effective ways to emphasize televised
prosocial content to disturbed children.

Conclusions

Despite their preliminary status, the ,findings on tele-
vision and institutionalized persons strondly suggest that
television viewing can be made a more supportive part of
the structured environment for these individuals. What is
needed is a better understanding of how television is
presently used and how the television diet might be
modified to increase its positive effects.

The fact of institutionalization and the reasons the
individual is in other than a home environment make
television a less casual part of the daily routine than it is
for the home viewer. Not only is the challenge to,research
to find ways to use television more productively in these
settings, but such efforts will add to the better under-
standing of how television affects us all.
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Introductory Commenis

George Gerbner
the Annenberg School of Communications

University of Pennsylvania

Television is both a unique medium of, representation
and an organization peculiarly adapted to the social
structure it serves. In both capacities, television repre-
sents a direct link (although by no means a simple one)
between technology and social organization on one hand,
and human consciousness and behavibr, on the other.

The formation of pyblics and the shaping of concep-
tions and behaviors are influenced by the nature of the
medium and by its functions as a social institution. The
two, reviews in this section summarize research about
how television production is organized and how tele-
vision relates to other institutions in society.

It is clear that American television is a product of
American society. It is a government-licensed private
business operating in the public domain (the airways)
but supported via an increinent in the price of products
(the amount that is spent on advertising which pays for
all commercial television), levied on all who buy products
whether or not they use the television service. Some call
this levy a hidden tax because advertising is a tax-
deductible business expense. lit there is no public
representation in making decisions about how it is used.
Programing is shielded from direction by goverdnent (at
least public-government) by the First Amendment to the
Constitution.

Resting on these legal foundations and protegions,
centralized corporate direction over television is almost
complete. A portion of consumer expenditures is chan-
neled via advertising moneys to produce programs that
attract consumers. The principal product of television is,
therefore, the audience whose "time and attention are
purchased at the rate of about 110 per thousand viewers
for one commercial minute in prime time. The larger the
number and the higher the "quality" (i.e., purchasing
power) of vieweis tuned to a particular program, the

higher the price kw that program. The purpose of audi-
ence ratings is to establish that price on the basis of the
site and "quality" of the audience.

All commercial production reflects, at least in the long
,run, the underlying formula of "Cost per thOusand." Rat-
ings do not really test either popularity or quality of
programs. They only show the size of the audience that
a given program attracts at a certain time and against
specific competing programs aired at the same time. Rat-
ings do not show audience approval of any program by
itself. In fact, television viewers areothe least selective of
all media consumers. They watch more by the clock than
by the program. Television viewinkfits into styles of life

. and follows reguiar rhythms of the day, the week, and the
season. The total number of viewers tuned in at the same
time is usually the same, year in and year out, no matter
what the programs are at that time. "Prime tirne" is the
evening hours when most people watch; regardless of
what is on. The 10 most highly rated prograths usually
cluster closely together, seldom separated by more than
10 percentage points in their share Of audiences (and, in
fact; typically within the margin of statistical error). Un-
like reading books and magazines or going to the movies,
television viewing is more tike a ritual. Production for
television is a highly organized industrial activity, based
on stable patterns of viewing and viewer inertia.

Cantor points out that continuing programs of stand-
ardized format are the backbone of television. The epi-
sodic series using familiar characters, themes, and plots,
avoiding the jarring or unpredictable, are the most reli-

.

able in "delivering" the promised size and type of audi-
ence to the advertiser.

Cantor describes the ceMralized and bureaucratizea
nature of television program production. As the principal
objective of television production is the marketing of
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products (even if its social functions are much broader),
there is little room for other goalsThat limitation ex-
plains the absence of free market in 'the conception and
writing of ideas and their execution through casting,/
direction, and even the interpretation of roles. Cable,
cassette, videodisc, and other new technologies may lead

to some proliferation of production and some fragmen-
tation of audiences but are unlikely to fundamentally
alter i he mass ritual that is over-the-air television. These
new technologies are most likely to result in even moie
powerful, sophisticated, and profitable marketing of the
products that now dominate television production. .

Comstock, too, stresses the centralized nature of tele-
vision production and its marketing orientation as he
leads up so the subject of its impact on other American
institutions. Many of these influences are incidental by-
products of the principal marketing functions thati the
advertisers pay for, but they are of the highest public and
personal significance.

TeleVision has altered thepattern of family life and the

process of socialization. It has reduced the time devoted
to conventional religious practice but also spread the
electronic gospel far and wide. It cultivates the norms of
society by showing their frequent transgression, as in

crime and violence, but at a price in aggression, in-
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security, and social rigidity that some consider excessive.
Yet, in its tendency to standardize and "homogenize"
onceptions and behaviors, television also contributes to
a certain type of social evolution.

It is riot surprising that Comstock's review of research
on leisure time pursuits finds television snot only re-
shaping previous patterns but also changing the indus-
trial larkdscape of other cultural institutions. Television
has become the overall frame*ork and "symbolic envi-
ronment" within which all media ^operate. .

Government, politics, and citizenship have not escaped
the impact of lekvision. Because of its pervasive influ-
ence,-television has become the target of much organized
pressure, including citizen groups.

All in all, this section reviews scientific progrets in
understanding how television works as an industrr and
as a social institution. The past 10 years seem .to have
brought research in these areas from infancy intotdoles-
cence. Lines t:if investigation have been established, and
cumulative patterns of findings are becoming apparent.
Seeiningly unrelated results by independent investigators
can now be'integrated into models and theories that
can be refined and tested as the field advances toward
maturity.
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Television and American Social Institutions ,

George Comstock
SI Newhouse School of Public Communications

Syracuse University

The impact of television on American institutions and
the American public has engaged the attention of social
critics, journalists,.politicians, social and behavioral sCi-
entists, and citizens for the past three decades. Because
broadcasting systems differ markedly among societies,
this examination begins with a brief characterization of
American broadcasting. Then it erhbarks on a review of
television's influence on several major institutions: family
life and socialization; religion; laws and norms; leisure;
public security; citizenship. Finally, it turns to the re-
lationship that has develSped between the American
public and television and the public's evaluation of and
opinions 'abouu the. medium.

American Television

About 700 of the 950 American television stations are
privately owned business ventures seeking a profit
through the sale to advertisers of access to their audi-
ences. The remainder are "public" television stations
supported by contributions from private industry, foun-
dations, governmental bodies, and the public itself.
American television, however, in effect is synonymous
with the broadcasting of the privately owned commercial
stations. About 95 percent of the public's viewing is de-
voted to their programing. Because profitability depends
on audience, size, and entertainment typically draws
larger udiences than would public affairs, informa-
tional, news, or instructional programing, American tele-
vision is predominantly an entertainment medium.

-The role of public television ostensibly has been to
make available programing insufficiently appealigg to a
mass audience to be commercially viable, such gr public
affairs and children's programing. However, it has largely
avoided programing appealing predominantly to ethnic

minorities or to those at the bottom of the socioeconomic
hierarchy, although such segments of the public are gen-
erally heavily reliant on television for entertainment and
information, in favor of middle and uPper intellectual
minorities. Public television exemplifies by different dress
the same imperative that governs commercial broad-
castinga wholehearted catering to the public from
which it dependably draws its support and attention,

The three' giant national networksthe American
Broadcasting Company, the Columbia Broadcasting Sys-
tem, and the National Broadcasting Companyare the
nervous system of American television. Just as American
television is almost synonymous with commercial tele-
vision, commercial television is almost synonymous with
network television. Public television, too, has a niational
distribution system, and it fills additional time with local
productions and individual purchases of programs, many
of which are network "reruns!'

The Federal Communications Commission (FCC),
functioning under the authorization of the Federal Com-
munications Act of 1934, literally determines the struc-
turtof American telerrifon by setting the rules.to which
broadcasters must conform. In principle, the FCC can
revoke a license for failure to serve the public adequately,
but in practice it has seldom done so. It requires a "rea-
sonable" amount of news and community-oriented pro-
graming; and as long as this vague criterion is not
scandalously violated; the renewal of a license is not in
jeopardy. The agency is constrained both by the language
of the authorizing statute and the free speech guaranty of
the First Amendment from interfering in programing.
Many believe that it could influence programing by in-
creased scrutiny in license renewal, particularly under
the rubric of increasing the diversity of programing avail-
able (Albert 1978; Krattenmaker and Powe 1978). The
boundaries of its power are uncertain because they can
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only be determined by the test in court of actions which
the affected broadcasters or other parties contest, and
the FCC has displayed little eagerness to test these
boundaries.

There are three exceptimp to the principle that gov-.
ernment policy has not been specifically directed toward
influencinf; ISroadcast content. The "fairness doctrine"
stipulates that broadcasters must give coverage to contro-
versies of publicimportance and, in so doing, must encom-
pass opposing viewpoints. The "equal tinge" provision
stipulates that broadcasters must iinie equal access to
candidates for public officecexcept in the case oT "bona
fide" news anct public alfairs coverage. The third has
involved the Federal Trade Commission, which has had
the power to police television advertising to picitect view-
ers from deceptive and misleading claims. The Federal
government has been a major financial contributor to
public broadcasting, but its influence has been restricted,
analOgously to that over comrhercial broadcasting, to.es-
tablishing the framework within which the endeavor
takeNplace. Thus, the influence of the government over
both commercial and public broadcasting has,. been im-
mense and pervasive, but not specific, direct, or dicta-
torial in regard to program content.

Policy in regard to what will be broadcast as entertain-
ment is set by the commercial broadcasters themselves.
Policy is implicitly made in the many and varied deci-
sionsby network standards departmentsthat lie
behind the production of a particular program. It is ex-
plicitly made in the formulation and enforcement of codes
to which broadcasters declare their allegiance in Ordr to
protect the industry from possible intervention by the
government and harassment by politicians and the public
(Carsen 1964).

The arbiter of commercial broadcasting is competition
for the audience. It is_ audience size and character that
determine the profit for the broadcaster, with size alone,
somewhat less important than attracting the vieWers in
the 18-to-55 age brackct that constitute the principal
market for consumer goods. Such subservience to popu-
larity, stands in contrast to many national systems in
which decisions ov-er what will be broadcast are vested in
a body assigned the responsibility of serving the public
interest.

The majority of commercial programing is produced
by organizations that, as the result of Federal antitrust
statutes, are independent of the networks. The networks
determine what will be produced, however, because they
are the principal market for the programs. The exception
to the separation of dissemination and production is tele-
vision news and public affairs programing. Nevertheless, -
news is the creature of the goals of management, and, as
in the case of entertainment, the priority is popularity,
for it is popularity that will determine the price that
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advertisers will pay for the commercials that accompany
news.

The "new technology"cable television, pay tele-
vision, satellite relay, cassettes, video discs, and in-home
recording and playbackhas the potential to increase the
diversity of programing, but whether lt will go beyond
increasing the convenience with which viewers have ac-
cess to what now is available is unclear. The new options
invok;e the imposition of additional, possibly substantial,
expense on the vieiver. Thus, a situation is evolving in
which there is likely to be a'marked difference between
the video environments of the affluent and the less
affluent.

This leads to the issue of equity. If the new technology..
succeeds in making programing of superior quality avail-
able:substantial portions of the public will be excluded
from it by theif inability to pay. This may belolerable for

ladults,'but for chil ren and young persons, national pol-
icy in a someWha omparable arena, education, has been
devoted to eliminating inequities. If the new technology
appears to be providing superior educational, cultural,
and entertainment programing for young persons, there
will be the dilemma of two national modes of commu-
nication on two &wit and inconsistent paths.

There is, finally, the question of the impact of the new
technology on broadcast television. While cable may not
divert audiences sufficiently to render network and
broadcast television unprofitable (Park 1979), it certainly
will reduce the broadcast audience, 'removing those con-
sumers whose attention is most sought after by ater-
tisersthe affluent; the dollars that broadcasters can
extract from advertisers for access to the audience will
become fewer as the audience decreases in size and qual-
ity. Broadcasters in turn may become anxious to attract
audiences by any means, thus more exploitive of violence,
sexual provocativeness, and thetnore venal aspects of
men and women, and they may become even less moti-
vated to experiment with programing possibly marginal
in popularity.

Family Life and Socialization

Television's presence in the American home has
brought many changes to family life and the rearing of
children. They include new patterns of interaction, the
alteration of activities, and vicarious socialization.

New Patterns of Interaction

Films of families viewing television document that,
now that the medium is commonplace, viewing is typi-
cally discontinuous (Allen 1965; Bechtel et al. 1972). It
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would be a mistake, however, to conclude that television
is irrelevant to the life liyea around it.

The large number of hours that the set is on each day
in the average household makes television the framework
within which human interaction occurs. The scarce data
reveal that television has reduced time spent in con-
versation (Robinson 1972b ; Szalai 1972), giVing support
to the speculation that it reduces interaction among fam-
ily members. The same data also support the speculation
that viewing increases the privatization of experience;

t those whom television brings together it isolates through
attention to the screen. Almost half of American house-
holds have two or more television sets; their effect is
t° further increase the privatization of experience and to
alter the social aspects of viewing. The consequence is to
further the separateness of adult and child experience.

There are, however, numerous instances when family
members do view together and must decide on what to
view. A fairly consistent composite of the dynamics of this
decisionrnaking emerges (Bower 1973; Lyle and Hoff-
man 1972; Wand 1968). Disagreement is fairly frequent,
and children prevail almost as often as adults. Otherwise,
decisions follow the norms of society and majority rule:
Fathers tend to prevail over children and mothers; older
children over younger; and among adult couples, males
over females. The most striking aspect is the emergence
of the young as arbiters of household behavior.

Alteration of Activities

There is little doubt that the amount of time spent
viewing television has altered acttvities in the home.
When television was first introduced in England, it ap-
pears to have reduced among adults both expressed inter-
est in and engagement in various activities and hobbies
(Belson 1959), but with the passage of several years these
activ *,-s appeared to be returning to pre-television lev-
els. Those activities most frequently engaged in prior to
television remained affected, however, and after 6 years
still had not returned to their pre-television levels. Tele-
vision also appeared to reduce time spent in child care, to
increase time spent at home in the evening, and to reduce
differences in the pattern of home activity among socio-
economic strata (Belson 1960). The implication is that in
jhe television age, the home in which the child grows isp
offers fewer and less forceful examples of activities, other
than immer.sion in the mass media, in which he or she
might engage.

One cannot be certain that these data apply to the
United States, but it is plausible to believe that they do.
None of the effects was large. They do suggest, however,
that television is not, simply an addition to the household
but the source of some alteration in the pattern of life.
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Vicarious Socialization

.,Some have argued that television is a source of vicari-
ous socialization that competes with parents, teachers,
and other acknowledged agents of socialization in provid-
ing models for emulation and information that influence
individual beliefs, values, and expectations (Bandura
1969). The evidence for this proposition is convincing.
What is uncertain is the degree of its influence and
whether that influence is positive or negative.

One strand in this evidence is the amount that children
view and ihe content' itself. Children typically are heavy
viewers, and most of their viewing is of general audience
or "adult" programing. Television presents the viewer
particularly a child, whose experiences and knowledge
are limitedwith a world that is often at viriance with
the one he or she inhabits, sci what television conveys
often has no corrective in actual experience. The effect
has been to remove from parents,control over the intro-
duction into the home of information, thus, television
has the potential to supplement as well as to reinforce
other agents of socialization.

A second strand consists of studies of the information
itself that children derive from television. Television be-
gins to sociali* ehildren to a world where celebrities
figure prominently (Schramth et al. 1961). Children have
been found to peiceive occupations with which they are
personally unfamiliar as they are portrayed on the tele-
vision they view, while perceptions of occupations with
which they have actual experience are not as sirnilar to
their portrayals on television (DeFleur and DeFleur
1967). Television was the major* source of children's
knowledge about the Viet Nam war and more important
as an information source than parents or teachers (Tolley
1973). Black youths are more likely than whites to report
that they obtain ideas for dating from television (Gerson
1966). Blacks and children from families of lower socio-
economic status more frequently report that they use
television as a source for learning, (Greenberg and Der-
vin 1970). The common element to these, findings is the
reliance on television for information not available in the
child's own environment.

The third .strand is made up of several dozen
laboratory-type experiments demonstrating that the ob-
servation of the performance of an act by a person in real
life or on film or television increases the likelihood that
children subsequently will themselves behave in a similar
manner (Bandura 1973; Bandura et al. 1963). Even if
the children do not spontaneously perfbrm the act, they
can do so on request, indicating that observation of be,-
havior can alter capability of subsequent performance
(Bandura 1965). The implication of these experiments is
that television can alter the repertoire of possible behav-
ior on which childreu will draw in a' future situation.
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The fourth strand consists of another several dozen
laboratory-type experiments demonstrating that:the level
nr intensity of performance of an act by youths of college
age can be increased by exposure to television. portrayals
In some of these experiments, performance apparently
has been augmented by lowering inhibitions or otherwise
facilitating behavior (Berkowitz 1962, 1973). The
cation is that television may alter the behavior that real-
life experience subsequently negatively of positively
reinforces, thereby contributing indirectly to the future
pattern of behavior.

The broad implication of the two experimental strands
is that there are a number of psychologiCal processes by
which television may influence subsequent behavior.

The socializing influence of television is subject to
modification by other. agents. Although television was
found to .be the principal source of children's knowledge
about Viet Nam. op.iniOns about the war were found to
be primarily. influenced by parents, and, the viewing of
television news was, found to be increased by parental
interest in the war (Tolley 19.73). Parental support for
aggres'sion as a means of problem solving has been found,.:
to have greater influence on attitUdes favorable to the use
of aggression 'than .the viewing of television violence
(Dominick and Greenberg -1972), and when parents de-
em ph asize aggression for problem solving, the correlation
between the,viewing. of violent television and aggressive,
behavior is sharply redUced (Chaffee 1972; Hicks 1968;
Letcourt et al. 1960; NI cl.eod et al. 1972). The implication
k that to some, possibly a great, degree the socializing
prowess of television depends on the lack of intervention
by nonvicarious agents, such as teachers aucI parents.

What is not known are the magnitude-of television's
effects, the .retitive size of its influenee compated to that
of other socializing agents, and, outside of aggression, the
princi piI areas of impact.

Religion

The relationpip between the institutions of mass com-
munication and religcion has received almost no attention
friiin social and behavioral scientists. Gerbner (1967)
pointed out that religion, education, arid mass media are
all systems by which the pUblic is acculturated, or intro-
..duced to the norms, conventions, and.talpos of society..
What sets religion and mass media apart is their Con-
tinuing. repetitious presence throughout life.

The kant evidence available is that television has re-
. duced the amount of time devoted to conventional religi-

ous practices (Robinson 19726). The mediuni is nne of
many influences in mddern society thalliromote secular-
ization and the lessened prominence of long-established
ceremony and ritual.

A more obvinus effect in the United States is the broad-
casting of religious services. The Sunday morning adult
audience for religious broadcasts averages 13 million, a
crude datum that nevertheless reinforces the impression
that religious television reaches a sizable number of per-
sons. What meaning is to be attached to the phenomenon
of religious television? Surely _some viewers find it

difficult or igyossible to attend a local service, or can find
none to thei?taste, while others choose television in place
pf the service they would otherwise attend. Still others
may find in televised preaching something more to their
liking than they found in a church; religion on television
has more in common with the entertainment to which the
'medium has accustomed the public than the typical
'church service has. Thus, it is moot whether television's
net effect in the United Stales hhs been an additien or
reduction in the proportion regularly attending to re-
igious services.

berbner (1976) suggest ed that televisiorrin the United
States can be looked upon as an institution that has
assumed some of the functions of a dominant religion and
thus might be thought of as the successor to conventional
religion. Television particularly resembles. religion in

- that the basis of its ecOnomic power is the acceptance of
its communications by the intended audience. TelevisiOn
also would appear to resemble religion in.the commu-
nication otvalues and interpretations of the world. Tele-
vision does nof do so explicitly as does religion, except in
religious and other exhortatory programing, but im-
plicitly. For example, it has been 'argued that television
drama as a whole presents, through its violence, a text on
the attributes associated with success, power, and domi-
nance, or their absence, and through the high frequency
with which persons fall victim to the hostile and dan-
gerous nature of the world, (Gerbner and Gross 1976).
Similarly, the attributes of figures chosen to appear as
entertainers, newscasters, or the subjects of interviews in
a favorable context are implicitly identified as the equip-
ment of prominence and success.

The connection does not end with the disseminataion
Of values. Television's preeminent figures-.in news, pub-
lic affairs, and talk-show programing--function much
like priests in guiding those whoattend to them to people
and things fit for their scrutiny. In this respect, television
has joined religion and the rest of the mass media in
becoming an arbiter of social merit and societal promi-
nence and importance.

./Laws and Normi

The purpose of laws and
change and disruption and
their current manifestation
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norms in a society is to resist
maintain social relations in

. Many questions have been



raised about the contribution of television to such en-
forcement in the United States.

The issue that has drawn the most attention has been
the.possible contribution of violent television entertain-
ment to delinquency, crime, and other seriously harmful
antisocial acts. The acceptance of such a proposition is
contingent on the assumption that television's demon-
strated contribution to aggressiveness augments the fre-
quency of serious transgression. It is more respectful of
the limitations of the evidence from Arnçrican experi-.
ments and surveys to argue tfiat seriouslilarmful anti-
social acts are somewhat shaped by television, because
such a viewpoint accepts the ability of television to en-
hance capability to perform an act by providing a model
without requiring tfiat it overcorne major psychological
and social restraints.

There have been just a few instances, in which some
link between exposure to television violence and serious,
criminal antisocial behavior could be subjected to exam-
ination. One is the survey of media behavior and delin-.
quency among 1,500 London male adolescents by Belson
(1978); another is the field experiments reported by
Milgram and Shot land (1973). The latter found no
influence of exposure to a Medical 'Center episode in
which a theft from a plastic charity box was portrayed
when viewers some days later were craftily given the
opportunity to commit a similar act. The barrier to ac-
cepting such evidence as conclusively demonstrating null
social effects of television violence is that a very serious
threat to soetal well-being would be posed, even if one out
of each million viewing a prime time episode were shifted
across the threshold of minor criminality, although such

a rate of effect would be well below that detectable in an
experimental design (Comstock 1974).The media effect
put to test, in short, would appear to well exceed the
sensitivity of ,the chosen design. When such is the case,
the alternative is to test propositions consistent with the
supposedly untestable proposition. This in effect is what
bas occurred in the experiments on violence viewing,
which demonstrate a number of ways in which violent
portrayals may increase subsequent aggressiveness, and
the surveys that provide positive correlations between
prior violence viewing and aggressiveness. Belson's data,
on the other hand, extend the demonstration of a positive
association between violence viewing and aggression in
the American suryeys to acts muclr more serious and
threatening in their antisocial character. In icklition,
there have been the instances in which singular por-
trayals appear to have led to antisocial acts like those
depictedfhe most notable the increase in airline bomb
threats that have followed broadcastssof the Rod Serling
play, Doomsday Flight (Bandura 1973). Thus, the
American experiments and surveys suggest that violence
viewing encourages aggressiveness' that might be trans-./

lated into serious antisocial behavior, and the English
surveys and various real-life events give some support to
.the belief that such a translation in fact occurs. ,.

Several writers have argued that television is a power-
ful reinforcer of the status quo.(Clark 1969, 1972; Gerb-
ner and Gross 1976; Gerbner et al. 1979). The ostensible

mechanism is the effect of its portrayals 9n public expec-
tations and perceptions. Television portrayals, particu-
larly violent drama, are said to assign roles of authority,
power, success, failure, dependence, and vulnerability in
a manner that matches the real-life social hierarchy,
thereby strengthening that hierarchy by increasing its
acknowledgment among the public and by seldom pVor
viding positive images for members of social categories'
occupying' a subservient position (Comstock 1972a,
1980; Gerbner 1972; Gerbner and Gross 1976; Gerbner
et al. 1979; Head 1954; Katzman 1972; Long and Simon
1974; Seggar and Wheeler 1973). However, the proposi-
tion that television reinforces the status quo must remain
speculative. As Gerbner and Gross (1976) observe, the
proposition is so wholistic that it is somewhat like asking
about the effects of Christianity, Confucianism, or the
automobile.' V.

yhas also been argued that television contributes to a
homogenization of norms. One of the attributes of a tele-
vision society is undeniably a historically unprecedented
sharing of the same experience. Although amount of
viewing and attitudes toward television do vary by social
strhta, with viewing and favorability of attitude inversely
related to education, viewing is sufficiently similar for all
for television to be considered a national experience
(Bower 1973; Comstock et al. 1978).

The arguments about television's contribution to the
status quo, homogenization, and assimilation of various
segments of the population to middle-class norms and
values revolve around the heterogeneity of society. The
first holds that television strengthens the current socihl
hierarchy; the second holds that television reduces differ-
ences among strata; and the third holds that changes in

the norms and values of particular segments are the
means of that redUction. Since attention.to a conimon
source of diversion, and the consequent increase in
adherence to certain values and norms, would not In fact
erase the very real social distinctions and oltoportunities

rooted in education, income, occupation, and ethnic and
family background, it is eminently possible that all three
are occurring simultaneously. By increasing acceptance
of the norms and values on which the hierarchy is based
and on which it depends for its orderly functioning, ho-
mogenization and the assimilation of disparate groups to
middle-class norms and values in effect would augment
the strength of that ,hierarchy. The status quo would be
strengthened, and thus these three concepts align them-
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selVes in congruence and not in conflict in their social

import.
If this view Is valid, one function of television in the

United $tates is to ameliorate the stresses and conflicts

that ensue from the' operAion of the social hierarchy at

the same time that other, contrary effects occur. Tele-

vision violence apparently encourages aggressiveness and

may contribute to the disruption of the social-order; the
emphasis of television on worldly goods may stimulate
dissatisfaction with ihe social hierarchy and also may
contribute to the diiruption of the social oilier. These
disruptions, ironically, may strengthen the support of the

p,ublic for statutes and agencies concerned with the con-

trol and suppression of social deviance, thereby reinforc-

ing the status quo. Thus, some of the liberal lessons that
television teaches are contravened by its influence on
behavior. Nevertheless, it would 'be an error to think of
television as not contributing to social change and evo-

lution, for that is what homogenization and assimilation

represent.

Leisure

Television has profoundly changed American leisure.
It has markedly affected not only the way Americans
allocate their time but the options available for that

allocation.
For an understanding of the impact of television on

daily life in America, a major debt is owed to the extraor-
dinary UNESCO study of the way time is spent in mod-

ern society. Diaries of 24-hour time allocations were ob-
tained in 1965 from large samples of employed adults in
15 industrialized cities in the United States, Western

Europe, and Latin America, representing '11 countries
(Rebinson 1972b; Robinson and Converse 1972; Szalai
1972),

Television has increased the time Americans spend on
the mass media by 40 percent, an increase of about an
hour per day. However, three-fourths of the time spent

on the mass media is devoted to television. A third of
leisure is devoted to viewing as tht primary- activity.
Television ranks third behind sleep and work as a con-
sumer of time. What must be realized in evaluating these
figures is that they represent a large, historically unprece-
dented step in the centrality of the mass media in modern
society. Mass media, because of television, have become

more prominent, with the result that the symbols and
messages commonto mass media have become more per-

vasive and fewer are likely to escape theM; and because
television has become what it is in AMerica, thoSe sym-
bols and messages are even more predominantly than

ever before representations ofentertainment and the cur-

rency of popularity.

Data from studies of the adoption of television in the
United States (Bogar( 1972; Coffin 1955), and compari-

sons in the UNESCO study between set owners and
nonowners in societies where ownership had not reached
_the saturation of the United States indicate that the time

spent on television represents reduttions in time that in
the absence of television would be spent sleeping, at so-
cial gatherings away from home,in radio listening, in
magazine and book reading, in movie going, in dinvers-

, ing, on household tasks, and on miscellaneous leisure .
activities. ,. ,

Theipaet of television on time allocation should not
be construed as equal among social strata and population

segments. Thesextensive viewing typical of all strata and

groups makes television a national medium, but there are
differences. The gross impact certainly has been greatestl

for those of lower socioeconomic status,--blacks, women,
and the elderlybecause the'y.view more (Bogart 1972;

Bower 1973; Comstock et al. 1978; Greenberg and
Dervin 1970; Robinson and Converse 1972). 'However,

the character of certain of television's effects suggests that

those of higher. socioeconomic status have in certain re-

spects been more severely' affected, because it is such
peisons who were the largest patrons of the media whose

use has been diminished by television.

The relationship between blacks and television is re-
markable. Blacks not only view more,than whites, but the

inverse relationship between education and both viewing

and favorable attitudes toward television that holds for
whites is, depending on the measure, either not present or
sharply reduc d (Bower 1973). Since the introduction of

television, bl
at

ks have become more strongly oriented
toward it as a source of.political news than whites (Mc-
Combs 1968). The explanation for the unusual affinity

of blacks for television is uficlear. Factors possibly re-
sponsible are the concurrence of the rise of television with
the civil rights movement and the dissatisfaction of blacks

with their treatment in newspapers and magazines
(Baker and Ball 1969; Lyle 1967; National Advisory

Commission on Civil Disorders 1968; National dommis-
sion on the Causes and Prevention of Violence 1969); the

greater reliance by blacks on television as at source of
information (Comstock et al. 1978; Gerson 1966; Surlin
and Dominisli 1970) about the larger society in which
they desired. to participate more futly; the somewhat

greater 'degree to which leisure would be perceived by
blacks as less available to them; and the possibility that
higher education for many blacks does not reflect the
same affinity for the culttire embodied in print media as
it does for whites. There is also the self-hak hypothesis
(Gerson 1966), which holds that blacks are motivated to
immerse themselves in the white-dominated world of

television to learn how to act like whites. Each is plau-
sible, and each probably hal had a role.
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The phenomenon of television has done more than
alter the way Americans allocate their time. By affecting
the allocation of time, it has affected the economic vi-
ability of other media and activities, stifling some and
leading to the reshaping of others in the attempt to meet
television's competition. It has also probably promoted
interest in various activities. The result is a marked alter-
ation in the leisure options open to Americans.

Television severely reduced the audience for movies
(Bogart 1972). Equally important, it has probably con-
tritiuted to theincrease of violence and frank treatment of
sexual themes in theater films. A partial explanation is

I certainly the competition between movies and television,
moviemakers etnploying the predictable means of

telling stories in ways less acceptable in a medium that
functions in the living room. Television also appears to
have brought about the demise of such mass-audience
periodicals as the Saturday Evening Post, Collier's, and
Imok by reducing the time readers devoted to them, and
at the same time it provided a new and apparently supe-
rior means by which advertisers could reach consumers.
Magazines devoted to special interests prospered because

they served interests incompatible with the character of
television and because television's effects on the general-
audience magazines releaied the dollars that had been
spent on" them. The sale of comic books decreased from
about WO to MX) million between the early 1950s and
1970. In book publishing, fiction, poetry, and drama
declined in the same period from 22 to 13 percent of all
commercially published titles in retail outlets, although
the absolute number of such titles increased. Similarly,
the availability of television led to a reduction in library
circulation that was several times greater for fiction than

, for nonfiction (Parker 1960, 1963). Television convent('
radio from a national to a local medium. Before tele-
vision, the major radio stations carried the news .and
entertainment of three networks.to a heterogeneous audi-.
ence, much "as major television stations do today. Now,
radio is a largely local medium in which each station
typically caters to a relatively homogeneous audience;
there is some news and talk programing, some comedy
and ^en a little drama, but radio today is overwhelm-
ingly a vehicle for recorded music, with each station
specializing in a particular species intended to appeal to
a particular segment of the public.

These effects should not be interpreted as solely the
result of television consuming time that might otherwise
be spent in such pursuits. It is more plausible to interpret
them as partly the result of television performing for its
audience the same functions or services more, eco-
nomically and conveniently (Himmelweit et al. 1958;
Schramm et al. 1961) and, in such instances as the mass
audience periodicals, absorbing advertising revenues that
would be devoted to media other than television.
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Until the 1970s, per capita daily newspaper circu-
lation kept pace with population growth. Then, in the
1970s, per capita newspaper circulation began to lag.
The contribution of television to this trend is uncertain,
but it, is plausible to think that it reflects the growing
proportion of persons who grew up with television, many
of whom look upon it as the principai medium for enter-
tainment and news and some of whoM may consider it
the sole Medium worthy of attention.

Television has also reshaped the other media by the
opportunities it offers for the Wider and more profieable
dissemination of their products. The potential sale ofa
television rights has become a factor in estimating the
profits from movies and novels, and the suitability for
promotion on talk shows has become something publish-
ers take into account in deciding what and whose work
they will publish. In the case of movies, there are few, if
any, that cannot be transformed in the cutting room to
satisfy the anxiety of broadcasters over giving offense by
explicit sex or violence, but the result is an excision that
is artistically, and thus morally, damaging. In the case of
publishing, television has been one of the factors re-
sponsible for raising the stakes that can be achieved by an
outstanding seller and for converting bookstores into
marketing outlets indistinguishable from one another
across the shopping malls.

Leisure options outside of the media have similarly
been reconstituted by television. It, in effect, demolished
minor league baseballattendance fell from 42 to 10 mil-
lion during the two decades ending in 1970through its
attractiveness as home entertainment and its presentation
of major league baseball and other sports (Bogart 1972).

The influence of the broadcasting of events is not easy
to gauge because of the many factors involved. It may
harm a sport or other activity by keeping devotees at
home through television coverage. At the same time, it
bolsters that sport or activity when fees for coverage are
paid by broadcasters. It increases public attention to any
sport or activity to which it gives coverage, and thus it has
undoubtedly increased attendance at some sporting and
certainly many cultural events. This produces a delicate
balance in which the benefits of television coverage con-
tinually threaten the events, given exposure. Television
coverage has certainly made football the principal na-
tional spectator 'sport, yet colleges and owners of profes-
sional football teams are continually concerned over the
possibility that coverage w$11,decrease paid attendance.
This concern has led to the "lirackout" or nonbroadcasting
of games within the radius of the site, and a measure of
the importance the public attaches to the diversion of
televised football is the passage by Congress of a law
prohibiting blackouts if a game is sold out. The power of
the medium is 'perhaps most persuasively exemplified by
its creation of a new national holiday in Super Bowl, an
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event whose broadcast so thoroughly impinges on Amer-
ican life that the New York Times perceives the behavior
of the Nation on this day as worthy of attention on its
front page.

Public Security

In Haskell Weiler's fact-based film abour the 1968
Democratic convention in Chicago, Medium Cod, street
demonstrators' chant, "The whole world is watching!
The whole world is watchingr while being filmed by
television news crews. On February 2, 1968, NBC tele-
vised in color the assassination on a Saigon 'street of an
unarmed prisoner of war by a South Viet Nam general,
and some consider the reaction to this 4 minutes of foot-
age to be the turning point toward public opposition to
the war (Bailey and Lichty 1972). What these diverse
incidents draw attention to are the possible effects of
particularly dramatic coverage by television news on sub-

sequent events.
One of the phenomena of modern life is the tendency

of terrorist acts and outbreaks of violence to occur in a
series. One factor in the dustering-of such events is

probably the coverage given them by the mass media. It
would be silly to hold television responsible apart from
other niass media, since the values expressed in television

news derive largely from the values of journaani as a
whole. Nevertheless, it is possible that in certain in-
stances television may have a particularly strong role in

any such effect.
Television coverage has become the most clear a

obvious symbol of wide public attention. Thus, telev,idion

coverage may encourage similar acts because th initial
coverage appears to ensure subsequent attention by the
medium. At the same tune, television coverage may pro-
vide useful clues for, the commission of such acts. The
apparent contribution of the Doomsday Flight drama to
a subsequent increase in airline bomb threats gives some

credence to this view.
Television coverage may also influence the way events

unfold. The access 'to public littention implied by tele-
vision may aistorythe decieonmaking and behavior of

those involved. In somtcasetOt may restrain behaviorby

the apparent guarantee of eitposure to publicscrutiny. In
others, it may, exacerbate dreadful events by giving par-
ticipants a sense of playing roles in high drama. ,

"The whole world is watching!" This phrase implies
another way in which television may shape rather than
report events. Television coverage itself may be the goal,
in a particular instante.4It is a standard tactic for
disaffected groups to seek public sympathy through pub-

'. licity or the provoking of violent reprisals in which they

appear to be innocent parties. Thus, television exposure
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may be the calculated outcome rather than the concomi-

tant of organized displays of dissatisfaction and unrest.
Effects of this kind are contingent on presumed reac-

tions of viewers or of officials to the exposure of the
public to such events. When General Westmoreland re-
turned after the American withdrawal from Viet Nam,
he declared that television had made war untenable to the
public because of the graphic display of its ugliness. Al-

though one must be skeptical about television making
war less likely, it is certainly conceivable that the ex-
pectations of officials about the public reaction to tele-
vision coverage may enter into their decisionmaking. It
has often been said that television drama sanitizes vio-

lence by avoiding gruesome consequences; it could alsobe

argued that television news desanitizes war.
These varied possible effects of television coverage

raise important issues for new policy and ethics. It is a
myth of the mass media that events determine. news.
News depends on events but is determined by theInter-v
pretation and value given them by newsmen: If .news

coverage influences events, then questions are inevitably
posed about the actions or the propriety or 'necessity of

newsmen who, in effect, become responsible for that
influence. _ e

Citizenship

There are numerous examples of occurrences that are
thought of as television events because the medium has so
vividly brought them to the public. They include the
space shots, the funerals of John and Robert Kennedy,
the Watergate hearings that led to Nixon's resignation,
the long counts in 1968 and 1976 before the presidential
winner became clear, and the nominating conventions
and the presidential campaigns themselves.- The debates
between the presidential candidates in 1960 (Kennedy vs.
Nixon), in 1976 (Carter vs. Ford), and in 1980 (Reagan
vs. Anderson; Reagan vs. Carter) not only exemplify the
prowess of the medium in drawing public attention to an

event but in effect were "events" whose occurrence de-
pended on the existence of the medium. There have been
numerous documentaries covering such tqpics as the
treatment of migratory farm workers, health ,care, Pen-
tagon policy, and violence in American society. All of
these are in addition to the medium's continuing daily
coverage of national and local news.

Americans, perceive television as their primary news
source. When asked to evaluate the various media, they
rank television as the most comprehensive, useful, cred-
ible, and relied upon of all the media (Bower 1973;
Mendelsohn and O'Keefe 1976; Roper 1979). There is
good reason to believe this represents an expression of
tefevision's symbolic importance more than actual behav-
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ior in using the media as sources of information. First,
half of American adults see no portion of any national
news program in any given 2 weeks, and more will see a
newspaper ill the same period than will view any part of
a national newscast (Robinson 1971). Second, a different
picture e,merges when people are queried about local,
regional, and national events rather than just about
"news," for then newspapers increase in importance for
regional news and generally become predominant for
local news (Comstock et al. 1978; Levy 1978; Roper
1979). Third, the average audience for national tele-
vision news is smaller than the average audience for any
of the evening entertainment programs and has a higher
proportion of viewers 50 years of age and overso one
must be wary of confusing its prowess in entertainment
with its effectiveness in news delivery. The sole dimen-
sion in the public opinion data that does not reflect an
exaggeration of television's status is credibility (Carter
and Greenberg 1965), an advantage that viewers attrib-
ute to the medium's visual properties, primarily the use
of film to display events and the presentation on camera
of the persons reporting the news.

The preeminence of television appears to be sub-
scribed to by politicians, who complain frequently of
their treatment and of alleged bias in reporting. They
are, in fact, probably justified in ascribing great im-
portance to television. One reason is the greater cred-
ibility possessed by television. Another is the average
nightly news audience of 50 million persons, many of
whom may not employ other sources for news, whioh is
a substantial portion of the pablic, and television, with its
three networks, approaches a single means of gaining
their attention. A third is that television, by displaying
the man or woman whole, in action, is particularly pow-
erful in confirming tentatively held impressions, so th,at
when these are favorable, the medium can reinforce ex-
isting support (Lucas and Adams 1977). A fourth rests in
the very fact of television's importance as a symbol, for
coverage by television, whether visual or not, has become
one of the means by which a public figure achieves legit-
imacy as someone to be contended with and to whom
attention should be paid.

It is widely agreed that television has reshaped Amer-
ican politics by the viays in which it has affected the
behavior of politicians and the conduct of political cam-
paigns (Lang and Lang 1968; Mendelsohn and Crespi
1970). Examples include the devising of campaign strat-
egy to maximize favorable exposure on television, the
heightened importance of communications and advertis-
ing experts in the mapping of campaigns and the devo-
tioi . of major portions of campaign budgets to television.
In addition, through the enormous journalistic forces that
it deploys, television has largely removed the suspense
from any vote. As a result, the parties have turned to the
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devices of show b-usiness to hold the attention of viewers.
Television has also been a factor in narrowing the op-
tions open to a convention. By its close attention to the
primaries, and its emphasis on winners and losers, tele-
vision has helped produce the situation in which, by
convention time, the field is generally narrowed to one or
two contenders. The attention that television gives to the
primaries is a function of the competition among the
three networks, but it has achieved its importance
through their ability .12, reach the public at large; what
was once a State or regional event has become a national
event. At the same time, the number of primaries has
doubled, itself in part a response to the attention given
them by television, Thus, presidential selection stands in
sharp contrast to what often took place before television,
when many men remained as potential candidates until
convention voting concluded.

Nevertheless, television coverage during an election
campaign does not seem to play a large role in shifting
voter allegiance from one candidate to ariher or in di-
rectly influencing voter choice. The reaso11ftde the
fact that many votersin the typical presidential election
of the past, about 80 percent--reach a decision early in
the campaign before there is much exposure to campaign-
related television; the allegiances or predispositions to-
ward one of the parties; the ability of people to assimilate,
reject, oeignore information contrary to their viewpoint;
the relath;ely balanced exposure to information about
competing candidates; and the consistency with which
choice of the candidates has been associated with the
interests,and experiences represented by socioeconomic
status, race, and geographical place of residence. Tele-
vision's role is to sharpen, crystallize, and reinforce
decisions and inclinations (Comstock et al. 1978; Klapper
1960; Mendelsohn and O'Keefe 1976). Its extensive po-
litical coverage alerts the Nation to the forthcoming polit-
ical choice. In this respect, it certainly performs a major
and important task.

However, the demand of television for visually interest-
ing contentsuch as welcoming parades, handshaking,
and the consumption of ethnic foods by candidatesand
the limited amount of time available for a story deter
extensive attention to issues, and it is therefore not sur-
prising that two political scientists should report that
they found no relationship between the exposure of vot-
t:s to network news and their knowledge of the issues
and candidates in a presidential contest (Patterson and
McClure 1976). Thus, the property that gives television
news its credibility inveighs against its effectiveness in
conveying information that might gain in influence from
that credibility.

This characteristic of the medium has two conse-
quences. First, when the image of a candidate is crucial
to voter decision, television probably has more potential
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for influence than other media. Second, because of the
event-and-image bias of television news, political adver-
tising has a comparative advantage in conveying infor-
mation about the positions tbat candidates hold on the
issues. Brief, paid-for political statements will reach
more viewers, because they are not avoided by entertain-
ment seekers, and when two circumstances joinvoter
ignorance about the position of a candidate and the cen-
trality of issues to voter decision makingsuch telecasts
have the potential to be very influential. But the-practical
opportunity for impact may be confined to a modest seg-
ment of the voting population; in a mid-America sample
in the 1972 election, those who believed they had been
influenced by commercials were limited to about 1 out of
10 who were younger, educationally nonmobile, low in
socioeconomic status, politically ignorant, high in ex-
posure to media campaign coverage, and oriented toward
television rather than newspapers for political informa-
tion (Mendelsohn and O'Keefe 1976).

Voters consistently cite television as their principal
source of news in a presidential election (Mendelsohn
and O'Keefe 1976), but this declaration merits the same
discount as does the importance ascribed by the public to
television news in general. Newspapers are the preferred
medium Of the better-educated, professionals, and white-
collar workers, and these segments of the public are those
most likely to vote (Comstocy et al. 1978). Newspaper
reportage appears to be more effective than television

news in making voters aware of specific issues, shifting
issues to a greater or lesser, prominence on the public's

agenda of perceived importance, providing information
that those attending to news accounts remember, and

serving as the basis for fact-based decisionmaking by

voters (Clarke and Fredin 1978; Comstock et al. 1978;
Patterson 1980; Weaver and Buddenbaum 1979). The
editorial endorsement of a candidate by a newspaper, a
practice in which the networks do not engage, also ap-
pears to influence the way its readers will vote (Kraus
and Dennis 1976; Robinson 1972t).

Nevertheless, there is evidence that television may per-
form at least one function in voter decisionmaking not
performed by newspapers when there is a high degree of
voter uncertainty. Lucas and Adams, (1977, 1978) found
in a panel of Pennsylvania voters in the 1976 election that
early- and late-deciders were alike in newspaper exposure
but differed in that early-deciders engaged in greater
interpersonal communication about the election'and more
frequently viewed network news. Because belief or confi-
dence about being informed, but not political knoWledge,
was also Correlated with reaching an earlier decisio, it
is reasonable to conclude that personal communications
and television had a functionally equivalent effect
through authenticating impressions rather than provid-
ing information. This is an example of Teinforcerntin,
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but of a kind for which teievision may be particularly
effective and in circumstances in which reinforcement

_plays a crucial role in the consummation of the electoral
process.

The influence of television is probably greatest in the
presidential primaries and in races for the House and the
Senate. Paid-for political spots arid brief broadcasts, as
well as coverage by television news, can gain familiarity
and support for a candidate, as exemplified by the fact
that primaries are generally won by the candidate spend-
ing the most money (Emery 1976). Nevertheless, the
greater degree to .which the public cites newspapers as
their source of information about House and Senate con-
tests suggests that the influence of television news at these

levels is probably minor (Roper 1979).

In the empirical examinations conducted to date
(Fuchs 1966a, 19666; Lang and Lang 1968; Mendel-
Sohn 1966; Tuchmariand Coffin 1971), projections of the
presidential winner based on eastern voting did not affect
voter choice or turnout on the West Coast, where polls
.close later because of time differences. In the instances
examined, the projections paralleled estimates based on
national polls, and thus the "news" was not new but in
accord with information that West Coast voters pre-
sumably Would have talc& into account in their decision-
making. Consequently) these studies have little to say
about what might occur were the expectations of voters
not confirmed by early projections and whether there
would then be changes in voter intentions, especially in
regard to turnout, that might affect close Senate, House,
State, and local races even when West Coast voting was
irrelevant to the presidential outcome.

Presidential debates stand apart from television''s con-
tinuing news coverage but hardly from the medium itself,
of which they in effect are the creature. Extensive empir-
ical evidence is available on the 1960 and 1976 debates
(Comstock et al. 1978; Dennis and Chaffee 1978; Dennis
et al. 1979; Katz and Feldman 1962; Kraus 1962,,1974;
Sears and Chaffee 1979). Although marked shifting of
the electorate as a consequence of exposure to the debates
was not documented, intensity of support for those who
might be expected to vote for one or another of the par-
ticipants was affected, and, while the specific vote regis-
tered by an individual on election day has rarely been
traceable directly to the debates, they clearly served to
stimulate voter reflection and decisionmaking. Certainly
selective perception occurred, as exemplified in opinions
about which candidate won and the importance assumed
by issues considered to be beneficial to one or another of
the participants. Nevertheless, voters not only perceived
the debates' as helpful, but those who attended to them
appeared to change more frequently in attitude* and
choice; thus, the mental processes of voters would appear
to confirm their declarations of assistance. Whatever
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their shortcomings as intellectual eonfrontations, the de--
bates helped some voters distinguish amdng the candi-
dates in regard to their positions on issues while at the
same time made the less-preferred candidate somewhat
more acceptable; they made some contribution to clarity
and amelioratedat least transientlynational discoid,
once the election was over.

The designation of "winner" is an accolade bestowed
by a few, for it derives from a plurality IA only a few
percentage points among viewers immediately after each
event, with as many as a third or more typically per-
ceiving each encounter a draw. Thus, these 1960 and
1976 debates had three characteristics: (1) a series of
encounters; (2) a schedule well in advance of the election,
with the first debate occurring in late September and the
last at least 2 weeks before' election day; and (3) a rough
parity of performance. Such conditions minimize the
likelihood of an impact strongly favoring one or another
participant, for there is time for other influences to inter-
vene; especially when the initial encounter is the most
influential, an opportunity occurs withinathe series to
recoup, and either voter support is likely to be reinforced
or gains for one offset by gains for another.

Sixteen years elapsed between the first and second
debates. The encounters in 1980 increased the likelihood
that such events will become an institution, for it will
now be more difficult for a candidate to refuse to par-
ticipate without suffering public disdain. Whether schol-
arly, empirical analyses of the 1980 debates will alter the
impressions gained from those of 1960 and 1976 remains
to be seen; but if televised debates become a regular Part
of presidential politics, they will constitute another
change in public life attributable to the medium.

Thus, on the whole, the evidence favors a tempered
perspective on the influence of television in the. electoral.
process. Much of the same must be said about news-
papers, although in most respects they have been more
prominent than television in entering into voter deci-
sionmaking. There are historical trends, however, that
imply a greater influence on the part of the mass media
in the future than has been the case in the past (De Vries
and Tarrance 1972; Dreyer 1971; Kraus and Dennis
1976; Nie et al. 1976). The number of voters not aligned

with any party has been increasing, and faith in the party
system and in politicians generally has been declining,
shifts in which Watergate was simply a prominent punc-
tuation mark in a long-term trend; and the reliance of
voters on issues and ideology instead of the party
identification of a candidate has been growing. These
trends are exemplified by increases in the proportions of
voters who consider themselves as independents and in
the proportions who split their tickets among candidates
of opposing parties. Within each party, the proportion
who hold liberal or conservativeas contrasted with

centristpositions has been increasing. These varied cir-
cumstances imply a politics in which information plays a
greatly enhanced role, and reinforcement and crys-
tallization, in the sense of the cultivation of prior party
loyalties, presumably would have a reduced role. They
also imply a politics that is volatile, with uncertain voters
perhaps becoming the norm rather than the exception.
These are circumstances in which the influence of the
mass media is likely to grow. What is problematical is the
precise place that television campaign coverage and tele-
vision news will 'come to assume in future politics. Its,
secondary status to newspapers may change if declines in
newspaper readership and circulation continue, and the
major challenge that it will face lies in its disinclination,
rooted in its loyalty to the emphases in coverage that seem
most likely to ensure popularity, to deal with the issues
instead of the drama of politics.

The Public and Television

The principal motive of Americans for viewing tele-
vision is entertainment. Three times as many Americans
say they watch for entertainment or relaxation as those
who view merely for "killing time," and few say they
are motivated by a desire to be informed or to learn
(LoSciuto 1972).

Television is also to a great extent approached as a
medium rather than as a supplier of specific programs.
People seldom specify the desire to see a particular pro-
gram when asked about their reasons fin viewing at a
particular time, although about three-fourths affirm that
the desire to see a particular program was a motive when
the question is phrased that way, and about a third ac-
knowledge that what they view is determined by the
channel that happens to be on or that someone else is
watching (Robinson 1972c). Although it would be an
exaggeration to say that all television is watched with
passive indifferencean interpretation contravened not
only by the sizable differences that occur in the ratings
for different programs broadcast at the same time, but
also by the convincing demonstration by Frank and
Greenberg (1980) that the mass audience can be broken
down into groups that are distinctly unlike in de-
mographic characteristics and interests and which seek
out different types of programsit is not to say that it is
frequently attended to in stretches of time. Thus, viewing
involves two decisionsto view and what to viewand
of these the former is typically the decisive factor in
whether television will be viewed.

The public's evaluation of television is pred inantly
favorable. When asked to rate television on va ous di-
mensions in which a positive or negative respon was
unambiguous, a majority of the public in 1970 ranked
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television in a favorable way (Bower 1973). Neverthe-.
less, there was a decline in favorability from the public's
rankings a decade before (Bower 1973; Steiner 1963). It
appears that with greater familiarity with television and
increased use, the public's expectations and dernands
have somewhat exceeded television's abilitjr to meet
them, but it 4pears that this discrepancy has not become

sufficient to affect viewing. Television's hold on its audi-

ence is a tribute to the cybernetic effectiveness of its
system of feedback by audience mea'surement, which
leads to the elimination of programing that is,not Max-
imally popular. Thus, television is the ultimate mass
medium not only by the size of audience, the reaching of
the Nation as a whole with its miisages, and the speed by

which it cemmunicates to extremely large numbers but
also by its symbiotic attachment to mass tastes and 'blues.

The Medium arouseihostility by its attraition to visu-
ally exciting events that may offend, disturb, or irritate
the public. About half of the public in 1970 believed that
the increase in live coverage of riots and protests over the

preceding decade was a "change for the worse," while
only a third believed that it was a "change for the better"
(Bower 1973). Some of those who are dissatisfied are
undoubtedly responding to the disagreeableness of the

events, while those Who are satisfied arc responding to
television's reportorihl efficacy, so that confusion of

image with reality prbbably dictates some degree of the

dissatisfaction expressed by the public.

About half the adult public over the past two decades

has believed that children 'may be exposed to portrayals

that in someway are undesirable (Bower 197.3). Almost

a third have consistently believed that violence falls in
this category, and ;he proportion objecting to violence has

risen sharply (Broadcastmg 1977). There also has been

increasing concern over morality, with the percentage
objecting to "bad language," sexual s'uggestiveness, por-

trayals of alcohol consumption, smoking, and narcotics

use, and introduction to adult topics rising from 5 percent

or less in 1960 to about 10 percent in 1970, and such

concern almost certainly has risen in.parailel with that
over violence, since the two issues have frequently fused
("six and violence") in regard to television. Anxiety over

the competition from television in the socialization of
children is reflected in the increase in the attempt by

parents to prevent the viewing of certain programs as
their children reach the late elementary school years

(Bower 1973), when portrayals of general audience pro-
graming become relevant as models for behavior.

The increasing liberality of television in what it por-

trays suggests that such cohcern will not lessen and may
become more widespread. The past few years have seen

a remarkable series of steps against television violence
(Comstock 1976; Comstock et al. 1978), including public

criticism from the American Medical Association and the

national Parent-Tiachcr Association, the attempt by some

major advertisers to disasso4ate themselves from violent
programing, and the short-lived "famili viewing" policy

under which broadcasters agreed 'to restrain violence and

sexual innuendo during the early evening. Particularly
noteworthy has been the monitoring of television violence

in conjunction with advertising, so that the advertisers
consistently associated with violence have become identi-
fied and subject to public pressure (National Broad-
casting Company 1977; Slaby et al. 1976), which has
exposed advertisers to the wrath of various groupi and
encouraged them to think more tarefully.,about the pro-

,
graming which their conimercials accompany. Many in

the television business fear thai advertiseis IT become
increasingly skeptical of aly pcogram. that is contro-
versial, thereby diminishing the artistic'freedbm of the
medium. Just as broadcast policies that strive for popu-

.1arity may be questioned in regard to their total congru-
ence with the public interest, so, too, may the desire of
advertisers to codrt public favor,- and what the foes of
violence render may be more and different from what

they sought.

Television advertising itself has 'also been ihe focus'of
attacks by groups concerned over the medium's influence

on children (Comstock 1976; Comstock et al. 1978). The
grounds have included the alleged encouragement of de-

sires in children for products that may not be in their best
interests and the ethicality of directing advertising at
children wik may be too young to distinguish a self-

interested sales pitch from authoritative advice and coun-
sel. Some of these criticisms spill over into entertainment
because of its portrayal of various consumer activities,
such as drinking. The issues, in addition to the legitimacy

of the criticisms, include the times of the broadcast day
when restrictions would apply. The industry's self-

regulatory restrictions on what reaches children apply

only when broadcasts are Mtended for children and they

are a majority of the audience, which largely means
Saturday mornings, but the greater part of children's
viewing occurs at other times of the day.

The dissatisfaction of many with the commercial tele-

vision reachink children has placed the issues of the qual-

ity of children's programing and the propriety and
influence of advertising directed at children more promi-

nently on the public agenda, with the result that, as the

1980s began, the FCC was weighing 'the possibility of

new policies to encourage more and higher quality pro-
graming for children, and the FTC was reviewing the

possibility-of new restrictions on advertising directed at
children. One result is an increase in research on the
effects of advertising on children, a trend traceable to the
research commissioned for the 1972 Surgeon General's
inquiry (Comstock and Lindsey 1975; Ward 1972).
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Where these various trends converge is in Me height-
ened acceptance of the proposition that broadcasting dm-
teiq. is a legitimate subject for p.ublic and governmental
concern and action, although the majority of Americans
are largely satisfied with television, and public opinion
on the whole does not present a promising resource for
the reordering of the way commercial broadcastingbper:
ates. In addition to the public's broad satisfaCtion with
what they receive, the public holds many conflicting
views, such as the self-canceling majoritiei that believe
there are too many commercials and those that think

commercials are a "fair price" to pay for entertainment
(Bower 1973). Furthermore, communications issues are
low among public anxieties. People infrequently cite
television When asked about major problems, although
large numbers and sometimes a majority will sascribe to
specific criticisms when they are specifically asked to give
or withhold their accord. Nevertheless, there is sufficient
dissatisfaction to ensure that the television industry will
not soon be able to retire from the adversarial re-
lationship that has developed between it and some of its
public.
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The Organization and Production of
Prime Time Television

Muriel G. Cantor
The American University

This review is about commercial broadcasting in the
United States, how dramatic programs are selected: for
broadcast, how they are created, and how they are dis-
tr_ibuted to viewers. The prograins of interest here are the
prime, time telefilms, which account for a large propor-
tion of the programs shown on commercial television.'
Not only are these programs seen in the prime time hours
(8:00 to 11:00 p.m.), but the successful shows are often
repeated many times during the late night hours and
during thc daytime as well.

In spite of their popularity, or maybe because of it,
most of what has been written about how these shows are
produced and distributed has been found in the popular
press (see Reeves 1979; as an example). Yet, almost from
the inception of television, social scientists have suggested
that, to understand the effects of television, it is necessary
to understand how decisions are made in the industry, ;,
how and why the content is created, who determines the
nature of the content, and what the role of the audience
is in the selection process (Bogart 1973-74, 1956; Com,
stock 1972; Gans 1966; Lazarsfeld 1963).

The framework developed for this review will show
that dramatic television shows are products of exchange,
competition, and occasionally' struggle '(Cantor 1980).
Most studies of content selection have shown how a sin-
gle program is conceptualized and carried through the
various levels of production and distribution (Gans 1957;
Elliot 1972) or have focused on a single occupational

The amount of tune devoted to dramatic Programs on prime time
varies from season to season. However, according to available sources,
the episodic series, miniseries, and movies made for television have
occupied the majority Of prime time every season since 1967-68 (FCC
1980). Quiz shows, variety shows, and special programs have declined
in importance. The number of hours varies from market to market as
.well as from season to season (Sterling and Haight 1978).

groupvsuch as producers (Cantor 1971; 1972), actors
(Peters 1974; Cantor and Peters.1980), casting directors
(Turow 1978), and musicians (Faulkner 1971). These
studies are valuable because they provide \examples of
how the social context of production influences the final
product and how social norms, organizational structures,
and institutional pressures influence content selection
and the creative process.

In this review bnth the Organizaiions and the oc-
cupational groups which are major 'contributors to the
creatkm of television dramatie programs are exajnined.
Each succeeding section focuses on parts of the larger
interactive context in which programs are produced and
distributed, including government regulations and rul-
ings, the role of the television networks, the production
companies, and those creating the shows. In addition, the
role or power of .the audience in4etermining content is
discussed.

The description and analysis of how prime time dra-
matic programs are created and selected for broadcasting
are based on information from an extensive sampling of
trade publications directed to those people who create
and distribute television shows, primarily:.(1 ) Daily Va-
riety (Western Editioni, Hollywood Reporter, and
Broadcasting; (2) eighty semistructured, focused inter-
views with television producers and writers conducted in
1967-68 and 1970 in Hollywood (Cantor 1971; 1972);
(3) thirty interviews with actors conducted in 1976 in
collaboiation with Peteps in Hollywood; (4) six inter-
views with Screen Actors Guild officials in 1976; (5) a
thorough review of available secondary sources, govern-
ment documents such as Congressional Hearings and
especially the Federal Communications Commission
Network Inquiry Report (FCC 1980). Before describing
and analyzing the selection process of dramatic programs,
it is necessary to define the programs being discussed.
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The Programs

The primary locus of this review is the production of
the prime time episodic series, television movies, and the
miniseries produced directly for television transmission
which have been the most widely viewed programs in
both the United States and abroad (Tunstall 1977). Some
believe these programs are synonymous with American
television. Other dramatic shows broadcast on television
are not central to this discussion, specifically, the movies
made for theater distribution and later shown on tele-
vision, anc the daytime serials (the soap opera). The
emphasis here is on those programs made directly for
network and syndicated distribution during the prime
time hours. The theater film is financed and created
differently from television drama. Although there are
.similarities (and differences) between the soap opera and
the prime time programing, the soap opera deserves a
separate discussion. The daytime programing has not
been as extensively criticized, and, although it does make
money for the netWorks, no soap opera is as profitable as
a successful prime time program (Cantor 1979; FCC
1980).

The episodic series, including situation and domestic
comedies, action-adventure dramas, and general drama
were the most important programs on the air during the
1970s because of the large audienX they attracted and
the large profits they accrued for the networks, produc-
tion companieg, and local stations. Because of the prolif-
eration of cable, pay television, and the videotape and
videodisc players now available, the television movie is
becoming very important and possibly will be the most
significant new product coming from the Hollywood stu-
dios that have produced network programs for the last 30.
years. However, because movies do not continue from
year to year, they are more difficult to study as culture,
in comparison to the series. Movies are usually seen on
television just a few times; unless a movie is a pilot film
for a series, its cultural impact, however important, may
be difficult to assess.

The Series

Episodic series are drama0 programs, usually from V2
hour to 1, hour long and appear on a weekly basis. The
key feature distinguishing a series fr'om other serial
drama is that each segment is a self-contained story re-
volving around the main characters.

The series itself has a basic concept that helps deter-
mine the content of each episode, but this concept is
relatively simple so that various complete stories can be
told each week. Because each episode is a complete chap-
ter, episodes can later be rebroadcast in any order. Thus,
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the series is an ideal form for commercial eover-the-air
broadcasting. The chapter format allows viewers to Miss
episodes without discontinuity. The possibilities for syn-
dication and rebroadcast are also enormous, if the series
is suecessful. For. example, during the 1979-80 season
and again in the 1980-81 season, M* A*S* H was on the
air in p;ime time with new episodes, and at the same time
old programs were rebroadcast through syndication. In
most market areas, it is possible to watch different
M* A* S* H episodes both nightly and weekly. 1 Love
Lucy, Star Trek, and other old series are repeatedly seen
through syndication on independent stations during
prime time.or on network stations in late night or day-
time slots. (See appendix for more information about
series.)

Content of television drama varies somewhat by the
medium (tape or film) and by the type of program. In this
review, the term "film" is used to include productions
made on videotape as well as on film. Although there are
some differences between the two forms, the saine
production companies often Make both, and both are
broadcast ov;er the air. Situation comedies are more likely
to be videotaped and action shows more likely to be
filmed. Also the large studios often use film, while the
independent producers are more likely to use videotape.

The situation comedies and the action-adventure
series also differ in other respects. Situation comedies are
more likely to have women as stars and supporting char-
acters than are the action-adventure series, and the situ-
ation comedies also are less violent, but they contain more
sexual content than the action series. Women arc likely
to be .gegregated in the situation comedies or programs
that resemble the daytime series. Action drama, whether
series or movies, have few women in the cast.

The content of television has changed in the last de-
cade. Programs which show unmarried couples living
together, divorced women raisins children without hus'-
bands, and single women with serious careers represent
changes in topics that were considered taboo a generation
agoikThe success of Roots and other programs demon-
strates that political topics once forbidden on television
aro now allowable. Another change is the demise of the
action-adventure series and the increase in the popularity
of the situation comedies. In 1956, only two of the top 10
shows were situation comedies; in 1978-79 situation com-
edies were 8 of the top 10. Several of these changes can
be directly aitributed to pressUre group action, others to
the way the producers:directors, and network officials
now define the audience. Violence is still prevalent, not
in the series but in the miniseries and in the movies. (See
the Report of the United States Commission for Civil
Rights 1977 and 1979 for fuller discussion of hats,
content has changed in the last decade.)
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There have been changes in form as well as content.
The episodic series, although still important, are less
important than tljey were 10 years ago. The movie made
for television, which as a new form in the late 1960s
(Cantor 1971), has become increasingly popular. Mini-
seCies, such as Roots, and programs resembling the day-

- time serial also have become popular.

The System

Regardless of who holds ultimate control over the
means of communication, one element in the structure of
the communication process remains the same: Whether
ownership of the means of mass communications rests
directly with the government, as in many socialist and
third world countries, or with individuals and corpora-
tions that privately own the various media as in western
democracies, mass communications are organized activ-
ities. The work of creating content is never completed by
one artist, but rather by groups, most of them having a
bureaucratic form of organization. In most bureaucracies,
ultimate decisionmaking power over what is broadcast or
printed rests with just a few people, and the creative
people working in these contexts become employees sub-
ject to the power 'of thOse few individuals having the
power to hire and fire.

- The American broadcasting industry is complicated by
the fact that several different organized bureaucracies are
involved in creating and broadcasting the programs on
the air. The content of television isnot produced by those
who broadcast the programs. The production companies
responsible for creating the series and movies are located
in Hollywood. These program suppliers are, in name,
independent of the broadcast industry. In fact, many of,
the same production companies which make prime time
drama can and do make films and videotapes for other
outlets (schools, public televiskj, theaters). When a pro-
gram is being made for television, it is likely that one of
the three commercial television networksAmerican
Broadcasting Company (ABC), Columbia Broadcasting
System (CBS), and National Broadcasting Company
(NBC)will be primarily responsible for financing the
program, as well as being the original distributor. There

'lace several other buyers for television drama in addition
to the networks, but presently these buyers are less con-
Sequential, accounting for a minor portion of production.
Those people who create television shows must satisfy
the production companies and the networks before a
show can reach an audience. In turn, the production
company sells programs to the network. The task of the
network is to convince local stations and advertiss that
the programs have potentially large audience appeal and
will thus be profitable.
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Nowhere is the relationship between the creation of
art (or culture) and the market economy more apparent
than in the present operation of the brOadcast industry.
Program suppliers (production companies) hire v. riters,
directors, actor's, and other creatorS to make films and
videotapes. The program suppliers are dependent on
others to purchase and distribute this film after it is
made. The programs discussed here are transmitted by
one of the networks, with commercial advertisements,
through local Iroadcast stations which are either net-
work owned and operated or network affiliated through
contractual agreement. Rating services are employed to
judge .whether programs and commercials are reaching
the target audience; through polling and sampling homes
with electronic devices and diary-type records, the rating
services discover the apprpximate size and composition of
the audience. If a program does not reach the "right"
audience, it is dropped from the schedule. The majority
of shows are canceled after only a few episodes (usually
11, one-haff season). Those shows renewed for a second
season have a good chance of being syndicated (repeated)
for additional showings.

Government and Television
Dramatic Programs

An additional element complicating this process is the
role Rlayed by the government. The current state of
broadcasting in the United States results from govern-
ment regulation and lack of regulation (C,Ornstock 1980).
The broadcaster is legally required to program for the
public interest. Congress established the Federal Com-
munications Commission (FCC) in 1934 to see that this
mandate is carried out. This agency, in combination with
the courts, has determined the structure Of American
broadcasting by setting the rules to which broadcasters
must conform. The networks, however, are not consid-
ered broadcasters: A network is simply a group of
television*statiorls broadcasting the same programs. To-
gether, the three commercial networks program over 90
percent of all prime time hours for their affiliated and
owned stations.

Until the mid-1960s, the regulatory process was dom-
inated by three major participants: Congress, the FCC,
and. the industry itself.. The National Association of
Broadcasters (NAB), which comprises the three net-
works and approximately 4,000 member radio and tele-
vision stations, is the major lobbyist for the industry.
Krasnow and Longley (1973) argue that in the early
years of broadcasting the NAB was successful in thwart-
ing efforts to place 'regulations on broadcasters that did
not meet with industry approval. In recent years, how-
ever, the NAB has encountered increasing difficultyin its
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efforts to fend off congressional and FCC regulation:
The NAB is essentially controlled by the three networks,
because 90 percent of all local stations are network
affiliated or owned and operated by the networks. Both
the networks and the local stations adhere to the NAB
Code, which works essentially as a mechanism of self-
regulation.

Because of the power of the networks over the affili-
'ates, there has been concern over centralized control of
television content. Since 1963, there have been several
attempts 'to achieve a more equitable balance of power
between the networks and the local stations. The most im-
portant constraint on the networks has beenthe Prime-
time Access Rule adopted in 1970. This regulation took
,local stations off the network during the prime time half-
hour, 7:30 to 8:00 p.m. The Prime-time Access Rule was
established in answer to critics' claims that local station
autonomy had bten superseded by the networks..By des-
ignating '2 hour of prime time to the local stations, the
FCC was attempting to encourage local public service
broadcasting in place of network-contracted dramatic
shows, usually an episodic series. What actually hap-
pened was quite different from what the FCC and the
critics desired. In most pa s of the country, the 7:30-8:00
p.m time period has bee filled with game shows or
syndicated film pr ram imilar to the dramatic shows
they replaced. Althoug more locally produced programs
have been aired in this period in some parts of the coun-
try, more commonly the shows on the air have been
produced elsewhere and purchased from syndication
companies. 1 his outcome is explained by noting how
costly it is for local stations to produce half-hour pro-
grams five times each week (Head 1976; FCC 1980).

In addition to the FCC, the Department of Justice has
been concerned about the monopolistic practices in net-
work programing. In 1972, the Department bi ought an
antitrust suit against the three networks, claiming that
each network individually constrained trade because pro-

. gram suppliers had no other market for their product.
This case has only partially been settled, but the result
has been to keep the networks from directly producing
much dramatic television. Although all, three networks
produce some programs, only rarely are they:iroth the
distributor and producer of dramatic shows.

The relationship between the government, the net-
works, and production houses is complex. There are seri-
ous questions concerning the application of the First
Amendment and questions relating to the role of citizen
groups who have used the regulatory procedures and the
courts to express displeasure with the content of dramatic
programs. Also, government agencies often act as pres-
sure groups in matters relating to the content (see Cantor
1980; Report of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights
1977, 1979).

'In addition, the FCC recently completed a preliminary
analysis of network-affiliate relations, the first since
1959, which includes a review of the legal and economic
controls exercised by the networks over the producers of
dramatic films (FCC 1980). The preliminary report
shows that both the networks and production facilities
'operate relatively free of regulation in comparison to the
local stations, but, since 1970, more regulations have
been ar113ted (Mosco 1979; FCC 1980). However, prime
time drama is still freer from regulation and outside
censorship than news and public affairs programs
(Friendly 1975). Even with more cbntrols on the net-
works than existed in the recent past, the role of the
networks in supplying programs to iotal stations remains
very strong.

The relationship of the government to programing is
not static; it has changed and, no doubt, will change in
the future. For example, there was an attempt in the fate
1970s to deregulate broadcasting. This attempt failed,
but proponents of deregulation probably will persist in
the future (Cantor 1980).

Prb uction, the Networks, and
Syn !cation

Although prime time drama is broadcast on television,
its production represents a marriage between the Holly-
wood movie and radio drama. The episodic series were
originally simply radio with pictures. The format for
television drama is partially determined by the 15-minute
station break, partially by the themes and stories which
were popular with radio and movie audiences, and par-
tially by the nature of the movie industry as well as by the
pre-television network radio (Barnouw 1977).

The final decisions about what shows will be broadcast
are made by a few people in the network who are far
removed from the production process. &cause of the
nature of broadcasting in the United States and the de-

pendency of the networks on advertising support, the
networks must provide local stations with programs
which will draw large audiences. Brown (1971) has said
that the real function of American television is not to
entertain or inform (although-it may do 'both) but rather
to provide an audience for the advertiser. Thus, certain
producers having a good record of past success are very
much in control of the work process and, in a symbiotic
relationship with the networks, produce most of the tele-
vision shows seen today.

Until 1977, just the three networks were primary buy-
ers for television drama. In the last few years, at least one
program supplier has had an additional buyer for its
product: In 1977, a group of stations joined Tel-Rep, a
national advertising sales company, to form Veration
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Prime-Time for producing alternatives to network dra-
matic programing The first production, Taylor Cald-
well's novel, Testimony of Two Men, was translated into
a successful Miniseries. The stations that carried this
program were able to bring in enough revenue to pay for
the program and still make a larger profit than they
would have achieved if using a network program. This
cooperative, which has been called a fourth network,
started with approximately 65 stations. It had grown to
over 100 stations by 1979. Both network-affiliated and
nonaffiliated stations belong to the cooperative. 01 the
more than 600 affiliated television stations in the United
States, the exodus of less than 100 to Operation Prime-
Time may seem insignificant, particularly as the affili-
ated stations still broadcast network programing most of
the time. However, alternative programing sources for
the local stations did not exist tO years ago. Only a few
producers have been able to bypass the networks and sell
programs for direct syndication: Norman Lear's Mary

artman Wary Hartmaltis usually cited as an example
f a successful attempt of an independent producer to

have a 'dramatic program syndicated. Mary Hartman,
Mary Hartman was also an attempt to have the daytime
formula of a continuing story; rather than complete epi-
sodes broadcast during the evening..The program was on
the air for 18 months, 5 days a week.

Operation Prime-Time opened up the possibility for
going outside the networks fOr support for not just one
producer but several. Until 1980, only one production
company (MCA/Universal) supplied programs to Oper-
ation Prime-Time (six miniseries were supplied). In
1980, Paramount, Columbia, 20th Century-Fox, Time-
Life, and Hanna-Barbera contracted to make films for
the cooperative (FCC 1980).

.

The government antitrust action, the development of
Operation Prime-Time, and the advent of buyers for
movies to be shown directly on cable or pay television
outlets have provided some competition to the networks.
The nttworks, however, are still the primary buyers of
television films. The networks actually lease (license) the
films, including series episodes, from the program sup-
pliers for two showings. The right to sell to other markets
(such as nonaffiliated and network stations) for addi-
tional showings or the same show, foreign syndication,
videodisc and videotape, and pay television must by law
remain with the producer or Syndfcation company rather
than the network. However, a network success insures
large profits from these other markets. Producers (pro-
gram suppliers) therefore prefer network sales for their
first showing, even though the producers assert that net-
work support does not generate a profit unless a program
is also syndicated. Not only does a network sale help to
capture a large audience (owing to the networks' control
over the schedules of local affiliates), but a network sale
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also makes the possibility of future syndication more
likely.

Producing Programs for Television

The production companies niaking Programs for tele-
vision can be divided into three types: major film studios,
major independent producers, and minor independent
producers. Two other groups of potential suppliers, ad-
vertisers and the networks themselves, also produce
series, but their role is quite minor.

Film Studios

The film studios include Universal, 20th Century-
Fox, Paramount, Columbia, MGM, Warner Bros., and
Walt Disney. Each of these is large and to varying de-
grees diversified. Paramount Pictures, for example, was
puhased by Gulf and Western Industries, Inc. In 1978,
Gulf and Western reported sales of $4.3 billion and earn-
ings of $180.5 million (FCC 1980). These studios not
only make television dramatic shows but also theater
movies and other cultural products.

In addition to the physical facilities and financial re-
sources, the large studios also maintain a number of
producers, directors, writers, and other creative people as
well as production personnel. Writers often work under
contract to a studio for a time as an on-line producer or
story editor and then return to freelance work or inde-
pendent producing. The studios also lease their facilities
to independent producers. With so many studios now
producing both theater movies and teleplays, the demar-
cation between the television industry and film industry
which was fading in the 1950s has now, become com-
pletely blurred.

Major Independents

Those known as major independents include such
well-known companies as Tandem Productions, MTM
Enterprises, Lorimar, and Aaron Spelling Productions.
The characteristic common, to each of these production
companies is that their success was built on one or more
creative individuals who were primarily responsible for
the company's initial success. In the case of Tandem, and
the felated companies TOY and TAT, for example,
these individuals are Norman Lear and Bud Yorkin, who
developed All /n The Family. In the case of krrm,
Grant Tinker and a small group of writers and producers
who developed The Mary Tyler Moore Show are the
creative force responsible for the success of the studio.
Because of the importance of both All In The Family and
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The Mary Tyler Moore Show, tfiey will be discussed in
dead later.

These independent producers differ from the stu-itis
dios in a number of important ways. First, each was
created primarily for the purpose of producing televi on
entertainment programs. Second, none of the indep n-
dents has its own production facilities. Finally, accor
to the FCC report (1980), the key to the success of t
independents also may suggest the limits to their growth
and the source of their eventual demise. The development
of the firm into a major independent reflects the ability of
the creative nucleus to sustain that success with more
than one series. Aaron Spelling has been the most suc-
cessful of the independents. As shown in table 1, few of
the current major independent p?oduction companies
were even in existence 10 years ago. Spelling has been an
independent producer with several difjerent production
entities continuously since the mid-1 60s.

Minor Production ompanies

Those people who have presented ideas for series to a
network or "even considered doing so ustolly call them-
selves producers. There is a large group of people in
Hollywood and New York who desire to produce movies

and seriesIor television. A few individuals have been suc-
cessful in developing one idea into a series commitment
and have nevei been able to duplicate the achievement.
The difference between major and minor independent
production companies is, for the most part, the ability of
the major independents to sustain their initial success, for
at least a short period (FCC 1980).

Usually, a person with some experience in television as
a writer, directoi, or on-line producer is approached by
a network to develop a series. According to the network
inquiry report (FCC 1980), almost all prime time net-
work entertainment series and made-for-television
movies are supplied by these three sources. From 1968 to
1978, the only exceptions were a few network-produced
or co-produced ventures. In 1979, Procter and Gamble,
having produced daytime serials for over 30 years, began
co-production of a prime time series with Universal/
MCA.2 Table 1 illustrates the share of network prime

2 Procter and Gamble along with other advertisers produced many
prime time series until the early 1960s. Following the quiz scandals in
1959, the advertisers lost direct control of dramatic programing (Bar-
nouw 1978; Cantor 1980). Eve!) if an a Ivertiser supports a pilot film
or story treatment, this support does not guarantee the program will be
purchased by one of the networks.

Table 1

Twenty Leading Network Prime Time Program Suppliers

1969-70 Sea'son

Percentage of Programing
SupPlier Hours

1. 'Universal 12.8

2. Twentieth-Century 7.3
3. Paramount 6.4

4. Columbia 6.1

5. MGM 4.5

6. Filmways 3.6
7. ITC 3.0
8. Harbour 2.6
9. Spelling-Thomas " 2.3

10. Talent Associates 2.2

11. Teleklew 2.0
12. CBS 1.9

13. Walt Disney 1.9

14. Leonard Freeman 1.8

15. NBC 1.8

16. Sullivan 1.8

.17. Peekskill 1.7

18. Xanadu 1.7

19. Van Bernard 1.5

20. Glenco 1.5*

1977-7.8 Season

Percentage of Programing

Supplier Hours

Universal 18.4

Warner 6.7

Spelling-Goldberg 6 1

Lorimar 5.4

MTM 5.3

Columbia 3.6

MG M 3 5

Paramount 3 5

Aaron Spelling 3 2

Twentieth-Century 3 2

Walt Disney 2.9

Tandem 2.9

Quinn Martin 2.7

TAT 2.4

TOY 2.2

CBS 2 0

Four D 2.0
Whacko 1.7

Schick-Sunn 1.6

David Gerber 1.6

Barnaby Productions also had a share of 1.5%.
Source: Federal Communications Commission Network Inquiry (FCC 1989:21
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time of the.,20 leading suppliers in the 1969-70 season in
comparisonwitth Ills 1977-78 season.

).
Although there were 20 prograin suppliers making

these programs during the 1979-80 season, most work
was concentrated in just 9. These companies can be di-
vided into two groups: the independent producers, in-
cluding Aaron Spelling Productions, MTM Enterprises,
Tandem TAT (formerly Norman Lear, who has left
television production for other pursuits), and Lorimar
Productions; and the large studios, Universal/MCA,
Columbia Pictures, Warner, MGM, and Paramount.
The large studios operate similarily: An executive pro-
ducer is in charge of several programs, and on-line pro-
ducers have responsibility for the day-to-day operations
of each show. As well as producing films, each studio has
people generating ideas for new prograths. The impor-
tant independent producers such as Lee Rich of Lorimar
Productions :Inc., and Aaron Spelling of Aaron Spelling
Productions often act as their own executive producers as
a means of maintaining control.

Independent producers will arrange with a studio such
as Universal/MCA, Paramount, MGM, or Columbia to
distribute and provide the facilities to produce the shows
sold to the networks. For example, Johnny Carson has a
$50 million commitment from NBC for a minimum of
three series over a 3-year period, as well as an unspeci-
fied number of television movies. Columbia Pictures will
provide the studio space to make these shows and will
have exclusive rights to distribute these programs after
NBC has shown them twice.

Althotigh Carson is not noted as a creator of dramatic
television, he has been able to break into the production
side of television because of his value as a talkshow host
for NBC. Carson is not the only producer who has made
a "deal" with a network for either a certain ainount of
time during a season or for one or more hours of prime
time during a week. Those independent producers who,
have had successes, such as Grant Tinker, Quinn Mar-
tin, Lee. Rich, Garry Marshall, and of course Aaron
Spelling, who controlled 25 percent of the prime time
hours on ABC durinethe 1979-80 season, have arrange-
ments with the various networks. However, thtse con-
tractual arrangements do not mean that the producer's
ideas will necessarily prevail. Producers must present a
number of ideas and concepts to the network before pro-
duction can be initiated. Sometimes the idea comes from
the producer, sometimes from the network itself, and
sometimes from a "committee" composed of people in-
volved in production such as writers, producers, and
directors who are under contract to the production com-
pany (Miller and Rhodes 1964).

Until the late 1960s and early 1970s, it was still possi-
ble for a writer with an idea for a series to gain entry to
network executives for support. As the studios have be-
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come more powerful, this route to production is unlikely.
Now ,the networks approach an on-line producer, star
actor, or sometimes even, their own former executives
with a production deal, or the entrenched and powerful
production companies act as the gatekeeper for those
trying to have their ideas translated into dramatic pro-
duction. The networks will accept no series ideas or
scripts from writers or minor independent producers whO
do not have a registered agent. Almost no one or no
organization, including the large studios, makes films
without some financial backing from outsiders, for tele-
vision usually one of the networks.

The production codiOanies have two major functions.
The first is creating programs for television; the second is
keeping programs on after they have beeriAcheduled. As
Hollywood changes and movies and miniseries become
even more popular (ABC, for example, contracted for 25

movies for 1980-81, a record number), the power of the
production companies will be concentrated further. Pres-
ently, the important independent producers and the large
production conipanies with access to the netwOrks and
other distributors are the most powerful because it is they
who can get the shows on the air. After a series has
become successful, the star actors become the most
powerful people in television.

In former years most of the episodic series 'were
presented to the networks for purchase in the jorm of a
pilot film. The pilot film is still used as a primary source
for series selection. However, because the investment in
a pilot film is so great, many are also shown' as films to
give them wider distribution. Ofttn a pilot film also will
tie seen as a movie made for television. As such, it will be
shown on the air several times during a season and, if"
successful, repeated for several seasons. In addition, it
will be sold to a syndication company for showings
abroad, either in theaters or on television (or both).
Thus, the investment in the pilot is profitable to both the
program supplier and the network. In addition to their
initial wages, actors, writers, and directors receive re-
sidual payments from repeated broadcasts.

Not all pilot films are purchased as series. The net-
works are involved in every step of the creative and
production aspects, from the initial story concept to a
successful series. Before a script can be written, the story -

idea is presented to an appropriate network executive,
usually a person in charge of programing. This is done
verbally because, under the rules of the Writers' Guild,
nothing should be presented in writing without a formal
contract. Even after a script is written and purchased by
the networks, there is no guarantee that it will be
financed and made into a film. When a script is com-
pleted, it is the property of the network. However, con-
tracts are written sO that the program supplier is free to
sell the script elsewhere, should the original contracting
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network reject it. If not satisfied with the script, the
network has the option of asking for rewrites, either by
the original author or by a different writer. If and when
the network is satisfied, a firm contract is negotiated with
a program supplier.

Most films do not become series. The network and the
a'clvertisers decide whether to place an order with the
program supplier for a specific number of additional
scripts to be made into films. After the show is on the air
for 3 or 4 weeks and there is some indication of audience
approval-through acceptable ratings, a decision is made
on whether to continue the serieg through the season. If
the audience disapproves or the demogiaphics of the au-
dience are considered inappropriate by the networks and
advertisers, the show is cancelled, dropped from the
schedule. A series which remains on the air for 11 weeks
or less usually is never seen again. Those shows that
maintain good ratings can stay on the air for season after
season.

Some programs, such as All In The Family and The
Marl TIrler Afoore Show, were on the air for more than
7 years. For example, All In The Family premiered on
January 12, 1971, and remained in production under
that title until the fall of 1979. During the 1979 season,
the main character, Arehie Bunker, left his job as a dock
foreman for a tool and die company and purchased a
neighborhood bar. The show is still on the air at this
writing (1980-81) but under a new title, Archie Bunker's
Place. Of all the shows of the 1970s, All In The Family
was considered by some to be the most advanced in com-
plexity and sophistication of humor and has generated a
body of scholarly literature and criticism, probably un-
equaled in television history. Terrace (1976) suggests
that American television comedy was led out of infancy
and into maturity with this series. The Mary Tyler
Moore Show, also a comedy series, premiered in the fall
of 1970. It, too, was considered avant garde because the
main character, Mary Richards, was portrayed as a
happy, single woman, pursuing a career. These shows
are also syndicated and shown in repeated broadcasts
through both network and independent stations in the
United States and abroad, generating profits for the pro-
ducers and residual payments for the actors, writers, and
others.

Working in Hollywood

Because the production and manufacture of American
television drama are rooted in the business interests, pro-
grams must be produced by people who are either willing
to suppress dissident values (should they have such val-
ues) or by people who are fundamentally in agreement
with the existing social and economic system. Although
there may be a boom in production as more movies for

television are needed to supply the new cable outlets,
there are still far more available and able workers in
Hollywood and elsewhere than can be employed by the
existing structure of the indtistry. Without work there is
no opportunity to express anything new on television,
and television as a means of communication is closed to
most. Even if a worker is employed in a creative task, for
example as a writer, on-line producer, director, or actor,
most of the important decisions about what to produce
are made by others; either the program supplier or the
networks. However, after a show is on the air, especially
if it is successful, the power of the creators increases
substantially. Freelance writers remain powerless, but
on-line producers and especially star actors are often the
key to the continuing success of the series.

On-Line Producers3

The working producer of television drama has a sig-
nificant role and relative power in the selection of content
after a program has been purchased by the network or
syndication company. Producers are in charge of hiring
the cast (except possibly the stars), the directors, and the
writers when these people are contracted on a freelance
basis. The producer has the final responsibility for cut-
ting and editing the film. In television, producers com-
plete many of the tasks assigned to the film director in the
motion picture industry (especially in European produc-
tions). In television, story development is another major
function of the producer. Most on-line producers are
actually writer-producers or director-producers. It is

often said that feature film is a director's medium and
television a producer's. Three of the major creative ele-
ments of television productionstory, casting, and edit,
ingare under the producer's control. The producers
usually hire the writers for one or more scripts and
often work with the writers as well, directing the tone
and outcome of the scripts. Many freelance writers aspire
to become on-line producers because of the relative pow-
er and autonomy vested in the role. Ideally, the producer
has responsibility for all the creative aspects of the show,
but this is always delegated authority. Even if the pro-
ducer owns, creates, and produces the show, the network
retains the right of final appralal of scripts, casts, and
other creative matteri. In addtion to the network officials,
others in the production company also have control over

See Cantor (1971) for a description of the men producing shows in
1967-68 and 1970. There are no other systematic data on the charac-
teristics of producers and writers available': A review of the programs
in production on November 6, 1980, shows that almost all on-line
producers are male (The Hollywood Reporter 1980). For an indepth
discussion of the producers and writers in 1977, see Siein (1978).
Stein's material has not been collected systematically.
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the on-line producers' work. The studios are organized
hnreaucratically, with an executive producer in charge of
several shows, each with its own on-line producer. Thus,
although the producer is the most powerful person on.the
production team, with the possible exception of the star
actors, this power is never absolute. Should a producer
fight too often with the network or prifiduction company
over creative decisions, the producer will be replaced
(Cantor 1971).

.t>

?%ctors

The importance of actors to dramatic production has
virtually been ignored by those who are concerned with
the impact of television and movies on American man-
ners, morals, and behavior. The appeal of star actors may
be more important to the success of a film than the subject
matter (Cantor and Peters 1-980). Moreover, actors are
so important in the film industry that they have the
power to stop production for months, as they did during
the summer and fall of 1980 when the Screen Actors
Guild and the Los Angeles local of the 4merican Feder-
ation of Television and Radio Artists went on strike.

Actors are important in other ways as well. For exam-
ple, television seRies are often named after the star. Star
actors are often the most powerful people on the sets,
determining subject matter as well as interpretation Of
the scripts. Yet 'this power is ephemeral and transitory.
The star actor, especially the very few highly paid movie
actors, rarely appears on television, except in movies
originally made for the theater showings. There is little
question that such star actors could be in television series
and made-for-television movies. -Possibly they could
choose the kind of program in which to appear. How-
ever, actors as a group do not have the power to control
content, and even individual stars try to form their own
production companies to maintain control ,over the crea-
tion of a movie. Even stars such as Robert Redford or
Burt Reynolds cannotform production companies with-
out some financial support. Individuals can contribute
some backing money, and to insure that part of the profits
are returned to them many actors do invest in their own
films. Nonetheless, everyone in the business of television
and film making is at the mercy of those who ultimately
control the purse strings. In the case of television, this
financial control lies with the networks, or, occasionally,
with a cable supplier such as Home Box Office (part of
the Time-Life media conglomerate), Operation Prime-
Time, or some other syndication supplier. This control of
the purse strings does translate into creative control at
times. If no one will finance an idea, it will not be used.
While star actors and producers with a proven track
record are more likely to find financing than are un-
known creators, even established people are not guaran-
teed backing.

After a series gets on the air and is successful, the star
actors in the series become by far the most powerful of
the creative people in television. Actors starring in success-
Tul series are the people to whom everyone else, including
writers, directors, and producers; must cater because the
series depends on the actor remaining on the air. The
'actor's Wishes, therefore, are considered in all aspects of
the production, including episode selection. Alan Alda of
M*A*S* H is one of most powerful people in dramatic
production. He is able to direct shows if he wishes (often
a secret desire of many actors); the schpts he writes are

-.-
accepted and produced; and there is no doubt that, if
other writers and directors do not please him, they are
not retained on the show. Whether the power Alda holrls
is transferable to another continuing show remains to be
seen. Most actors are not able to transfer their success
from one show to another. The popularity of the star in
one series does not guarantee his or her success in sub-
sequent ones. Mary Tyler Moore, for example, was very
popular in her situation comedy, The Mary Tyler Moore
Show. The program went off the air not because of low
ratings but because she was no longer willing to continue
in the role. Although she was the star in her own variety
program aired thefollowing season, the new show was a
dismal failure (judging by the ratings).

Supporting actors, even those who are replars on a
series, are often the least powerful of all the creative
personnel, and, if an actor becomes troublesome, his or
her part can easily be written out of the series. When
supporting players become ps popular as the star, a new
series is often developed for them. This process, known as
the spinoff, has been very common over the last 10 years.
For example, The Mary Tyler Moore Show generated a
number of spinoffs, including Rhoda, Phyllis, and Lou
Grant.

Because of the large profits generated by a successful
series, the star actors retain power as long as the ratings
remain high. Most actors are powerless; however, and
unless they are stars, they are unable to have control over
their work. They must depend upon others to write the
parts, produce the shows, and finance and distribute the
final production. Even when an actor has been selected
for a particular role, it is likely that someone else will
even determine how the role shall be interpreted. More
than any other occupation publicized as being glamorous
and creative, acting in the United States, especially tele-
vision acting, provides little freedom or creative auton-
omy for those appearing on the screen.
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Writers

Writers closely approximate the stereotype of the iso-
lated artist, in comparison with other creative people in
Hollywood. Writers are well educated. Almost all have
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graduated from collegeind they often come 'from elite
schook N1os r Uet s claim they would prefer to write
drama or other tic tion cimsidered more highbrow or more
socially significant than the material they write for
television. Gans (1974) had similar findings when he
interviewed television writers. Writers.see themselves as
"artists- or educators. Many try to get didactic messages
into their television shows. But writers foetelevision have
little or no control over any aspect of thrir craft,'except
tht invention of dialog and situation. Their work is rou-
tinely subjected to rewriting by producers or other writ-
ers. Scripts maY be changed b4o3,e oi during production
by a story editor, producer. network censor, director, or
the star actors. Freelance writers sell scripts outright to
the production companies or producers and thus lose all
control over changes.

Because of the control over scripts by on-line produc-
ers, writers often become producers themselves. Most of
the independent producers began their careers as writers.
Although there are conflicts between the freelance writ-
ers over credits and occasionally Over content, writers,
on-line producers, and story editors usually belong to the
same guild. Writers Guild of America, West. It is not
unusual for a person to be a freelance writer one season,
a salaried on-line producer or story editor the next. Like
acting, writing in Hollywood is an occupation where
there is little stability or security. Star writers are very
much in demand. but the occupation, except for a few
established people. is precarious.

The Audience

The relationship of the audience to the content of
television has generated controversy. People within the
industry claim that television content reflects the tastes
and desires of the audience. .Elsewhere (Cantor 1980)

this formulation has been called the "Demand Model.-
Adherents of this perspective believe that the market
determines content. Most broadcasters, some producers,
and others (such as market researchers) consider the au-
dience very influential in determining contentin fact,
the most powerful influence on content. In contrast, so-
cial scientists and other scholars are less convinced about
the audience's power over television content. Some be-
lieve the audience is helpless and that all content is im-
posed by sthose who control the means of production and
diss'emination. Others, mainly sociologists and social psy-
chologists, take a middle position. These analysts see the
audience as having an indirect but active input into the
creation of content. The material available on the audi-
ence is vast. How.everi., most studies of the audience ad-
dress questions relating to the effects of content on the
viewer, the uses and gratification the content has for the

viewers, or descriptions of the audience (see Comstock
et al. 1978). Few investigators have considered the ques-
tion raised in this discussicin: How influential is the audi-
,ence on the production of popular culture?

Because of the way content is produced, simultaneous
feedback from the audience to the creators is impossible.
In television drama, even that filmed or taped before a
live audience, there are few second chances for changes in
scripts or ideas. A pilot film storyline can be changed
before it becomes an episodic series. Because films and
tapes are produced months before they are shown on the
air, the only Power the audience has is to turn off the
television sets.

Given that broadcasters and advertisers understand
the reality that direct.feedback is almost impossible, the
question might be asked: Why do some believe the audi-
ence is the Main force responsible for shaping the content
of drama? 'The answer is' simple. Because television is a

marketing 11medium, it must present programs appealing
to a large number of viewers. The networks, rating serv-
ices, and LOcal broadcasters believe ratings are indices of
audiences' wishes, not simply reports of audience prefer-
ences among a limited choice of offerings. This view of
the audience is not necessarily one in which the audience
actively seeks entertainment with certain content.
Rather the audience is simply_a market for products. In
television language, cities become "Markets," and the
viewers1 become no more than their own demographic
characteristics. Ratings are comparable to votes.

This formulation of the audience as the most powerful
influence on dramatic content is relatively simplistic. Al-
though most investigators agree that the process de-
scribed approximates reality, most also agree that simply
sayinf that the audience gets what it wants leaves many
questions unanswered. How does content change? How
do creators know what will be popular with the audience
as there is so little direct feedback and most shows are
made months before they are viewed? Why have some
programs which have had a relatively small audience
when first broadcast been able to build audience interest?
Under the demand formulation, the content comes from
the creators who, through knowledge gained either from
some mystical intuition, from rational proctsses (such as
marketing research), or from ratings of previous shows,
are simply conduits for their audiences.

Most serious analysts of culture-producing industries
are aware that the number of available goods' (ideas for
dramatic productions) far exceeds what can be success-
fully produced and marketed (Hirsch 1972; FCC 1980).
Before their production and dissemination, dramas, like
most popular cultural forms, are pnacessed by the selec-
tion system described above. The actual filtering takes

. place within the production companies and through the
networks and other distribution companies. None of the
Organizations involved is able to decide with any cer-
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tainty whether a drama will succeed with the "voting"
public, that is, those families who are among the 1,150
who make up the Nielser1 sample. However, a reality of
this screening and selection is that producers, network
officials, and others make decisions with the ratings in
mind. The perceived likes and dislikes of some audiences
operate as one basis of selection. This notion of the audi-
ence existing only in the imaginations of the creators and
disseminators is a key issue.

In the examination of factual material concerning se-
lection and creation of drama, it is obvious that although
the ratings are very important, other factors must be
considered. The creators and selectors of drama often do
not know what the audience will like. Sometimes, they
take chances on new ideas and these result in very suc-
cessful programs. In contrast, ihe number of programs
which fail each season (see Newsweek 1979) shows that
those most responsible for television are indeed poor pre-
dictors of what will succeed. The ratings determine
which series'ivill aay on the air; ratings, however have
little to do with what gets on the air except in the most
indirect way. Moreover, tbere is no way to know whether
shows which were passed over might have been very
popular.

Nonetheless, the demand model has provided a suc-
cessful rationale for the system as it exists. Those who
fail to capture the right audience do not remain in their
respective positions, and those whose programs receive
high ratings are very. successful. Both those who select
properly for the networks and those writers, producers,
and actors who reach the right target audience remain in
production and are desired as employees and creators.

Some explain content as presenting the demands of the
audience; others apply a more sociological feedback hy-
pothesis. The two approaches are qualitatively different
(Cantor 1980; Gans 1957; Bauer 1958). Writers and
producers are creating for an audience, but that audience
is not necessarily the ultimate audience. Rather, the
shows are created for an audience composed of iletwork
officials, producers, and other gatekeepers and even occa-
sionally for the writers and produceri themselves. Thus
those who write stories and produce films primarily con-
sider what the buyers and distributors want. This means,
of course, that they are much influenced by ratings (what
has been successful previously and the demographics of
the target audience). Because the network officials and
others conceptualize their audiences primarily by age,
sex, and income, so clO the writers and producers. If the
target audience were defined as people with certain polit-
ical or religious beliefs, the content of drama might be
qtlite different. Under this formulation, changes in con-
tent occur when advertisers and other financial suppat-
ers want to reach different target audiences or when the
medium no longer depends on the advertisers' support.

Thus, it can be Predicted that content will change aspay
television becomes more widespread or if videotape and
videodisc become more widely adopted. Creators and
communicators construct in their imaginations an audi-
ence which reflects organizational necessities. To work in
television, writers and producers, unless very successful
or well known, must conform to the norms and policies
of the industry. Those writers, producers, and other crea-
tors acknowledge the conflicts that arise because the au-
dience they must ultimately please may be different from
the audience for whom they would like to create,

Throughout, the term "audience" has not been
defined. The ultimate audience is composed of those peo-
ple who watch television drama. However, there are
other audiences as well. Already mentioned Are network
officials, producers, and advertisers. In addition, there
are critics and pressure groups. During the 1970s, pres-
sure groups actively advocated change in television con-
tent. Their impact on the dramatic programs may be
more substantial than people realize. For example, the
American Medical Association, the National Parent
Teachers Association, the National Organization for
Women, and Action for Children's Television have been
trying to gain access to television. These groups pressure
both the creative people working in Hollywood and net-
work officials.' Most pressure gitoups, when questioned,
contend that the changes in portrayal they desire have not
occurred. Possibly the greatest change resulting from
pressure group activity has been to keep the action-

'14tdventure series off the air. Although those doing content
analysis can show that dramatic television has been and
remains violent and that women and minorities continue
to be stereotyped, the content has cbanged (Gerbner et al.
1979). However, these changes are not in the directions
desired by the critics.
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Concluiion

Television drama is not simply a reflection of the tastes
and values of the creators (actors, directors, producers,

One result of the pressure group activities was the establishment of
the Family Viewing Hours, the hours between 7:00 and 9:00 p.m. This
designation is not an overt requirement of the FCC; Family Viewing
Timeevolved through an agreement between the FCC and the net-
works because of the continuous and ever-increasing criticism from
citizen groups, sodal scientists, and educators about the content of
dramatic shows. The plan developed during the winter of 1974, when
network executives, FCC staff, and their respective lawyers met. In
November 1976, the Federal district court in Los Angeles declared the
Family Viewing Hour unconstitutional because the restrictions on pro-
graming content were not true self-regulation by the industry but
partially imposed through threats by the government. As of this writ-
ing, the Family Viewing Hour is still in effect because the court ruling
is being appealed by the networks. See Cantor (1980) for a fuller
explanation.



and writers). Nor is it simply reflection of the powerful
executive producers who are the gatekeepers between the
networks and those below them. At the present time and
throughoth the 3970s, the television,networks have held
the greatest power in determining the nature and content
of television, Supported by the legal system, the networks
have the Rower to decide what , programs will be
presented to the audience, the time these programs will
be broadcast,.and whether the, pt*gram will be con-
tinued. The television networks do not exist in a social
vacuilm, however; they are dependent on program sup-
pliers to provide the shows, on local stal?ons to broadcast
programs, on advertisers to sponsor their offerings, and
on rating serviceS to evaluwe thtir decisiOns. For local
stations and advertisers to suppopthe programs selected
by the networks, a sufficiently large audience (deter-
mined by the ratings) must tune in. Also, networks, pro-
gram suppliers, advdtisers, 'and local stations may be
intimidated by overt pressure from dim-se citizen
groups. Before a program is selected by the networks,
two questions are usually asked: How will certain groups
react if the programs are aired? Will the target audience
like the show?.

Television drama will change only When the audiencc
is defined differently by those who create the drama and
those who disseminate it to the viewers. Almost every-
thing written abour television iri-recent years suggests
that we are On the verge of a communications revolution
involving the adoption of new technologies for the trans-
mission of information and entertainment. Many of these
technologies, such a$ cable television and videotape
reetbrders, have been available for many.years, but owing
tblegal encumbrances and business reluctance to invest
in 'their manufacture, the technologiei have not been
available nationwide. There is evidence that, during the
-1980s, both cable atd recording equipment will become
mtore widelyiavailable. Some claim this availability will
provide a greater choice of drama for the audience, more
work for creative people, and new forms of dramatic
production.

No doubt there will be more choices for home viewing
as cable becOmes available in tnore cities. At least one
channel in every cable system will be devoted exclusively
to pay television. These channels will proVide movies
previously shown Only in Movie theaters and possibly
4lso some new productions and videotapes of live theater.
These oRtions, presently available to several million
viewers nationally, will become a primary means of dis-
persing films along with the network offerings to the
audience.

The target audience for network drama is' the lower
middle class, between the ages of 18 and 49, married and
with children. This grouPrepresents the largest segment
of the population in the 19803 (Weintraub 1979). Many
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people in this group are unlikely to subscribe to pay
television when they can view appealing programs with-
out paying directly. The tietworlcs,. With sponsor and
local station support, will be able to continue to generate
profits, even if the audience shrinks slightlyc orremains
stable. For example, the soap.opera audience appears to
have stabilized or possiblyontracted in recent years as
more women in the target 'audience enter the labor force
(Cantor 1979). However, daytime serials continue to be
profitable for the networks. Given the denygraphics of
the available audience in the United States, even if:half
the hOmes in the countqy hAve pay television and others
have home videotape or videodisc as well, the' networks
still will be able t6 attract enough.people to make some
dramatic television prUtable.

The greatest changes resulting from adoptibn of the
newer means of distribution will be,in the production
companies. These changes will mean more and yaried
kinds of production, although not necessarily less sensa-
tionalism, sex, or viqknce. The established and sup-
ported production companies and some producers may
-gain independence from the networks, but the chances for
entry into production for newcomers will remain slim, as
always. The television and movie indtstries have always
attracted more people than are needed for the amount of
wOrk available. Production will continue to be concen-
trated in the hands oF a few program suppliers. Although
prograni suppliers may ha'Ye more control, when they are
dependent on others to finance and distribute their prod-
ucts, they almost always lose some creative freedom.

If one believes in 'cultural pluralism or that creative
people should have freedom and autonomy, the prospects
are dismal (Gans 1974; Cantor 1971, 1972). It is clear
from the history of broadcasting and film making that
cultural pluralism or availability of choice in eulture
through mass media is unlikely.' Diversity and plailism
appear to be available to only the, well-to-do and the
educated. Freedom to create films rests with those who
have access to the means of dissemination and to. the
money necessary.to finance a film. How the financiers
and disseminators define the audience limits the freem
of the creators and essentially determines the kind of
television content that has been and will be available.

s The history of film production in the United States (includ:
television) is partially the history of monopoly and concern over oli-
gopolistic concentraon of control reducing the diversity of media con-
tent. In the past, when the government has been successful in its
antitrust suits,'as it was in 1950, breaking the control that the big five
movie companies had over production and distribution of movie pro-
ductions, or when new ttchnologies seem to break the control of one
group, new monopolies 6ve arisen to replace the old. With the adop-
tion of cable arid other. Jorms of distribution, the power will probablY
concentrate once more in4tfie production companies.



Television drama is highly valued both as a market.p
able (.ommodity .md As kullural for . Because of the
high profits associated with success films, the competi-
tion and struggle over access to the audience among the
organizations 4nd people who are responsible for these`
programs are key features o( the commercial production
process. _Unless the ;xchange and struggle are under-
stood, tho'se who value television as a social and cultural
prOdiict are unlikely to make an impaet on the kinds of
programs available. 'Because television entertainment
programs must reach, large audiences to 'be successful,
sensational and violent topics are as likely to be selected
in the future as they were in the past.

Appendix
SeriesNew and Old

A number of series are mentioned by name in this
review. Some may be unfamiliar to the reader. Terrace
'(1976) describes most of them, but not in detail, and none
that has been intro/Nee; since 1976. -

During the last 10 years, hundreds of new series have
been introduced on television.'Qf these new series, only
a few have been successful. The definition of success is:,
a series which has 100 or more episodes completed and
available for syndication. Among the series that have
been repeated frequently in the last decade are:

I Love Lucy was first broadcast in 1951 and went, off prime
time as a first-tun series in 1956. At that timc, 39 episodes a
year were being made. Therefdre, there are several -hundred
episodes available for syndication; these have been rebroadcast
continually since 1957. It is a situation comedy about marriage
(Terrace 1970. Ahhough there are series which have had a
longer first run, / Love Lucy probably has bien;seen by'more
people in the United States than any other program because of
its repeated showings. For example, this season (1980-81) the
show is being broadcast onzan independent station in Washing-
ton, D.0 , and probably in other areas.,as well.

Star Trek (1966-69), a sciencefiction program,in contrast, was
only on the air for 3 years in prime time (Teriace 1976), but
during its short run, compared to other series named in this
article, a devoted, although small, following (by network stand-

I.

ards) developed (Whitfield and Roddenberry 1968). This fol-
lowing was unsuccessful in its try to keep the program on the
air for continuation as a first-run series (Cantor 1971), but the

- series has been seen on syndication regularly since production
stopped.

M*A*S.4H premiered in the fall of 1972 and at this writing is
still on the air 'as a first-run series:Although it is difficult to
determine which series qualifies as the most popular, there is
little doubt that M*A*S*H is among the top 10. The story of
how medical men and a few womaretain their sanity amid the
Ng-a-Why of war has appeal for the Viewers. This show, a spinoff
from the movie of the same name, takes !Ace in the 40771h "
Mobile Army Surgical Hospital in Korea auring the Korean
War. Many of the characters have changed during the8-year
run, but Alan Aida, the star, and Loretta Swit, who plays the
head nurse, are still appearing on the show. Withdut Alda, the
program probably would not continue. (See Terrace 1976, for
a list of the original cast.)

Although net eMnhasized in the body of this article;
one innovation in recent years has been the evening serial
dramas which differ from the usual episodic series. Seri-
alized dramas with continuing stories from episode to
episode enjoyed limited success in prime time until 1977.
The only program before that time which had an ex-
tended run was Peyton Place (Sept. )964 to January
1069; twice a week). These shows were never repeated
(Terrace 1976; FCC 1980). With the introduction of
Soap in 1977 and later Dallas in 1974,(the latter is still
on the air), the prime time serialized drama has become
more prevalent. For example, in the 1980-81 season,
there are several additional shows with the serialized
format on the.air. This proliferation may indicate a new
trend on prime time.

Another change in the 1970s was the introduction of
miniseries.The miniseries is similar to the serialized
drama mentioned above with one exception. The story
continues for a shore number of episodes, from four to
eight. Roots (Janua'ry 23-30, 1977) was adapted froni
Alex Haley's best selling novel about several generations
Of a black family'in America. it drew the largest audience
ever recorded to that time [85,000,000 people watched
one or more episodes of Roots (Fireman 1977)]. Since

then, an episode of Dallas in the fall of 1980 drew a
large an audience, if not larger.
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